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LAUNCHING INTO SPACE 
The National Interagency Coordination Group (NICG) extends you a cordid invitation 
to  attend the 1991 International Aerospace and Ground Conference on Lightning and 
Static Electricity. 
Kennedy Space Center and Cape Canaveral Air Force Station are frequently called 
America's Spaceport. This title is earned through the integration of many skills in 
a wide variety of technical fields and successful implementation throughout labor and 
management levels that enables America to reach into space. Among the many 
challenges confronting the country's primary launch site are lightning protection, 
detection, and forecasting. This conference focuses on studies that attempt to solve 
these problems by presenting papers on active research on many appropriate topics. 
The technical program for this year's conference consists of 119 papers and posters 
presented by investigators from fifteen countries making this a truly international 
effort. The conference is divided into twenty-six sessions based on research in 
lightning, static electricity, modeling, and mapping. These sessions span the 
spectrum from basic science to engineering, concentrating on lightning prediction and 
detection and on safety for ground facilities, aircraft, and aerospace vehicles. There 
is something for everyone, whether student or veteran to the field. I invite you to 
come to the conference and participate with us, sharing what you have learned and 
your concerns. 
William Jafferis 
Conference Chairman 
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LIGHTNING THREAT TO AIRCRAFT: DO WE KNOW ALL WE lqEED TO KNOW?
Vladislav Mazur
NOAA/National Severe Storms Laboratory, Norman OK 73069
The problem of lightning threat to aircraft has two aspects: strike avoidance and aircraft
protection. Let us address these two issues separately.
LIGHTNING STRIKES, WEATHER CONDITIONS
AND NATURAL LIGHTNING RATE
For strike avoidance we need to know where in electrified clouds strikes to aircraft may take
place and with what probability. This information is useful to pilots, aviation meteorologists
and possibly to air-traffic controllers.
Three major research programs studying lightning-aircraft interaction: NASA Storm Hazards
Program (1980-1986), USAF/FAA Lightning Characterization Program (1984-85, 1987) and
French Transall Program (1984, 1988) although focusing on in-flight measurements of strike
parameters also produced significant new data about environmental conditions conducive
to lightning strikes to aircraft in summer thunderstorms. Thunderstorms were the obvious
choice to conduct such measurements because of the belief that lightning hazards occur
where lightning activity naturally exists.
The important thing about lightning-aircraft interaction we learned from this experience was
that all lightning strikes in storms at flight altitudes above 7 km (high altitudes) and about
90 % of strikes at altitudes below 7 km (low altitudes) are triggered by the aircraft itself [1,
2, 3]. Thus, the main factor contributing to lightning strike to aircraft is not a presence of
natural lightning activity, but a presence of a sufficient ambient electric field to initiate a
discharge on an aircraft of given size, configuration and speed. It was also shown that only
about 10 % of strikes at low flight altitudes are actually intercepted natural lightning flashes
[2, 3l.
The previous beliefs that lightning strikes to aircraft somehow relate to the presence of
turbulence were dismissed. Most lightning strikes in summer storms occur in light rain and
light turbulence conditions [2]. We also learned, from data obtained with the NASA F-106B
instrumented airplane during high altitude storm penetrations, that the probability of
triggering lightning decreases with the increasing rate of natural lightning [1]. A similar
conclusion was made in rocket-triggered lightning experiments: the probability of triggering
lightning is very low when the rate of natural lightning is high and vice versa [personal
communications with J.L. Boulay, P. Laroche, and W. Jefferies]. This seemingly paradoxical
phenomenon may be understood if we consider a natural triggering mechanism in storms
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and compare it with an artificial triggering by aircraft. When the natural triggering
mechanism is active, it works like a firing electrode for a large gap discharge (lightning flash)
starting it each time when an ambient electric field inside the cloud is ready to support
propagation of this discharge. In such a case, an additional source of triggering (aircraft or
rocket with a wire) does not produce lightning initiation being out of phase with the big gap
(cloud) electric field.
In line with this explanation are observations showing that the decaying stage of the storm
is the most dangerous for penetrating aircraft: the probability of aircraft-triggered lightning
as well as chances to succeed with a rocket-triggered lightning are the highest at this time
[2]. Although the cloud is still electrified during the decaying stage, the natural triggering
mechanism there is very weak, evidence of which is lack of natural lightning activity. Thus,
an aircraft or a rocket with a trailing wire becomes a likely source of lightning initiation due
to its conductivity and size.
As far as the safest place for aircraft penetration, we learned from the experience of the
NASA Langley Storm Hazards and FAA/USAF programs that the longest flight time needed
to obtain a lightning strike to aircraft is at altitudes near and below cloud base. The
question of whether these altitudes may be considered the safest for aircraft in relation to
lightning hazards remains to be proven.
While storm penetrations with instrumented aircraft provided scientific data on
environmental conditions conducive to lightning hazards, the same kind of data on lightning
hazards to aircraft in winter storms, marginally electrified stratiform and mixed phase clouds
are totally lacking. What is known from pilots' surveys is that the majority of reported
strikes to civil aircraft and space vehicles in the U.S. occurred in marginally electrified and
mixed phase clouds [4], and in Japan the majority of reported strikes occurred in winter
storms [51 .
Marginally electrified and mixed phase clouds do not produce natural lightning.
Furthermore, we presently do not know how to evaluate the magnitude and structure of the
electric field inside these clouds remotely without entering them. Therefore the study of
electric hazards in these clouds should be more comprehensive than in thunderstorms and
should include in-situ and remote sensing for electrical and microphysical parameters,
kinematic modeling of electrification processes and in-situ measurements of electric
discharges to aircraft. The objective of such a study would be to identify the cloud electrical
condition (field intensity and structure) by its association with microphysical parameters and
cloud kinematics from radar observations with Doppler and polarization diversity radars.
Such a scientific approach could be utilized during the CAPE-91 research program scheduled
for summer 1991 in central Florida.
Unfortunately, after the last in-flight program conducted by the FAA in 1987 there is no
further commitment from U.S. government agencies to in-situ measurements of lightning-
aircraft interaction. The FAA has decided not to support the combined U.S.-France
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program that was designed partly to investigate electrical hazards to aircraft in the
marginally electrified clouds. The USAF was unable to support the proposed exploratory
study of electrification mechanisms in stratiform clouds utilizing opportunities of the CAPE-
91 program. The NASA Airborne Electric Field program presently underway with a single
objective to evaluate the electric field inside "non-thunderstorm" clouds is an example of an
engineering rather than a scientific approach to solving this problem.
Since the problem of lightning hazards to aircraft in most common weather conditions of
marginally electrified clouds remains unsolved, the Atlas-Centaur accident of 1987 [6] should
be a constant reminder to us that this could happen again.
AIRCRAFT PROTECTION
(ENGINEERING VS. SCIENTIFIC APPROACH)
In simple terms, an engineering approach to the evaluation of the lightning threat to aircraft
consists of flying an instrumented airplane in thunderstorms in order to encounter lightning
strikes, to measure some of their parameters and to apply results to aircraft testing and
certification. A scientific approach is based on the comprehension of the entire lightning
strike process to the degree that affects the aircraft, to measure and evaluate all components
of the process, and to synthesize results for applications. Let us review what we did measure
during past in-flight programs, how well we did measure it, and how well our measurements
represent the lightning threat to aircraft.
Most quantitative measurements of lightning strikes were made during the initial attachment
of the lightning channel to the aircraft [7, 8, 9]. With a maximum frequency range up to 80
MHz in digital recording systems, the short (minimum duration of a few _s) records were
obtained to characterize individual pulses during the initiation stage [10]. Continuous
records of electromagnetic waveforms for the entire strike duration (hundreds of ms) were
made at frequency ranges up to 2 MHz [3, 11, 12]. The peak detector used during the
NASA Storm Hazards Program, although having a wide frequency band, produced records
that were random (one record per flight) and therefore could not be identified with any of
the lightning processes.
Measurements described above produced a population of statistically compounded pulses
(their amplitudes, rise times, and durations) that characterize strike initiation with an
acceptable accuracy [13]. Measurements of other processes involved in strike development
following the initiation are less precise because of the limited frequency band width of
recorders and the sometimes small number of samples.
The scientific interpretation of airborne measurements advanced the hypothesis that a
lightning strike starts at the aircraft as a bidirectional leader with positive and negative
leaders exiting from the aircraft's extremities that have maximum charges of opposite signs
[14]. This hypothesis was verified in numerous laboratory studies [15, 16] and most recent
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airborne measurements[personal communication with J.P. Moreau].
After initiation on the aircraft, the lightning strike develops inside the cloud similarly to
natural lightning discharge and may become either an intracloud or cloud-to-ground flash,
depending on the environmental electrical conditions and flight altitude. During such
development, the aircraft remains part of the lightning channel for most of flash duration
(hundreds of ms). Thus, the similarity between processes in triggered and natural lightning
especially for processes following the initiation is rather obvious [17]. This means that we
can apply definitions of natural lightning processes to the aircraft-triggered lightning.
We learned from the scientific analysis of lightning strike development that:
1. All lightning strikes to aircraft at high altitudes (> 7 km) develop after their initiation
similar to intracloud flashes [1].
2. At altitudes of 7 km and below, about 25% of lightning strikes develop into CG flashes
I181.
3. The intracloud development of lightning strikes is characterized by a continuing current
flow of positive leaders and intermittently occurring negative recoil streamers [14].
4. The amplitudes of return strokes reaching the aircraft are much smaller that those
measured at the ground level. They are comparable to or less than the amplitudes of both
the recoil streamers intercepting the aircraft during the intracloud development of the strike
and the negative leader pulses during the initiation process [11, 19].
5. New initiation processes may take place during the intracloud lightning development of
the strike [11].
This new knowledge is not reflected yet in the technical document, the SAE AE4L
committee report (Orange book) [20], that defines technical criteria for lightning strike
protection of the aircraft systems in the U.S. The latest version of this document revised in
January 1989 still equates a lightning strike to aircraft to a cloud-to-ground flash and uses
the reference book [21] as a source of data. The analysis of airborne lightning data obtained
during the past decade, however, clearly identifies a typical lightning strike as similar to an
intracloud rather than to a cloud-to-ground natural flash. Therefore the present zonal
application of current waveforms on the aircraft's surface described in the Orange Book
should be corrected. The correction may require (1) a review of airborne data already
obtained with zones and waveforms attached to them identified, and possibly (2) new
airborne measurements of current waveforms and video images of strikes for assisting in
zone identification.
The direct strike environment as presently seen from scientific analysis of airborne data
includes the following elements:
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1. Component A. Series of current pulses during the lightning initiation process on aircraft.
Peak amplitude of at least 20 kA (possibly 55 kA), pulse duration of a fraction of/as to less
than 2 its, series duration of maximum 20 ms, and pulse rate of up to 20 ms 1 [14], peak rate
of rise is 4.0 x 1011 A s "1 [13]. Component A is present in 90% of all lightning strikes to
aircraft. Measurements listed are obtained with sufficient frequency band width and from
a statistically significant population of samples. The maximum value of 55 kA was measured
by the peak detector on the NASA F-106B airplane during a non-cloud-to-ground strike [13].
Because of the ambiguity of the measurement, this peak value can be attributed either to
Component A or B pulses.
2. Component B. Single pulse of negative recoil streamer or dart leader. Duration from
tens of _s to a few hundreds of/_s, peak amplitude of several kA, possibly up to 55 kA (see
comment about Component A), rise time of hundreds of ns [11, 12]. Measurements of
amplitudes and rise times are, however, frequency limited. Component B is present in all
lightning strikes to aircraft inside thunderstorms, although the number of pulses per strike
varies.
3. Component C. Continuing current lasting for hundreds of ms with low frequency
variations of higher amplitudes and of tens of ms long. An average amplitude is a few tens
of Amperes, maximum amplitudes of hundreds of Amperes [14]. The Component C is
present in all aircraft-triggered strikes. Measurements are statistically sufficient.
4. Component D. Return stroke pulses with duration of several hundreds of/_s, peak
amplitude up to 26-30 kA, rates of rise of less than 1.6 x 1011 A s 1 [18]. The Component
D is present in about 25 % of lightning strikes at altitudes below 7 km. The unambiguous
measurements of peak amplitudes with a wide frequency band are lacking. More in-flight
measurements are needed to obtain a statistically sufficient population of samples.
The SAlE AE4L report needs to be upgraded to include the testing and certification criteria
that reflect the characterization of lightning strike processes obtained from the analyses of
airborne measurements during the last decade. Although some estimates of lightning
parameters are not supported by a statistically significant number of samples, e. g. in cloud-
to-ground strikes to aircraft, they nevertheless represent a realistic picture of lightning-
aircraft interaction and with this reservation should be mentioned in the SAE AE4L report.
LIGHTNING THREAT TO AIRCRAFT: WHAT ELSE DO WE NEED TO KNOW?
In-flight research programs during the last decade were conducted only in summer
thunderstorms, where lightning strikes to aircraft are very much similar to natural lightning
flashes. Although there is a strong indication that the physics of strike initiation in winter
thunderstorms, stratiform and mixed-phase clouds would be the same as in thunderstorms,
we lack scientific data on the characteristics of electrical discharges under these conditions.
Presently we project our knowledge of lightning strikes to aircraft in summer thunderstorms
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on those experienced in other environmental conditions. This assumption is not justified yet
and therefore misleading or possibly erroneous. By conducting in-flight measurements we
need to determine the characteristics of strikes to aircraft in winter storms and marginally
electrified non-thunderstorm clouds to find out how much they are the same or different
from those in summer thunderstorms. It is expected that owing to the different strength,
spatial extension and distribution of electric fields inside winter storms and non-thunderstorm
clouds, the strikes there may differ from those in summer storms. By the same reasons, the
cloud regions with the highest probability of lightning strikes to aircraft may be quite
different from those in summer storms. The long term goal of this investigation would be
to gain the ability, using remote sensing techniques, to evaluate a threat of aircraft-triggered
lightning prior to penetration of a given cloud by a given space vehicle.
In spite of significant progress made in the evaluation of lightning hazards to aircraft in
summer thunderstorms this task is not completed yet. Additional airborne measurements
with a wide frequency band are needed for the statistical evaluation of current waveforms
for processes during intracloud and cloud-to-ground development of lightning strikes
following initiation (recoil streamers, dart leaders, return strokes, new initiations).
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DESCRIPTION AND INTERPRETATION OF AIRCRAFT LIGHTNING ATTACIIHENT 
ELECTRIC AND HAGNETIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS 
AND VIDEO OBSERVATION 
3. P. Xoreau and S. Larigaldie 
Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Aerospatiales 
B.P. 72, 92322 CHATILLON CEDEX, FRANCE 
ABSTRACT 
In 1988, ONERA carried out a complete airborne lightning characterization 
program. Among other features, the program has provided a significant amount 
of data from analog records of electric and magnetic field sensors to give a 
description of all stages of the lightning process. The initiation phase has 
been described in the past, so the objective of the present paper is to give 
a description of the other stages of the discharge, based on the observation 
of analog electromagnetic waveforms and of fast video (200f/s) image 
processed pictures. During lightning attachment, the aircraft remains 
electrically connected to the lightning channel where a large variety of 
physical processes occurs. These physical processes include recoil streamers, 
return strokes, and even other initiation processes of secondary discharges; 
The paper shows and comments typical records of analog electromagnetic field 
along with relative luminosity variation of the channel, which shows that 
there is no extinction of the continuous current throughout the discharge 
process. A computation of current and potential waveforms using the 
transmission line formalism is presented and gives satisfactory results for 
the representation of two of the typical waveforms observed in the recoil 
streamer processes.. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the past, data reduction of airborne lightning characterization programs 
has been logically focused. on quantitative characteristics of the threat 
[Pitts, 1982; Rustan et al., i983; Horeau and Alliot, 1985; Raezer et al., 
1987; Horeau et al., 19891. Meanwhile the interpretation and the description 
of physical processes was dedicated to the beginning of the attachment, where 
the triggering aspect was addressed, and where the Di-Leader concept was 
formulated and confirmed [Rustan and Horeau, 1985; Horeau and Alliot, 1986; 
Horeau et al., 1989; Hazur, 19891. Observation of the data related to the 
total discharge shows that, as in the beginning phase, there are recognizable 
types of electric field variations, and that the largest current pulses occur 
during the later development of the discharge. 
This intracloud process then affects aircraft directly, and therefore 
deserves to be understood and considered in the description of the threat for 
lightning hazard certification of aircraft [SAE, 19871. In addition the 
flying aircraft provides a unique access to direct measurements of intracloud 
processes which have only been studied from electric field measurements above 
the ground [Brook and Kitagawa, J G R  19601. The junction phases J and the K 
changes (Recoil-streamers) are also well identified on aircraft recordings. 
The.main objective of this paper is to present and interpret the lightning 
processes during the total development of a strike. For the analysis we used 
the airborne records of electromagnetic waveforms of lightning strikes to t h e  
DRET, CEV, ONERA instrumented airplane along with the 200 frames/s v i d e o  
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images, obtained during the Transall-88 program. After a presentation of 
typical recordings where the different types of waveforms are identified, the 
analysis of the channel luminosity will be presented. 
In the interpretation paragraph, a brief description of the beginning process 
will be recalled, followed by a more extensive analysis of the junction 
phases and recoil-streamers. A computational model is then exposed using the 
transmission line formalism to represent the two typical waveforms observed 
during a recoil-streamer phase. 
2 .  DATA PRESENTATION 
We will use the analog recordings (DC - 500 Hhz) of the capacitive antenna 
and of the magnetic field sensor network to give the description of the 
event. Figure 1 presents the waveforms obtained for event number 12, lasting 
about 350 ms. This figure shows from bottom to top: two signals from 
capacitive antennas (Track A ,  B), one fast electric field record (Track C ) ,  
and one .magnetic field (Track D). Before going further, we can notice that 
most important pulses occur during the progression of the discharge and are 
not concentrated during the beginning of the attachment. It is also 
immediatly seen that the signals from different capacitive antennas (A and B) 
are quite identical, although they are located at different places on the 
aircraft structure. This is a first indication that the aircraft sustains 
potential variations, and that it is totally connected to the lightning 
channel throughout the process. 
The potential variations have been computed. In the configuration of a 
lightning attachment for a similar variation of electric field on all sensors 
of 300 kV/m there is a decrease of potential of 1HV. 
The potential variations observed are due to the differential current between 
the entry point and the exit point of the lightning channel, which charges 
the aircraft capacitance. 
On figure 1 we can mark different phases which we will describe later on. 
These phases are labelled 1 for the beginning (triggering process), 2 from 
the end of 1 and including junction phases (J) and recoil-streamers (IC). This 
phase corresponds to the development of the discharge. Phase 3 is not always 
present and corresponds to a secondary discharge. 
WAVEFORM DES C R I PT I ON 
Figure 2 is a close view of the triggering phase showing the evolution of the 
surface electric field (figure 2a), and the synchronized current recording 
(figure 2b). During the "AB" phase the aircraft potential is decreasing. Then 
it increases during the "BC" phase while current pulses can reach 10 kA (a 
higher value has never been observed during this phase). Point "C" 
corresponds to a new potential decrease which will be discussed later on. 
Further develop2ent cf the Gischarge shows three typical processes that are 
identified by letters as described in figure 3: 
- Phases "DE1" and "F12E2" that are typical of junction phases. 
- Type "E" pulses (El,E2) characterized by a step variation of the electric 
field. 
- Type "F" pulses (Fll,F12,F21,F22,F23,F24) that are typical of recoil 
streamers. 
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All these processes will be dealt with in the discussion part. 
During the junction phase, the aircraft remains connected to the lightning 
and a continuous current keeps flowing in the channel. 
"E" pulses correspond to a global positive potential variation of the channel 
and consequently of the aircraft. A current pulse of hundreds of amperes 
corresponds to this potential variation, as shown on figure 4. 
"F" pulses are separated by some milliseconds and correspond to a surge of 
negative potential which remains at its previous value after the pulse. This 
indicates a propagating pulse of current along the channel. F pulses are 
typical recoil-streamers and produce high current pulses on the aircraft as 
shown in figure 5. 
CHANNEL LUHINOSITY OBSERVATION 
Channel luminosity has been computed by integrating the light of the channel 
in every image. The value obtained is then plotted versus the time when the 
picture was actually taken by the 200 Fls camera. In the following figure 6, 
plots of corresponding electric field are made on the same time base. On this 
figure the luminosity of the channel may be interpreted as a continuous 
current record. This shows that the aircraft remains totally connected since 
the luminosity never goes to zero except just before a secondary discharge. 
It is not possible because of the 5ms resolution of the video frames to 
exatly correlate pulses of recoil-streamers with spikes of luminosity. 
Nevertheless recoil-streamer stages are more luminous than junction phases. 
3. INTERPRETATION 
From the recordings of E(t) and I(t) shown on figures 1, 2, 3, we will now 
attempt to reconstruct the whole history of the intracloud lightning flash 
related to event number 12. 
3.1. LIGHTNING FORMATION 
Taking into account the fact that the triggering phase "ABC" seems similar 
for most of the recorded lightning events, our starting hypothesis will be 
that the lightning flash would be triggered by the airplane when crossing a 
fictive area located very near (some 100 m) the boundary of the negative 
charge region in the storm cloud. Indeed, at this location: a) the external 
field is expected to reach a high value, b) the charged area is close to the 
triggering airplane. 
Following [Xazur, 19881, it is then assumed that the flash begins by the 
inception of a faint positive leader from the airplane (figure 7a) (current s 
1 A; velocity z lo4 m/s [Group des Renardibres, 19771). This causes the 
negative increase of the aircraft electrical potential observed during "AB" 
phase. While this potential reaches high negative values, aborted negative 
leaders slow down the charging process and may induce fast current pulses (as 
probably recorded on the Nasa F106B airplane [Pitts et al., 19871 1 .  
Next to instant "B", a negative-stepped leader starts to propagate away from 
the airplane (figure 7b). It removes part of the express negative charges 
from the aircraft structure, leading to the positive increase of the airplane 
Potential observed on phase "BC" of the recordings ... 
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We believe that the new negative increase of the airplane potential which 
follows instant "C" is due to the arrival of the free extremity of the 
positive leader inside the negative space charge region (figure 7c). Indeed, 
in order to neutralize a volumic space charge, the positive leader is likely 
to develop numerous branches when growing inside the charged media. 
Obviously, two different effects are to be expected from this tree like 
propagation: 
- due to the ability of each individual expanding branch to generate 
electrical current, the overall intensity which travels along the lightning 
leader system will strongly increase: 
of the conductive filament network increases the capacitance 
between the leader and the external media, so the mean potential of the 
electrically floating leader system (including the airplane) will become 
more and more negative. 
- the expansion 
As shown on the close view figure 2, the expected E(t) and I(t) developments 
are actually those recorded during the 3.5 ms "CD" region. 
Then, the 30 ms duration phase "DE1" exhibits a rather slow potential 
evolution, with only a low continuous current (I< 100 A )  flowing across the 
aircraft. This probably corresponds to the expansion of the stepped-leader 
from the airplane neighbourhood up to the positively charged upper region of 
the storm cloud (figure 7d). Assuming the typical mean stepped-leader 
velocity to be :: 2.103 m/s - as measured on cloud-to-ground lightning, while 
the typical gap between the opposite charged areas is 5 km [Krehbiel, 
19873, the stepped-leader travel duration should be = 25 ms. This value is 
comparable to the time interval which separates instants "D" and "El" on 
recordings (figure 3 ) .  Uithin this hypothesis, the mean current along the 
stepped-leader should be a 50 A.  [Uman, 19691. 
3.2. INTRACLOUD PROCESSES 
From this point of view, the electrical field and current pulses that occur 
at instant "El" translate the connection of the free extremity of the 
stepped-leader with the positive charge region. Logically, one would now 
expect a phenomenology almost similar to the 3.5 ms duration "CD" phase, when 
the positive leader entered the negative region. Eowever, the short rise time 
( =  60 vs) of the recorded impulses proves, on the contrary, that the 
connection now occurs much more suddenly. 
As shown on figure 8a, it seems rather likely that a spatial bidirectional 
leader could be triggered, inside the positively charged region, by the 
electric field from the incoming stepped-leader. The sudden connection of 
this spatial leader with the free extremity of the stepped-leader generates a 
large (some tenth of HV) positive pulse, which, in turn, propagates along the 
stepped-leader channel. This pulse reaches the airplane some kilometers 
further, while being almost completely attenuated by the resistance per unit 
length of the line (figure 8b). 
Then, the string of negative potential pulses F11r F12. .. may be attributed 
to the same physical process, but now occurring ahead of each main branch of 
the positive leader, at the base of the storm cloud (figures 8c and 8d). As 
we postulate that the triggering of the intracloud lightning occurs when the 
airplane flies very near the negative charge boundary, the "F" negative 
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pulses would be less attenuated that the positive "E" ones when they reach 
the aircraft. This explain why "F" pulses generally exhibit shorter rise 
times ( =  1 ps) and higher current amplitudes (some 103 A) than the "E" ones 
(typically 60 us, 300 A - figure 4). 
In number 12 event, the whole intracloud process repeats twice with an 
increasing mean pulse amplitude (figure 1). In fact, assuming the leader 
channel to be conductive enough, the electric field in front of the leader 
branches is expected to increase as the lightning channels expand further 
into the charged regions. So the impulse process will be more and more 
energetic, until the whole space-charge of the storm cloud is neutralised and 
the lightning flash ends. 
6. COXPUTATION OF POTENTIAL AND CURRENT PULSES WAVEFORXS 
From the physical picture built-up in the preceding paragraph, we shall now 
attempt to compute the potential and current waveforms for the "E" and "F" 
pulses linked to the intracloud processes. 
For numerical discretisation, the stepped-leader channel is viewed as a RLC 
transmission line which follows the differential relationships: 
6V/Elx = - R.1 - L.61/6t 
6Il6x = -C.6V/6t 
where : 
C = 2Ilto/Ln(2D/r) 
L = (po/n).Ln(ZD/r) 
are the capacitance and inductance per unit length of the ionised channel of 
radius r. Due to the logarithmic variation, the length D from the channel to 
its electrical image does not require a precise determination. D is then a 
characteristic length of the problem, in the range of lo4  m. 
The resistance per unit length R and the channel radius r are assumed to be 
those of a 50 A free burning arc in air at atmospheric pressure: 1.e: R = 20 
Q/m and r 5 1.5 mm [Vacquib, 19841. Noreover, as the characteristic evolution 
time for thermal processes in electrical arc is longer than :: 1 ms [Dow, 
19521, electrical properties of the ionised channel are assumed to remain 
unchanged during the pulse propagation. 
The airplane, with electrical parameters Ra = 10-3 9, Ca = 10-gF, and 
La = 10-4 E, is inserted into the propagation line, 4500 m distant from the 
connection. The computed waveform of the current which flows through the 
airplane is displayed on figure 9, together with the airplane electrical 
potential. Comparison with the experimental results on figure 4 shows a fair 
agreement for the "E" pulse numerical simulation. 
Concerning the "F** pulses, we assumed that - besides the voltage polarity- 
the main difference with the "E" pulses lies in the leader length between the 
connection point and the aircraft. Under the same conditions, figure 10 
presents the computed waveforms for current and potential pulses on the 
aircraft, this one now being inserted on the line only 500 m distant from the 
connection point. 
The current pulse appears very similar to the typical recorded "F" ones 
(figure 5 ) .  The computed potential pulse however seems too wide as compared 
to the measured one. Nevertheless, this may be due to an experimental 
artifact: indeed, as the airplane voltage suddenly suffers several Hegavolt 
amplitude rises, shielding of the field sensors by impulse corona discharges 
is likely to occur. 
7. CONCLUSION 
Lightning flashes triggered by aircraft probably resemble natural intracloud 
flashes more closely than any other natural discharge in controlled 
environments. Among many other recorded airplane strikes, event number 12, 
related to the instrumented "Transall" inflight measurements of June 1988 in 
the south of France, has provided us an excellent opportunity for an 
interpretation of the complete development of a typical intracloud flash. 
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INTRACLOUD DEVELOPMENT OF LIGHTNING STRIKES TO AIRCRAFT 
Vladislav Mazur 
N O M a t i o n a l  Severe Storms Lab., Norman OK 73069 
ABSTRACT 
The analysis of airborne electromagnetic records of seven lightning strikes to 
the FAA CV-580 instrumented airplane during the 1987 field campaign was 
aimed at revealing and interpreting processes taken place during the 
intracloud propagation of lightning strikes initiated on or intercepted by the 
airplane. It is shown that intracloud development of the strike may consist of 
recoil streamers, dart leaderheturn stroke sequences, and the secondary 
initiations of new discharges. These processes, with their high current pulse 
amplitudes, may present greater threat to aircraft than current pulses during 
strike initiation. The latter are presently considered by the technical communi- 
ty to be the primary lightning treat to aircraft. 
INTRODUCIION 
Most previous investigations of lightning strikes to 
aircraft with in-situ measurements, have focused on 
interpretation of lightning interaction with aircraft 
[ 1,2,3], as well as on quantitative measurements of 
lightning strike characteristics during the initial 
period of lightning attachment [4, 5, 6, 71. The 
initial encounter of aircraft with lightning (usually 
several ms long) is believed to produce the most 
severe electromagnetic impact resulting from high 
current amplitudes and fast current rise times. 
Such a view is not, however, verified by experimen- 
tal measurements. The processes following strike 
initiation and associated with its intracloud develop- 
ment (junction stage) for hundreds of ms have not 
been investigated, with the exception of Reazer et 
a1.[7] and Mazur et a1.[8]. Meanwhile, these pro- 
cesses may affect aircraft in a most direct way and 
need therefore to be evaluated, considered, and 
included in the definition of the lightning threat to 
aircraft in the current S A E  document [9]. 
The primary objective of this paper is to character- 
ize and interpret lightning processes during the 
junction stage of strikes. We analyzed the airborne 
records of electromagnetic waveforms of seven 
lightning strikes to the instrumented FAA CV-580 
airplane at altitudes below 6 km during storm 
penetrations in the 1987 field campaign. 
No comments are made regarding quantitative 
measurements of electromagnetic waveforms, 
because of the frequency-limited recording and an 
insufficient dynamic range which often produces 
signal saturation. 
DEFINITIONS OF LIGHTNING PROCESSES 
INVOLVED AIRCRAFT 
Interpretations of lightning strikes to aircraft are 
based on the following four definitions of the 
processes that compose a lightning flash. They are 
known from the literature on lightning [lo) and are 
also verified for lightning-aircraft interaction [3]. 
(1) A positive leader is a continuously propagating 
ionized channel, current of which increases with 
length. Its speed of propagation is about 10' m s". 
When initiated on aircraft, the positive leader is 
followed by a decrease in the aircraft's electrical 
potential, noticed as a negative change of the local 
E-field. 
(2) A negative stepped leader is a series of current 
pulses with pulse duration of a fraction of a micro- 
second, pulse amplitude of hundreds to thousands 
of Amperes, and pulse rate of several pulses per 
ms. The average speed of the negative stepped 
leader propagation is l@ m s-'. When initiated on 
aircraft, the negative stepped leader is followed by 
an increase in the aircraft's electrical potential, 
noticed as a positive change of the local E-field. 
(3) A recoil streamer is a negative current pulse 
originating in a cloud, possibly near the tip of the 
positive leader and traversing the ionized channel 
of the positive leader toward the region of flash 
initiation. Recoil streamers occur later in the flash, 
usually during the junction stage of the discharge. 
Recoil streamers deposit a negative charge to the 
aircraft; their speed of propagation is about lo' m 
S-*. 
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(4) A dart leaderheturn stroke sequence character- 
izes multistroke cloud-to-ground strikes (CG). Like 
a recoil streamer, a dart leader is a negative current 
pulse originating in the cloud, having all the other 
features of recoil streamers but terminating on the 
ground rather than in the cloud. A return stroke in 
a negative CG flash is a positive current pulse 
originating from the ground, thus depositing a 
positive charge to the aircraft. A dart leaderheturn 
stroke sequence may be recognized in airborne 
records by a different polarity of charges deposited 
to the aircraft by two pulses and by the short (a few 
ms) interval between them. With the propagation 
speed of both dart leaders and return strokes 
changing with the distance from the source (111, the 
average speed is assumed here to be at least half of 
their maximum s eed near the ground, Le., 0.5~106 
m s.' and 0.5~10 m s '  for dart leaders and return 
strokes, respectively. 
P -  
Positive leaders are recognized by slow negative 
variation of the E-field, produced by continuous 
current, while negative leaders and streamers are 
recognized by a single current pulse or a series of 
pulses. The only current pulses that produce 
positive changes in the E-field record are from 
return strokes. 
DATA PRESENTATION 
The sign convention for currents is shown in Fig. A. 
In the records of the three current shunts included 
in the analysis, both the  positive charge flowing into 
the boom and onto the aircraft and the negative 
charge flowing off the boom and off the aircraft 
produce a positive output. The sign convention for 
the E-field is as follows: the positive sign corre- 
sponds to the positive aircraft electrical potential; 
the positive E-field change corresponds to the 
positive polarity D-dot pulse,and visa-versa. 
Signal ranges of the data recorders are: 
Currents: Range 10 A - 1.6 kA, frequency 
range DC-500 kHz, 
E-field: Range 2.25 kV m.' - 2.25 MV m.', 
frequency range 0.5 Hz-500 kHz, 
Electric field derivative (D-dot): Range 
3.54~10' -8 .85~10~ C m", frequency range 400 
Hz- 2 MHt. 
The current pulses initiated on the aircraft and 
those traversing it have distinctly different signa- 
tures in the E-field record. For the former, the E- 
field value makes a step to a new level during the 
duration of the pulse and remains there until the 
next pulse. For the latter, the E-field bounces back 
to the pre-pulse value after the pulse exits the 
airplane, so that the variation hob like a pulse. 
Following are several examples of processes during 
the intracloud development of a lightning strike. 
The time reference in the descriptions is given in 
ms of absolute time. 
A 
Figure A. Sign convention of current producing a 
positive response in the current shunt records. Solid 
und dashed lines irrdicate positive ond negative charge 
flows, respectively. 
CLOUD-TO-GROUND FLA SHES INITIATED 
ON THE AIRCRAFT 
Strike 1 (day 87197, start time 1444:02.068) is 
initiated on the CV-580 at 68.85 ms (mark 2, Fig. 
1). The initiation process is depicted in the wavefo- 
rms shown in Figure 2. Decrease of the aircraft 
electrical potential during period T1, 1.6 ms prior to 
the first negative leader pulse, corresponds to the 
emergence of the positive leader from an aircraft 
extremity [3]. A negative stepped leader is seen as 
a series of current pulses superimposed on the 
continuous current of the positive leader. Negative 
change of the E-field during period T2 results from 
the growing continuous current. 
The current pulse at about 59 ms after initiation (at 
127.9 ms, mark 3 in Fig. 1) produces a positive 
change in the local E-field (Fig. 3). The presence 
of continuous current at the left wing prior to the 
pulse (Fig. 1) is evidence of the continuous attach- 
ment of the lightning channel to the aircraft after 
initiation. With this in mind, the only possible 
interpretation of the current pulse, which deposits 
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Figure 1. Strike I ,  day 87197, stan time 1444:02.068, duration 388 ms: E-field und 
current record on the /efi wing of the CV-580. 
a positive charge to the aircraft, is that it is a 
return stroke of a CG flash. Assuming this, it takes 
about 60 ms for the stepped leader to reach the 
ground from a flight altitude of 6 km, and less than 
1 ms for the return stroke that traverses the 
stepped leader channel to reach the aircraft. 
Notice that the magnitude of the return stroke is 
greater than that of the negative stepped leader. 
For strike 4 (day 87216, start time 2253:01.074), the 
E-field and D-dot records at 75 ms are typical of 
the lightning initiation process on the aircraft and 
are similar to those in Fig. 2. At 326 ms (251 ms 
after the initiation), there is a pair of current pulses 
intercepting the aircraft. The first pulse deposits a 
negative charge and the second one deposits a 
positive charge as indicated by both the E-field 
changes and the polarity of D-dot pulses (Figs. 4). 
The pair of pulses matches the dart leaderheturn 
stroke sequence both in terms of the order of 
pulses (first negative, then positive) and the 3 ms 
interval; this interval is sufficient to cover the 
distance from the aircraft to the ground twice, with 
respective propagation speeds. Thus, the CG flash 
developed following intracloud propagation of the 
lightning strike initiated on the aircraft. For this 
CG flash, the dart leader amplitude is greater than 
that of the return stroke. 
RECOIL STREAMERS 
Recoil streamers take place usually tens of rns after 
strike initiation. During strike 4, mentioned earlier, 
the series of current pulses deposited a negative 
charge (see polarity of D-dot pulses, Fig. 5 )  on the 
aircraft, starting at 147 ms (73 ms after the initia- 
tion). The rate of these pulses (about 0.46 per ms) 
is considerably lower than that in negative stepped 
leaders (n per ms)[3]. The pulse-like E-field chang- 
es indicate that recoil streamers intercepted the 
aircraft. The largest of these recoil streamers, at 
191 ms, has an amplitude greater than 1.5 kA 
(record saturation level). Continuous current 
accompanies the pulse series for about 38 ms, 
starting at 155 ms. The duration of the individual 
recoil streamers is measured in hundreds of ps, 
usually not exceeding 500 ps. 
Later in the same strike, at 213 ms, a new series of 
pulses carrying negative charges exits the right wing 
tip (Fig. 6). The rate of pulses is about 3 per ms, 
which is a rate typical of stepped leaders. Howev- 
er, the pulse-type of E-field variation suggests that 
pulses intercepted the aircraft. A surge of continu- 
ous current during this series, seen as a low fre- 
quency envelope in the current record, is at least of 
400 A maximum value, and lasts for about 7 ms. 
This series of negative current pulses may be a 
series of rapidly branching recoil streamers or a 
negative stepped leader initiated somewhere in a 
cloud. The durations of individual pulses are, 
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however, much greater that those in negative 
stepped leader and correspond to recoil streamers. 
Unfortunately, a definite distinction between these 
two processes cannot be made with airborne re- 
cords alone. 
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Figure 2. Strike initiation process on the aircmfi. 
TI- period of positive leader development prior to 
occurrence of the negative stepped leader. 72- pan  of 
the negative stepped leader process. Notice the 
correspondence of cunent pulses and D-dot pulses in 
the negative stepped leader. Their rate is about 10 per 
112s. Continuous current (about 160 A) seen in the 
record produces the negative E-field change. 
Strike 5 (day 87216, start time 2254:00.082) is also 
triggered by the aircraft. The two recoil streamers 
that intercepted the aircraft at about 227 ms are 
separated by less than a 1 ms interval (Fig. 7), and 
the amplitude of one of them is above 1.5 kA. 
Such a short interval between recoil streamers is 
frequently observed. 
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Figure 3. Return stroke intercepting the aircraft, after 
traversing the channel from to ground. 
NEW I JGHTNING INITIATION PROCESSE S 
Strike 3 (day 87211, start time 1925:00.045) is a 
classic case of lightning initiation on aircraft. At 
about 165 ms (120 ms after initiation), there is a 
negative E-field change (lasting 0.5 ms) (marked 3, 
4 in Fig. 8) which is not accompanied by current 
pulses (Fig. 9). The entire process resembles the 
initiation of lightning on aircraft (Fig. 2), but with 
(1) a shorter than usual decrease of the aircraft's 
potential prior the first negative leader pulse, and 
(2) a fewer than usual negative pulses. Notice the 
step-like E-field changes during the occurrence of 
pulses 1 and 2, which suggests their emergence 
from the aircraft. Three recoil streamers intercept- 
ed the aircraft (pulses 3, 4, and 5 )  immediately 
following the new initiation process. The evidence 
supporting such an  interpretation are the negative 
D-dot pulses and the pulse-type changes in the E- 
field record, both of which characterize an intercep- 
tion. A group of recoil streamers separated by 
3-4 
intervals of 2, 4, and 6 ms (Fig. 10) conclude the 
process. A continuous current surge associated 
with development of the positive leader (Fig. 8, 
mark 3,4; and Fig. 10) lasts for at least 25 ms. The 
gradual negative change of the aircraft's potential 
(the Imaf E-fie!d) during this period is explained by 
the positive continuous current emerging from the 
aircraft. 
I "t 
D 1 
! -1 
Figure 4. Sequence of a dun leaderlreturn stroke 
igtercepting the aircrafi. Notice pulse-type E-chariges 
und D-dot pulses of opposite polurity indicating 
irlterception rather than initiation of pulses. 
Strike 6 (day 87223, start time 1934:00.058) is an 
example of intercepted natural lightning (Fig. 11). 
At 252 ms (mark 4, Fig.ll), a new initiation process 
hegins (Fig. 12), with positive leader development 
'negative E-field change) preceding the occurrence 
af the negative stepped leader at the right wing tip. 
This process is similar to the one in strike 3 (Fig. 9) 
and to the lightning initiation process in strike 1 
(see the resemblance between the bracketed part in 
= W It. J30 
vir-*  1 h - 1  81- - 110 a ~ a  mI*t.m 
the D-dot and current record of Fig. 12, and those 
in Fig. 2). Two recoil streamers follow shortly (Fig. 
12). 
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Figirc 5. Series of recoil streumers iritrrccptinx the 
ui rinif i. Not icc preseti ce of con tin1 i 0 1 ~ s  ciirrcr I I i d  
correspontlence of ciirreiit piilses to negative D-dot 
pulses arid piilse-like cliunges in the E-field record. 
DISCUSS ION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Several novel observations have resulted from the 
analysis of the  entire airborne electroniagnetic 
records of lightning flashes which were either 
triggered or intercepted by the CV-580 aircraft. 
For example, evidence was obtained that recoil 
streamers occur both as a single pulse and as a 
series of pulses separated by less than 1 ms inter- 
vals. The idea of recoil streamers presently accept- 
ed considers them as single pulses 1121. The 
hypothesis is advanced that "bunches" of recoil 
streamers are associated with rapidly branching 
channels. This suggestion may be tested with 
simultaneous high-speed video and electromagnetic 
measurements. 
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Another observation is that the amplitudes of recoil 
streamers are usually much larger than those of 
negative stepped leaders during the initiation 
process. This conclusion should be taken into 
consideration for a new definition of the lightning 
threat to aircraft. A comparison of stepped leaders 
in natural lightning flashes with those in strikes to 
aircraft should not be made, however; this is be- 
cause of the possible dependence of the stepped 
leader in an aircraft-triggered flash on a given 
aircraft's size and shape. Recoil streamers, on the 
other hand, being less influenced by aircraft, are 
similar to those of natural lightning flashes. This 
means that recoil streamers may be measured 
unambiguously by an instrumented airplane. 
It is also shown in this study that lightning strike 
development following its initiation on the aircraft 
(in cases of low altitude storm penetrations) fre- 
quently turns into a cloud-to-ground flash. In three 
Figiire 7. Two recoil streamers intercepting the 
uircrufi. 
cases of strikes out of seven, a CG flash developed 
after the strike initiation on the aircraft, and in one 
case, after the aircraft was intercepted by a natural 
flash. As previously observed by Mazur [8] in a 
case of multistroke CG flash to NASA F-lWB, and 
also demonstrated by this study, return stroke 
currents at flight altitudes are much smaller in 
amplitude than those measured on the ground, and 
are usually smaller than current pulses of dart 
leaders and recoil streamers. This observation 
strongly indicate the need for re-examining the 
threat to aircraft from the return strokes. 
During the intracloud development of a lightning 
strike, processes resembling a new initiation process 
of a secondary discharge on the aircraft were 
discovered. These processes have much shorter 
durations of both positive and negative leaders than 
those observed during initiation of the original 
flash. Initiation of the secondary discharges o n  the 
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aircraft was observed to take place more than once 
during the course of a strike. We speculate that re- 
initiation occurs when intracloud development of 
the flash stops, continuous current flow ceases, but 
the aircraft is still in the high ambient electric field 
that produced the strike in the  first place. 
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CURRENT WAVE-FORM OBSERVED DURING 
LIGBTNING STRIKES ON AIRCRAFT 
J . L .  Boulay 
OFFICE NATIONAL D'ETUDES ET DE RECHERCHES AEROSPATIALES 
B . P .  72 - 92322 CHATILLON CEDEX - FRANCE 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Since 1980, several experimental programmes have been carried out to study 
lightning strikes on aircraft : the first was the NASA programme, which 
began in 1980 on an F106 type aircraft. This programme continued through to 
1986 [l]. A second program was initiated in the United States in 1985, by 
the Air Force. This programme was carried out on a Convair CV580 aircraft, 
and several test campaigns were run between 1985 and 1987 (21. A third 
programme was initiated in France, in 1981, using a Transall 04 type 
aircraft. Three major measurement campaigns were run, respectively in 1984, 
1986 and 1988 [ 3 ]  [4]. 
One fact that is already certain is that all these progranunes yielded 
practically identical results. One of the most important points derived 
from a first analysis of the data is that we have now accepted the fact 
that it is the aircraft itself that initiates the process of the lightning 
strike. We also know that a lightning strike on an aircraft occurs in 
several phases : 
- a preparation phase 
- an electric arc attachment phase 
- a connection phase, and - a re-light phase 
The important thing to note is that f o r  both the attachment phase and the 
re-light phase, the pulse rating has now been demonstrated in measurements 
of both current and magnetic field, and the pulses obtained have very high 
peak values, and most of all extremely short rise times. These pulses are 
quite obviously responsible for the disturbances in on-board electronic 
systems. 
Whether the objective is to assess  these electromagnetic disturbances in 
the equipment. or to define aircraft qualification type test standards with 
a view to preventing these disturbances, it is important that we obtain a 
perfect knowledge of the essential characteristics of these pulses. This 
global knowledge will therefore be the result of a complete theoretical 
model of all the physical processes involved in a lightning strike on an 
aircraft. 
Before obtaining this complete model, the present task consists in 
providing a preliminary validation of a certain number of mechanisms that 
can be associated with various phases encountered during in-flight 
lightning strikes. 
This validation can be obtained in several ways : 
By repeating the experiments on aircraft using instruments adapted to 
each of the phases being examined. It is quite clear that these aircraft 
programes are costly, and are very often difficult to implement. 
By using the surface discharge technique. This enables several of the 
discharge phases found on aircraft to be demonstrated, such as the leader 
phase, the recoil streamer phase, and even the return-stroke phase. [5] 
[ 6 1  
There is also the technique of studying long arcs under laboratory 
conditions, using pulse generators with a sufficiently high voltage 
rating. [7] 
And there is also the possibility of using techniques to artificially 
trigger lightning strikes, by launching rockets towing conductive wires. 
[ 8 1  
Finally, the study of natural lightning strikes* using appropriate 
examination facilities such as the VHP electromagnetic interferometer, 
provides valuable information on the mechanisms associated with the 
different phases of discharges. ( 9 1  
In this document, we will confine our analysis to the study of the readings 
obtained during the attachment phase, and to the experiments carried out in 
order to validate the scenarios that we are currently able to grasp, with 
the objective of explaining this attachment phase. Finally, we will very 
briefly review the experiments that are currently being carried out in an 
attempt to understand the re-light phase. 
2. EXAMINATION OF IN-FLIGHT DATA 
As an example, Figure 1 shows a dual recording of an electric field and a 
magnetic field observed during a lightning strike obtained on the Transall 
aircraft. This typical recording enables us to show up the different phases 
of the process. To begin with, there is a preliminary phase that is not 
shown on this figure, and which corresponds to the lightning strike 
preparation phase. 
This preliminary phase shows the action of a high external field, 
generating corona currents on the structure of the aircraft. The global 
balance of these corona currents causes an increase in the global charge of 
the aircraft, and therefore an increase in its potential with respect to 
infinity ; it concentrates electric field lines at particular points of the 
aircraft. 
During this preliminary preparation phase, no noticeable current can be 
detected since the order of magnitude of the corona currents does not 
exceed one milliampere. Furthermore, the electric field variations are much 
too slow to be detectable by the E-sensors located on the skin of the 
aircraft. 
The lightning strike process therefore begins with an attachment phase, and 
the example given in Figure 1 shows the typical electric field El signature 
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obtained. This signature is repeated on all lightning strikes observed with 
the Transall aircraft and with the US Air Force's CV580 aircraft. 
This attachment phase is followed by a continuous phase (or connection 
phase). during which a permanent current can pass through the structure of 
the aircraft. The value of this permanent current can be in tne region of a 
few hundred amps. 
During this DC phase, we can also see intermittent superimposed "re-light" 
phases in which pulses occur at intervals which are very often in the 
region of 10 milliseconds. Generally speaking, and considering the results 
obtained on the Transall aircraft, there are two or three re-light zones. 
2.1 ATTACHMENT PHASE 
Figure 2 shows the discharge current readings during this attachment phase, 
corresponding to the three types of aircraft fitted with instruments. The 
upper curve corresponds to a series of current pulses measured on the front 
probe of the NASA F106 aircraft. A pulse repetition phenomenon can be 
clearly seen, as well as the emergence of a continuous current component 
from the fourth pulse onwards. Exactly the same phenomenon can be observed 
on the intermediate curve corresponding to the US Air Force CV580 aircraft. 
Thus, after a phase during which the current i s  practically null, the first 
restricted-value pulses clearly begin to appear ; a permanent current is 
added after the fourth pulse, and reaches a peak value of 1500 amperes in 
this particular case. The example a l s o  shows a relatively constant period 
between pulses. 
The lower curve shows the pulses observed during two simultaneous readings 
obtained on the front and rear probes of the Transall aircraft, during the 
experiment carried out in 1988. The curves show that these pulses are 
strictly synchronous for both pairs of readings and, just as for the two 
previous examples, we can distinguish two phases in this pulse process : 
phase 1, during which there is a first set of pulses with a limited peak 
value, followed by phase 2 which starts with a permanent current, over 
which the repeated pulses are still superimposed. 
For all three types of aircraft, there are periods of repetition between 
pulses that can last between 100 and 300 microseconds. It should be 
recalled that the total duration of the attachment phase is approximately 
10 milliseconds. 
Typically, an isolated pulse can reach a peak value of several thousand 
amps with very variable rise times, which can be anything between a few 
tens of nanoseconds and a few microseconds. The electromagnetic 
interference created by these pulses will therefore be particularly 
dependent on this rise time. 
2 . 2  RE-LIGHT PHASE 
We have already seen that during the "connection" phase when a permanent 
current is flowing through the structure, there are periods during which 
there is a very high pulse activity corresponding to the re-lighting of the 
discharge channels on the aircraft. 
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As an example, Figure 3 shows two curves which indicate, for the same 
period, variations of the electric field E observed in two separate points 
of the structure ; these variations can be as high as l o 5  volts/metre. We 
also now know that these pulses can have two typical characteristics ; one 
corresponds to the pulse marked A in Figure 3, which is a permanent step in 
the electric field, followed by type B pulses shown on the same figure, 
which correspond to a bipolar electric field pulse. 
The high speed photographic recordings obtained with the wing video camera 
enabled us to associate each of these electromagnetic field current pulses 
with a violent re-lighting of the lightning channel. An example of this re- 
lighting is shown in Figure 4 ,  where we see a very important increase in 
the illumination of the channel around the cockpit of the aircraft, 
corresponding to one of the electric field pulses shown in the upper 
diagram (note that the second channel of the discharge cannot be seen on 
the camera recording, due to the fact that the corresponding electric arc 
was located on the other wing of the aircraft, outside the camera's field 
of view). This high speed camera has also made it possible to show that the 
re-lighting also coincides with the sweeping of the electrical arc over the 
structure of the aircraft. 
When the discharge current readings are appropriate (lightning channels 
connected to the measurement probes), it is possible to associate current 
waveforms such as those shown in Figure 5. This pulse was recorded on the 
NASA F106 aircraft, and shows both a very high peak current value 
(24 000 amperes), and an extremely short rise time (about one hundred 
nanoseconds), thus producing resonance excitation of the aircraft 
structure. It should also be noted that the duration of the pulse is in the 
region of a few microseconds. It should be recalled that when a train of 
pulses is observed on an aircraft, the mean period between these pulses is 
approximately 10 milliseconds. We will now describe, in the following 
paragraph, the physical model which enables us to explain, or at least 
begin to explain. the physical mechanisms involved in the process. 
3 .  MODELS CURRENTLY BEING ANALYSED 
In the current state of the interpretation of the readings obtained on 
aircraft, we can examine all of the mechanisms that could, at least at a 
primary level, explain these readings. To visualise this phenomenology, 
refer to the functional diagrams in Figure 6. 
3.1. LIGHTNING PREPARATION PHASE 
As mentioned in the previous paragraph, this lightning preparation phase 
consists in accepting that the aircraft initially has a null potential and 
a null global charge, and moves into an atmospheric configuration in which 
there is a high electric field Eo. We know that when the aircraft is inside 
this electric field E , and due to its geometry, it will provide 
amplification for the field in 6uCh a way that corona discharges will 
appear in different areas of the aircraft, with either a positive or a 
negative polarity depending on the orientation of the aircraft with respect 
to the electric field. 
The differential current between positive and negative corona will 
therefore increase the potential Vs of the aircraft in proportion to its 
basic capacitance ; this will consequently increase the corresponding field 
. This preparation period can last between a few seconds and a few tens 
The actual lightning initiation threshold will correspond to the beginning 
of a strong discharge, when a positive electric field ES appears in a given 
point of the structure. It should be recalled that during this phase, the 
currents exchanged on the aircraft are too small to have been detected by 
the measurement equipment normally used on the aircraft. We furthermore now 
know, after creating models of these lightning preparation phenomena, that 
the critical external initiation field is in the region of 4 0  to 
50,000 voltslmetre. 
3.2. ATTACHMENT PHASE (lo] [ll] 
The initiation of this attachment phase is clearly understood through an 
observation of the variation of the electric field in points of the 
structure. From a starting point A ,  a slow evolution of the electric field 
can be seen over a period of 3 to 4 milliseconds, shown by diagram AB in 
Figure 6. 
We now know that this phase AB corresponds t o  the start of a streamer 
leader discharge (S+/Lt), which starts from a preferential point on the 
line. During this phase, the discharge currents observed are still too 
small to be detected. When, at a particular point on the aircraft, the 
negative field exceeds a critical value, a negative streamer situation 
occurs. 
This phase is marked BC on the t h i r d  diagram in Figure 6. This phase BC 
corresponds to the first three or f o u r  pulses that are detectable by 
airborne measurement equipment. These first pulses are therefore apparently 
the result of the emergence of bursts of negative streamers. The final 
point to note is that this phase BC has a typical duration of around one 
millisecond. 
When point C is reached, a continuous current appears on the measurement 
sensors and the repeated pulses are superimposed over it. In our opinion, 
this pericd, defined by CD on the fourth diagram of Figure 6, corresponds 
to the establishment of a self-propagating streamer leader system (L-IS-). 
Then, the two streamer leader systems (S+/Lt and S-/L-) continue to 
propagate in order to reach the zones in space where the respective 
positive and negative charges are sustained. 
3 . 3 .  CONNECTION PHASE 
At this time, we are in a situation where the aircraft is effectively 
connected to two charged regions by two conductors constituted by two 
electric arcs. A permanent current can therefore circulate between the two 
terminals of the "power supply", and pass through the structure of the 
aircraft. This connection phase can last several hundred milliseconds, with 
permanent currents that can reach several hundred amperes. 
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3 . 4 .  RE-LIGHT PHASE 
We also know that "re-light" phases can occur during this connection phase, 
that very high current pulses are detected at this time, and that the 
intrinsic properties of the plasma corresponding to the two discharge 
channels will be very considerably modified. A theoretical approach of the 
mechanism associated to this re-light phase is proposed in a companion 
paper Ill). 
4. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF THE PULSE PHASES 
Tn order t o  validate, o r  at least begin to validate, the mechanisms that 
have just been described, we have attempted a number of validation tests on 
these mechanisms. Several techniques were used for this purpose : 
- long arc tests in a laboratory environment, 
- triggered lightning tests at an altitude, 
- observation of natural lightning strikes, using an electromagnetic 
interferometer. 
In parallel with these experimental operations. we have approached the 
creation of theoretical models : both two-directional leader phases and re- 
light phase are currently being studied. 
4.1. LABORATORY VALIDATION OF TWO-DIRECTIONAL PROPAGATION [ 7 ]  
This validation was carried out in cooperation with EDF, in the Renardieres 
High Voltage Laboratory. The principle of the experimentation is defined by 
the diagram in Figure 7. A high voltage pulse generator, with a peak value 
of 5 megavolts, was used to create a very high voltage pulsating electric 
field across an interval of approximately 15 metres. A cylindrical object, 
with a length of approximately 4 metres, was placed between the polarised 
electrode and the ground. The object was maintained in a floating position, 
like the aircraft in flight. In order to obtain the most homogeneous 
electric field possible, the 5 megavolt electrode was a metal plate of 
about 20 metres in width. In addition to the electric field and current 
readings taken on the high voltage electrode itself, the experiment mainly 
consisted in following the propagations with an image converter camera used 
in streak mode. 
August 1989 saw the first propagation of a two-directional discharge under 
laboratory conditions. This discharge is shown in the photograph in 
Figure 7. It clearly shows, on the upper part of the cylinder, the 
propagation of a positive leader with the emergence of a positive streamer 
at its end, corresponding to the continuous white light that can be seen. 
At the bottom of the cylinder, we can clearly see the opposite L-IS-  system 
in which the characteristic light of the negative streamer appears in a 
pulsating manner, which is a good representation of the stepped 
characteristic of the negative discharge. The positive and negative system 
continued to propagate in this way for several hundred microseconds ; there 
were typical periods of about 20 microseconds between the different re- 
lights of the L-IS- system, and a complete re-light appeared in the air gap 
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of the experiment when the positive streamer system reached the high 
voltage electrode. 
4.2 VAiIilATIOh’ BY P I S  9F LIGEITNZNG STRIKES TRIGGERED IN ALTITUDE [ e ]  
Triggered lightning experiments have been in progress for several years, in 
cooperation with the NASA Kennedy Space Center. The principle of these 
experiments consists in launching a small rocket towing an electric wire. 
In order to attempt to trigger a lightning strike comparable to those which 
occur on aircraft, the experimental principle has been modified by using a 
rocket with a conductor wire which is not connected to the ground. The 
principle consists in releasing, at an altitude and in an environment where 
the atmospheric electric field is considerable, a conductive body 
consisting of an conductive wire several hundred metres long : if the 
electric field conditions are sufficiently strong, a lightning strike can 
be initiated. 
As an example, Figure 8 shows the static image of a first bi-leader type 
discharge initiated in altitude. This static photograph, taken by the 
University of New York. corresponds to the triggering obtained with a 
450  metre conductor, with its highest point at 650 metres. This photograph 
clearly shows the streamer leader system starting at the top of the rocket 
and propagating towards the clouds, and the S-IL- conductor coming out of 
the bottom of the rocket and connecting itself to the ground. 
This is the first event obtained under these conditions, thus making it 
possible to validate a scenario showing the start of a lightning strike by 
emergence of a dual positive and negative propagation. 
4 . 3 .  VALIDATION OF THE TWO-DIRECTIONAL LEADER SYSTEM BY STUDYING NATURAL 
LIGHTNING [ 12 ] 
In view of the results recorded on aircraft, we took greater interest in 
the results of the readings taken several years ago using a VHP 
interferometer. The system used has a detection capacity of approximately 
10 microseconds, and provides spatial localisation data with a precision of 
approximately one hundred metres. This instrument enabled us to follow the 
evolution of all inter-cloud discharges a8 a function of time. ( 9 1  [12] 
Figure 9 is an example of the recordings obtained using the VHF 
interferometer. The first figure shows the ground projections of the 
localisation points. The results clearly show two main phases : 
3 - A first phase, with a duration of approximately 100 milliseconds corresponds to a mean localisation propagation with speeds of between 10 
and lo6 metres/second, the mean emission level being around one pulse 
every 10 microseconds. 
- Next we observe a second phase, a few hundred milliseconds after the 
first, and which also lasts approximately 100 milliseconds. Very high 
speed propagations then appear, the mean velocities being in the region 
of 2x107 metreslsecond, the mean duration of each of these propagations 
being approximately one pulse per microsecond. 
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The particularity of this second phase is that all the propagations 
recorded by the interferometer follow trajectories which appear to converge 
on the same point in space, this point itself being the point of initiation 
of the propagation corresponding to the first phase. 
We can therefore demonstrate, as shown in the first diagram of Figure 10, 
the initiation of an inter-cloud lightning strike through the establishment 
of a two-directional process consisting of a negative and a positive 
propagation. It is now clear that the work we have put into the definition 
of models has enabled us to carry out this validation, that only the 
negative propagation phase of the discharge is observable by 
interferometry, and that positive type discharges (which pulsate far less 
than negative discharges) cannot be detected by the equipment. The process 
nevertheless consists of the propagation of two systems starting from the 
same region of space and extending on either side of the region with dual 
polarity propagations. 
4.4. VALIDATION OF THE RECOIL-STREAMER PHASE 
We do not, as yet, have even a preliminary validation to provide a correct 
interpretation of the recoil-streamer phase. However, in view of the 
results obtained by electromagnetic interferometry, and particularly if we 
refer to the results given in Figure 9 above, a basic idea of the behaviour 
of recoil-streamers can be examined. 
We have therefore shown the establishment of a two-directional discharge 
with a positive and negative polarity. We know that this phase is followed 
by a second phase, in which propagations appear with a tendency to converge 
towards the same single region of space. Therefore, using the two- 
directional discharge diagram as a basis, it is possible to reconstitute 
the trajectories of the initial positive discharge by attempting to 
superimpose the trajectories corresponding to the re-light phases. 
It can therefore be clearly seen, as shown by the readings obtained on 
aircraft, that a connection phase can, from time to time, be disturbed by a 
re-light phase corresponding to very high speed propagations using the 
initial channels created by the positive discharges , enabling currents and 
therefore electrical charges to travel from a negatively charged zone in 
space towards the initial point of convergence. 
5 .  CONCLUSION 
The different programmes for measuring lightning strikes on aircraft in 
flight have shown a very high level of similarity between the readings 
obtained, and have also defined two major pulse zones or phases. 
There is a very great need to achieve a model representation that is as 
complete as possible, showing these different pulse phases, in order to be 
able to correctly interpret the peak values of the pulses involved, as well 
as their rise times and their mean repetition period. It is necessary for 
these intrinsic parameters to be related to influencing parameters such as, 
for example, the ambient electric field, the configuration of the aircraft 
(and therefore its capacitance), etc. 
This work should lead to the creation of a simulation model that is as 
complete as possible, enabling any type or shape of aircraft to be studied 
in the future. 
We have been able to show that these different events, or these different 
phases in a lightning sti.ike, can be simulated and therefore validated by 
means of experiments that are more easily accessible than in-flight 
experiments. To do this, we have carried out laboratory studies on surface 
discharges, and we have validated the principle of the two-directional 
discharge in two ways: firstly by producing long arcs under laboratory 
conditions, using very high voltage generators, and secondly by using the 
altitude triggered lightning technique. 
We now know that these two pulse phases must be correctly simulated for 
qualification tests on aircraft equipment. 
This problem is currently being discussed. A large amount of work remains 
to be done in the future, and it is particularly necessary to continue 
with: 
- the altitude triggering experiments, in order to completely validate the 
bi-leader model, 
- work on recoil-streamers, by using surface discharges (or other 
techniques), 
- work on the observation of inter-cloud discharges, using electromagnetic 
interferometry facilities, 
- and finally, it will be necessary to converge all of these experimental 
data into a complete theoretical model capable of completely simulating 
the in-flight lightning strike phenomenon. 
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper the recently baselined Space Shuttle lightning 
effects flash model is discussed. The discussion is limited to the 
current rate(s) of rise. A review of some of the recent data is 
presented, as well as a discussion of how interaction processes 
affect the induced voltages and currents which arise from a 
lightning strike. It is concluded that the multiple pulse 
components of the new flash model present a more severe threat to 
complex avionic systems, than is presented by a single pulse having 
an extremely fast rate of rise. 
INTRODUCTION 
On July 2 6 ,  1990 the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA) baselined a new lighting requirements document [ 13 for the 
Space Shuttle Program. This represented the culmination of two and 
one-half years of effort. The new requirements document contains 
waveforms which represent the lightning environment and waveforms 
which can be used for test and analysis. The document also 
discusses the relationship between the swept strokes which occur 
during a lightning flash, and the zoning of vehicle surfaces to 
define the applicable threat parameters. Other topics included are 
definitions of equipment safety margins, and guidelines to achieve 
adequate lightning protection through the use of shields, grounds, 
and bonds. 
This paper illustrates t h e  process which was used to recommend that 
the NASA should baseline these requirements. The lightning stroke' 
parameter which has been chosen to illustrate this process is the 
current rate of rise. 
The use of the current rate of rise should not be taken as an 
assertion that this is the most important parameter of a lightning 
flash for engineering applications. In fact, Cianos and Pierce 
[ Z ]  stated that the peak current and charge transferred during a 
lightning flash are the two most important parameters to be 
considered in engineering applications. 
The current rate of rise has been selected for two reasons: a) 
recent research has demonstrated that the current rate of rise may 
be faster than older (pre 1970) data indicates, and b) it is one of 
the parameters of a lightning flash which directly determines the 
indirect effects to aerospace systems operation. These indirect 
effects are especially important for computer controlled avionics 
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systems where even temporary malfunction may cause loss of life or 
vehicle, or both. 
The new criteria are based on three factors which Clifford [ 3 ]  
stated should be considered whenever an engineering flash model is 
designed: a) the best understanding of the natural lightning 
environment as it impacts the operation of systems, b) the physics 
of the interaction of the natural environment with aerospace 
systems, and c) the ability to use the criteria for test and 
analysis. 
THE CURRENT RATE OF RISE 
The current rate of rise data which was reviewed was taken from 
four principal areas of lightning research: a) natural cloud-to- 
ground flashes measured using instrumented towers, b) in-flight 
triggered and intra-cloud flashes measured using instrumented 
aircraft, c) triggered flashes using small rockets, d) simultaneous 
two station measurements of the electromagnetic fields radiated by 
natural cloud-to-ground flashes. 
It is not the purpose of this paper to critically review all of 
these areas. The data is discussed for the purpose of illustrating 
the extent of the effort that was conducted prior to recommending 
the new requirements document to the NASA. All parameters of a 
lightning flash having an engineering application were subjected to 
this type of review. 
a. CLOUD-TO-GROUND TOWER DATA 
One of the more extensive data bases is that of Berger, et a1 [4] 
obtained with instrumented towers located on mountain tops in 
Switzerland. Table I gives the front duration and maximum current 
rate of rise as compiled from this data. The current rate of rise 
is greater for subsequent strokes than first return strokes: 120 
kA/usec to 32 kA/usec, respectively. Berger's data has been 
criticized as being biased toward positive flashes which increase 
with height, and by the mechanisms associated with the propagation 
of upward streamers from tall structures which could increase the 
front time, and consequently result in lower derived values of the 
current rate of rise. 
Table I1 shows similar instrumented tower data recorded by 
Garbagnati [ 5 ] .  His data also shows that subsequent strokes have 
faster current rates of rise and much shorter front times than 
first return strokes. 
None of Garbagnati's plotted data for the maximum current rate of 
rise in subsequent strokes extended beyond about 110 kA/usec. This 
is in complete agreement with Berger's results. Garbagnati's data 
can be criticized for all of the same reasons as given in the 
criticism of Bergerls results. 
Eriksson using an instrumented tower on relatively flat terrain in 
South Africa reported a measured current rate of rise of 180 
kA/usec [ 6 ] .  For natural cloud-to-ground flashes, this is one of 
the fastest rates ever recorded. Subsequently, Anderson and 
Eriksson [7] published new results based on Berger's original 
data. Using this data, they published a revised concept of the 
front waveshapes of both first and subsequent strokes. Figure 1. 
shows their analysis of the front shape of a lightning stroke. 
Their analysis shows two slopes are present: 1) an initial slowly 
rising rate of change labeled TAN 10, and 2) near the current peak 
a fast rising rate of change labeled TANG. 
Table I11 presents a summary of their results. Note that the 
current rate of rise value exceeded by 5% of the subsequent strokes 
is shown as 161.5 kA/usec. This should be compared to the 120 
kA/usec value for the same 5% level as previously indicated in both 
the Berger and Garbagnati data. 
b. IN-FLIGHT TRIGGERED DATA 
Table IV is a summary of the peak rates of rise recorded by the 
NASA F106 in flight lightning study [ 8 ] .  The flashes encountered 
are most likely due to intra-cloud discharges and triggered flashes 
initiated by the F-106. The values shown in the table are the 
fastest recorded rates of rise for a given flight. The fastest 
rate of rise recorded was 380 kA/usec. None of the peak rates of 
rise were time tagged in a particular lightning flash, so no 
attempt was made to locate where in a particular flash the peak 
rate occurred. Some of these peak rates could possibly be the 
result of leader attachment processes. The groups of burst pulses 
observed in many of the recorded waveforms was interpreted as 
additional evidence that lightning flashes presented multiple pulse 
threats to aircraft. Many of these pulses have faster current 
rates of rise than any of the previously reported cloud-to-ground 
data. 
c. ROCKET TRIGGERED FLASHES 
The Rocket Triggered Lightning Program (RTLP) is a joint research 
program ( U . S .  and French) that has been the source of some of the 
most recent data on lightning current rates of rise. Table V is a 
summary of the results for the years 1985, 1986, and 1987. The 
1985 and 1987 data was obtained in Florida at the NASA Kennedy 
Space Center. One 1987 multiple stroke flash is of particular 
interest as it had a recorded rate of rise of 411 kA/usec during 
the ninth stroke. Data for this flash, No. 8717B, is shown in 
Table VI. 
Unlike the two slope front waveshapes of cloud-to-ground flashes 
shown by Anderson and Eriksson, the RTLP waveshapes do not show 
evidence of a slow ramp portion during the front time. 
The RTLP flash data does not show any of the classical 
characteristics of a first return stroke followed by one or more 
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subsequent strokes [ 5 ] ,  but the data does indicate that very fast 
current rates of rise do occur when a lightning flash is initiated. 
d) Tw 0 STAT1 ON- DATA 
For many years Uman, Krider, Lin, McLain, et a1 [5], [9], have 
measured the radiated fields from lightning flashes and 
analytically derived from this data the shape of lightning current 
pulses. From this type of data, Krider and Uman derived a current 
rate of rise of 360 kA/usec. Figure 2 shows a model of the field 
front waveshape as derived from the measured field data. The front 
shape, like the Anderson and Eriksson analysis, shows two slopes, 
with the faster slope occurring near the crest value. It is from 
this type of data that Krider, et al, have asserted the existence 
of sub-microsecond rise times in the field front times [lo]. By 
inference, these sub-microsecond rise times may also be present in 
the current rise time. 
THE INTERACTION PROCESS 
As noted above in the statements made by Clifford, equal importance 
must be given to the interaction that takes place when a lightning 
strike occurs to an aerospace vehicle. The NASA model as baselined 
is an interaction or effects model. The various components of the 
model have been synthesized to produce effects within an aerospace 
vehicle at the avionics box level which are representative of the 
effects of natural and triggered lightning. The effects that are 
most closely associated with the current rate of rise are the 
induced voltages and currents which appear on the internal wires 
and cables. 
These induced voltages and currents cannot be considered apart from 
understanding how they are the result of interaction processes 
which occur externally and internally. 
The interaction is best described as a three part process: a) the 
first involves the appearance of surface currents and charges on 
the external surface of the aircraft which gives rise to normally 
directed electric fields and tangentially directed magnetic fields, 
b) the second is the penetration and diffusion of these fields 
through apertures and the aircraft skin, c) the third is the 
internal propagation on cables, metallic fluid lines, and the 
conductors inside cables of currents and voltages induced by the 
penetration and diffusion of the lightning induced fields [ll]. 
The whole interaction process is subject to non-linear 
perturbations as a result of external processes like corona and 
streamering. Non-linearities can also arise from internal 
processes like arcing and sparking. Ultimately, it is this complex 
interaction between the vehicle and the lightning currents and 
voltages that determine the magnitude of the induced currents and 
voltages. The values of the parameters that are given in any flash 
model are important, but only to the extent to which they have been 
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constructed with some understanding of the role played by the 
interaction process. 
The effects due to rise time have been shown to be dependent on the 
duration of the rise time [12]: a) for rise times greater than 5 
usec, vehicle responses can generally be analyzed using simple 
lumped parameter circuit theory, without the need to use 
transmission line theory, b) for rise times between 1 and 5 usec, 
the responses can be obtained by treating the vehicle as a 
transmission line having a single surge impedance. This allows the 
use of simple equations for reflection and transmission 
coefficients of current and voltage to be used to compute values of 
voltage and current [13], c )  for rise times less than 1 usec but 
approaching 0 . 5  usec, the vehicle appears as a set of connected 
transmission lines having different surge impedances. This results 
in multiple reflections and refractions at each interface. It has 
been postulated that pulses with rise times near 0.1 usec would not 
be capable of traversing the length of an aircraft without being 
greatly attenuated as a result of these multiple reflections and 
refractions. It is known that transmission lines tend to act as 
low pass filters and fast rising pulses are attenuated along the 
length of the line. The rate of rise of a lightning stroke current 
pulse is greatly affected by these differing surge impedances, as 
well as being reduced by the delays which result from penetration 
and diffusion effects [13]. 
The skin effect at the surface of the vehicle also acts to prevent 
high frequency components of the lightning current from 
instantaneously appearing on the inner surface of the skin. 
Travelling wave reflections and refractions may well superimpose 
some fast early time oscillatory voltages and currents on the 
lightning induced voltages and currents. If these early time 
oscillations occur, the rate of rise of these oscillations usually 
exceeds the rate of rise of t h e  stimulus pulse. So even if the 
worse case rate of rise which has been measured is not made a part 
of a flash model, the real effect of any rate of rise is to be 
increased when oscillatory currents are excited by the model pulse. 
The recent data which has been reviewed also shows that the fast 
current pulses are also narrow. Being narrow, they may induce a 
large inductive voltage spike, but they cannot act as efficient 
energy couplers. The hardware of an aircraft (wires, cable 
bundles, etc.) is not an efficient energy absorbing antenna. Any 
test or analysis performed with a specified current rate of rise 
must address the duration over which that rate of rise is applied. 
Experience has shown that application of a pulse at a fixed rate of 
rise for less than 0 . 5  usec does not result in sufficient coupling. 
A current pulse rising at 1000 kA/usec f o r  only a few nanoseconds 
will result in less short circuit current than a pulse rising at 
100 kA/usec which lasts for 0.5 to 1.0 usec. 
Phenomena such as the skin effect, field penetration induced eddy 
currents (which are oppositely directed with respect to the 
stimulus current [13]), inductive and capacitive attenuation which 
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arises as a consequence of current and voltage pulses propagating 
through an airframe must be considered with respect to how they 
reshape any applied transient pulse. These considerations are 
present in the new baselined requirements document. 
THE NEW BASELINED ENVIRONMENT MODEL 
The environment model as baselined consists of several different 
waveforms. They should all be used in assessing lightning induced 
effects. It is the total criteria in application that provides the 
confidence that the Space Shuttle Vehicle (ssv) is sufficiently 
protected or requires some additional effort to provide adequate 
protection. 
The model adopted is variously referred to as an effects model, a 
conducted current model, or an interaction model. This model has 
been adopted by both the Federal Aviation Administration [14] and 
the Department of Defense [15]. The waveforms are synthesized 
components of a severe cloud-to-ground flash, and one component 
which represents the short duration rapidly changing pulses of 
current associated with leader attachment and intra-cloud 
processes. The model components are described by practical 
mathematical waveshapes which can be used for analysis and test. 
The model is designed to simulate the effects of natural lightning. 
The waveforms are not intended to be replicas of any naturally 
occurring lightning pulses. The baselined model includes multiple 
stroke and multiple burst arrangements of lightning stroke current 
pulses. These repetitive pulses are intended to be used to 
evaluate the system upset potential of induced transients in 
avionic systems. This upset potential is known to depend on the 
multiplicity of induced pulses in addition to their rate of rise 
and amplitude. 
SELECTED MODEL COMPONENTS 
The model components which are representative of faster current 
rates of rise and that are used to make up the multiple pulse 
patterns are A ,  D, and H: (1) Component A has a peak amplitude of 
200 kA and a rate-of-rise of 100 kA/usec at t=0.5 us. It has a 
peak rate of rise of 140 kA/usec at t=O+. The waveform is shown in 
Figure 3 .  (2) Component D has a peak amplitude of 100 kA and a 
rate-of-rise of 100 kA/usec at t=0.25 us. It has a peak rate of 
rise of 140 kA/usec at t=O+. The waveform is shown in Figure 3 .  
( 3 )  Component H has a peak current of 10 kA and a peak rate of 
rise of 200 ka/usec at t=O+. The waveform is shown in Figure 4 .  
Component H represents a high rate of rise pulse whose amplitude 
and time duration are much less than those of a first return 
stroke. Such pulses have been found to occur randomly throughout 
a lightning flash, interspersed with the other current components. 
While not likely to cause physical damage to the SSV or any 
electronic components, the random and repetitive nature of these 
pulses may cause interference or upset to certain systems. The 
model components which are made up of multiple arrangements of 
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components A ,  D, and H are the multiple burst and multiple stroke: 
(1) The multiple burst waveform comprises repetitive Component H 
waveforms in 2 4  sets of 20 pulses each, distributed over a period 
of ap to two seconds, as shown in the multiple burst waveform in 
Figure 4 .  
(2) The multiple stroke flash is defined using as a basis the 
definitions of Component A (first return stroke) and D (restrike). 
The multiple stroke waveform is defined as an A current component 
followed by 23 restrikes having a peak amplitude of 5 0 , 0 0 0  amperes 
each (D/2), as shown in Figure 5. 
The new requirements document also includes several indirect 
effects waveforms specifically tailored to represent the 
interaction effects known to result from a lightning strike to an 
aerospace vehicle. Two of these are discussed for illustrative 
purposes only. They are a damped sinusoid and a long duration 
current waveform. 
The damped sinusoidal waveform is one of the responses to Component 
A. It will be the only response to very short duration pulses such 
as Component H. The waveform normally appears in the early time 
portion of a cable response. It may also appear later if sparking 
occurs in the airframe. 
The long duration current waveform arises from diffusion coupling 
and may have slower rise times and longer durations than those of 
the external currents. This waveform is especially important in 
assessing induced effects in vehicles which use non-metallic 
materials. 
CONCLUSION 
As lightning data accumulates from a variety of sources, it is 
evident that current rates of rise have gone up. But for an 
effects model, the relevant question is still one of utility: is 
the model sufficient to gmover marginal situations and enable the 
user to reduce the probability of a lightning strike resulting in 
serious damage or loss. 
The real objective in defining a flash model is to be able to use 
the model parameters in the assessment of lightning susceptibility/ 
vulnerability, and as an aid in the design of protection schemes 
for critical flight equipment. To achieve these goals it is not 
necessary to use values for the parameters which describe a 
lightning flash that are the absolute worse case values which have 
been recorded. Some reasons for such a conclusion are: 
1. Single instance worse case values are usually measured in 
worse case environments. 
2 .  These worse case values are subject to some experimental 
errors. 
3 .  No one single naturally occurring flash should be 
expected to reproduce all of the aspects of a severe 
engineering flash model. 
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4. Interaction processes will modify current pulses having 
very fast rates of rise. 
The 200 kA/usec rate of rise of Component H and the multiple pulse 
components of the baselined model are considered sufficient, when 
properly applied, to uncover any circuit problems which are the 
result of induced effects. 
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HODBLING OF LLECTRICALLY.TE1CA MATERIALS - 
TEEORETICAL AND EXPERIHENTAL ASPECTS 
V. Gobin, F. fssac and F. Jaiilst 
Office National d'letudes et de Recherches herospatiales 
B.P. 1 2 ,  92322 CHATILLON CEDEX, PRANCE 
ABSTRACT 
The shielding effectiveness of modern aircraft depends upon the nature and 
the electromagnetic properties of the materials used. It has been shown that 
thin materials are modeled well by a sheet surface impedance. Unfortunately, 
this formalism fails in the high frequency domain (when skin effect occurs), 
and when the materials are physically thick. The purpose of this paper is to 
propose a general formalism that renders the skin effect and can be used with 
multilayered samples. These electrically thick materials are studied using 
symmetrical boundary conditions applied to tangential fields. The domain of 
validity of the method is discussed and experimental validations are 
presented . 
1. INTRODUCTION 
With the increasing use of composite materials on modern aircraft, the 
scattering of electromagnetic energy through the skin of structures has to be 
taken into account in evaluating electromagnetlc coupling on internal wires 
and cables. In the low frequency range, many modern materials (CFC for 
example) can be represented accurately by a sheet surface impedance. The 
objective of this paper is to delimit the validity of such a model and to 
discuss a formalism that is valid for electrically thick materials. The 
formalism is based on the electrical characteristics of a homogeneous 
material having a permittivity E ,  an electrical conductivity u and a magnetic 
permeability p. 
Introducing a complex permittivity t* , it is possible to determine the 
intrinsic wave impedance 2, of the material and the constant of propagation Y' 
that characterizes a locally plane wave: 
U 
E ' = E - ~ -  
w 
Y - j w  F- t p  ( 3 )  
For good conductors, the influence of the permittivity E. can be neglected 
( E  ( (  j -1 and Z,or 'f reduce to: 
U 
W 
6- 1 
where 6 is the parameter generally called "skin depth", which is defined by: 
1 
E = - - -  
G z  
( 6 )  
In EMC studies, ne are generally interested in the shielding effectiveness of 
a given structure of an arbitrary shape. Numerical codes can be efficient 
tools for calculating electromagnetic fields, provided that a proper 
formalism is introduced to take into account the properties of the materials. 
It is also best to analyse a few simple shapes for which analytical results 
exist because this way it is possible to separate the effect of the shape and 
dimensions of the shields from that of the materials themselves. We will 
begin by summarizing some representative results found in the literature: 
SPHERICAL SHIELD 
We are interested in a spherical shield of radius a, made of a material 
characterized by its thickness d and conductivity 0, under a uniform magnetic 
field H o .  The magnetic field H inside the shield cavity is given by [l]: 
H 
- = [ChYd t j w p  - - 
H 
The low frequency limit of this expression is: 
H 2n 
II 
( 7 )  
(8 )  
It is important to observe that the effect of the local characteristics of 
the material in the low frequency domain depends only on the product of (I and 
d. 
LOADED APERTURE 
We are interested now in a circular aperture of radius a, cut in a perfectly 
conductive plane and submitted to a local uniform incident magnetic field. At 
a chosen point, the scattered field H can be calculated using the equivalent 
dipole formalism. If we load the aperture with a thin panel (thickness d, 
conductivity u) perfectly joined to the metal wall, the scattered magnetic 
field can be approximated by 121:  
.. .- 
Once again, provided that the panel is electrically thin, the effect of the 
material appears only in the ud term. 
The interest of the loaded aperture configuration is that these results can 
be verified experimentally using a TEM cell and samples of various thickness 
and conductivity. 
PARALLEL CIRCULAR LOOPS 
We now consider a conductive loop of radius a, carrying a current I and 
creating a magnetic field Ho. We choose to measure this field with a second 
open loop placed on the axis of the first loop at a distance a. If a thin 
sample is placed between the two loops, the field H measured with the second 
loop is modified in a ratio that can be expressed approximately by [3]: 
H x 
H 
- =  [I + jf - Po a d  
1 . 4  
(10) 
This confirms that, at low frequency, the product ad is a pertinent parameter 
that represents the material behavior. This parallel loop configuration is 
easy experimentally [4] and furthermore the position of the sample 
between the loops has no influence, facilitating the experimental 
measurements. 
to study 
The three above examples illustrate the interest of separating the influence 
of the shield geometry from the nature of the material. We will now study the 
material itself for both electrically thick and thin samples. 
2. MODELING OF A HOMOGENEOUS MATERIAL 
Before studying a one-layer homogeneous material, we must first investigate 
what happens at the interface between air and a good conductive material, 
assuming an incident plane wave propagating from the air side, at an 
arbitrary angle of incidence 0, ( O i  being referenced to the direction 
perdendicular to the interface). The angle of incidence e t  of the transmitted 
wave within the material is classically given by the expression: 
sin O i  i- E *  sin 0t (11) 
For any good conductive material, it is easy to verify that i- & *  is larger 
than unity. Thus, whatever 6 ,  may be, the direction of propagation of the 
transmitted wave is always more or less perpendicular to the interface. 
Because moreover a non-uniform incident wave can be broken down into an 
infinite sum of plane waves at various angles of incidence, we will consider 
in this paper, that the energy propagates inside the materials perpendicular 
to the interface, provided that they are good conductors. 
Thus we consider now a locally plane material of thickness d, characterized 
by u, & and p. We suppose that the tangential fields of unspecified value at 
both interfaces are ( E l , a l )  and ( E 2 , H z ) .  In light of the previous remark, we 
consider that the fields inside the material are the sum of two plane waves 
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travelling perpendicular to the interf aces, in opposite directions (see 
figure 1). 
Assuming only that the fields on both interfaces are continuous, one can 
calculate the expression for  the volumic current density in the material and 
demonstrate boundary conditions between the tangential fields: 
ni th 
zi 
z *  
2 3 -  
' thYd 
2 = -  
ShYd 
(14 
( 1 5  
We have introduced here an impedance matrix [Z] that models the proper 
boundary conditions for the fields both sides of the wall. The relations mean 
that the electric field on one side of the wall is the sum of a term 
proportional to the magnetic field on that same side (Z8term) and a term 
proportional to the magnetic field on the opposite side (Ztterm). 
The expression for [Z] can be specified for any good materials that are 
within the scope of this paper, and for which ( 4 )  and (5) are available. We 
can now introduce an arbitrary characteristic frequency f, defined as the 
frequency for which the skin depth 6 is equal to the physical thickness d of 
the material being studied. We can thus write: 
fa  f l S z d  = (16) 
1 
pnf ad2 
and 
LOW FREQULICY APPROXIHATION OF [Zl 
When Yd < (  1 or d < (  6 or f ( (  fa, the expression for [Z] is silpplif ied and 
depends only on the "sheet surface impedance" Zao . 
* 
A 
z* = ZT = Z l 0  = - (18) 
ud 
We recognize here the expression that appeared in ( 8 1 ,  (9 )  and (10). In 
addition, the boundary conditions lead to: 
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where J, is the current surface density (equal to the integral of the density 
through- the wall) . 
HIGH FREQUENCY APFRGXIHATION OF [Z] ' 
When Yd ) >  1 or d ) )  6 or f >)f,, it is easy to show that the 2, term reduces 
to zero. This means that the attenuation through the material is so great 
that may be considered as independent of each other. At the same 
time, ZI becomes equal to the intrinsic wave impedance 2, of the material. 
This means that from each side the material is seen as a half space having 
the same intrinsic properties. 
both sides 
DOMAIN OF VALIDITY OF THE LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIHATION 
It is interesting to determine the frequency up to which the sheet impedance 
formalism is sufficient for estimating shielding properties of structures. 
Figure 2 represents the variation of the various impedances: Z,o (cf (18) 1 ,  2, 
(cf (1411, 2, (cf ( 1 5 ) )  and Z1 (cf ( 4 ) ) .  All these impedances have been 
normalized to ZI0, and the frequency axis is normalized to f, so that the 
curves are valid for any material. 
In figure 3, we compare the graphs o f  the ratio E/Ro as calculated with the 
exact ( 7 )  and with approximate formulas ( 8 1 ,  for a sphere of radius a = 0.1 rn 
and thickness d = 1 mm. 
To quantify the domain of validity of the low frequency formulas, the 
relative errors have been plotted in figure 4. In each case, the difference 
between the exact values is normalized to the low frequency 
result and is expressed as a percentage. 
These curves show one interesting feature: although a 10% error is made on 2. 
for f / f , =  0.6, the same error or\ H / B o  is reached only for f/f,= 2. This means 
that even if. the elements o f  the matrix [Z] do begin to differ from their low 
frequency limit, the shielding effectiveness is less affected by the 
approximation. If we remark that an alternative expression for (7 )  versus 2, 
and Zr is: 
and approximate 
then we can see that 2,begins to increase when 2, decreases, so that H/Ho is 
still quite correctly calculated with ( 8 ) .  Let us remember that, for a 
sphere, a 108 error is obtained for f / f , =  2 and a 508 error for f / f , =  5. 
COHHENTS ON THE PORHALISH 
The low and high frequency limits of the impedance matrix indicate the 
generality of the formalism. Horeover, we have made no aasueptions concerning 
the fields on tither side of the material, and the expression of the boundary 
conditions (13) is perfectly symmetrical. In some cases, further 
approxiaation can be derived but one has to keep in mind the domain of 
validity of the simplification. The two following examples illustrate this 
point. 
Symmetrical structure 
We consider here a plane sample, carrying a current I. The return path of I 
is perfectly symmetrical. In that case, nlA H i =  n2A nz and the surface 
current Ja is given by: 
+ + + +  
It is possible to introduce these expressions in (12)  and thus calculate the 
current density J ( z )  within the material. Figure 5 represents the variation 
of J ( z )  (normalized to the average value J,/d) for various frequencies. As 
expected, the current concentrates symmetrically close to the two interfaces 
with increasing frequency. In addition, the general boundary conditions (13) 
lead to a direct relation between the tangential electric fields and J a :  
Shieldina enclosure 
A closed shield may be considered as a rather common structure in EUC 
studies. As illustrated by the example at the beginning of this paper, the 
fields inside such a shield (say H z , E 2 )  rapidly become smaller than the 
outside fields (say H I , E I )  and the general boundary conditions may be 
simplified. Because n l A  Hi > )  n2A Hz , for high frequencies it can be said 
that: 
4 -  + +  
J, = n,A H I  
E2 = ZT Js 
(23 
(24 
( 2 5 )  
We have now asynrretrical relations, because the internal volume has been 
distinguished from the external. Equations (23) to (25)  are sometimes 
presented in the literature as general assumptions. We prefer to use our 
symmetrical boundary conditions, chiefly for eventual use in 3D numerical 
codes. 
To conclude this discussion, we have given in figure 6 the current 
distribution in the wall of a sphere, for various frequencies. The internal 
field Ha introduced in (12)  has been assumed to verify ( 7 ) .  It can be 
observed that, at high frequency, the entire current concentrates at the 
outride interface of the sphere. 
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3. PIODELING OF A HULTILAYERED PIATERIAL 
The boundary conditions introduced to model a one-layer homogeneous material 
can be generalized to include multilayered materials. Each layer surface 
impedance matrix [ZIlhas to be calculated and transformed into a [TI, matrix 
(giving the relation between (El ,HI) and (Ez ,H2)). The [TI, matrices are then 
multiplied by each other to give the resulting [TI matrix which is converted 
back into [Z] form. Further calculations show that the impedance matrix of 
any multilayered material is characterized by three different terms. 
For a material that is symmetrical about the medium plane, ZIlis equal to 
. In the last part of this paper, we will discuss only the case of a 
particular multilayered material type of practical interest that we will call 
double sheet material: we consider a sample of two identical thin conductive 
sheets (characterized by their common sheet impedance Z s o )  and separated by a 
dielectric medium (characterized by the constant of propagation Y = j p ,  the 
intrinsic impedance Z, and the thickness d ) .  The point of interest of such a 
sample is that it is representative of certain thick materials used in 
aeronautics. 
The result of our matrix calculation leads to: 
zs 2 
(Zlocos Pd t Zlsin Dd) Zs0Zl 
(cos2Dd - sin'bd) Z,Z:o 
a -  
2 Z Zlcos Dd t Z:,t Z: sin Dd 0 t S O  
(27) 
(28) 
The limit of Z, and ZT is ZI0/2, which is consistent with the 
behavior of two parallel resistive plans. It may be remarked that this limit 
is independent of the distance d between the sheets. The high frequency limit 
of 2.1s Z ,meaning that only one sheet is seen from each side at high 
frequency. Figure 7 represents the variation of Zsand Zt (normalized to their 
low frequency limit) versus Dd. 
low frequency 
' 9 
EXPERMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THE FORMALISM 
We will now present some experimental results to confirm our model. As 
pointed out in the introduction, two different experimental setups have been 
used. The first one is based on a TEM cell [ 5 ] ,  in which a square 0.2x0.2 m 
aperture has been cut and loaded with material under test. The behavior of 
the sheet impedance shielding effectiveness has been calculated (see ( 9 ) )  and 
represents the thin material approximation. The second measurement is based 
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upon the two parallel loop (radius 3 , 4  cm) setup described previously 1 4 1  and 
the expected low-frequency results are given by (10). 
Figure 8 represents the shielding ratio W H O  measured with both methods, the 
material under test being a double sheet sample. As expected, the first part 
of the two curves is given by (9) and (lo), the difference between the 3 dB 
characteristic frequency being explained by the geometrical dimensions of the 
two setups. A t  high frequencies, the attenuations differ from the 
20 dB/decade curves at the same value of the frequency. 
In figure 9, we have plotted the experimental results obtained with various 
double sheet samples. In each case, the characteristics of both sheets are 
identical, the only difference between the samples being the distance d 
between the sheets. As previously suggested, the low-frequency part of the 
data is independant of the distance d between the sheets. On the other hand, 
at high frequency, the larger d, the greater the shielding effectiveness. 
4. CONCLUSION 
We have discussed a boundary condition formalism that is valid for 
representing electrically thick materials (skin effect is taken into account 
and multilayered sample may be studied). Our initial experimental results 
have shown the advantage of the method, and further experimental study is now 
needed to confirm all the aspects of the theory. The advantage of the 
symmetry of the boundary conditions (which illustrates the generality of the 
concepts) is that they can be introduced in a 3D numerical code. Our first 
step in this area will be to introduce the impedance boundary conditions in a 
frequency domain 3D method based on an integral equation solved by the Method 
of Moments. 
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INVESTIGATIONS INTO THE DAMAGE FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF 
UNPROTECTED CARBON FIBRE COMPOSITES WITH A VARIETY 
OF LIGHTNING ARC ATTACHMENTS 
G W Reid 
Lightning Test and Technology, Culham Laboratory, 
Abingdon, Oxford, OX14 3DB, UK 
ABSTRACT 
Very little quantitative information exists on the extent and nature of damage caused 
to unprotected carbon fibre composite (CFC) due to lightning arc attachment. This paper 
describes an initial investigation into the arc damage to three diffennt types and various 
thickness of CFC from Components 'A' and 'C type lightning discharges. The difference 
in damage which the two types of waveform produced and the way the area of damage varies 
with different levels of action integral and charge transfer is compared. 
various levels of action integral and charge transfer. 
'X ray photograph using a suitable penetrant in the damaged area. It is concluded there is a 
need for a more detailed analysis of the damage. It is proposed to do this in conjunction with 
RAE Farnborough in the near future. 
In some cases the temperature rise at the rear of the panels has been recorded for 
A comparison has been made of the area of damage from visual inspection and soft 
1 INTRODUCIION 
Very little quantitative infarmation exists on the damage to unprotected carbon fibre 
composite (CFC) h m  the effects of lightning strike arc attachment. Substantial damage can 
be caused and in consequence most of the information covers various methods of protection 
using conductive surface layers. The object of the present investigation was to establish the 
degree and nature of the damage caused by various types of lightning arc currents. 
It was pmposed the following factors would be investigated: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5 .  
6. 
The work is at present proceeding and this paper describes some of the initial results 
The effect of varying peak current. 
ffect of varying the action integral 
fz dt. 
Effect of varying the slow components B and C with different charge 
transfers. 
Effect of different testing techniques such as size and shape of the electrode 
and sample/electrode spacing. 
Different types, thicknesses and construction of materials. 
Temptram mcasurcments at the rear of the panels. 
which have been obtained. 
2 PREVIOUS WORK 
We know of only two early sources of work on these topics, the first of which was 
reparted by Fisher and Plumer in Refertnce I. "his Report only considers the effect of 
action integral. It is known that the depth of damage can mainly depend on the charge 
transfer and this is discussed by Schneider et al in Reference 2. There is only limited 
agreement between the two sets of results but details of the tests methods and construction of 
the matcrial a~ not available and could readily account for the dif'fenwces. It therefore 
seemed desirable to investigate the damage effects in more detail. 
3 DETAILSOFTHETESTS 
Only a limited amount of CFC material was available for these tests, the panels behg 
The panels wen mounted in the standard L'IT co-axial arc test rig. A lOOmm fine 
of the order of 4oomm x 4OOmm. A number of shots were therefore made to each panel 
especially at the lower levels in order to obtain as much data as possible. 
fuse wire initiated ~.IC was used with a variety of different electrodes. The panels were 
clamped at their edges to the test rig after the surplus resin had been cleared off. Some early 
tests using a metal smund and self tapping screws had been tried to obtain better contact to 
the inner plies but this did not Seem to affect the arc root damage. 
The panels wen not masked other than at the connecting edges to prevent possible 
arc attachments to the rig. As there were a number of tests to each panel the damage caused 
by pnvious tests was scnened before further testing. 
The object of the tests was to obtain some form of scaling factor of.damage with 
increasing levels of lightning current. For Component 'A' the current and action integral 
were scaled as for 200kA and 2 x 1[)6A%, ie, loOkA 0.5 x 1@A% 50kA 0.125 x 106AZS, 
etc. Component 'C' used a charge transfer up to 2OOC. 
4 GENERATORS AND DIAGNOSTICS 
The standard LTI' slow and fast bank generators were used for these tests as shown 
in Figure 1. The currents were measured for the fast bank using Rogowski coils and a co- 
axial shunt for the slow bank. These signals were recorded using a 10 Mega-samples per 
second transient digitiser which could also calculate the action integral and charge transfer of 
the various waveforms. The fast bank waveforms used both ringing and clamped 
(crowbarred) shots for the higher action integrals and the slow bank used clamp waveforms. 
Typical test waveforms are shown in Figure 2. 
5 DAMAGE ASSESSMENT 
A major problem is the damage assessment resultirtg from the arc attachment. For 
this report we have only been able to do a visual inspection and in some cases a few samples 
have been measured using soft 'X' rays as described below. The damage area is not of 
course rectangular and the figures quoted for the area is a rough equivalent. It is expected to 
do a more detailed examination at the Materials and Structures Division of RAE Farnborough 
and this information should be available at a later date. 
For a number of panels soft ' X  ray pictures at 20kV were taken using a penetrant of 
Trichlorethane in the damage areas. The film used was Kodak M x 4 and the exposure time 
was about 1 to lVz minutes. The films were developed in Percept01 for 8 minutes. 
6 TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS 
It was decided it would be very useful to ny to obtain a temperature measurement at 
the rear of the panels during the arc attachment. Ideally the use of a thermal imaging camera 
would be the more suitable way of doing this but unfortunately an instrument was not 
available. We have however used the surface temperature measuring device, the Kane-May 
Infratrace 1O00, which averaged the surface temperature over a 3Omm dia circle of the 
material and recorded the peak value which occurred in the test. 
7 MATERIALS TESTED 
The first set of material tested was kindly supplied by Westland Helicopters 
consisting o f f  45' lay up, 2mm thick panels the details of construction being as follows: 
'The six cross-ply laminates C G ~ S ~ S ~  of 15 plies giving B m m i d  thickness of 2.Omm 
laid in an unbalanced f 45' manner. The preimpregnate was manufactured by Fiberite (HYE 
1682W) consisting of Fiberite 982 epoxy resin and Enka Besfight HTN12K carbon fibre. 
The details of the cure cycle was essentially a 120'C cure." 
The second set of material tested had been specially manufactured by the Materials 
and Structures Section at RAE Farnbomugh details of which are as follows. 
Two thicknesses of woven cloth laminates 0.5mm and 1 .Omm. XASD13. 
Two thickness of Quasi-Isotropic laminates (0, f 45', 90') 2.0mm and 4.Omm 
xAS/914. 
8 DETAILS OF TESTS 
The present series of tests have mainly been concerned with applying Component 'A' 
and Component 'C type waveforms separately to the various types of panels at different 
levels to identify the type and degree of damage that they produce. A few combined 
waveforms have been used but it is expected to extend the investigation into combined 
waveforms at a later date. 
The results of the tests are summarised in the Tables 1-7 and are designated as 
follows: 
Westland material f 45' lay up 2mm thick. 
Table 1 
Table 2 
Table 3 
RAE 
Table 4 
Table 5 
RAE 
Table 6 
Table 7 
The rtsults from these tests are somewhat limited but it is expected to obtain more 
results in the near future. At the moment they have been plotted graphically in Figures 3 to 8 
though in some cases there are very few points available. In most cases the area of visible 
damage and estimated number of plies deep has been used but a number of estimates of 
damage atea from the soft 'X' ray pictures was available for Westland material. 
Tests with Component 'A' waveforms. 
Tests with Component 'C' waveforms. 
Tests with combined 'A' and 'C' waveforms. 
0.5 and l.0mm woven material. 
Tests with Component 'A' waveforms. 
Tests with Component 'C' waveforms. 
2.Omm and 4 . h  Quasi-Isotropic Laminates. 
Tests with Component 'A' waveforms. 
Tests with Component 'C' waveforms. 
9 RESULTS 
The area of visible damage from the results is plotted in Figures 3 to 8. Figures 3 
and 4 shows the damage from A and C components separately for the f 45' material and the 
limited number of results give a reasonable linear correlation between the damage and action 
integral and charge transfer. It is interesting to note in relation to the maximum threat of an 
action integral of 2 x 1OSA2s and charge transfer of 2OOC the damage area would be greater 
for the 'C Component, 15,000mm2. as compared with 1 1 ,OOOmm2 for Component 'A'. 
Typical ' X  ray damage pictures are shown in Figure 9 and these indicate a 
substantial increase over the visual assessment of the order of 70-80%. 
The rtsults of the RAE Farnborough material arc shown in Figures 5.6.7 and 8. 
Very few test shots were made with the 0.5m thick material as this failed at comparatively 
low test levels mainly from blowing apart the 2 separate woven layers and damage at the 
supporting edges due to the shock wave. It was felt more consideration should be given to 
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the methods of support before continuing with the testing. In the case of the woven material 
the damage from Component 'A d n l y  resulted from the burning away of the resin with 
comparatively little damage to the plies. The layers of woven ply also tend to blow apart. 
The low current Component 'C' produces some tufting of the plies but over a comparatively 
limitedarea. 
The damage to the multidhctional ply material see Figure 10 appears considerably 
less than that for the f 45' and the variation in damage between the 2 and 4mm thicknesses 
looks to be small. 
For Component 'C the visual damage again appears considerably less than for the 
f 45', set Figures 3 and 4 and it is interesting to note the woven material appears to have 
suffered less damage than the mult~-directional ply for these types of pulses. 
The results of temperature measurements at the rear of the panels with the Kane-May 
Infratrace loo0 as described in Section 6 and are shown in Figures 7 and 8. It is important 
to note that this temperature measurement is an average peak value over a circular area of 
about 3omm dia There are only a very limited number of points available for the results but 
they Seem to scale reasonably with action integral and charge transfer and also thickness of 
material. 
10 COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The results so far obtained from these tests clearly indicate the damage is very 
dependent on the material construction, ie, ply lay-up or woven, etc, so it would not be 
practical to predict damage without some knowledgde of this. 
The degree of damage would appear to be directly dependent on the action integral or 
charge transfer, however more results are required to confirm this and there may well be a 
threshold and level where catostrophic damage is reached. This information is however very 
useful as often in testing CFC it is not easy to predict the exact levels of action integral or 
charge transfer for a specific test and this will allow some extrapolation of the damage to the 
required level to be made. 
It is interesting to note the different types of damage produced by Components A and 
C. The difference in the damage caused by these components is quite noticeable by visual 
inspection alone. The action integral of the Component 'A' of the lightning cumnt produces 
splitting and fractures of the carbon fibres with little burning of the resin bonding, whereas 
the charge transfer of the Component 'C results in burning of the resin and deeper 
penetration of the CFC, and generally the damage is spread over a wider area, see Figure 10. 
visual inspection reported here and it is planned to do this in conjunction with the NDT 
Section at RAE Farnborough. 
It is obviously necessary to do a more detailed assessment of the damage than the 
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ABSTRACT 
To make c l e a r  t h e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  of w i n t e r  l i g h t n i n g  f l a s h e s ,  t h e  c u r r e n t  
w a v e f o r m s  o f  w i n t e r  l i g h t n i n g  f l a s h e s  h a v e  been  measured  by u s i n g  of  two 
r e s i s t i v e  s h u n t s  which were connected two l i g h t n i n g  rods s i n c e  t h e  w i n t e r  of 
1981, and another  measurement h a s  s t a r t e d  using a s e t  of f i v e  Rogowsky t y p e  
c o i l s  s i n c e  t h e  w i n t e r  of 1982. They have  been r e c o r d e d  by computer c o n t r o l -  
l e d  d i g i t a l  r e c o r d i n g  systems. 
Up t o  d a t e ,  145 c u r r e n t  waveforms of t h e  w i n t e r  l i g h t n i n g  f l a s h e s ,  wl i i ch  
h a v e  t h e  c u r r e n t  ampl i tude  o v e r  l k A ,  h a v e  been obta ined  by t h e  shunt  s y s t e m s  
and/or  t h e  c o i l s  system. They show t h a t  w i n t e r  l i g h t n i n g  f l a s h e s  o f t e n  have  a 
v e r y  l o n g  d u r a t i o n  o r  c o n t i n u i n g  c u r r e n t  and sometimes h a v e  a very  l a r g e  am- 
p l i t u d e  o v e r  200kA i n  p o s i t i v e  f l a s h e s .  F o r  example measured a t  Jan. 9,  1987,  
t h e  c u r r e n t  p a r a m e t e r s  were  t h e  maximum c u r r e n t  a m p l i t u d e  +280kA, maximum 
c u r r e n t  d e r i v a t i v e  1 . 0 ~ 1 0 ~ ~  A / s ,  t o t a l  c h a r g e  +400C and a c t i o n  i n t e g r a l  
1 . 5 ~ 1 0  A s. 
The s t a t i s t i c a l  e v a l u a t i o n  leads t h a t  medium peak v a l u e s  of w i n t e r  l i g h t -  
n ing  f l a s h e s  (50% v a l u e s )  were about 5kA f o r  n e g a t i v e  and lOkA f o r  p o s i t i v e ,  
and 5% v a l u e s  were about 30kA f o r  n e g a t i v e  and 170kA f o r  p o s i t i v e .  
The w i n t e r  l i g h t n i n g  c u r r e n t  waveforms a r e  c l a s s i f i e d  i n t o  t h r e e  t y p e s ,  
t h a t  is ,  s i n g l e  s t r o k e  f l a s h e s ,  mono-polar m u l t i - s t r o k e  f l a s h e s ,  and b i - p o l a r  
f l a s h e s .  Moreover each f l a s h  is  subdiv ided  i n t o  p o s i t i v e  o r  n e g a t i v e ,  s i n g l e  
peak o r  m u l t i  peak, and w i t h  o r  w i t h o u t  c o n t i n u i n g  c u r r e n t .  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In  t h e  w i n t e r  season,  many thunderstorms occur  on t h e  north-west c o a s t  of 
Honshu I s l a n d  f a c i n g  t h e  S e a  of Japan.  I t  h a s  b e e n  r e p o r t e d  t h a t  t h e  n a t u r e  
of  w i n t e r  l i g h t n i n g  i s  r a t h e r  anomalous[ l ] .  
The  c u r r e n t s  f o r  t h e  l i g h t n i n g  t h r e a t  d e f i n i t i o n  a r e  b a s e d  on t h e  t o w e r  
c u r r e n t  measurements of l i g h t n i n g  s t r o k e s  performed p r i m a r i l y  by B e r g e r [ 2 ] ,  
G a r b a g n a t i [ 3 ] ,  and Eriksson[O].  B u t  t h o s e  l i g h t n i n g  c u r r e n t  d a t a  a r e  a lmost  
f o r  t h e  summer l i g h t n i n g .  so, it i s  v e r y  important  f o r  des igning  p r o t e c t i v e  
measures  i n  e l e c t r i c  power f a c i l i t i e s  and equipments t o  m a k e l c l e  
a c t e r i s t i c s  of w i n t e r  1 i g h t n i n g  c u r r e n t s .  
T h e  o b s e r v a t i o n  o f  w i n t e r  l i g h t n i n g  s t r u c k  a n  i s o l a t e d  m e t j o r o l o g i c a l  
o b s e r v i n g  t o w e r  h a s  b e e n  made s i n c e  t h e  w i n t e r  o f  1976. The tower  i s  con- 
s t r u c t e d  on t h e  r i d g e  of 125m above t h e  s e a  l e v e l  and about  400m a p a r t  from 
P the  char-  
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t h e  s e a s i d e  and i t ' s  h e i g h t  i s  abou t  150111 [5],[6],[7]. 
The c u r r e n t  waveforms of  w i n t e r  l i g h t n i n g  f l a s h e s  h a v e  been  measured  by 
t h e  two r e s i s t i v e  s h u n t s  connec ted  t o  two l i g h t n i n g  r o d s  and tower  s t r u c t u r e  
r e s p e c t i v e l y  s i n c e  t h e  w i n t e r  of  1981, a l t h o u g h  i n  t h e  e a r l y  s t a g e ,  t h e y  were 
measured  by t h e  l o o p  c o i l  and o s c i l l o s c o p e  sys t em w i t h  a r e c o r d i n g  camera  a t  
t h e  p o i n t  of  5 0 m  a p a r t  f r o m  t h e  t o w e r  b a s e .  A s  t h e  l i g h t n i n g  h i t t i n g  p o i n t s  
were n o t  o n l y  t h e  l i g h t n i n g  rods  bu t  a l s o  s e v e r a l  o t h e r  e x t r u d i n g  p o r t i o n s  of 
t h e  t o w e r  t o p  s u c h  a s  t h e  t o p  o f  m a i n  p o l e s  o r  t h e  e d g e  o f  s h i e l d  r i n g ,  t h e  
c u r r e n t  measurement u s i n g  t h e  Rogowsky t y p e  c o i l s  set  f o r  t h e  c u r r e n t  p i c k u p  
s e n s o r  h a s  been done s i n c e  t h e  w i n t e r  of 1982. 
T h i s  r e p o r t  descr ibes  t h e  a s p e c t s  of  t h e s e  measur ing  sys t ems  and t h e  c h a r -  
a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  w i n t e r  l i g h t n i n g  c u r r e n t  o b t a i n e d  by t h e  measurement  o f  c u r -  
r e n t  waveforms. 
2. HEASlTRING SYSTEMS FOR LIGHTNING CURRENT WAVEFORMS 
Two m e a s u r i n g  s y s t e m s ' h a v e  b e e n  p r e p a r e d  t o  r e c o r d  t h e  w a v e f o r m s  o f  t h e  
l i g h t n i n g  c u r r e n t .  F i g u r e  1 shows t h e  tower t o p  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  and t h e  p o s i -  
t i o n s  of  two c o - a x i a l  r e s i s t i v e  s h u n t s  and f i v e  Rogowsky t y p e  c o i l s .  
The f i r s t  system h a s  been equipped  
w i t h  c o - a x i a l  s h u n t s  a s  c u r r e n t  s e n -  
s o r s  f o r  a u t o m a t i c a l l y  o b s e r v i n g  
1 i g h t n i n g  c u r r e n t  waveforms by Tohoku 
E l e c t r i c  Power Co., I n c .  s i n c e  1981 .  
I t  c o n s i s t s  o f  two c o - a x i a l  s h u n t s  of 
2 m i l l i - o h m  f o r  t h e  l i g h t n i n g  rod i n -  
s t a l l e d  on t h e  t o w e r  t o p  and 4 m i l l i -  
ohm f o r  t h e  l i g h t n i n g  rod i n s t a l l e d  on  
t h e  s h i e l d  r i n g ,  E/O and O/E c o n v e r t -  
ers,  o p t i c a l  f i b e r  c a b l e  and t r a n s i e n t  
r e c o r d e r s  c o n t r o l  l e d  by a c o m p u t e r .  
F i g u r e  2 shows a b l o c k  d iagram of t h i s  
s y s t e m .  I n  t h i s  s y s t e m ,  t h r e e  t r a n -  
s i e n t  r e c o r d e r s  a r e  u s e d .  They h a v e  
memory c a p a c i t i e s  o f  3 2 ,  3 2  and  6 4 k  
words ,  8 b i t s  per word and t h e i r  min i -  
mum sampl ing  t ime a r e  1OOns. The memo- 
r i e s  i n  the f i r s t  and second r e c o r d e r  
a r e  d i v i d e d  i n t o  f i v e  p a r t s  o p e r a t e d  
a t  a s a m p l i n g  t i m e  o f  1 0 0 n s  w i t h  t h e  
minimum d e l i m i t e d  p e r i o d  o f  0.5ms, 
t h e r e f o r e  f i v e  s t r o k e s  a r e  s t o r e d  
Fig. 1. Schemat i c  t h r e e  - d i m e n s i o n a l  
c o n f i g u r a t i o n  of  tower  top .  
s e p a r a t e l y  i n  o n e  f l a s h .  The t h i r d  r e c o r d e r  i s  p r e p a r e d  f o r  a m u l t i p l e  
s t r o k e s  f l a s h  o r  c o n t i n u i n g  c u r r e n t  s t r u c k  t h e  l i g h t n i n g  rod  o f  t h e  tower  t o p  
a n d  o p e r a t e d  m a i n l y  a t  a s a m p l i n g  t ime  o f  2 ~ s .  O b t a i n e d  d i g i t a l  d a t a  a r e  
t r a n s f e r r e d  t o  d u a l  8" f l o p p y  d i s k s  by a micro-computer .  
The o t h e r  s y s t e m ,  which was d e v e l o p e d  by Tohoku U n i v e r s i t y ,  i s  i n c o r p o -  
r a t e d  w i t h  Rogowsky t y p e  c o i l s  a s  S e n s o r s  and u s e d  s ince  1982. I t  c o n s i s t s  o f  
f i v e  Rogowsky t y p e  c o i l s ,  p a s s i v e  R-C i n t e g r a t o r  ( t i m e  c o n s t a n t  i s  75ms) ,  
o p t i c a l  c o n v e r t e r s ,  o p t i c a l  f i b e r  c a b l e  and t r a n s i e n t  r e c o r d e r s  c o n t r o l  l e d  by 
a computer. The c o i l s  a r e  i n s t a l l e d  a t  f i v e  p o s i t i o n s  a s  shown i n  Fig. 1, on 
t h r e e  main  p o l e s  and  two  b r a c e s  u n d e r n e a t h  t h e  t o w e r  t o p .  T h e s e  c o i l s  a r e  
c o n n e c t e d  i n  s e r i e s  t o  o b t a i n  a t o t a ' l  l i g h t n i n g  c u r r e n t  s t r u c k  t h e  t o w e r .  
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F i g .  3 .  B l o c k  d i a g r a m  o f  d i g i t a l  
r e c o r d i n g  sys t em f o r  l i g h t n i n g  c u r -  
r e n t  w a v e f o r m  u s i n g  f i v e  Rogowsky 
F i g .  2 .  B l o c k  d i a g r a m  o f  d i g i t a l  
r e c o r d i n g  sys t em f o r  l i g h t n i n g  c u r -  
r e n t  w a v e f o r m  u s i n g  two c o a x i a  1 c o i l s  s e t .  
s h u n t s .  
F i g u r e  3 s h o w s  a b l o c k  d i a g r a m  o f  t h i s  s y s t e m .  I n  t h i s  s y s t e m ,  t w o  k i n d s  o f  
t r a n s i e n t  r e c o r d e r s  were  used. They had memory c a p a c i t i e s  of 4 and 8 k  word i n  
e a r l y  s t a g e ,  e a c h  8 b i t  p e r  word and t h e i r  minimum s a m p l i n g  time are  50ns  and 
l u s  r e s p e c t i v e l y .  S i n c e  1 9 8 6 ,  t h e s e  r e c o r d e r s  were r e p l a c e d  t o  t h a t  w h i c h  
h a v e  memory c a p a c i t i e s  of  16k word, 1 2  b i t  p e r  word and minimum s a m p l i n g  time 
of  lps. And t h e y  were o p e r a t e d  w i t h  s a m p l i n g  time lps and lops r e s p e c t i v e l y .  
Now, t h e  d i g i t a l  memory o f  t h e  r e c o r d e r  o p e r a t e d  a s  s a m p l i n g  t i m e  l ops  was 
improved  t h e  memory c a p a c i t y  t o  641.. word, t h e r e f o r e  measu r ing  r a n g e  is  640ms. 
3. RESULTS OF LIGHTNING CURRENT HEASUREHENT 
Up t o  d a t e ,  1 2 1  c u r r e n t  r e c o r d s  
of win ter  l i g h t n i n g  f l a s h e s  by t h e  
c o - a x i a l  r e s i s t i v e  s h u n t  sys tem and 
7 1  r e c o r d s  by t h e  Rogowsky c o i  1 s  
s y s t e m  were o b t a i n e d .  1 4 5  c u r r e n t  
w a v e f o r m s ,  w h i c h  t h e  maximum c u r -  
r e n t  a m p l i t u d e  exceeded  l kA, were 
o b t a i n e d  by t h e  s h u n t  sys tem and /o r  
t h e  c o i l s  sys t em and e v a l u a t e d  s t a -  
t i s t i c a l l y .  X t  m i g h t  be  t h o u g h t  
t h a t  t h e  s y s t e m s  r e c o r d e d  t h e  
g r e a t e r  p a r t  o f  w i n t e r  l i g h t n i n g  
f l a s h e s  s t r u c k  t h e  t o w e r .  However  
a l l  waveforms c o u l d  n o t  be o b t a i n e d  
owing t o  v a r i o u s  t r o u b l e  w i t h  mea- 
s u r i n g  i n s t r u m e n t s ,  t h e  p r o g r a m  
e r r o r  o f  a c o m p u t e r ,  t h e  m i s t a k e s  
l lU l  I .) 
"O - 8  111 1 i t  1 . 1 1  : 11 : 08.19  3. i d i D  
I f b A !  1 b) 8310~109.21.~0:5S.Sb 0.loStD 
- 50 
0.65brS 
0.5.5 0.656-5 
I i U l  
0.  b5boS 
-100 
Fig .  4. Example of c u r r e n t  o s c i l l o g r a m  
f r o m  n e g a t i v e  f l a s h e s  w i t h  s i n g l e  
s t r o k e  o b t a i n e d  by t h e  s h u n t  system. 
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in setting the trigger level and the limitation on the recording time. 
I l k A l  I 
I '  -21.zkA - 1 5  7 w  
U L56mS 
- '8 3 7 - 36.1W 
llli' 
7 . 4 r n s  0.656m.S BmS 0.65331s 
- 9 .  6 W  -7.1W 
0.656mS 2 L m S  0.65615 0.8mS 
O.lmS/D 
i --.- 
*[Y e )  1 BL/Ol/O~,.O2:lB:37.7L 
k - :  : : ' ' - :  ' '  O F  
-10.3W -6.9M 
0 . 6 5 6 d  
3205 0.656mS 
'3 
v ,  '-T -- -A  
O.lmS/D 
bc- e/ 
-5.2kA -29 EL\ - 9 . L W  
:ZI5 0.656mS 
- 2 4 . 3 k A  
0.65605 0.5mS 0.656mS 0.5mS 
Fig. 5. Example of current oscillogram from negative flashes with 
multiple s trokes  obtained by the shunt system. 
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10 10 40 50 60 ? O  80 90 
-1 l .Oi .4  C l d l  
Fig .  6. Example of c u r r e n t  o s c i l l o g r a m  from p o s i t i v e  f l a s h e s  w i t h  
m u l t i p l e  s t r o k e s  o b t a i n e d  by t h e  s h u n t  system. 
Fig.  7. Example of  cu r ren t  o s c i l l o g r a m  from p o s i t i v e  f l a s h e s  t o  t h e  
s h i e l d i n g  r i n g  . o b t a i n e d  by t h e  s h u n t  system. 
The p o l a r i t y  and s t r o k e  m u l t i p l i c i t y  of  t h e  w i n t e r  l i g h t n i n g  f l a s h e s  a r e  
shown i n  T a b l e  1. T y p i c a l  w a v e f o r m s  a r e  shown i n  f r o m  F i g .  4 t o  F i g .  7 
o b t a i n e d  by t h e  s h u n t  s y s t e m  and  Fig .  8 a n d  9 o b t a i n e d  by t h e  c o i l s  s y s t e m .  
A S  shown  i n  T a b l e  1 and  f r o m  F i g .  4 t o  F i g .  9 ,  w i n t e r  l i g h t n i n g  f l a s h e s  a r e  
c l a s s i f i e d  i n t o  f o l l o w i n g  f i v e  types  and i t ’ s  p e r c e n t a g e  is;  
( a )  n e g a t i v e  f l a s h  w i t h  s i n g l e  s t r o k e  ( F i g . 4 )  ....... 35.9% 
( b )  p o s i t i v e  f l a s h  w i t h  s i n g l e  s t r o k e  (Fig.9-b) ..... 9.7% 
(c )  n e g a t i v e  f l a s h  w i t h  m u l t i p l e  s t r o k e s  ( F i g . 5 )  .... 26.9% 
( a >  p o s i t i v e  f l a s h  w i t h  m u l t i p l e  s t r o k e s  (Fig.8-a).. 7.6% 
( e )  b i p o l a r  f l a s h  w i t h  m u l t i p l e  s t r o k e s  ( F i g . 6 )  ..... 20.0% 
Dec 3, 1987 15.44 12 
Current scale : 5 kA/div 
Time scale S mr/div 
B 
Jan 8. 1987 06 3 1  37 
Current scale : 5 W d l v  
Timescale ' Smgdiv 
C h 
Fig. 8. Example of  c u r r e n t  o s c i l l o -  
g r a m  f r o m  m u l t i p l e  s t r o k e  f l a s h e s  
o b t a i n e d  by t h e  c o i  1s system. 
A l t h o u g h  t h e  r a t e  of n e g a t i v e  
f l a s h e s  i s  a b o u t  6 3 %  f o r  w i n t e r  
l i g h t n i n g ,  i t  i s  v e r y  l o w e r  t h a n  
t h a t  f o r  s u m m e r  l i g h t n i n g  ( o v e r  
907.). The o t h e r  h a n d ,  t h e  r a t e s  o f  
p o s i t i v e  f l a s h e s  and b i - p o l a r  f l a s h -  
es  a r e  1 7 . 2 %  and 20% r e s p e c t i v e l y .  
T h e y  a r e  v e r y  h i g h e r  t h a n  t h a t  of 
........................................................... . . . . . . .  . . .  . . . . .  . I(u) '. . " '  
1 t 4  . ( \ -  
"/A ' 0  0.1 0.3 0 .3  0.4 0.1 0.b 0.1 0.1 
K b l  
I I ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .....-.. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ................................................................... 
Fig.  9. Example of c u r r e n t  o s c i l l o -  
gram f o r  s u p e r b o l t  l i g h t n i n g  o b t a i n -  
e d  by t h e  c o i l s  system. 
summer 1 igh tn ing .  
F i g u r e  7 shows t h e  t y p i c a l  c u r r e n t  waveforms f l o w e d  t h r o u g h  t h e  l i g h t n i n g  
rod i n s t a l l e d  o n  t h e  s h i e l d  r i n g .  F i g u r e  8 shows some examples  o f  c u r r e n t  
o s c i l l o g r a m  for m u l t i p l e  s t r o k e  f l a s h e s  o b t a i n e d  by  t h e  c o i l s  s y s t e m .  As 
Tab le  1 P o l a r i t y  and m u l t i p l i c i t y  o f  w i n t e r  l i g h t n i n g  f l a s h e s  
er  of M u l t i p l e  s t r o k e  
1 2 3 4 5  6 7& >7 T o t a l  
Mono-polar F l a s h  + 1 4  7 3 0 1 0 0  25  
52 6 9 1 0  9 2 3 9 1  
B i - p o l a r  F l a s h  + - -  * 2  5 0 0  0 0  7 
- -  + *  6 4 4 5  1 2 2 2  
T o t a l  66 2 1  2 1  1 4  1 5  3 5  1 4 5  
- 
P e r c e n t a g e  [7.] 4 5 . 5  1 4 . 5  1 4 . 5  9.7 1 0 . 3  2.1 3 . 4  1 0 0  
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known from Fig. 4 t o  Fig. 9, t h e  c u r r e n t  waveforms of each s t r o k e  are  d i v i d e d  
i n t o  three t y p e s ;  s i n g l e  peak s t r o k e ,  d o u b l e  peak s t r o k e  and m u l t i p l e  peak 
s t r o k e .  The r a t i o  of  t h e  win ter  l i g h t n i n g  f l a s h e s  wi th  m u l t i p l e  peak s t r o k e  
a s  t h e  i i r s t  s t r o k e  is 55.99..  T h e s e  m u l t i p E e  peak  s t r o k e s  a r e  l i k e  t h o s e  o f  
c l o u d  d i s c h a r g e s  which h a v e  been measured by a i r p l a n e s [ 8 ) .  The c u r r e n t  b e g i n s  
w i t h  s m a l l  c u r r e n t  p u l s e s  ( h u n d r e d s  of a m p e r e )  wh ich  a m p l i t u d e  g r a d u a l l y  
increases, t h e s e  p u l s e s  are s e p a r a t e d  by p e r i o d s  of and are superimposed i n  a 
con t i n u  fng c u r  r e n  t . 
F i g u r e  9 shows t h e  c u r r e n t  waveforms of  v e r y  l a r g e  a m p l i t u d e  l i g h t n i n g  
f l a s h e s  o b t a i n e d  by t h e  c o i l s  system'. T h i s  f l a s h e s  c o u l d  b e  t h e  s u p e r b o l t  
l i g h t n i n g  which were named by Turmann[9].'Those c u r r e n t  pa rame te r s  of s u p e r -  
b o l t  l i g h t n i n g  are shown i n  T a b l e  2 .  
Tab le  2 The current parameters of s u p e r b o l t  l i g h t n i n g  
____ _ _  - -~ _-- - _. -.- _ _  - - - . - . ____- 
Date I i [ k A ]  Q [ C l  Act i o n  I n t .  [ A' -s 1 d I / d t [ A / s ]  
O c t .  30, 1986 + 340 + 330 3.6~10' 3x109 
Dec. 04, 1986 + 320 + 180 1.5~10' lXlO1O 
Jan. 09, 1987 + 280 + 400 1. 5x107 lxlolo 
80 
50 
20 
5 
1 
Fig. 10. C u m u l a t i v e  f r e q u e n c y  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  
l i g h t n i n g  peak cu r ren t s .  
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I n  observed w i n t e r  l i g h t n i n g  f l a s h e s ,  t h e  maximum peaks of c u r r e n t  ampl i -  
t u d e  a r e  p r e s e n t  i n  s u c c e s s i v e  s t r o k e s  of  4 3  f l a s h e s  o u t  of  7 9  m u l t i p l e  
s t r o k e  f l a s h e s  (54.4%). This  i s  a s p e c i a l  f e a t u r e  of w i n t e r  l i g h t n i n g .  Some- 
t imes  t h e  s t r o k e s  w i t h  v e r y  l o n g  d u r a t i o n  h a v e  b e e n  r e c o r d e d .  The c u r r e n t  
f l o w  l a s t  over  from severa l  m i  1 l i  second t o  s e v e r a l  t e n  m i l  l i  second. F igure  
1 0  shows the c u m u l a t i v e  frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n s  of t h e  p o s i t i v e  and n e g a t i v e  
maximum c u r r e n t  a m p l i t u d e s  for w i n t e r  l i g h t n i n g  f l a s h e s .  From t h i s  f i g u r e ,  
m e d i a n  peak v a l u e s  of w i n t e r  l i g h t n i n g  f l a s h e s  a r e  a b o u t  5kA f o r  n e g a t i v e  
f l a s h e s  and about lOkA f o r  p o s i t i v e  f l a s h e s .  Those v a l u e s  a r e  lower t h a n  t h a t  
of summer f l a s h e s .  However t h e  5% v a l u e s  are about  30kA f o r  n e g a t i v e  f l a s h e s  
and 170kA f o r  p o s i t i v e  f l a s h e s ,  i t  is h i g h e r  v a l u e s  s i g n i f i c a n t l y .  
4. CONCLUSION 
Up t o  date,  our  measuring systems recorded many c u r r e n t  waveforms of win- 
t e r  l i g h t n i n g  f l a s h e s  s t r u c k  t h e  tower. There a r e  145 f l a s h e s  wi th  t h e  ampl i -  
tude  o v e r  1kA obta ined  by t h e  r e s i s t i v e  shunt  system and/or  by t h e  Rogowsky 
c o i l s  system. From t h e  o b t a i n e d  r e s u l t s  f o r  c u r r e n t  w a v e f o r m s ,  f o l l o w i n g  
i tems  a s  the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  of w i n t e r  l i g h t n i n g  c u r r e n t  a r e  poin ted  o u t ;  
(1)  Winter l i g h t n i n g  f l a s h e s  a r e  c l a s s i f i e d  i n t o  f i v e  types:  both n e g a t i v e  
and p o s i t i v e  f l a s h  wi th  s i n g l e  s t r o k e ,  both n e g a t i v e  and p o s i t i v e  f l a s h  
w i t h  m u l t i p l e  s t r o k e s ,  and b i p o l a r  f l a s h  w i t h  m u l t i p l e  s t r o k e s .  
( 2 )  Of 145 f l a s h  r e c o r d s ,  9 1  f l a s h e s  (62.8%) were  n e g a t i v e ,  2 5  f l a s h e s  
( 1 7 . 2 % )  were p o s i t i v e  and 2 9  f l a s h e s  (207.) were  b i p o l a r .  The r a t i o  of  
p o s i t i v e  and b i p o l a r  f l a s h e s  were v e r y  h i g h e r  t h a n  t h o s e  of  summer 
1 ightning.  
(3) Three f l a s h e s  with v e r y  l a r g e  a m p l i t u d e  exceeding 200kA were recorded. 
(4)  I n  t h e  win ter  l i g h t n i n g  f l a s h e s ,  t h e  maximum peaks of l i g h t n i n g  c u r r e n t s  
a r e  p r e s e n t  i n  s u c c e s s i v e  s t r o k e s  o f  a b o u t  a h a l f  measured  m u l t i p l e  
s t r o k e  f l a s h e s  (54.4%). 
(5) Sometimes t h e  s t r o k e s  had v e r y  long d u r a t i o n .  The c u r r e n t  f l o w  l a s t  o v e r  
s e v e r a l  m i  1 1 i seconds t o  s e v e r a  1 t e n  m i  1 l i  seconds.  
( 6 )  The r a t i o  of win ter  l i g h t n i n g  f l a s h e s  h a v i n g  m u l t i p l e  peak s t r o k e s  as 
t h e  f i r s t  s t r o k e  i s  55.9%. T h e s e  s t r o k s  a r e  l i k e  t h o s e  o f  c l o u d  
d ischarges  measured by a i r p l a n e s .  
(7)  Median peak v a l u e s  of w i n t e r  l i g h t n i n g  f l a s h  are about  5kA f o r  n e g a t i v e  
f l a s h  and lOkA f o r  p o s i t i v e  f l a s h .  A l t h o u g h  t h o s e  v a l u e s  a r e  l o w e r  
than  that  of s u m m e r  l i g h t n i n g ,  t h e  57. v a l u e s  a r e  30kA for n e g a t i v e  and 
170kA f o r  p o s i t i v e .  
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THmyDERsTORM DETECTION AND WARNING SYSTEM 
ATMOSPHERIC POTENTIAL MONITOR 
Because thunderclouds must have intense e lec tr ic  f i e l d s  t o  
produce lightning, it is always possible t o  obtain advanced warning 
o f  lightning b y  monitoring electr ic  f i e l d s  or e lec tr ic  potentials.  
When a thunderstorm approaches a location i t s  e lec tr ic  f i e l d ,  which 
is 10 t o  more than 100 times larger than the normally present f a i r -  
weather f i e l d ,  causes the ambient f i e l d  magnitude near the ground 
t o  rise from the normal fair-weather value of about 100 V / m  t o  
several 1000 V/m i n  a short period of time depending on the speed  
of the storm's movement and/or rate of development. In addition, 
because the atmosphere is a lways  posit ively charged i n  f a i r -  
weather, but the bottom of thunderclouds are negatively charged, 
there i s  a characteristic reversal of f i e l d  polarity associated 
w i t h  the approach of  a thundercloud. T h e  anomalous f i e l d  reversal 
and increase i n  f i e l d  intensity occurs i n i t i a l l y  when the storm is 
about 5 miles away. S i m i l a r l y ,  for a storm developing over a 
location, the f i e l d  intenslty increases and reverses p o l a r i t y  
before there is a n y  lightning. These two characteristics o f  the 
dc-electric f i e l d ,  which are o n l y  caused by thunderstorms, can be 
ident i f ied  e a s i l y  b y  an observer looking a t  a d i s p l a y  and In 
addition the system can be s e t  t o  automatically sound an alarm. 
A yellow "alert"  can be set when the f i e l d  exceeds 750 V/m and the 
recommended set t ing for the red "danger" s i g n a l  is 1500 V/m. 
T y p i c a l  advanced warning of lightning danger  varies from a few 
minutes t o  tens o f  minutes. 
Another f e a t u r e  of electr ic  f i e l d  records i d e n t i f i e s  
thunderstorms. I f  l i g h t n i n g  is occurring i n  the approaching or 
developing thundercloud it causes abrupt changes i n  e lec tr ic  f i e l d  
intensi ty  followed b y  a recovery period of about 10 seconds. T h e  
increase i n  frequency and amplitude of these characteristic 
discontinuities i n  the electr ic  f i e l d  record provides additional 
evidence o f  an approaching thundercloud. Thus, monitoring o f  the 
e lec tr ic  f i e l d  provides warning of lightning danger from three 
di f ferent  types o f  variation which are only caused b y  local 
thunderclouds. The end of the storm can be ident i f ied b y  the f i e l d  
returning t o  fair-weather i n t e n s i t y  and the lightning spikes no 
longer occurring. These features a r e  i l lustrated i n  the attached 
f igure.  
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A new type o f  e lectr ic  f i e l d  instrumentation has been 
developed over the l a s t  3 years f o r  l i g h t n i n g  prediction a t  
NASA/Kennedy Space Center. Currently i t  is being installed a t  
several government laboratories and now is being made available t o  
the public. I t  has important advantages over the previous method 
f o r  measuring electr ic  f i e l d s  w i t h  motor driven f i e l d  m i l l s :  
1. I t  has  no moving parts and requires l i t t l e  maintenance 
compared t o  rotating machinery. 
2. I t  is unaffected b y  r a i n ,  snow, sand or insects ,  a l l  o f  
which can influence f i e l d  m i l l s .  
3.  The lightweight sensor can be mounted easi ly  on a t a l l  
mast;  this puts i t  above much o f  the blanket o f  point 
discharge ions t h a t  are emitted from objects on the ground 
during thunderstorms. T h i s  space charge l i m i t s  the a b i l i t y  
o f  any ground based e lec tr ic  f i e l d  sensor t o  accurately 
measure cloud electr ic  f i e l d s  which produce lightning. The 
elevated mounting has been demonstrated t o  s igni f icant ly  
improve monitoring o f  thunderstorm e lec tr ic  f i e l d s .  
T h i s  new instrumentation measures the atmospheric potential 
relat ive  t o  earth a t  a corona needle sensor on top o f  a mast which 
normally is mounted on a tower or roof.  The needle is kept i n  
corona a t  a l l  times b y  a low power h i g h  voltage powersupply. T h i s  
produces a small cloud o f  ions around the needle allowing a current 
t o  flow. Measurement o f  the current provides the atmospheric 
potential. The potential divided b y  the height o f  the needle above 
the ground is proportional t o  the average e lec tr ic  f i e l d  between 
the needle and earth. The potential on top o f  a t a l l  pole or above 
a rooftop is more representative o f  the intensi ty  o f  cloud 
electr i f icat ion than electr ic  f i e l d  measurements made a t  ground 
1 ever. 
The accompanying photographs depict the computer terminal and 
video display,of  a 2-sensor system and the individual components 
installed on a tower. 
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Atmospheric Potential Components on Tower 
Installation at the Nevada Test Site. The 
sensor mast assembly is on top of a 15 meter 
f ~ l d  own tower. The high voltage pswessupply 
unit is below the mast and the electronics 
unit is at the base of the tower. Landlines 
carry the signal to the data acquisition 
system in a nearby building which can be 
controlled and monitored locally as well as at 
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory in California 
via modem and telephone lines. 
OR&GIN:Z!!- PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUAUTY 
I 
~iectronics' Unit 
The system electronics (other than the high voltage section) are 
housed in a weatherproof box at the bottom of the tower. This unit 
contains an amplifier, powersupplies and differential line driver 
capable of transmitting the signal tens of miles with minimal noise 
pickup. Diagnostic test points are within the box for servicing. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF, POOR QUALITY 
Sensor Mast Assembly 
This component consists from top to bottom of 
a stainless steel corona needle in a removable 
holder on top of a 2.5 meter long aluminum 
rod. The base of the removable rod is 
connected to the top of a high ohm resistor 
and high voltage coupling capacitor array - 
which is potted inside a 1.5 meter long 
acrylic tube. The signal comes out the bottom 
of the array and goes to the electronics unit 
at the base of the tower. The high voltage 
powersupply, which keeps the needle active at 
all times, is housed in a weatherproof 
container at the base of the mast. This 
assembly can be mounted on towers of any 
height or the top of a building. 
Thundustom Detection and V 
pheric Potential llonitor 
Display and Contml Station 
Control and display station for a 2-sensor system developed for Sandia National Laboratories. Tonopah 
Test Range, Nevada. Alternately, a single potential sensing mast may be mounted on the roof of the 
building with the control station. An AT computer controls the system and display and stores up 
to one year's data on hard disc for review and analysis, if desired. The menu controlled software 
can handle a network with many sensors all of which can be monitored on the CRT. The internal 
displayed can be adjusted from 1 minute to several days. Modems (shown right of computer) are 
installed at each sensor and one in at the computer terminal when the sbval is carried by wires from 
sensors that can be more than 10 miles away. The operator selects "alert" and "danger" electric 
field levels, which might typically be 950 and 1500 V/m respectively; the other warning criterion 
is a "reversal" of electric field polarity from that existing in fair-weather. The screen changes 
colors for "alert" and "danger" conditions and associated signals are transmitted to warning devices 
such as lights and/or buzzers. Ln case of a power failure, the system restarts automatically or it 
can be restarted by pushing a button. 
ELECTRICAL EMISSIONS OF AIRPLANES FLYING IN ELECTRIFIED CLOUDS AND 
THEIR EFFECT ON AIRPLANE MEASUREMENTS OP CLOUD ELECTRIC FIELDS 
luoe J. Jonm 
Langmuir Laboratory for Atmospheric Research 
New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology 
Socorro, NM 87801 
ABSTRACT 
The rignature of the cloud electric field components deduced from memuremanta made with electric 
field metem carried on airplanen penetrating electrified clouda in often complex, especially when the & 
plane experiencu rtrong electrical charging. However, simple electric field Niationa were obtained for 
penetratiom involving lcvere charging of the airplane on flights over Kennedy S p a e  Center, Florida, on 
A u p t  19, 1989. During thme e p d e n  of seven electrical charging, the airplane typically became neg- 
tively charged as it approached a region of negative cloud charge and then became positively charged aa 
it receded trOm the cloud charge. The charge acquired by the airplane within the cloud w u  so large that 
the electric fields at the facu of the milla mounted on the fuselage were aa luge an for an ambient electric 
field of 60 to 80 kV m-l. However, the deduced electric field components perpendicular to the direction 
of Bight, to which thew milla respond, were only about 5 to 10 kV m-l. The variation of the deduced 
ambient field component in the direction of Bight waa antisymmetric about the charge region for there 
penetratiow. 
Analysin of these reeults ruggents that intense plumes of electric charge were emitted from the airplrne 
and that the electric field misted with these pluma overcame the electric field due to the cloud charge 
at the tail-mounted field mill. As a conaequencc, the deduced component of the ambient electric field in 
the direction of flight wiu severely dktorted. These findings emphaaire the need for careful evaluation 
of airplane electric field measurements and of the need for further work on techniques for improving the 
meaawmentr. 
INTRODUCTION 
Although Benjamin Rmklin demonrtrrted the electric nature of lightning mme 200 yearn ago, the 
mechanism whereby clouda become electrified and lightning k produced are an yet not rrtirfactorily 
understood. Despite a fairly clear picture of the largtrcde distribution of electric charge in thundercloudr, 
we have yet to resolve reliably the smallacale ntructure of charge distributions. In order to differentiate 
between electrification mechanbmr currently rdvocated, it is important to know where charge hot b e g k  
to accumulate in a cloud and how it develops and mcnrea within the cloud M electrification progrerrer. 
Direct measurement of the free charge on individual precipitation particlea h a  been p s i b l e  for some 
y e m .  However, it h u  not been pomible to meuure the charge, if any, that nridw on cloud particlu due 
to their much rmaller sire and the conneequent smaller maximum charge that an individual particle can 
carry. Conscquently, much effort has been devoted to detecting regions of charge indirectly by meawing 
their awxiated electric fielda near and within thunderclouh. Since electric field strength varies u the 
inverse quare of the diutuce from the murce charge to the observing rite, measurements made outride 
the clouds do not well resolve sm&scale detaila of charge dbtributiono. T h u  it t necessary to make 
measurements inside cloudr in order to gain better resolution of charge dktributionr. 
Over the past five or more deaden balbonn, rockets and airplanes have been used to meamre electric 
fieldr oukide and h i d e  electrified clouds. Even with perfect meaurement of the electric field within 
clouds, the denired goal of determining charge distributions would be far  from accomplished since the 
variation of d dong the airborne probe’r path b most dependent on chargea near the path and in m y  case 
d a u  not provide a unique eolntion for the locationr and magnitadm of charges near the path, much leea 
tholre farther away. Unfortunately, although reliable electric field mewurements can be made in cleu air, 
memuremeats made inside clouQ are prone to eeriou error. Thin paper addresser a seriow limitation, 
of which renearcham need to bc especially aware when they u e  airplanen to measure electric fielda inside 
c l o a l .  
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OBSERVATIONS 
METHOD 
Akpl.nea d for memuring atmorpheric electric field are h t r u m e n u  with electric Beld t r d u c e r r ,  
typically electric field metaw of the rotating-abutter variety commonly known u electric field mills, or ‘field 
mih,’ although other devices have been ared u well  There are two solvable problem which .rLc when 
meuuring electric fields with airplanes. The 6mt M that the airplane typically becornea electrically charged, 
malting in the electric field of the airplane charge being raperimpod on the ambient atmorpheric field to 
be meuured. The mcond L that the airplane i b l f  dirtorta the unbiant field. By artificially charging the 
airplane when the unbient Qeld in very small it is pouible to determine the reapom of the t r d u c e r r  to 
the electric Bald of the c h u g d  airplane. The rscond problem impoma the need to correct for the dirtortion 
of the electric field componentr deduced from the field mill data. Several methodm have been devimod to 
calibrate the t r d u c e r  reapow ao that the undirtorted d i t  field may be deduced. It h u  been 
down that when the calibration h u  been done correctly the electric fie& deduced &om meuurementr 
made in clew air M consintent with thtm of the field roprcer within nearby cloud. [ 11. The reliability of 
meuuremenk made b i d e  clouds L not u) d y  demonrtratad and indeed the deduced electric Bel& may 
ba Wioruly in error u wil l  be demorutrated by thh paper. 
Figum 1: The Specid Purpome Teat Vehicle for Atmospheric Research (SPTVAR) and the airplane coor- 
din& rylkm. The letten T, B, P, 9, and A identify the top, bottom, port, atarboud, and aft field milL 
which face in coordinate directionr. 
The airplane wed in our atudies, the Special Purpore T a t  Vehicle for Atmapheric Remuch (SPTVAR), 
owned by The Office of Navd Research and operated by New Mexiw Smtitute of Mining and Technology 
(NMIMT), b rhmn in Fig. 1. A h  ahown im the coordinate system PICd to d e h e  the electric field 
component dimtiom relative to the airplane. Our convention for the sign of the electric field L that the 
tip of the electric field vector poink toward negative charge. Often the component of the electric field m a t  
important for locating charge n g i ~ ~ ,  erpeciaIly if the airplane fiiea directly through the charge region, is 
the component dong the airplane fruclage, Ex. 
Figure 2 rho- the variation of Ex u S P m A R  flew through small initid charge high in a cloud over 
the Magddena Mountaiaa in central New Mexico on August 3, 1984, just u the cloud began to electrify. 
The bipolar variation shown in thh figure t co&tent with SPTVAR having p d  through a rphericd 
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Figure 2: Ex deduced for penetration of small region of negative charge in a cloud over central New Mexico 
on August 3, 1984. 
region about 400 m acrom containing eome 0.01 C of negative charge. Although SPTVAR WM somewhat 
charged by colliaiona with cloud particles during this  penetration of the cloud, the net charge acquired W M  
small .compared to charges often acquired when flying through clouds in the presence of strong electric 
fielda. 
EXAMPLE CLOUD PENETRATION AUGUST 19,1989 
Let or next conrider the EX variation deduced dong the light path from field milt meaaurementr made 
when SPTVAR Bew through a cloud over Kennedy Space Center on August 19, 1989. The EX variation 
rhown in Fig. 3 w u  deduced for the third of four p m  through the cloud bane at  an altitude of 3.7 km 
(12,000 ft)  during the lSminute interval 1848-1701 UT. 
The variation of Ex over the firat 4 km of Bight path shown in Fig. 3 closely resembles that for the 
h a t  4.5 km of Fig. 2, while the find 2.5 km resembks the last 5 km of Fig. 2. We might infer from 
thin that SPTVAR p d  through a negative charge early in the penetration (at the 3.4-km point in the 
plot) and mother one late in the paw (at 6.7 km). The variation of Ex between about 5 and 5.75 km 
in Fig. 3 suggutr another region of negative charge through which SPTVAR p-d. This interpretation 
may be teated by aamming three uniform negatively charged spherical regions along the flight path, the 
diameter and total charge of each chonen to simulate the negative slope portions of the Ex curve in Fig. 3. 
Figure 4 shows Ex calculated from much a triplccharge arrangement plotted together with the deduced 
cloud Ex on the same graph. Thin comparison shows that both the 6rst negative and last positive peak 
of the meaaured Ex are inconsistent with ouch a charge distribution. 
Another parameter that may be deduced from the field mill data is the strength of the electric Leld 
due to  charge on the airplane. Since all the field mi& respond to the superporition of this Celd and the 
ambient atmospheric field, determining the ambient field components amounts in part to separating the 
two contributions. In Fig. 5 the average electric Celd at the milln on the top and bottom of SPTVAR, E,,, 
is shown plotted on the same graph an E X .  The magnitude of Ep has been multiplied by 0.64 in order to  
empharise the great similarity between the rhape of the two E,, peaks and the corresponding peaks in E x .  
Thb rimibrity suggests rome relation between EX and E,,. Although the separation of the contributions 
to  the deld mill measurements due to airplane charge from those due to the ambient field is determined 
from airplwe charges smalkr than thaw acquired by SPTVAR during this penetration, the linearity of the 
field milla aa electric field tranducera and the linear nature of electrostatic Gelds give UI) confidence that 
the two largeat peaks in Ex are not due to incomplete separation of EX and Ep. 
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Figure 3: EX deduced for a paan through the b e  of a cloud over Kennedy Space Center on Augurt 19, 
1989. 
Typically, charging of SPTVAR results from interaction with cloud particles [Zl. During thh penetra- 
tion, meuurements with a liquid cloud water probe (of the type described by King et  d. 131) indicate a 
lack of significant cloud water droplet8 while data from the ice particle detector on SPTVAR I41 show that 
ice waa also not present along the SPTVAR path through the cloud. What then explaina the large airplane 
charge responsible for such a large Ep, much luger than normally experienced during flight through large 
liquid water concentrations? During the four penetrations between 1648 and 1701 UT the pilot reported 
rain from the cloud. At 1658 UT he reported that the lower part of the cloud (through which he had 
just flown) had mwtly fallen away M rain. Thin indicatu that rain was probably preeent when the large 
charging of SPTVAR occurred, although there are no direct meaaurements (other than sporadic note in 
the liquid water signal) that show the extent of the rain shaft along the SPTVAR Bight path. In the a b  
sence of electric fieldn SPTVAR d o a  not become rignificantly charged during flight through rain. However, 
when the X component of the ambient held is strong it is possible that an induction procem acting during 
c o b i o n s  with rain drops could be responsible for the charging of the airplane. 
Proposed correction of the distortions in EY and E x .  In order to investigate this poasibilify we con- 
sider the lateral or Y component of the deduced ambient field. Figure 6 is a plot of E y  with E,, reduced to 
a rimilar scale, shown for comparison. Two segments of the E y  curve depart abruptly from what otherwine 
wouid be a single negative peak. Such sudden variations in Ey are not realistic for diffura cloud-chuge 
distributions. hvthermore thew two segments are coincident with the two p e h  in E,. Since we are 
confident of the deduced field components when the airplane is in clear air and carrying little or no charge, 
we place more confidence in the value of Ey deduced before, between and after the occurrences of strong 
airplane charging. The dashed lines connecting the E y  values during these time intvvalr indicate a more 
probable single peak variation of E y  during this penetration. If this conclusion in correct, the deduced EY 
indicatea a aingle region of charge, and does not rupport a triplet of charge regions. 
If indeed there were only one region of charge, the deduced Ex should raemble Fig. 1. Since E y  
waa apparently incorrectly deduced during the periods of strong airplane charging, the deduced Ex w u  
probably also incorrect for those timed. Figure 7 shows how we may connect the portions of the Ex cprve 
for the periods that the airplane charge was am& to  obtain an EX variation similar to Fig. 1, conriatent 
with a single region of negative charge. 
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Figure 4: Ex of Fig. 3 and EX calculated for a series of three negative charges chosen to simulate the  
cloud Ex.  Charges used were QI = -7C, Q Z  = -10.8C1 and 9 3  = -5.9C. 
DISCUSSION 
(3°C PRQCESS 
The resulting simple bipolar EX variation for the August 19, 1989 example, if correct, provides a way 
to understand the airplane charging events during this penetration. The modified EX curve indicates a 
region of negative charge extending for about 1.5 km along the SPTVAR path. Both EX and E, are 
anti-eymmetric about the midpoint of the charge region, the 5.7-km point in the plot. The magnitude 
of E, in proportional to that of E x ,  although of opposite polarity, suggesting still that E, and EX were 
mmehow directly related. 
For the following dircumion the daahed line in Fig. 7 will  be amumed to be a good representation of 
the cctual ambient EX due to the charge in the cloud. Furthermore, the dkuaaion will be confined to the 
h a t  5.7 km of the flight path shown in Fig. 1, that is, up until SPTVAR WM at or near the center of the 
charge region at  which point Ex k t  became negative. 
Comider a small surface area, A, on the leading edge of the SPTVAR wing and a falling raindrop, D ,  
just in front of and about to be impacted b y  area A. Since Ex WM positive, a positive surface charge 
WM induced on A while the raindrop, although having sero net charge, waa polarired with excess positive 
charge on the side away from SPTVAR and excess negative charge on the side facing SPTVAR. A t  the 
inatant of impact the negative charge on the near side of the raindrop WM absorbed by SPTVAR while the 
excess positive charge on the far side waa repelled by the excess positive surface charge on A. It is likely 
that some of the excess positive charge on t h e  far side of D remained with any splash that W M  carried 
away in the air stream. In this way SPTVAR began to acquire a net negative charge. The process is shown 
diagrammatically in Fig. 8. 
Once SPTVAR become negatively charged, the field experienced by subsequent raindrops about to be 
impacted by area A wan modified due to the presence of the net charge on SPTVAR. The field a t  the 
rain drop may be wparated into the locally distorted EX of the cloud charge and a local field Eq due to  
the net excess charge residing on SPTVAR. Whereaa Ex was positive, E, due to the negative airplane 
charge waa negative, so that the total field a t  the raindrop, ED = Ex + E,, W M  less than E X .  Had EX 
increased from sero in a single step and then remained constant, the rate at which negative charge WM 
acquired by area A would have begun at eome appropriate value and then decayed an the surface charge 
on A aaymptotically approached the value for which the magnitude of E, WM the same aa that of Ex 80 
that Eo WM sero. However, Ex increased steadily until it peaked at about 35 kV m-l. Thus, although 
E, W ~ L I  increasing, EX remained always larger in magnitude so that E D  W M  always positive and SPTVAR 
continued to  acquire yet more negative charge. 
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Figure 5: E,, the mean electric field due to airplane charge at the top and bottom milb on SPTVAR, 
xaled by 0.64, and plotted with the cloud EX of Fig. 3. 
Once EX had peaked at  35 LV and had begun to dexeaae, however, lExl became lesa than 1E.l 
so that ED changed sign, becoming negative. Paitive charge was then on the near side of the polarisad 
raindrops about to be impacted by area A and SPTVAR acquired positive charge due to raindrop impacts. 
Thb reduced the  negative airplane charge ao that the airplane charge declined dong with EX .I SPTVAR 
neued the center of the charge region. 
deecribed above. It haa been demonotrated that once an 
aircraft haa acquired sufficient charge it begins to shed noma of that charge due to the rtrong electric fielda 
that develop at r h u p  points on the airplane rurface [21. Corona develops at the sharp points and plumen 
of charge are thereby released into the air stream behind the airplane. For the 6rnt part of the penetration 
being disculrscd here, Ex and Ep were both positive at rear-facing points on SPTVAR no that Ex enhrnced 
the field, E,, due to the airplane charge. The resulting charge plum-, emitted moatly from rear-facing 
edgen and cornet6 of the tail assembly and wings, removed negative charge from the negatively charged 
SPTVAR thereby damping the rate at which the airplane charge increaaed due to the inductive r h d r o p  
procena occurring on the leading surfaces of SPTVAR an Ex increaaed. Once Ex began to decrease, 
however, the raindrop procem cauned SPTVAR to acquire pooitive charge M described above ao that it 
aided the plum- in removing the excena negative charge on SPTVAR, and the airplane charge rapidly 
decreased toward mro aa seen in Fig. 7. Since E, continued to increase a long aa EX WM inenlsing, it 
appears that the raindrop charging proceca WM able to generate a charging current that waa consirtently 
greater than the current carried into in the airstream behind SPTVAR by the charge plumes. 
The charging of SPTVAR wan not an simple 
DISTORTION OF Ex DUE TO FIELD OF CHARCE PLUMES 
In addition to providing an explanation for the charging of SPTVAR that occurred, the model developed 
above c a n  also account for the distortion of EX deduced from the field mill meaaurementu. Since charge 
plumes were probably emitted from discharge wicb and sharp corners of the tail Mscmbly near the aft mill, 
the field memured by that mill is likely to have included a contribution from the electric field aaaociated 
with the plumes. Thus the electric field at the aft mill may be considered to have been the combination 
of Ex due to the cloud, E, due to the airplane charge, and a field, E p ,  due to the plumes. Thw 
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Figure 8: E y  deduced for the Aug. 19, 1989 paw and E, plotted together. The daahed line spanning the 
rudden depreutd regiom of E y  are believed to  better represent the ambient E y  of the cloud during the 
periods of large SPTVAR charge. 
Eaft mill Ex(,tt mill) + mill) + Ep(.ft mill). The determination of Ex unountr to subtracting 
Ev(.ft mill) from E.rt mill ao that the m a l t  ia independent of the charge on SPTVAR. Consequently the 
value determined for Ex ia actually Ex u Ex(.ft mill) +Eq.ft mil l ) .  Since Ep(.ft wm negative whenaa 
Ex(,tt mill) wu p i t i v e ,  the rudden reversal in slope of Ex just past the 3-km point in Figs. 3 and 7 and 
the subeequent negative peak suggest that, once plumm began to be emitted, the near proximity of at leaat 
iome of the plumes to the aft mill allowed the magnitude of Ep(.ft mill) to exceed that of Ex(.ft mill). 
ION 
Ex and E, were both anti-eymmetric about the midpoint of the charge region at 6.7 km in Fig. 5. 
Furthermore, SPTVAR'r direction of flight relative to the charge region changed after it panned the midpoint 
of the charge region. Thus the behavior of all the parametera of the model developed here wan similar 
before and after the midpoint, except for a revenal of sign. Under these conditions all the same proceaaea 
acted with n v d  polarity during the period of rtrong pwitive charging that occurred M SPTVAR Bew 
out of and away from the charge region. Thus all the featureo of the measurements made with SPTVAR 
during t h b  penetration can be explained by the model developed above. 
QUANTITATIVE ASSESSENT 
Since the arguments p rwnted  have been of a qualitative nature rather than quantitative it ia u d u l  
to make rome numerical cstimata to aaaeos the reasonableness of the model. The methods developed by 
Jones [21 allow the actual charge on SPTVAR to be estimated for the time when Ev reached its maximum 
negative d u e  of -39 kV m-l. The value determined ia about -420 pC. According to the model, the 
difference between the positive ped  rhown a daahed line in Fig. 7 and the negative peak in EX actually 
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Figure 7: Fig. 5 with a darhed line which k believed to better reprtwnt the true ambient cloud Ex during 
the periods of luge SPTVAR charge. 
deduced directly from the field mill measurementr is juat the electric field of the charge plum- at the aft 
mill. The difference, AEx, shown in Fig. 7, ia = 50 kV m-l. The tipa of the vertical and horirontal 
control rurfacar ut all about 1.5 m from the aft mill. Three wmi-infinite line charges beginning at thme 
point8 would have to haw a total charge demity of about.90 pC to produce the H t h 8 t c d  AEx at 
the time of the EX peak. Since SPTVAR’a airspeed wan about 53 m 8-l at that time, the plum- were 
carrying a curnnt of about 48 PA. Subrequent to the peak in E, mort of the -420 pC charge on SPTVAR 
w u  diuipated in about 10 a. Since the charge declined approximately linearly, the charge removed by 
the plumen may be entimated M a mean current of about 24 pA laating about 10 a, or about 240 rC.  
During this time the raindrop procesa waa also reducing the airplane charge since it wam causing SPTVAR 
to acquire poritive charge. Thus the remaining approximately -180 pC WM apparently neutralired by 
raindrop colliciions. 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The X component of the ambient electric field determined for this cloud penetration was severely 
distorted due to the large charge on the airplane and the resultant emiwion of intenw plum- of charge 
behind the airplane. The effect of the field due to the plumen oathe aft mill WM not corrected for, thereby 
cauing the deduced Ex to be dintorted. Since the field due to plumu may not be emily determined 
independently, measurements made imide clouds must be considered suspect when an airplane is strongly 
charged, especially if field-mill locations on the airplane are near murcea of auch plumes. In the future, 
airplanes instrumented with field m& should have the mills mounted well forward of any probable charge 
plume E O U T C ~ ~ .  It would also be of interest to meaaure the currents Bowing from the v a r i o ~ ~  extremities of 
the aircraft. 
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Figure 8: The inductive raindrop proccu believed to have charged SPTVAR d d n g  the 19 Augwt 1989 
cloud bame pur.  Rain drops, D ,  are poluired by the electric Beld, an is the airplane. Upon h p x t  the 
drops d e p i t  an exceaa negative charge on SPTVAR. 
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E AND DE/DT WAVESHAPES FOR NARROW BIPOLAR PULSES IN INTRACLOUD 
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Department of Electrical Engineering 
University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida 32611 
ABSTRACT 
Wideband electric field and dE/dt waveforms were recorded and digitized at 
a 100 HS/s rate at Kennedy Space Center during the summer and fall of 1989. 
These wavefonns have been combined to produce composite electric fields with an 
effective bandwidth of 3 Hz to 50 MHz. Bipolar electric field pulses are 
characterized in terms of their E and dE/dt waveshapes. Half width mean 
durations were found to be 1.83 and 3 . 6 4  microseconds for negative and positive 
bipolar pulses respectively. 20 of 30 of these pulses were found to occur 
independently of any other lightning activity. Analysis of the frequency content 
of these pulses as a function of time shows that radiation at different 
frequencies peak at different times. In addition to the initial peak and 
subsequent overshoot in the composite E waveshape, secondary humps following the 
initial peak are characterized according to their time of occurrence within the 
pulse. 156 narrow negative bipolar pulses and 10 positive narrow bipolar pulses 
are axalyzed. dE/dt signatures range from impulsive variations lasting several 
microseconds both before and after the initial peak of the electric field pulse, 
to smoother variations closely associated with peak. 
INTRODUCTION 
Submicrosecond-scale pulses have been previously reportedandcharacterized 
by several researchers. Krider et a l .  111 and Weidman and Krider [ 2 ]  recorded 
large-amplitude intracloud lightning pulses along with HF radiation at different 
frequencies. They found that the shape of the pulses tends to be bipolar, 
superimposed with very fast unipolar pulses .  They noted that large pulses can 
occur either as a precursor in a cloud-to-ground flash, or in the initial part 
of an isolated cloud discharge. The initial polarity of the pulses tended to be 
positive when they were precursors of a cloud-to-ground discharge, and negative 
when they were a part of an intracloud discharge. Their electric field antenna 
system had a 500 Hz to 2 MHz bandwidth and electric fields were digitized at a 
10 HS/s rate. Le Vine ( 3 )  identified bipolar pulses that produced strong HF 
radiation. They found that these cloud pulses produced stronger RF radiation 
than return strokes. Their recorded pulses consisted of an initial negative- 
going pulse followed by a positive-going overshoot. The duration of the negative 
part was in the order of ten microseconds, while the total duration was 20 
microseconds. These fast pulses appeared t o  be relatively isolated and 
infrequent. They concluded that this type of pulse could be an occasional, very 
fast (-108m/s) K change. Cooray and Lundquist [4] presented statistical data on 
cloud pulses similar to those observed by Le Vine [ 31. These pulses had a smooth 
rise to peak and a half-width of about ten microseconds and their initial 
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polarity was opposite to that of return strokes that lower negative charge, that 
is, with the same initial polarity as the negative pulses reported by Krider et 
al. [l] and Le Vine [ 3 ] .  The total duration of the pulses was about 70 
microseconds. The mean risetime from zero to peak in the order of 4 
microseconds. Bils et al. (51 presented electric field cloud pulses recorded on 
analog magnetic tape with an upper 3 dB response of 500 kHz. Because of the 
reduced bandwidth, pulses shorter than a microsecond were significantly 
attenuated. Only negative-polarity pulses were reported. Since the analog tape 
records were relatively noisy, only pulses 50% larger than the 4 V/m noise level 
of the tape recorder were analyzed. These pulses had a median 30-90% risetime 
of 1 microsecond with a half width of 2.7 microseconds. All the pulses were 
superimposed on a negative going field change and most (84%) occurred in the 
first third of the overall field change. Large cloud pulses of several 
microseconds width were observed to occur early in the field record and they 
appeared to be related to the initiation of the cloud discharge. Willet et al. 
[6] recorded 18 narrow bipolar pulses, with initial polarity opposite to that of 
a typical return stroke. They found that these pulses had an average full width 
at half maximum of about 2 microseconds, with the peak followed by a small 
overshoot. Their dE/dt records showed large amplitude, high frequency noise 
superimposed on the slower variation that could be expected from the shape of the 
E-field record. Their data were recorded using transient waveform recorders 
sampling at 100 MS/s and triggered by a HF receiver. The location of the 
thunderstorm cell was 45 miles away from the recording station with propagation 
path over salt water. 
In the present work, we show statistics on 156 narrow negative bipolar 
pulses and on 10 narrow positive bipolar pulses. We have found that these 
pulses, which are of the type described by Willet et al. (1989), are much more 
common than earlier studies indicate. In a single thunderstorm, we identified 
153 narrow bipolar pulses, whereas Willet et al. found 18 pulses in one 
thunderstorm. Their triggering technique involved using a narrowband signal in 
the 3 to 18 MHz range while we employed as trigger sources a 225 MHz receiver 
with 10 MHz bandwidth, the electric field, and the electric field derivative 
signal. 
EXPERIMENT 
The electric field, dE/dt and narrowband VHF measurements were performed 
using the setup shown in Figure 1. The wideband electric field recordings 
consisted of an electronically integrated "slow-decay" E-field sensor with a 
bandwidth of 3 Hz to 7 MHz, a "fast-decay" E-field sensor with a bandwidth of 16 
kHz to 7 MHz, and a dE/dt sensor with an upper frequency response of about 100 
MHz. The narrowband receivers had a 10 MHz bandwidth and were centered at 50 and 
225 MHz. Flat-plate antennas were used for the E-field and dE/dt measurements, 
and quarter-wavelength vertically polarized antennas were used for the VHF 
receivers. The recording station was situated about 150 meters away from the 
antennas. Four sets of wideband (50 Hz to 150 MHz) fiber optic links were used 
to transmit the data from the sensing location to the recording station. At the 
recording station, the incoming signals were simultaneously digitized at a 100 
HS/s rate using a 5-channel LeGroy TR-8818 series digitizer. Signals were also 
recorded on a Honeywell 101 analog magnetic tape recorder. Three sources were 
simultaneously used to trigger the digitizing system: (I) The electronically- 
integrated E-field, (11) The dE/dt waveform, and (111) the output of the 225 HHz 
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Figure 1. Basic recording configuration. 
VHF receiver. The d i g i t i z e r s  were operated with a 41 microsecond p r e t r i g g e r .  
Each d i g i t i z e d  record contained 16,384 poin ts ,  thus allowing f o r  163.84 
microseconds of continuous da ta .  The d ig i t i zed  data  were t r a n s f e r r e d  t o  a 80386- 
based microcomputer through a CPIB bus a t  a r a t e  c lose  t o  400 KB/s, allowing the 
system t o  be re-armed and ready t o  d i g i t i z e  again 200 mil l iseconds a f t e r  a 
t r i g g e r .  These data were f i r s t  stored i n  a 60 MB hard d i sk .  When the  hard d isk  
capac i ty  w a s  reached, the information was t ransfer red  t o  d i g i t a l  magnetic tapes 
and later recorded on op t i ca l  disks  f o r  permanent s torage .  
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Data were co l lec ted  from overhead l ightning during days 266 (Sept .  23), 268 
(Sept .  25) and 269 (Sept.  2 6 ) .  The advantage on studying overhead l i gh tn ing  i s  
t h a t  the  a t tenuat ion  of high frequencies r e su l t i ng  from propagation over norr 
p e r f e c t  conductors such as land,  and t o  a l e s se r  extend, s a l t  water is avoided. 
Only records corresponding t o  intracloud pulses are analyzed and presented i n  
t h i s  paper .  
In order  to increase the ef fec t ive  bandwidth of the E - f i e l d  recordings,  the 
d i g i t i z e d  E- f i e ld  s igna l  and the dE/dt s igna l  were combined us ing  d i g i t a l  s igna l  
processing techniques t o  obtain a composite waveform with frequency components 
from 3 Hz t o  50 as show i n  Figure 2 .  A s e t  of d i g i t a l  f i l t e r s  were designed 
f o r  t h i s  purpose. This procedure involved f i l t e r i n g  the dE/dt s i g n a l  through a 
d i g i t a l  highpass f i l t e r  with a cutoff frequency of 3 MHz, thus removing frequency 
components below t h i s  frequency. In  a s imi la r  way, the  E - f i e l d  s igna l  was 
f i l t e r e d  through a d i g i t a l  lowpass f i l t e r  with the same cutof f  frequency of 3 
HHz, removing t h i s  way the frequency components above t h i s  frequency. The 
f i l t e r e d  s i g n a l s  were then scaled and d i g i t a l l y  added together  t o  produce the 
composite E - f i e l d  waveform. The actual  frequency and phase response of both 
f i l t e rs  were t e s t e d  by applying a square wave at  the input  of each f i l t e r  and 
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adding the outputs to produce a composite waveform. The resulting composite 
waveform was a square wave with exactly the same amplitude as the input signal. 
The sequence shown in Figure 3 illustrates the procedure describedinthe 
previous paragraph. An actual dE/dt waveform is shown in Figure 3(a). A 
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Figure 3. Sequence illustrating the procedure described on figure 2. 
simultaneously recorded electronically integrated E-field waveform is shown fn 
Figure 3 ( b ) .  Figure 3(c) presents the result of numerically integrating the 
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dE/dt waveform shown in Figure 3(a) .  The composite signal, obtained after 
filtering, scaling and adding together both E- field waveforms is presented in 
Figure 3(d). Recordings of the envelope of the narrowband VHF radiation at 50 
auu 225 ,YHz for the same cloud pulse are presented in Figure Lc [a) and [b) - -A 
*10.lA\Wl886 lm 
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Figure 4. VHF pulses recorded simultaneously with the waveforms shown in figure 
3. 
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A wide variety of cloud pulses were recorded during the course of the 1989 
experiment. Pulses with 10 to 90 
percent risetimes faster than 0.5 
microseconds were commonly observed. 
The fastest observed was a pulse with 
a 10 to 90% risetime of 0.3 
microseconds, The waveforms were 
characterized according to several 
parameters, as shown in Figure 5. 
Some cloud pulses contained a hump 
before or after the iregative 
overshoot. Examples of pulses are 
shown in Figure 6 as follows: (a) 
Bipolar pulse with overshoot without 
hump, (b) Bipolar pulse with hump 
before the overshoot, (c) Bipolar 
pulse with hump during the overshoot, 
and (d) Bipolar pulse with hump after 
the overshoot. The frequency of the 
occurrence of humps is presented in 
Table I. Different parameters were 
measured on each waveform. The main 
characteristics of the E-field and the 
electric field derivative waveforms 
are shown in Table 11. 
Other researchers have 
normalized their E-field readings to a 
W 
)*. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Figure 5. Description of the parameters 
used in the characterization of the 
cloud pulses. 
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Table I 
-~ 
Table I. Frequency of occurrence of humps 
156 Negative pulses 10 Positive pulses 
Hump before overshoot 
Hump during overshoot 
Hump after overshoot 
No hump 
16 
40 
3 5  
6 5  
2 
4 
1 
3 
T.ble rr 
11, Average and Standard Deviations of Cloud Pulse Characteristics 
data collected during days 266,  268 and 269. Times are in microseconds. 
1 5 6  Nee. Pulses 10 Pos. Pulses 
Comosite Electric Fie1 d 
Ratio of initial peak 
to overshoot peak 
Time between initial 
and overshoot peaks 
10-909 risetime 
108 to peak time 
Peak to zero time 
Total overshoot width 
Width of initial peak 
at half -maximum 
Time from initial peak 
to hump peak 
Time between dE/dt peak 
to E-field peak 
Uectric Field Deri vative (dE/dtl 
Ratio of dE/dt maximum 
to dE/dt minimum 
Time between dE/dt 
maximum and dE/dt 
minimum 
4 . 5 7  +/-  2 .14  
6 . 4 5  +/- 5.68 
1 . 5 4  +/-  1.04 
1.83 +/ -  1.08 
2 . 9 0  +/- 2.24 
8 . 5 3  +/ -  7.23 
1 . 8 3  +/-  0 . 6 3  
7 . 0 6  +/- 2.13  
9 .15  +/- 3.78 
4 . 1 9  +/- 1.51 
7 . 4 4  +/- 3 .99  
1.82 +/- 0 . 8 7  
3 . 6 4  +/- 2 . 2 3  
4 . 0 5  +/- 2 . 8 4  
14 .09  +/- 7 . 9 4  
1.60 +/- 0 . 8 7  
4 . 7 4  +/- 2 . 2 0  
6 . 0 4  +/- 2 . 3 9  
0 . 6 6  +/- 0.57 -1.60 +/- 0 . 5 9  
0 .80  +/- 0.21 
given distance. In the case of Willet et a1 (19891, their statistics on narrow 
bipolar pulses included E-field and dE/dt records normalized to a distance of 100 
km. This normalization was done assuming that all of the bipolar pulses came 
from a range of 45 km., based on the locations given by a lightning location 
system. Since in our case the lightning activity was mainly overhead, the 
closest possible distance for the source is probably the cloud base at 1.5 ha. 
However, recorded pulses could have originated as far as 20 km. Since we have 
no means to find the exact location in space of the cloud flashes, E and dE/dt 
waveforms shown in this paper are presented with the actual readings in V/m and 
V/m/us respectively, without any attempt to normalizing at a particular distance. 
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igure 6. Examples of different kinds of pulses. 
(a) Bipolar pulse with positive overshoot and no hump. 
(b) Bipolar pulse with hump before the overshoot. 
(c) Bipolar pulse with hump during the overshoot. 
(d) Bipolar pulse with hump after the overshoot. 
The dE/dt records sometimes exhibited large variations for several 
microseconds before and after the main peak of the E-field pulse, as shown in 
Figure 7 (a). On some occasions, the electric field derivative waveform was 
monotonically varying and closely associated with the E-field pulse fast rise to 
peak as seen in Figure 7 (b). Several cloud pulses consisted of a monotonically 
“““I/-+@--- --ff-- 
I 
Figure 7. E-field and corresponding dE/dt recordings of cloud pulses. 
varying dE/dt waveform coincidental with the rise of the E-field pulse, followed 
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by l a rge  va r i a t ions  with a durat ion of about ten microseconds. This case  is shown 
in  Figure 7 ( c ) .  On o the r s ,  there  was l i t t l e  co r re l a t ion  between the  dE/dt and 
the  E waveshapes. 
Thir ty  negative b ipo la r  pulses were ident i f ied  on the  E - f i e l d  recording on 
analog magnetic tape.  2 1  of them were found t o  be s i n g l e  i s o l a t e d  pulses  
occurr ing  more than one second apar t  from any b u r s t  a c t i v i t y  t y p i c a l  of 
l i g h t n i n g ,  as presented i n  Table 111. 
In order t o  inves t iga te  how HF and VHF receivers  a t  d i f f e r e n t  f requencies  
might have responded during these pulses ,  time-domain a n a l y s i s  of t h e  frequency 
components of the  dE/dt waveforms was performedby d i g i t a l l y  f i l t e r i n g  the  data.  
Twelve d i g i t a l  f inite-impulse-response (FIR) bandpass f i l t e rs  were designed. A l l  
bandpass  f i l t e r s  were 
designed t o  have a 5 HHz Table 111 
bandwidth and 30dB/octave 
r o l l o f f .  The f i l ters had 
i d e n t i c a l  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s ,  '&&E 111, Occurrence of b ipo la r  pu lses  
the  only d i f fe rence  being 
t h e i r  cen ter  frequency. Each Iso la ted  2 1  
of the  twelve d i g i t a l l y  Less than 1s before b u r s t  a c t i v i t y  5 
f i l t e r e d  waveforms w a s  During burs t  a c t i v i t y  3 
r e c t i f i e d  and lowpass k S S  than 1s a f t e r  bu r s t  a c t i v i t y  1 
f i l t e r e d .  This operation 
s imulated the s igna ls  t h a t  
would have been obtained from 
the  output  of envelope de tec tor  receivers .  Figure 8 shows the  r e s u l t  of 
performing t h i s  operation on an actual  dE/dt recording. Note t h a t  the  t o t a l  
dura t ion  of the  rad ia t ion  f o r  a l l  d i f fe ren t  bands w a s  about t he  same and 
co inc identa l  with the durat ion of the i n i t i a l  pulse.  However, peaks i n  the 
r a d i a t i o n  on d i f f e r e n t  bands typ ica l ly  developed a t  d i f f e r e n t  t i m e s  wi th in  the  
du ra t ion  of the  received dE/dt waveform. This suggests t h a t  d i f f e r e n t  po r t ions  
of the  cloud pulse spectrum may occur a t  d i f f e ren t  times during the  t en  
microseconds or so of the cloud pulse duration. A poss ib l e  explanat ion of 
d i f f e r e n t  frequencies being received a t  d i f f e ren t  times i s  t h a t  t he  sources  of 
d i f f e r e n t  frequencies a r e  s p a t i a l l y  separated,  although it is a l s o  poss ib l e  t h a t  
a l l  frequencies have col located sources but the sources  a r e  turned on a t  
d i f f e r e n t  times. In  e i t h e r  case our findings a re  highly re levant  t o  the  mapping 
of VHF sources i n  space and time. This point  is fu r the r  discussed i n  Thomson and 
Medelius [ 7 1 .  
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THE PERFORMANCE OF CABLE BRAIDS AND TERMINATIONS TO 
LIGHTNING INDUCED TRANSIENTS 
David Crofts 
Raychem Ltd., Swindon, GK 
ABSTRACT 
The latest specifications detailing the test waveforms for indirect Ligbt- transients as applied to 
aircraft Wtia systems speCiry very high voltages and currents. Althougb considerable data exists for 
meas- ca 6 le screen leakage usingsuch metbods as Surface Transfer lm@anct and Bulk cable Injection 
there is lrttle data on the likely core transient level that u likely to be rnduced from tbcse threats. In 
particular the new Waveform 5 at very high current levels (1OkA) IS reputed to cause seyere cable damqe.  
A range of represemtative cables were made with various screen termmation techniques and screening 
levels. These were tested first to determine their relative screening performance and then they were 
subected to lightning transient testing to all the specified waveforms. Core voltages were measured for 
Testswere also performed on bundles with fewer wires to determine the failure criteria with waveforn 
5 and these tests also mcluded Flat Conductor Cables. 
The test showed that correctly terminated cable bundles performed well in all the tests and would 
provide a high level of protection to the electronic systems. The use of overbraides, provided the individual 
screens are well terminated appears to be un-necessary. 
INTRODUCTION 
eat h test. 
Cable screens are widely used to achieve EMC within aircraft and they can be extremely efficient if 
proper1 terminated. Most test used to evaluate their performance, however, use CW techniques over a 
very Wi d e frequency range, at low amplitude and measure cable screen leakage. Values for the screening 
efficiency are then determined at various frequencies and these are used for quality assurance and design 
purposes. The tests are usually performed on short samples ( lm) of the cable and results are quoted below 
resonance frequencies where IO reality most leakage would occur. 
The situation with a lightning transient is more complicated since the performance of the cable 
screen in known ia frequency domain but nor in time domain. It is, of course, relatively easy to calculate 
the core current waveforms produced by an eaernal pulse of current on the screen w g  the techni ues 
described by Vane [l]. However, many of the required parameters have to be estmated and are digcult 
to accurately measure UJ the real situation. This is certainly true when dealing with a typical aircraft W;ring 
loom that consists of a number of individual screened wires such as twisted pairs. This bundle could then 
have an outer braid and the termination of all the braids to ground is anotber 
and dcsaibc three basic waveforms which have been well described by Wdcs [2]. Although it would be 
ssible to estimate the core current from these waveforms the errors could be very large. The effects of 
r g h  currents causing local heating and high voltages causing breakdown would of course not be known. 
It should be remembered that peak currents can now be 10 h p s  with peak voltages of 3.2 kVolts. Further 
with the d a t o r y w a v e  shapes the maximum leakage would occur at resonance frequencies and to evaluate 
a cable screen it would be essential to determine this frequency. 
The lack of any real understandin of the performance of cable braids with these transient levels 
design aim to produce an optimized design, i.e. a terminated system that ade uately meets the threat but 
performance levels which will also allow one to validate the theoretical calculations. 
TO this end a series of tests have been carried out on a wide range of cable assemblies with different 
termination systems. The sueenin effectiveness of each system was determined using both Surface 
Transfer Impedance (a) and Bult &le Injection (BCI) techniques. Each cable was then tested with the 
specifred transients from the !WE AE4L document, waveforms 2,3,4 & 5 at level 5. Additional tests were 
carried out at the resonance frequencies of each cable, as determined by BCI, with !be oscillatory waveform 
3. The m e  voltage was measured in each case and the system examined for physrcal damage. 
A sample using Fiat Conductor Cable (FCC) was also added to the trial since there have been a 
number of doubts over the current carrying capacity of these film bonded copper foil shields. 
1-t variable. 
The latest indirect lightning transients as detailed in %E AE4L-87-3 Rev T , D0160C and ABwo(yI 
has resulted in a safety first approach wit a additional braids being added to cables. It has always been our 
at the lowst weight and size. To achieve this ooe has to build up a library of a asic cable and termination 
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A final trial was to determine tbe damage threshold of bundles of screened twisted pairs where each 
screen was separately terminated to a connector. The number of screened twisted airs being progressively 
current in fewer terminations and will lead to eventual failure. 
reduced and the waveform 5 transient ~ ~ j t c t e d  down the brads. This has the e f f  ect of concentrating the 
TEST SAMPLES 
The samples were divided iato threc basic groups, the first was based on screened twisted pair bundles 
with various termination techniques and the sccond on screened wire bundles with flat connectors and the 
third on a Rat Conductor Cable (FCC) structure. The samples in the first oup were all 3m long whilst 
the other groups were 1 m. These oups were also fitted wth coMedors. R e  other group whilst having 
termination fittings where fitted wi  s dummy brass hsc" instead of C O M C ~ ~ O ~ S .  
of termination for the screens of the rnstcd pairs within the first group where considered 
essential an threc systems were used, fust standard pigtails, second an iris cone clamp and thirdly individual 
ferrules for each twsted pair mounted mto a retaitung plate (Hexashield). These are illustrated. 
This consisted of 20 screened 24 awg twisted pairs machined laid to make 
a harness. The following samples were made:- 
STP/OB/P 
STP/OB/I 
STP/OB/H 
STP/lB/P 
STP/ZB/P 
Cable with no outer screen, wire screens, terminated by pigtail 
Cable with no outer screen, wire screens, terminated by Iris clamp. 
Cable with no outer screen, wire screens, terminated by Hexasbield. 
Cable with single outer screen, wire screens, terminated by pigtails. 
Cable with double outer screen, wire screens, terminated by pigtails. 
m. This consisted 24 awg Screened Twisted Pairs and the numbers in each harness 
were 20,15 and 10. The normal number for such a connector is 20 wires and hence the current level 
termination was increased by 33% and 50% above the specified levels. Termination was by a bus-bar t at 
commoned all the screens. 
XXTP/OB 
15STP/OB 
10STP/OB 
Screens consist of film bonded mylar/copper foils. The basic cable consisted of 
two flat conductor cables with a mylar/coppcr foil bonded to each and a second foil between the two layers. 
This ave a total of three screening copper foils and an overall mylar/coppcr foil was used to screen the 
FCC/JF/IB/MTC FCC with three copper foil screens and an outer wrap around foil screen, grounded 
to MTC connector. 
rr 
Cable with 20 STP terminated separately, into MTC Connector. 
As above but 15 wires. 
As above but 10 wires. 
comp t te harness. 
SCREENING PERFORMANCE 
There have been many papers presented that overview methods of measuring Surface Transfer Impedance 
(Zt) [3,4 & 9 and ais0 Bulk Cable injection (BCI) [a] and space does not permit detailed description of 
the techniques. Zt was measured by drivin a current down the cable brad (over a ground plane) and 
measuring the resultant voltage on the centrafcooductors. BCI used an mjection coil togenerate the screen 
current and ia our tests the resultant voltage on the central conductor! recorded. The test sct up is, however, 
unmatched and the upper frequency where the results are still vahd for ths  length of cable is about 10 
MHz. 
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SCREENED TWISTED PAIR TERMINATION TECHNIQUES 
BRAID STRAP OR PIG-TAIL. 
pai r  is t e rmina ted  t o  t h e  o v e r a l l  cable sc reen .  
Each b r a i d  of t h e  sc reened  t w i s t e d  
overall cable shield 
Braided backshell 
assembly braid 
\Braid strap 
I R I S  CLAMP. Each screened twisted p a i r s  braid is combed o u t  
and trapped under a s p r i n g  IRIS and t h e  connec tor  b a c k f i t t i n g .  
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LIGHTNING TESTING 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
The ligbtningtransients urtre applied to tbc cables us' two techniques 
r of pulses applied was 5 of each polarity. The test configuration is 
shown. 
Level 5 was used for each transient. The higher frequency waveform 3 oscillatory waveform was 
tested at 1,10,30 and SOMHt as well as the resonant fre uency. The fist cable resonance as dcrermined 
We were interested in any possible damage that could occur with the very high powered waveform 
5 at 10 kAmps and we remeasured the basic screening performance after these tests using both z1 and 
BCI. 
The voltage waveform on the central conductor was recorded. AI1 the central conductors were 
cornrnoned together in these trials. The termination resistance was 50 Ohms. 
The test conditions used were thost described in the S A E  AE4L87-3 Rev B 1%9 document. 
d these were Bulk Cable for waveforms 2 and 3 and 3 round Injection 
from the BCI test was included as this is the frequency 09 manmum cable kakagc. 
This trial was intended to determine the number 
full threat of waveform 5. The test was ap licd 
jThu trial was carried out using waveform 5 at 10 
kAmps. A total of 10 shots were made and the sample examined for any damage. 
to eacb of the harnesses until either a told of 10 shots wcrc passed or  damage occurred to the samp P e. 
- 
- I 750c 
Waveforms 
2 3 4 5 - - - - - 
Vpllp vp/lp vp/lp VP.IQ , I 25'0 
---. 
50110 10014 50110 NIA I 
125125 250110 125125 N ' A  1 0 
300/60 600124 30060 300/100 
75W150 1500/60 7501150 750/1OM) 
16OOl320 32001 128 1600/320 
to 20 ooo 
---- -------------- 
Fowth cycle between 
75% and 25% of peak 
Vottage Waveform 3 
ldealised induced voltage and current waveforms 
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I I I t  
T, 1, 
V 
"hl 
-yclon-r*u) 
WAVEFORM 4 
GROUND POINT INJECTION 320 A m p d f O  u w c s  
CABLE CORE VOLTAGE 
WAVEFORM 2 SHORT PULSE 
BUKCABLE INJECTION 320 Arnpd6usecs 
CABLE CORE VOLTAGE 
- 
krl-k(rC*m-rry 
WAVEFORM 5 TEST (LONG PULSE) 
GROUND POINT INJECTION IOkArnpd500us 
CABLE CORE VOLTAGE 
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TEST RESULTS 
these were Surface Transfer Impedance (Zt) and 
these tests for the Screened Twisted Pair Bundles 
. The waveforms for the voltage waveforms 2J and 5 are shown for the first 
=est ed of the oscjllatory form (Wfm. 3) are too numerous to reproduce and the 
table gives the peak values, examples are gven. 
Each sample was tested a number of times until 
failure. Samples with 20 and 15 wires passed and that with 10 failed catastrophically after 2 shots. An 
explosion destroyed the connector backshell and the terminations. The connector termination failing when 
the current stress level was twice the specified level. Failure was not in the connector or the screened 
twisted pair but in their interconnection. 
LThe sample passed the trial and the peak voltage was 57 
volts. 
CI current was w] ma. 
oup o samples i.e. the screened twisted pair cables. 
. .  
CONCLUSIONS 
lwdmKmL 
and Flat Conductor Cables. Connectors of the MTC design can carry the full threat current without 
damage. Connector fittings, if the current is localised by having only a few current carrying wires can be 
damaged with this waveform. 
The induced central core voltage can be simply calculated from the DC resistance of the cable 
and assuming the current is DC. This induced voltage is certainly capable of upsetting or damaging 
electronics. 
B a d m a u u .  
tude. They would be capable of upset in certain signal lines. 
lbY&mL 
tails are and the effect on cable leakage is dearly seen in the rcsu1t.s for Zt and BCI. The cable 
STP/OB/P, the one where the screens were terminated with igtads 
matically whilst the soldered ferule damped into the metal housmg of 
The waveform 5 transient does not ap ar to pose a threat to aircraft Wirm looms. The threat 
current of 10 b p s  can be carried by both r undles of screened twisted pairs (wit % as few as 10 wires) 
Both these waveforms produced double exponential voltage transients of similar but low magni- 
This transient demonstrated the importance of braid termination. It is well known how bad pig- 
high frequency. The termination of the same cable with an 'I fi I S  type 
provides outstanding performance. 
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It can be seen from sam les STP/lB/P and STP/ZB/P where the pigtail samples have had over- 
braides put over the cable bun 8 les that the performance is still not as good as a cable with no overall 
cable screen but good 3600 individual screen termination. 
Gcncral. 
waveform 5 did not c a w  the problems that we had been warned against. In general most weened 
cable bundles with proper screen termination should rovide a high level of rotection. 
The use of techai ues such as Surface Transfer Impeiancc and Bulk Cable n'ection rovides useful 
unmatched system estimated performance should bc treated with caution. 
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LIGHTNING PROTECTION OF THE FOKREX 100 CFRP RUDDER. 
A.J.M. Ruiter, 
Fokker Space h Systems B.V., 
(formerly of Fokker Aircraft Corporation), 
Amsterdam , 
Holland. 
ABSTRACT 
This paper describes the construction of the structural parts of the Fokker 
100 CFRP rudder with respect to the requirements for electrical bonding and 
lightning protection. Futhermore the philosophy for the selection of a 
consumable trailing edge is given. A description of possible alternative 
designs for trailing edges and their advantages and disadvantages with respect 
to damage after lightning impact will also be reviewed. 
An overview of the tests performed on test samples and the rudder construction 
will be presented and discussed. The effectiveness of both the selected 
structural provisions and trailing edge will be described (and proven) by 
reporting the results of the simulated lightning tests performed at the High 
Voltage Laboratory of the N.V. KEMA, Arnhem, Holland. Proof will be presented 
that the trailing edge construction and its bonding through the structural 
parts of the rudder to the main aircraft structure is a solution which results 
in minor damage to the rudder after lightning impact. Furthermore it will be 
s h a m  that the selected trailing edge construction is less favoured by the 
structural designers due to the weight penalty. 
INTRODUCTION 
Since the Fokker 100 empennage has a top mounted horizontal stabiliser which 
acts as a shield, the change of swept strokes or a direct lightning strike on 
the rudder's surface seems to be very smell, but can not however be entirely 
excluded. In this case the rudder might become a part of the current path and 
would have to conduct a substantial current. The point of exit on the rudder 
of the lightning strike may either be at one of the bonding jumpers over the 
hinges at the trailing edge or at the static discharger. 
Previous simulated lightning tests were based on direct impact damage in order 
to investigate the effectiveness of the protective layer on glass, aramid or 
carbon fibre reinforced test panels. The sample panels were positioned under 
a rod. The rod was positioned at a distance of about 1 cm above the test 
panel's surface. Futhermore, in these tests the effectiveness of several edge 
constructions was also tested. The latter was established by grounding the 
test panels at the aluminum supports at the edges (representing the aircraft's 
structure). The degree of damage to unprotected test panels wa8 also 
established. 
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1. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
Due to the geometric shape and location of flight control surfaces like flaps, 
ailerons and rudders etc., the attachment or exit points of the lightning 
strikes will be localised at the trailing edge. The use of CFRP shall result 
in damage of the trailing edge after lightning impact. The degree of damage 
will strongly depend on the construction of the trailing edge used. After 
impact the current will be divided over the upper and lower skin panels of the 
affected flight control surface. This action will result in two effects: - electromagnetic forces (causing delamination), 
- resistive heating (causing vaporisation of the adhesive and/or resin, 
resulting in delamination). 
Both effects will occur in caees where the upper and lower skins are 
terminated at the trailing edge and are connected by m a n s  of an adhesive 
layer (figure 1). In the case of a construction as shown in figure 2, the 
electromagnetic forces will dominate. 
The degree of damage will be minimized by using a construction in which the 
trailing edge consists of a massive material (without resistivity change at 
the attachment point). Futhermore, this trailing edge must be connected to the 
upper and lower skino by means of rivete at a certain distance away from its 
extremity. In order to obtain the same degree of resistivity as the upper and 
lower skin panels the trailing edge has to be made from the same material 
(figure 3). Due to the absence of an adheeive layer the occurrance of an 
explosive expansion of this layer a8 a result of resistive heating is 
prevented. In addition, the degree of electromagnetic forces will be less at 
the connecting rivets of the skins to the trailing edge. This is because of 
the greater distance between the (skin) rivets and the lower current density 
in both skins (i.e. not concentrated at the trailing edge) compared to figures 
1 and 2. The result will be that. the actual electromagnetic force in the 
trailing edge will be lea severe. So the degree of damage will only be 
dominated by the resistive heat huild-up at, the attachment point of the 
trailing edge. 
Based on the above mentioned considerations it wa8 decided to evaluate a 
trailing edge construction as shown in figure 3. 
2 .  PURPOSE 
Simulated lightning tests were carried out to investigate and verify the 
adequacy of the selected trailing edge and its fastening method. During the 
same tests the interfaces at the bonding jumper connection were subjected to 
the same test currents. For other reasons, it was decided at a later stage to 
mount a static discharger on the rudder. The method of faetening the static 
discharger base was also subjected to simulated lightning tests. The simulated 
lightning tests were performed at the High Voltage Laboratory of the N.V. 
KEMA, Arnhem, Holland and were in accordance with "Aerospace recornended 
practice: Lightning effect tests for aerospace vehicles and hardware" [l]. The 
test currents were based on zone 2 requirements [l]. Futhermore, the tests 
were mainly performed to determine the effects on the electrical bonding 
methods after being submitted to simulated lightning tests: this in accordance 
with MIL-STD-1757A [Z]. 
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3 .  TEST SET UP 
During the tests the lightning current generator was connected either to one 
This in order to simulate a possible current path through the rudder. After 
the aircraft has been hit by a lightning flash the lightning currents may flow 
through one bonding jumper (or enter at the trailing edge). These currents may 
enter the rudder either at the rudder construction at one of the bonding 
jumpers or at the trailing edge. Conductive tests were carried out in order 
to determine the capability of the structure to conduct the currents to which 
it will be subjected. For  these tests the high current source was solidly 
connected to the test sample at one of the bonding jumpers or at the (for this 
reason extended) trailing edge. A rod was only necessary in order to create 
an attachment at the trailing edge. However the applied test current wave 
forms were the same. 
of the tonding j i ~ i i p ~ r ~  and the trailing edge or b ~ t i ~ ~ e i i  two boiidi i~g j i i f ipe is .  
All test specimens were subjected to a current impulse consisting of two 
components in accordance with reference 1 for zone 2 .  The first component was 
a current wave with a maximum amplitude of 100 kA and a duration of 2 ps. 
After 100 p s  from the start of the first. component a second component 
consisting of a current wave with an amplitude of 1.8 kA and a virtual 
duration (the time during which the amplitude of the impulse is greater than 
10% of its peak value) of 3,5 ms was applied [l]. 
4 .  TEST SPECIMEN DESCRIPTION 
4.1. Test specimen 1. 
Test specimen 1 consisted of two CFRP sandwich skin panels connected at the 
trailing edge by means of a CFRP trailing edge member (figure 3). The specimen 
dimensions are representive for the Fokker 100 CFRP rudder at the location 
between the middle and upper hinge (figure 4 ) .  Due to the weight penalty 
caused by rivetting, the design office preferred to adhesively bond the 
trailing edge to both skin panels. In order to compare the effects of adhesive 
bonding and rivetting, the trailing edge of the test specimen was split into 
two sections. The upper section was adhesively bonded while the other section 
was rivetted (figure 5 j .  The traiiing edge was also extended for some distance 
in order to be able to make a connnection to the lightning current generator. 
Futhermore the sandwich skin panels were fixed in the correct position by 
means of two d m y  (PIJ) ribs. 
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4.2. Test specimen 2 and 3. 
4.2.1. First test series configuration. 
Both test specimens consisted of CFRP sandwich panels representing a skin of 
the Fokker 100 rudder. Both test specimen cross sections were the s8me as for 
test specimen 1, but one of the corners was made representative for the spigot 
area. So both panels were equipped with two bonding jumpers: one for the 
middle hinge and one for the spigot area. Compared with test specimen 1 the 
construction was modified as follows: 
1. bonding jumpers (greater cross section for the previous selected one had 
failed), 
2. electrical bonding provisions at the bonding jumpers (e.g. a CPRP insert 
at the attachement area), 
3. totally rivetted trailing edge, 
4. additional CFRP layer at the outer surface of the outer skin, orientated 
perpendicular to the trailing edge (mainly for strength reasons, but the 
fibre direction will be beneficial by influencing the desired direction 
of current flow in the surface layer of the outer skin). 
Futhermore the test specimens were equipped with dummy front-spar flanges and 
rib-flanges (spigot area). See figure 6. 
4.2.2. Second test series configuration. 
The (delaminated) front-spar flanges of both test specimens were replaced by 
a representative part of a production spar (complete). The (delaminated) 
dummy-rib flanges of both test specimens were replaced by another dummy. A t  
test specimen 2 two monel rivets were mounted at the "ends" of the spar-rib 
flanges and at the "end" of the dunrmy rib (at the trailing edge location). 
Futhermore the number of rivets at the bonding strip of the middle hinge area 
was doubled. 
4.2.3. Third tests series. 
The delaminated production front spar of test specimen 2 was removed and 
replaced by another one. Futhermore the delaminated dununy-rib flange was also 
replaced. At the ends of the front spar flange and of the dunnny-rib flanges 
metal strips were rivetted (figure 7). This is in order to simulate the 
(heavy) metal parts at the hinges and in the spigot area. 
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5. TEST RESULTS 
5.1 Test specimen 1. 
5.1.1. Test performed over the bonded trailing edge. 
Before testing it was decided to add four rivets to one side of the adhesively 
bonded trailing edge (lower part of figure 8A). This was done at the request 
of the design office. They estimated that four rivets at the adhesively bonded 
trailing edge would be sufficient to conduct the simulated lightning currents. 
This in order to obtain a configuration with the lowest possible weight 
penalty. After being submitted to the simulated lightning current wave form, 
the adhesively bonded trailing edge was delaminated. In-house investigations 
revealed later that the trailing edge was delaminated over more than 752 of 
the cross section of its connection to the skin panel (upper part of figure 
0A). 
The trailing edge connection provided by four rivets was also delaminated, 
although to a much lesser extent. Furthermore, the outer skin plies of the 
trailing edge at all rivets was also heavily delaminated. 
5.1.2. Tests performed over the rivetted trailing edge. 
The rivetted trailing edge showed minor damage after the simulated lightning 
test. The damage was limited to small delaminations of the outer plies at some 
rivets. After this test the simulated lightning tests were repeated a further 
three times. 
The damage to the trailing edge after the simulation of an attachment was 
limited to local burning of the resin (see figure 9A and 9B). The damage shown 
is the result after two subsequent tests. 
After completion of these two tests a dummy static discharger base was mounted 
on the rivetted trailing edge. The subsequent simulated lightning tests showed 
that the fastening of the base by means of three rivets is sufficient to 
preclude structural damage after lightning attachment. 
5.1.3. General. 
At the bonding jumper area (representing the middle hinge) the CFRP skins of 
both skin panels were delaminated. Futhermore one of the bonding jumpers was 
broken during the simulated lightning tests. 
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5 . 2 .  Test specimen 2 and 3 .  
5.2.1. First test series. 
5.2.1.1. Bonding jumper area. 
At the bonding jumper connection of the middle hinge for both test specimens 
some arching and delamination of the outer CFRP plies (at the inner side of 
the rudder) occurred after the tests. This was considered to be unacceptable 
for the following reasons. In the event that the aircraft is struck in actual 
service it is difficult to establish damage inside the rudder. Furthermore, 
this was not acceptable in view of maintenance considerations. 
No damage was detected on either of the two test specimens at the bonding 
jumper connection at the spigot area and at the trailing edge. 
5.2.1.2. Flanges. 
The dunnny front-spar flanges of both test specimens were delaminated at both 
ends after the tests (figure 10A and 10B). The dummy rib flange of both test 
specimens was also delaminated at the end situated at the trailing edge area. 
The ends of the dummy rib flanges of both test specimens at the bonding jumper 
connection of the spigot area did not suffer any damage. 
5.2.2. Second test series. 
5.2.2.1. Test specimen 2. 
Two simulated lightning tests were performed between the bonding jumper of the 
middle hinge and the trailing edge. Despite the two rivets installed at the 
ends of the front spar flanges, both areas suffered from delamination of the 
outer CFRP plies at the rivets. 
5.2.2.2. Test specimen 3. 
After the simulated lightning tests between the bonding jumpers of the middle 
hinge and the spigot area the end of the front-spar flange was heavily 
delaminated (figure 1 2 A ) .  At the end of the flange the resin in its "neck4 had 
been vaporized blowing away carbon fibres (figure 11A and 11B). Puthermore, 
the inner and outer skin of the test specimen was delaminated at the honeycomb 
connection. This occurred in the region from the inner skin via the CFRP 
insert at the middle hinge area to the outer skin (figure 12B). 
5.2.3. Third test series. 
After two simulated lightning tests minor delamination occurred at the middle 
hinge bonding jumper attachment area of the inner skin (figure 13). This 
delamination occurred after the seventh simulated lightning test applied to 
this test specimen. The test specimen was subjected to a further three 
simulated lightning tests. No sign had been found to indicate that the 
delamination had grown after each single test. Futhermore no delamination 
occurred at the ends of the front-spar flange and at the end of the dununy rib 
flange (in the trailing edge area). 
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6. DISCUSSIONS. 
For the aciiial Pckker 100 rudder design a rivetted trailing edge had been 
selected. This despite the weight penalty. Futhermore, the bonding jumper 
areas of the middle and upper hinge were designed simular t o  the configuration 
tested as described in chapter 5.2.3. Futhermore the ends of the front spar 
flanges of the rudder are well protected against damage by the heavy metal 
parts at the upper hinge and the spigot area. No metal parts at the ends of 
the top and bottom ribs have been applied. This decision is justified by the 
number of rivets and fasteners installed over the length of both ribs. 
This had been a requirement from the Dutch Airworthiness Authorities. For 
strengthreasons the design could not be permitted to rely solely on the 
quality of the adhesively bonded ribs. The same observation had been made for 
all the other ribs and the front spar. On the other hand this requirement was 
favourable for the electrical bonding of the structural parts of the rudder. 
Futhermore it would be very difficult, if not impossible, to apply a metal 
strip at the ends of both the top and bottom rib in the trailing edge area. 
7. CONCLUSION. 
Although the tests were not performed on a full scale rudder, the simulated 
lightning current was not reduced. So the skin current density and the current 
through the rivets and the bonding jumpers had a magnitude which is above the 
design requirements, resulting in worst case conditions. 
The simulated lightning tests have resulted in a rudder design which is 
capable of conducting lightning currents. The result will be minor damage 8t 
the trailing edge. 
Futhermore it is believed that: 
1. the damage after (a possible) attachment to the trailing edge can be 
temporarily repaired, if necessary, by means of a so called high speed 
tape. The required cosmic repair can be performed later at the home base 
of the airliner. 
No inspection of the (inner) rudder construction is necessary after the 
aircraft has been struck by a iightning fiash. 
2 .  
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PROTECTION OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPHEN" AGAINST 
LIGHTNING INDIRBCT EFFECTS ON TEE AIRBUS A340 WING 
Oiaf Spiller 
Deutsche Airbus GmbH, Bremen, Germany 
ABSTRACX 
This the Airbus A340 wing wiring 
against lightning indirect effects. The construction and installation of the 
wiring's shielding systems are described, and it takes a look at the analysis 
and tests performed to determine the effectiveness of the measures taken. A 
first evaluation of the results of the theoretical analysis together with the 
provisional results of tests indicate a sufficient safety margin between 
required and achieved protection level. 
paper deals with the provisions applied to 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Airbus Industriels newly developed aircraft A330 and A340 have, as the 
already flying A320, a complex fly-by-wire system. Failure of, or errors in, 
such a system may be hazardous. Therefore, the need to ensure that these 
systems are not affected by a lightning strike is paramount. The increased 
use of non-metallic materials, like carbon or glass fibre in the construction 
of the aircraft also means that the inherent screening against the magnetic 
field of the lightning current is reduced [l]. 
The protection of electrical and electronic equipment against this effect can 
be achievkd either by filter/protection devices, shielding of the dedicated 
wiring or both. To apply any method alone would probably be too expensive or 
just not practicable. Further, any protection method must allow easy 
maintenance and cater for future modifications without any degradation in the 
protection performance. 
2. LIGHTNING ENVIR0IW.R" 
2.1 EXTERNAL ENVIRONHENT 
Lightning 
it 
aircraft's lifetime. 
strike to an aircraft does in fact happen often enough to consider 
occur at some stage in an as something that with a high probability will 
The analysis of, and research into, the nature of lightning is reflected in 
numerous publications. They give a physical model of the lightning, which is 
needed for threat assessment and other theoretical evaluations (e.g. [2],[3] 
and [4]). The model used for the analysis described in this paper is 
specified in the Advisory Circular 20-136 [4]. It also forms a basis for the 
certification of the aircraft. Its parameters for a severe single strike are 
a peak current of 200 kA, an action integral of 2.106 A2s and a rate of rise 
of 1,4.1011 A/s with a double exponential waveform (component A). 
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2.2 INTERNAL ENVIRONMENT 
Equipment attachment will be subjected to 
the indirect effects of the lightning strike. These indirect effects are 
described as the "internal environment". The aircraft's internal environment 
is the result of the lightning current flowing through the aircraft and 
electromagnetic fields penetrating the skin or existing in open areas and 
therefore are determined by the external environment. These transient fields 
induce voltages in the aircraft's wiring. Typical lightning induced voltages 
and in the Advisory Circular 
AC 20-136 [4]. They are used to specify the equipment transient design level 
(ETDL), giving the maximum voltage and current amplitudes allowed at the 
equipment interfaces as well as their waveforms. 
not exposed to a direct lightning 
currents on interconnecting wiring are defined 
Equipment and wiring associated with the A340 wing (Figure 1) have been 
regarded environment and the equipment 
has been specified accordingly. Since experience showed that these voltages 
induced would be harmful, one approach to compatibility is through shielding 
of the interconnecting wiring. 
as being in a severe electromagnetic 
For the certification of the aircraft, analysis and tests have to show that 
actual transient levels on the wing wiring are lower than the transient 
control level (TCL), which is the ETDL minus a safety margin, and therefore 
the maximum level of lightning induced voltage appearing at equipment 
interfaces. 
3. SBIBLDING SYSTIUIS 
3.1 CONSTRUCTION 
Any type of shield for the use in modern aircraft has to fulfill many 
requirements, a number of which are not related to their shielding 
effectiveness directly. Their properties are not independent from each other, 
and an optimum solution for a mechanical requirement could cause a 
degradation of the shielding performance. 
Some restrictions for all kinds of systems in the aerospace industry are due 
to a lack of space for the installation and the requirement for a minimum of 
weight. On the other hand, the design shall be mechanically robust and immune 
to all environmental influences (hydraulic fluids, salt water, etc.). It must 
also be taken into account that the shield cannot be installed in a straight 
run, but usually has to go around equipment or pipes (Figure 2). The wires 
must be kept in place in the harness under all conditions without the danger 
of chaffing. Additionally, the need for maintenance work should be kept to a 
minimum and it should allow for modifications to, or addition of, cables. 
3.2 TEE A340 WING 
The above mentioned and to some degree conflicting requirements, led to a 
solution for the A340 wing, where two different shields have been used. 
The main cable looms from the fuselage on the front and rear spar to the 
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wingtip are mainly routed in open ducts with four separate channels, known 
within Airbus Industrie as "raceways" (Figure 3 ) .  These are made of an 
aluminium They come in three different 
sizes to  cater for the growing size of the looms closer to the wing root. The 
channels are filled up to approx. 65% of their height. Over the ving si)aa, 
the raceways are mounted on brackets as segments of a length between 150 and 
700 mm, depending on the constructional needs. Two neighboring raceways share 
one bracket. The gaps between two segments are usually 4 mm or less. 
alloy and have a protective coating. 
The second type of shield used is that of a braided conduit made of nickel 
plated copper. They are used for the short breakouts where wires run from a 
raceway the routing around corners or many 
bends over a short distance prohibit the use of raceways. This harness system 
can special conducting adaptors and connectors. 
These allow an electrically low resistance connection to equally furnished 
equipment housings and to the aircraft structure, thus providing 360' 
circumference bonding. 
to a piece of equipment or where 
be equipped with a range of 
When cables are led from raceways into a conduit, the end fittings of the 
conduits are mounted on brackets as close as possible to the raceway, so that 
the cables run only over a very short distance outside of a shield. 
4. ANALYSIS OF TEE SEIBLDING BPFECTIVENBSS 
4 .1  UNPROTECTED WIRING 
As already mentioned, the use of wiring routed outside of the shielding 
systems in the wing has been avoided as far as possible. In that sense, the 
wires are only routed unshielded in the gaps between raceways or conduits and 
raceways. Over the wing span the accumulated length of gaps has been limited 
to some 140cm in the leading edge and 70cm in the trailing edge. The greater 
length allowed in the leading edge is the result of the better inherent 
shielding by the metal skin, whereas the trailing edge is a more or less open 
area, which provides little or no attenuation of the lightning current's 
electromagnetic field. 
4.2 BRAIDED CONDUITS 
The decisive parameter for the shielding effectiveness of the braided 
conduits is the transfer impedance (Zt). In the frequency domain, Z t  is 
dominated by the resistance in the range below 1 HHz and by the transfer 
inductance above those frequencies [2]. Figure 4 shows the transfer impedance 
as a function of the frequency. 
The =-resistance depends on the volume of metal of the shield. A low 
resistance calls for a dense, but heavy and less flexible shield. Other 
decisive factors are the optical coverage and the weave angle of the braid. A 
high optical coverage and a small weave angle improve the shielding 
effectiveness, but also decrease the flexibility. 
The braided conduits i n  the A340 wing have an optical coverage of about 90% 
and a DC-resistance of less than 10mQImeter. The transfer impedance, as given 
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in the manufacturers data sheet, is 5 to 10mWmeter up to a few HHz with a 
significant increase in Zt beyond 10HBz. The low transfer impedance at the 
bottom of the frequency range is more important. Though the lightning energy 
is spread over a broad spectrum, the peak energies in the case of induced 
voltages are in the 50kHz to lOOkHz band [l]. 
The overall performance of a shield also depends on the low resistance 
connection of the conduits to the back shells of adaptors and connectors, of 
the sockets to the equipment and the shielding effectiveness of those 
elements themselves. A table with the transfer impedance of typical aerospace 
cable connectors is given in [ 2 ] .  
4 . 3  RACEWAYS 
4.3.1 Theoretical Analysis 
The purpose of the calculations is, to assess the into the wiring 
induced transient voltages appearing at equipment interfaces. They are 
compared with the protection measures to give a first indication of the 
possibility of over- or undersized protection. 
The calculations are based on the distribution of the lightning current in 
the wing. With certain assumptions i t  is possible to represent the three- 
dimensional wing structure as an array of parallel wires 12) .  Since there are 
different materials, resistance values and a corresponding diameter have been 
assigned to each wire. Those cuts through the wing were made at four points 
(ribs), each representing a section of the wing (Figure 1). 
With the self-inductance of each conductor and the mutual inductance between 
any two, a system of differential equations can be set up by Kirchhoff's law. 
These differential equations were solved by a computer code especially 
developed for lightning assessment purposes by Deutsche Airbus in Hamburg. 
The code gives the current and its time derivative versus time in each 
conductor. It then calculates the time derivative of the magnetic flux in a 
specified wire loop, giving the induced voltage. The way in which the current 
changes within a given time depends on the change of the lightning current 
during that time, as well as the geometry and material of the wing in the 
chosen cross-section. For the wing assessment, a model consisting of up to 
585 parallel wires, leading to 584 coupled differential equations was used. 
To calculate the voltage induced into cables, a diagnostic wire grounded at 
one end is assumed to run parallel to the structure within the cross-section 
of the wing at the position of the shielding system . The calculations were 
done considering that the wires run in- and outside of a shielding system. 
The magnetically coupled voltage into this wire is the result of the 
time-dependant rate of change of the magnetic flux through the plane between 
a wire representing the structure and the diagnostic wire. The total induced 
voltage voltage drop U, along the 
structure. The worst case calculation for this is to multiply the lightning 
current IL(t) by the resistance RL of the wire representing the wing. This 
voltage is added to the magnetically induced voltage. The reduction of the 
resistive fraction by the skin-effect for highly conductive materials has not 
also contains a fraction generated by the 
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been considered here. Since U, is negligible compared to the inductive 
coupled voltage, a change in that fraction is negligible, too. 
For the purpose of the comparison between the results of the analysis 
and the equipment protection level, braided conduits, where they have been 
installed, have been assumed to have the same shielding effectiveness as the 
raceway system. For the wing structure, the computations were done for 
several configurations (e.g. flapdslats extended or retracted). Examples of 
these are shown in Figure 5. 
The results of the calculations are the induced common-mode voltage in a 
diagnostic wire and the current flowing through the raceways. Table I shoves 
these values for the examples above at the four cross-sections of the wing. 
For l m  of exposed wiring, the calculated voltages for wires outside of a 
shielding system usually range from approx. 130V in the leading edge up to 
480V in the trailing edge. This confirms the need to put a more stringent 
limit on the accumulated length of gaps between raceways in the trailing 
edge.(see chapter 4 .1 )  For cables routed in raceways, these induced voltages 
are reduced to less than 1OV per meter of wire for all areas. Therefore, it 
can be said that the transient amplitude on a wire is mainly determined by 
the length over which it is running outside of a conduit or raceway. 
The results of the computations vere used to draw up a list of the transient 
voltages appearing on each wire of the electrical systems related to the 
wing, according to the theoretical analysis. For this list, the length of 
each wire in different areas of the wing was determined and the voltages 
induced in each area were added up, as shown in Table 11. 
4.3 .3  Tests 
For the raceway system, not enough data about the shielding performance 
(i.e. the transfer impedance) were available. Therefore, tests were carried 
out at the University of Hannover, Germany, where the transfer impedance vas 
to be determined from measuring voltages induced into the wires when a 
current of a known value flows through a raceway segment. 
The induced voltages were picked off wires put into each type of raceway. Two 
wires were fixed in each of two chosen channels at 65% and 80% of the height 
of the respective channel. Pulse currents of ca. 25kA with a damped sine 
waveform with frequencies of ca. 16kAz and 114kBz were injected into the 
segments. The tests were carried out on a single raceway with a length of 
about l m  and on two raceways with a combined length of about lm, separated by 
a gap typical for the actual installation in the wing. The segments were 
mounted on brackets with fasteners in accordance with the original assembly. 
Though the measurements have not been completely assessed, the first results 
indicate an excellent shielding effectiveness of the design. For each type of 
raceway and for wires running at up to 65% of the channel's height, the 
values for the transfer impedance are much less than 10mWm in the tested 
frequency range. The coupling proved to be mainly inductive, as di/dt*L is 
the main portion of the induced voltage (0,07mWm plus 0,7lnH/m inductance). 
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Comparing the results of the calculation and the tests on a raceway gives an 
estimate of the value of the computer model. The induced voltages, in 
relation to the current flowing through the raceway, in either case give a 
difference between calculation and tests of approx. 10%. The voltages 
therefore expected at the equipment interfaces are usually ca. 320V or less. 
5. PROW3.ION AND QUALITY C0"ROL 
5.1 INSTALLATION 
Vhile is the result of its 
design, the performance of the in the aircraft fitted system depends very 
much on the design of the installation and its low bonding resistance. It 
must ensure that the shields can be fitted well during production process and 
that the assembly does not degrade beyond a limit during its life-span. 
the shielding effectiveness of the shield itself 
5.2 QUALITY CONTROL 
To function as a shield against lightning current magnetic fields, raceway 
segments and braided conduits have to be bonded well on both ends to the 
aircraft structure [ 5 ] [ 6 ] .  The problem is to guarantee this low resistance 
passage after the systems have been built in. 
Electrically, the installed shield bonding resistances act as a parallel 
connection in a conventional bonding measurement (Figure 6). Therefore, a low 
reading on an ohm meter would not give the true values. 
The solution is to induce a current of up to lOOA into the loop formed by the 
shield and the aircraft structure, where the joints form a serial connection 
(Figure 7). A measurement of the voltage drop across one joint would,together 
with the current, allow to calculate its bonding resistance. In reality, the 
whole procedure is more complicated, because i t  was required that the 
measurement device should not touch the surfaces of the raceway or brackets. 
At the Deutsche Airbus factory in Bremen, a tool is now used that has been 
developed by a company in Germany, on the initiative of the Deutsche Airbus 
lightning protection specialists. It allows to measure the bonding resistance 
of the complete loop, where each joint has a specified maximum value of 2mP. 
The resistances of the metallic aircraft structure and shield in this loop 
have been regarded as insignificant for this measurement. Though it has been 
especially designed to measure the bonding resistance of raceways, it also 
can be used for braided conduits connected to brackets or equipment. 
6. DISCUSSION 
The installation and theoretical evaluation of the protection measures 
applied described. This is not a complete 
review of the protection scheme of the aircraft and its systems, but 
concentrates on how the induction of damaging transients into the wiring has 
been countered. The assessments use some simplifications. The interaction 
between lightning current and aircraft structure has been reduced from a 
to the A340 wing wiring have been 
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three- to a two-dimensional model. All wires are assumed to be routed at the 
maximum allowed height in a channel. Possible shielding effects by hydraulic 
pipes and other metal framework have not been considered. 
The induced voltages obtained from analysis and tests are common-mode 
voltages. When compiling the list of induced voltages for each wire at the 
equipment interface, the wires have always been considered to be single and 
without an individual shield. The voltages induced between the wires of a 
twisted two or multiple wire circuit (differential-mode) are assumed to be 
lower by a factor of 10 or more. 
Together with the first test results, i t  can be said that the protection 
looks adequate. A final judgement about the value of the theoretical work 
can only be given after full aircraft tests have been performed and evaluated 
at a later stage in the program. 
The author gratefully acknowledges the work on the A340 wing lightning 
protection of Hr.H.Kaste and l4r.H.-V.KrQger from Deutsche Airbus Hamburg and 
Hr.G.Holste from Deutsche Airbus Bremen, as described in chapter 4.3. 
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Table I: Induced voltages and raceway currents 
L/E - leading edge 
T/E - trailing edge 
1
- . I l l  1.7 
0.2 I 1.8 
0.2 
43 
- 1.8 
231 
- 
I
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Table 11: Calculation of induced voltage at equipment interface 
voltrga 
wire length induced 
Subject /Component aignal type I d  area (calc.) tomarks 
RH f l a p  wing t i p  brake 
wire no. 1 
1-wire cable DC CFl8 0.32 32 1.5 in conduit 
0.98 32 13.8 in raceway 
8 . 6 5  28 89.1 
2.77 24 1.3 
2.07 24 0.9 in conduit 
0.33 22 0.1 junction box 
0.56 24 0.3 in conduit 
0.2 22 0.1 box 
m 
a 
110.1 V total voltage 
R1 'R2 
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Fig.7: Bonding measurement w i t h  special tool 
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Abstract 
Lightning properties obtained by a network of magnetic direction finders and by electric 
field measurements for distances from 50 to 500  km are compared for three summer 
thunderstorms in Sweden. Tbe data fmm direct field recordings indicate 31 96, 17% and 26% of 
negative subsequent return strokes with peak current (as inferred from the peak electric field) 
higher than the fmt, Electric fields from first strokes are compared with normalised amplitudes 
registered by the magnetic direction finding system. The efficiency of detection by the magnetic 
direction finding system is discussed in terms of the percentage of of lightning flashes observed 
by electric field measurements that are not localised. Statistics of the number of strokes per flash 
and the intersmke time inber~als are presented. 
Introduction 
In Scandinavia, cloud to ground lightning is monitored by a ground based commercial 
lightning location and registration system (LL&R) which provides information about the 
coordinates of the striking point, the amplitude of the first stroke field transition, the total 
number of strokes in each flash (multiplicity) and the time of occurrence of each flash. In the 
summer of 1988, the vertical electric field of natural lightning was measured (by one of us, S.N) 
during several thunderstorms and compad with the data collected by the LL&R system. 
Experiment 
The electric field sensor was a flat plate antenna oriented parallel to the ground. The 
instrumentation consists of a transient recorder capable of storing waveforms spaced a 
millisecond apart with a date and time tag on diskettes [ 11. The data consists of time waveforms 
of 600 ps duration at a sampling spacing of 1 . 1 4 ~ ~ .  The decay time constant of the antenna 
system was chosen to be longer than the duration of the recorded waveforms. A preamplifier at 
the antenna pmvided4mpedance matching and the output of the preamplifier was connected to 
the transient recorder by a 2Om long coaxial cable terminated with the characteristic impedance. 
Results and discussion 
From the data stored on diskettes, the characteristic signature of the return stroke field 
transitions can be easily identified. For a return stroke waveform, with a corresponding 
registralion from the LL&R, the distance to the point of smke could be obtained. There were 
instances when more than one LL&R localisation data matched the time tag of the return stroke 
waveform within a set selection limit of one second. If this was in the case of flashes with more 
than one stroke, then a visual check of the waveforms was performed to verify that no 
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subsequent stroke has been classified as a first stroke. First stroke waveforms are characterised 
by several subsidiary peaks following the initial rise to peak of the wavefront [2]. Further if two 
or more multiple stroke flashes were registered within the selection limit then these were not 
used in the analysis of data since the particular sequence of recorded waveforms could have been 
from different flashes which would lead to e m r  for e.g. in the estimation of interstroke interval. 
First strokes whose initial peaks exceeded the full scale voltage range of the transient recorder 
were excluded from the analysis of amplitude distributions but were included in estimating 
interstroke intervals. As will be discussed later in this paper, there were also several cases of 
recorded return stroke waveforms with no matching registration from the U R .  
Figure la, lb and IC show the comparison of the registered LL&R network amplitude 
units to the ~lecorded initial peak electric field in Vlm of negative, positive and both negative and 
positive first strokes together respectively. Approximately 90% correlation coefficient is 
observed in the cases of positive and both positive and negative first strokes together. For 100 
LL&R amplitude units the measured electric field is approximately 3.0 V/m which is in fair 
agreement with an earlier estimate of 3.6 V/m 131. Since the spread of data around the line of 
best fit was larger for negative first strokes, for a selected number of cases, the measured peak 
electric field was compared to the registered LL&R network amplitude units and to the Uppsala 
DF station field strength units and the results are shown in figures Id and le  respectively. 
Although a slightly better correlation coefficient is observed in the latter (comparing figure Id to 
figure le), similar values of DF field strength uhits are observed for several different measured 
peak electric fields between 2 and 2.5 V/m. A possible explanation could be that the resolution at 
the lower end of the voltage range of the DF unit is limited due to the fewer number of bits used 
to represent the voltage signal in digitised form. This would not contribute to errors in 
localisation as only the angles from DF stations are utilised to compute the point of strike (except 
in the case of baseline calculation) but would result in an incorrect estimation of the normalised 
amplitude units as calculated by the LL&R network. Localisation errors of the LL&R network 
could however be attributed to the difference in the spread of data between figure Id and le 
around the line of best fit. 
The amplitude distribution (normalised to 100 km) of the electric fields of single stroke 
flashes is shown in figure 2 and of the first stroke from flashes with multiple strokes in figure 3. 
The geometic means of the initial peak electric field amplitude distributions for single stroke 
flashes and for multiple stroke flashes do not show any significant difference and are in good 
agreement with earlier observations in Sweden [3]. Measurements from Florida have shown a 
lower geometic mean initial electric field for single stroke flashes than first strokes in multiple 
stroke flashes [4]. 
From measurents by Krider et al in Florida [ 5 ] ,  we infer that at least 10% of the electric 
fields from subsequent strokes preceded by dart-stepped leader processes were higher than the 
first stroke. In Sweden, measurements indicate a significantly larger fraction of subsequent 
strokes with the highest electric field peak in a multiple stroke flash. For three thunderstorms 
observed during the periods 7-8th June 1988,27-3Oth June 1988 and 1516th July 1988, fiom 
multiple stroke flashes, the percentages of subsequent strokes with electric field peak amplitudes 
higher than the first stroke were 31%, 17% and 26%. The ratio of the peak amplitude of the 
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largest stroke in a flash to the peak amplitude of the fmt stroke in the s m  flash for the data 
from 7-8th June 1988, is shown in figure 4. The results show a significant number of 
subsequent strokes with higher field peaks for flashes with weak F i t  strokes. The ntum stroke 
peak current is strongly correlated with initial peak electric field [6]. If this correlation is applied 
to derive the peak current from the initial peak electric field data then the peak current for a 
significant number of subsequent strokes are larger than for first return strokes. This can have 
several practical implications. Assuming the relationship ds=lO p.65 , where ds is the striking 
distance [7] the protection zone e.g. by a lightning conductor over an electrical installation is 
reduced by a weaker first stroke and a more vulnerable point can be struck. Worse damage could 
result if followed by a subsequent stroke possibly having larger derivative of current and a larger 
current. Further, the mean time between failures (MTBF) for the performance of metal varistor 
oxide (MOV) used as current surge protective devices is strongly dependent on temperature, a 
critical number of c m n t  surges and the time derivative of the c m n t  density [8]. If a transient 
c m n t  surge in a powerline either by a direct saike or induced by a nearby strike is supprtssed 
by the MOV device, it would be heated by the energy absorbed. h the event of a subsequent 
strdre with higher energy, the deterioration effects on the device could be expected to be higher. 
Measurements of the current of direct strikes to insmmented towers show, however, that 
the peak cumnt for first return strokes are significantly larger than for all subsequent strokes 
[9]. Since the initial peak electric field depends not only on the peak current but the velocity of 
propagation of the wavefront along the return stroke channel it is possible that a smaller current 
travelling faster upwards along the channel could still produce higher electric fields. Another 
explanation could be that the rem stroke channel previously traversed by the first stroke has 
cooled sufficiently to be non conducting some hundred metres close to the ground. Calculations 
of the time necessary for a previously established return stroke channel of 2.5 cm diameter to 
cool sufficiently to a temperature for which the channel becomes non-conducting, indicate a 
value close to 100 milliseconds[ lo]. If this is the case then a stepped dart leader could establish a 
spacially separate channel linking the lowest point of the conducting part of the channel to the 
ground for a subsequent stroke. A return stroke current flowing in a channel some 50-100 
metres from the ground level would be raffkient to produce an electric field with risetimes of the 
initial peak of the order of a few microseconds. A consistent feature observed in many of the 
subsequent stroke waveforms with larger amplitudes than the first stroke was either the very 
pronounced pulse characteristics of leader steps or a very disturbed field preceding the abrupt 
transition to peak (see figure 8b and 9c). If the decrease of the speed of descent when a dart 
leader transforms into a dart-stepped leader, would lead to an accumulation of the hitherto 
smooth flow of charge brought down by the dart leader then it is reasonable to expect larger 
currents if the return stroke neutralises a major portion of this charge. From simultaneous 
measurements of optical and electric fields in Florida, [ 111 the peak optical output from a 
subsequent stroke preceded by dart-stepped leader is less than for the fmt stroke (figure 4 of 
their paper) with the electric field of the subsequent stroke higher than the first stroke. Since the 
peak light intensity is cmlatcd to stroke peak current, the current in the dart-stepped subsequent 
strokes may be expected to be less than in the fmt stroke. If a dart-stepped leader forges a 
spacially separate channel, then the point of strike could be different for the first stroke and the 
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subsequent stroke and the arguments p s e n t e d  earlier regarding the vulnerablity of an electric 
installation to multiple strikes may not be valid. 
Figure 5 depicts the interstroke interval of the subsequent strokes as a histogram and it 
follows that a large percentage of subsequent strokes with an inmtroke interval of more than 
100 ms arc psent .  The most probable interval is between 30-90 millisconds, and the geometric 
man inter-stroke interval is 0.89 secs in good agmment with measurements in Florida [12,13]. 
The amplitude of the large subsidiary peaks as a fraction of thc initial peak for fmt  return 
stmke waveforms have been reported from measurements in Florida [2] and Sri Lanka 1141. 
F m  the data given, the mean amplitude ratios of the second subsidiary peak to the initial peak 
arc 0.8 t 0.1, 0.7 ? 0.2 (two storms in Florida) and 0.82t 0.14 (Sri Lanka). Using the 
number of observations given, at most 4 of 72,2 of 36 and 3 of 53 would have the second 
subsidiary peak larger than the initial peak. However, in Sweden, from the 7-8th June 1988 
data, of 379 single return strokes which were localised between 90-200 km, 108 had larger 
subsidiary peak amplitudes than the initial peak amplitude of the waveforms. Of a l l  fmt return 
stroke waveforms analyscd, 6% had ratios greater than 1.3 and were not localised by the LLBtR 
probably due to the requirements imposed by the DF electronics that no subsidiary peak can 
exceed the first peak amplitude by more than 20%. From the 7-8th June 1988 data, for distances 
of the location of strike between 100 and 300 km, the amplitude of the large subsidiary peaks as 
a fraction of the initial peak of localised strokes arc depicted in figure 6. The highest number of 
peaks recorded was seven and the separation between the initial peak and subsidiary peaks is 
summanztd in figure 7. Of 420 waveforms 448,2096and 12% had the separations between the 
first and second, second and third, third and fourth subsidiary peaks within l@s from each 
other but only 4% had all thxx subsidiary peaks within lops from each other. These fractions of 
waveforms represent a higher value than in Florida and lower than the data from Sri Lanka 
indicate. The small peak following the initial peak reported by [2] was sometimts observed on 
both first and subsequent strokes. We have not attempted to analyse these due to the limited 
resolution of the recording instrument. However, the time separations were at least 2-5p.s from 
the initial peak. Since the second subsidiary peak in most cases were large it was difficult to 
discern whether these small peaks were always present. The m a n  separation of the second 
subsidiary peak from the initial peak is probably biased towards a lower value due to the 
presence of the small peaks. A noticeable feature when comparing the waveforms of r e m  
strokes localised at more than 100 km (figure 9) with a rem stroke within 50 km ( fig= 8) is 
the width of the subsidiary peaks are very narrow and moxe closely spaced for the closer return 
stroke waveform. The amplitudes of the subsidiary peaks arc probably attenuated and their 
widths are broadened by propagation over finitely conducting ground If the DF station 
electronics reject the stroke on the criteria that the amplitude of subsidiary peaks for the closer 
strokes art more pronounced, then the subsequent stroke may be accepted as a first stroke. In 
the case of a strong return stroke it is possible that the next DF station would accept the 
waveform after subjection to propagation. In the case of first strokes with small peak amplitudes 
probably a lower multiplicity would be ~gistcred by the LL&R network. 
Typical first and subsequent return stroke waveforms have been recorded by direct field 
measurements that were not localised by the L U R  network. The waveforms not localised by 
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the LL&R due to high subsidiary peaks formed only a fraction of the total. Since distance is 
unknown, we could only guess whether these were strong or weak strokes. We therefore 
psen t  the data as a prceatage of the total &ta used in this study. Of a total of 1419 consisting 
of both fmt and subsequent strokes, 206 fmt and subsequent r e m  stroke waveforms wen not 
localised giving a &kction efficiency of less than 85%. Further for flashes localised within 150 
km from the measuremtnt location, a higher number of subsequent stmkes were rtcorded than 
the multiplicity registered by the U R .  Therefore the number of return strokes in a flash arc 
calculated using the electric field record for distances upto 150 km and compared to thc data for 
multiplicity given by the U R  network. From the 7-8th June 1988 data, the average number of 
return strokes in a flash obtained from electric field records is 2.1 with a standad deviation of 
1.4 and from the U R  network is 2.7 with a standard deviation of 1.9. 
In this report we have tried to evaluate the data given by the LL&R network by m e a s d  
electric fields. The results obtained in this study show that the data obtained using a L U R  
network must be interpreted with caution. It may be necessary that in order to obtain better 
results the selection criteria must bc appropriately set to the signature of lightning electramagnttic 
radiation fields for a particular region. 
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Figure 1 a:Measured electric fields and the corresponding 
amplitude units 
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Figure 1 b: measured electric fields and the corresponding LL&R 
amplitude units 
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Characteristics of return stroke electric fields 
produced by lightning flashes at distances of 
1 to 15 kilometers 
Ch. Hopf 
Uunich, Germany 
University of the Federal Armed Forces 
E-signals from single and multiple lightning 
strokes measured at the lightning research 
station of the University of the Federal 
Armed Forces near Uunich in 1989 are presen- 
ted. For about 25% of all acquired waveforms, 
produced by return strokes, stepped leaders 
or intracloud discharges, type and distance 
of the signal source are known-from the obser- 
vations by an all sky video camera system. 
The analysis of the E-waveforms in the time 
domain shows a significant difference in the 
impulse width between return stroke signals 
and those of stepped leaders and intracloud 
discharges. In addition the computed 
amplitude density spectrum of return stroke 
waveforms lies by a factor of 10 above that 
of stepped leaders and intracloud discharges 
in the frequency range from 50 kHz to 500 
kHz . 
Introduction 
In the past a lot of electric field deriva- 
tive measurements of return strokes, stepped 
leaders and intracloud discharges in the near 
distance range were made [e.g. I, 21. However 
often difficulties remain in determining din- 
tance and type of the signal source. Hence in 
the case of single station measurements the 
recording of optical and acustical lightning 
signals by using various video cameras (31 Or 
a so called all sky video camera system is 
necessary. 
Only if type and di8tance of the signal sour- 
ce are certainly ostablished criterion8 can 
be worked out derivod from the measured elec- 
tric data to discriminate signals from return 
strokes from other signals. To achieve this 
aim analysis in the time domain, as Val1 aS 
in the frequency domain down to low frequen- 
cies of  50 W z ,  are performed. 
Experiment 
The fully automatically working measuring sta- 
tion COn8i8tS of two compnonts, firstly the 
measuring devices for obtaining the electri- 
Cal signals of a lightning discharge and se- 
condly the so called a11 sky video Camera BY- 
stem. Figure 1 shows a overview of the meaau- 
ring station with the HP 9836 computer ai the 
controller. 
The electric field derivative E i8 registered 
by a capacitive 0.5 m rod antenna with a 
spherical termination at the top. Combined to 
a coaxial cable with a surge resistance of 50 
n it loads to a bandwith of at loa& 50 Miz. 
Using a digital storage oscilloscope LeCroy 
9450 with a sample rate of 10 ns. it is pos- 
sible to record at maximum 20 E-wavetorms of 
20 #s duration, which are separately to be 
triggered, within one lightning event. 
As it is reported from near field measure- 
ments [I, 2, 4, 51 the interesting E-8fqnals 
of return 8trOk.S which are of rain intoroat 
show a typical bipolar impulse with dominant 
frequenciea up to a few IMz.  To avoid trip- 
gering on very fast impulmes, e.g. produced 
by stepped leaders, an oxternal trigger gene- 
rator in combination with a separate similar 
rod antenna is used. It works as a bipolar 
trigger with an upper cutoff frequency of 5 
mz . 
A DSO COULD 4072 samples at a rate of 1 m s  
both the electrostatic fiold measured by a 
slow field mill (bandwidth = 10 H z )  and the 
maximum E-signal8 using peak detoction during 
1 sec. A positive change of the electrostatic 
field points at a negative flash, a negative 
change at a positive flash, if it is produced 
by a cloud-to-ground flash. The peak 
detection of the E-signal over a time period 
of 1 sac gives information. about the du- 
ration of one whole event and the maximum amp- 
litudes of the electric field derivative. 
The 8ccond essential part of the station is 
repromented by the all sky video camera sy- 
stem. The simultaneous storing of the video 
camera output together with the rixed in date 
and time signal of a video timer and the sig- 
nals of two thunder microphones enables tho 
operator to ostimate the distanco to tho 8tri- 
king point by the time difference between 
thunder and optical signal. Similar to the 
photoolectric dotoctor de8crib.d by m a n  [6] 
a video camera i8 mounted in vertical posi- 
tion below a convex mirror in a height of 
about 6 m above ground (Fig. 2). The rotatio- 
nally symmetrical aluminium mirror (Pig. 3) 
is optimizrd to wavelengths OS 380 nm to 780 
nm. A distance of about 350 n ktwoen mirror 
and camera objective rasultm in an olovation 
angle of 60. and an azimuth angle of 360.. 
to the woather conditions lightning 
a range up to 15 km are recogni- 
cloud-to-ground (Fig. 4a), r-p. 
According 
flashes in 
zable as 
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sub8equent strokes. During the automatic opo- 
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der to make the roost of the video tape vith a 
recording time of 180 min. 
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Measurements 
In 1989 of alt ether 604 lightning flashes 
creating 5014?-signals 111 flashom with 1219 
E-signals were ragisterod on video tape 
(Table 1). Triggering to a certain threshold 
of the &-signals explains the rolatively 
small numbor of 54 obtained return stroke 
waveforms compared to 2165 single impulae 
waveforms produced by stoppod leaders and 
intracloud discharges. In the following k-sig- 
nals are examined with a single characterie- 
tic impulse within 20 ps. Figure 5 shows the 
interesting parameters, that is the impulse 
width (T o) and tho maximum peak of the E- 
signals (Lax), resp. the initial peak of the 
computed electric fiold (%ax).  2813 
E-waveforms without a regular structuro or 
with multiplo charactoristic impulses within 
2 0  pe are ignorod. 
F H  All sky video camera system with M aziAWth angle 
of 36W ond an c l c v a l i  anpre of 60' 
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a1 Cloud-lo-ground l~ghlning channel 
Fig. 5: Example of field derivative I? and computed E-field wave- 
-forms of a return stroke in a distance of 2 km. The im- 
pulse width TS0. the maximum E-peak em and the elec- 
tric field initial peak E, as the interesting parameters 
are shown. 
Results 
In agreement with former measurements [I] the 
maximum peaks of the electric field derivati- 
ve E~~~ with a mean value of 128 (V/m) /ps for 
all measured data of stepped leaders and in- 
tracloud discharges, resp. 7.59 (V/m)/ps for 
determined distances normalized to 100 km by 
the inverse distance relationship, lie in the 
same order as those of return strokes with a 
mean value of 109 (V/m)/ps for all data, 
resp. 5.53 (V/m)/ps for determined distances 
normalized to 100 km (Fig. 6). 
b) Cloud-lo-cloud l~ghlrung charnel 
Against that the electric field initial peaks 
Vi680 hges Of a dad-twand r- dad-lO-dad (b) Emax differ with a mean value of 4.8 2 V/m for 
lightr;ng dwrtel dbserved by the all sky video camera system all measured stepped leaders and intracloud 
discharges, resp. 0.247 V/m for determined 
egal~ve angle ~mpulses of 
distances normalized to 100 .km, from return 
strokes electric field initial peaks with a 
mean value of 88.6 V/m for all data, resp. 
3.95 V/m for determined distances normalized 
to 100 km (Fig. 7). The mean value of 3.95 
V/m for Emax of return stroke waveforms norma- 
lized to 100 km is also found in [3] and [7]. 
The comparison of T50 shows the most obvious 
difference between stepped leaders and intra- 
cloud discharges on the one hand with a mean 
value of 26.2 ns for all acquired data, resp. 
23.1 ns for determined distances, and return 
stroke signals on the other hand with a mean 
value of 606 ns for all data, resp. 564 ns 
for determined distances (Fig. 8). 
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Discussion 
The results show, that for the discrimination 
of electric field derivative signals of the 
return strokes from those of stepped leaders 
and intracloud discharges irl the range to 15 
km both the impulse width and the electric 
field initial peak by a factor of 15 seem to 
be appropriate criterions. The evident diffe- 
rence of T50 in the time domain points at a 
significant difference also in the frequency 
domain. 
'0 i - 
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In Fig. 9 the two average amplitude density 
spectra of the E-waveforms produced by return 
strokes (solid) resp. stepped leader and 
intracloud discharges (dotted) are presented 
[ E ] .  Before computation of the Discrete Fou- 
rier Transform in the frequency range from 50 
kHz to 10 MHz is performed the data are 
normalized to 100 km. Up to frequencies of 
500 kHz the average amplitude density spec- 
trum of 11 E-signals originating from return 
strokes lies by a factor of 10 above 
that of 504 E-signals produced by stepped 
leaders and intracloud discharges. For fre- 
quencies higher than 2 13Hz no such difference 
is recognizable as also reported in [ 9 ) .  This 
correponds to the relatively long T50 of re- 
turn strokes, which is caused by the massive 
removal of charge from the lightning channel 
at the beginning of the return stroke phase. 
Deduced from Fig. 9 a bandwidth limitation of 
the E-measuring system, that means of the 
trigger device, by a lowpass filter with a 
cutoff frequency of 500 kHz leads to an appro- 
priate discriminator for return stroke sig- 
nals produced by cloud-to-ground flashes in 
the 15 km range. 
In order to eleminate strong stepped leader 
pulses of near cloud-to-ground discharges or 
signals of cloud-to-cloud discharges the 
€-signals filtered by a 4th order Butterworth 
lowpass filter with a 3 dB cutoff frequency 
of 500 kHz is compared to the uniiltered 
E-signals. Fig. 10 shows the ratios of the 
maximum peaks within the 20 ps time window of 
the filtered and unfiltered 8-signals 
17-5 
produced by return 
filter was simulated by a digital reCUfSLVe 
filter using the bilinear transform. For all 
return stroke signals the ratio is greater 
than 25% with a mean value of 61.2%, resP- 
57.8% for signals with determined distances. 
Aoainst that the ratio for all other acquired 
strokes. (Emax/500kHz/h$ The order Butterworth 10WpaSS 
signals lies under 35%. 
H- - 0 6 1 2  
sie OW - o 3 ~ 3  
0 0.5 1.0 
'mx600  kHz ----) 
m O L  
~stogrms or rotos of rnxinn p e ~ k s  of ~ t w d  &-slgnols 
tnmm Wh order butterrrrth loupass-titer with o 3 dB 
cutoff freqwncy of K)o kHr, and of carespondng rnfllered 
t-slgnals E -. 
Conclusion 
The comparison of E-signals with determined 
distances by the use of the all sky video 
camera system results in significant dif- 
ferences both in the time and the frequency 
domain for return strokes on the one hand and 
all other signal sources on the other hand. 
To achieve the discrimination of return stro- 
ke signals in the 15 km range two crlterions 
have to be fullfilled. First the E-signal 
filtered by a 4th order lowpass filter with a 
cutoff frequency of 500 knz must exceed a cer- 
tain level, which affects the effective range 
of the measuring system. Second the ratio of 
the maximum peaks of the filtered and unfil- 
tered E-signal ( ~ a x / 5 ~ ~ k ~ z / & , x )  has to be 
greater than 35% in order to register at 
least 90% of the return stroke E-signals 
(first and subsequent) in the 15 km range and 
to exclude predischarges, stepped leader and 
cloud-to-cloud pulses. 
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AIRBORNE OBSERVATIONS OF ELECTRIC FIELDS 
AROUND CROWING AND DECAYINC CUHULUS CLOUDS 
K.L. Gicri and J.E. Nanevicz 
SRI International, Henlo Park, California 
ABSTRACT 
Airborne electric-field data were gathered in an SRI International study 
of atmospheric electrification during the summer of  1989 near Cape Canaveral, 
Florida. A Learjet 36A operated by Aeromet, Inc., was instrumented with eight 
electric-field meters (mills) and five different particle probes. The local 
electric-field enhancements at each field mill site were determined under 
laboratory conditions and verified using in-flight data. The overdetermined 
system of eight equations (one for each field mill) was solved using a 
weighted least-squares algorithm to compute the magnitude and direction of the 
ambient electric field. The signal-processing system allowed the measured 
data to be expressed in terms of earth coordinates, regardless of the attitude 
of the aircraft. Thus, it was possible to take maximum advantage of the 
Learjet's speed and maneu-erability in studying the electric-field structure 
in the vicinity o f  clouds. 
Data gathered while circling just outside the boundary of a growing 
cumulus cloud show a nonsymmetric pattern of electric-Eield strength. Field 
intensity grew rapidly over a period of less than 10 minutes. The observed 
direction of the ambient electric-field vector can be explained by an ascend- 
ing motion of the charge centers of a classic tripole model of a thunderstorm. 
A mature and decaying cumulus cloud was orbited four times. The electric- 
field strength again showed a nonsymmetric pattern similar to the growing 
cumulus. The direction of the field, however, followed a descending motion of 
classic tripole charge centers. 
INTRODUCTION 
Lightning discharge is a powerful audio and visual display of just part 
of the potential energy developed in convective storms. The complex nature of 
atmospheric electrification that can lead to the lightning discharge is 
related to cloud size, type, and nature of  growth o r  decay. Understanding 
these relations is important to the launch community at Cape Canaveral, where 
the frequent thunderstorms and lightning can delay launches, can damage 
susceptible electronics, and pose hazards to ground personnel. 
AIRBORNE PLATFORM 
The platform used to gather data f o r  this study was a Learjet 36A air- 
craft operated by Aeromet, Inc., of Tulsa, Oklahoma. This aircraft had been 
instrumented with various particle probes t o  measure the microphysical charac- 
teristics of clouds for previous weather reconnaisance missions over the 
Pacific Ocean (Figure 1). 
sensor heads flush to the skin of the aircraft at locations also shown in 
Figure 1. The field meter amplifier electronics and computer processing 
systems for all sensors were located in the main cabin of the aircraft. Data 
from the particle probes, forward-looking video, and other sensors were stored 
Eight electric-field mills were mounted with the 
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SRI (Racks 1 and 2 
FIGURE 1. 
1 D-P probe/ vN FM 
4 p91-002/11 20-C probe 
INSTRUMENTED LEARJET 
The instruments include eight electric field mills (FM), five particle 
measuring probes (e.g., 2D-C), LORAN and INS navigation systems, 
and data acquisition systems (e g., ADAS). 
f o r  comparative analysis with the stored electric-field measurements. A l l  
data could be displayed in real time, both aboard the Learjet and at a grotincl 
stat ion. 
MEASUREMENT OF ATHOSPHEKIC ELECTRIC FIELD 
Airborne measurements using electric-field meters of various types have 
been performed since the 1 9 4 0 s ,  but solving the problem of properly extracting 
an accurate measure of the atmospheric electric field independent of  the per- 
turbing probe has sometimes eluded researchers. The most difficult problems 
have been (a) to accurately determine the local electric-field perturbation 
due to the introduction of the airborne platform, and (b) to resolve the 
ambient field even in the presence of space charge about the platform. As 
not-ed by Vonnegut et al. (11, space charge around aircraft platforms can 
result from various mechanisms, such as (a) the electrification of aircraft 
exhaust, (b) triboelectric o r  induction charging of cloud particles that 
contact the aircraft during cloud penetrations, and ( c )  ion plumes that trail 
from aircraft extremities in corona. Local enhancement factors at electric- 
field meter sites on an airborne platform can be accurately determined using 
an experimental technique discussed b y  Kositsky and Nanevicz 121 in a com- 
panion paper. However, the three listed space charge effects, though neglig- 
ible in clear air, are still a significant problem f o r  aircraft platforms 
during cloud penetrations [ 3 , 4 ] .  
In the absence of space charge effects, the local electric field measured 
at each field mill site i s  a Linear combination of  the aircraft-perturbed 
ambient electric field E and the field resulting f rom nonzero aircraft 
19-2 
potential V. 
expressed as 
The local electric fields measured at each mill site can then be 
F . = = . F :  + . ? . E  + a . E  + a . V  
1 1x-x 1y y 12 2 1v 
Mill number from 1 to 8 
Measured electric field of Mill i 
Local field enhancement factors of Mill i 
Vector components of the ambient electric field E 
Potential of the aircraft with respect to ground. 
(1) 
In vector notation, the system of equations can be written P = AE. The 
enhancement matrix A contains the ai terms, called enhancement factors, 
are determined experimentally and verified using in-flight data [ 2 ] .  The 
solution to the four unknown terms, Ex, E , Et, and V, requires a minimum of 
four measurements, Fi. Since the describgd airborne system uses eight field 
meters, the solution to the set of eight equations is overdetermined. The 
additional information provided by the overdetermined system of equations can 
be solved using a weighted least-squares algorithm that is considerably more 
accurate than a system of only four equations. The general solution used for  
real-time computation, in matrix notation, is: 
that 
where 
A =  
C =  
F =  
E =  
-1 T E = ( A ~ C A )  A CF 
Enhancement matrix 
Weighting matrix 
Field meter measurements F1, F2,.*. Fn 
Vector {E,,Ey,E,,V). 
The extra information from redundant field mills also allows for a real- 
time error-analysis algorithm to estimate the point-by-point uncertainty in 
the computed ambient electric field. Details and testing of the error- 
analysis and above algorithms i s  described in a comprehensive report by 
Kositsky et al. 141. Finally, signal processing allows the atmospheric elec- 
tric field to be expressed in fixed earth coordinates, regardless of aircraft 
orientation, as long as the orientation is known. 
Case of a Rapidly Growing Cumulus 
Figure 2 shows the southern region of a towering cumulus cloud taken a 
few minutes before the Leatjet circuited just outside the cloud boundary. By 
flying in clear air, the measured fields are known to accurately represent the 
ambient electric field. The paragraphs below show that data gathered while 
circling a cloud with a jet aircraft can provide valuable insights into the 
dynamics of cloud growth and decay and can identify the internal cloud regions 
that have the highest electrical intensity. 
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BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH 
FIGURE 2. TOWERING CUMULUS 
This photo was taken looking to the north at 19:10:17 UT, 
1 September 1989. 
The first loop around the cloud occurred at an altitude of about 5500  m. 
The magnitude and direction of the computed ambient electric field is plotted 
as a vector along the aircraft flight track in a three-dimensional perspective 
(Figure 3a). A two-dimensional (2D) top view showing the horizontal field 
component of the same data set (time period) is shown in Figure 3b. The open 
ends of the plotted electric-field vectors are defined as the ends where an 
arrow would point to show the direction of motion of a positive test charge 
inserted into the field. The peak electric field encountered during the first 
pass was 0 . 5  k ~ / m  along the cloud's southern boundary. 
During the second pass, a peak field of 5  kv/m was measured along the 
southern edge (Figures 3c and 3d). The electric-field strength increased an 
order of magnitude between the first two passes over a time period of 
3 .75  minutes. During the third pass, which occurred about 5 .5  minutes after 
the second pass, the peak field at the southern edge was 20 kv/m (Figures 3e 
. and 3f). A summary of all three passes is shown in Table I. 
e rn electrrc f - cafes 
was indeed growing. Such growth can also be noted by following the change in 
the direction of the peak electric field. The direction change is interpreted 
to be caused by the upward motion of the charge centers in a classic tripole 
model of an electrified cloud. The field pattern from a generic tripole model 
is shown in Figure 4. The model consists of a large positive charge at 
greatest altitude, a large negative charge at some middle altitude, and a 
small positive charge at the lowest altitude. The three darkened vectors, 
labeled 1, 2, .and 3, represent the peak electric-field direction vectors of 
the respective aircraft passes. They are mapped to the cloud model vectors 
b. ....... .- ~" --- .. 
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FIGURE 3. ELECTRIC-FIELD VECTOR MAPPED TO FLIGHT TRACK 
These data were gathered 1 September 1989 while encircling 
a growing towering cumulus cbud. The peak electric field 
occurred on the south side of the cloud. 
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Table I 
SUMMARY OF PEAR ELECTRIC FIELD: CROWING “ W E R I N G  CUMULUS 
ALTlTU DE 
F1 ight 
Time Altitude Epeak Epeak 
(ad (kV/rn) Direction (UT) 
Orbit 
1 19: 1 4 : 4 5  5500 0.5 NDs 
2 19: 18:30 5200 5 a 3  
3 19:24: 10 4600 20 d 
I I 
p91-002/14 
* HORIZONTAL DISTANCE 
FIGURE 4. ELECTRIC-FIELD TRIPOLE CHARGE MODEL OF AN ELECTRIFIED 
CONVECTIVE CLOUD 
Vectors 1,2, and 3 point in the direction of the peak fields associated 
with the orbits shown in Figure 3. The ratio of magnitude of the charges 
is +20: -20: +3 
according to their direction, not altitude. 
altitude while circling the cloud, which would slightly change the peak 
direction, the major change in the field direction is likely caused from a 
significant physical growth of the cloud that would carry charged particles 
upward and probably create many newly charged particles. 
constant altitude, an upward shift in the location of the top positive modeled 
charge would account for the increasingly upward-pointing field vector for 
each aircraft pass. 
modeled charge centers would account for the increasing magnitude of stored 
electrical potential energy. 
Although the Learjet lost some 
For observations at 
An increase in the amount of charge at each of the 
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The s o u t h e r n  r e g i o n  of  t h e  c l o u d  i n  F i g u r e  3 shows v a s t l y  g r e a t e r  
e l e c t r i c - f i e l d  s t r e n g t h  t h a n  t h e  o t h e r  s i d e s .  T h i s  nonsymre t ry  s u g g e s t s  t h a t  
t h e  c loud  drew most of i t s  e l e c t r i c a l  e n e r g y  from t h e  v i g o r o u s  mot ion  of a i r  
c u r r e n t s  on one  p a r t i c u l a r  s i d e  of  t h e  c l o u d .  That  p a r t i c u l a r  s i d e  p r o b a b l y  
caused  t h e  c o n t i n u i n g  c i o u d  g rowth  by drawing  i n  a c h a n n e l  of m o i s t  air f rom 
below. 
Case of a Mature, Decaying Cumulus 
Figure 5 shows the southern region of a mature, decaying cumulus cloud. 
The cloud top had already exceeded 40 kft (12,000 m) before data sampling 
around the cloud began. The photograph suggests that the southern edge of the 
cloud had entrained somewhat into an anvil. 
Again, the Learjet circled the cloud'without penetrating it. During the 
first pass, performed at an altitude of 8000 m (Figures 6a and 6b), the 
northern region of the cloud was most strongly electrified. Abrupt disconti- 
nuities in the magnitude and direction of the field typically result from 
nearby lightning, The peak field was 7.5 kv/m. The two-dimensional perspec- 
tive shows that the small portion of the horizontal components pointing away 
from the cloud occurred for the peak field region, as if a larger population 
of positive charge were present on that side of the cloud boundary. The 
remaining vectors point slightly inward and down, as if there were a distribu- 
tion of predominantly positive charge above and predominantly negative charge 
in closer proximity below, 
On the second pass (Figures 6c and 6d), the peak field had increased to 
11 kv/rn. The direction of the peak region field was now horizontal, as if 
predominantly positive charge was distributed at the level of the northern 
boundary of the Learjet flight track. 
FIGURE 5. DECAYING TOWERING CUMULUS 
This photo was taken looking to the north 
at 19:38:01 UT, 3 September 1989. 
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On the third pass (Figures 6e and 6f), the ambient electric field peaked 
to a lesser value of 4 kV/m. 
pointed somewhat upward, as i f  the positive charge distribution level 
responsible for the horizontal peak Of the second pass had now dropped below 
the altitude of the Learjet. 
The direction of the peak region field now 
On the fourth pass (Figures 6g and 6h), the peak field had increased 
slightly to 6 kV/m. The peak field direction again continued its upward trend 
as though the positive charge distribution continued to drop. 
The 2D plots (Figures 6b, 6d, 6f, and 6h) show that, on each successive 
pass, more and more of the field vectors pointed outward around the northern 
peak-field region. 
with the successive upward shift of the peak field direction. That is, a 
downward motion of the predominant positive charge distribution 
the physical decay of the cloud. 
be located below the upper positive region, according to the tripole model 
described earlier, may also be moving downward as the cloud decays. 
of the peak field activity is shown in Table TI. 
The horizontal component direction change is consistent 
occurs with 
The negative charge distribution that would 
A sumnary 
Table I1 
SUMMARY OF PEAR ELECTRIC FIELD: DECAYIYC CUUULUS 
Flight 
Iime Altitude 'peak 'peak 
(-1 (kV/m) Direction (UT) 
Orbit 
1 19:42 8000 7.5 
1 19:46 8200 11 a 
3 19: 50 8300 4.5 "c> 
4 19: 54 7800 6.5 0 
The peak-field direction change is noted for each successive rotation 
about the cloud as a darkened vector, labeled 1, 2, 3, and 4 on the generic 
tripole cloud model of Figure 7. The motion of the charge centers would be 
downward to explain the peak field direction changes, which is opposite to the 
case of the growing cumulus. Since the cloud photo taken just prior to data 
gathering showed that the cloud was already quite mature, it is not 
unreasonable to propose that the cloud was decaying. Although the peak field 
direction change clearly indicates decay, the variation of the peak field 
magnitude would not have been a good indicator as it had been for the cloud 
growth case. 
A Learjet 36A equipped with eight electric-field meters was used to 
measure the atmospheric electric field. 
equations was solved using a weighted least-squares algorithm that is 
considerably more accurate than a system of only four equations. 
The overdetermined system of eight 
The field 
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FIGURE 6. ELECTRIC-FIELD VECTOR MAPPED TO FLIGHT TRACK 
These data were gathered 3 September 1989 while encircling a decaying towering cumulus 
cloud. The peak electric field occurred on the north side of the cbud. 
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pOl-OOW7 
FIGURE 7. ELECTRIC-FIELD VECTORS RESULTING FROM A TRIPOLE CHARGE MODEL 
Vectors 1.2,3, and 4 point in the direction of the peak fieMs associated with the 
OMS shown in Figure 6. 
measurements were performed just outside the cloud boundary to avoid the 
problem of space charge effects that occur during cloud penetrations. 
gathered while circling clouds at constant altitude showed a nonsymmetric 
pattern of electric-field strength, which is interpreted to result from a 
nonsynunetric distribution of internal charge. The changing direction of the 
observed peak electric field was found to be a good indicator of cloud growth 
or decay, assuming a classic tripole model electric-field distribution. The 
Learjet's speed and maneuverability were effective for sampling growing and 
decaying cloud systems. 
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‘GHTNING LOCATION SYSTEM SUPERVISING SWEDISH POWER TRANSMISSION NETWORK 
Stefan A. Mdin 
Swedisb State Power Board (Vatteafall) 
V i h g b y ,  Stockholm, Sweden 
ABSTRACT 
For dcctric o m  tbt abitity to prevcnt or minimiae lightning damage on persomod and power aydem is 
of -tat inpat.na. For tbeae rea60116 V a t t d d ,  the Swedish State Power Boud, ha8 been rrtibing data 
since 1983 *om a ~tloa-wide U # t d q  loution system (LLS) for accurately locating lightning sblkcs to 
ground. 
Lightning d8ta & dlstriboted and presented on colour graphic displays at regional power network control 
centra M well M mt the m t i d  power system control centre for optimal data utilimtion. 
Main objective8 for Vattenf8U’s utilimtion of LLS are: 
-Supwbiag of tbe power system for optimal and safe utUimtion of the transmission and generating 
- Wambg oervice to rndntenaoce m d  &e CRWS at power l ines and sub-stations to terminate operations 
- Rapid poSttioalng of emerpncy crew8 to locate network damage at areas of detected lightning. - Post-an.Iy#ia of power outage8 m d  tnnsrnlsdon faults in relation to light- udng archived lightning 
capacity d a d q  period8 of thunderstorms. 
h u r r d o u  W h  ughtdng. 
data for determlnrtlon of approprlate dedgn mod Insulation levels of quipment. 
Sta at the supmiSory control centres have found LLS extremdg useful and economically justified since 
tbe 8v.UabiWy of tbe power system has inuessed as wdl as the kvel of personnel s8fety. Comprchcnsive 
experieao, b.s been obt8&ned regarding integration of LLS lightning data urd LLS system to ordinary 
operation8 rootine8 m d  standard equipment at control centres. 
INTRODUCTION 
In ment yeus, coasiderable progress has been made in the field of lightning research, tbe practical results being 
rrflected by today’s hi@dydeveloped protection oad warning systems. However, the rapid pace of modem 
technological developma coostady produces new demands for protection against lightning which, in 
combination with demands for higher safety, necessitates further development work in several fields. An 
automatic lightning locatioa system (LLS) may be of major importance in various areas of industry. commerce, 
and municipal advitks in reducing the iocideoce of lightning damage to property and plant, and in minimising 
human injury. 
Electrical trrrasieots asssoCiated with lightning represent a major injury bazard to personnel working on high- 
tension lines and substations. Accidents of this nature (some with fatal results) are reported every year. Reliable 
lightning warning systems would greatly iocrease personal safety and reduce maintenance costs. 
The main a;rosmisSion aetwodc can be made less vulnerable by modifying the pattern of generation so as to 
i ~ ~ r e a s e  the t o k m  of the system to line outages such as occur during thunderstorms. However, since this 
implies that tbe grid is not used io tbe optimum manoer, this type of rescheduling should be carried out only when 
tk risk of K g b n b ~  is pnsent. Higb-tensioa subscribers. such as process industries. who are particularly 
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susceptible to power failure can use their own (albeit expensive) in-house facilities to supply sensitive, high- 
priority loads at periods of hi& riSk Reliable advance warning of ekctrical storms by lightnuJg detection systems 
would be of major financial benefit in both of tbese cases. 
Mom detailed information Feceived by lightning location systems regardiog current and approaching 
thunderstoms would enable plant operations and power production to be scheduled in a manner which might 
enable loss of supply to be avoided. 
Lightning striking an inadequately protected electrical installation will usually cause a power interruption of a 
lesser or greater duration, due to disruption of the remote control system or because of damage to a plant 
component. Tht consequences of such faults are often difficult to evaluate, tbe cost of a power failure being 
dependent both on the category of subscriber and of the duration of the interruption. Improved thunderstorm and 
lightning statistics collected by lighrning location systems can be used to develop a hancially optimised system of 
lightning protection, enabling the period of dsruption to be reduced by adopting pncautionary measures during 
the most hazardous weather conditions. 
As example, transformers used in power distribution nehvodts are particularly vulnerable to lightning. In Sweden, 
a large number of transformers is destroyed annually, adding considerably to the costs incurred by the utilities. 
Further damage is suffend by othcr electrical installations, high-tension and low-tension cabling, insulators, 
circuit bnakers etc., causing major 6naocial losses. The resultant disruption of power supplies also causes 
financial loss in terms of lost production etc. Accurate and reliable lightning data from LLS for investigating 
comlatioa with statistics of faults and outages in the power systems would probably result in better and safer 
insulation standards and coordination for improved protection. 
Other mas in which lightning detection systems may provide valuable information include the public 
meteorological service, telecommunicatiom, national air forces. civil aviation, forest fire protection, process 
industries, the maintenance of high masts, blasting operations, offshore dnllmg operations, oil platforms etc. 
REQUIREMENTS 
Information regarding thunderstorms and lightning discharges is of vital importance to Vattenfall in the following 
main areas: 
- For day-to-day system operations and the reponing of imminent thunderstorms. 
- To ensure the safety of personnel engaged in work on transmission lines and sub-statim. 
- To locate damage caused by lightning in traasmission and distribution power oetwodrs. 
- For the retrospective investigation of grid faults and disturbances. 
Prior to tbe utilisation of the U S  network, information on cumnt and approaching thunderstorms was generally 
obtained as follows: 
Firstly, the national power system control cenm received forecasts from the Swedish Meteorological Institute 
(SMI) by telephone. Duhg tbe thunderstorm season (May to September inclusive). forecasts wen supplied every 
moming followed, if the weather situation is changing, by a new forecast during the day. At other times of year, 
forecasts wem supplied only as required by the weather situation. The National Control Centre transmitted the 
forecasts to the local and regional power network control centrts. 
Secondly, manned power and transformer stations supplied information to th local and regional control centres 
nganiing the presence of thunderstorms and their passage through the particular area The local and regional 
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mmol centres, in tum, informed the National Control Centre ad other control centre in mas which may 
cooceivably be affected by the weather system. 
Tbeae information channels suffend from obvious defects, both individually ard as a combination. For iaptance, 
foncasts were ad still arc based on d y s i s  of meteorological data f.i. from weather radar and satellite pictuxes, 
which gives good information 011 clouds and precipitation but c 8 ~ o f  display or locate lightning. However, the 
most disturbing aspacts from tbe Vattenfall’s viewpoint was the wend from manually-operated to automated, 
remotely-coatrolled power and transformer statim, a development which had gxeatly reduced the number of 
manned installations in recent years. 
Pmbennore, both the Vattenfall’s own regions and those of other power utilities lcpoxted that the centralisation of 
personnel resources brought about by tbe commissioning of regional operations monitoring systems and other such 
facilities is such tbet it will not be possible, io future, to undertake the lcponjng of ekcrrical storms in the manner 
required. 
The workers unions had strongly commented on the hazards involved in transmission line and switching station 
work resulting from the fact that the nporting system no longer provided countrywide coverage aod that the 
system was not as accurate as in previous y m .  Reports dealing with this aspect had emphasised the need to 
provide replacements for the existing manual nporting procedures. 
Although SMI fomcpsu usually provided indications as to tbe likelihood of lightning, information mgarding 
current ekcrrical storms was tbe type mainly used as a basis for determining wbethcr or not to commence or to 
terminate transmissiaa litn and switching station work; for assessing the need for modifying the pattern of 
generation in a major oetwork and, in tbe case of large, vulnerable subscriben such as process industries, etc., for 
deciding whether or not to switch high-priority systems to independent supplies. However, unexpected events may 
occur in view of the inbereat uncertainty and susceptibility to error or fomcasts. Since thunder and lightning may 
occur despite an optimistic forecast. comct information regarding cumnt or imminent thuoderstorms is of 
particularimportaaa. 
hhennore, the frequently incomplete and iaexact type of information available made it extremely difficult to 
establish in which cases lightning had been the me cause of operational disturbances and plant faults. In most 
cases, it was possible only to state whether or not this may have been the likely CBUBC. 
In view of the foregoing, it  was natural to try to supplement existing systems and, in the long term, also to provide 
a replacement for at least the manual reporting procedures. 
Us NETWORK DEVEWPMEhT 
Vattenfall has been supporting mearch and development of a nation-wide lightning location system (LLS) 
network for locating lightning mikes to ground. A joint project was commenced in 1983 in cooperation with the 
Institute for High Voltage Research (IM) at Uppsala, Sweden. IM had been runniag a network of LLS in the 
soutbem pnt  of Sweden Siace the end of the 1970’s for research purposes with interestingly good nsults. 
LLS is a complterised data aquisition system that employs electro-magnetic pulses from lightning for real-time 
calculatim and determination of tbe position of cloud-to-ground lightning strokes. ’Ibe ground strike point is 
plotted on a map on a multi-colour graphic display for accurate visual presentatioa Information includes lightning 
polarity, amplitude and multiplicity. 
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?be LLS uuuufrcnaed by Iightniag Location & Protection (LLP) Inc. brs been commercially available on the 
market f o r m m t h n  adecde EO no detailed technical p n ~ ~ ~ t a t i o a  of the rystan will be given in this paper. The 
s c b a n a t i c s y m c l n ~ o n i s ~ n ~ i n a M o d r d i a O r a m i n F I O v t r  I .  
'Ihe LLS equipment coosisted at that Pime of four Wction Fioders @p) and a central computer, tbe Poaition 
Anaiyacr (PA), rul-time p.ocesSine the l ighbg data received from thc DF's. Lightning data from tk LLS 
oetworl WM pre#nkd in xed-rime oo multi-colow displays d multi-colart hrrd-oopy units at Vattenfall's 
National CoDtrol Centre for the power system. All data cmmunicatioo were established via dedicated telephone 
lirres. Onthe mapinFfiprn2 tk locatiws of the original DF's can be noted. 
Identicai LIS networfr was operated in Norway sod in pinlaod ami Dennark then wen plum to install similar 
develapnent of n n t i d  LLS. Inteptiotl of thc systems in all four Nordic coumim into ollc luge systems would 
probably led to avenl dvantagca, f. i. cost reduction, larger geographical area of system coverage, etc. 
Iacrersed system avrilability wiU also be the result of an integrations Jirrce a large number of DF's provide for a 
hi@ kvel of mutual ndundmcy. 
systems. In rtrwe coumiea the electric utilities had been playing a major role in supportlns * andfunding 
After the 6r8t couple of yeam of utilisrtioa of Li-g data at Vattenfall it becrme quite ckar that the number of 
DF's waa mucb too small to give an altogether appropxiate pogqhical coverqc by the LLS. Eaginem at the 
power network control ce~ns wanted such a LLS coverage EO all thc main 400 kV trammum * 'onlinescouldbe 
supenrised during thuodcr and l i g h h g .  This called for an expansion of the syatem to seven DF's whicb was 
completed in 1986. Another expansion including one extra DP sution waa m d e  in 1988. DF sites of today in 
Sweden rod in the otber Nordic countries arc presetzed in Figure 3. 
During the aame period communication links w m  set up with the Norwegiaa system, tbc completed Ranish 
system uxl later the Drnish system for real-time integratioa of the syswn~ w k n  desired. A special canmittee 
worked out recommendations for a toul integration of the Nordic systems which d e d  for a large-sclk 
substitutioa to a ww generation of equipmen designed for packet-switching dup communicatioo in oder to 
tC@bOlE b 8  ICdUOC dse 'on c m  in the inter-Nodic LLS netwollt by 50 to 80 percent depmdins 
on country. Due to tbe high costs of a total rmbstitution of equipment it WIS decided that ea& country would caxc 
for its own time M u l e  for systan u p m g  Rgarding data commllnicatioa development and ecowmical 
aspects- 
I'dUa tk &a ~ ~ 0 0  CWO. UBhg dur ' '011 vi8 prcka-8WkbDg dun IEtWOXk bad Of dedicated 
Tbe laat couple of years the Nordic LLS nctwodr have been partly in- i.e. tk Swedisb LLS oetworL 
has been able to utilise mal-time data from some N O X W C ~ ~ M  a d some Finnish DF statio08 md the LLS systems in 
Norway rod Finland have been coaoectcd to certain Swedish DP Strrtions. This teat-integration hrs proven 
sucoessful aod has pmvided intensting mdts and will probably be made permawn during 1990 or 1991. These 
integxation is goiog to be permaoen a packet-switching data communicotioo network wil l  be utilised. 
i a e p t i ~ a  tests welt carried Out USbg dedicated tekpbom lioes dial-up t e k p h ~ ~ ~  con~ectim. when 
In Norway a tecbaique wm developed for prescnutioo of real-time l i g h i g  d8ta on ordinary personal computers 
with multi-colour gnphic displays. ?%is was a major contibution for low-cost disaibutiOa of lightning data to 
this developneat since experiences of tht the original display units were not satisfactory mainly because of 
lacking in proper baodling routines for COnQd cenm environment. 
several loc4ltions within the orgsnisatioll sad to companies with limited finnnrial ICSOURTS. vamnfau sponsod 
Basic daaands for data pnseatatioo qrripment to be used in power system cooCrol centres ut that all infrnmation 
displayed on monitors sbould be quite dear ami euy  to u o d e d .  TIE expipea hrs to be extremely simple to 
ust. In a situ.tioa w k r e  a major outage or dishrrbaoa in tk power system lms occuntd there ate no time for 
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ormisulresmcquipmentmaaagemcot. Everythiaohmtorunamoothty inordcr tocary out tk 
major tast to mmnp the power nctwoh I EM P poesibk. 'Ibe ny6tan must provide clear, ununbiguous 
indicodons which preclude tbe posibility of misioterpreurdoa d shouw requh a minimum of opentioa. 
Instrumentation must be kept to the absolute minimum. Of these r e m  it is of p a t  i m p o m  to be abk to 
customiae pmentatioa and hpadliag rouhncs on ordinary p e d  campaten suitable for specific needs and 
utili9atioa 
WTIUSATION AND EXPERIENCE 
The Vattenfall persome1 have long been aware of tbc limitatiom of tbe old manual IQhning reporting system. As 
a nsult, the devel0pneM of automatic detection systems haa ban followed with intease intereat by Vattenfall. 
A simple test link with the LIS symm was established atxi evaIuatim of the test showed that the results welt 
excellent. The L U  system was greatly superior to tbe VattdaU's cxbdng nporting systan in terms of coverage, 
accuracy and effiaency. 'Ihe LLS tests indicated tbat tbe old manad system of obaematioa stations was 
inrdtquate. 
Acass to ligtming iaformation supplied by tbe LLS system in real time is conuidcnd by the N & o d  Control 
Centre to be extmnely valuabk, especially in view of tbe opportunities which this would afford in terms of issuing 
sufficient advance w d g  to d c e  crews working on tk grid. md of the Mlhy of rescheduling operations to 
minimise tbt incidence of syaem hlllts. 
Rese~tation units md amdated multi-colour video w a y s  d hard-copy units were purchased and installed 
immediately adjacent to Ibe nomd control opmtm work nutiom at the N a d W  Coarol Centre to awbk the 
operaton to observe the li- infomation dwplryed on thc VDU's with complete e m  and to miaimise the 
problems of operating the equipment I far w posflble. Tbc equipment wpd cooDected to the LLS netwodc by a 
dedicated telephone link. During the 6rst coupk of yean the pmeeruation equipment was the old type of original 
Remote Display RocesMns from LLP Inc, m called RDP's. Nowadays VIltteafrll is using ordinvy persocul 
mputera with rnulti-colow graphic displays u presentation units. This solution calls for qualified soft-wam 
development but is rrtill favomabk t d c a l l y .  
Wben a l ighhq discharge is recarded by the system, the pnscntation Unit emits a higbpitcld audible alann md 
a d  lamp comfnences to flrsh. 'zbe strilce point ia indicated on the sueen by a cross or square depending oathe 
polarity, aml the coodinam of tk pow are dsplayed simultaneously at the bottom of the scnen. Typical displays 
rn shown in F k - 4  The opentorscords the ma in which the discharge has taken plrce, and can use the 
controls to select a more detailed map to identi6 tk sailre point m m  ~ccuntely. 'Ibe operator is then in a 
position to inform tbe local control alltrw in question of the electrical storm d to conlate simultaneous power 
system faults directly with tbe strile. This procedure gzcatly facilitates atxl accelerates the impkmentation of 
by geoemtion plant, etc. 
w m a i v e  me- nudl 8a tbe Iwtontiao of supplies, nscbeduliag of opentioas, fwlt tdng ,  starting of sund- 
Tbe provision of the plwentatim unit with a memory for storing lightning data facilitates the subscqucnc 
investigation of whttbcr or nor lightniug has been the cause of syetern disturbooas . This is done by redisplaying 
the lightning data for the pamcular period on the screen and studying the thundentonn activity, if any in tbc 
particulnrura 
Having been in service for some yem the g c d  implcsrion amOD8 apentiog persomel following the utilisrtion 
of LLS data md the w h y  systems is th tbe equipaxat is a valuable addition to b e  otber monitoring systems 
htalled in the National Coatrol ctna and local ami ngioaa! courol antres, slyd that molt detailed and reliable 
information tbarr hitbcru, r e g h g  thurdemms and lightning dischrrrges would be of major benefit. 
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It has been establisbed that the LLS system bas provided the National Control Centre with considerable mole 
information regarding ligtming phenomena than the earlier manual reporting procedures. On occasions, having 
obarved rod reportad lightning mikes to tbe local conml c u m s  in tbe anas affected, the National Control 
Ceoa system supervisor bas found that staff at these centres have been unaware of tk presence of thunderstorms 
in their areas. 'Ibeac situations may have been due to tbe deficiencies of the existing manual reportiog system as 
already described. 
The inevitable d e p  of uncertainty inberent in tbe SMI lightning forecasts, as demonsrrated by the d o n s  on 
whicb tk LLS system unit has recorded lightning in mas Ssaigned a forecast of low lightning risk, may also be 
noad. Them m seved examples on occasioos where LLS system monitomhave reported lightning discharges 
dong mrmnission Lines. rtre strikes being accompanied by eanh fault indications OD rhe lines. No lightning reports 
we= received from tbe field, while the forecasts for the mas iodicated low risk of lightning. 
The faa tbrt the presentation unit displays lightning information io real-time is a major advantage which allows 
the operator to follow the course of an electrical storm acms tk country enabling bim to predict the a m s  which 
will be affected. 00 such occasiom, opentors have been able to issue advance wunings to tbe various districts, 
tkreby allowing line work to be defemd, unsuitable operations schedules to be revised, standby plant to bc 
started or kept in service, etc. Operators have stated that tbey now wok in a somewhat different manner tban 
heretofore now that tk lightning information is available in aa easily compnbcnsible manner. "Being 
conrinuously awm of tbe lighahg information, we an now more careful to avoid certain operating decisions 
which we would take under normal circumstances, but which appear less appropriate when thunderstorms are in 
the offing." 
The following example illustrates tbe Envourabk ecooomic consequences of utilising data from the LLS network 
sad bow c m l  centm pmonocl make use of tbe data presented. From time to time the transmission network is 
scheduled for mnsmitting power generated by hydro power statioos in the north of Sweden to the south of Sweden 
ud to Demark. For safety reasons power transmission is accepted d y  up to a certain level in case of lightning 
striking ooe of the trammining lines causing exmme transmission load on tbe intact lines which might lead to 
severe network instability and a major outage with far-reaching consequences. At these occasions tht engineers 
and supervisors at the National Control Cknm have been able to inaease tbe transmitted power cotrsiderably since 
they can keep track of existing and imminent lighming by using data fmn tbe L U  network making sure them is 
no risk of Ligtmng approaching tbe vulnerable transmitting section. If the LLS network records lightning in the 
vicinity of tk trcmsrmssl * 'on lines the coatrol a m  supervisors immediately order a repid decrease in the level of 
power trarurmss ion according to the safety staodiuds. If the vpasmission bad not taken place tbe power would 
nonnally have been generated locally by oil-fjred power plants. Since producing electric power in oil condense 
power plants is much m m  expeosive than producing the power in hydro power plants, it is of great economical 
interest to transmit as much lowcost hydro power as possible substituting power using oil. At om specific time, 
transmission at a higber level of IO00 MW could cootinue for 24 hours since the power network was supervised by 
utilising IighrOing data thus during this sbort period creating a profit exceeding USS100 0oO compared to the 
alternative of producing the power locally by using expensive fuel. 
CONCLUSIONS 
In summery, it may be said that tbe installation of presentation units and display systems at tbe National Control 
Centre and at other m a 0 1  centres and their connection to the lighming location system has proved to be a 
valuable aid to improved and more reliable operatiom management and supervision. "be equipment is also 
appreciated by the personnel, although it has aaturally suf fed  from h e  invariable teething troubles in the early 
days. However, it would appear that siaa the change to tbt PC based display systems tbe operators pod the control 
centre supervisors arc very mu& in favour of tbe equipment and the utilisation of lighming data in transmission 
network operation and supervision. 
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vattenfall is aware that the system has not yet achieved its optimum accuracy and efficiency. However, it is not 
until in this present situation wben Vattenfall ha0 acquired an sufficient insight into tbe potential of the system, it 
would be of interest to undertake a canful expansion of the LLS network so that the deficiencies of the system 
migbt be studid io closer detail and, hopefully, eliminated. DiscuaPions witb the users have indicated that there is 
considerable inlenst in expatding the existing Us network by the installation of further units, provided that new 
equipment sbould be instolled io a way and by a scbcduk which will meet the requirements of the users to the 
greatest possible extent. 
To conclude, the LLS has proven to have a high degree of availability, to have increased the level for personnel 
safety and to have been quite profitable. 
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Figure I .  Block diagram of the basic LLP lightning location system 
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Figlur 2. DF-sites in Sweden 1983 
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Figure 3. DF-sites 1989 in Sweden, Norway, Finland and Denma& 
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Figure 4. Examples of real-time li&tning data displays (multi-colour in reality). 
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W G E  ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES IN SINQLE-STATION TRUNDERSTOM 
WARNING SENSORS BASED UPON GATED, WIDEBAND, maNETIC 
DIRECTION FINDER TECENOLOGY 
A l b u r t  E. p i f e r ,  W i l l i a m  L. Hiecox, Kenneth L. C r i i i ~ ~ & i ~ ,  ar;d E i L l h !  T; *Pumann 
L i g h t n i n g  Locat ion  and P r o t e c t i o n ,  Inc .  
Tucson, Ar izona  
U.S.A. 
ABSTRACT 
G a t e d ,  wideband, magnet ic  d i r e c t i o n  f i n d e r s  (DFa) were o r i g i n a l l y  dea igned  t o  
measure t h e  bearing o f  cloud-to-ground l i g h t n i n g  r e l a t ive  t o  t h e  seneor .  A 
recent a d d i t i o n  t o  t h i e  d e v i c e  u s e e  p r o p r i e t a r y  waveform d i s c r i m i n a t i o n  l o g i c  
t o  select r e t u r n  s t r o k e  s i g n a t u r e s  and c e r t a i n  r a n g e  dependent  f e a t u r e e  i n  t h e  
waveform t o  p r o v i d e  an eetimate of range of f l a a h e s  w i t h i n  50 kilometers. I n  
t h i e  paper, w e  w i l l  d i e c u e e  t h e  enhanced r a n g i n g  t e c h n i q u e s  d e s i g n e d  and 
developed by Lightn ing  Locat ion  and P r o t e c t i o n ,  Inc ,  f o r  u s e  i n  its s i n g l e -  
e t a t i o n  thunders torm warning s e n s o r .  Inc luded  i n  t h e  paper w i l l  b e  t h e  r e s u l t s  
of on-going e v a l u a t i o n s  b e i n g  conducted under  a v a r i e t y  o f  meteorological and 
geographic  c o n d i t i o n s .  
INTRODUCTION 
The LLP thunders torm seneor  (TSS) is a s i n g l e - s t a t i o n  thunders torm warning 
system t h a t  p r o v i d e s  real-time informat ion  about  t h e  o c c u r r e n c e  of  c loud-to-  
ground l i g h t n i n g  i n  and around a n  area of concern .  T h i e  i n f o r m a t i o n  i e  used i n  
a v a r i e t y  o f  ways t o  improve s a f e t y  and effect  cost eavinge.  T y p i c a l l y ,  t h e  TSS 
warninge a r e  used t o  clear personnel  f r o m  exposed areas, t o  s h u t  down hazardous 
o p e r a t i o n s ,  and t o  s w i t c h  s e n s i t i v e  equipment o v e r  t o  backup power. The TSS 
i n d i c a t e e  t h e  approach and t h e  d i r e c t i o n  of approach of a t h u n d e r s t o r m  t o  t h e  
a r e a  o f  concern  as w e l l  ae warning of t h e  o c c u r r e n c e  of  cloud-to-ground 
l i g h t n i n g  w i t h i n  t h e  area of concern. When t h e  etorm h a s  paesed and no cloud-  
to-ground l i g h t n i n g  hae been detected w i t h i n  t h e  area of concern  f o r  a c e r t a i n  
t i m e  period ( u s u a l l y  15 m i n u t e s ) ,  t h e  warning is  l i f t e d ,  i n d i c a t i n g  it is e a f e  
t o  resume normal operatione. Some t y p i c a l  a p p l i c a t i o n s  are e n t e r t a i n m e n t  parks, 
a i r p o r t  o p e r a t i o n s ,  c o n e t r u c t i o n  p r o j e c t s ,  and e e n s i t i v e  manufac tur ing  p l a n t s .  
The TSS is  a major improvement over  any thunders torm warning d e v i c e  p r e v i o u s l y  
a v a i l a b l e  becauee it incorporates the  same p a t e n t e d  technology t h a t  ia used i n  
t h e  LLP l i g h t n i n g  l o c a t i n g  networks (1-41.  The e e n s o r  d e t e c t s  t h e  p r e e e n c e  of  
t h u n d e r s t o m e  by d e t e c t i n g  cloud-to-ground l i g h t n i n g  on a f laeh-by-f laeh  basis. 
For e a c h  s t r o k e  i n  t h e  f l a s h  t h e  eeneor d e t e r m i n e s  t h e  t i m e ,  t h e  d i r e c t i o n ,  t h e  
e i g n a l  e t r e n g t h ,  t h e  p o l a r i t y ,  and t h e  change i n  t h e  e lectroetat ic  f i e l d  
a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  t h e  s t r o k e .  The d e t e c t e d  waveforms must p a s e  eome f a i r l y  
restrictive waveform c r i t e r i a  t e s t e  t o  be c o n s i d e r e d  v a l i d  r e t u r n  s t r o k e s .  
These tests e l i m i n a t e  background i n t e r f e r e n c e  and c l o u d  l i g h t n i n g  (c loud- to-  
c l o u d ,  i n t r a - c l o u d  e tc . ) .  
The l o c a t i o n  of  t h e  thunders torms  is inferred from f l a s h  data t h a t  have t h e  
f o l l o w i n g  performance properties: 
e The f l a e h  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  is v e r y  good. For a p r o p e r l y  ei ted e e n s o r  
t h e  f a l s e  ra te  due t o  background n o i e e  i s  e e e e n t i a l l y  z e r o .  The o n l y  
f a l s e  f l a s h e s  are due t o  c l o u d  l i g h t n i n g  t h a t  is m i a i d e n t i f i e d  as 
cloud-to-ground. Fewer than 1% of t h e  waveforms accepted by t h e  
sensor are d u e  t o  non-cloud-to-ground l i g h t n i n g .  These do no t  came 
a problem because  t h e y  only o c c u r  d u r i n g  a thunders torm,  and t h e y  
are much a small f r a c t i o n  of t h e  e v e n t s  t h a t  t h e y  do n o t  a p p r e c i a b l y  
i n f l u e n c e  t h e  thunderstorm a l g o r i t h m .  
The f l a s h  d i r e c t i o n  i e  very a c c u r a t e  (+/- 1 degree). 
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The flash time measured relative to the TSS clock ie preciee (+/- 1 
Tho sensor is a long-range instrument. Storms can be sensed as far 
millisecond). 
away as 100 run. 
Given the difficulty of determining range with a single-etation seneor, one 
might recomnend using location information from a lightning locating system to 
calculate the range. This would certainly be a viable alternative, but a 
eingle-station eenoor offers a number of important advantages: 
cost A locating system requires at least two seneore and a 
central analyzer to calculate the location. In 8ddi- 
tion, remote mites must be located and communication 
between the eensore and the central analyzer met up. 
Installation Since a single-station senmor is located at the 
facility of concern , siting and communication imsuee 
can usually be performed by local personnel. 
Accuracy 
Control 
Performance 
Since a eingle-station meneor ie located at the area 
of concern, ite eyetematic errore are relative to the 
area of concern, and are guaranteed to have a 
relatively minor effect. 
Since the entire warning system is under direct 
control of those most concerned with ite proper 
operation, maintenance and operational priorities can 
be tailored to meet the needs of the facility. 
Since the warning eyetem ie tuned for optimal 
performance in the immediate vicinity of the ~eneor, 
a single-etation sensor ie frequently able to offer 
higher ehort-range detection efficiency and 
directional accuracy than a wide-area locating 
network. 
Studies of the spatial distributions of cloud-to-ground otrike points hae 
shown, that for small cells the mean distance between eucceseive flashes ie 
from 3.2 to 4.2 km (Krider [ 5 ] ) .  This means that, if any lightning ie detected 
within thie diotance, it ie time to ieeue a thunderstorm warning. 
Since the function of the TSS ie to detect the preeence of thunderetorme, as 
oppoeed to locating individual f laehee, the eeneor claesif iee each f lash ae one 
of 4 rangee: 0-3, 3-10, 10-30, and beyond 30 nautical milee. The number of 
flashes in each claeeification during the laet 15 minutes are ueed to determine 
the preeence and position of thunderetorme. The range claeeification ie not 
precise in that a flash near the edge of one claeeification has a finite 
probability of being assigned to the adjacent claeeification. The effectiveneee 
of the range claeeification ie completely characterized by the probability, ae 
a function of range, of a flash being aeeigned to each of the four range 
clameificatione. 
In thie paper, we present the results of an experiment that wae made to 
determine these four probability dietributione. We also present the reeulte of 
a number of experiments that teat how well the TSS agrees with human obeervere 
and with radar. 
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The senso r  has 3 r e c e i v e r  channels ,  each w i t h  a bandwidth of 1 !cHz to 350 Ut, 
t h a t  detect t h e  north-south and eaat-west components of t h e  h o r i z o n t a l  magnetic 
f i e l d  and t h e  v e r t i c a l  component of t h e  electric f ie ld .  F igure  1 shows t y p i c a l  
waveforms f o r  cloud-to-ground 
r e t u r n  mtrokes a t  2,  5, 10, and 
50 ki lometera .  The i n i t i a l  sha rp  
rise to  a peak is t h e  r a d i a t i o n  
f i e l d  due t o  rapid turn-on of t h e  
r e t u r n  mtroke c u r r e n t  when a 
leader ham approached close 
enough t o  ground t o  i n i t i a t e  a 
dimcharge. Th i s  r a d i a t i o n  f i e l d  
r e t u r n s  t o  zero over  a per iod  of 
50 peec am t h e  c u r r e n t  s l o w l y  
t u r n s  o f f  as charge i n  t h e  cloud 
is n e u t r a l i z e d .  Thim can be eeen 
i n  t h e  50 kilometer waveforme of 
Fig. 1 which are e s e e n t i a l l y  pure 
r a d i a t i o n  f i e l d a .  Note t h a t  t h e  
magnetic and electric waveforme 
a t  5 0  k i lome te r s  are q u i t e  
s i m i l a r  t o  each o t h e r  am t h e y  
should be for the r a d i a t i o n  
f i e lds .  The electric and magnetic 
waveforms f o r  2 ,  5, and 10 k i lo -  
meter8 d i f f e r  from each o the r  
cons ide rab ly  a f t e r  t h e  i n i t i a l  
r a d i a t i o n  peak. The e l e c t r i c  
f i e l d  waveform ham a ramp d u e  t o  
t h e  change i n  t h e  v e r t i c a l  com- 
ponent of t h e  e l e c t r o e t a t i c  
f i e l d .  T h i s  i m  p r i m a r i l y  a dipole 
e f f e c t  d u e t o t r a n m p o r t i n g  charge 
between t h e  cloud and ground, and 
it s h o u l d  be i n v e r e e l y  
p r o p o r t i o n a l  t o  t h e  range cubed. 
Likewise,  t h e  magnetic waveforms 
have a hump due t o  induct ion 
field., and are inve r se ly  
, p r o p o r t i o n a l  t o  t h e  range 
mquared. I n  each case t h e  
waveform for t h e  f i r e t  s t r o k e  
( s o l i d  l i n e )  is a i g n i f i c a n t l y  
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'igura 1 Typical  electric and magnetic 
l a r g e r  t han  t h a t  of t h e  second Waveform8 f o r  cloud-to-ground r e t u r n  s t rokea  
stroke (damhed l i n e ) .  T h e  a t  rangee of 2,  5,  10, and 50 km (adapted 
t h e o r e t i c a l  basis for these fr0m Lin et a&. ( 7 1 ) .  The solid l i n e s  are 
a s s e t t i o n e  io contained i n  Uman t h e  f i r s t  s t roke ,  t h e  dashed curves  are 
161 eubsequent otrokee.  
The senaor  mamples a l l  3 channels  simultaneously a t  t h e  r a d i a t i o n  f i e l d  peak 
and t h e n  romamplem t h e  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  channel a t  170 psec  a f t e r  t h e  peak. The 
electric f io ld  i o  mampled a t  170 psec  t o  be c o n s i s t e n t  w i th  Lin  et al .  ( 7 ) .  
Thio t i m e  i m  f a i r l y  a r b i t r a r y .  I t  could be any t i m e  t h a t  g ive8  a meamure of t h e  
ramp. The magnetic f i e l d  components are used t o  c a l c u l a t e  t h e  d i r e c t i o n  t o  t h e  
stroke and t h e  magnitude of t h e  radiated f i e l d  peak ( t h e  s i g n a l  s t r e n g t h ) .  The 
magnet ic  f i e l d  components are used t o  c a l c u l a t e  t h e  s i g n a l  s t r e n g t h  because t h e  
g a i n  of t h e  magnetic f i e l d  antennae is nea r ly  independent o f  s i t i n g ,  whereae 
t he  electric f i e l d  antenna ga in  depend6 s t r o n g l y  on s i t i n g .  The s i g n a l  s t r e n g t h  
io approximately p ropor t iona l  to t he  peak c u r r e n t  i n  t h e  r e t u r n  s t r o k e  and 
i n v e r s e l y  p ropor t iona l  t h e  range as shown in Eq. 1. 
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CURRENT 
RANGE 
SIGNAL = CONSTANT x 
The inverse r a n g e  dependence arises due  t o  c o n s e r v a t i o n  of energy ,  as t h e  
radiated energy is spread o u t  over a s p h e r i c a l  s h e l l  w i t h  a r a d i u s  equal t o  t h e  
range .  The " c o n s t a n t "  is e m p i r i c a l l y  determined f o r  t h e  sensor from t h e  s i g n a l  
s t r e n g t h s  of f l a s h e s  a t  known rangee.  I n  order t o  do t h i e ,  it is assumed t h a t  
t h e  median of t h e  range-normalized s i g n a l  s t r e n g t h  d i e t r i b u t i o n  c o r r e s p o n d s  t o  
t h e  median of measured c u r r e n t  d i s t r i b u t i o n s .  
If t h e  r e t u r n  s t r o k e  c u r r e n t  w e r e  known f o r  each  f l a e h ,  t h e n  Eq. 1 c o u l d  be 
used  t o  c a l c u l a t e  t h e  f l a s h  range.  S i n c e  t h e  c u r r e n t  is n o t  known for  a s i n g l e -  
s t a t i o n  s e n s o r ,  t h e  r a n g e  can be e s t i m a t e d  by assuming t h a t  t h e  c u r r e n t  is 
equal t o  t h e  median c u r r e n t .  Due t o  t h e  large v a r i a t i o n  i n  t h e  r e t u r n  s t r o k e  
current.,  t h i e  is n o t  a v e r y  good e s t i m a t e  of  t h e  range.  However, it is u e e f u l  
f o r  d i o t i n g u i a h i n g  close l i g h t n i n g  from d i s t a n t  l i g h t n i n g ,  where t h e  r a n g e  
v a r i a t i o n  i r  l a r g e  enough t h a t  it dominates  t h e  u n c e r t a i n t y  i n  t h e  c u r r e n t .  
The pr imary q u a n t i t y  used  by t h e  LLP s e n s o r  t o  de termine  t h e  r a n g e  i e  t h e  r a t io  
o f  t h e  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  sampled a t  170 p s e c  t o  r a d i a t i o n  peak i n  t h e  e lectr ic  
f i e l d ,  which i e  r e f e r r e d  t o  as t h e  r e l a t i v e  e l ec t r i c  f i e l d  change (REFC): 
ELECRIC FIELD AT 170 pSEC 
= ELECTRIC FIELD RADIATION PEAK 
The v a l u e  of t h e  REFC depends mainly on t h e  range. T h i s  is b e c a u s e  both 
q u a n t i t i e s  i n  t h e  r a t io  are roughly  p r o p o r t i o n a l  t o  t h e  t o t a l  c h a r g e  t r a n s -  
f e r r e d  by t h e  r e t u r n  s t r o k e ,  which a l l o w s  t h e  charge  dependence t o  c a n c e l  o u t .  
The electric f i e l d  a t  170 psec  is a measure o f  t h e  electrostatic f i e l d  change, 
which, i n  a s imple  dipole model, i s  proportional t o  t h e  t o t a l  c h a r g e  
t r a n s f e r r e d  t i m e s  t h e  h e i g h t  o f  t h e  c h a r g e  c e n t e r .  The v a l u e  o f  t h e  electric 
f i e l d  r a d i a t i o n  peak i o  p r o p o r t i o n a l  t o  t h e  peak c u r r e n t ,  and g i v e n  t h a t  a l l  
r e t u r n  s t r o k e  waveforme have approximate ly  t h e  same ehape,  and t h a t  t h e  t o t a l  
charge is  t h e  i n t e g r a l  o f  t h e  c u r r e n t ,  t h e  t o t a l  c h a r g e  i e  approximate ly  
p r o p o r t i o n a l  t o  t h e  peak c u r r e n t .  The dependence on t o t a l  c h a r g e  f o r  b o t h  
q u a n t i t i e s  i s  eomewhat rough becauee of  t h e  large v a r i a t i o n 8  i n  t h e  s p a t i a l  
d i s t r i b u t i o n 8  of t h e  chargee  involved.  
F ig .  2 shows t h e  combined d a t a  of Lin  et  a l .  [ 7 ]  and T i l l e r  et  a1.[8].  These 
data show a l a r g e  ecatter of t h e  v a l u e  of t h e  REFC a t  a p a r t i c u l a r  range ,  b u t  
there is a c l e a r  c o r r e l a t i o n  w i t h  range.  Fig. 2 almo shows t h a t  t h e  REFC for  
f irst  strokes tend8 t o  be larger t h a n  t h a t  f o r  subsequent  e t r o k e e .  Presumably 
t h i e  is  an  effect  of t h e  side channel8  o f  t h e  first stroke. 
The range-dependence of t h e  REFC is approximately t h e  reciprocal of t h e  range  
squared. T h i s  is becauee t h e  r a d i a t e d  f i e l d  is i n v e r s e l y  p r o p o r t i o n a l  t o  t h e  
range ,  and a dipole f i e l d ,  which dominate8 t h e  f i e l d  a t  170 p s e c ,  is i n v e r s e l y  
p r o p o r t i o n a l  t o  t h e  r a n g e  cubed. T h i s  e t r o n g  range-dependence meane t h e  REFC 
is u s e f u l  on ly  for  ranges  of  20  km or lees. 
An i m p o r t a n t  f ac t  t o  n o t e  is t h a t  s i n c e  b o t h  q u a n t i t i e s  i n  t h e  REFC r a t i o  are 
meaeured on t h e  e lectr ic  f i e l d  channel ,  t h e  an tenna  g a i n  c a n c e l s  o u t ,  r e e u l t i n g  
i n  REFC being i n s e n s i t i v e  t o  s e n s o r  s i t i n g .  
As mentioned above, t h e  TSS assigns each f l a s h  t o  o n e  of  f o u r  ranges :  0-3, 
3-10, 10-30, and beyond 30 nm. For f l a s h e s  w i t h i n  3 and 10 nm, range is 
determined on t h e  b a s i s  of t h e  REFC and s i g n a l  e t r e n g t h  o f  t h e  f i r o t  e t r o k e .  
The remaining f l a s h e s  are a s s i g n e d  t o  10-30 or beyond 30 on t h e  basis of  s i g n a l  
s t r e n g t h  alone.  I f  t h e  s i g n a l  s t r e n g t h  of a g i v e n  f l a s h  e x c e e d s  t h e  dynamic 
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range of the instrument (over-range), 
it will be automatically considered 
to be within 3 nm. The threshold8 
for the REFC at 3 nm criteria have 
been selected so that any flash with 
an REFC greater than the threshold 
has a probability of 0.9 of being 
within 3 nm. 
The TSS maintains a running total of 
the number of flaehee in each range 
region €or a given interval, which is 
typically the last 15 minutee. The 3- 
10, 10-30, and beyond-30 regions are 
divided into octante. A red warning 
is ieeued whenever one or more 
flashes have occurred in the 0-3 
region, or whenever 6 or more of the 
3-10 octante have 1 or more flashes. 
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Figure 2 REFC for close first and 
subsequent return strokes (combined 
data from Tiller et al. [8] and Lin et 
al. [7]). 
EVALUATION OF TEE RANGE ALGORITRM 
Over the course of the last several years, LLP has invested considerable effort 
in the characterization, design, and execution of formal tests to evaluate the 
effectivenese of single-station thunderstorm sensors. Initially, LLP 
experimented with location techniques that were based exclusively on averaging 
the measured eignal strengths of groups of flashes. In this early testing, 
human obeervere and radar records were the primary points of comparison. 
Although this ranging technique showed some promise, it was determined that the 
overall performance had to be improved if single-station technology was to 
provide an effective warning system. 
With the addition of the REFC enhancement to the ranging algorithm in 1986, a 
substantial improvement wae made in single-station ranging. However, it was 
realized that in order to properly measure thie improvement, a standardized 
method must be established to characterize the operation of a single-station 
warning device. The first step in this process was a careful analysis of the 
factors affecting both the reporting instrument and the measuring 
instrumentation, a0 described in Neumann, et al. (1988) [9]. From this work, 
an initial test wae undertaken during the summer and fall of 1988 in Tucson, 
using local facilities including a locating network and National Weather 
Service (NWS) observer reports. This initial work, which included ranging 
information based on REFC techniques, was reported in Neumann, et al. (1989) 
[lo]. In addition to the observations related directly to the performance of 
the sensor, this experiment also provided an important opportunity to analyze 
the methodology and deeign of the test itself, and served as an important 
milestone for subsequent work. 
In conjunction with the experiment to formally characterize REFC, described 
later in thie paper, a carefully formulated test of the performance of the 
Thunderstorm Sensor (TSS) was undertaken in Tucson. In this test, the two TSS 
instruments were co-located inside a region of highly accurate performance o f  
the LLP Tucson Reeearch Network. In addition, data were collected from on-site 
human observere, NWs records from a manned weather station in the area, and NWS 
weather radar. The purpose of this test was not to characterize the sensor's 
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performance on individual flashes, but rather on properly monitoring the 
development, movement, and dissipation of thunderetorms in the vicinity. 
The results of this experiment clearly indicated the benefit of an automated 
thunderstorm warning system. Not only did the sensor agree with the human 
observers in this test, the TSS was able to provide the warning earlier, since 
its measurements were not limited by line-of-sight 01: other local distractions. 
In addition, the TSS also provided a significant enhancement to the 
interpretation of NWS radar images by differentiating areas of highly 
convective activity from that of rain Shafts from precipitation. The TSS also 
showed good agreement with the LLP locating network. Although, as one might 
expect, precise locations could not be obtained from the TSS, the approximate 
dietance and direction reported by the TSS were consistently in agreement with 
the locations provided by the network. Moreover, the lack of erroneous reports 
from the TSS also indicates the important benefit of waveform discrimination 
for identifying lightning events. Incorrectly reporting the preeence of 
lightning has been a chronic problem of many single-station warning devices, 
and no such events were identified in this field experiment. 
In addition to this carefully instrumented and monitored test, there have also 
been other field experiments and operational commercial installations that have 
reported similar findings. In two instances, Thunderstorm Sensors have been 
placed near NWS field offices on the east and southeast United States 
coastlines for data collection. When NWS observers have had access to the data 
reported by the TSS, they have reported being able to detect thunderstorms at 
an earlier point in their development, and to better differentiate thunderstorm 
activity from heavy precipitation. In addition, commercial installations of 
the TSS at heavily used airfields in the upper mid-west, mid-south, and desert 
southwest have also returned anecdotal information of earlier and more accurate 
warning of thunderstorm activity based on using the TSS independently or in 
conjunction with other weather sources, such as radar, which ha6 directly 
improved their operational efficiency. 
To further quantify performance, in the summer of 1990 LLP performed a explicit 
test of the ranging algorithm. In this test, the Tucson LLP research lightning 
locating network was used to determine the flaeh range. The LLP network 
consists of 3 low-gain DF's with baseline distances of 36.1, 3 1 . 5 ,  and 51.7 km, 
as shown in Fig. 3 (along with some sample flash data). The test took advantage 
of the fact that, since the DF's have 
comparable hardware to the TSS, the DF's 
can also measure the quantities necessary 
to calculate the REFC. During the test the 
DF's ran a special version of firmware 
that transmitted the electric field radia- 
tion peak and the electric field at 170 
psec along with the data normally send 
the central mite. This data was recorded 
along with the flash location. The data 
was reprocessed off-line to calculate the 
REFC as a function of range. The network 
was run in this mode during the summer of 
1990. The data presented below are all the 
negative flashes from 4 days at the peak 
of the moneoon (August 3, 11, 12, and 16) 
where a "good" location was calculated. A 
'egood" location required that the range 
from one DF was lese than 40 run, that the 
time reported by the DF's be within 5 
millieeconds, that the semi-major axis of 
one etandard deviation error ellipse be 
?igure 3 LLP Research Network, 
1990 
leea than 0.5 MI, and, if all 3 OF'S reported so that an optimized location 
could be calculated, that the x' per degree of freedom be lese than 5. A 
standard error of 1 degree was used in calculating the x2.  
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A to ta l  of 10,591 f l a s h e s  w e r e  de tec ted  
by t h e  network i n  t h e  4-day eample. 
Most of t h e s e  w e r e  too d i s t a n t  from the  
DF's t o  meet t h e  requirements  of a 
"good" fiaeh. The f i n a l  d a t a  ample 
conefeted of 895 f l a s h e s  wi th  2339 DF 
reports wi th  a range lees t h a n  40 run. 
The range d i s t r i b u t i o n  of t h e  f i n a l  
d a t a  eample is shown i n  Fig.  4 .  I f  the  
f l aohes  w e r e  d i s t r i b u t e d  uniformly over 
t h e  area of t h e  network, t h i e  
d i e t r i b u t i o n  would increase l i n e a r l y  
wi th  range e t a r t i n g  a t  zero. The f i rs t  
t h r e e  b ine  have been depopulated d u e  t o  
over-rangee, and due t o  being rejected 
by a waveform criterion t h a t  requi res  
t h a t  any subeequent peak i n  magnetic 
f i e l d  be emaller  t han  t h e  i n i t i a l  
r a d i a t i o n  peak. This  c r i t e r i o n ,  which 
he lps  reject cloud d ischarges ,  i e  
normally enabled i n  a DF, but  it i e  
disabled i n  a TSS because t h e  induction 
hump i n  t h e  magnetic waveforms (Bee 
Fig. 1) is l a r g e r  than  t h e  r ad ia t ion  
peak for r e t u r n  s t r o k e s  c l o s e  t o  the 
sensor.  I d e a l l y ,  t h i s  c r i t e r i o n  ehould 
have been d i sab led  f o r  t h i s  test eince 
t h e  DF'e w e r e  being ueed t o  simulate 
TSS'e, b u t  t h i s  could not  be done due 
t o  o t h e r  o p e r a t i o n a l  requirement9 of 
t h e  network. The f a l l - o f f  a t  d i s t ances  
g r e a t e r  t han  20 nm is pr imar i ly  due t o  
t h e  s t r ic t  accuracy requirement and the 
short  b a s e l i n e  of  t h e  network. 
A sca t te r  p l o t  of t h e  s i g n a l  s t rength  
vs. range  for t h i s  ame eample of DF 
reporte is shown i n  Fig. 5.  The large 
e c a t t e r  is due t o  wide log-normal die- 
t r i b u t i o n  of r e t u r n  s t r o k e  c u r r e n t e .  
The s i g n a l  s t r e n g t h  is t h e  only 
c r i t e r i o n  ueed t o  c l a s s i f y  f l a s h e e  d e  
m 
Range Histogram 
2339 RmL.r 
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Figure 4 Combined range d i s t r i b u t i o n  
f o r  a l l  DF's. 
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Figure 5 S c a t t e r  p l o t  of e igna l  
a t r e n g t h  ve.  range f o r  all DF r e p o r t s .  
beyond 30 run or wi th in  30 run. Thie r e s u l t s  i n  a r a t h e r  elow f a l l - o f f  of t h e  
p r o b a b i l i t y  a t  30 nm f o r  t h e  10-30 and beyond 30 c l a e s i f i c a t i o n s .  
A e c a t t e r  p l o t  of t h e  REFC vs .  range 
f o r  t h e  d a t a  set is  shown i n  Fig. 6. 
The s c a t t e r  of t h e  data i n  t h i e  p l o t  is 
s i g n i f i c a n t l y  l e e s  than  i n  t h e  eignal  
s t r e n g t h  scatter p l o t  (F ig .  5 ) .  With 
t h e  except ion  of  e i g h t  or eo (< 0.5%) 
o u t l i e r s ,  t h e  data f a l l s  i n  a f a i r l y  
t i g h t  band w i t h  clear range dependence. 
This  range  dependence is  coneis ten t  
with t h e  expected r e c i p r o c a l  range 
equared dependence as diecueeed above. 
Much o f  t h e  data w i t h i n  5 run wae not 
a v a i l a b l e  due t o  t h e  uee of t h e  second 
peak waveform c r i t e r i o n .  I f  t h e  data 
wi th in  5 nm had been a v a i l a b l e ,  it is 
be l ieved  t h a t  much l a r g e r  va lues  of 
REFC would have been p l o t t e d ,  and the  
range dependence would be even m o r e  
dramatic . 
1-1- - - - I  - - 
-1 I--- a la ZI 34 I@ 50 
Figure 6 Scatter p l o t  of REFC vs. 
range for a l l  DF reportm. 
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For t h i s  a n a l y s i s ,  any f l a e h  w i t h  a 
f i r e t  etroke s i g n a l  e t r e n g t h  leee t h a n  
4 1 . 2 5  LLP s i g n a l  e t r e n g t h  u n i t e  wae 
c laeeif ied ae beyond 30 nm. The 
p r o b a b i l i t y  of a f l a e h  b e i n g  c l a e e i f  i e d  
ae beyond 30 run a s  a f u n c t i o n  of  range  
io ehown i n  Fig. 7 .  Each b i n  is t h e  
p e r c e n t a g e  of DF reporte of t h e  
cor reeponding  b i n  i n  Fig. 4 t h a t  had a 
s i g n a l  e t r e n g t h  leee t h a n  41.25 LLP 
u n i t e .  Thie  d i s t r i b u t i o n  would r iee  t o  
100% for l a r g e  r a n g e e  i f  t h e  data B e t  
i n c l u d e d  d a t a  beyond 4 0  nm. The v a l u e  
4 1 . 2 5  w a r  p i c k e d  eo t h a t  t h i e  
d i e t r i b u t i o n  would have a v a l u e  of 
approximate ly  50% a t  30 nm. Note t h a t  
t h e  d i e t r i b u t i o n  does n o t  go t o  z e r o  
u n t i l  a range of 10 nm. T h i e  is due t o  
r e t u r n  s t r o k e e  w i t h  emall  peak 
c u r r e n t e .  
.a - 
A r e t u r n  s t r o k e  w a a  c l a s s i f i e d  ae 10-30 
nm: 1) if t h e  e i g n a l  i e  between 4 1 . 2 5  
and 7 5 ,  or 2 )  t h e  s i g n a l  i e  g r e a t e r  
t h a n  4 1 . 2 5  and t h e  REFC ia lese t h a n  
0.5. The p r o b a b i l i t y  of a f l a e h  be ing  
c laee i f ied  a e  10-30 ae a f u n c t i o n  of 
r a n g e  i e  shown in Fig .  8 .  The c u t o f f  a t  
10 nm i e  f a i r l y  eharp d u e  t h e  combined 
e f f e c t  of t h e  REFC and t h e  e i g n a l  
e t r e n g t h  criteria. The c u t o f f  a t  30 nm 
ie v e r y  slow s i n c e  it Le due to t h e  
e i g n a l  s t r e n g t h  cri teria a lone .  The  
e f f e c t  o f  t h e  s i g n a l  s t r e n g t h  c r i t e r i a  
a t  10 nm i e  much s h a r p e r  t h a n  t h e  
e f f e c t  a t  30 nm becauee t h e  e l o p e  of 
t h e  i n v e r e e  r a n g e  dependence of t h e  
e i g n a l  e t r e n g t h  is 9 times g r e a t e r  a t  
10 nm t h a n  a t  3 nm. 
TSS Clurilicatioo: 
Greater Tbvl30 Nm 
The c r i t e r i a  for 10-30 were picked BO 
t h a t  t h e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  i e  j u a t  e t a r t i n g  
t o  f a l l  ae t h e  r a n g e  i e  decreaeed  from 
10 nm. T h i e t e n d e  t o  p u l l  f l a e h e s  from 
t h e  3-10 c l a e e i f i c a t i o n ,  bu t  aleo 
p r e v e n t s  r e t u r n  e t r o k e s  from o u t s i d e  10 
nm from be ing  c l a s s i f i e d  as w i t h i n  10 
nm. T h i e  i s  t o  p r e v e n t  f a l e e  a larme d u e  
t o  r e t u r n  e t r o k e e  w i t h  l a r g e  peak 
c u r r e n t e  t h a t  are o u t s i d e  10 run. 
A r e t u r n  e t r o k e  w a s  c l a e e i f i e d  ae 3-10 
nm: 1) if t h e  s i g n a l  s t r e n g t h  i e  
between 75 and 125 and t h e  REFC is 
greater than  0 . 5  , or 2 )  if t h e  e i g n a l  
i e  greater t h a n  125 and t h e  REFC i e  
between 0 . 5  and 1.5 .  The p r o b a b i l i t y  of 
a f l a e h  be ing  claeeified ae 3-10 nm ae 
a f u n c t i o n  of r a n g e  i e  ehown i n  Fig.  9. 
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F i g u r e  7 P r o b a b i l i t y  o f  a f l a e h  b e i n g  
c l a e e i f i e d  am beyond 30 nm. 
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Pigurm 8 P r o b a b i l i t y  of a f l a e h  b e i n g  
c l a e s i f i e d  an between 10 and 30 nm. 
.. 
I Tss Clurificatioa: 3 -  10Nm 
F i g u r e  9 P r o b a b i l i t y  o f  a f l a e h  b e i n g  
c l a e e i f i e d  as between 3 and  10 nm. 
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A r e t u r n  s t r o k e  w a e  c l a e 8 i f i e d  a e  0-3 
run i f  t h e  8 i g n a l  is g r e a t e r  t h a n  125 
and t h e  REFC is g r e a t e r  t h a n  1.5. The 
p r r t a b f l i t y  of a f laeh b e i n g  c l a s e i f  ied 
a0 0-3 nm as a f u n c t i o n  of range l e  
ehown i n  F ig .  10. 
For t h i s  a n a l y e i a ,  t h e  ~ a m e  REFC 
t h r e s h o l d e  w e r e  uaed f o r  p o s i t i v e  
s i g n a l  s t r e n g t h  t h r e e h o l d s  were 
increaeed by a f a c t o r  o f  2 because 
1J 
a 
-6 
f l a s h e s  a8 for n e g a t i v e s ,  b u t  t h e  .4 
median pea; c u r r e n t  f o r  p o s i t i v e  
f laeheta  is approximate ly  t w i c e  as l a r g e  
ae t h a t  f o r  n e g a t i v e s .  However, t h e  
poeitive f l a s h e s  w e r e  n o t  analyzed 
b e c a u s e  of t h e  very  emall data aet from 
t h e  moneoon thunderetorme ueed i n  t h i s  
test. 
Tss Classification: 
0-3Nm 
I s 9 13 17 zi n n 33 37 11 4s 49 
?igure 10 P r o b a b i l i t y  o f  f l a e h  be ing  
c l a e e i f i e d  a8 between 0 and 3 run. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The LLP Thunderstorm Sensor  provides  better thundere torm warning t h a n  any 
previoum s i n g l e - e t a t i o n  d e v i c e ,  w i t h  performance comparable to ,  i f  n o t  better 
t h a n ,  t h a t  of a m u l t i - e t a t i o n  l i g h t n i n g  l o c a t i n g  eyetem. A number of t ee t e  have 
ehown good correepondence w i t h  human observere and radar, and a n  e x p l i c i t  t e a t  
of t h e  r a n g i n g  algorithm hae demonetrated e x c e l l e n t  performance w i t h i n  10 nm. 
The combina t ion  of s i g n a l  s t r e n g t h  and REFC ( re la t ive  electric f i e l d  change - 
see Eq. 1) p r o v i d e s  s u f f i c i e n t  range i n f o r m a t i o n  t o  d e t e r m i n e  etorm l o c a t i o n  
and ismuo t i m e l y  thunderetorm warnings. The i n s t r u m e n t  h a s  been ahown t o  have 
good cor reepondence  w i t h  t h e o r y  and p r e v i o u s  e x p e r i m e n t s  (eee F i g e .  5 and 6 ) .  
1. 
2. 
3.  
4. 
5. 
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A I ~ U C T I O M  
During the pa8t years a new range of inventigation 
han bmmn opmnod by thm application of 
electromagnetic localization techniques to the 
field of thunderstorm remote nensing. VHF 
localization techniques were used in particular 
for the analysis of lightning discharges and gavs 
for the first t i m e  accesn to time resolved 3D 
imaqem of lightning discharger within 
thundercloude. 
The Frmnch national agency for aerospace research 
(ONtRA) ham been active for more than ten years in 
thie domain. It developpad nystems baned on the 
principle of VHF interferometry for remearch in 
lightning physics and thunderetorm phenomenology. 
Today theme techniques are ueed for operational 
application.. The DIMENSIONS company, a mpin-off 
of ONERA, develops thunderetorms monitoring and 
lightning warning systems for uee in fields such 
as aeroepace, industry, military activities and 
meteorology. 
collieionm and to thoir mepaiation by differentid 
vmrtlcal motionm within the cloud. Theme 
procansen rooult in a triple olmctrical mtructure 
with a main negativm charge around 6 km at the 
-15.C level, a ponitive charge in tho upper part. 
of the cloud from 8 to 12 kilomotera and a small 
ponitive charge at the cloud bas. (Xrmhbim1,1986). 
Winter thundmretorma havm a eimilar structure, 
somewhat tiltmd, but over a nmaller vertical 
extent . 
The eloctrification Of the thundmrcloud createe A 
strong electric field (FFlguro J [ A ] ) .  It can 
exceed 10 kilovoltm per mmter on the ground in the 
vicinity of the thundormtorm, and reachmm several 
hundred kilovoltn pmr motet within the cloud, 
Thie initial electrification phaee can h o t  lesn 
than 10 mn. Tho activo phase ntartm with the 
flrmt lntra-cloud diochargor (fipuro I [B)) which 
occur when and whero tho conditions within the 
A B C 
Fig I: Typical phases in the development of d 
thunderatorm 
Thundermtorms are convective cloud. created by the 
thermal inmtability of a humid alr mass. They are' 
mad. of convoctive cella. Theme c e l h  develop 
very rapidly, they last a few tens of minutes, 
grow up to altitudee of 10 to 15 km and have a 
dismmter of about 10 km. Thunderstorme nre 
froquently multicellular, they can extend over 
tens or hundr.de of kilometers and laet several 
hours. 
During ite development a thunderstorm c e l l  
preeentn very strong updraft. (up to 50 m / s )  
carrying up precipitation particle8 such as ice 
crystals, nupercooled droplets and graupels. 
The main electrification procens of the 
thundercloud during its development ita due to the 
charging of graupels and ice crystal8 by 
D 
cloud (otrong eloctric field and presence of 
hydrometeore) are SUffiCimt for the production 
of liphtning dimchargoe. During the firet part of 
the active sta9er thm vertical dmvelopment of the 
thundercloud poem on. Thm activity is made of 
intra-cloud diechargmm occuring bmtummn the main 
neqativo and the uppor pomftivo charge regions. 
They have bman obemrvd to be wmll corrolatrd with 
the upward dmvolopmmnt of thm thundmrcloud and are 
most invigorated in tho prommnco of updrafts 
carrying precipitation particloe. Their rate 
increanme until the cell reaches its maximum 
vertical devolopnt (Nguro 1 [Cl). 
Intra-cloud lightninge are thum thm principal 
electrical manifastation of thmsm charged and 
convective tonom. Thoy radiate mlectromagnetic 
waves ovmr a very wide frequency npmctrum and can 
be detectod and located at long range. 
In multfcollular thundorstotme, intrA-ClOud 
lightning. can extend over very large distances 
(several tenn of kilometmrs) between cell., within 
the anvil or in the diSmipAtfng part of the 
thundercloud. Intra-cloud lightning. are much more 
frequent than cloud to ground lightninge, they 
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ORIGINAL PACE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
t y p i c a l l y  r e p r e r e n t  7 0  t o  90% of t h e  t o t a l  
l i g h t n i n g  a c t i v i t y  of a t h u n d e r s t o r m .  
P i r m t  c l o u d  t o  g r o u n d  l i g h t n i n g s  are u n u a l l y  
observmd 5 t o  30 m i n u t e a  a f t e r  t h e  f i r e t  
i n t r a - c l o u d  l ightning. ,  d u r i n g  or a f t e r  t h e  
t h u n d e r c l o u d  maximum dmvolopnent .  Thmy are d u e  t o  
t h e  oubmmqumnt damcent o f  p r e c i p i t a t i o n  particles 
b e l o w  t h o  mnin negntive chargo l a y e r .  A t  t h i s  
moment t h a  i n t r a - c l o u d  a c t i v i t y  rate begina t o  
dOCrOA80 a n d  t h e  c l o u d  t o  g r o u n d  r a t e  i n c r e a m e r  
(liguro 1 [D]). Cloud t o  ground l i g h t n i n g  a c t i v i t y  
culminatmm d u r i n g  t h e  d e c a y  of t h e  t h u n d e r s t o r m  
ce l l ,  it i m  accompanied i n  n e v e r e  t h u n d e r s t o r m s  by 
a t r o n g  downdraf t*  a n d  i n t e n s e  p r e c l p i t a t i o n n  a t  
g r o u n d  l o v e l i  t h e s e  s e v e r e  phenomena have  been  
obmorvmd t o  f o l l o w  t h o  poak i n t r a - c l o u d  a c t i v i t y  
w i t h  A d o l a y  of 5 t o  10 minutme ( W i l l i ( l m B  e t  a l ,  
1988). 
U S C T X W M M I C  RADIATION LICElWIRG 
L i g h t n l n g  dimchargem p r o d u c e  e l e c t r o m a g n e t i c  
r a d i a t i o n  o v o r  a vory large f r e q u e n c y  s p e c t r u m .  
The o v e r a l l  epec t rum of l i g h t n i n g  p e a k s  a t  a f e w  
hundrod  W l t  a n d  axtandm u p  t o  t h e  C h r  w i t h  a l / f  
dmpendanco. The  e l o c t r o m a q n e t i c  e m i r a l o n e  are d u e  
to  thm o c c u r e n c e  of Lntenme a n d  r a p i d l y  v a r y i n g  
c u r r e n t .  w i t h i n  t h e  l i g h t n i n g  c h a n n e l s .  
Thm moat  p o w e r f u l l  r e d i a t i o n  i m  t h e  p u l s e  producad  
b y  t h e  r e t u r n  a t r o k o  wave d u r i n g  c l o u d  t o  ground 
flaahmm. Thio wave t y p i c a l l y  o c c u r s  when a 
pre- ionizmd leader  c h a n n e l ,  p r o g r e s s i n g  downward 
Ailmoih 
Intra-cloud f lnrh  (2-D) 
IS0 
0 I 
Mmlb 
Cloud t o  ground r r turn  r t rokr r  (2-D) 
from t h e  t n u n d e r c l o u d ,  r e a c n e 8  t h e  g r o u n d .  A t  
t h i s  moment a n  i n t e n o e  c u r r e n t  p r o p a g a t e n  upwarc' 
w i t h i n  t h e  l i g h t n i n g  c h a n n e l  a t  a b o u t  1 / 3  t h e  
v e l o c i t y  of l i g h t .  The c u r r e n t  waveform h a s  a 
t y p i c a l  rioetime of a fow peak  v a l u e  o f  
e e v e r a l  t e n s  of M. T h i s  phenomena r a d i a t e s  a t  
low f r e q u o n c y ,  m a i n l y  below 1 W e .  T h i e  
r a d i a t i o n  is u r o d  p r i n c l p a l y  f o r  t h e  meanurernent 
of thm c h a r a c t o r i . t i c m  of thm c l o u d  to g r o u n d  
r e t u r n  r t r o k e  c u r r o n t  ( p o a k  v a l u e ,  p o l a r i t y ,  
e n e r g y  ...) And f o r  t h e  l o n g  rang. l o c a l i z a t i o n  of 
l i g h t n i n g  e t r o k e a  t o  ground.  
But l i g h t n i n g  d inchargem radiate much more 
f r e q u e n t l y  at h i g h e r  trequmnclmm. Thm r a d i A t i o n  i m  
made o f  v o r y  mhort  pulmos of a t a w  no rimetime, 
t h e y  c o v e r  t h o  whole  HF-VHP-UHF rpectrurn.  These  
r a d i a t i o n  p U l B m E  coma from a l l  a l o n g  t h e  
l i g h t n i n g  channmls  d u r i n g  t h m i r  f o r m a t i o n ,  or 
d u r i n g  thm rnpid p r o p a g a t i o n  o f  a c u r r o n t  wavm 
w i t h i n  a n  mrlmtlng p r o - l o n i t o d  Channel  . Thmy arm 
m a i n l y  dum t o  f a r t  t r a n m i t l o n s  o c e u r i n g  barweon 
low and h i g h  c o n d u c t i v i t y  phasoa  o f  t h o  l i g h t n i n g  
c h a n n e l  plasma i n  n o g a t i v e  p o l a r i t y  brmakdowns. 
They arm obmorvmd i n  all t y p o s  of l i g h t n i n g  
f l a m h e a  ( i n t r a - c l o u d  a n d  c l o u d  t o  g r o u n d ) ,  and  i n  
mont p h a a e e  of a d i m c h a r g e  ( p r e l i m i n a r y  
breakdowns ,  .topped lmader, dart l e a d e r ,  recoil  
mtremer a n d  r o t u r n  o t r o k o ) .  Thmrm pulamo u s u a l l y  
o c c u r  i n  buro tm h a t i n g  f rom a few hundrmd pm t o  
several me; thm p u l s o  r a t e  can r a n g e  f rom a p u l s e  
e v e r y  50 pm u p  t o  mevmrnl t e n s  per p a .  
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3-0 imal inl  of propr;arlng d l r c h n r ~ ~ r  durlns 20 elnutor  
of rrom a c t i v i t y  
H i r t o l r u  of discharga propagation v a ~ o c l r l a r  
VHF dotoction and location tochniquor havo beon Of 
groat intoroot for tho analymis of lightning 
diochargom proportiem, in particular wlthin the 
thundorcloud, whore provioum optical techniques 
wore inoffoctivoo, and which contain the large 
majority of lightning dlschatpeD phenomona. Figure 
2 presents momr of tho rosults obtainod at ONEFW 
with a 3D intorforomoter, Lt illumtratos moms Of 
tho main charactoriotics of lightning dinchargee. 
Naamur-nt principlem - Intorforomotry Le baeed 
on tho moamuromont of phaoo differences between 
oignalo roceivod on difforont antonnar of an 
antonna &rray. Thorn. phamo difforencom are 
diroctly rolatod to tho dlrmction of arrival of 
tho mignal and aro umod to calculato tho angular 
pornition 02 tho mourco in azimuth and olovation. 
ZD or 3D mpati.1 location can thon bo obtained by 
tho combination, through triangulation, of angular 
data givon by at loart two different 
intortoromstric statlono. 
Chuactuimticm and advmtagoo 
Tho main advantage of thio type of measurement 
io that it io indopondont of tho mignal wave 
form oinco moamuroment io only madm on the 
oloctromagnotic wave phamo. Thlm i m  to bo opposed 
to other modoo of radio localization uoing 
amplitude meamuromonts and wavo form 
idontification. Intorforomotric localization in 
thum not tributary to tho idontification of a 
typical wavo form and can bo made on any type 
of rAdiatiOn from lightning phenomena. In 
addition tho us. of tho VHF froquency range allows 
tho localization of a largo variety of atmospheric 
dimchargoo phonomona in thim band and the fine 
roconrtruction of the opatial structure of 
lightning diochargos in itm different phasee of 
d o v e l o p ~ n t .  
Dotoction and localization techniquom developped 
at ONIRA during lightning reooarch programm h a m  
boon appliod to tho dooign of the SAFIR oystom. 
Thim dovolopmont had for main objoctivo the deaign 
of an operational oymtom capablo to amsome and 
warn in roal-timo f o r  lightning hazards and 
potOnth1 thundorotom hazard.. 
Tho baric principlo is that a11 along the 
dovolopmont of a thundormtorm coll, tho oloctrical 
activity (production of lightning dischargae and 
gonoration of an oloctromtatic fiold) is cloooly 
rolated to tho different stager of evolution of 
tho call and to the thundorstorm nevority. The 
eloctrical activity of a thundoratorm can in 
conooquonco bo uoed for achieving thunderstorm 
oarly dotoction and lightning hazard early 
warning, and for evaluation of potential 
thundorotorm hazorde. 
Tho SAPIR oymtom maLn dotoction technique is the 
long rango intorforomotric localization of 
thundorstorm oloctromapnotic Activity; the 
oymtom porformo tho localization of intra-cloud 
And cloud t o  ground lightning dimcharges and the 
analyrim Of tho charactorioticm of the activity. 
Application. and capabllitiom of tho SAFIR 
tochniquo in tho fiold of thundorotorm monitoring 
and ILghtnLnq warning can bo DUmfnArLZOd am follow: 
Eigh efficiency &taction and wnitoring 
capabilitlem - SA?IR can locat. VH? sources 
prooont in all typom of lightning diochargom 
i intra-cioud and eloiil-t;-gr=uxd;, :ad can 
thoreforo locate and monitor tho total lightning 
activity of a thundorcloud. Tho additional 
detection of intra-cloud activity umually 
repreoontm a three-fold to ten-fold improvement in 
monitoring officiency, it ham boon observod to 
roach a hundrod fold in .om. caseo of mevere 
t hundermtorm . 
early lightning y ~ i a g  capmbility - 
Dotoctablo at long r&ngo, intracloud dimchargoo 
are tho firrt oiqnr of tho olactrical dovolopnont 
of a thunderotorm. 
By localizing thoro diochargom SAIIR can provide 
early warning Of thunderrtorm dovelopmente~ and 
lightnlnq hazardo boform tho firmt cloud to ground 
discharges. Warning dolayr botwoon first IC and 
first CC ranqe from 5 to 30 minute.. 
I I 
mapping and monitoring of olrctricrlly active 
h a r u d  u o a o  - Lightning dimchargoo can oxtend 
OVOK dimtancos of movoral ton. of kilomotore, tho 
localitatlon and monitoring of thooo dimchargom 
0nabl.m tho mystom to dolimit tho r0.l oxtonmion 
of oloctrically activo aroas 6nd to ootimato tho 
potontlal lightning hazard levo10 on tho ground 
and in tho air. In conjonction with provioum 
capabllltles the myotem 1s able to precisely 
analymo the mtago of development of the 
thundermtorm And can projoct at mhort term its 
evolutionm in opaco and timo to give a 
previsionnal mapping of lightning hazard areas. 
potential for tho aomeawant of mevere thunderstorm 
h a r u d 8  - A clooo corrolation eximts botween the 
convoctivo mtate and oovority of tho thunderstorm 
and tho charactarlrtica of ita lightning 
activity. Maximum vortical dovolopnent of the 
thundorcloud coincidom with tho maximum in total 
f1A.h rate. Tho oovarm phonomena occurinq at 
ground love1 during tho thundorotorm decay much 
am maximum cloud to ground flsmh rate, intenme 
procipitationm, otrong downburrtm, have been 
obaerved to cccur 5 to 10 minutrr after the peak 
in IC flash rat. (Williamm et. al., 1988). 
Roal-time localization and monitoring of total 
thundormtorm activity im thuo a potential tool 
for tho aoooormont of woathor hazard. produced by 
thundorstormm. 
SAFIR SYSl" ARQIITKCl" 
A SAFIR oyotom baric configuration im mad. of 3 
dotoction rtationr and 6 central ptoceaelng 
rtation (ffguro 3 ) .  Each detection mtation 
perform. tho interforomotric angular localization 
of lightning dimchargem. Data are trannmitted to 
the contra1 station where the mpatial locations of 
diechargoo are calculated by triangulation 
techniquo 
The central mtation porformm the real-time 
monitoring and analyois of tho activity and 
displays the hazard map. and warning Lnformatlons. 
Thooe informations can thon be transmittec 
automatically or on request to remote display 
torminalm. 
! 
22-3 
Fig 3: SAFIR system typical configuration 
Fig 4: Real time Dlsplay 
Real time functions are displayed in full ecale in 
the 3 secondary windows 
A: location of lightning flanhee 
8: present mapping of electrically 
C: previsional mapping of hazard areas 
active hazard areas 
Each function can be displayed in the  main window 
( D )  here in an enlargement of the previsional 
mapping of hazard areas; present contours of celle 
are displayed am well a8 nhort term previeional 
positions. Preeent and previsional activity levels 
are color coded for each cell 
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T y p i c a l l y ,  t h e  coverage o f  t h e  eye tem is 300 by BU)IPLgS 01 T B o m X M S l W M 8  SITO&TIONS. 
300 km, t h e  dintancen between n ta t ions  c a n  r a n g e  
f rom 20 t o  100 km a c c o r d i n g  t o  a p p l i c a t i o n e ,  and T h e m  examploo  i l l u n t r a t e  t h e  f u n c t i o n n  and  
t h e  loca t ing  a c c u r a c y  i n  between a f e w  hundred per formancem o f  t h e  eyntem.  
mtern a n d  f i v e  k i l o m e t e r e  d e p e n d i n g  on  t h e  eYetem Tho f i r s s t  mituation (figure 5 )  i n  a t h u n d e r s t o r m  
c o n f i g u r a t i o n  and t h e  l i g h t n i n g  l o c a t i o n .  which  o c c u r e d  i n  t h e  SW o f  F r a n c e  i n  j u l y  1989. 
The local moteorologlcal e i t u a t i o n  Le 
c h a r a c t e r i z e d  b y  a etrong c o n v e c t i v e  a c t i v i t y  a n d  
a v i o l e n t  a d v e c t i o n  t o  t h e  Nor thfNor th-Eant  h i g h  OPERATIORAL FONCTIONS 
The main real time o p e r a t i o n a l  f u n c t i o n e  o f  t h e  
SA?IR myntem are p r e m e n t e d  on a g r a p h i c  d i e p l a y  
( f i g  4 ) ;  t h e y  i n c l u d e :  
- 1 o c r l i u t i o n  of l igh tn ing  d i m c h u g e n ;  
d l n c h a r g e a  are d i m p l a y e d  on background mapn w i t h  
color c o d i n g  of  t h e i r  c h a r a c t e r i n t i c a  a n d  t i m e  of 
occurencm 
-mapping of o l o c t r i c a l l y  active hazard areas; 
t h e  a c t i v i t y  l e v e l  i n  c o l o r - c o d e d  w l t h l n  pixels 
of 2x2 km, e v a l u a t i o n  i n  baaed  o n  t h e  r e a l  t ime 
a l t l t u d e .  On t h e  wind  p r o f i l e  w e  
c a n  n o t e  v e r y  h i g h  wind  v e l o c i t l e n  above  3000m u p  
t o  8 5  k n o t e  a t  7000m. 
T h i n  thundermtorm propagate8 Over  a d l s t a n c e  of 
140 km a t  an a v e r a g e  # p o d  of 100km/hour .  I t  
p r o d u c e r  a t o t a l  numbor of 867 l i g t n i n g  f l a s h e e  
among w h i c h  13 aro c l o u d - t o - g r o u n d  n t r o k e n .  The 
t i m e  d e l a y  betwean t h a  f i r s t  i n t r a - c l o u d  l i g h t n i n g  
and  t h e  f i r n t  c l o u d - t o - g r o u n d  l i g h t n i n g  in 2 8  
m i n u t e s .  
T h i o  p a r t i c u l a r  example i l l u n t r a t e o  t w o  of t h e  
p r i n c i p a l  f e a t u r e s  of t h e  SAPIR eye tem : 
a n a l y o i n  of t h e  n p r t i a l  and t e m p o r a l  
c h a r a c t e r i e t i c e  o f  l i g h t n l n q  a c t i v i t y .  
-previsional mapping of e l e c t r i c a l l y  active h a z a r d  
uoam md a u t m t i c  wrrnlng ; t h e  r e a l  t ime 
proconring f u n c t i o n  d e t e c t n  6nd t r a c k 8  
o l o c t r i c a l l y  a c t i v e  c e l l o ,  t h e  a c t i v i t y  10  
a n a l y n e d  w i t h i n  e a c h  ce l l  and  a mapping of ehort 
t e r m  p r o j e c t i o n a  of t h u n d e r s t o r m  p o s i t i o n  a n d  
i n t e n e i t y  i n  p r o v i d e d  ( t y p i c a l l y  up t o  30 rnln) .  
F o r  n e n m i t l v e  a l t e e ,  t h e  eyetem c a l c u l a t e 8  
w a r n i n g  i n f o r m a t i o n .  and can  warn a u t o m a t i c a l l y  
t h e  umer of a n  a p p r o a c h i n g  d a n g e r .  
The early l i g h t n i n g  warning  f u n c t i o n  b e f o r e  
c l o u d - t o - g r o u n d  a c t i v i t y ,  and t h e  m o n i t o r i n g  
c a p a b i l i t y  m a i n l y  b a e e d  on t h e  locat ion of  
i n t r a - c l o u d  a c t i v i t y .  
An a d d i t i o n a l  application i n  t h e  aneemament of 
n e v e r e  w e a t h e r  h a r a r d e  a m n o c i a t e d  t o  a 
t h u n d e r a t o r m .  T h i r  p a r t i c u l a r  t h u n d e r s t o r m ,  t h o u g h  
g i v i n g  o n l y  a small number o f  c l o u d  t o  ground 
d i s c h a r g e e ,  p r o d u c e d  heavy p r o c i p l t a t i o n m  a n d  
c a u s e d  i m p o r t a n t  d e n t r u c t i o n s  o n  t h e  g r o u n d .  The 
p l o t  of l t e  l i g h t n i n g  f l a a h  r a t e  Le premented  i n  
f i g u r e  5 8  t o g e t h e r  w i t h  i t a  maxlrnum r a d a r  
~ l l  d a t a  are s t o r e d  for a n a l y e l 0 .  Poet  e r o c e s 9 i n g  reflectivity and its radar reflectivity. 
e n a b l e s  t h e  u s e r  t o  p e r f o r m  n t a t i a t i c a l  ana lye18 Ln  radar ref lect ivi ty  o c c u r , 5  to 
o n  t h e  electrical a c t i v i t y  i n  order t o  
a w h o l e  region. 
m i n u t e e  a f t e r  t h e  p e a k e  i n  t h e  f l a s h  r a t e ,  and t h e  
lightning O n  Or  Over t o t a l  p r e c l p i t a t i o n  r e a c h e n  L t m  maximum 35 m i n u t e e  
a f t e r  t h e  t i m m  of maximum f l a a h  r a t e .  
Llghlnlng rata Raflec l lvll  y (mm/h) 
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Fig 5: 
R - L o c a t i o n  of l i g h t n i n g  d l n c h a r g e a  
a - E v o l u t i o n  v e r e u e  t i m e  of  t h e  t o t a l  f l a e h  
rate, 
t o t a l  r a d a r  r e l e c t i v i t y  o f  t h e  t h u n d e r s t o r m  
t h e  p e a k  r a d a r  r e l e c t i v i t y  and t h e  
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Tho OOcond mituation was obmerved in aprii 1989 in 
the South-Womt of Prance. 
The thunderstorm presented i n  fzgure 6 A  lasted f o r  
lH3Omn and moved slowly to the North over a 
distance of about P O  km I t  produced io5 1ightnir.q 
flashes with 39 cloud to ground strokes 
F i g u r e  68 presentn separately the temporal 
evolutions of intra-cloud and cloud-to-ground 
flash ratee. We can note that the warning delay is 
27 mn between frrst IC and flret CG; equaly 
remarkable LE the 5 mn time delay between peaks 
in IC activity and peakn in CC activity which 
again appoar in good agreement with tho typical 
thunderstorm phenomenology. Both results confirm 
the IC 
flashes 
Several 
day in 
delay. 
between 
_ _  
activity as an offective solution for CG 
warning. 
thunderetorms were observed on the same 
the name meteorological situation. T i m e  
between first IC and first CG ranged 
8 minutes to 31 minutes. 
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fig 6A: Location of lightning dlscharges 
OPERATIONAL A~PLICAZIOI~S 
S a f i r  1s already in Operation at tho Iuropoan 
Space Center in ~ o u r o u ,  French Cuiana. A second 
system im in U ~ O  at the "Centre d'emmais des 
Landee", a flight t e e t  center in the southwest of 
France. 
Early lightning warning and thundermtorm 
monitoring function8 have applications for the 
safety and efficiency of ground and airborne 
operationm. Applicationl on the ground range from 
the management, protection and maintenance of 
telecommunication and powor notworkr to docieion 
making end active lightning protoction for 
indurtrial and military oitoo. 
For civil and military aoroopaco' activities, the 
system in an important componont in ensuring 
in-flight safety of launch vohicloo and aircraftr; 
principal applicatione aro for .pace centers, 
test ranges, and airport., whore it0 lightning 
warning and thunderstorm monitoring capabilities 
aids in terms of air-trafflc control and safety. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the last twenty years, several fatal aircraft accidents have been attributed to encounters with low 
altitude thunderstorm outflows termed microbursts - outflows which exceed 10 m/s differential 
velocity over a distance of less than 4 lan [l]. The FAA has addressed this issue by establishing the 
Terminal Doppler Weather Radar (TDWR) progrm. Under this program, MXT Lincoln Laboratory 
is sponsored to build a testbed TDWR and test it at various locations in the United States. In the 
summer of 1990 the testbed TDWR was operationally demonstrated in Orlando, Florida.Research has 
shown that microbunts are usually associated with convective clouds having high surface rain rates 
and electrical activity. Williams, et d.,[2] and Goodman, et al.,(3] have studied these phenomena, 
both finding that in many cases the peak intracloud (IC) lightning flash rate is in phase with the 
maximum vertical development of the cloud, and that this peak precedes the maximum differential 
velocity of the microburst by a few minutes. They also found that, in general, IC activity dominates 
in the early stages of the storm and cloud-to-ground (CG) activity peaks later. In order to confirm 
and enlarge upon these results, ONERA joined Lincoln Laboratory in Orlando to obtain simultaneous 
multiple-Doppler and VHF lightning measurements. This paper presents a description and some 
preliminary results of this joint experiment, including our comparisons of microburst strength and 
location with the related VHF activity caused by lightning. 
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT 
2.1 The VHF Interferometer 
The eventual objective of the joint experiment will be to compare three-dimensional mapping of 
VHF sources to a three-dimensional description of the reflectivity and dynamics of the associated 
cloud cells observed by the radar network. Because of scheduling restrictions, we were limited to 
the use of a twodimensional interferometer in 1990. The lightning detection equipment installed was 
a new version of a S steme d'Alerte Foudre par Interferometrie Radioelectrique (SAFIR) system, 
designed and market d by the French firm DIMENSIONS(4]. A SAFIR station is an interferometer 
with an aerial antenna system which detects a VHF signal, the phase of which is proportional to the 
azimuth of the emitting source (see figure 1). The VHF signal is processed, digitized, and transmitted 
by the electronic network installed in a 0.1 m3 box attached to the base of a 17 m high mast 
supporting the antenna. Data and control signals are transmitted to a central station b a dedicated 
band, 110 MHz - 118 MHz. The time resolution of each location is 100 p; the acquisition capacity 
is 100 locations per second. The s stem used in Orlando consisted of two stations installed 5 lun south 
and 11 km east and west of the AWR, respectively (see figure 2). The horizontal position of each 
VHF source is determined by triangulation, yielding an accuracy of better than 1 lun within the 
shaded zone indicated in figure 2. This region encloses the operational area of the TDWR, which 
includes the airport and its vicinit . For the 1990 experiment, we added an identification device 
which delivers information on the E G or IC nature of the lightning flash corresponding to the points 
localized by the interferometer. It is a prototype apparatus based on a wide band measurement of 
the radiated electric field at ground (5 MHz). 
9600 baud hone line. VHF locations are displayed in real time at the central station w z ere raw data 
are stored P or off-line analysis. The interferometer is tunable within the international radio navigation 
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2.2 The 1990 Orlando Radar Network 
Detection of microbursts was accomplished using the FAA/Lincoln Laboratory's testbed TDWR 
[5].The TDWR is a narrow-beam (0.5") 5 cm radar. Its signals are processed by algorithms which 
provide detection of surface outflows of microburst strength, with predictions obtained by utilizing 
recognition of features aloft. The scan strategy is designed to maximize the algorithms' capabilities, 
obtaining greater resolution near the surface than aloft. The final output of the algorithms is simple 
alert information displayed to the air traffic controller (ATC) at the control tower or directly 
telemeter4 to the aircraft on a special display installed in the cockpit. Off-line analvsis of the radar 
data is supported by simultaneous 5 cm radar observations taken by the MIT Department of Earth, 
Atmospheric, and Planetary Sciences radar and the University of North Dakota (UND) radar. These 
measurements are used for dual- and triple-Doppler analysis to calculate the vertical component of 
the wind. The update rate is approximately one volume scan every 2.5 minutes, with a surface scan 
every minute. 
3. COMPARZSON BFXWEEN VHF ACTIVITY AND MICROBURST OCCURRENCE 
3.1 Summary of Events Detected by the TawR 
More than 500 microbursts were detected b the TDKR within a range of 70 km of the airport 
produced by high reflectivity cells, with precipitation at the ground in excess of 45 dBZ. Figure 3 
gives the dlstribution of the maximum outflow velocity and surface reflectivity. The most frequent 
value is between 10 and 15 m/s. 
3.2 Comparison with VHF Activity 
The SAFIR system was in operation from mid-July to midSeptember, during which time 123 
microbursts were detected within a iange of 30 lun from the TDWR. The equipment worked well 
until August 25, but it experienced minor technical problems after that date. The data set of events 
with both radar and interferometer observations consists of 61 microbursts, most of which were 
associated with lightning activity. Only two of the events cannot be related to electrical activity: one 
which gave a weak outflow and another which was produced by a cell with little precipitation 
(maximum reflectivity of 24 dBZ at the surface). During this same time, 38 large zones of VHF 
activity were observed, each of which may include several storm cells. Five of these zones exhibited 
little activity and were not associated with any microbursts. Their activity levels were equivalent to 
the Iwst active zone which could be associated with a microburst. For this preliminary study, we 
compared the relative timing and magnitudes of the microburst outflows and the lightning activity. 
Statistical information about the VHF activity and microburst comparisons are indicated in figure 4. 
We have considered here only that VHF activity beginning 10 minutes prior to microburst onset or 
later. This implies that the mean time lags computed are lower than their actual value. From this 
analysis we note that: 
For 93 percent of events, lightning occurred before the onset of the outflow on the ground. 
For 65 percent of the cases, the delay exceeds 10 min. 
For 77 percent of the events, the first peak in VHF activity occurred up to 10 min before the 
outflow onset (the mean delay is about 5 min). 
For 91 percent of the microbursts, we observed the first peak in activity before the maximum 
outflow - the mean delay is 9 min. 
during its operation b m  early June to mid- l eptember 1990. Most of these microbursts were 
4. DEI'AILED ANALYSIS OF MICROBURSTS 
In this effort, we wanted not only to confirm past work but also to use the interferometer data to 
expand in the direction of a more detailed analysis of the structure of individual flashes. We have 
done this for three different days in August. First we present a review of how flash structure can be 
inferred from interferometric observations. Following that are an outline of how we define a single 
flash and its components from a set of VHF sources, a look at the data from the three different days, 
and two microburst case studies. 
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4.1 Information Available from the VHF Location System 
A lightning flash is composed of a sequence of elementary atmospheric discharge processes. Two 
different flashes will create different discharge channels. The development of one flash may be 
directly influenced or initiated by a preceding one (in which case, the two flashes can propagate 
simultanwusly). In general, the time difference between two successive flashes in the same cloud cell 
is between a few tenths of a second and two seconds. This delay depends on the intensity of the 
charge separation process. Electromagnetic radiation due to a lightning flash has been measured by 
several experimenters. Narrow-band measurements were gathered by Pierce (61 and presented on 
a graph showing normalized magnitude (versus distance and bandwidth) as a function of frequency 
(figure 5). The form of the resulting curve indicates that the magnitude of the overall radiation is 
something on the order of l/f. The return stroke process involved in the CG flash is mainly 
responsible for radiation in the low-frequenc (LF) and high-frequency (HF) ranges (1 - more 
than 10 MW). The VHF radiation, to whic B our interfern- meter is sensitive, is maidy due to the 
pre-breakdown and leader discharges encountered in both CG and IC flashes.The overall duration of 
a flash is, in general, less than one second. During that time the following phases may be observed: 
Pre-breakdown activity occurs up to 200 ms before the onset of a downward negative stepped 
leader involved in an IC discharge or preceding a return stroke in a CG process. Pre-breakdown 
activity radiates in HF and VHF ranges[7),[8]. 
A stepped leader is a negative discbarge process. It propagates at greater than lo' m/s, by 
steps a few tenths of a meter long. It radiates in the HF and VHF range; steps are fast rise time 
current pulses of a few IrA, which have a repetition rate between 10 ps and 100 w.10 The typical 
duration of the propagation of the stepped leader is shorter than 10 ms (91. 
A positive leader propagates at greater than lo' d s .  It constitutes, with the stepped leader 
(which propagates simultanmusly), a neutral and bidirectional discharge process. Its propagation 
is pulsed,[lO] but its current magnitude i s  low and therefore the radiated energy is very much smaller 
than that due to the negative stqped leader. The duration of the propagation may be a few hundred 
Recoil streamers are highcurrent IC junction discharges which are hypothesized to propagate 
within the channel traced by the preceding positive leaders. The velocity of recoil streamers is in 
excess of lo' m/s;[ll) peak current measured on an instrumented aircraft may reach 10's of kA. 
This discharge corrtsponds to the K-change in the electric field [ 121 which radiates mainly in the VHF 
range. The duration of a recoil streamer may be as long as 800 ps, but the mean duration calculated 
from a 30-minutes storm observed in southwest France was 150 pi.[ 111 
A dart leader initiates the subsequent stroke in a CG flash. It propagates within the channel 
of ttie preceding strohe with a velocity of more than 107 m/s. Its duration is a few milliseconds and 
it radiates in the VHF range.1131 
A return stroke occurs when a leader connects to ound. It consists of a high-current pulse 
and its typical duration is less than 100 pi. 
To understand what kind of analyses are possible with a two-dimensional interferometer 
system, one must take into account how each of the individual discharge components described above 
are localized by the apparatus. 
Pre-breakdown activity radiates pulsed energy at a rate of one pulse or more each 10 ps over several 
hundred ms. This activity might not be detected by the system due to the low mean level of emission 
within a 100 ps time window, or it can be measured as a set of isolated points. 
A stepped leader has a low pulse rate emission at the beginning of its propagation (typical stepping 
rate is 50 ps) and again, initially might not be detected by the system. As its propagation continues, 
the branching of the discharge grows and the mean rate of pulses increases to the point that it 
becomes detected by the interferometer. Figure 6 shows a plan view of such an event; propagation 
is detected continuously for 7 ms. Each point might be randomly positioned on the X-Y projection 
of the propagating front of the discharge. The horizontal extension of the negative stepped leader 
is small, about 3 km by 3 km for 80 percent of the associated localized points. 
Based on results obtained previously with a high-resolution interferometer and on the physical 
properties of the process, we infer that the radiation due to the positive leader is not normally detected 
by this kind of equipment. 
Recoil streamer and dart leader processes may be associated with the same basic physical process. 
The associated radiation consists of pulses emitted at a rate of close to or greater than 1 ps. With 
ms. 
propagating in the leader channel. Its velocity is up to 1 F m/s; its magnitude may exceed 100 kA, 
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100 ps resolution equipment, we observed continuous prapagation for a recoil streamer, the duration 
of which exceeded 100 M. Figure 7 shows the horizontal projection of a flash exhibiting several 
recoil streamers. 
VHF radiation emitted by return strokes is weaker than its LF counterpart. We know from previous 
measuremmts that the magnitude of the VHF radiation is great enough to be locaked by our 
equipment. 
4.2 Criteria Applied for the Analysh of Lightning Phenomenology 
We have used the understanding related above to formulate automated algorithm for identiQing 
flashes, recoil streamer or dart leaders, and negative leaders. The following two criteria were used 
to determine if a set of points belong to 
a single flash: 
1) The overall duration of a flash must be less than or equal to one second. 
2) Two successive points in a flash are separated by a horizontal distpce of no more than 25 h, 
or a distance equivalent to a horizontal velocity of no more than 5. 10 ds. 
Within a sinsle flash, a recoil streamer or dart leader processes is identified as a burst of points 
with the following two characteristics: 
1) We require a burst to be composed of at least two locations, even though previous measurements 
demonstrate that the mean recoil streamer duration may be less than 200 p. 
2) The points within a burst may not be separated by more than 200 ps (two successive samples where 
VHF activity is below threshold). This allows for any lack of sensitivity in the VHF receiver. 
A negative leader is identified by a burst of at least 10 points. We note that our data indicate that 
the burst associated with a negwve leader exhibits small horizontal extent. 
4 3  General Adivity Associated wilh Three Different Storm Days 
Having identified flashes and their components, we chose three da s with microburst activity on 
to about 70 km east and west and up to 80 km north of the TDWR. The beginning and ending times 
of the period processed were proximatel 10 minutes before the first surface outflow differential 
we indicate the overall number of locatjons, flashes, bursts, and leaders for time periods from August 
16, 18, and 22. DUG to a technical prcblem, August 18th is divided into in two seqiences, separated 
by 7 minutes without VHF information. 
which to concentrate our analysis. We analyzed the VHF locations o l sewed within an area limited 
velocity reached 10 m/s and 1 7 minutes al! er the last outflow fell below 10 m / s .  In table 1 below 
Table 1.Analysis of VHF activity for three storm days. 
Tinic 
(min) 
87 
36 
59 
95 
88 
Date Num. of points Num. of Flashes Num. of Bursls Num. Bursts/ % 
of Flash Flashes 
Lenders with a 
total per min total per min toial per niin Leader 
9162 105 811 9.3 1557 17.9 84 1.90 10.3 
2920 81 756 21.0 514 14.3 4 0.68 0.5 
6375 108 600 1I1.2 1017 17.2 77 1.69 12.8 
9295 97 1356 14.3 1531 16.1 81 1.13 6.0 
9222 105 1421 16.1 1739 19.8 59 1.22 4.2 
- 
8-16 
8-18 I 
11 
total 
8-22 
For August 16, we observed a mean flash rate of 9.3 flashes per minute, with 10.3 percent of these 
flashes containing a recognizable leader. This is the lowest flash rate for any of the three sequences, 
but a relatively large percentage of flashes with negative leader detection. 
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The first part of the sequence from August 18 corresponds to the onset of general activity. We 
observed a high mean flash rate (21 flashes per minute) and the lowest percentage of flashes with 
leader detections (0.53 percent); it must be pointed out that a large number of these flashes are 
identified by a single point. It should also be noted that past work (e.g. Williams, et al.[2]) suggests 
that the onset of activity is likely to contain fewer CG flashes, Le., fewer negative leaders. The 
second part of the sequence is similar to August 16: 10.2 flashes per minute and 12.8 percent of 
which contain a recognizable leader. Combining the two sequences we see flash rate and leader 
detection percentages that lie between the values computed for the other two storm days. 
For the sequence from August 22, we observed a higher mean flash rate (16.1 flashes per minute) 
and a lower rate of leader detection (4.15 percent of the flashes) compared to the other two storm 
days. To summarize, we note that: 
1) The mean detection rate is basically the same for the hour and a half duration of the sequences 
(105 locations per minute), except for the first part of August 18 during which the rate is lower (81 
locations per minute). 
2) The mean rate of burst identification is consistent between three of the sequences (about 18 bursts 
per minute). The exception is the first sequence of August 18, whose identifica-tion rate is lower 
in the same proportion as the mean location rate (about 14 bursts per minute; that is, 30 percent less 
than that observed in the other cases). 
3) The three similar sequences (August 16, August 18 11, and August 22 ) exhibit different flash rates 
and different percentages of flashes with a negative leader detection. 
4.4 Case of Microburst #6 (MB6) of August 16 
Six outflows were identified by the TDWR on August 16, 1990. Each outflow is identified by its type 
(e.g., microburst (MB)) and an event number. The outflow corresponding to MB6 was first identified 
by the TDWR at 223157. A maximum outflow differential velocity of 24 m/s was reached at 23h06, 
and the differential velocity dropped back below the 10 m/s threshold at 23h19. During the 22 
minutes of the outflow, its location changed less than 3 km east-west from its mean position of 29 km 
north and 11 km east of the radar. 
This microburst position corresponded to the large area of VHF activity represented in figure 8a. 
The overall evaluation of the activity in this electrical cell between 223145 and 23hll .  which is the 
time interval corresponding to the most active phase, is characterized by the following: 
4720 VHF sources detected (1 8 1 sourcedmin) 
463 flashes (17.8 flashes/min) 
826 bursts (3 1.7 burstdmin) 
36 negative leader detections (7.8 percent of all flashes had a leader detected) 
This activity was much greater than the mean general activity observed on the same day (described 
in table 1 above). This one cell contained over half of all the VHF detections, flashes, and burst 
detections of that day. The percentage of flashes with leader detections was slightly less than the 
mean - 7.8 compared to 10.3 percent. 
The boundary of the electrical cell associated with this microburst is stationary. The 40 dBZ surface 
reflectivity contour, which was used to define the cloud cell, moves slightly northward. At the 
beginning of the outflow, the precipitation was south of the electrical activity, although the correlation 
between both phenomena is quite good at the end of the life of the microburst. 
A comparison of the electrical and cloud cells indicates that the VHF activity clearly preceded the 
collapse of the cloud cell. 
The relative evolutions of the electrical and cloud activity can also be seen through a comparison 
between flash rates and outflow strength. Figure 8b indicates the temporal evolution of the total flash 
rate, leader detection rate, and CG flash rate indicated by the flash identification algorithm. We have 
also drawn the time evolution of the outflow on the same figure. We note a rather good qualitative 
correlation between leader rate detection and CG flash rate. This supports the idea that negative 
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leaders may be involved in a CG process. 
Peak IC activity was reached at 221154; peak CG activity was reached one minute later. Absolute peak 
activity happened at 223158, with a value of 34 flashedmin. This very high flash rate is evidence that 
this electrical activity is not associated with a single dynamic cell, but more likely with a set of several 
active centers. A peak flash rate of 10 flashes per minute is what is commonly observed at other 
sites. 
We observe a regular increase in the number of bursts per flash and of the mean burst duration (up 
to 8 per flash and 600 duration around 23h). The distribution of the mean horizontal velocity of 
each burst indicates a peak frequency between 2 and 5. lo7 m/s. The distribution of time intervals 
between successive bursts shows three peaks of frequency: 
1.8 percent between 1 and 3 ms; 
12.0 percent between 10 and 30 ms; and 
13.3 percent between 100 and 300 ms. 
The overall peak frequency is 10.2 percent for the 100-200 ms interval. This point is discussed more 
fully in Section 5. 
There is one further interesting point to note about the negative leaders and their relationship to the 
microburst outflow. The leader horizontal development is limited to a region which is approximately 
5 Irm in diameter, and the mean position of leaders remains close to the microburst location (see 
figure 8a). 
4.5 Case of Microburst Y5 (MBS) of August 16 
The outflow corresponding to MB5 develops southwest of MB6, from 23h12 to 23h31. A maximum 
outflow velocity of 20 m/s is reached at 233117. VHF activity is observed in the vicinity of MB5 
between 22h31 to 23h28. This activity was very much weaker than the mean general activity 
observed: 
1402 locations (24.6 locations/min - 114 the mean rate) 
101 flashes (1.8 flasheslmin - 1/5 the mean rate) 
239 bursts (4.2 bursts/min - 114 the mean rate) 
12 negative leaders obset d e d  by the interfuometer (1 1.9 percent of all the flashes - siqilar 
to the mean rate) 
A heavy precipitation area at the surface corresponded to an area of horizontal VHF activity, but the 
relative maximum of both phenomena are not coincident. Still, the development of the negative 
leaders are mainly in the vicinity of the outflow (see figure 9). 
The first peak in IC activity is reached at 23h05 (7 minutes before the onset of the outflow). The 
peak CG activity is reached at 23h13 (figure 9). The number of bursts per flash, the mem burst 
duration, and the mean flash duration increase regularly up to the end of the life of the electrical cell 
(with maximums of 4 bursts per flash, 400 ps burst duration, and 0.9 s flash duration). The 
distribution of the mean horizontal velocity of the bursts shows a maximum frequency between 5.10‘ 
and lo’ m/s. The distribution of time intervals between successive bursts presents the same 
characteristics as for the case of MB6 - Le., three local maxima of frequency are observed: 
6.7 percent between 1 and 3 ms; 
15.5 percent between 10 and 30 ms; and 
11.3 percent between 100 and 300 ms. 
The overall peak frequency is 10 percent between 100 and 200 ms. Except for intervals 1-3 ms, these 
values are close to those obtained for MB6, and are discussed below. 
5. DISCUSSION 
A preliminary overview of the data available for 61 cases of microbursts shows clearly, in 93 percent 
of the cases, that the electrical activity precedes the development of outflow. Our results strongly 
confirm the results of Williams, et al.,[2) and Goodman, et al.,[3] that the peak in IC activity 
precedes the maximum value of the outflow. We find this same result in 91 percent of the events. 
For several cases, we observed a correlation between the onset of the IC electrical activity and the 
development of slantwise divergence at mid and upper levels (Le., divergence along PPI's at altitudes 
of 7 km and above). The presence of this signature may suggest an updraft at these levels, but both 
the interpretation of this feature and its relationship to electrical activity has yet to be confirmed by 
more extensive analysis. 
We have not yet found any direct relationships between the magnitude of the outflow and the intensity 
of the corresponding electrical activity. The two examples presented above illustrate this point 
clearly. We are continuing our work in this area. 
The analysis of VHF activity due to atmospheric discharges derived from a limited time resolution 
two-dimensional interferometer (100 ps - 100 locations per second) give valuable information on the 
behavior of the lightning flash."he interferometer detected the strongest and closest negative stepped 
leader processes. We have verified that the ratio of flashes with leader detection increases when the 
storms are closer to the measuring stations. Temporal comparison with a return stroke identification 
system confirms that these leaders are associated with CG processes preceding return strokes. This 
comparison is, up to now, qualitative due to some technical problems which can be resolved by a 
more elaborate data reduction process. 
Observed burst propagations are known to be due to recoil streamers or dart leader processes (91. 
The distribution of velocity of such phenomena fbtained with a high-resolution threedimensional 
interferometer indicated a mean velocity of 2.10 m/s for a set of 800 bursts detected during 20 
minutes of a storm in southwest France. These results are consistent with those presented here for 
Florida s t o y .  Even if the actual distribution may be centered on a slightly lower velocity (for 
example, 10 m/s for MB5), this means that the propagations are mainly horizontal. This supports 
the results by Krehbiel [ 141 which indicated that the propagation of positive leaders (in channels in 
which recoil streamers are supposed to propagate) bas an important horizontal component. 
The distribution of time intervals between successive bursts contains, for most of the cases we 
observed, three peaks. The first one (1 to 3 ms) is typical of that observed for M-changes and, in 
that case, can be associated with a continuing process (which corresponds to the propagation of a 
positive discharge) [15]. The second one (10 to 30 ms) corresponds to the mean interval between 
successive recoil streamers[l6]. The third peak (100- 200 ms) might correspond to a dart leader 
preceding the return stroke process. This point may be inferred from statistical results showing that 
in the vicinity of Kenndy Space Center (KSC), the mean interval between strokes c.' natural flashes 
is 86 ms,(17] the same as for all the flashes triggered at KSC by the wire and rocket technique 
between 1984 and 1989. For those two experiments, it has been shown that the mean number of 
strokes per flash is between two and three. The ratio between the number of leaders and bursts of 
this last category is quite consistent with that point. 
The objectives of our work are to find, within the temporal and spatial characteristics of IC and CG 
lightning activity, information to predict, with good reliability, the place and time of microburst 
events. In order to achieve this goal, we will be continuing our analyses by: 
1) Extensively comparing the VHF activity with information on cloud features present in the radar 
data above the surface layer, and 
2) Conducting a similar experiment with a threedimensional interferometer to relate the electrical 
activity to the vertical development of the cell. 
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Figure 1: VHF interferometer 
measuring station. Figure 2: Orlando 90 network. 
Figure 3: Distribution of outflow strength and surface 
precipitation for the more than 580 microburst 
cases detected during operations in Orlando, 
Florida. 
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Figure 5: Peak received amplitude 
at 10 km for signals 
radiated by lightning 
(E.T. Pierce). 
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Figure 6: Flash initiated by a negative step leader. 
The overall horizontal flash extension is 8,7km x 5km but, 
808 of the locations are included in a 2,8km x 3,3km. This 
event is made of 74 locations, it lasts 137,5 ms (a). The 
first event is a negative leader of about 7 ms duration (b) 
which is followed by 5 bursts (recoil-streamer or dart 
leader) at time intervals betwenn 14 ms and 60 ms. One of 
those bursts is presented on figure c. It lasts 300 ps. 
lb 
Figure 7: Intra-cloud flash with 
3 bursts. The flash is 
made of 10 locations. 
Its duration is 345,3 ms. 
Its overall extension 
is 2,5km by 6km. 
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Figure 8: Case of microburst 16 of August 16. 
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ABSTRACT 
An hypothesis is presented to provide an alternative explanation to the ‘Cessation of 
Metabolism’ hypothesis often invoked in lightning in’ury. ‘Cessation of Metabolism’ has been 
some lightning injured patients. Re-evaluation of ECGs from lightnin injured patients which 
‘Cessation of Metabolism’ also reveals little evidence to justify the hypothesis. 
The finding of QT prolongation coupled with the hyperadrenergic state said to exist in 
lightning injury, may promote a state of episodic induction of and recovery from Torsade de 
Pointes Ventricular Tachycardia (VT). Histological examination of the myocardium supports the 
new hypothesis. 
This is the first concerted description of lightning injury as one of the general causes of QT 
prolongation. It appears to occur frequently after lightning injury, is a prerequisite of and 
predisposes to episodes of Torsade de Pointes VT. These electrocardiographic abnormalities’ 
explain ’Cessation of Metabolism’ and recognition may change management and lead to greater 
survival. 
proposed to explain the observation of good recovery a t‘ ter a prolonged period in cardiac arrest in  
demonstrates a high incidence of QT prolongation. Re-examination of t f e cases used to support 
1.0 Introduction 
Reported survival after lightning strike 
following prolonged periods of unresusci tated 
cardiac arrest remains enigmatic. 
In re-appraising the literature 
containing these reports, the authors have 
noted that a large number of 
electrocardiograms in reports of lightning 
injury demonstrate a prolonged QT interval. 
This prolongation has only been noted in 
assing previously and or in isolated cases 
authors draw together the literature on 
dectrocardiograms of lightning injured 
patients and provide the first unified collation 
of QT prolongation. 
There is general consensus in the 
cardiology literature that a prolon ed QT 
interval is a prerequirite for the deve P opment 
of Torsade de Pointe ventricular tachycardia 
VT). In this paper, the implication of this 
P e.g. Divakov (1966), 6. almer (1987)). The 
1 act for lightning injury is explored, and it  is 
proposed that it is possible that longer than 
normal periods of apparent arrest are 
explicable using a Torsade model. 
In acute hyperadrenergic states 
reversible severe cardiac failure resulting in 
acute pulmonary oedema can occur. This is 
seen, for example, in Scorpion, jelly-fish an 
Irukandji stings (Guerow (1980), Williamson 
(1988)). In the chronic hyperadrenergic state 
such as exists in phaeochromocytoma, a 
reversible cardiomyopathy may occur 
(Velasquez (1984)). Myocardial biopsy shows 
patchy myocardlal necrosis. In lightning 
injury pulmonary oedema may occur, patchy 
myocardial necrosis has been documented, 
and a hyperadrenergic state is probably the 
norm, though likely of severe intensity but 
brief duration. 
Lastly, it  is noted that Torsade VT may 
occur as a paroxysmal entity and during its 
process an individual may appear to be in 
cardiac arrest. 
These issues are expanded in succeeding 
sections and a final hypothesis is proposed. 
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2.0 Element8 from the Literature 
One of the major enigmas of lightning 
injury is the widely claimed phenomenon of 
documented survival with minimal deficit 
after prolonged unresuscitated cardiac arrest. 
This contention appears untenable, and fhes 
in the face of accepted findings where it is 
agreed that cerebral anoxia leads to 
permanent damage after four minutes of lost 
perfusion. 
To explain this it has been proposed 
that, after a strike, all metabolism ceases and 
that the lack of metabolic demand means lack 
of perfusion is immaterial. This proposition 
receives most currency due to its espousal by 
Since then it has often been 
esmith (1971), Bartholome, et 
et al., (1976), Kleiner, et 
the notion is widely 
in fact it predates her 
widely quoted papex though not in such 
definite form. Former reports include those of 
Critchley(l934), Jellinek(1942), and Ravitch, 
et a l . ’ ~ ~ ~ d i a k e ( 1 9 1 3 )  provides a fascinating 
account of the history of views on lighrrung 
injury which include views on resuscitation. 
Many are obviously speculative, but an 
equivalent of cessation of metabolism does not 
seem to have been mentioned to  that stage. 
The first time that the proposal is made IS 
attributed by Critchley 1934) to 
described in this initial work as ‘suspended 
animation’. The notion that respiration and 
circulation were intimately involved wi th  
survival had long been current 
Jex-Blake), and the necessity to  reestab ish 
both was known. Critchley(l934) was the first 
to suggest that resuscitation after ‘several 
hours’ of demonstrated cessation of 
respiration and circulation was possible, based 
not on personal experience but on other 
reports. The reason for the resucitability was  
said to  be that the victim was in ‘suspended 
animation’. Lynch and Shorthouse 1949) 
provide a similar reference to Jellinei and 
Critchley, and are perhaps the first to 
pronounce scepticism over the phenomenon 
saylng that a certain German expert 
Alvensleben wa8 sceptical over resuscitation 
after more than half an hours ‘suspended 
animation’. Nonetheless they recognise that 
reports of long term suspended animation 
being reversed eds t  - but more often after 
JeUinek(l932a and 1932b). T 6 e effect is 
Yee
technical electrical injury than lightning 
injury. 
Ravitch, et al.1(1961), also summarised 
earlier b Morikawa, et al.,(l960), provide a 
report o ? such a case. A child was struck and 
immediately after the strike was questionably 
thought to demonstrate a pulse, but no 
respiratory effort. He was given manual 
respiration for about 10 minutes, and this was 
then ceased though a pulse was still thought 
possibly to be present. Seven minutes later he 
arrived at hospital by ambulance with no 
successful pulmonary inflation for all that 
time and was found to be pulseless. An open 
thoracotomy indicated an asystolic heart with 
no bleeding from the wound. After a further 
three minutes - 20 minutes from the strike - 
cardiac action was restored, and ultimately 
successful restoration of function was 
achieved. 
This sequence of events was later cited 
by Taussig(1968) as her only support for the 
hypothesis of immediate ‘cessation of 
metabolism’ in lightning strike thus allowing 
prolonged arrest with successful later 
resuscitation. The example is therefore not a 
good one in this connection. I t  would seem 
more to fit the sequence of events described by 
Andrews et al.,( 1989a) in which experimental 
data supported the hypothesis of primary 
cardac arrest and respiratory arrest, followed 
by carhac recovery and secondary hypoxic 
arrest. 
Based only on the case above, Taussig 
strongly asserts that all body metabolism 
ceases after a lightning strike. The assertion 
has then been repeated by several authors in a 
form giving it status as accepted theory. 
There is no experimental evidence to 
support the contention of cessation of 
metabolism and it is seriously questioned by 
those with any ex erience in treatin such 
patients (Cooper [1989), ten Duis f1989), 
Andrews, et al., (1989b)). 
Several reports commonly regarded as 
supporting the notion of such recovery (see 
e.g. Kleiner, et al.,(1978) who state that at 
least 6 published cases support the 
but early resuscitation was also attempted to 
greater or lesser degree within the knowledge 
of the day. Most often this was respiratory 
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support only. In the given reports, there was 
no documented period of prolonged 
hypoperfusion that would require the 
induction of an hypothesis to  suggest low 
metabolic demand. The fact that recovery was 
achieved, at least temporarily, indicates more 
the success of the resuscitation attempted. It 
may be that such resuscitation was 
ineffective, given more recent knowledge of 
techniques of emer ency first aid, and, if so, 
documented survival, but the reports 
concerned are not couched in this light. That 
another explanation is required is only 
necessary if it is presumed that ineffective 
attempted resuscitation occurred, and 
certainly not as a result of documented 
prolonged unresuscitated arrest. There is no 
evidence to support recovery from lightning 
injury after the accepted period of a small 
number of minutes of unresuscitated arrest 
has passed, and it is on this misconception 
that many of the claims for a state of 
metabolic standstill have been made. 
Indeed, one of the present authors 
(Andrews, et al. 1989b) has stated that the 
‘cessation of metabolism’ hypothesis though 
implausible has not been supplanted by 
anything better if indeed one accepts that the 
phenomenon occurs at all. Though evidence is 
at best questionnable, as above, for recovery 
after a documented prolonged unresuscitated 
arrest, the dogma is still widely held. At best, 
survival after prolonged unconsciousness with 
attempted resuscitation, is supported by the 
literature. It is the aim of the following 
discussion to propose a more plausible 
alternative than the currently held version of 
‘cessation of metabolism’ on the assumption 
that resuscitation was less than effective - 
given it was enerally non-cardiac, and using 
been supplanted. 
2.1 T o d e  de Pointe Ventricular 
Tachycatdia 
In developing a new hypothesis, we first 
discuss a recent strand of the cardiological 
literature. 
Dessertenne (1966) identified a ‘new’ 
mor hological form of ventricular tachycardia 
(VTP. Th e initial recognition was based on 
morphological grounds alone. Cokkinos, et al., 
(1978), state that its characteristics are a 
changing pattern of ventricular complexes, 
apontaneour omet and offset, refractoriness to 
one must look for B urther explanation for the 
techniques o f respiratory support that have 
defibrillation and a number of antiarrhythmic 
drugs, especially quinidine and other Type I 
agents. They state that prior to induction of a 
paroxysm, QT prolongation is almost 
universally seen. They note distinct 
differences between the new form and classical 
VT: 
i. The complexes are almost identical to 
each other rather than polymorphous, 
with undulation of the QRS a x i s  over a 
series of 5-20 beats with concomitant 
alternation of size 
ii. Classical VT (and indeed ventricular 
fibrillation (VF)) are seldom self 
limited, while spontaneous onset and 
offset is a hallmark of the new form 
iii. Electroversion is of no help in the 
new form, and antiarrhythmic 
medication often exacerbates the 
arrhythmia. 
Thus the morphological appearance of 
the arrhythmia is of an undulant series of 
similar appearance ventricular complexes 
twisting in ax is  around the electrical baseline 
giving the appearance of a modulated sine 
wave. The descriptive term ‘Les Torsade de 
Pointes’, or roughly translated, ‘the twisting 
of the points’, was coined by the French 
writers initially describing the arrhythmia. 
Other descriptive terms have been applied, 
with varying degrees of correctness - ‘cardiac 
ballet’, ‘paroxysmal ventricular fibrillation’, 
‘transient recurrent ventricular fibrillation’, 
and ‘polymorphic ventricular 
tachy tachycardia’. 
Clinical features of Torsade include an 
episodic course with dramatic drop in (but not 
absence of) cardiac output during an episode, 
and consequent syncope. Historical features 
may include, among others, antiarrhythmic 
drug ingestion (especially Type I),  
phenothiazine ingestion (especially 
thioridazine), a family history of one of the 
heredtory QT prolongation syndromes, an 
associated hypokalaemia, and usually QT 
prolongation. Thus impaired repolarisation, 
for one of many reasons, is a cardinal feature 
of the arrhythmia. It is specifically 
predisposed, also, in situations of bradycardia 
or high grade AV block, and can degenerate 
into VF or VT or remain episodic. 
The onset of Torsade seems to be due to 
an extrasystole occurring hte in the T wave, 
as opposed to classical VT or VF where the 
extrasystole occurs early in the critical 
interval. Krikler, et al., (1976) use this 
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observation, and the fact that they have seen 
Torsade induced in several cases by electrical 
stimulation, to suppose that it is due to a 
re-entry mechanism in a setting of impaired 
repolarisation. 
The underlying pathophysiology is only 
postulated at this stage but a consensus view 
seems to be that i t  represents two (or more) 
ectopic foci operating slightly out of 
synchrony with the ventricles attemptin to 
synchronise first with one, and then the ot 8, er, 
focus. The synchronicity is thought to be 
variable in extent, and gradually changing 
between the two foci. Other explanations have 
been given, and Kossman, 
example, provides a good summary o these 
and an attempt to place Torsade into a 
classification of atypical ventricular 
arrhythmias. 
For our purpose it is noted that a 
strike could indeed represent the 
electric ligh ?3 stimulation required as above, and 
that the cardiac insult suffered could indeed 
impair repolarisation by disruption of 
membrane pores and pumps. Thus a situation 
predisposing to episodic arrhythmiae could 
indeed be set up. 
The next section examines evidence for 
impaired repolarisation after lightning strike. 
2.2 The QT Interval in Lightning Strike 
Palmer( 1987) has noted a prolon ed Q T  
lightning strike. In this patient Q T  
prolongation was initially slight, and 
increased over several days and then resolved 
over a period up to  one month. Cheng(1988) 
contends this may have been 
pseudo-prolon ation, but admits that the 
same. Kleiner, et al.,(1978) note QT 
prolongation in passing in a short review, and 
Divakov(l966) is said to note similar 
prolongation, though a translation of that 
work is not available to the present authors. 
Generally QT prolongation has passed 
unrecognised. 
A reexamination of ECG tracings in 
ublished literature known to the authors 
that is in the bibliography in Andrews, et al., i 1989b), supplemented to date) has been 
undertaken and the Q T  interval in each 
tracing has been measured. T h s  is presented 
in Table 1 where rate corrected QT intervals 
are then compared with the ‘normal’ value of 
440mS. 
(lg7? , for
interval in the ECC of a patient folowing f 
consequences P or possible arrythmias are the 
When those cases in which a definite 
QTc can be determined are examined, it will 
be seen that 64% demonstrate a prolonged 
QTc. Only 33% show a normal QTC, and of 
these the shortening is relatively little, 
compared with a dramatic de ree of 
that in a percentage of reported cases, a full 
tracing is not given (only isolated complexes 
are shown), and thus heart rate is not able to 
be found. 
In an attempt to include those cases 
where a heart rate was not obtainable, the 
QTc has been determined assuming a heart 
rate of 50min-1, This is highly conservative, 
and if the QT interval is long at this rate, it 
will certainly be long at a (more likely) higher 
rate. For those with assumed heart of 50min-1 
59% demonstrate a long QT,, and only 37d  
are normal. Again the same observation as 
above regarding the shorter intervals holds. 
Of course, no account has been taken of a 
normal range of QTcl with the above figures 
derived on a strict application of a normal 
value of 440mS. 
It may be seen, then, that the vast 
majority of tracings show QT prolongation,. 
and the general tendency is for QT interval to 
extend during a rwovery phase after injury. 
Often a period of some months elapses before 
normality returns. The time course of QTc 
prolongation is shown when the results are 
grapludly presented against their time 
course in Fig. 1. In this figure both stated rate 
and assumed rate (50min-1) measurements are 
shown and a distinct appreciation of the time 
course of recovery can be seen. This reinforces 
the view that in lightning injury 
cardiovascular followup should extend for a 
substantial period after recovery is otherwise 
thought to have been effected. 
2.3 Myocardial Necrosis and Hyperadrenergia 
in Lightning Strike 
The next theme to be taken up is that of 
the histopathological findings in lightning 
injury within the myocardiuni. The picture is 
somewhat variable, and only those victims 
actually succumbing to their injuries have 
h s t o l o g i d  study of their myocardium 
performed. Necrosis in some form is however 
the rule. No myocardial biopsies have been 
done on survivors of lightning strike. 
Hanson, et al.,( 1973) present two cases 
where defined localised areas of necrosis of the 
len thening in the other cases. T t e only 
pro % lem with a compilation such as this is 
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posterior wall  of the myocardium was found. 
Increased serum catecholamine levels 
antemortem (dominant1 adrenaline) were 
reported by Ekoe, et J.,(?985) were of a 
larger inferior area of necrosis and in both 
these reports, the picture was of a coagulative 
necrosis with diffuse (patch ) inflammatory 
infiltration. Myers, et al.,[1977) report a 
localised large inferior infarction but with no 
comment on histology. 
Kotogal, et al.,(1982), however, report a 
different picture. After treatment for seven 
days in which there were also several periods 
of ventricular tachycardia, the patient died 
and myocardial histology showed diffuse 
varying stages of myocardial necrosis. 
Wakasugi, et al.,( 1986) report a similar 
picture. Kravitz, et al.,(1977) describe a case 
in which diffuse myocardial necrosis was 
found, and also a hyperadrenergic state was 
demonstrated. It was commented that "the 
most prominent findings were the focal 
myocardial necrosis, myocardial degeneration, 
and early reorganization of myocardial loss 
with f broblast ic rep1 acemen t 'I. 
The case reported by Chia(1981) is of 
interest. It is a case demonstrating pulmonary 
oedema (see below), and unfortunately no 
comment is made regarding measurement of 
catecholamines or QT prolon ation. 
McCrady-Kahn, et al.,fl9el) report the 
transient hypertension and tachycardia often 
seen and note normal urinary catecholamines. 
No other cause for the signs could be found, 
and serum catecholamines were not measured. 
While not a universal picture, i t  may be 
said that there is a body of reports which 
notes patchy myocardial necrosis, and 
elevated serum catecholamines. Pulmonary 
oedema is also seen (Buechner, et al.,(1961), 
Kleiner, et al.,(1978)), and the author's 
personal evaluation of local post-mortem 
reports (Andrews, unpublished data) shows a 
70% incidence of pulmonary congestion in the 
10 victims examined. 
2.4 Pnlmonay Oedema and Myocardial 
Necroeie in Phasochromocytoma 
A recent report of cases of otherwise 
unexplained cardiac failure (Sardesai, et 
d.,(l990)) d r a w  attention to the fact that 
phmchromocytoma can produce a 
cardiomyopathy, and this can lead to 
pulmonary oedema and cardiac failure. As it 
may not readily come to mind, they argue for 
also demonstrated. The l ndings in the case 
its inclusion on any differential diagnosis of 
otherwise unexplained pulmonary oedema. 
Further it is argued that normal urinary 
catecholamine levels do not exclude the 
diagnosis. The histological picture seen is one 
of patchy myocardial necrosis. It is stated by 
the authors that this picture is "consistent 
and predominant". 
3.0 An Alternative Hypothesis to Cessation of 
Metabolism 
A synthesis of the above elements is 
possible. Admittedly this synthesis is 
speculative, however i t  is believed plausibly so 
- more so than alternatives. The wide 
currency of the questionnable 'cessation of 
metabolism' alternative requires a more 
plausible alternative explanation, even though 
there is slight evidence to encourage one to 
delay resuscitation as a desirable course. 
Indeed the opposite. The hypothesis detailed 
below is thought to be operative a!so where 
pulmonary resuscitation alone is given in a 
state of prolonged arrest. The occurrence of 
thus state does have support from the 
literature (indeed, wide support), and 
demands examination. 
It is first noted that Andrews et al. 
(1989a) have given credence to a form of the 
secondary arrest dogma. They showed that 
the initial arrest after lightning injury is likely 
to be asystolic, and that the heart restarts in a 
brief period of bradycardia. After two to three 
bradycardic beats, an intense tachycardia is 
evidenced, and the heart proceeds to 
secondary hypoxic arrest as a result of 
continuing respiratory arrest. The tachycarha 
was taken as indication of hyper-adrenergia, 
though this is not always demonstrated in 
reported cases. Thus adrenergic stimulation 
must hc regarded, at best, as variable in the 
in jury. 
A hypothesis of subsequent cardiac 
behaviour is now outlined especially where 
some form of respiratory support has been 
given . 
It is first noted that QT prolongation 
highly predisposes to Torsade de I'ointe V T  
and that QT prolongation is a strong feature 
of lightning injury. In that state, pulses will 
be absent. A victim will therefore appearto be 
in cardiac arrest. Nonetheless i t  is known that  
carhac output may still be just present in th i s  
or indeed other forrns of V'l', though not of 
course compatible with anywhere near full 
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function. 
Subsequent events, it is post dated 
depend on catecholamine levels in the 
individual case. 
If it is assumed that a hyperadrenergic 
state exists, then Torsade VT may well 
terminate in cardiac recovery, at least 
initially. Sufficient catecholamine may arrive 
at  the heart to stimulate recovery, and a good 
rhythm and output may occur and be 
maintained. If sufficient catecholamine levels 
persist the heart may proceed to secondary 
hypoxic arrest as outlined above. It is 
concievable that if catecholamine levels fall 
subsequent to this degree of recovery, further 
episodes of Torsade VT may then occur and 
the process may cycle. 
Alternatively, if catecholamine levels 
are not high, the heart may again lapse into 
bradycardia and/or episodic Torsade VT, 
since QT prolongation will still exist. 
Episodes of Torsade VT and bradycardia may 
be sufficient to maintain perfusion just 
sufficient to maintain viability. 
In either case, and the balance may 
depend on catecholamine levels in individual 
cases, and a period relatively longer than the 
classically allowed few minutes in cardiac 
arrest will appear to have occurred. The 
victim may appear pulseless and lifeless as if 
cardiac arrest due to ventricular fibrillation 
has occurred. If ventilation without cardiac 
support occurs, a8 has been reported in the 
literature especially in days prior to external 
cardiac compression, then the state may 
persist for some time giving an illusion of 
recovery after prolonged arrest. 
Further support for the presence of 
circulating catecholamines is gained from the 
histological picture of the myocardium at 
autopsy that in 
phaeochromocytoma. hile not at all the 
only explanation for patchy necrosis, at least 
it may be one factor. 
Recent experimental work (Factor et al. 
(1985)) has demonstrated that high levels of 
catecholamines may precipitate vascular 
spasm and medial smooth muscle contraction 
Min ) et al., (1976 ) Van 
Cittets, bands (MS2. et t 1962’3 , Joris, et al. 2 1981)). 
Hutological examination of coronary arteries 
of patients who had premorbid conditions 
associated with high levels of catecholamines 
showed a high frequencies of MSC. This 
suggests coronary artery spasm may be 
frequent in hyperadrenergic states. The 
subsequent myocardial ischaemia predisposes 
to ventricular arrhythmias including Torsades 
de Pointes. Catecholamine release can be a 
cause or trigger for the development of 
Torsades de Pointes VT. 
Thus an alternative hypothesis to 
‘Cessation of Metabolism’ has been proposed, 
its operation depending on catecholamine 
levels, and enhanced by varying degrees of 
artificial ventilation. 
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TABLE 1 QT Interval measurements 
derived from the Lightning Literature 
ECG BEFCE 
Fig 2 30h 
Fig 3 3.5d 
Fig 4 8.5d 
7 days 
7 mths 
Fig 1,2 36h 
Fig 1,2 lw 
Fig 1,2 410 
Fig 1,2 ly 
im . 
Fig 1 2d 
Fig 2 4d 
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Case 1 30mn 
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2d 
7d 
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Case 1 lh 
72h 
9d 
Case 2 lh 
imm 
2d 
7d 
12d 
Id 
3d 
7d 
43d 
Id 
14d 
32d 
Id 
32d 
50d 
RATE 
beats/second 
136 
75 
100 
83 
60 
140 
110 
125 
100 
90 
72 
100 
100 
86 
66 
62 
85 
125 
115 
100 
150 
73 
75 
65 
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ACTUAL QT I 
ms 
320 
440 
360 
480 
640 
600 
280 
360 
400 
320 
300 
300 
640 
680 
680 
640 
680 
760 
760 
600 
640 
360 
320 
440 
440 
400 
360 
400 
400 
360 
740 
5 70 
550 
630 
360 
440 
440 
480 
360 
360 
420 
440 
420 
340 
360 
340 
240 
400 
400 
360 
QTc (8s) 
notes 2,3 
482 
492 
464 
565 
600 
(584) 
460 /::i/ 
680 
500 
410 
489 
406 
433 
826 
620 
620 
584 
657 
694 
694 
734 
394 
(584) 
(292) 
568 [%I 
464 
478 
419 
365 
428 
383 
491 
490 
439 
379 
463 
447 
375 
Relation tc 
440ns (1,3) 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
t - 
+ - 
- 
+ 
t 
- 
+ 
+ 
+ 
- 
- 
- 
+ 
+ 
0 - 
+ 
+ 
- 
Cupta, et a1 
Eber, et a1 
Clore, et a l .  
Sub raaan i an 
e t  al .  
Id 
3d 
Id 
2d 
5d 
49d 
l l d  
35d 
76 
70 
136 
95 
60 
420 
360 
680 
760 
800 
840 
300 
400 
420 
473 
385 
452 
503 
420 
Total: 21 of 33 (64%) Note: 1. + Prolonged QT interval 
- Shortened QT interval Total: 11 of 33 (33%) 
0 Expected QT interval Total: 1 of 33 ( 3%) 
2. 
3. 
Formula of Bazzett QT, = QTmeasured / J- 
Faurrr in parenthews represent QTc baaed on a rate of 50min’’, where 
no rate WM given in text. Thie in a conrcrvative arrumption. If QTc io 
long at thir rate, it will certainly be long at a higher rate 
(+) Pouibly long QTc Total: 16 of 27 (59%) 
(-) Short QTc Total: 10 of 27 (37%) 
(0)  EXpeckd QTc Total: 1 of 27 ( 4%) 
(XI 
. d on'x' points 
. c  
4 r L 20 30 do 50 60 iD  I I I 0 /O 
Days post-strike 
Fig.1. QTc vs  time for l i g h t n i n g  injured patients. 
( . based on rate derived from report 
( x  based on conservatively assumed rate of 50/min) 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper reports the results L .  a prospective survey of people injured by lightning 
impulses transmitted by the public telephone system. The results are compared with those of a 
previous retrospective survey. Various deficiencis in the methodology of the latter survey have 
been addressed. 
A division into a population with severe in jury  and a population with mild injury is made 
based on medical history and examination taken immediately after a strike. The best predictors 
of severe injury were found to be the presence of symptoms beyond one week after the strike, and 
also the initial presence of musculoskeletal injuries. Psychologicd upset is also seen to be a 
significant factor in severe injury. 
The only ph sical parameter of strike which codd be used as a predictor of severe injury 
power and telephone system is thus supported In a protection strategy. 
The first author finally draws on experience in treating patients with these injuries to 
propose a treatment regimen for those wi th  ongoing symptoms. The importance of evaluating and 
treating psychological and physical aspects is stressed. 
was the presence o r concomitant power system damage. The importance of earth bonding between 
. I. INTRODUCTION 
At a previous meeting, the authors 
(Andrews, et al., 1988) reported the results of 
a retrospective study of people who had been 
subjected to  lightning strike delivered yla 
their telephone lines. At that stage it was 
pointed out that this phenomenon had been 
very little studied and represented a 
significant source of morbidity and mortality 
in the Australian environment. Since that 
time, further study has been undertaken and 
the object of this paper is to  report the results 
of the new work. 
The dearth of literature on the subject 
was alluded to in the previous study and very 
little new literature has come to light since 
that time. Most writers regard the "telephone 
mediated" circumstance as only being an 
extension of "in the field" lightning strike. 
The injuries are therefore presented mere1 as 
a further mechanism of more general ield 
lightning injuries. Little attention is paid to 
the circumstance in its own right, and i t  has 
already been stated (Andrews, et al., 1988) 
that significant differences exist both in the 
magrutude of the insult and the method of 
delivery of the injuring agent. 
Eriksson, et al., (1988), report results of 
post mortem examinations for lightning 
victims in Sweden. They cite two cases where 
victims died when subject to a lightning surge 
whle using the telephone. Notable in this 
report is the immediate localisation of all 
manifestations of injury to the face, head and 
neck. This is strikingly in consonance with 
the findings of the present study and will be 
alluded to later. It is also in consonance with 
the previous study. 
Frayne, et al., (1988), also report a case 
of a man struck while using the telephone and 
again the localisation of hs symptoms were to 
the head and neck with a marked bias to 
neurological disability. A significant findin 
of the previous study (Andrews, et al., 19887 
was that the injuries were locally mediated 
rather than centrally mediated, although 
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some personality change was noted indicating 
a certain global element of cerebral damage. 
The previous study was conducted in a 
retrospective fashion and therefore suffered 
from certain deficiencies. Marked among 
these deficiencies was the need for subjects to 
recall their injuries after a substantial period, 
and therefore firstly a degree of selective 
recall, and secondly a degree of inaccurate 
recall, existed in the reporting process. There 
was also a de ree of biased sample selection 
time. 
The current research aimed to rectify 
some of these deficiencies. 
and these pro f l  lems were alluded to at  the 
11. AIM OF RESEARCH 
Bearing in mind the deficiencies of the 
previous sampling method, it was decided to 
gain access 88 quickly ad possible to &l 
persons who had recently been subjected to 
such an injury immediately the injury 
occurred. The aim was thus to provide recent 
sampling of the complete spectrum of injury. 
It was felt that less bias would be introduced 
into the eampling process in terms of the 
tendency for more severely injured people to 
respond to retrospective study, and less recall 
problem in the reporting process would be 
evidenced. Also when those injured were 
examined immediately, a more objective view 
of the injuries could be obtained by an 
external observer. 
During three lightning seasons from 
1988 to 1990 in the immediate regional 
vicinity of the authors’ institution, 18 people 
reported li htning injuries to Telecom 
and ten provided data suitable for inclusion in 
this study. 
An immediate comment is made on 
these numbers. Firstly, the total number 
receiving injuries over three lightning seasons 
is mtukedly decreased over the incidence 
discussed in the previous paper 
(approximately 30/ ear). Reasons for this 
need to be advancec! It is felt that Telecom 
monitoring of this problem has now been 
active for at least ten years and in that time, 
those people in areas of maximum risk have 
been supplied with protection for their 
telephone apparatus. Therefore the 
remaining population is a relatively low risk 
population. Further a substantial public 
Australia. gr welve of these were examined 
education pro ramme has been undertaken in 
that time, and, as well, substantial publicity 
has been given to the authors’ research. Public 
behaviour with regard to telephone usa e 
expect the incidence of telephone mediated 
lightning injury to have decreased markedly. 
111. METHODOLOGY 
durin thunderstorms has been substantial P y 
modi i ed. For these reasons it is reasonable to 
This research relied heavily on the 
co-operation of Telecom Australia, and that 
was willingly and readily forthcoming. 
Telecom Australia and the research team were 
at pains to be sensitive to issues of 
confidentiality. The participants in this 
prospective study were therefore guaranteed 
that their access to the research team was 
entirely confidential to the team and the 
result of any examination was not made 
available to Telecom Australia. The 
mechanism for recognising individual injured 
patients therefore took this into account. 
During the period of the study every 
person who reported an injury to Telecom had 
their incident investigated by Telecom 
Australia. At the time of this investigation 
they were given a letter and verbal 
encouragement to contact the research team. 
The letter they received invited them to 
contact the research team 88 soon as possible 
to arrange an interview and examination with 
regard to their injuries. Co-operation was 
earnestly sought and verbal encouragement to 
do so was provided by the Telecom 
investigator. Whet her a person subsequently 
made contact with the research team or not, 
however, was a matter of individual initiative 
and the Telecom officers in fact had no 
knowled e as to whether subsequent contact 
assured. 
All respondents who made contact with 
the research team were visited and examined 
immediately by a medical member of the team 
(CJA). They were asked to consent to a 
medical examination which included 
electrocardiography and audiometry. In each 
case consent as ven. The two excluded 
this mechanism and for the sake of 
consistency were excluded from the study. 
The response to the invitation in this 
study was double that of the previous study 
and although the numbers are small, represent 
was ma f e or not. Confidentiality was thus 
patients came to t f e authors’ notice outside 
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a consistent cross-section of the injured 
population. 
The mechanism was however, was not 
without minor criticism and the major 
disappointment was the delay occasioned in 
some cases by some respondents in returning 
the form and making contact with the 
research team after the visit of the Telecom 
investi ator. This was remedied part way 
the option, at their own initiative, of 
returning the form to the research team via 
the Telecom investigator, should they so 
desire. The sacrifice in confidentiality was not 
considered by the majority to be.of any 
moment . 
The analysis to  which the data were 
subjected aimed at identifying a particular 
risk group within the injured population. 
Cluster analysis was used in the previous 
study and three lightning strike syndromes 
were identified. Data was accumulated in two 
ways. Firstly on the examination visit, 
information regarding the circumstance of the 
strike, physical details), was collected, as was 
sustained. Subsequent to that, with the 
respondentla consent, a copy of the Telecom 
report of technical matters surroundmg the 
strike was obtained and used to supplement 
the physical details referred to above. As these 
were more comprehensive than the author’s 
own assessment of the physical circumstances, 
the Telecom report was relied on heavily for 
the physical details. 
Cluster anal sis was  applied to the 
subjects based pur er y on the medical details of 
their examination. This initial clustering 
allowed the grouping of individuals into 
categories of severity of injury. In this first 
analysis the physical variables derived from 
the Telecom report were then added to the 
data. Statistical analysis was applied to them 
to see if there were significant differences in 
the physical surroundings of particular strikes 
ven that the categories of severity of injury 
identify particularly risky circumstances 
based on the severity of injury sustained 
during the strike. 
A second analysis was conducted for 
comparison in which clustering was applied to  
the whole data net, just as in the previous 
study, with all the physical data included in 
the clustering process. This was done a6 a 
check on data consistency and for a wider 
throug R the study by allowing the respondent 
compre 6 ensive medical details of injuries 
I! ad already been fixed. It was thus hoped to 
view of the significant factors participating in 
the clustering process. 
The results were then compared. 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
IV.l Numbers 
A gratifyingly high response was 
obtained to this methodology, of the order of 
60% of total strikes. This is roughly double 
the response obtained in the retrospective 
survey and was felt to be an adequate 
response. 
Comments have already been made 
regarding the absolute size of this sample. 
IV.2 Presentation of Data 
An examination was made of the data in 
raw form and this is presented in Table 1, 
which has been ordered to reflect the 
groupings later derived from the cluster 
analysis. The absolute symptoms that were 
seen mirror those that were seen in the 
previous study. Symptomatology was divided 
as before, into short term and long term 
symptomatology. The natural break point for 
ths ,  was approximately one week for short 
term injuries, versus greater than one week for 
long term symptoms. The break point for the 
previous study was in fact into three groups, 
one day, one week and longer. However, 
examination of the data for this study showed 
the above to be a more natural division. 
It was quite noticeable that the number 
of both short term and also long term 
symptoms that were reported were smaller 
than in the retrospective study. Ths is 
regarded as confirmation of the bias by which 
individuals magnify over a period of time the 
symptomatology that they had experienced a 
long time previously. The current set of 
symptoms, as found in this study, would seem 
to be a more realistic indication of the 
symptomatology of the injury. 
The symptomatology in the short term 
centres around three or four major areas. 
Firstly, there is a group of ear 
symptoms appearing in three of the 
respondees, where pain, tinnitus and altered 
sensation were noted. Secondly, a group of 
burns were seen, however, only in  two of the 
respondees. Facial, neck, and arm pain, 
including alteration in sensation, were seen in 
three of the respondees, however psychiatric 
symptoms, largely centring around anmety, 
were seen in six of the respondees, often to  a 
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marked degree. 
Cardiovascular findings were evidenced 
in only three respondees, and consisted of 
tachycardia, which may well have been a 
manifestation of an anxiety state. Other 
minor symptoms, the largest one of which was 
generalised musculoskeletal pain in three 
cases, was also seen. The duration of. these 
initial injuries ranged from one to five days, 
with the majority less than three. 
Long term symptoms were seen in only 
three of the ten subjects. Ths represents a 
larger percentage of the total than found in 
the previous study wher approximately 10% 
were found to have significant ongoing 
symptoms. Two of these three indicated 
marked psychological disturbance and 
problems have continued to  date. The 
remaining symptoms centred entirely around 
continuing musculoskeletal pain, particularly 
in the arm, face and neck. 
Thus a first conclusion is that the mapr  
lon term sequelae of'this sort of li htnin 
and psychological disturbance. 
IV.3 Cluster Analysis 
The first analysis divided the subjects 
cleanly into two groups (Fig. 1 .). 
Subjects six and ten formed a separate 
cluster from the remainder of the subjects. 
Examination of these subjects' data indicates 
that they are in fact two of the three subJects 
who demonstrated long term and continuing 
upset. Thus a predictor for severity of injury 
would seem to be duration of symptoms. It is 
interesting that subject nine was left out of 
this cluster by the clustering process. 
However, examination of that subject's data 
shows that his continuin symptoms were 
mild and the other two su f jects were in fact 
quite debilitated. Once again the mapr 
continuing problem was psychological upset 
and pain. In the case of subject nine, 
psychological upset was not as prominent. 
'Each of the data items contributing to 
the cluster analysis were then examined for 
statistical significance between the two groups 
eeen. All the variables representing lon term 
symptomatology were significantly di P ferent 
(Pc.05) between the two groups. Further the 
only variables in the short term 
symptomatology that were significantly 
different between the groups were those 
representing arm pain and altered arm 
sensation. In this study these particular 
stri f e are pain (particularly musculosieietal'j 
variables could be used as discriminators for 
long term injury and thus severity of injury. 
It was noticeable that none of the physical 
circumstances discriminated between the 
particular groups, (initially based on the 
physical data collected by the author.) 
When the physical data collected by 
Telecom Australia was added t o  the study, 
only two reached significance. Those two 
were the variables relating to associated 
power system damage with the given strike. 
Particularly there was no significance to 
variables like storm intensity, storm history, 
phone line construction, housing construction 
or terrain. The fact that these variables did 
not reach significance may be a reflection of 
the small sample size. However, consistent 
significance with associated power system 
damage adds credence to the stated Telecom 
Australia view that entry into a dwelling via 
associated power syetem strike, is a highly 
important means of entry of the injuring 
impulse. Further comments on this matter 
will be made later. 
The second analysis, (Fig.2.)) allowed 
the clusterin to proceed on the basis of all 
The clustering in this process showed an 
almost identical division into two cluster 
classes. This time however, subjects six, nine 
and ten were clustered into a group of greater 
severity than the first analysis. In retrospect 
it may be seen that subject nine only pined 
with the lightly injured group at a very late 
stage in the clustering process in the previous 
analysis and so may be regarded a8 "a 
floater". Once again the division on severity 
of injury is made on the basis of long term 
symptomatolo alone and these are the only 
significance. 
In the second case the physical data of 
significance also included whether the victim 
w a  wearing shoes or not. This may well 
represent a chance association. However the 
analysis shows that severity of injury is 
statistically positively associated with the 
wearing of shoes. This may represent a 
tendency to capacitive coupling to the impulse 
rather than direct conductive coupling. One 
author, (MD), has previously drawn attention 
to the phenomenon of a "capacitive spark", as 
opposed to  a "conductive spark". 
The only other variable shown to be of 
si nificance in thie second analysis was 
w P ether the victim was thrown or not by the 
variables inc 7 uding Telecom physical data. 
medical varia %f es which reached statistical 
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impulse. This would seem naturally a 
correlate with severity of injury and could 
well indicate a degree of musculoskeletal 
trauma which could give rise to long term 
muscuioske1etd disability. 
V. IMPRESSIONS FOR THERAPY 
It is noticeable in this study, as in the 
previous study, that injuries, and particularly 
injuries of severe degree, are local to the 
passage of electric current and are not derived 
from a central causation for continuing 
symptomatology. 
Subsequent to this study, the author has 
been called upon to treat a number of these 
victims, something which was specifically 
precluded in the previous research 
methodology. Having completed the study, i t  
wa6 felt by the first author that he was 
ethically able to undertake such treatment. 
The major features of injury are 
psycholo 'cal and musculoskeletal. And thls 
impression of the presentation of these people 
clinically. Further clinical impressions are 
now described. 
The pain which the victims resent with 
to have been neuritic in origin, that is, derived 
from direct peripheral nerve cell damage. This 
is borne out by the clinical nature of the pain 
and secondly, by a plausible connection with 
the passage of electric current. That is, the 
electric current specifically and selectively 
damages the sensory nerve terminals and 
peripheral sensory neural conducting 
pathways which are traversed by the current. 
This is further borne out by success that the 
first author has had in treating these injuries 
with carbemazepine and/or clonazepam. 
These axe agents known to be of particular u8e 
in neuritic pain. A standard dose regimen has 
been used gradually decreasing the dosage 
until the minimum to achieve control is found. 
Although the symptoms lasting greater than 1 
week have been classified as lon term, in fact 
they appear to improve gradu a i  y over six to 
eight months and the need for medication is 
finally removed. 
Psychological factors are seen to be 
prominent when these people preeent and it is 
a clinical impression of the first author that 
the maprity of people having continuin 
problems are of the more obsessional type o 
personality. This is not neceasarily derived 
finding o 7 the study has been borne out as an 
is very local to the line of the stri E e. It is felt 
ei 
from the current data. It represents a clinical 
impression and is a plausible extension of the 
anxiety states seen in this study. The 
obsessional personality finds it difficult to 
cope with that ions beyond immediate 
control. Issues of control of destiny and 
control of health are very strong in the 
obsessional. Many of the patients report 
frustration at having continuing problems 
they don't understand and that are foreign to 
their experience. In their perception the loss of 
control is made worse because "no-one else 
seems to understand" the syndrome either. 
They feel that the good health of which they 
had been totally in control previously had now 
been independently snatched from them and 
this created anxiety in itself, and particularly 
anxiety generated by bein subject to the 
psychological feelings of ongoing anxiety and 
mixed anxiety depression. The author has 
therefore found it useful to add a degree of 
tricyclic anti-depressant medication 
(particularly clomipramine) to the above pain 
relief. The basis for doing this is to provide 
relief from the obsessional features of the 
psychological disturbance as well as to provide 
primary anti-depressant action. Tricyclics 
also are known to be useful adjuncts to pain 
relief modalities. 
Thus the regimen of anti-neuritic pain 
relief and anti-depressant therapy has become 
close to the author's standard. 
VI. IMPLICATIONS FOR PROTECTION 
STRATEGIES 
unknown. All this plausiby f connects with 
It was hoped that this study would 
indicate clearly particular groups of subjects 
that were at risk of injur due to their 
authorities to concentrate on protecting those 
particular individuals. This has not turned 
out to be the case. The only positive 
association which could be drawn from the 
study was the association with power system 
strikes and the severity of cross coupling 
between the power system and the telephone 
system. This is something that is not 
altogether unknown already. Perhaps the 
stud can be regarded as providing positive 
for the insistence on earth 
bonding between the telephone system and 
power supply system by Telecom as a matter 
of priority in service protection. 
Particularly, no geographical or terrain 
physical circumstances, and t E us to allow the 
reinorcement 1 
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feature, or feature of storm intensity has been 
found to be significant in this study even 
though the numbers were small. The only 
formal parameter not measured has been 
earth resistivity. Otherwise the study is felt 
to be have been comprehensive. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS 
This study has provided the first 
prospective detailed examination of people 
struck by lightning which was mediated via 
the public teIephone system. It has had a 
ratifyingly high response and in the currently 
iustralian climate, re resents a 
The broad findings of the previous 
retrospective study have been confirmed in 
that the majority of injuries seen, and 
particularly those of w e r e  degree, are local to  
the line of current and not mehated centrally. 
The best predictors of severity of injuries and 
their duration are the presence of 
musculoskeletal pain and the presence of 
symptoms lasting longer than possibly three 
days, and at least one week. The major 
physical parameter found to be of si nificance 
in predicting injury severity has $wen the 
presence of power system damage and this 
provides a measure of reinforcement for the 
current policy of regarding earth bonding as a 
significant step in system protection. 
Impressions of treatment have also been given 
particularly recommending the use of 
anti-neuritic pain relief, and anti-depressant 
therapy. 
comprehenaive examination o P the injuries. 
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STEP VOLTAGE ANALYSIS FOR TEE CATENOID LIGHTNING PROTECTION 
SYSTEM 
J.C. Chai, R. BriBt, D.L. Barker, and H.E. Eley 
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P.O.Box 92957, M4/934 
Lar Angela, CA 90009 
ABSTRACT 
The main objective of the Aerospace Corporation-propored overhead Catenoid Lightning Protection System 
(CLPS) is permnnel safety. To ensure working personnel’s safety in lightning situations, it is neceuary 
that the potential difference developed across a distance equal to a perron’s psce (‘step voltage’) doer not 
exceed a repuately utablished ‘safe voltage’ in order to avoid electrocution (ventricular fibrillation) of 
humans. Therefore the first stage of the analytical effort is to calculate the open-circuit step voltage. In 
this paper we develop an impedance model for this purpose, which takes into consideration the earth’s 
complex impedance behavior and the transient nature of the lightning phenomenon. In the low frequency 
limit, this impedance model is shown to reduce to results similar to those predicted by the conventional 
resistor model in a DC analysis. 
INTRODUCTION 
Lightning presents a major recurring concern in space launch operations. Today’s space launch requires 
a great deal of preparation, and any delay of launches due to adverse weather conditionr, such M lightning, 
would result in considerable schedule and cost impact. For example, Range Safety requires that personnel 
be evacuated when a pomible lightning storm is expected to occur within five nautical miles (9.25 km) of the 
launch complex when solid propellants are  present. The result is, among other things, a significant loss of 
man-hours and many delayed launches. While all hluards from lightning cannot be completely eliminated, 
it ir a fact that a system and working personnel can be made relatively immune to lightning effectr by well- 
planned protection schemes. The Aerospace Corporation-proposed overhead Catenoid Lightning Protection 
System (CLPS)’ M shown in Figure 1, which ir daigned to divide and divert lightning currents away from 
the wort arean beyond the perimeters of the launch pad, is such an example. Since its main objective is 
personnel safety, one of the first questions to be answered is: what is the potential difference developed 
between a person’s feet one meter apart (commonly known M the ‘step voltage’)’ within the CLPS umbrella 
when a direct lightning attachment to the catenary wires or fuel vents occurs? This voltage, when compared 
to  a separately established ‘safe step voltage’ to avoid ventricular fibrillation (electrocution) in humans, 
would define a safe sone for working personnel. MIL-STD-419A utilires a 1000-volt marimum rafe step 
voltage for humans in situations such M a lightning environment. 
To predict the open-circuit step voltage, a resistor model for the soil is usually uwd in a DC analysis. 
In studying ground hasards due to lightning for the CLPS, The Aerospnce Corporation first proposed a soil 
resistor model which consists of two different soil layers each with different resistivities.Whi1e this approach 
is consistent with available Lterature’l‘, i t  WM felt that because of the transient nature of lightning and 
the complex impedance behavior of the medium (e.g. soil, water, etc.), a transient analysis of the situation, 
especially when personnel safety is at issue, is necessary. The need for a transient analysis becomes clearer 
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when the adequacy of the DC analysis for lightning events is re-examined in terms of the skin depth [4] 
d = J-, where p = 4x x lO-'Hcnty/m is the permeability of the medium, w = 2xf is the angular 
frequency of the lightning current, and u = l/p is the conductivity with p M the resistivity of the medium. 
For a DC analysis to be valid, the skin depth has to be h q e  (MY, ten timer larger) compared to  the 
grounding syrtem (in this case, the ground rod at the end of a catenary wire). For a nominal soil reristivity 
of 40n.m and a lightning frequency of 100kHs, the skin depth is approximately 10 meters which is about the 
same length M a typical ground rod. Therefore, an approach different from the conventional DC analysis 
has to  be adopted. For this reason we propose to ure an impedance model for the media and perform a 
simplified transient analysis to  predict the step voltage. 
I M P E D A N C E S  OF MEDIA A N D  I N J E C T I O N  C U R R E N T S  
In this paper we propose to  model the ground M a two-layer medium with complex impedances (KC 
Figure 2), and compare it with the two-layer resistor (DC) model. The upper layer represents the dry mil 
and the lower layer consists of the water-saturated earth below. In practice, the length of the ground rod 
is chosen to  ensure that good contact is established with the more conductive lower layer for that location. 
The frequency dependence of the medium impedance is well known in problems related to electromagnetic 
propagation in media nuch M roil and water'. The intrinsic impedance of a medium for the electromagnetic 
wave propagation Z(w)O in ohms is given by 
PO 
= \i ( ) 
I+& 
where po is the permeability for non-ferromagnetic media such aa free space, roil and water, and t for 
the upper soil layer is taken to be twelve timer the free space permittivity [a]. In this analysis the above 
impedance is assumed for the current wave propagation through the two-layer soil medium. The dependence 
of Z ( w )  on the upper soil layer depth (L) has been introduced implicitly through the average roil resistivity, 
for example, at L = 3 metem. Based on our measurements of p at Launch Complex #41 at Cape Canaverd 
Air Force Station (LCIl/CCAFS)', it is found that the general dependence o f p  on 2 is difRcdt to quantify. 
However, since our memurements show that beyond soil depth 2 - 3 meters, p h u ,  in general, a d u e  
around 5 20n m because of saturation with sal ty  underground water, therefore Z ( w ,  2 = 3 meters) ia 
chosen in this analysis to  illustrate the methodology. The transient rource current i(t) due to  Lightning is 
taken to be a double exponential waveforms, although any other lightning waveforms can also be used: 
i ( t )  = io . (e-a* - e-@*) (2) 
which haa the complex form in the frequency domain by Fourier transformation: 
where j = fi, a is equal to 1/25, /3 is equal to l/l.S, time t is in pSec, and i. ia the current amplitude 
a t  the ground i+ction point. In case of a direct lightning attachment to  the lightning rod on top of the 
catenary tower which is deemed to be most probable, the peak lightning current of 266kA is auumed to 
be equally divided among 10 catenary wirer, resulting in a 2S.SkA peak current on each catenary wire at 
the ground ificetion point. Note that for an asymmetric structure like the propored Catenoid Syrtem, the 
simplistic way of dividing current equally is not true even for the DC c w ,  let done  in the transient aituation 
where c r m  couplings and re-radiations among all structures and wirer ut known to exist. However, u a 
rcoping effort, ne feel this current diviaion is a reuonable simplification. 
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A direct lightning attachment to the existing vent towerr protruding outside of the catenary syrtem can 
ala0 occur, although with lower probability. The injection current at the vent tower will be larger due to 
fewer dividing r i r u  (e.& four wires in this case), which will result in a greater potential difference, also 
becaurc of clorer prorimitin to the work arear. 
TRANSIENT ANALYSIS AND STEP VOLTAGES 
The potential E ( z )  due to a current flow I, a t  E in a twdayer medium (Figure 2), according to the 
resistor (DC) model [3 and 41 i n  given by 
where L ir the upper soil layer depth of resistivity p , ,  and I, in the DC current flow through the upper soil 
layer which ir explicitly dependent on I; and can be found by the proportional DC current relation to p's 
and L'r of the two roil layers". The step voltage between z meters and ( z  + 1) meterr from the current 
injection point predicted by the DC model in then 
In our analyris a rimplified approach ir adopted to give an estimate of the tranricnt effects. The total 
ground current I (w ,  z )  = I ( w ) ~ ' t ( ~ ) .  at  a distance E from the ground iqiection point is divided, according 
to the current division rule in the AC circuit analysis, to yield the residual current flowing in the upper 
layer of soil: 
where Z ( w )  is the complex impedance, and subacripts 8 and tu represent upper layer soil and lower layer 
wet soil, respectively. The propagation constant ~ ( w )  which contains an  attenuation factor and a phase 
factor is included in the model. The potential difference between a distance of 2 meters and (t + 1) meters 
from the current injection point in the surface soil layer, known M the rtep voltage, then follows directly 
The Fourier transform of V,ta, to the time domain will yield the waveform of vltl,(tl z ) ,  whose maximum 
value is then picked M the step voltage for each distance z from the source of injection. For this analysis, 
the upper soil reristivities, p,, used were 1600 and 100 f l -rn ,  which represent two typical values for the dry 
and wet upper roil layerr at the launch site, while the lower layer starting a t  a depth of L = 3 meters is less 
influenced by weather and wan taken to be a conrtant p,, = 20SY m. The calculationr were repeated for 
various distances fiom the current injection point ranging z = 3 to 46 meterr. The analysis can, of course, 
be carried out for other layer depths with different resistivities. 
RESULTS 
. The rtep voltages with catenary wire current injection calculated using the impedance model are shown 
in Table I, which are alro plotted in Figure 3 for eany visualiration. As expected, a more resistive upper 
roil layer (e.g. p, = 1600c1. m VI. p, = 1002). m) reerulter in a larger step voltage. It rhows that in order to 
keep the step voltage below a fixed voltage, say, one thousand volts, the distance from the injection point 
rhould be greater than 41 meterr for p ,  = 1SOOS-i. m, while for p ,  = l O O f l  rn the distance is 18 meters. 
A comparison of the impedance model rerultr (injection by Catenary Wire) with those of the resistor 
model im shorn in Figure 4 for p, = 1OOc1 m. It showr that in order to keep the rtep voltage below a 
1DOO. 
*€LE. Elcy, 'Step Potencid with the Overherd Lightmint Protection Symtcm', Aeroipuc Memo #3630.HEE.22611, 9 March, 
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fixed voltage, MY, one thousand volts, the 'keepout' distance is only 3.6 meterm for p, = 1000 m by 
the resistor model prediction, while a 18-meter dirtance is required by the impedance model. However, in 
order to fairly wcsa the d e t y  issue for humans in lightning rituationr, the human body impedand0 and 
induced human body currents have to be included in the consideration to atablish a mafety rtandard. Very 
little is available in the open literature regarding the current level vermus frequency required to produce 
ventricular fibrillation in humans, although it hss been known" that higher currents can be tolerated at 
higher frequencier (or shorter durations). 
Calculations were also performed for two different current iqiection rcenarior: catenary wire current 
i ~ e c t i o n  and vent towers (oridiret vent stack and fuel vent stack) current injections. 'Jhble I1 (livu a 
comparison of the rtep voltages due to these two different current iqjection Kenarior for the dosat points 
in the work area. For illustration purposes, the work area is w u m e d  to be a 30-meter quare at  the center 
of the launch pad (see Figure l(b), Top View). Of coune, there arc other u e u  (e.g., near the vent towerr) 
that may also be designated M work are- which can be conidered uring the r u n e  methodology. It can 
be Men from a b l e  I1 that vent tower wire current idectionr result in much greater rtep vdtager, thus 
posing greater risks for personnel aafety if the lightning is to attach itself to the vent towers which protrude 
outside the protective region of the proposed catenary syrtem. 
Since the step voltage ir crucial to  personnel mafety, a vedficstion of thir quantity ir of atmolt impor- 
tance. Short of the actual messurements of the step voltage in a lightning environment, the impedance 
model can be checked to  see if it can be reduced, in the low frcquenq limit, to the mistor  model, Le., 
where Z(o)  is the complex impedance and R is the DC resistance of the upper roil. Thir WM accomplirhed 
by using 8 kHs M the low frequency cut-off of the impedance model. It WM found that at 10 meten and 
p, = l O O S l .  rn, the low frequency approximation of the impedance model yields a rtep voltage of 177 volts, 
while the resistor model result is 168 volts. This lends some confidence to the analytical validity of the 
impedance model and the transient analysis. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The study of step voltage for the CLPS leadr to the following okervationm: 
0 In comprimn to the resistor model, the impedance model predictr: 
- A higher (- S i )  rtep voltage a t  all distances. Thir could mult in a luger 'Lapout '  dirtmce; 
however, the human body m p o n u  IU a function of the lightning Inquency needr further invtr- 
tigation in order to establish a aafety lone. 
- A eimillu attenuation of step voltaga u the distance increcuer. 
0 The vent tower current iqjection scenario rcaults in greater rtep vdtagtr, and thlu ponr greater 
threat to permnnel safety in the wumed  work area. Some meuurcr to reduce thir threat may need 
to be addreued. 
0 At low frquencics, the impedance model can be reduced to yield dmilu multm u the reairtor model. 
This lendr mme analytical credibility to the model and analyh. 
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0 It in of utmort importance to ensure penonnel aafety at launch situ in lightning situations. To 
fully verify the prediction of step voltages which concerno penonnel d e t y  (the muor purpose of the 
CLPS), a well-conducted dynamic teat in a simulated lightning environment ir necerrarJ. 
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Figure 1. Artirt’r Rendition of the Overhead Catenoid Lightning Protection Syrtem (CLPS) 
at Launch Complex #41 at Cape Canaveral Air Force Station: 
(a) Slant View. (b) Top View, rhaded area is the w u m e d  work p d .  
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Figure 3. Resirtor Model and Impedance Model for the Calculation of Step Voltageu. 
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Figure 4. Comparison of the Impedance Model and the Resistor (DC) Model 
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Table 1. Step Voltages by Catenary Wire Current Injections 
(‘Full Impedance Model’ with pw = 20R. m). 
# 
p, = 150Ofi m p, = loon * m 
4245 3355 
3740 2453 
3370 1886 
3047 1494 
2714 1209 
2401 995 
2136 829 
1909 698 
1713 594 
1527 509 
1361 439 
1205 382 
1070 334 
969 293 
857 259 
Source Distance 
xft (feet) 
Current Step Voltage Step Voltage 
Scenarios 
Work Area Injection (Volts) (Volts) 
p, = 1500R . m p, = lOOn - m 
998 320 
209 35.3 
1214 417 
169 29.1 
Southeast Oxidizer Vent 
Corner c w  #4 
Northwest Fuel Vent 
Corner c w  #9 L 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
100 
110 
120 
130 
140 
150 
qzzj- 
3.05 
6.10 
9.15 
12.2 
15.2 
18.3 
21.3 
24.4 
27.4 
30.5 
33.5 
36.6 
39.6 
42.7 
45.7 
Table 11. Step Voltages by Catenary and Vent Tower Wire Current Injections 
for p, = 1500 and lOOn. m (Both with pw = 20R. m) 
HARDENING COMMUNICATION PORTS FOR SURVIVAL IN 
ELECTRICAL OVERSTRESS ENVIRONMENTS 
0. Melville Clark 
General Semiconductor Industries, Inc. 
Tempe, Arizona 
ABSTRACT 
Greater attention is being focused on the protection 
of data 1/0 ports since both experience and 
laboratory tests have shown that components at 
these locations are extremely vulnerable to electrical 
overstress (EOS) in the form of transient voltages. 
Lightning and electrostatic discharge (ESD) are the 
major contributors to these failures; however, these 
losses can be prevented. Hardening against 
transient voltages at both the board level and system 
level has a proven record of improving reliability by 
orders of magnitude. This paper will review the EOS 
threats, typical failure modes and transient voltage 
mitigation techniques. Case histories will also be 
reviewed. 
ORIGINS OF ELECTRICAL OVERSTRESS 
Electronic systems transmit and receive vital 
information through sensitive communication ports. 
These vulnerable interfacing microcircuits are 
connected directly to signal lines which are often 
exposed to lightning to a varying degree. Electrical 
storms produce transient voltages on data lines 
which can range up to 300V or higher [ 1 1. Failures of 
line drivers and line receivers occur at transient levels 
ranging from 40V to 9OV (21, a level which is easily 
attained in long wire lengths which interconnect 
components of distributed systems. 
Lightning discharges can produce high 
electromagnetic fields which can couple into signal 
lines. For example, Masters, et al, reported a vdtage 
of 150kV induced on a 460m long open suspended 
wire caused by a lightning stroke 2.5km away [3]. 
This amounts to 325V induced for each meter of wire. 
Lightning induced short circuit currents are another 
measure of electrical stress to which data I/O ports 
are subjected. After dielectric breakdown in the 
component, current produces excessive heat and 
damage. Data showing current levels induced into 
ESD is also a major threat, producing an estimated 
30% to 50% of all electronic equipment failures 151. 
This is understandable, considering the low failure 
threshold levels of microchips reported by the 
Reliability Analysis Center [6]. ESD failure levels for 
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Failure Level 
Figure 2. ESD Failure Levels For 
All Bipolar Devices 
bipolar devices are shown in figure 2. In this graph, 
the vertical scale represents the number of parts 
which failed at a given level. CMOS structures fail at 
approximately the same stress levels. Since the 
fingertip can't feel ESD levels below 3000V, it is 
possible to kill a device without knowing it. 
Line receivers are generally observed to have a 
higher failure threshold level than line drivers which 
can latch-up under transient conditions, 
subsequently producing excessive power 
dissipation in the device and eventual failure. 
Increasing equipment losses have produced a 
growing sensitivity to data I/O port failures. Although 
industry is becoming more aware of protection 
needs, most computers and microprocessor based 
equipment in use have little or no built-in protection. 
Normally, only after the need has been established 
through excessive occurrence of field failures is 
corrective action taken. 
TRANSIENT PATHS 
Pathways to communication, or data I!O DO- are 
by electromagnetic coupling or direct injection into 
the data lines. Direct hits by lightning are rare, but 
injection of body generated ESD can happen while 
handling plugs and sockets of communication ports. 
Direct strikes to buildings can also inductively 
coupled transient voltages into data lines from metal 
building framework. Since lightning typically has a 
current of 25kA peak, this is sufficient to produce 
currents of several kiloamperes through a given 
segment of building framework which can induce 
voltages into nearby conductors. In one reported 
case, the data port of an unprotected printer was 
damaged by lightning current through structural 
steel. 
Nearby power wiring which runs parallel to data lines 
has been reported to cause computer system upset 
[7] .  Radiation from the adjacent power lines, caused 
by load switching, can produce disturbances which 
corrupt data transmissions. 
Transients on power lines have been reported to 
damage I/O ports of a printer shared with multiple 
PCs [8]. Failure was attributed to EOS caused by a 
ground loop since all components were not 
connected to the same ground window. Protection 
across the data I/O ports would have prevented this 
failure. 
FAILURE MODES 
Thethree basic failure modes include hard, upset and 
latent. Hard failures are those components which are 
permanently damaged and must be replaced to 
restore equipment to normal operation. Their 
appearance can be deceiving since microscopic 
damage cannot be seen from the exterior. An 
example of this type of failure is shown in figure 3. 
This is a transceiver chip which failed from induced 
lightning. 
Figure 3. Failed Transceiver Chip 
u;~ii&>lH'4i- F'p;es' 
BUCK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH 
Line drivers which fai! In a latch-up mode puduce 
excessive heat and often results in charring of the 
component along with severe damage to the circuit 
board material. An example of latcir-up failure of an 
88-232 line driver is shown in figure 4. This type sf 
failure could be a_ contributing factor to computer 
room fires which occur at the rate of 400 per year in 
the US [9]. Direct hits often cause components to 
explode or vaporize. 
process conslame parl of the  transient energy. A 
prepedy select& WS protects by limiting voltage 
spikes but does not interfere with circuit 
pedormanee. 
The three most commonly used WS devices include 
gas discharge tubes, metal oxide varistors (MO'ds) 
and silicon NSs. For some telephone applications, 
the use of bilateral voltage triggered thyristors is 
growing. 
Gas discharge tubes are characterized by 
multikiloampere capability. Impulse firing voltages 
usually start at 500V which is too high for microchip 
protection but adequate for nonsensitive circuits. 
Gas tubes are best suited for and frequently used in 
multistage protectors which are discussed later. 
Metal oxide varistors (MOVs) are voltage dependent 
nonlinear resistors composed of zinc oxide granules 
in a matrix of bismuth oxide and other metal oxides. 
These devices are bilateral and electrically resemble 
two zener diodes back-to-back. Advantages of 
MOVs are low cost and high current handling on a 
limited basis. Their main disadvantage is high 
clamping voltage when compared to silicon TVS 
devices. MOVs are best suited for protection across 
ac power lines. 
Figure 4. Line Driver Latch-Up Failure Silicon N S  devices use large area pn junctions 
Upset is a temporary malfunction which is usually 
associated with data loss or file corruption although 
the results may sometimes be catastrophic. In March 
1987, an Atlas Centaur launch vehicle was struck, 
causing overwrite of the guidance control memory, 
resulting in destruction of the rocket and its payload 
[lo]. 
mounted between metal heat-sinks to dissipate the 
heat produced during suppressive action. These 
components are rated lower in peak current than gas 
tubes or MOVs; however, they consistently perform 
at rated levels with virtually no wearout. Silicon TVSs 
clamp at predictably lower levels than other TVS 
devices making them ideal for protecting sensitive 
microchips. 
Latent failures are the "walking wounded" which are A comparison of clamping ability of both MOV and 
Once but at an insufficient level to cause siliconn/S devices is illustrated in figure 5. Both parts 
immediate failure but still causing degradation of the were rated for operating voltage and 
part noticeable loss performance. These pulse current rating. Each device was surged with a 
devices fail but have survived up 1 .2/50us transient voltage spike ( 1 . 2 ~ ~  rise, 5 0 ~ s  for 
a period of five years [ I  1 1. decay to one-half peak value). Peak open circuit 
voltage is 1500V and peak current is 50A through PROTECTIVE DEVICES each device. In this graph, the vertical scale is 5V per 
division and the horizontal scale is IOus per division. Transient voltage suppressor (TVS) devices protect 
data I/O ports limiting spikes levels Clamping under transient conditions is a qualitative 
safely below destruct thresholds. measure of protective capability. Note that the MOV devices unwanted currents clamps at 19V but the silicon suppressor proteds at 
away from the protected components and in the a much lower level of 7V. 
Figure 5. MOV and Silicon N S  Clamping 
Some data/communication interfaces are 
interconnected with lines of one kilometer or more in 
length, which are exposed to harsh lightning 
environments. Protectors for these applications are 
usually multistage, using an up-front high current 
rated TVS such as a gas discharge tube. A low 
clamping voltagedevice such as a siliconTVS is often 
used in the second stage with an intervening 
impedance to develop sufficient voltage to fire the 
gas discharge tube. The topology for this circuit is 
shown in figure 6. 
IMPEDANCE 
ARRESTOR 
SILICON 
SUPPRESSOR 
Figure 6. Multistage Suppressor Topology 
Figure 7. Multistage Suppressor Performance 
GUIDELINES FOR TVS SELECTION 
The main electrical parameters to be considered in 
selecting a TVS for 1/0 port protection are: 
1. Maximum operating voltage (Vr) 
2. Maximum clamping voltage (Vc) 
3. Peak pulse current capability (Ipp) 
The maximum operating voltage is the peak voltage, 
including high side of thetolerance, at which adevice 
is designed to operate without drawing appreciable 
current. This level is typically ten percent below the 
minimum breakdown voltage, that voltage at which 
the device begins to conduct current. 
Maximum clamping voltage is the highest voltage 
that will appear across the protected component 
under conditions of maximum rated peak pulse 
current. This is the protection level that is provided to 
the 1/0 port across which the device is connected. 
Typical performance for an RS-232 signal transient 
voltage surge suppressor (TVSS) using a multistage 
suppressor containing an up-front gas tube followed 
by a silicon TVS is shown in figure 7. This illustrates 
the transient voltage reduction from 1500V down to 
an acceptable level below 40V, which is the failure 
threshold for these communication interfaces. The 
scale is 1 OV per division vertically and 5us per division 
horizontally. 
During the first 37us of suppressor conduction, 
normal data flow is lost. The software should 
recognize this condition and ask for a retransmission. 
Devices are available as unidirectional, for dc line 
protection and also as bidirectional for ac and other 
positive and negative going signals. Most data 1/0 
ports use bidirectional devices. For high data 
transmission rates, the inherent capacitance in low 
voltage, large area silicon TVS may signilicantly 
attenuate signals. Specialized low capacitanceTVSs 
are available for these applications. 
These general guidelines for TVS selection apply for 
both board level and system level protection 
applications which are described in the following 
paragraphs. 
BOARD LEVEL PROTECTION 
Discrete components are available, with operating 
vdtage levels Over the range of 5V through PSVwhich 
includes most signal lines. These are also available 
for the higher vdtage commerc&l tetecom voltages. 
Both through-hole axial lead and surface mount 
devices are available as industry standard 
components. Some devices are supplied as multiple 
components in 8 pin and 16 pin Industry standard DIP 
packages for applications where space is limited. 
Silicon TVSs are rated in terms of peak power 
capability. which is associated with the cross 
sectional area of the suppression element. The types 
normally used on PC boards for data 1/0 port 
protection are the 5OOW and 6OOW rated types. For 
example, an SMBG24CA surface mount silicon TVS 
would be a good selection for protecting RS-232 1/0 
ports as this device operates at +/- 25V and can 
handle pulse currents of 75A for 8/xlus waveforms. 
A well designed protection scheme should protect I/ 
0 ports from body generated ESD and Induced 
lighting Into a system which is all contained within the 
same buiiding siruciure. Fs i  distfib~iec! sys!ems. 
which includes interconnected equipment in several 
separate buildings, additional higher current 
protection is required as described in the fdlowing 
section. 
SYSTEM LEVEL PROTECTION 
Networked and distributed systems usually have 
long interconnecting lines between equipment 
locations, often between several buildings. High 
voltage spikes produced by harsh lightning exposure 
should be suppressed at the point the signal lines 
enter the building as shown in figure 9. For these 
applications, multistage protectors, often called 
transient voltage surge suppressors (IVSSs) are 
required to handle these high current threats. 
Placement of the protector is extremely important for 
optimum protection. The shunt current path through 
the protection circuit must be minimum for optimum 
protector performance (1 21. Parasitic inductance in 
the suppressor leads contributes to L(di/dt) effects 
which can be signincant for fast rise-time transients 
originating from ESD and NEMP. 
The protector should be placed as close as possible 
to the signal input terminations on the board to 
minimize radiation into other components on the 
board. The ground reference should likewise furnish 
a low impedance path between all suppressors as 
illustrated in figure 8. 
Data Line GND 
Figure 8. On-Board Suppressor Installation 
Figure 9. Transient Voltage Surge Protector 
for Signal Lines 
If the TVSS is connected to a separate ground from 
the system, a common mode transient vdtage will 
develop from current flowing through the ground 
resistance. This can be illustrated by a current of 
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lOOA flowing through a ground resistance of 10 
Ohms producing a rise in voltage of 1 OOOV above the 
user equipment frame ground. This is calculated 
using Ohms law as shown below: 
Where: 
V = iR 
i = instantaneous peak current of lOOA 
R = Resistance of 100 Ohms 
Then: 
V = 100A xlOR 
v = 1ooov 
Without additional secondary protection at the 
equipment inputs to reduce the lOOOV to a safe level 
of 40Vor less, the communication interface chips will 
be destroyed. 
The best alternative approach to high level surge 
protection is to have the TVSS ground connected 
through a short, low impedance bond to the frame 
ground of the user equipment. Then the entire 
system rides up in potential with ground current and 
the system is safe because it is all at the same 
potential. An illustration of this system is shown in 
figure 10. 
Electronic 
System 
Transient 
Suppressor 
Signal d- 
Low 
Bond 
Impedance 
Figure 10. Low Impedance Bond 
When thelVSS is located close to the equipment and 
some distance from the building wall, it is usually 
necessary to shield with metal conduit those data 
lines running from outside of the building. Otherwise, 
transients will be radiated inside the bullding and 
possibly coupled into other lines, increasing the risk 
factor for normaliy reIiaMe equipment. For redundant 
high speed data lines, i.e., 1 MB and UP, experience 
has shown that best performance is achieved with 
protectors attached directly to equipment frame 
ground. 
Locating the position of the protector a significant 
distance from the user equipment can build up high 
voltages across the ground wire as shown in figure 
1 1. Wires connecting protector grounds to frame 
grounds should not exceed 2 feet [ 13). The self 
inductanceof a straight wire is only 1 .2uH/m, but this 
can result in high impedance of ground wires during 
high current fast rise-time transients. This develops 
high common mode voltages on the data lines similar 
to the condition previously described for high ground 
resistance paths. 
Figure 7 1. High Impedance Bond 
For example, a potential of 3600V resulting from L(di/ 
dt) effects will be developed across a 6m long straight 
wire carrying a transient current of 500A rising to peak 
in 1us. 
Protection from infrequent strikes to buildings or near 
lightning hits is recommended for communication 
interfaces where indoor runs are longer than 10m. 
Although it rarely happens, all 1/0 ports in a single 
system have been destroyed by a single, nearby 
strike. 
If protection is not built-in, it can be provided with 
add-on WSSs which are readily available for RS-232 
data systems using 25 pin 'D" connectors. These 
add-on protectors are normally connected directly to 
the computer/peripheral at the 1/0 port. 
Some TVSSs on the market combine protection for 
both the signal and power lines within the same 
enclosure. The advantage to this configuration is that 
the ground window, or ground potential reference, is 
common for both power and data which optimizes 
transient protection. 
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INSTAUATION PRECAUTIONS 
Transient disturbances on ground and protector 
Input wires produce radlatlng electrornagnetk fields 
whichare Induced lntonearbywidng and equipment. 
The results can cause upset or permanent damage. 
Fwthls reasonafewbaslc precautions must betaken 
during lnstallatlon and routine malntenance of 
equipment. 
Configure the wlrlng 80 that the protector output 
rdean wires'), are routed away from the input and 
ground wlreswhlch canythe translent current. Surge 
currents flowing through Input and ground wlres wUi 
couple Into the protector output If they are Installed 
dose and parallel to each other. Run them at rlght 
angles to minimize coupling. Also, keep nolsy power 
lines away from data lines. 
CASE HISTORIES 
1. A manufacturer of high-end laser printers was 
having an unacceptable level of fleM failures whkh 
were traced to human body ESD events injected Into 
RS-422 data 1/0 ports. installing 5ooW rated silicon 
TVS devlces at the board level provlded the needed 
protection and ellmlnated the ESD caused failures 
I I .  A supplier d petrochemlcal tank level gauging 
systems was loslng line drivers to lightnlng caused 
transient voltages. The transient caused latch-up and 
subsequent overheating whkh resulted in severe 
damage to the board. Adding on-board protectlon 
plus TVSS protectors for severe environments 
boosted rellabdky by orders of magnitude by virtually 
eliminating losses whkh normally occurred durlng 
electrical storms. 
111. A high volume supplier of raw materials to the 
plastics industry converted Its facility to total 
computer operation incorporating extensive use of 
TVSS protective devlces to ward against Induced 
lightning failure. A successful changeover was made 
during the winter months; however. when electrical 
storms began In late spring, equipment outages 
occurred. 
System falures were attributed to Improper routing of 
the data lines at the TVSS location. The protectors 
were Installed wlth both Reld input wiring and the 
'clean' outputs to the computer in the same raceway 
for lengths of up to 8 feet. This allowed translents to 
couple Into theTVSS outputsand subsequentlyto the 
COmputer 1/0 ports. Separating the input and ground 
translent conducting wlres from the outputs 
eliminated this problem. 
CONCLUSION 
Signal 1/0 ports are easily destroyed by transient 
voltage spikes because of the Inherently small 
geometries d mkrochlps. Latch-up Is also caused 
by voltage spikes resulting hr damage and potentlai 
fire hazards. The major causes d this destnrcttve 
electrical overstress are ESD and Induced lightning; 
however. properly selected and Installed protectors 
can virtually elimlnate 1/0 port failures. 
A broad range d off-the-shelf TVS protective 
components are available for board level protectlon 
while add-onTVSS assemblies can be Installed by the 
useron unprotected ports. Depending ondeslgnand 
installation, some N S S  surge protectors can handle 
currents of more than 1 kiloamp on data lines 
exposed to harsh lightning conditions. 
Location and Installation of adequately rated 
protective devices must be optimum to provide 
effective system reliability under adverse transient 
voltage conditions. 
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ABSTRACT 
Charge control tests were carried out on a ground-baed, Marine Corps CH-53E helicopter at Davis- 
Monthan Air Force Base in Tucson, Arirona, during the week of March 19, 1990, to  determine if control 
of the electric fields acting on the engine exhaust gases could be used to  reduce the electrification of the 
helicopter when it  operated in a dusty atmosphere. 
The test aircraft was flown to a dusty, unpaved area of the base and was then isolated electrically from 
the earth. When the helicopter engines were operated a t  ground idle with the rotor locked, the isolated 
aircraft charged positively, just a6 had been observed in previous measurements in California. However, 
when the rotor brake was released in Tucson and the turning rotor created a downdraft that  raised dust 
clouds, the aircraft always became charged more positively, to potentials ranging from +30 t o  +45 kV. 
(During the earlier tests in clean air in California, operation of the rotor caused the helicopter to  charge 
to  negative potentiab exceeding -45 kV.) 
The dust clouds raised by the rotor downwaah in Tucson invariably carried negative space-charges with 
concentrations of up to  -100 nC mm3 and caused surface electric fields with strengths of up to  10 kV m-' 
immediately down wind of the aircraft. The natural charging of the helicopter operating in these dust 
clouds was successfully opposed by control of the electric fields acting on the hot, electrically-conductive 
exhaust gaaes. This control was achieved by placing electrostatic shields around the exhausts from # l  
and #3 engines, coupled with the mounting of an isolated electrode inside the shield around #3 exhaust. 
Control voltages applied to this electrode created the electric field3 required to export undesired airframe 
charges in the exhaust gasee. 
INTRODUCTION 
Aircraft isolated from the earth often acquire electrical charges, which can be dangerous in some situ- 
ations. For example, when a helicopter hovers near the ground, the charge that  it acquires can give severe 
electrical shocke to  ground personnel who come in contact with the aircraft. The cause of helicopter elec- 
trification has often been attributed to collieions between the rotor and dust particles in the surrounding 
air, but significant aircraft electrification has been observed in the absence of dust and other atmospheric 
particles. 
We have been studying thin phenomenon for eome years and have found that a major cause of helicopter 
electrification is the flow of electrical currents in the hot, conductive, engine-exhaust gases under the 
influence of the local electric fields. As a result of these studies, we have been able to  control the aircraft 
electrification by modifying the polarity and strength of the electric fields acting on the hot exhaust gases. 
The field modification haa been accomplished by ehielding the engine exhaust gases from the external 
electric fields with cylindrical wire mesh screens, then applying control voltages of the appropriate polarity 
to an electrode mounted within one of the shields in a manner that causes the export, on these gases, of 
the undeahed charge residing at aome given point on the helicopter. 
This technique has been used effectively in experiments to minimize the charges on small helicopters 
and WM successful even when they hovered in clouds of dust where electrification problems have been 
most eevere. It has not been used in light tests on large helicopters because the present apparatus is 
experimental and has not yet been engineered to be air-worthy. The current work, however, has been 
aimed at the development of apparatus that will be suitable for installation on il heavy-lift helicopter. 
In some earlier studies at  the Marine Corps Air Station in Tustin, California, we found that  a ground- 
based CH-53E helicopter, isolated from the earth, tended to charge positively after the engines were started 
while the rotor was still stationary. Under low wind conditions, the aircraft sometimes attained potentials, 
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relative to the earth, of about +1.5 kV. Immediately after the rotor brake wae releaaed and appreciable 
downdrafts were caused by the turning rotor, the helicopter potential reversed polarity quickly and voltages 
in excess of -35 kV were developed relative to the earth. This preference in l b t i n  for developing negative 
charge on the aircraft during strong downdrafts could be altered by “export” of negative ions in the exhaust 
gases when negative control voltages were applied to an electrode immersed in the engine exhaust [I]. 
Since helicopter electrification reportedly increases when the aircraft operates in a dusty atmosphere, 
it has been desirable that the charge control technique be tested in an environment with dusty air. Ac- 
cordingly, arrangements were made with NAVAIR and Marine Corps Squadron HMH 465 for a series of 
ground-baaed tests in a dusty area of Davis-Monthan Air Force Base at Tucson, Arisona during March 
1990 using a CH-53E helicopter flown in from the Marine C o p  Air Station in Tustin, California. 
FIELD STUDIES AT TUCSON: MARCH 14-21, 1990 
On Monday, March 19, our Marine Corps pilot Captain David Cranford fiew the test CH-53E helicopter 
(tail #YJ21, serial #16199s) to an unpaved area on Davis-Monthan AFB in Tucson, Arbona. To isolate 
the aircraft from the earth, we rolled it up onto three polyethylene slabs, each of which WM 1 m2 and 5 cm 
thick. -
The equipment that we used in t h a e  studies included: 
1. A potential-monitoring voltmeter with “infinite” input impedance patterned after a design by Douglas 
and Nanewicr 121. It consists of an electric field mill facing a smooth, metal electrode to which the 
desired potential ia applied. The output for the field mill ia a linear function of the applied potential 
difference between the field mill and the electrode. Potentials (relative to the earth) of up to  80 kV 
can be measured with this device without any sustained flow of current. 
2. Two Faraday cages, each equipped with a sensitive electric field m a ,  for the direct measurements of 
space-charges in the exhaust gases and in the atmosphere down wind of the helicopter. The walls of 
the Faraday cages were made of galvanired steel wire mesh with 1/2-inch openings. The field mill 
used to sense charge within the cage which waa mounted beneath the #3 engine exhaust produced 
1.0 V output for a calculated, mean charge concentration of 97 nC m-3 while the one mounted in 
the down-wind Faraday cage required 23 nC mW3 for 1.0 V output. 
3. Two electric field milb, each mounted in an inverted fashion on a monopod at the height of 1.5 m 
above the ground for measurement of the atmospheric electric field near the earth’r surface. 
4. A video camera which was operated at a site about 70 m up wind of the helicopter to provide a 
record of the dust clouds raised by the rotor downwash. 
TROSUTIC S-INC AND CONTROL W C -  
The exhaust from #3 engine on the starboard (right) side of the aircraft waa rhielded electroatatically 
by an open-ended cylinder, 1 m in diameter and 0.9 m long, constructed from galvanired wire rcreen with 
1/2-inch openings in the mesh. It waa isolated both from the airframe and from earth to permit direct 
measurements of the electrical currents that 0owed in the shield during the charge control experiments. 
A similar screen cylinder WM placed around the exhaust from #1 engine on the port side to shield its 
exhaust gases from the local electric fields. For comparison, no shielding was uaed around the exhaust from 
#2 engine. 
A metal electrode waa mounted on shielded, porcelain innulatorn inride the electrostatic shield around 
the exhaust stack on #3 engine such that the electrode waa i m m e d  in the exhaurt gama when the engine 
operated. The electrode was constructed from 5-cm diameter steel tubing bent into a t o m  that had a 
diameter of 0.5 m. When high voltages were applied to the electrode, rtrong electric Belds were created 
between the exhaust stack and the electrode. With this arrangement, ions of one polarity were collected 
from the emerging exhaust gases while ions having the same polarity a the voltage on the control electrode 
were exported in a controlled manner from the aircraft. 
The voltages applied to  the control electrode were supplied by a servo controller which contained two 
programmable power supplies, one furnishing variable positive high voltages of up to  +32 kV, the other 
delivering up to  -32 LV. The output of the supply which wae. energised at  a given time was switched to 
the control electrode by an internally-selected, high-voltage relay. The servo output voltage was controlled 
either by the voltmeter that sensed the helicopter potential or manu:al!y, by the operator. 
OPERATIONS 
A total of 7 electrification tests were made on March 20 and 21 with the CH-53E helicopter isolated 
above the dry, bare earth. During this period, the ground surface wan dry with a thin crust of salts 
where the surface wan undisturbed. The ground was initially covered with fine dusty soil on the starboard 
(#3 engine) side of the aircraft while the port (#1 engine side) polyethylene slabs rested on a patch of 
weathered, poorly-consolidated asphalt. As dust waa blown away by the rotor-induced downdrafts, we 
provided new dust between several of t h e  runs by scoring and "plowing" the dry earth with tooh. 
In thew studies, engine #3 wils always started first and charge-control tests were carried out with this 
engine operating alone. After they were completed, engine #1 was usually fired up to  determine if charge 
control with #3 engine could be maintained without an electrode inside the shield around #l exhaurt. 
These were 
obtained on a cloudlam, sunny morning, after #3 engine was started and while the rotor WM not turning. 
The helicopter charged to  about +I200 V on its own, presumably ad the result of negative ion emission 
from the exhaust gases under the influence of the fine-weather atmospheric electric field of about -90 V 
rn-l a t  the earth's surface. At 0916:40 MST, we applied -29 kV t o  the electrode immersed in the exhaust. 
This caused the export of negative ions in the exhaust. Immediately afterward, the measurements from the 
Faraday cage mounted beneath #3 engine showed the presence of an intense, negative space-charge in the 
exhaust gases. This export of negative charge caused the isolated helicopter to become charged positively; 
it developed a potential of about +lo kV relative to the earth. 
Five reconds later, the electric field at  the closer field mill, 30 m down wind, reversed polarity and 
indicated the presence of negative charge passing overhead. About four seconds later, a similar indication 
of negative charge aloft began at the field mill at the 47-m distance. The surface wind a t  this time was 
about 4 m 8 - l  from the helicopter toward the instruments that were down wind, to  the northwest. 
At 0917 MST, we reversed the electrode voltage to +25 kV whereupon the sequence wae repeated 
but now with inverted polarity: positive charge wan exported, the airframe became charged negatively to 
about -9 tV, and, shortly afterward, p i t i v e  space-charge passed over the field mille down wind. When 
the positive voltage waa removed from the electrode, the helicopter waa still charged negatively from the 
just-prior export of positive charge; M a result, negative charge waa now exported by the exhaust gases 
until the aircraft was essentially charge-free, approaching its original condition. 
Th- data  illustrate how the charge on the helicopter can be modified by variation of the electric fields 
X t h g  on the exhaust gases and how the exported charge can be detected down wind of the engines. We 
now prerent data from one of the charge control tests at  Tucson. The six other tests gave similar results. 
Them tents are described in our report 131 to the Ofice of Naval Research, copies of which are available 
from the authors. 
The behavior of the charge control system in shown in the da ta  plotted in Figure 1. 
CHARGE CONTROL TEST: 1237-1254 MST, MARCH 20, 1990 (WITH RING ELECTRODE 8 CM FROM 
#3 ENGINE EXHAUST STACK). 
The weather conditions: The day waa sunny with scattered, high-level altestratue clouds, the air 
temperature wae. about 27 "C, the relative humidity W M  estimated t o  be about 20%, and the surface wind 
waa about 3 m s-' from the southeast. 
The results for thin test are shown in Figure 2. Engine #3  wan started at about 1239 MST and was 
then operated at ground idle for several minutes. The helicopter was ungrounded at 1240 MST whereupon 
the aircraft slowly acquired a positive charge. At  1241 MST, we applied -1550 V to the control electrode 
in the exhaust from #3 engine whereupon the aircraft charged more rapidly with the polarity still positive. 
The aircraft potential increased, reaching +1500 V at 1241:30 MST when the high voltage supply was 
turned off. Thereafter, the aircraft potential relaxed back toward Eero with a 35-8 time-constant. 
The rotor began turning in flat pitch at 1242:30 MST and immediately raised a cloud of dust, whereupon 
the helicopter charged rapidly in the positive polarity and attained a potential of +35 kV within 30 s. This 
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from #3 engine while the rotor was stationary (March 21, 1990). 
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positive charging in the cloud of dust particles WM clearly a result of the rotor motion and did not involve 
our charge r e l ewr  rince our high voltage rystem waa turned off during this period. Negative epactcharges 
with concentrations of up to -250 nC m-3 were mewwed in the Fa rday  cage moun t4  beneath #3 exhaust 
during t h b  initial, etrong charging. 
The Faraday cage located 35 m down wind of the rotor hub indicated that the duet clouds away from 
the aircraft were Bbo negatively charged and carried varying charge concentrations of up to -40 nC m-3. 
Similarly, the electric field mill 47 m down wind ehowed field strenethe of up to 10 LV m-‘ with positive 
polarity, indicating the preaence of negative charge overhead. 
A t  1244:15 MST, we applied +32 tV to the control electrode; t h b  c a u d  positive charge to leave 
the aircraft and reduced its potential from the +32 LV level. After wme adjustments, we were able to 
maintain the aircraft potential betmen -2500 V and +loo0 V for more than 2 minutes by u e ~  of the 
servo control which varied the voltage on the electrode between +20 and +30 kV and caueed the export 
of a c m n t  of about 50 pA in the exhaust. The control wan turned off at 1248 MST whereupon the 
aircraft promptly recharged to +27 LV. We then reactivated the Mrvo control which promptly reduced 
the helicopter potential to values varying around the rero level where it waa maintain& by the continued 
export of p i t i v e  charges. 
None of the positive charge carried away in the exhauat from #3 engine waa ever detected by any of 
the dcmn-wind inrtrumentation: during all of them? tests, the negatively-charged dust clouds raieed by the 
rotor downwaah dominated the local atmwpheric electricity dawn wind from the aircraft. 
Since we appeared to  have wme control of the aircraft potential while #3 engine alone WM operating, 
we -ked the pilot to etart #l engine with its shielded exhaust. As engine #1 came up to speed, the 
eervo voltage required to minimise aircraft potential increased and the control became 1- effective with 
initial excumions in helicopter potential of about 10 LV in both polarities. After the initial oecillation, the 
W ~ V O  gahed control and maintained the potential to within about 3 LV of sero for the next two minutes. 
The concentration of positive rpace-charge measured beneath #3 exhaust became very strong, exceeding 
+700 nC m-s during t h b  control effort. The eervo was turned off at  1255 MST, whereupon the aircraft 
promptly charged positively again to about +30 kV with the export of up to -200 nC rnv3 of negative 
charge recorded in the Faraday cage beneath #3 exhaust. 
A t  1257 MST, we -ked the pilot to stop the engines so that we could change the electrode configuration. 
While we were able to control the helicopter charge about aa expected, a major r u r p k  to  us from t h b  
test WM the anomalous positive charging of the helicopter in the presence of the negatively charged dust. 
DISCUSSION OF THE HELICOPTER CHARGE CONTROL EXPERIMENTS 
The initial, p i t i v e  charging of the helicopter to about +I kV after the start of an engine but before the 
rotor turned (ohrved both at Tucson and at Tustin) appears to be caused by the fine-weather atmospheric 
electric field acting on the conductive exhaust gases emitted from the elevated exhaust stack. The rtrength 
of the undbturbed atmospheric field that we mcaaured at Thcson WM about -100 V rn-’ and thir would 
have caused negative iom in the exhaust plume to move upward while paitive ions would have been 
driven downward. The effect would have been to cause the airframe to lone negative charge by conduction 
through the exhaust until it approached the potential of the air at  the level reached by the buoyant plume 
of conductive exhaust g w .  The top of the aircraft b at a height of about 7 m. The +1 kV developed by 
the airframe suggests that the buoyant exhaust gaaes coupled with the atmospheric potential at a height 
of about 10 m. Thia phenomenon provides continuing evidence that charges are transferred from aircraft 
through the exhaust gaaea. 
A great surprbe to us wan the strong natural charging of the helicopter with positive polarity whenever 
the rotor caueed a downdraft. This polarity of charging is opposite to that previously observed in the 
clean-air measurements at Tustin. The positive charging of the helicopter at Tucson WM associated with 
the transport of negative chargee away from the aircraft deopite the negativelychvged dust cloud that 
always enveloped it when the rotor turned. One would normally expect that an bolated aircraft surrounded 
by a cloud of negatively-charged dust would acquire negative charge and become negatively charged itself. 
Among the processes that could transfer charge between an isolated helicopter and the surrounding air are 
the following: 
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1. Ingestion of spacc-charge in the combustion .ir drawn into the engine. 
An engine on the CH-53E helicopter operating at 2S# capacity M in our terk at Tucron consumea 
about 400 kg hr-' of hydrocarbon. To burn t hu  fuel stoichiometrically  require^ about 1.4 ms 6-l  
of air. If the engine Sir contains the space-charge concen2rations of up to -?OC nC rn-' th8t wc 
memured in the dust clouds around the helicopter, a charging current of around -0.14 PA would be 
arriving at the aircraft through each engine. Such currents are of the wrong polarity to charge the 
helicopter positively and they are too small to be significant in the charging proceuer encountered 
during the= ter,ts. 
2. Colljoions between the rotor and dust particla. 
Several different kinds of charge transfer can take place during colhiona with dust particles. There 
can be charge transfen between the rotor blades and negatively-charged particles that leave -me of 
the charges, initially carried by the dwt, on the rotor surfacar from which they wouH be dttributed 
over the entire airframe. Since thin wouH make the aircraft carry a negative net charge, it obviously 
waa not important in our Tucson meamrements. 
Charge transfrs can .bo occur during elamtic colliaiins M a result of 'contact electrification" which 
a r b s  from a difference in the 'work functions* of the two surfaces in contact. Elmtic collbions 
between the rotor and dast certainly occurred in the teak at lhceoon but, in our opinion, they were 
not the dominant cause of the electrification. One of our reasons for thin opinion in that, in tests by 
Brook et  af. Id], who caused rimilar collisions between road dust and an isolated rotor blade turning 
in the Whirl Tower at the Naval Air Repair Facility in San Diego, the maximum currents o k e d  
during intense dust injections were only 0.25 pA and their polarity fluctuated repeatedly during teats 
with dust of the same apparent cornpition. One might extrapolate from Brook's rneacwements to 
obtain a current of up to 2 pA for the seven rotor blader, on the CH-53E helicopter but thin in not 
large enough to  explain the currents we encountered. 
Another reason for questioning thin explanation in that the CH-53E helicoptem a d  in similar, clean- 
Sir charging teats at 'hstin charged jwt as vigorounly an did CH-53E YJ21 in the dust in Tucson-but 
with the opposite, negative polarity. There is a common feature however: In .ILcM)n, the atmospheric 
electric field acting on the helicopter in the negatively-charged dust clouds wae upwardly-directed or, 
in our convention, the surface field under the dust was a 'positive" one. In these positive fielh, the 
helicopter always charged positively while the rotor wae cawing a downdraft. On the other hand, at 
-stin the atmospheric electric field waa always that obaerved in fine weather which is downwardly- 
directed and in termed a negatiuc one. In such negative fields, all five of the CH-53E helicopten that 
we tested in Tustin charged negatioefy. 
Thin coupling between the polarity of the local electric field and that of the charge developed on the 
helicopter when the rotor creates a downdraft has o c c u ~ ~ e d  in all 24 tats that we have made with 
CH-53E helicopten with ambient electric fiel& of both polaritier. In view of thia evidence, it appears 
that  there is a causal relationship invoking the ambient electric 6eld which determinw the polarity 
of the helicopter charge. 
3. Currents flowing in the exhaust gases. 
In earlier meaourements of the electrical conductivity of the CH-53E engine exhaust gaaea at Tustin, 
we found that t h u e  g a m  emerge from the exhaust rtacks with conductivities of up to 400 pS rn-l 
which indicater that a free charge immersed in such a gut would be mentially n e u t r a l i d  by conduc- 
tion within 50 ma. After emergence, t h w  g m  entrain ambient air quickly. T h e  resulting dilution 
of the g u e r  and the ion lors by recombination and by attachment to aerosol particles cause the gas 
conductivities to decreaae rapidly with dintance from the exhaust stack: we found that the conduc- 
tivity downstream from engine #1 decreaeed by e-fold in a dintance of about 0.3 m when the rotor 
c a n 4  a downdraft. 
Appreciable electric carrents will flow in such conductive gatw under the influence of the local electric 
fields. In quiet air, the effect of such current flows would be to  carry charges that act to neutralire 
the local fielda. However, when the rotor causea a downdraft, the charges carried by the cooling 
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exhaust g w  can be t rdsported downward and away such that they intensify the field and cauw 
more chargee to  flow. It appearr to ue that this occum regularly with CH-53E operation and reeults 
in a positive 'feedbrck" procem for charging the aircraft with charging time constants of about 7 e. 
CONTROL OF THE CHARGES ON HELICOP TERS 
Thew reeultr clearly rhow that the midua l  charge on a helicopter can be reduced and controlled by 
applying appropriate electric fields to the exhaust gaws at a point where they are still electrically conductive 
and before they get involved in the rotor-induced circulation. Derpite the predictions and expectations of 
i n t e r n  natural charging when the helicopter created a dust cloud, we found no problem in controlling the 
charging tendenciea of a helicopter operating in fairly intenw durt. 
Our meuurementa ruggat ,  homver, that adequate control will require the ubc of thie technique on the 
exhausts from all of the engina in operation. The need for thie in shown by the experimental results given 
in Figure 2: During the period from 1246 to 1251 MST, the rotor WM driven by #3 engine operating alone. 
When the HIVO applied control vdtagee to the electrode immersed in the #3 engine exhaust 8-8, it WM 
able to  maintain the helicopter potential (and therefore the helicopter charge) at low levele around rero 
with relatively low emiuions of apace chargee in the exhaust. The application of variable control voltagee 
of about +25 kV apparently WM able to counteract the engine's natural tendency to releaae negative 
charga under the durty conditions. (Thb natural tendency for charge emiuion when the wrvo control 
wan not operating is demonstrated in the recordings of negative space chargee carried by the exhaust from 
#3 engine for the timee around 1243 MST and, again, after 1256 MST.) 
On the other hand, after #1 engine WM rtarted around 1251 MST and joined #3 in driving the rotor, 
servo control voltagee of up to +32 kV were required on the #3 exhaust to counteract the charging of 
the helicopter. Thereafter, high concentrations of poeitive space chargee were detected in the Faraday 
cage beneath #3 exhaust; t h a e  indicate that emineions of high concentrations of positive space charges 
from #3 engine w e n  needed to offwt the releaen of negative charges by the shielded, but uncontrolled, 
#1 engine exhaust. Thio eequence illustrates the desirability of controlling the electric fields acting on all 
of the engine exhaust gases if helicopter charges are to be reduced reliably to  safe levels. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. To overcome the natural charging tendencies of an ieolated helicopter, we recommend that  the exhaurt 
gaaes be rhielded electrostatically from external electric Belde and that  the fields within the shields 
be controlled by the application of an appropriate voltage with the same polarity ae that  of the 
undesired, residual charge on the aircraft. 
2. To optimire thie technique, more studies are needed with operating helicopters so that  the minimum 
shielding necessary can be determined. 
3. The shields and electrodes should be made airworthy so that the technique can be tested on a 
heavy-lift helicopter in flight. 
4. An operational means of sensing the helicopter's charge or the electric field at some point such M 
the pendent hook should be investigated. If the servo provides a cwrective field to  the exhaust 
which results in making the field at the hook equal to  aero, then by definition, the hook in at the 
potential of its surroundings. If this condition were maintained as a helicopter descended until the 
hook touched the earth, there would be no spark nor any signigicant charge transfer when contact 
wae made becauee the hook would have been at ground potential. However, if a ground crewman 
were to grab the hook when it was hanging 2 m above earth in a dust cloud containing 100 nC of 
space charge per m3 of air, the air at that level would be at a potential of about 23 kV relative to  the 
earth and that would be the potential of the helicopter if the field at the hook were rero. A shock to  
a contacting ground crewman would be inevitable in this caae. 
One solution for the avoidance of a shock, suggested by Marx Brook (private communkation), would 
be to  use a method similar to  the technique for measuring the helicopter potent ia  without drawing 
a sustained current. A weakly conducting, weighted line or rope could hang down from a potential 
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sensor on the hook so that the line touches the earth or a crewman before he grabs the hook. The 
virtue of this approach is that  it would not require good contact with the earth and M not aimed at  
direct discharge of the helicopter. Instead, the resulting signal from the sensor on the hook would 
be u d  to provide the necessary ccrrective voltages to  the electrode in the exhaust t o  make the 
helicopter potential become that of the sensor. With this arrangement, there would be no sparks nor 
shocks to  a ground crewman who contacted any part of the aircraft. 
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RESULTS OF THE RECENT PRECIPITATION STATIC 
FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM ON THE 
NAVY P3B ANTlSUBMARlNE AIRCRAFT 
Mike Whitaker 
Electromagnetic Pulse Section 
Naval Air Test Center 
Patuxent River, Maryland 
ABSTRACT 
The Naval Air Test Center’s Electrornagnctic Pulse Section recently in- 
vestigated severe precipitation static problems affecting the communication 
equipment onboard the P-3B aircraft. This investigation was conducted at the 
request of Naval Air Systems Command after precipitation static created 
potential safety-of-flight problems on Naval Rcserve aircraft. A specially 
designed flight test program was conducted in order to measure, record, 
analyze, and characterize potential prccipitation static problem areas. The test 
program successfully characterized the prccipitation static interference 
problems while the P-3B was flown in moderatc to extreme precipitation con- 
ditions. Data up to 400 MHz were collected on thc effects of engine charging, 
precipitation static, and extreme cross-fields. Thew data were collected using 
a computer-controlled acquisition system consisting of a signal generator, RF 
spectrum and audio analyzers, data recordcr, and instrumented static dis- 
chargers. 
This paper outlines this test program and describes in detail the com- 
puter-controlled data acquisition systems used during flight and ground test- 
ing. This paper also discusses the correlation of test results recorded during 
the flight test program and those measured during ground testing. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For over 50 years, precipitation static 
(P-static), its causes, and cures have been ex- 
amined in numerous reports and papers. These 
studies indicate that the U.S. Navy has been con- 
cerned about the effects of P-static on its aircraft 
for at least the past 45 years. After all this time 
and research, however, P-static remains some- 
what of a mystery. 
The biggest problem concerning P-static ap- 
pears to be lack of awareness on the part of 
designers, users, and maintainers of aircraft, 
despite the abundance of technical literature on 
the phenomenon. The Naval Air Test Center’s 
program, the focus of this paper, extensively util- 
ized the research previously performed by the 
experts in the field of P-static. The aim of this 
paper is to provide some continuity betwecn the 
information gathered in past P-static clcanup 
programs and in this more recent one. 
P-static testing at the Naval Air Test Ccntcr 
is performed by the Electromagnetic Pulse 
(EMP) Section of the Electromagnctic Systems 
Department. The EMP Section also performs 
high-altitude EMP and lightning testing. Prior to 
19M, P-static testing at the Test Ccntcr was con- 
ducted only on demand. Prcscntly, howcvcr, all 
Navy aircraft being processcd through thc Tcs~ 
Center’s shielded hangar for clcctromagnctic 
testing is also subjected to simulated P-static M I -  
ing. 
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2. TEST AIRCRAFT BACKGROUND 
P-static problems on aircraft can be at- 
tributed to several causes. The main causes 
historically have been the advanced age of the 
airframe, a new avionics installation, or un- 
familiarity on the part of aircraft personnel with 
P-static. All three of these are factors with the 
P-3B aircraft (see figure 1). Specifically, the P-3B 
test program was initiated because the aircraft 
was being outfitted with a replacement com- 
munication receiver offering increased range, 
greater flexibility, and broadband. As a result of 
this new receiver’s greater sensitivity (by 10 dB), 
P-static on the P-3B changed from a mere 
nuisance to a safety-of-flight issue. 
The program described in the following 
pages was not the Navy‘s first attempt to clean 
up the P-3 airframe. An extenstive and successful 
effort was made 10 years earlier. As an outcome 
of this program, flight manuals were revised to 
include guidance on maintaining a clean 
airframe. But as often happens, no major 
problems were noted for years, so the require- 
ment for periodic checks for P-static problems 
was eventually dropped. 
Upper VHF Antenna 
\ MAD 
Figure 1. The Navy’s P-3B Aircraft 
Further compounding the Navy‘s problem 
was the lack of standard, acceptable test proce- 
dures for ground testing of aircraft. The EMP 
Section had a local test method, but not one that 
had been confirmed as adequate by a fight test 
program. %king for cleaning up the P-3B 
airframe came to the Rst Center after six 
months had been expended by other, UDSUCC~SS- 
ful cleanup efforts. 
To accomplish this task, a test program was 
developed jointly at the Rst Center by the Force 
Warfare Test Directorate and the Systems En- 
gineering Rst Directorate’s EMP Section. This 
collaboration resulted in a two-phase program. 
In Phase I, characteristics of the P-3B inflight en- 
vironments were obtained, and the ground 
testing methods were modified as required. In 
Phase I1 of the program, other aircraft were 
tested for trends and common problems. 
3. AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTATION SUITE 
In developing its P-3B flight instrumentation 
suite, the EMP Section thoroughly researched 
the technical literature outlining previously con- 
ducted P-static flight test programs. In particular, 
data from the aforementioned P-3 program that 
was conducted 10 years earlier provided excel- 
lent guidance. With this information, along with 
data gathered from related Boeing and Stanford 
Research Institute test programs, the Test Center 
designed its flight instrumentation suite. A block 
diagram of the P-3B instrumentation suite 
appears in figure 2. 
One requirement for P-3B instrumentation 
was to record continuous P-static interference 
on all communication receivers and analyze 
the audio output of receivers. Since the charge 
levels for frontal areas had already been 
extensively documented, no data on these were 
gathered during this program. Three static 
dischargers were isolated from airframe and 
used as indicators for P-static conditions. Dis- 
chargers were sufficient to provide data on 
engine charging, P-static conditions, and cross- 
fields. 
The P-3B instrumentation suite (photo 1) 
provided a continuous recording capability, 
visual indicator meters to monitor outside 
conditions, and an in-flight hard copy printout 
capability. The PC controller saved interference 
events on disk for immediate or later 
processing. 
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Hewlett Packard 8562A Spectrum Analyzer Hewlett Packard 86408 Signal Generator 
Hewlett Packard 3561A Dynamic Signal Analyzer DATUM 9300 Time Code Generator 
Honeywell 101 Magnetic Tape Recorder Dayton-Granger Static Discharger Wicks 
COMPAQ 101709 Portable PC Associated Microammeters, Preamps, Switches, 
Cables, and Connectors 
.101n SY?O 10 G I *  
stem COWOIT~ONC~ 
Figure 2. The Instrumentation Suite 
Photo 1. P-3B P-Static Interference Data Acquisition System 
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After extensive ground testing to confum the 
operation of instrumentation and to characterize 
the P-static problem areas, the aircraft was ready 
to be flown in P-static conditions. The problem 
areas identilied by ground testing were left 
uncorrected in order to obtain interference 
records reflecting an aircraft with known 
P-static problems. 
By early January 1989, the aircraft, crew, 
and test team were ready to proceed with the 
t a t  program. Initial flights were conducted from 
Glenview Naval Air Station north of Chicago, 
since weather forecasts indicated conditions were 
more favorable to encounter P-static in the 
midwest during this timeframe. Flying out of the 
Chicago area with the P-3B’s range put the en- 
tire midwest within reach. 
By consulting daily with weather forecasters 
at Glenview Naval Air Station, the test team 
could select an appropriate area for test flights. 
After a few flights, the test team became very 
successful at locating and documenting the 
P-static environment. A typical flight condition 
is described in table I. 
Tablo 1. Flight in Severe P-Static Conditions 
(Before Fixes) 
Altitude = 16,WOR 
0 Outside Air Temperature - -le C (actual) . Airspeed = 235 Knots 
0 Discharge Current 
- MadBoom = 7 0 p A  
- Wing Tip = 50 pA 
- Fin Cap = 50 pA 
Once team members were satisfied with the 
acquired data, their next step was to perform 
cleanup on the airframe. The following is a sam- 
pling of the types of cleanup necessary. Cleanup 
was required on the high-frequency antennas, 
MAD boom, and static wicks. The high frequen- 
cy antenna parts were replaced to prevent 
corona discharge, The MAD boom had 
numerous isolated diverter strips which formed a 
Faraday cage. Rebonding the diverter strips and 
access door cleaned up this problem area. The 
worst problem, and the easiest to correct, was 
the static dischargers. The test aircraft’s dis- 
chargers were measured open and were not 
effectively discharging any current. The static dis- 
chargers were replaced, and the isolated bases 
were grounded. Operating from a P-3 unit 
provided the personnel with the expertise 
needed to implement all corrective actions. 
Validity of these repairs was then confirmed by 
ground testing. 
After ground testing of the fures, the aircraft 
was flown once again to confirm that fuces were 
adequate to prevent the P-static interference that 
was documented during previous flights. Ideally 
in this situation, the environment must produce 
discharge currents on the instrumented static dis- 
chargers that are similar to those produced in 
the previous flight tests. 
Unfortuantely, weather took a turn for the 
better, and the severe environmental conditions 
needed for testing could not be located in the 
midwest. The test team then decided to return 
to the Test Center and make the final flights 
from there. With patience, the test team eventual- 
ly found conditions that were more severe than 
those encountered during flights with a “dirtyll 
airframe. Interference-free aircraft communica- 
tion receivers confirmed that corrective action 
had been successful in eliminating P-static inter- 
ference. Typical before-and-after data plots are 
presented in figures 3 through 5. 
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Figure 3. Typical Ambient Background Noise 
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Figure 4. Severe P-Static Noise (Before Fixes) 
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Figure 5. Severe P-Static Noise (After Fixes) 
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Pstatic con&tions were s ~ d x  during the 
&Rereat plots of f i p e s  3 thou& 5. Xt should 
be noted that the audio malyer plot for the fiu- 
cap arntenna of f ip re  5 was caused by improper 
bonding and was later corrected. 
Preparations for this phase were made in 
parallel with preparations for the flight test pro- 
gram. This effort utilized a ground-based 
instrumentation suite similar to that used during 
- 
flights (photo 2). 
Photo 2. Ground Test Instrumentation Suite 
In order to simulate the environment docu- 
mented in the flight test phase, it was essential 
to first establish accurate guidelines. The high- 
6. STANDARDIZED GROUND TEST METHOD 
The method used by the Test Center for 
P-staric testkg is sirnaap KO the method 
employed by numerous &crdt mmufacturers 
and repair Gcilities. This connmody used test 
method was simplified by Dayton-Granger, the 
manufacturer of the electrostatic test set used by 
most testers (photo 3). The Navy then adopted 
Dayton-Granger's testing method and refined it. 
Table PI shows the main steps of a typical 
aircraft P-static evaluation. 
voltage test set had to be a variable current Photo 3. Electrostatic Test Set 
source that could deposit charge onto a l-foot- 
square area. According to applicable studies, the 
worst P-static conditions are established at 20 
microamperes per square foot. In addition, the Table ll. Test Methods 
test team agreed upon a SINAD and signal-to- 
noise ratio. With the aircraft fully instrumented, 
it became very simple to determine which prob- 
lem areas should be immediately repaired and 
which should be considered minor. Establishing 
these criteria resulted in a cost-effective correc- 
tive action program. 
Step 1 Deposit simulated P-static charge using an 
electrostatic test set. 
Step 2 Monitor hand-held radios for noise generated 
by induced arcing. 
Step 3 Document all problem areas for database. 
Step 4 Monitor onboard radios and instrumentation 
while problem areas are resprayed. 
Step 5 Record interference on the victim radio, both 
graphically and in data form. 
Step 6 Incorporate fixes to problem areas. 
Step 7 Evaluate fixes and record the results. 
In ground testing, aircraft preparation is 
minimal. The test is performed on a grounded 
aircraft with fuel tanks topped off. The first 
wcep e€ the Axraft is made with applied 
ground power. Discharge capability of static 
wicks is confirmed by drawing current from 
wicks while monitoring a sensitive broadband 
receiver. Once instrumentation is installed 
(figwe 6), the next step is to spray problem 
areas while monitoring receivers and recording 
data plots with the instrumentation system. 
Information collected is then entered into 
the P-Static Problem Area Tracking System 
(table 111) for comparison with existing data and 
for further analysis. Aircraft deficiencies are thcn 
reported to the aircraft manufacturer and users 
through a variety of methods. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
The preceding pages describe the process 
that the Naval Air Test Center uses lo identify 
aircraft P-static problems and to mricci ihcm. 
Information has also been presented as recom- 
mended test levels for detcrmining adcquacy of 
aircraft's protection against the adverse effects of 
the P-static environment. Procedures discusscd 
here are presently being used for verifying the 
specification compliance of Naval aircraft. 
8. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 
This program could not havc been pcr- 
formed cffectivcly without the cxccllcnt docu- 
ments produced by Stanford Research Inslitulc, 
which are loo numcrous to be rcfcrcnccd hcrc. 
I El Controller 
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Figure 6. Typical Instrumentation Test Setup 
Table 111. P-Static Problem Area Tracking System 
I 
Essentially a digital version of a traditional Microfiche cataloging system 
Hewletl Packard Scan Jet Plus replaces the camera 
brnega 20 megabyte 1/4' cartridges replaces transparency films/fiches 
New generation graphical database Superbase 4 is the cataloging system 
Database allows direct on-screen preview of graphical data 
Intuitive VCR-like control panel allows easy database searching 
Key fields include: 
- AICmodel - Bureau number - Problem area ID number 
- Problem area description 
- Work unit code 
- category 
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LAUNCH PAD LIGHTNING PROTECTION EFFECTIVENESS 
James R. Stahmann 
Boeing Aerospace Operations 
Kennedy Space Center, FL 32899 
ABSTRACT 
Using the striking distance theory that lightning leaders will strike the nearest grounded point 
on their last jump to earth corresponding to the striking distance, the probability of striking a 
point on a structure in the presence of other points can be estimated. The lightning strokes are 
divided into deciles having an average peak current and striking distance. The striking 
distances are used as radii from the points to generate windows of approach through which the 
leader must pass to reach a designated point. The projections of the windows on a horizontal 
plane as they are rotated through all possible angles of approach define an area that can be 
multiplied by the decile stroke density to amve at the probability of strokes with the window 
average striking distance. The sum of all decile probabilities gives the cumulative probability 
for all strokes. 
The techniques can be applied to Kennedy Space Center (KSC) launch pad structures to 
estimate the lightning protection effectiveness for the crane, gaseous oxygen (GOX) vent arm, 
and other points. Streamers from sharp points on the structure provide protection for surfaces 
having large radii of curvature. The effects of nearby structures can also be estimated. 
INTRODUCTION 
The launch pads at  KSC are protected by a 'IO-foot insulating fiber glass mast 5 feet in 
diameter located on the Fixed Service Structure with a lightning rod at the top of the mast. 
The rod is grounded 1,000 feet north and south of the tower by a V2-inch stainless steel cable 
called the catenary wire. The lightning protection system on Launch Pad 39A has been struck 
by lightning an average of three times per year since 1979. Probability calculations predicted 
about two strokes per year. The difference may be accounted for by the action of upward-going 
streamers that go out to meet the down-coming leader of the lightning stroke and meet it about 
100 feet above the lightning rod. This effect increases the effective height of the mast and 
enhances its ability to attract strokes, especially the larger strokes. The probability of hitting 
the mast, without taking streamers into account, was calculated in a previous paper 111. The 
probability of hitting selected points on the structure or the vehicle will now be considered 
using a similar technique to estimate the probability of hitting the selected point in the 
presence of other attracting points on the protection system, the structure, or the vehicle. This 
information can be used as a factor in a management decision, such as when to start fueling in 
relation to weather conditions. 
Ignoring streamering effects and using the simple principle that lightning (in its last jump to 
earth at its atriking distance) will hit the closest point on the mast, structure, vehicle, or 
ground, "windows" of approach through which the lightning must travel to reach the closest 
point are created by this assumption. The windows are largest in the most vulnerable direction 
of approach and then narrow and close as azimuth and stroke magnitude are changed. By 
calculating the projected area of these windows on the ground and multiplying by the stroke 
density for each stroke size increment (each direction increment) and summing all the incre- 
ments, a cumulative probability for all strokes hitting a selected point can be determined. 
Launch Pad 39B a t  KSC is shown is figure 1. 
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CRANE WINDOWS OF APPROACH 
To illustrate the probability calculation process, consider the calculation of the probability of 
hitting the tip of the crane boom, which is about 32.3 m (106 R) from the lightning mast 
centerline and 30.5 m (100 fti below the mast lightning rod tip, as shown in figure 2. -Arcs of 
various striking distances from these two pointe intersect on the perpendicular bisector of the 
line joining the two points. The bisector is the upper boundary of "crane windows," which are 
sectors of approach where the lightning leaden are closer to the tip of the crane boom than to 
the mast lightning rod or the ground when t h e  leader makes ita last jump to earth. The lower 
boundary of the crane windows is a parabola with focus at the tip of the boom tip and the earth 
as directrix. This boundary is the locus of points equidistant from the boom and the earth. 
Below the parabola, all the strokes hit the earth and above it all hit the lightning mast. The 
crane windows close at the striking distance where the bisector intersects the parabola. For a 
mast height of 122 m (400 rt) and a boom height of 91.5 m (300 fU, this occurs at a striking 
distance of 390 m (1280 R). The windows are also the locus of the center of a "rolling ball" 
(having the striking distance as radius) as it rolls over the tips of the boom and mast rod. 
The technique used previously by Stahmann 111 for estimating the stroke probability divided all 
strokes into deciles (see table I) having average peak currents and striking distances. The 
attractive radius, R, was calculated from the striking distance S,, and the height of the mast 
lightning rod, H, using the relationship: 
(1) 
R ' @ p F  
The attractive area was calculated and then multiplied by a relatively high stroke density of 20 
stroke&m*/yr or 2x10' strokedm'/yr/decile to obtain the stroke probability. The lightning rod 
is exposed to all strokes from all directions all year. However, to hit points below the rod (such 
as the crane tip), the lightning leader must enter through the associated window to hit the 
point. The windows change with direction of approach. The windows for the direction the 
crane boom is pointing is shown in figure 2. In other directions, up to 90 degrees h m  the 
crane pointing direction, the crane and mast rod tips are no longer coplanar and the distance 
difference to the leader is reduced, becoming zero at 90 degrees. Therefore, in other directions, 
the crane windows become smaller and close at lower striking distances. To calculate the 
probability of striking the crane (see table 111, the areas of the horizontal projections of the 
crane windows for the various deciles were calculated as the projections were rotated 290 
degrees from the pointing direction, assuming that the projection did not change. However, 
more detailed calculations indicated that this area is actually about one-half of that  calculated 
because the windows and projections change as the direction of approach is rotated. The 
geometry of the window projected area calculations is discussed in the next section. The largest 
stroke deciles are listed first in tables I1 and 111. 
GOX VENT ARM AND SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER (SFW WINDOWS OF APPROACH 
Three possible strike points are shown in figure 3, the mast rod, the tip of a rod on the GOX 
vent arm, and the SRB nose below the vent arm. The geometry for calculating the probability 
of hitting the vent arm is shown in figure 4 where a fourth point is added, the tip of a lightning 
rod on the top of the nearby 87.2 m (286 R) water tower 160 m (525 tt) from the lightning mast 
centerline in an easterly direction, 38 degrees fiom the north. Figure 3 shows the east-west 
plane. Lightning leaders must approach from the east to reach the vent arm or SRB tip. 
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Figure 4. Geometry for Calculation ofthe ET Vent Window Projection on a Horizontal Plane 
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Table 1. Probability of Striking a 122 m (400 ft) Tower 
- - Decile Cumulative I Years 
Decile 'pk (m) (m) (m2) (StrokedYear) (StrokedYear) Strike 
0- 10 6.2 kA 46 46 6,648 0.01330 0.01330 75.2 
12.9 kA 90 90 25,447 0.05089 0.06419 15.6 10-20 
1 20-30 17.6kA 115 115 41,548 0.08310 0.14729 6.8 
j 3040 22.7kA 137 136 58,107 0.11621 0.2635 3.8 
I R Area Probability Probability Per - S d  
1 
Table 11. Probability of Striking the Crane 
196 
91 
7 - 
Decile Cumulative 
rl r2 Area Probability Probability 
(ft) (ft) (m2) (StrokedYear) (Strokenear) 
0.005174 800 811 2,587 0.005174 
661 732 14,518 0.029036 0.0342 1 
525 646 20,726 0.041452 0.07566 
433 581 21,899 0.043798 0.11946 
0.16172 362 525 21,129 0.042258 
t 
i 
306 I 476 119,474 I I 0.20067 0.038948 
I I I I 
251 424 17,015 0.034030 0.23470 
201 369 14,010 0.028020 0.26272 
143 295* 9,721 0.019442 0.28216 
37.7 I 151* I 3.122 I 0.006244 I 0.28840** 
* When S,  c H, r, = S, 
** Once every 3.46 years 
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Table 111. Probability of Striking the GOX Vent Arm Lightning Rod 
* Once every 5.3 years 
** Ground stroke formula applies: 
=2 - @gFz 
Windows are created for each of the three points, The SRB window starts to close at 74.7 m 
(245 R) and closes at 164.9 m (541 R) in this plane. The external tank (ET) vent windows close 
at about 313.7 m (1029 R). The dimensions used are Hz85.4 m (280 R), h,=36.6 m (120 R), 
I;,=10.7 m (35 rt), si=33.1 m (108.5 R), and gz2.7 m (9 R). The formulas used for calculating 
the GOX vent arm window horizontal projected area are: 
(2) 
c - 4-
a - c cos 8, 
r, - a - s,/2 
r2 - r, + b - a 
(3) 
(4) 
(6) 
(7) 
where rl and r, are the attractive radii of the upper and lower window boundaries, respectively. 
The maximum attraction area for each decile produced by rotating the windows through all 
easterly directions *90 degrees from directly east is: 
Area(mZ) < x / 2  / 3  .2€12 
(8) 
where rl and r, are in feet. As previously mentioned, this estimate of the area is a maximum 
since the windows close at shorter striking distances in other directions of approach other than 
directly east. The closure formulas are: 
For the GOX vent arm, closure occurs at: 
For the SRB, closure occurs a t  
Solve for e and S, 
Solve for k and Sd (10) 
Of particular interest is the water tower shown in figure 4. This tower appears at first glance 
to offer little protection to the GOX vent ann. Actually, since the lightning leader must come in 
through the vent windows in order to reach the ann, it must pass within 85.4 m (280 ft) of the 
tower when approaching from a northeast direction (38 degrees). The water tower will then 
capture all strokes with striking distances greater than 85.4 m (280 ft) (80 percent of all 
strokes). From the south, the large rotating service structure (WS) helps protect the ET so 
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that the Probability of hitting the ET is reduced in this direction. Table I11 gives a maximum 
cumulative probability of hitting the GOX vent arm with lightning rod once every 5.3 years. 
Considering window closure and other factors, the maximum probability is closer to once in 10 
years. 
The above assumes continuous exposure for a full year. Since the vehicle is not present at all 
times and the COX vent arm is retracted most of the time, the probability must be multiplied 
by the exposure percentage per year. For example, if the exposure time is 10 percent per year, 
the probability is reduced to once in 100 years or less if the exposure is less. 
STREAMERING EFFECTS 
An important factor in protecting the pad structures is the formation of streamers from the 
sharp points on the structures. The most prominent sharp point is the tip of the rod on the 
lightning mast. As shown in figure 5, the streamers go out to greet the down-coming leaders 
and meet in the characteristic "knee" shown. Figure 6 shows that, while the ET ogive is 
protected since it is within the NFPA 78 zone of protection based on a 30 m (100 ft) striking 
distance, the ET ogive is further protected by streamers from the GOX vent arm and the tip of 
the SRB. These streamers form earlier and move farther than any streamers that may form on 
the ogive. 
CONCLUDING DISCUSSION 
The probability of lightning striking points on a structure beneath the highest point can be 
estimated. Often the protected points can be approached only from a limited range of directions 
and along paths that have a large horizontal component. In a particular case, such as hitting a 
vehicle in the presence of a nearby structure, the structure may be modified to better protect 
the vehicle by improving the protective geometry and by encouraging the formation of protective 
streamers that can intercept the stroke leader using diverters in the high field regions. 
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ACTIVATION OF THE NAVY’S INDIRECT EFFECTS 
LIGHTNING SIMULATION LABORATORY 
Mike Wh%sker 
Electromagnetic Pulse Section, Naval Air Test Center 
Patuxent River, Maryland 
ABSTRACT 
The Naval Air Test Center is currently the Navy‘s lead laboratory for 
electromagnetic effects testing. As part of this charter, it has been performing 
lightning effects testing on Navy aircraft in support of specification com- 
pliance since 1973. This paper presents an overview of lightning test and 
evaluation efforts at the Naval Air Test Center, both past and present, as well 
as its plans for the future. The array of simulation capabilities presently opera- 
tional are described, and a high-level look is given to thc test mcthodology 
now being used. 
The principal discussion of this paper centers on the results from the 
recent air-launched ordnance test and the testing of the Navy’s A-6E all- 
weather attack aircraft. Particular attcntion is paid to the Naval Air Tcsr 
Center’s test approach, including details about coaxial rcturn construction, 
aircraft preparation, and the test waveforms and data acquisition systcrns that 
were used. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Electromagnetic effects testing for the N a q  
is the responsibility of the Naval Air Test 
Center’s Electromagnetic Systems Department. 
The Navy‘s lightning simulation facility operated 
from 1973 through early 1986. In 1986, the old 
simulation equipment was dismantled due to 
equipment degradation and the concerns of the 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
about the insulation oil contained in the storage 
capacitors. 
Almost immediately, the Naval Air Test Cen- 
ter began acquiring equipment to assume its role 
in the testing of naval aircraft. Studies wcrc 
then conducted to evaluate the Navy’s needs and 
to determine the equipment necessary to per- 
form the testing required for qualifying Navy 
aircraft to operate in the lightning environmcnt. 
It was determined that the primary thrust should 
initially be concentrated on full-scale testing for 
the indirect effects o f  lightning on aircraft and 
systems . 
Equipment presently o n  hand ;it [hl: Naval 
Air Test Center is described in tablc I .  Thc 
Naval Air Test Ccntcr’s in-housc cxpcrt isc 
provides the ability to construct simulators as rc- 
quircd for testing in any of thc disciplines. 
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3. TEST WAVEFORMS AND SIMUUTION 
The Naval Air Test Center performs tesring 
tailored to military standards and contractual re- 
quireaents. Earkj: on in thc pro~iiicmcnt cycle, 
the test waveforms are decided and agreed to 
by both the aircraft manufacturer and the Nay .  
The Navy can produce either the high threat 
Table 1. Major Lightning Simulators severe waveform or waveforms of lower energy 
content to acquire large amounts of data without 
applying undo- stresses to an operational aircraft. 
2. TEST METHODOLOGY 
The primary goals of electromagnetic tran- 
sients testing at the Naval Air Test Center are to 
determine specification compliance and to quan- 
tify system survivability/vulnerability. Our mission 
is to provide cost-effective and timely test and 
evaluation services. 
The Naval Air Test Center has developed a 
standardized, modular approach for all plans, 
procedures, and reports. Any of these can be 
modified to acconlmodate a user's requirement. 
As shown in table I, the Naval Air Test Cen- 
ter has the simulators required for producing the 
wavefmms for full-scale aircraft testing. Aircraft 
can be qualified either by full-threat testing or 
testing at a lower level. In addition, the Naval 
Air Test Center can extrapolate cable responses 
and perform current injection direct-drive testing 
at the threat level to determine the survivability/ 
vulnerability of aircraft. Through cable injection, 
the aircraft can be tested to a moderate level 
without subjecting it to the unnecessary stresses 
of repeated injection of high currents into the 
airframe. This alternative provides the user with 
a non-destructive way to test to levels that are 
not obtainable or that are sometimes recom- 
mended for full-scale aircraft due to the unique 
construction of the airframe. 
During our recent testing on an air-launched 
torpedo and the composite-wing A-6E aircraft, a 
damped sinewave was used that met the 
amplitude and rate-of-rise requirements. Figures 
1 and 2 identify the typical waveform injected 
into these test objects. The simulator used for 
testing (photo 1 and figure 3) is a modular gener- 
ator with gas-operated switches. The simulator is 
portable, and each of its three stages can be 
operated separately or stacked for various loads 
and current requirements. Each stage can con- 
tain up to four parallel capacitors. Because each 
three-stage module is insulated with gas, the 
simulator has a low-inductance construction. The 
simulator can be triggered either electrically or 
by dumping the pressure on the first spark gap 
to cascade the Marx stack. 
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Figure 3. Indirect Effects Simulator 
To gain a high lcvcl of confidence in the 
aircraft and systems during the composite-wing 
A-6E test, the Naval Air Test Center employed 
its Current Injection Direct-Drive System (figure 
4) to increase the amplitudes at the cable level 
and performed this test with systems operating. 
t 
-1 
Power Amp - ARlooL Pre-Amp 
AcqulsltmSyaom pam I 
Splitter I 
Figure 4. Current Injection Direct-Drive System 
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4. DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM 
The portable data acquisition system 
(PDAS) is the primary system for lightning and 
direct-drive testing. 
The data acquisition concept permits high- 
volume data throughout and immediate process- 
ing. All data are automatically maintained in a 
database. Data gathered from the simulators 
during testing are downloaded to a central 
laboratory (see figure 5). 
~ ~ 
Figure 5. The Instrumentation Suite 
There, all data are maintained in a database 
and ultimately combined with other electromag- 
netic transient data for the user. Also avaiable 
are data presentation capabilities, such as his- 
tograms, bar charts, and comparison tables. 
These data are provided daily in hard copy form, 
along with other logs and records, as part of the 
final report. When testing is completed, the 
users can be provided with the data on a 
database and with most of the software necessary 
to continue offsite analysis. Most aspects of data 
acquisition are standardized and segmented. All 
data acquisition plans, procedures, and reports 
are predefined and structured to allow the user 
to outline and adequately scope his test. This 
system furnishes the user with high flexibility in 
cost-effective, efficient test environment. 
The PDAS was used during recent testing, 
which is discussed in this paper. Figure 6 offers 
a brief block diagram overviewing the PDAS. In 
addition, sample outputs are shown in figures 7 
and 8. Data from this test were acquired on test 
points from EG&G 91550-2 or Prodyn I-125-2C 
probes. Surface current measurements were 
made using MGL-5 probes. 
~ ~ ~~~~ ~~ 
Figure 6. The Porlable Data Acquisition System 
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Flgure 8. Sample Report 
5. PREPARATION OF TEST FIXTURE 
For the composite-wing A-6E test in summer 
of 1990, the aircraft was positioned within a 
coaxial return test fMure (figute 9). The aircraft 
was first hoisted onto isolation pa& (photo 2). 
The second step of preparing the aircraft for test 
was to build a mechanically strong wooden 
frame around the aircraft to provide support and 
an adjustable coaxial return grid (see photo 3). 
The coaxial return consisted of 12 copper tubes, 
each one-quarter inch in diameter. Copper tubes 
were run both parallel and perpendicular to the 
aircraft. 'Xbbmg was soldered together, creating a 
1-meter-square grid. Nylon ropes were used to 
control the l-meter spacing from the aircraft 
skin. Use of the 1-meter grid and l-meter spac- 
ing from the skin permitted easy access to equip 
ment bays for changing instrumentation during 
the test. The calculated impedance of this 1- 
meter spacing ranged from 41.6 to 65.8 ohms. 
During testing of one configuration, the spacing 
from the aircraft skin was decreased to one-half 
meter, for an impedance range of 24.3 to 41.6 
ohms. 
Figure 9. Coaxial Return Test Fixture 
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The construction of coda1 returns varies, 
depending on the size and shape of the test ob- 
ject. For smaller test objects, such as air- 
launched ordnance or missiles, Styrofoam spacers 
are used to support the wire grid in place of 
wooden framework. 
8. AIR-LAUNCHED ORDNANCE TEST 
The Naval Air =st Center supported the 
Naval Surface Warfare Center in fall of 1989 by 
performing lightning and ESD tests on an air- 
launched torpedo. The test required 25 kV ESD, 
300 kV ESD, and up to 50 KA injected current. 
ESD was injected in various test points. Light- 
ning was injected into the major current paths 
that would exist if the torpedo or its host aircraft 
were hit by lightning. Due to the nature of the 
test object, there were no current probes 
mounted into the torpedo. After each amplitude, 
a functional checkout was performed to deter- 
mine failures. 
Constructing the coaxial return as a solid 
grid greatly facilitated changing from one test 
conf~guration to another, e.g., changing from 
nose-to-tail to wing-to-wing configuration. Very 
little test time was lost when relocating the 
simulator to vary the entry and exit points for 
injected current. 
In response to numerous safety concerns, 
the test torpedo was mounted on a moveable 
stand, and the coaxial return was built around 
and supported by the test object itself. To 
remove the test object from the test area, as in 
cases of emergency, it would have been neces- 
sary only to release two bolts and tow the test 
object to a safe area. 
This experience thoroughly exercised the 
Naval Air Test Center's procedures for conduct- 
ing a potentially hazardous test, while causing lit- 
tle impact on other electromagnetic testing being 
performed within the shielded hangar. 
rnoro a. I est Setup 
ORIG1NALPAGE 
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7. COMPOSITE-WING A-6E TEST 
During August and September of 1990, in- 
direct effects lightning testing on the Navy's 
newly rewinged A-6E was performed. The new 
wing was constructed of graphite, titanium, and 
aluminum. 'kting was required to assure the 
Navy that the new wing would not seriously 
degrade the inherent lightning protection offered 
by the old metal wing. Previous direct effects test- 
ing was performed by the new wing's manufac- 
turer. 
No lightning indirect effects testing was ever 
performed on the metal wing A-6E, although a 
substantial HEMP database had been developed 
on both the metal wing and the composite wing. 
This database proved invaluable in the develop 
ment of the test points for the lightning test. The 
list of test points was narrowed to a minimum of 
104 points. By acquiring data on these points, 
susceptibility of the safety-of-flight and mission 
essential equipment could be determined. 
The test approach was to exercise all of the 
major current paths by injecting current from 
nose to tail, nose to wing, wing to wing, and 
wing to tail. A minimum of two current 
amplitudes was planned for each test configura- 
tion to aid in the extrapolation of data to the full- 
threat environment. Table I1 shows the allocation 
of test points and amplitudes. Table 111 presents 
the various experiments by aircraft location. 
During this test, a total of 442 acceptable 
data responses on 104 test points was added to 
the A-6E database. 
Of these 104 test points, the Naval Air Test 
Center used direct-drive test techniques to 
further drive 43 of the acquired responses to the 
full-threat level. 
By using a moderate current followed by 
direct-drive testing, the Naval Air Test Center 
could evaluate the survivability of the A-6E with 
a high degree of confidence. 
Table II. Allocation of Test Points and Amplitudes 
I Direct-Drive I NIA I 
Table 111. Experiments by Aircraft Location 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 
The Naval Air Test Center has a prominent 
role in the DoD as a Major Range Test Facility 
Base. It is the primary research, deveiopmci;:, 
test, and evaluation laboratory for DoD aircraft. 
As such, it offers its users the highly sophisti- 
cated resources necessary to ensure specification 
compliance and mission survivability of aircraft 
systems in a lightning environment. And as plans 
for continued development of the facility's 
capabilities are implemented, the Naval Air Test 
Center will offer an even broader spectrum of 
services to support users. 
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CHARACTERIZATION OF VERTICAL ELECTRIC FIELDS AND ASSOCIATED VOLTAGES INDUCED 
ON A OVERHEAD POWER LINE FROM CLOSE ARTIFICIALLY INITIATED LIGHTNING 
!+!. Rubinstein M.A.  Uman E . M .  Thomson P.J. Hedelius 
Department of Electrical Engineering 
University of Florida, Gainesville 32611 
ABSTRACT 
We characterize measurements, obtained during the Summer of 1986 at the NASA 
Kennedy Space Center, of simultaneous vertical electric fields and voltages 
induced at both ends of a 448 m overhead power line from artificially-initiated 
lightning return strokes. The lightning discharges were about 20 m from one end 
of the line. The measured line voltages could be grouped into two categories, 
those in which multiple, similarly shaped, evenly spaced pulses were observed, 
which we call oscillatory, and those dominated by a principal pulse with 
subsidlary oscillations .of much smaller amplitude, which we call impulsive, 
Voltage amplitudes range from tens of kilovolts for oscillatory voltages to 
hundreds of kilovolts for impulsive voltages. 
INTRODUCTION AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
A top view of the experiment is 
shown in Fig. 1. Induced voltages 
from triggered lightning return 
strokes at 20 m were measured on a 
specially constructed unenergized 
three phase power distribution line 
spanning about 450 a. The 
measurements were made on the open 
circuited top phase of the line, that 
#phaXtC.l 
Ilectllc l l * l d  
aotoena 
@ phase being approximately 10 above the ground. The two remaining phases 
were also left open-circuited 
throughout the experiment- The Figure 1. Layout of the experiment 
voltage at either end of the top s i te .  
phase was sampled by means of a 
specially constructed noninductive 
voltage divider with a total resistance of about 10 kOhm, the "open circuit" 
termination impedance. Additionally, the vertical electric field was measured at 
a distance of about 500 m from the triggered return strokes. 
The signals out of the voltage dividers and the electric field antennas 
were amplified, transmitted through fiberoptics cables, and stored both on analog 
and on digital storage media. The digitization of the data was done in real time 
with a LeCroy high speed digitizer system. Simultaneously, the analog signals 
were recorded on direct and M channels of a Honeywell 101 analog tape recorder. 
These analog data were later digitized with both a MassComp computer and an 
improved version of the LeCroy system. The voltage measurement system had a 
bandwidth of 750 kHz. The bandwidths of the direct and FM channels of the 
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Honeywell tape recorder are 400 Hz to 2 MHz and 0 Hz to 500 kHz, respectively, 
and they determined the bandwidth of the vertical electric field waveforms. 
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE FIELDS 
Examples of return stroke vertical electric field changes associated with 
a 7-stroke triggered lightning that occurred on day 232 in 1986, together with 
voltages measured at either end of the test line are shown in the top traces of 
Figures 2 and 3. To facilitate the characterization of the return stroke fields, 
a typical return stroke field has been sketched in Figure 4, in which all the 
parameters of interest (defined below) have been identified. The vertical 
electric field starts with a slow field change, presumably fromthe dart-leader. 
This slow change, which we label L for leader, precedes a fast positive field 
change termed R, for return stroke, which ends typically in a small glitch (not 
discernible in Figures 2 and 3). This fast change is followed by a slower change 
of the same polarity termed S in Figures 2 through 4. The overall S change, which 
typically exhibits a dip near its  onset (which can be seen in Figures 2 and 3 and 
is not to be confused with the small glitch observed at the end of R) , rises with 
constantly decreasing slope. The average amplitude of the R change is 878 V/m 
with a standard deviation of 445 V/m. The average 0 to 100% rise time of R is 803 
nanoseconds with a standard deviation of 337 nanoseconds. The average time 
between the start of R and the bottom of the dip in the S field change is 2.5 
psec with a standard deviation of 0.87 psec. 
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE VOLTAGES 
The voltages measured at either end of the test line can be grouped into 
two categories: (1) those in which a series of evenly spaced, similarly shaped 
pulses with decaying amplitudes can be observed, which we define as "oscillatory" 
voltages, of which six were recorded, and (2) those that present a clearly 
dominant pulse with subsidiary oscillations of much lower amplitude, which we 
call "impulsive" voltages, and of which five were recorded. Voltage waveforms 
corresponding to impulsive and oscillatory voltages are shown in figures 2 and 
3, respectively. For the discussion that follows, refer to figures 5a and 5b 
where we have sketched typical impulsive and oscillatory voltages and where we 
have included the definitions of the parameters to be discussed. Both oscillatory 
and impulsive voltages were observed to occur for different strokes in the same 
7-stroke flash recorded on day 232. The mean amplitude of the R electric field 
changes associated with oscillatory voltages on the line, 500 V/m, is less than 
half the mean amplitude of the R changes associated with impulsive voltages , 1.33 
kV/m. As we shall see, the maximum induced oscillatory voltages are on average, 
a factor of 8 to 10 times less than the maximum impulsive voltages, indicating 
that there are other factors than the measured vertical field amplitude involved 
in the coupling. 
In the following characterization, all amplitudes are measured with respect 
to zero level, where zero is marked by the initial horizontal segment of the 
waveform. The oscillatory voltages measured at the end nearer to the triggering 
site (east end) start with a positive pulse whose front rises to peak in some 20 
psec. This pulse, which we term U,, has a mean amplitude of 19 kilovolts with a 
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standard deviation of 9 kilovolts. After this initial positive-going pulse a 
series of negative pulses ensues. We call the first three of these pulses To, 
subsidiary 1, and subsidiary 2, respectively. Typically, these pulses have 
monotonically decaying amplitudes although for the oscillatory voltages recorded 
on day 232 the second negative pulse is larger than the first. The mean 
amplitudes of the To, subsidiary 1, and subsidiary 2 pulses are -47, -43, and -29 
kilovolts, respectively, with corresponding standard deviations 21, 10 and 5 
kilovolts. The mean width at half amplitude maximum of To is 744 nanoseconds 
(standard deviation 149 nanoseconds). The average time between the peaks of the 
To and the subsidiary 1 pulses is 3.3 ps (standard deviation 0.3 p s )  , whereas 
between the peak of the two subsidiary pulses this time is 3.1 ps (standard 
deviation 0.2 p s ) .  
The oscillatory voltages measured at the end farther from the triggering 
site (west end) exhibit features very similar to those described for the voltages 
measured at the near end: a slow positive pulse followed by a series of sharper 
negative pulses. We have labeled the positive pulse No and the first negative 
pulse b&. As in the case of the oscillatory voltages at the east end, we call the 
two next negative pulses subsidiary 1 and subsidiary 2, respectively. At the west 
end, the voltages present monotonically decaying pulses in all the events 
recorded. The mean peak amplitude of No is 27 kilovolts (standard deviation 5 
kilovolts). The mean peak amplitudes of the M,, subsidiary 1, and subsidiary 2 
pulses are -72, -53, and -39 kilovolts, respectively, with corresponding standard 
deviations 20, 10, and 3 kilovolts. The mean width at half amplitude maximum of 
M, is 1.1 psec with standard deviation 0.4 psec. The average time between the 
peak of the M, and the peak of the subsidiary 1 pulses is 3.3 ps (standard 
deviation 0.2 p s ) ,  and between the peaks of the subsidiary 1 and the subsidiary 
2 pulses this time is also 3.3 ps (standard deviation 0.1 p s ) .  
The main difference observed between typical voltages of the oscillatory 
type observed at the east and the west ends of the line is that the west end 
voltage is larger and the east end voltage has a higher negative offset on the 
voltage reflections. 
JmDulsive Voltages 
Impulsive voltages at the end nearer to the rocket triggering site (east 
end) are now characterized. Recall that all amplitudes are defined with respect 
to the initial waveform level. The waveforms start with a slow positive pulse 
which rises to peak on a 10 to 20 ps time scale and which ends in finer 
structure, typically characterized by two positive-going peaks. The overall 
initial positive pulse is termed U,. It has an average peak amplitude of 98 
kilovolts (standard deviation 21 kilovolts). The mean width at half height of 
this pulse is 1.7 psec (standard deviation 0.17 psec). A large negative pulse, 
which we have labeled T, in the figure, succeeds the positive pulse U,. This 
pulse has a mean peak amplitude of -354 kilovolts and a standard deviation of 44 
kilovolts. The mean width of Ti is 783 nanoseconds with standard deviation 123 
nanoseconds. After this pulse has dropped to zero, or near zero, a smaller 
positive-going pulse occurs with mean amplitude 76 kilovolts (standard deviation 
20 kilovolts), followed by a slow upward hump of some 25 psec width. 
We now characterize the impulsive voltages observed at the end farther from 
the triggering site (west end). These voltage waveforms start with a positive 
pulse which exhibits some structure much like the start of the impulsive voltages 
at the near end. We call this pulse N,. The width at half amplitude maximum of 
this pulse has a mean value of 2.2 psec and a standard deviation of 0.9 psec. The 
end of this pulse is marked by a sharp positive peak. The peak amplitude of this 
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puloe has a mean of 329~kilovolts with standard deviation 68 kilovolts. A large 
negative pulse which determines the maximum amplitude of the waveform follows 
with an average peak amplitude of -870 kilovolts (standard deviation 102 
kilovolts). This large negative pulse, which we call Mi, exhibits a mean duration 
of 493 nanoseconds (standard deviation 86 nanoseconds). After this pulse has 
dropped to near zero, it is followed by a small negative pulse and a small 
positive pulse. The mean peak amplitudes of the negative and positive pulses are 
-149 kilovolts (standard deviation 35 kilovolts) and 128 kilovolts (standard 
deviation 39 kilovolts), respectively. A slow hump similar to that encountered 
in the east end ensues, lasting about 20 psec. A series of small pulses is 
superimposed on this slow change. 
Although the wave shapes for the east-end and west-end impulsive voltages 
are similar, the waveforms differ in that (1) the west end voltages have 
amplitudes that are about twice the amplitude of the voltages measured at the 
east end of the line, (2) the west end voltages exhibit two small pulses, one 
negative and one positive, after the main negative pulse, while the voltages at 
the east end of the line have only one small positive pulse, and (3) a series of 
oscillations, absent in the east end voltages, is observed to follow the second 
subsidiary pulse in the west end voltages. 
DISCUSS ION 
Preliminary modeling of the experimental data presented above have been 
given in Rubinstein et al. [l] for the case of an oscillatory voltage (flash 1, 
day 232, event 2 shown in Figure 3 in this paper). Analysis is in progress to 
improve the modeling of the oscillatory voltages and to model the larger 
impulsive voltages for which it is thought that electrical flashover occurred at 
the voltage dividers at or during the voltage rise to peak, thereafter changing 
the voltage divider ratio and the termination impedance. 
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Figure 2. Vertical electric field measured 500 m from 
artificially initiated lightning return stroke and impulsive 
voltages at both ends of the test line for flash 1, stroke 1, on 
day 232, 1986, a t  KSC, Florida. 
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ABSTRACT 
The results of lightning protection analyses and tests are weighed against the present set of waivers to 
the NASA lightning protection specification. The significant analyses and tests are contrasted with the 
release of a new and more realistic lightning protection specification, in September 1990, that resulted 
in an inordinate number of waivers. After the first decade of Shuttle flight the Shuttle remains vulnerable 
to the effects of lightning. A variety of lightning protection analyses and tests of the Shuttle propulsion 
elements, the Solid Rocket Booster, the External Tank, and the Space Shuttle Main Engine, have been 
conducted. These tests range from the sensitivity of solid propellant during shipping to penetration of 
cryogenic tanks during flight. 
The Shuttle propulsion elements have the capability to survive certain levels of lightning strikes at 
certain times during transportation, launch site operations and flight. Changes are being evaluated that 
may improve the odds of withstanding a mapr lightning strike. The Solid Rocket Booster is the most 
likely propulsion element io survive if systems tunnel bond straps are improved. An initial decision not to 
harden the Space Shuttle Main Engine to lightning has been reversed. Wiring improvements have 
already been incorporated and mapr lightning protection tests have been conducted. The External 
Tank remains vulnerable to burn-through penetration of its skin. Proposed design improvements 
include the use of a composite nose cone and conductive or laminated thermal protection system 
coatings. 
INTRODUCTION 
Lightning protection concerns and the resulting analyses, tests, design changes or waivers for the 
Shuttle propulsion elements are summarized from the perspective of the Systems Analysis And 
Integration Laboratory of the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC). Shuttle propulsion elements are the 
responsibility of MSFC and are differentiated from the Shuttle Orbiter which is the responsibility of the 
Johnson Space Center (JSC). There are three major Shuttle propulsion elements: (1) Solid Rocket 
Booster, (2) External Tank and (3) Space Shuttle Main Engine. The relationship of the Shuttle 
propulsion elements and the Shuttle Orbiter to the overall Space Shuttle is depicted in Fig.1. 
All Space Shuttle elements, and the Kennedy Space Center (KSC) launch site, share a common 
lightning protection specification: NSTS 07636, Revision E. This revision was released in September 
1990. The specification subdivides lightning characteristics to simulate the aspects of a mapr lightning 
strike: there is an initial component A, (200 kA peak, 500 ps); an intermediate component B. (4.2 kA 
peak, 10 coulombs); and a continuing component C, (400 A, 200 coulombs). Other lightning 
components defined by the specification account for restrikes and multiple bursts. Test equipment has 
been devised to Simulate the various aspects of lightning protection. 
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Flguro 1. Shuttle Propulsion Elements 
EXTERNAL TANK 
The External Tank (ET) is an aluminum vessel, 47 m (154 ft) in length and 8.4 m (28 ft) in diameter. A 
diagram identifying the major mmponents is uhown in Fg.2. Two Soid Rocket Boosters and the Orbiter 
are attached. The thkkness of the 2219 aluminum skin varies from 2 to 3.6 mm (80 to 140 mils). 
Insulation, 1.9 to 3.8 cm (0.75 to 1.5 inches) thick, is required to minimize cryogenic boiloff and to 
provide protection against aerodynamic heating. The Tank has three main components: the Liquid 
Oxygen ( L a )  tank, bcated under the fornard ojive; the intertanl< sectbn; and the att Oquid hydrogen 
(LH2) tank. External CaMe trays encbse fluld Ones, pressurization gas Ones, linear shaped charges, and 
electrical cable~s. Avlonks are located in the nose cone and intertank areas. 
Flgun 2. External Tank 
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Bum-through of the External Tank is one Os the most s e w s  lightning threats to the Shuttle propulsion 
cllements because the external tanks are prone to penetration of the sWn that could result in hydrogen 
ignition or oxygen burning or bss of pressurizatbn. During ascent of the Space Shuttle the External 
Tank is a potential attach point for lightning. The External Tank is protected by a catenary wire system 
while on the bunch pad and 18 protected against launch into severe weather by stdct launch commit 
criteria. However, there remains a posSibiOty that prediction of triggered lightning strokes durfng boost 
may be beyond the capability of completely reliable weather prediction and therefore analyses, tests, 
and design changes continue with the objective of improving compliance with the lightning protection 
specification. 
The External Tank can probably withstand a lightning strike to the lightning tod located at the forward 
most tip of the tank nose cone. The rod also functions aerodynamically to reduce thermal protection 
requirements. Tests (11 on a production nose cone demonstrated the capability of the lightning rod to 
distribute full lightning currents Into the nose cone with no discernible damage. Analysis and tests verify 
that there would be no damage to the LO2 tank, the intertank, or the LH2 tank resulting from a lightning 
strike to the lightning rod. 
Lightning can strike at any akihrde but it is most likely to trigger a lightning strike at altitudes above 460 m 
(1500 ft). The lightning protection specification applies to a worst case mapr lightning strike. Practical 
considerations, though difficult to substantiate, suggest that the External Tank may realistically 
0 25 YI*'YUY 
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Flgura 3. Typical Cross Section of the TPS 
encounter less severe Eghtning strikes. When a lightning strike uses a moving space vehicle as part of 
its path from a ckud to ground or to another ckud, it establishes a step leader path for the first return 
stroke and return stroke currents usually conllwe tor several milliseconds. If the whole surface is 
conductive, the attach pia moves back In relarively smooth motion due to the toward motion of the 
vehicle, but if the surface is covered with Insulation the lightning arcs through the insulation and 
attaches to the aluminum skin at one point. The initial lightning attach point clings to one spot and the 
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lightning channel bends abng the insulated surface forming a heal just above the surface of the 
insulation. The lightning channel attaches k a new point futther along the length of the vehicle when 
the heal is close enough and the voltage is high enough to arc through the insulation. Before this 
occurs, the dwell time at the initial attach point may be sufficient to burn through the underlying 
aluminum skin of the LO2 and LH2 tanks. Details of the flight vehide insulation are shown in Fg.3. 
Commercial aircraft typically suwive two lghtning strikes per year. The Saturn V, Apollo 12, mission 
sunrived hrvo strikes during launch and wenl on to the second successful Lunar landing. The conductive 
skin of aircraft and the Saturn vehicle sweep the lightning channel abng the surface without penetrating 
the skin whereas the insulated surface of the External Tank not only increases the dwell time but tends 
to narrowly focus the arc and enhance the potential to penetrate the walls. 
The charge imparted to the skin of a vehicle by a swep stroke is the product of amperes and dweii time. 
Dwell time is highly dependar4 on insuiatkn breakdown characteristics and is difficult to predict. There is 
a minimal data base on the effects of a swepl strokes on thickly insulated surfaces, and testing is 
expensive and diffiarlt to condud. However, the charge imparted to the skin of the External Tank from a 
swept stmke can be less than the spedfied 200 coukmb level for a standing vehicle. Although amount 
of charge from a swept stroke may not be known, the amount of charge necessary to penetrate the skin 
of the External Tank can be determined thrwgh test and analysis. 
A number of tests have been conducted to evaluate tank puncture and the effects of thick insulation. 
For example, elaborate coupon testing was performed usi aluminum coupons covered with thermal 
insulation and stressed to flight pressures of 34,475 N/m to 275,800 N/m (5 to 40 psi) and liquid 
nitrogen (LN2) temperatures. A 2.5 mm (100 mil) panel marginally survived 31 coubmbs. A 3.6 mm (140 
nil) panel punctured but a 4 mm (le0 mil) panel survived at a 75 coubmb level (21. 
?! 2 
Designs for improving the capablllty to survlve a server lightning strike are being evaluated. Overlaying 
the thermal protedion insulation wlth laminated layers of thin aluminum and nonconductive adhesive, 
similar to the Soid Rocket Booster rail car covers, may offer soMions. An 2 mm (80 mil) panel covered 
with 6.4 mm (2.5 mil) aluminum tape and adhesive withstood 75 coulombs [2). A normally 
nonconductive insulated panel required twice this thickness to withstand the same charge level. The 
outer foil separates from the surface being protected, probably due to the escaping adhesive gasses, 
and diverts the lightning arc. Painting the insulatbn with copper impregnated paint has also shown 
considerable promise and the incorporation of a composite nose cone is under consideration. 
The launch pad lightning protection system consists of three major systems: (1) a catenary wire 
instrumentation system thal measurn lbhtning wave form and peak current, (2) a system that measures 
induced vottage and currea fbw In the vehicle and ground support equipment, and (3) an optical 
system that determines the lightning attach point. 
An updating d the ground based field mlll netwodc is scheduled to be operational by the summer of 
1991. This system oor\sista of 37 field nrik covering a l  launch sites at the KSC. Data will be automatically 
coiiected in a central data fadllty. -
The LO2 and LH2 gas ptessurizatbn lnes are Imr tan l  planned lightning attach points. The LO2 line 
runs the length of the vehicle and both lines are uninsulated. Lightning can sweep along the 
uninsulated lines when the vehicle Is moving without dwelling bng enough to bum through. The lines 
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have the CapabiRy af surviving a swept stroke when vehicle vekcity is above 20 Ws (64 fps). A waiver is 
in effect because the pressurization lines will puncture if the vehicle is stationary. 
The cable trays were verified to withstand the dired effects of a 25 kA lightning strike derived from an 
earlier reisam Of the !ightdng protection specification. The R8V E specification calls for 200 kA. 
Analyses of indited effects, the coupling of undesired current and vottage into electrical cable 
harnesses from ne-y structure or fluid and gas lines, must likewise be upgraded to the 200 kA level. 
The major waivers to the External Tank invdve tank penetration inclusive of the nose cone, LO2 tank, 
LH2 tank, and aft dome of the LH2 tank. A number of analyses and tests have been requested. One 
test, to evaluate the effects of a lightning strike to a simulated insulated liquid oxygen tank, may be 
performed at MSFC Huntsville in early 1991. 
SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE 
The engine using the cryogenics from the External Tank is hated in the Orbiter. The Space Shuttle 
Main Engine (SSME) is actually three engines having an engine controller mounted to each engine. 
The mntrollers contain -ai computers necessary to process sensor signak, and issue control signals 
to hydraulic actuaton and igniters. The existing controller is referred to as Block I but this version is 
scheduled to be replaced by a Bkck II controller in 1992. The controllers are wired to engine 
components and to Orbiter interlace wiring. Features of the engine are shown in Fig.4. Note that the 
main engine is largely protected within the Orbiter boat tail but there remains concerns for cable 
shielding of the Bkdc II engine controller and soma concern for direct effects of a strike to the engine 
nozzle. 
F)gun 4. Space Shuttle Main Engine 
A decision was made in 1975 that the main engine was not subject to direct effects of a lightning strike 
and it was believed that the added cost, weight and schedule of guarding against direct lightning strikes 
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was not justified. Ratbnab included consideration that the engine was unlikely to be a primary lightning 
conductor during boost by virtue of protection afforded by the Orbiter structure and the booster plume 
and that the emne is not operational durlng landing and can, if Struck by lightning, be repaired. 
After the Atlas inddent in 1987, it was discovered that.certain shielding practices responsible for the 
Atlas accident were also utilized by the shuttle main engine. A direct lightning strike to the Atlas vehicle 
altered the core rnemry in a control unit causing the conpuler to issue an erroneous yaw mmmand that 
resulted in destnrction of the vehicle. The Space Shuttle Main Engine is a concern because the it 
contains 40 critical bw inertia memory eledrwJc cimits. Several changes were made to the wiring of the 
engine, e.g., braided cables were added for power, engine interface unit, and sensor interfaces. 
Shields were terminated on the outside of connector backshells to prevent lightning current from 
entering the chassis. However, unshiekied cabk was retained for actuators and this remains a waiver. 
The engines are protected from direct lightning strikes by the Orbiter structure with the exception of the 
nozzles. The engines are not used during decent or landing but then they are more exposed and 
subject to expensive repair if struck by lightning. The nozzles are heavy steel that should diffuse 
lightning current away from the lightning attach point without bum through. Tests were conducted on a 
simulated nozzle section in 1973. The nozzle section withstood 100 kA, 3 ms, discharges provided the 
air vetocity exceeded 40 Ws (90 mph), (31. 
Previous analysis qualified the Block I engine controller to a 50 kA strike level derived from an earlier 
revision of the lightning protedion specification. The analysis was for the indirect effects of coupling into 
cable harnesses by hghtning current in the Orkter skin. The new specification requires the Block II 
engine controller to be verified by test. Consideration of the direct effects to the nozzle during ascent 
and descent is also reguired. 
Flguro 5. SSME Lightning Protection Test 
Cable coupling must be readdressed and two tests are involved. The fins series of tests injects relatively 
low level surge currents (approximately 1000 amps), representative of lightning currents, into the 
Nozzle as shown in F i g 5  Tests were conducted in December 1990 and January 1991 at Stennis 
Space Center (SSC) on a flght engine with the engine controller replaced by a dummy controller and 
flight cables connected. Input and output impedances were simulated and current and voltage 
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measuremnts are taken. Measured values are extrapolated to determine the induced voltages and 
currents should a fun amplitude Eghtning current enter the engine. 
A sssond series of tests is performed with a flight engine controller. Tests are scheduled for April-May 
1991. Cumnts and voltages (induced cable coupling levels determined by previous tests) are injected, 
by transformer coupling, into the cables of a funclioning controller. 
SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER 
The Solid Rocket Booster (SRB) is illustrated in Fig.6. The Length is 46 m (1 50 ft) and the diameter is 3.7 
m (12.17 11). Major elemenis of the booster include a nose cap, the solid propellant segments, engine 
mule, and the systems tunnel. Some of the booster segments are pined by factory joints and some 
are field pints assembled at the KSC 
lightning protection concern because 
launch site. The design for the initial segment pints were a major 
they are apertures that could couple electromagnetic energy into 
Flgun 6. Solid Rocket Booster 
the solid propellant. The segment joints for the redesigned booster greatly reduce the potential to 
couple electric fields into the solid propellant. The steel case, approximately 1.3 cm (one-half inch) thick, 
eliminates the possibility of puncture due to lightning but does not completely eliminate all 
consideration for weakening the tank wall. The nose cap and other surface areas susceptible to 
aerodynamic heatiq are covered with insulation: typically 0.25 to 0.5 cm (one to two tenth inches) of 
cork. Vehicle electrorJcs are kxated in the forward skirt, External Tank attach rings, and in the aft skirt. 
The mapr conwm tor electronics is induced couphng into !he systems tunnel wiring that could cause 
upset or damage to any of 28 criticarty I circuits. 
Considerable adMty within the lightning protection and electrostatic discharge community, both military 
and NASA, resulted from the accidental ignition of a Pershing It motor during assembly operation in 
West Germany in January, 1985. Electrostatic charging and subsequent internal breakdown within the 
solid propellent, resutting from removing the first stage motor from its shipping case container, was 
determined to be the cause. Pershing propellant is more sensitive than the Shuttle solid rocket booster 
propellant and has a kevlar oomposite case rather than a steel case as does the booster. 
A simplified circuit for testing propellant sensitivity is shown in Fig.7. Test results for the 10 cm long 
samples indicated the booster propellant to be relatively insensitive at temperatures above -40 OC (- 
4OoF). The booster propellant, TP-Hl148, did not react at -23 to 24OC (-10 to +75OF) temperatures, for 
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voltages up to 30 kV and therefore the resutling field level of 300 kV/m (30 kV/O.l m) is considered to 
be safe for the booster propellant. 
I 
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Other tests and analyses evaluated induced electric fields from liihtning and microwaves under various 
conditions for the booster [4]. The electric field from lightning current inside the propellant following 
through booster pints was determined to be 35 kV/m and well bebw the accepted 300 kV/m safe level. 
However, the safe level was exceeded when individual booster segments were being shipped from the 
manufacturing plant in Utah to the Florida launch site. Segments, shipped by rail car, were initially 
protected by a fiberglass rail car cover and a fiberglass end grain cover over both ends of the segment. 
Field levels were reduced from 480 kV/m for an unprotected booster segment to 0.06 V/m when the 
segment was protected by a laminated aluminum rail car and end grain covers. Electric fields resulting 
from nicrowaves were well bebw the safe level (e.g., a worst case microwave environment produced a 
field of only 80 V/m inside the propellant near the booster pints.) 
The indirect effects of lihtning were also analyzed and tested. Electrical cabling is routed external to 
the booster and protected by systems tunnel shown in Fig.8. A lihtning strike to the systems tunnel 
Flgun 8. System Tunnel Bond Straps 
cover must fbw to the booster case through bond straps. The bond strap, shown in the figure, is 
kcated inside the systems tunnel. One end is bolted to the fkor plate and the other end is attached to 
the steel case with adhesive. Lightning tests were conducted on full size motor segments at Wendover, 
Utah in 1989 to determine the adequacy of the bond straps (51. Resub from the tests proved that the 
internal bond straps were not adequate to euwive full lightning currents. Excessive current and voltage 
was induced into the electrical cables and also caused the internal bond strap to separate at the case 
end and the kose end sprang straight up from its attachment at the floor. The bose end hit the linear 
shaped charge contained in the forward systems tunnel. This necessitated sensitivity testing of the 
linear shaped charge to verify that detonation does not occur. 
A retest was conducted in 1990, also at Wendover, Utah. The internal bond strap was replaced by more 
substantial external cover-to-case bond straps. Cover-tocover bond straps were also replaced with 
larger straps and all development flight inst~mentation cables were removed. Test results are not 
available but all bond straps appear to have survived specified current and action interval limits and 
induced open circuit common mode voltages are reduced from 130 Volts to 30 to 60 Volts based on 
preliminary inhouse analysis. 
A final lightning current path to be discussed is the lightning detach point. A likely detach point for 
lightning current is through the booster exhaust plume. However, current must transverse flex gimbals 
and the nozzle before reaching the exhaust plume. The flex joint is required because the engine must 
be gimballed to provide thrust vector control. Lightning current must flow through bond straps 
connecting the booster case to the nozzle. Bolts connecting to the bond straps to the nozzle extend 
through the nozzle and penetrate the inner c a h n  nozzle liner. The liner makes electrical contact with 
the plum. Another lightning current path for reaching the nozzle is though bond straps bypassing the 
engine actuators. Additional test and analysis sophistication considered the effect of bond strap failures 
that allow current to bop back toward the booster case near the propellant, and establish high electric 
fields. 
Cable Cou~ling 
Three Dimensional Finite Difference Approach 
of Solving Maxwell's Equations 
(Electro Magnetic Applications, Inc.) Two Dimensional Projection 
Testing of the lightning path from the booster case to the inside of the exit cone was performed at 
Wendover, Utah in 1988, [6]. This report is a noteworthy example of the analytical capability required for 
lightning protection analysis. F i r e  9 is taken from the report to illustrate the numerical method of the 
finite difference technique of solving Maxwelrs equations. The method is implemented by establiphing 
a grSd, without undue computer memory requirements, to create a smaller simulated structure capable of 
representing the pertinent aspects of the rocket motor. 
ORGG!NAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Analysis and test E d t S  verified the capabilny to withstand 200 M with minor pitting at the screwlcarrbon 
liner Interface. The electric Mid strength within the propellant was 17 kV/m when all twelve case to 
nozzle bond straps and both actuator bond straps were in place. Bond straps were removed 
sequentially to simulate nozzle and actuator bond strap failures. The field strength increased to the 
extreme level of 430 kVlm for the limibng case when all nozzle and actuator straps were removed. Recall 
that the accapted safe level Is 300 kVlm. 
Two engineering changes might correct the major lightning protection shortcomings of the booster. 
One change Is being processed to replace the existing nose cap gasket with a conductive gasket. A 
second change is being evaluated to change the systems cable tunnel bond straps. The latest tests at 
Wendover, January 1991 , evaluated CaMe coupling into NASA standard initiator circuits for the nozzle 
severance system. A main lightning path coupon test is contemplated lo verify bond joints that must 
now be verified by analysis or test in accordance with Rev E to NSTS-07636. 
CONCLUSION 
Lightning protection for the Space Shuttle propulsion elements has been reviewed. Background 
information on the lightning speakation, pmgram history, and element descriptions provided a 
fomhtion lor dsa~ssing design concerns and the status of the present test and analysis efforts. The 
propulsion elements can no doubt survive certain intensity lightning strikes attaching to less vulnerable 
vehicle bcations durlng certain mission phases. The NASA lightning specification requites, as it shouki, 
that propulsion elements (and the Orbiter) withstand a very severe lightning model under all conditions. 
The Space Shuttle remains vulnerable in this respect and therefore efforts to improve the lightning 
protectin design for the Space Shuttle continue atter more than a decade of flight. 
To felbw lightning protection engineers at MSFC-SAIL and to the Shuttle propulsion element 
contradors and subcontractors who have performed the majority of the lightning protection work. 
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INFLUENCE OF CONFIGURATION EFFECTS ON 
"MULTIPLE BURST" SIMULATION TESTING 
M -  CANTALOUBE J - L -  EMANUELY - 
CENTRE D'ESSAIS AERONAUTIQUE DE TOULOUSE 
23, avenue Henri Guillaumet 31056 - TOULOUSE CEDEX 
&ring the initial phaeie of a lightning 
etrike attaohment on an aircraft, fast 
current puleee (rise time J 100 ne, Iraxa 
few kA) have been measured, which can 
create equipment upeetm or dieturbancee. 
Thie threat, made of repetitive pulsea and 
usually called "multiple buret", can be 
reproduoed at the equiment interfaces 
aeeuming that the transfer function of the 
structure was determined. The normaliaed 
waveform H ( 1 0 M  - 100 ne rime tire) ie the 
reference for one of these puleee. 
Thie paper emphasizes the importance of the 
ooaxial return path termination for the 
injection of the wave H. According to the 
constitutive materials of the test-bed. and 
the adaptation of the line, the natural 
oecillatione of the structure and the 
internal coup1 in8 mechanire can be 
modified. Ae a oonclueion, various test 
configuratione in relation with the nature 
of c t e  test-bed and the characteristics of 
the generator are detailed, for a more 
accurate yzdund simulation of the 
attachment y1:aeir. 
I - INTRODUCTION 
The dooument GAB-AB 4L "ORANGE BOOK" 
euggeete the following soenrrio for the 
attachment prooeee : for eaoh attachment or 
reattachment, a eerie. of 20 pubes of 
current (waveform HI ie flowing in the 
external mtruoture with a repetition 
frequency between 20 and 100 kHz. It ie 
mentioned that 24 burets of 20 pulses 
(total of 480 puleee) can w o u r  in a 
lightning event during a total duration 
time of 2 e. 
The analymie of the reeulte of "in flight 
reamuremente" (TRANSALL - CV 580) made by 
the OWBRA ("Offioe National d'ltudes et de 
Reoherahee Akoepatialee" - FRANCE : in 
flisht prwramre eupported by the HOOD/DCA) 
eumeetm another eoenario [Ref. 1 1  : the 
multiple buret sequenoe oould only appear 2 
or 3 timer maximum during the lightning 
flash. and nr HAZUR explained in the ICOLSE 
88 oonferenoe of oSI.nXOHA that one 
attaohment only uae likely to w c u r  fur the 
etepped leadere. 
We can however notice that there la a 
coneeneue about the characteriatice of the 
waveform H, with the restriction that riae 
time of 60 ne have been recorded. 
Whatever the number of puleee, it ie clear 
that it rill be irpoeeible to drive n 
puleee of l burets on a whole aircraft ! 
It would require n x m Marx generator8 
from about 800 kv. euceeeively triggered. 
The demonstration method chosen by ihe 
C.E.A.T. oonsiate in determining tlle 
tranfer function of the varioun bundleb 
for a eingle excitation of a H pulse on 
the whole aircraft. and then to teat the 
inside equipments at low level ( 2000 V . )  
with the repetition rate specified 
(arbitrary waveform eyntheeizer + pulse 
amplifier). 
I1 - NATURAL RESONANCES 
lo) When etudyinp the data of in flight 
meaeuremente, we oan notice that natural 
reeonancee of the etructure are excited. 
For exemple, on the F 106 [NASA-Ref 21 the 
measurements of dD/dt show oacillatiorre at 
7 MHz and 21 1Mz (L = A / 2  = 14 m 4 Fr = 13 
MHn) and the dB/dt laade to 7 HHz only. The 
oecillation at 21 1Mz ie preponderant on 
the noee current. On the TRANSALL [Ref 31J 
the oscillation io about 5 HHz (very near 
to the fuselage reeonanoe of the aircraft). 
Neverthelesm, no information ie given about 
the damping faator of theee oacillatione. A 
theoretical analyeie with a 3 D code 
(Integral method) [Ref 4 1 ,  on model 
repreeenting the central part of the 
fueelage with ite 2 winge. ahowe the 
euperpoeition of two main reeonancee A 1 2  
and A / *  (lightning etrike from one wing tip 
to the other wing tip). 
In ehort : 
IReaonancel IN FLIGHT I 3D ?IODELING-_.-I 
I I I I 
I 
I 
I Wing I --- 1 A / b  - X / 2  I 
I Fueelagel X / 2  - 3x12 1 --- 
- I 
Table I : atrutural resonances 
20) Classical test set-up for the ground 
simulation : 
A coaxial return path is built around the 
structure of the aircraft to ensure that 
the repartition of currents on the skin 1s 
the same as it would be in free space, 
during a lightning strike (Fig. 1) 
Pulse generator 
[wave HI 
Figure 1. Usual test set-up 
To prevent parasite reflections, the 
inductance (fl/m) of the transmision line 
will be as constant as possible. But the 
same question remains for the simulation : 
what appropriate mismatching must be 
recreated and how to reproduce the in 
flight oscillations ? 
It is obvious that the induced effects on 
the internal wirings are strongly 
correlated to the possible oscillations and 
their damping factor. That's why 2 
different values of load resistance R were 
chosen : 
First gage-: R = 0 (short-circuit = usual 
- 
test set-up configuration for very 
high current injections) 
Travelling waves (f= c/41) are going 
to pile on the bi-exponential current 
delivered by the generator. The 
frequency spectrum of the normalized 
wave H is etrongly modified at the 
frequencies correaponding to 1 = 1/4 
and 1 = 3 A/4 
Begond-case : R = Zo (characteristic 
- 
impedance of the coaxial ret~rn~path) 
Except some discontinuities of the 
aircraft geometry, the line is 
matched, and the natural structural 
oscillations are not excited. The 
frequency spectrum of the normalized 
wave H is not modified. 
I11 COUPLING ON TYPICAL MIRES 
FOR BOTH CONFIGURATIONS (short 
I11 1 - "ECUREUIL" helicopter : 
In the frame of the joint venture 
programme AFARP 17 (Anglo French 
Aeronautical Research Programme), 
different tests (CW - High voltage test - 
High current injections) have been 
performed on the structure of a 
hellcopter (with large dlelectrlc parts). 
A view of the test set-up 16 given on 
fig. 2, for the high current injection 
phas is. 
circuit load and matched load) 
Figure 2. "ECUREUIL" Helicopter 
in the coaxial return path (Zo=6OLL) 
The comparison is performed for the 
single wire L4 located in the alumin~um 
tail, between the rear rotor and the 
equipment bay (length = 10 m = 33 ft) 
Table 11. presents in time and frequency 
domains the characteristics of the 
induced levels (for I injected = 1 kA 
waveform H/10) 
I COAXIAL I OPEN CIRCUIT I SHORT CIRCUIT I 
I ASTURN I VOLTAGE I CURRENT I 
I MNFIGUR. I I I 
I I L4 Vocl L4 Isc I 
I I I I 
I l lax Level l Hain Fr . I Hax Level l Hain Fr . I 
I Hatched I 180 V I 7.IjHhzl 1 A 16-12- 1 
I R = 6 0 )  I 122  Hhzl I 2 2 m  l 
I I I 4.3LLhzl I 5,4Hhz I 
I Short I 2 3 O v  I 7.8Hhzl 1,5A I 6 , 3 h  I 
I Circuit I 1 12 Ilhzl I12 11hz l 
I (R = 0) I 122 Ilhzl 122 Hhz l 
Table 1I.Induced levels on the line L4 
(Ion) for I injected = 1 kA (H/lO) 
To quantify the importance of the 
resiskive load R , this paragraph 
summarizes the results achieved on 3 
different test-beds 
+ Resonances of the structure of the 
helicopter : (1 = 16 m = 52 ft) 
h/* = 4.3 MHz 
X/2 = 8.6 MHz 
3x/4 = 12.5 MHz 
{ ) ~ ~ i > ? ? f \ l ~ ~ .   FA^^^^^ I 
G k L ; K  AND WHITE PWOTOGKArti 1 
*Resonances of the wire L 4  ( I =  10m = 33 ft) 
A / &  = 7.8 PfHZ 
3 x / 4  = 22.  mz 
In table 2 and fig.gB we can notice that : 
- The maximum leveke are measured i n  the 
short-circuit coaxial return path (the 
fatio is however < 2 )  
- The energy at the frequency 
corresponding to A / 2  of the structure is 
very low (8,6 MHz) 
- Resonances at the quarterwave length 
and 3 A /4 of the structure are strong 
but the coupling on the line at these 
frequencies is only clear on the short 
circuit current. 
- Same level of energy corresponding to 
A/4 and 3X /4 of the wire itself for 
both configurations. (we can notice that 
the capacitance of the line decreases 
the frqqMnby of the resonance) 
- TheXtransfer fonctions Vco/Iinj are 
different according to the load R. 
(Fig. 1 
* Short circuit line = extrema for 
A/4 and 3X/4 of the structure and, 
3X/4 of the wire itself. 
* MaLcEed lige = extrema only for 
A/band 3X/4 of the wire itself 
The source impedances Z g =  Vco/Icc of the 
generator equivalent to the cable are the 
same for both configurations (fig.60). 
It varies from l n  to 300n between 50 kHz 
and 2MHz, and can increase 10 k R  for the 
resonances mentioned above. This parameter, 
dependent on the position of the wire in 
the structure, is not depending on the test 
condition [Remark : for F + 0, Z e +  ohmic 
resistance of the wire1 
In short, the frequency responses can be 
simplified as follow : 
SHORT CIRCUIT 
CURRENT 
OPEN CIRCUIT 
VOLTAGE 
Figure 3. Transfer functions 
(short circuit current - open circuit voltage) 
for a wire in an alurainiw structure 
111 2 - CARBON F I B E R  WING " V . C . C . "  
XI1 2-1- : Without coating mesh : 
Characteristics : L = 5m (16ft) 
Figure 4. Wing "VCC" 
in the coaxial return path 
On a single wire located in the center 
part of the wing fE field not 
significant), the following levels have 
been measured for Iinj = 1kA (H/10) 
I COAXIAL I OPEN CIRCUIT I WRT CIRCUIT I 
I RENRN I WLTIIGE I CURREHI I 
ICONFIMIR. I Voc l 1% I 
1- I I I 
I lthx Lewl I Ithx Level I bi-expo-ww I 
I R= @A 1 28Vpeakl 1 1 3 4  I I 
I 1 8.5 Hhz I Ino oscill. l td =30 ps  l 
I I I I 13 A I bi-expo.uave I 
I R = O n  129V peakl Inooxil1.l & = 8 ~  l 
I 1 8.5 f i z  I I I td =30 p i 
Table I11 : Induced levels on a wire 
(L = 5m) located in the center part of 
the carbon fiber wing (without mesh) for 
Iinj=lkA (H/10) 
We can notice here, that no excitation 
corresponding to the natural resonances 
of the structure (wing) is visible, 
contrary to the case of the helicopter 
part in aluminium. The only resonance 
measured is the one of the wire itself 
(8.5 MHz) 
So, in this case, the test configuration 
has no influence on the induced levels, 
which are identical. (Fig.3b) 
This result is fundamentally different 
from the previous one concerning the 
aluminium structure of the ECUREUIL (9 
I11 1) 
It's important to look at the waveform of 
the induced short circuit current 
(Fig.5): the injected waveform is a 
0.1/4ps wave and the induced wave is a 
8/6Ous wave. The carbon fiber skin acts 
as an integrator (1st order filter with 
fc < 10 kHz), which leads to an important 
delay between the two waveform peaks : 
ICC = ~Jvoc.dt 
The ratio of the extrema (Fig. 5 )  of the 
values of Voc and ISC has no physical 
meaninq. Only the integral 1/6/Voc .Icc dt 
can be interpreted as the maximum energy 
that the wire will be able to deliver on O 
terminal l o a d .  
Figure 5. Iinjected current 
Isc and Voc waveforms 
I11 2-2- Carbon fiber wing covered by 
an aluminium meeh : 
The same wing (as in & 111.2.1.) was 
covered by d mesh : 2s = 3 m n . D  
The total resistanoe of the wing Rt=7.8 mCL 
I I O A I I C I l l l l I T  UDLTIISE I SHXT C W I T  [IIPPMT I 
I I I I 
I I U D E l  Isc I 
I Ilk Lml I I k L M l I I a n & r n  I 
I ban. I I L.F.= 6 U I 4 A. I I 
I 114 U Fb& I H.F.= E U.1 I b = & t s  I 
I I 8.5 Ihz I I I t d = a L s  I 
I 1- I 1- I I 
I I I L.F.= 6 U.1 I I 
I 12.9 V P J I  H.F.= 6 U.1 3,s A. I I 
I E= 0 A 18,s Mu I I r t . = 8 y  I 
I 1- I 1- I I 
I I I I I t d = -  I 
Table IV : Induced levels on a eingle wire 
(5m) in the center part of the wing aovered 
by alumesh (rave H/10). 
By compariaon of the tables 111, IV and 
Fig. 8 we notice the following important 
resulta : - Same internal behaviour of the wing, 
whiahever the aoaxial return load is 
used. The transfer funations are given 
below : the shielding effect of the mesh 
is only evident below 1 IMn on the 
voltase transfer function (-lode). We 
have to bear in mind that the main 
reamon far the use of a meDh is the 
Proteotion of the fuel tank Uainet the 
direct effect. (burning through) and not 
to achieve high attenuation levels. 
A summary of the typical transfer 
functions on wire in a carbon fiber 
structure is Elven below : 
- - -  with mesh 
__ W I  rhout mesh 
-3WB 
SHORT C I R C U I T  
-5WB "\\ CURRENT 
- 6 W B t  F e n  Hz 
-2WB iN CIRCUIT 
- 30dB VOLfAGLi 
-----f 
F s n t k  
The shielding effect of the meah is 
about -10 dE between 1 0  khz and 1 plllz 
(Fig. 9 )  
IU- INFLUENCE OF THE ELECTRIC 
FIELD ASSOCIATED TO THE 
CURRENT 
A high voltage senerator ie neceeeary to 
inject the current waveform. So, an 
important electric fied raiees in the 
coaxial return. The previous analyses 
were performed on wires located in areas 
where the electric field was 
insignificant. that means without any 
effect. 
But, more senerally, the extrapolation 
of the signals to the threat (Dl10 + D 
-and H / 1 0  + H) requires a precise 
analyeis to separate the electric 
coupling from the magnetic coupling. 
This is particularly true for the 
wirings exposed under open structures 
(dielectric fairings) . The two test 
set-up above mentionned lead to a 
different electric aoupling. 
matched coaxial return : 
The values of E and d W d t on the 
extradoe of the wing are constant along 
the coaxial return. An idea of the 
levels i s  given below for HI10 wave - ( 1  
kA 1 
E E + 120 w / m  
[r E = k l  I 
t 4 ~ v / m / p  
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Short-oirouit aoaxial return : 
The valurs of B and dB/dt are not constant _ _ _ _  ~ 
m y  more along the line : maximum at the 
entrj -0 at the end of the line. The 
folloriw diaararmm 8hor the raveforme 
reoorded at the input of the transmission 
line (for H / l O )  ; 
3W/m4~3 c- -A . 
For a teat at H level (10 M), the order of 
magnitude of dWdt im loqB V/r /m,  clome to 
the value8 of in flight measuremente 
IRef.31 Although it ia controlled by the 
ourrent parameter, the simulation In a 
oosxial return Hives a proper electrical 
exoitrtion, by oolparimon rith the levele 
enawnterrd in free mpaoe (excitation not 
yet normalired) 
RE)URI : A temt oonfiguration oan help, i n  
S O I ~  oases. to determine the type of 
oouplinm (E or I) and thug enablee the 
extrapolation method : by areating a 8eCOnd 
ara ohannel at the end of the coaxial 
roturn, the eleotrio field iw maintained 
till the oonneotion of thim sap (feu W) 
and then a nemative dWdt is appearing, 
t h u  I and Dl/dt are pomitivr. An 
invermion of polarity on the induced 
voltaae, due to the mubmequent effeata of E 
ana I 1a vimible. 
u - coNcLusIoN 
Thim paper remind. ua of the influence of 
the type of return load umed (matched or 
rhort oirouit) on the levrla and frequency 
mpeatrum of the induord transients. 
Aooordiau to the nature of the struoture, a 
temt aonfiguration is more muitablc to 
reoreate the real thrmat. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I m a  
1- 
I 
I khu* I S t ~ ~ t u r e  I (In fli&t)I Extrgolatim rnpd I 
I I I I -Simrt Circuitor I 
I I i !mctclmd cDy(i.I return1 
I I u~ I A/4 I hdifformntly) 1 
I c r b o n I  I 3X/4 I Extrgolatla, : see I 
I I (with or I I I I rt c w  
Iuithout I I t - m c i r c u i t a  I 
I rrh) I I l u t e k d  coy(i.1 mturnl 
I I F u M ~ ~  I I(idiffo~ntb) I 
I I I I trtr&tial: u I 
I I I I lad c g .  
I I I I -  lo malyu,acordird 
I I I Itnth~vntityd I 
I c v h  I Mol. I I l O u t i a , O f  rtd I 
I rtd I Ilircrdt I Sr b 11-1 Iputsn lcamni rn t  I 
I I I Ipuibilitiu far tha I 
I I I IruLiutia,Ofthr I 
I I I trt-hd. I 
I I I bm*r. I lest Y t - w  
I 
The generator muat be able to in)ect 
the norraliaed ourrent waveform. That's 
why the C . E . A . T .  hae given the fOllOWlng 
opecif~oations for i t a  new facilities. 
# llarx eenerator ( 8  etages of 100 kV) 
with low internal inductance I. < 2 VH 
arid a cosxisl output Z = 6 0 n  ) 
Two biexponential waver will be 
possible : 
-H . ImaxslO ItA t m  = fb0,lOOnsl 
-D/2 . (with arorbar) 
t if2 = 4 us 
Imax = 50 kA tm= l ~ s  t 1 f 2  = 35 )le 
The result0 of the V.C.C. (Voilure 
Composite Carbon = Carbon Composite Uins) 
oome from a joint programme C.E.A.T. 1 
AHROSPATIALB / DASSAULT AVIATION supported 
by DCAC and DGAf DCAefSTTE 
06y = Ihrrrrtiaa firinl. & I'rki. t icn Civile 
gypcAi/snt = Lil&tioa -de  plu I ' k n m t  . 
Olmtlaa &r Conrbutiam - t igus.  bm1n 
ruhiqn &s ri1iEOrvliutiarr *t E I u i p a n t s  
Adrmutiqur. 
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, 
Coaxial return matched. 
1 ) - 7  7.IF.I  
- 1 - 2 3  7W-I 
C D - % S  a--z 
a) Source impedance Zg=Voc/lsc of the generator equivalent to the wire L 4  
( Coaxial return i n  short c ircuit  or matched) 
/ coaxial return matched. 
/. .I 
i 
-4 
10' 40 ' 4 0  
b )  Transfer function Voc/linj for the w l re  L4 
(2 different coaxial return loads). 
FIGURE 6 : SINGLE W I R E  BETWEEN THE TAIL ROTOR AND THE EQUIPMENT BAY 
OF THE HELICOPTER 'ECUREUIL' FROM AEROSPATIALE (As 355). 
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-m 5 C I I  
t 
- - --- 
Coaxial return matched. / -.- - L - - & v J o V  . . ' -  d e n ?  
(Coaxlal return i n  short-circuit or matched) 
a)Source impedance Zg=Voc/lsc of the generator equivalent to the w i re  B2A 
4 1D 1 
Coaxial return in  short-circuit. I 
--.+.-L-.L.-L. ... : 
4044 ,205 106 
- . . L ..I.L--io*, 
1Q?,,Z/89 I2 LS :a . -  
aD 
Coaxial return matched. F % - e  
b) Transfer function Voc/linj for the w i re  B2A 
( 2  different coaxial return loads). 
-A-.lo.l.-.~og- J . ' *  ' 
FIGURE 7 : COMPOSITE CARBON WING (VCC) WITHOUT MESH. 
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Coax lal  return I n  short-clrcult. 
CI - .4 . . )L .L I  
- - ,  1 . . . , . . . . I - -1 
10 10' 10' 10' luam 
i?S/W/OO 0921'16 
,ob . . -,--"; - . - * - - . - I  - 
8)Source Impedance Zg=Voc/lsc of the generator equivalent to the wire B2A 
(Coaxlal return I n  short-clrcult or matched) 
7 Coaxial return i n  short-circuit. A 
Coaxial roturn matched. 
I . . . . _  . I  . . . , v  - I I . I _ _ -  
b) Trfnsfer - t *  func- I =  1 6  110 * 1 
( 2  different coaxlal return loads). 
s 
i 
IM 
FIOURE 8 : COtlPOSITE CARBON WING (VCC) WITH flESH. 
37-0 
9 
r 
1 1  1 VCC wing without mesh 
-- - 44 dd 
I ,... I . , I I .L.I . I ,I v , , . , . .yI , * I  , . , , ." 
Coaxial return in  short-circuit. 
1 *... I , . . 1-1 . . . I . . 1 I .. 
(104 40 -rO 6 %* 1 .  .h I 
Coaxial return matched. 
Transfer function Voc/lsc for the wire B2A of the carbone wing 
wtth and without mesh for both values of return load. 
FIGURE 9 
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EVALUATION OF THE DAHAGES CAUSED BY LIGHTNING 
CURRENT FLOWING THROUGH BEARINGS 
0. Celi, A .  Pigini 
High Voltage Division - CESI - Milano - Italy 
and 
E. Garbagnati 
ENEL CREL - Milano - Italy 
ABSTRACT 
A set up at CESI allowing 
the generation of the lightning currents foreseen by the Standards. 
Lightning tests are carried out on different objects, aircraft materials 
and components, evaluating the direct and indirect effects of lightning. 
Recently a research has been carried out to evaluate the effects of the 
lightning current flow through bearings with special reference to wind 
power generator applications. 
For this purpose, lightning currents of different amplitude have been 
applied to bearings in different test conditions and the damages caused by 
the lightning current flow have been analysed. 
The influence of the load acting on the bearing, the presence of lubricant 
and the bearing rotation have been studied. 
laboratory for lightning current tests has been 
INTRODUCTION 
The generators and often the weather 
conditions typical of the areas where the eolic plants are installed, 
increase the probability for a generator to be struck by a lightning flash. 
If a lightning flash happens to hit a wind power generator, the lightning 
current path to earth can involve the shaft and the bearing (Fig.1). 
Similar problems may arise, for example, if a lightning flash hits the 
blades of an helicopter. 
The damage bearing rolling elements and 
raceways, with a possible consequent reduction of the reliability of the 
structure where the bearing is installed. 
peculiar structure of the wind power 
flow of the lightning current can 
The evaluation of the effects produced by the lightning current flow 
through bearings is important both to evaluate the efficiency of the 
structure and to identify possible protection systems. For this purpose, 
lightning currents of different amplitude have been applied to bearings in 
different test conditions and the damages caused by the lightning current 
flow have been analysed. 
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Fig. 1 - Schematic view of the lightning path in a wind power generator, 
with involvement of the generator bearings. 
For the evaluation of the effects produced by the lightning current flow 
through bearings, the contact conditions among the rolling elements and the 
raceways are of special interest. 
In the loaded zones of the bearings the rolling elements are in contact 
with the raceways, while in the unloaded zones the rolling elements are not 
in contact with the raceways and small gaps are formed. 
The lightning current interests the contact areas between the rolling 
elements and the raceways. 
The number of rolling elements in contact with the raceways is a function 
of the mechanical load (the number of rolling elements in contact increases 
when the mechanical load is increased); in the limit case only one rolling 
element can be in contact. 
The extension of the contact area for each rolling element is also a 
function of the load. 
The lightning current may interest the small gaps between the 
the rolling elements in the bearing zones not in contact. 
strength of the gap depends on the kind and the character 
insulating media. 
The performance of the bearing under lightning can be finally 
its rotation. 
raceways and 
The electric 
stics of the 
nfluencod by 
It is evident that the phenomenon is very complex. 
In order to try to understand the mechanism of damage, the tests were 
designed to analyse separately the influence of the parameters mentioned 
above. 
In particular, the effect of the mechanical load and of the lightning 
current amplitude was analysed on a simplified configuration (single couple 
of rollers), while the influence of rotation, lubrication and lightning 
current flow through the different rolling elements was analysed on 
complete bearings. 
TEST OBJECT 
The systematic research was performed on self-aligning roller bearings, 
with double order of rollers, having the following main characteristics: 
external diameter of 160 nun, internal diameter of 90 mm and dynamic load 
coefficient of 322 kN. The raceways and rollers of the bearings were made 
of high-chrome steel. 
The following test configurations were examined, as shown in fig. 2: 
a) simplified configuration with sinele - couDle of rollers ( s e e  fig. 2a) to 
analyse the effects of the lightning current flow through single 
rollers. 
To this purpose all the rollers, except.  the two under investigation, 
were taken out from'the bearing and substituted by an insulating ring 
having the function to maintain t h c  bearing geometry. In this way the 
lightning current was forced t o  flow exclusively in the couple of  
ro l l ers .  
The bearing was tested in still coiidition, without lubricant. 
b) comDlete bearinps (see fig. 2b), t o  study their lightning performance in 
different conditions. Namely the bearings were tested without oil both 
in still and rotating conditions and finally in rotation with oil. 
A rotation of 300 rpm was maintained through a motor mounted on the 
shaft. The lubricant was housed in a box under the bearing and 
transported through the rolling elements by the rotation itself. 
, v  
t 
f i  
Fig. 2 - Test objects and test set up 
a) picture of the simplified configuration (with siiigle couple o f  
b) picture of complete bearing 
C) scheme of the test set up. 
roller) 
TEST CONDITIONS 
MECHANICAL STRESSES 
Radial mechanical loads were applied to the bearings under test; the load 
was applied symmetrically on the shaft (see f i g .  2c). 
The load was varied up to 10 kN in the tests on single couple of rollers to 
vary the contact area. 
The relation between the contact areas on a single roller (S) (in the 
bearing under test, the contact areas are ellipses) and the load acting on 
the bearing is reported in Fig.3, where the curves relevant to inner and 
outer raceways are given [l]. 
A constant load of 5 kN was applied on the complete bearings. Mechanical 
calculations 111 indicate that in this case only 5 couples of rollers are 
in contact with the raceways. The calculation also permits to evaluate the 
load distribution among the different rollers and thus the contact areas. 
The extension of the single roller contact area results of 1.8 mm2 for the 
most loaded rollers decreasing to 1.3 and 0.3 mm2 for adiacent rollers (see 
fig. 
7 ,  
o ~ " " " ' " ' ' ' ' ' '  
0 b I I 2  16 20 24 al 
MECHANICAL LOAD (kN) 
Fig. 3 - Mechanical calculations. Inner and outer ring contact areas of a 
single roller as a function o f  the mechanical load applied to the 
bearing simplified model, with only one couple of rollers. 
CURRENT STRESSES 
In all the above mentioned cases, the lightning current was injected in the 
outer ring of the bearing through an additional metallic ring externally 
clamped to the bearing itself. 
The lightning current was flowing from the outer ring to the inner one 
through the rolling elements and then to earth through the shaft (see 
Fig.2 c ) .  
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The lightning current was generated by means of the test circuit shown in 
fig. 4; the circuit allows the generation of the current waveforms A,B,C 
and D foreseen by the Standards [2] both as single pulses and as a combined 
waveforms. It is composed by three current generators and a filter with 
blocking capacitors and inductances; the main characteristics of the 
current generators are described in the followings. 
Fig. 4 - Test circuit to generate current components as in [ 2 ] .  
The A/D current generator consists of a 100 kV, 24 pF, 120 kJ capacitor 
bank; the capacitors can be charged in both positive and negative polarity. 
Damped oscillating waves with peak values up to 200 kA, action integral up 
to .2*106 A~*S and rise times between 8 ps and 20 ps can be achieved with 
load inductances up to some pH. 
The B current generator is a 12 LC cell, 20 kV, 90 kJ generator. The cells 
can be charged both in positive and negative polarity. Currents with peak 
values up to 2.5 kA and duration of few ms can be generated. 
The C current generator consists in a DC generator and a smoothing 
capacitor bank. Continuous currents up to 250 A with time durations up to 
1 s can be generated. 
Plasma gaps are used to switch the different lightning current components. 
The systematic research was carried out injecting the A current component, 
hile only few checks were made with B and C components. 
with respect to the A component, the longer time duration and the speed 
rotation of the bearing seem to be the most important parameters in 
determining the damage mechanism with this kind of current components. 
Further tests are foreseen in order to bettek analyse the influence of the 
different lightning components on the damage mechanism and extension. 
In the following the results obtained with the A current component will be 
given. 
Tests with current peak values in the range from 1 kA up to 100 kA and an 
action integral(') in the range from 18 A2*s  up to 1.2*106 A 2 * s  were applied 
to the simplified configuration with the single couple of rollers to 
determine the minimum current leading to damage (damage threshold) and 
study the relationship between current and damages. 
A current impulse with a peak value of 100 kA and an action integral of 
1 . ~ 1 0 6  A2*s  was applied to complete bearings under test. 
TEST RESULTS 
LIGHTNING TESTS ON SIMPLIFIED CONFIGURATIONS 
Damages were observed both on the inner and the outer raceways and 
correspondingly on the rollers of the bearing. 
The damage-threshold-peak-value of the injected current (Ipt) and the 
corresponding action integral (Et) are reported in fig. 5 as a function of 
the load acting on the couple of  rollers: the threshold peak current 
increases when the load is increased. 
By combining the data of fig. 3 and fig. 5, the threshold values of the 
current density Ipt/S and of the action integral density Et/S were 
determined. The damage-threshold peak current-density was found 
approximately constant (about 4 k A / m r n 2  ) independently of the mechanical 
MECHANICAL LOAD (kN) 
Fig. 5 - Tests on the simplified configuration with one single couple of 
rollers: damage- threshold current values as a function of the 
mechanical load applied to the bearing. 
Ipt- peak current value 
Et= action integral value 
( 1 )  The Action Integral E represents the energy per unit resistance 
T is the duration of the current waveshape. 
transferred by the lightning current and is defined as: E = 
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load. The damage threshold action integral density varied from 
190 ~Z*s/rnZ to 6 .000  82*s/mm2 when varying the mechanical Load in the 
examined range. 
The type and size of damage v a r i e d  with c u r r e n t  drid iiiiechanical load va lue .  
At bow current values, craters (see fig. 6a) were observed when very low 
mechanical loads were applied, while flutes (as shown in Fig. 6h) were 
observed for higher loads. 
For higher current values the type of damage remained similar. However, 
bigger surfaces of the rollers and raceways were damaged and melted 
materials appeared at the flute extremities. 
The damages caused by the flow of the lightning current to the bearing 
rollers and raceways were estimated, in a preliminary way, by evaluating 
the extension of the damaged surface, independently of the damage type. 
Other more precise evaluation of damages in terms of depth, volume, type 
and so on are undergoing. Metallographic exams will be also made in order 
to detect possible changes of the metal characteristics in the damaged 
areas. 
Fig. 6 - Tests on the simplified configuration with one single couple of 
rollers: damages observed: 
a) craters 
b) flutes 
Fig. 7 reports the maximum values of the damaged area (independently of the 
type of damage), at one of the contact side of each roller, as a function 
of the peak value of the injected current for the three mechanical load 
conditions examined; the contact area of a single roller for the three 
different loads are also reported. The figure shows that the damage 
extension increases when the load is decreased and, for a given load, 
increases with the increase of the lightning current amplitude. 
Comparing the damaged areas with the estimated contact areas, it appears 
clearly that while for law current values the damaged surface is close to 
the contact area size, for higher currents it is much larger. 
Qg';;ji.;-;iL, ;2.",.:,: 1 : .. . 
. .,. i :.> 
OF POOR QIJj--;, ! ' ~ y  
/* 
+ b a d  I zoo0 ll 
l J l  I Z  A L * a d - z w M  oad -1000 w 
0 rn 40 60 m I OD 
CURRCNT AMPLITUDE (Id) 
Fig. 7 - Tests on the simplified configuration with one single couple of 
rollers. Maximum values of the damaged surfaces as a function of 
the peak value of the lightning current for different load 
conditions. 
TESTS ON COMPLETE BEARINGS 
Also in the case of complete bearings, a rough estimation of the damages 
has been made. The damaged surfaces, independently of the damage type, are 
reported in Fig. 8 where the maximum values of the damaged areas are given 
in correspondence of each couple of rollers. For sake of simplicity only 
the cases of still bearing without lubricant and rotating bearing with 
lubricant are considered in the Figure. 
A qualitative analysis of the damages observed on complete bearings was 
made. 
In the case of bearings in still condition without oil, craters and burns 
were observed on the raceways and correspondingly on the rollers in the 
whole unloaded zone of the bearing, while very limited damages were 
observed in the loaded areas (small craters): a part of the lightning 
current had passed through the unloaded area, where air gaps were present. 
For rotating bearings without lubricant, the damages were bigger than in 
the previous condition. Moreover abrasions were observed on the raceways. 
This may be explained considering that, owing to the rotations, the melted 
materials had been squashed around the damaged area and transported around 
the bearing causing abrasions on the bearing raceways. 
In the case o f  rotating bearing with lubricant, craters were present in the 
unloaded zone only at the extremities of the loaded area, where the 
smallest gaps between rollers and raceways were present, while in the 
loaded zone, the size of the damages was higher than in the previous cases. 
Abrasions were more limited with respect to the case without lubricant. 
This can be explained considering that the presence of lubricant, acting as 
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Fig. 8 - Tests on complete bearings. Contact areas and damage extension at 
each radial location (extension given in mm2). 
A )  Radial position of the rollers 
B) Contact areas 
C) 
D) 
Damages for bearing in still conditions without lubricant 
Damages for bearing in rotating condition with lubricant 
a 
a 
important 
in the gaps and also in the reduction of the abrasions. 
dielectric medium (with a higher dielectric strength than air), plays an 
occurrence of localised discharge role in the prevention of the 
If the larger part of the lightning current would flow through the rollers 
in contact and it would distribute among them according to the contact 
areas, a theoretical peak current density of about 10 kA/mm2 could be 
evaluated in the examined case of an injected peak current value of  100 kA. 
This value is more than twice the threshold value determined in the tests 
on the simplified configuration with one single couple of rollers and would 
imply damages of loaded zones. Actually the test results generally indicate 
a very limited damage in the loaded zone. This can imply that a large part 
of the current flows in the unloaded zone. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Lightning tests have been made on rolling bearings applying the A current 
component of the Standards and the damages caused by the lightning current 
flow have been analysed. 
The damage mechanism and extension depend on current values and on the 
mechanical load condition, which determines the area of contact between 
roller and raceway. 
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When the lightning current flows through the contact areas, a consequent 
enhancement of the local temperature occurs. The high temperatures in the 
contact area can lead t o  local melting of the material, with a consequent 
formation of flutes. 
The lightning current density (which is a function of the load and the 
current intensity) and the current energy content play an important role in 
this kind of damage mechanism. 
Test in simplified conditions indicate that for areas in contact a peak 
current density of 4 kA/mm2 resulted sufficient to initiate the damage. 
The lightning current may also interest the zone where rollers are not in 
contact with the raceways (unloaded zones). In fact, owing to the high 
di/dt associated with the A lightning current component, voltages are 
induced across the small gaps. These voltages can lead to the breakdown of 
the gaps; once the gap has been broken, the lightning current can flow 
through it and the resulting arc leads to the formation of craters and 
burns. The extension of the damages produced by the arc root can be bigger 
than that corresponding to the current conduction damages. 
The research is going on and further tests will be made on bearings of 
different dimensions, with different lightning current components and in 
different test conditions, in order to better understand the ligthning 
performance of rolling bearings, obtain statistical data on the different 
kinds of damage and finally define an electrical-mechanical model able to 
describe the lightning behaviour of bearings in different operating 
conditions. 
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LIGHTNING SIMULATOR1 
K. Salisbury, S. Lloyd, Y .G. Chen 
Maxwell Laboratories, Inc. 
ABSTRACT 
Maxwell Laboratories, Inc. has designed, built and 
tested a transportable lightning simulator capable of 
delivering mort than 50 kA to an 8 pH test object. The 
simulator was designed to be a versatile device in the 
lightning laboratory while meeting the requirements of 
MIL-STD- 1757A for component E cunent waveforms. 
The system is capable of operating in either a ringing 
mode with a Q greater than 5 and a nominal frequency of 
160 LHZ, or a unipolar mode with no hardware configu- 
mion changes. 
The ringing mode is obtained by the LCR series 
circuit formed by thepulsegeneratorand testobject. The 
unipolar mode is obtained by closing an electrically 
triggered crowbar switch at peak current. The simulator 
exceeds the peak current requirement and rate of rise 
requirements for MIL-STD-1757A in both the ringing 
and unipolar modes. The pulse half widlh in the unipolar 
mode is in excess of50 p and the action is in excess of 
l@ A%. 
The design, component values. and test results are 
presented. 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The 50 IrA Transportable Lighrning Simulator is a 
complete turn-key lightning simulation system includ- 
ing the pulse power generator, system output diagnos- 
t k s .  control and auxiliary systems. The simulator is 
rugged and compact, far easy uanspombility, and pm- 
vides a highly reproducible output pulse over a wide 
operating range. The ability to change the operating 
mode of the simulator without hardware changes at the 
pulse generator is a key feature of chis system that helps 
to maximize the operational availability of the system. A 
photograph of the simulator output connection and the 
conml console is shown in Figure 1. A simplified block 
diagram of the system is shown in Figure 2. 
The simulator provides peak cumnt of more than 
50 kA to an 8 pH load, with either a damped sinusoidal 
or unipolar waveform. The system was specified to 
produce peak current and current rate-of-rise pcrfor- 
mane to meet MIL-STD- 1757A Waveform E, shown in 
Figure 3. The generator was lested into an 8.05 pH, 
110 mS2 load at Maxwell Laboratorics in San Diego in 
July 1990. Table I provides a listing of lk dcmonstrated 
performanceofthesimulator, whichmeetsorcxceedsall 
customer specifications. 
The simulator produces the damped sinusoidal 
waveform with an underdamped series RLC circuit 
consisting of the Man generator and simulator induc- 
lance in series with the inductive load. This imposes a 
severe design constraint since the voltage across the 
crowbar switch and output bushing reverses to positive 
polarity and is present fora much longer time than in thc 
crowbarredmode. Theunipolaroutput pulse. with>50 p 
FWHM, is produced by closing a crowbar switch which 
shorts the simulator output terminal D ground at near 
peak current to provide an L/R decay lime dominated by 
h e  load inductance as in previous lightning simulator 
systems2.3. The modest voltage of the 50 kA simulator 
compared with full threat simulators3 allows the use of 
an electrically uiggered SF6 insulated crowbar switch. 
The 50 kA simulator can be changed from unipolar to 
ringing mode by simply disabling the crowbar trigger 
and overpressurizing the crowbar switch, with no 
reconfiguration of hardware in the pulse generator tank. 
This system was developed for Boeing Advanced Systems under conuact number B239503. 
2 R. A. White, “Lightning Simulator Circuit Parameters and Performance for Severe-Threat. High-Action-Integral 
Testing,“ International Aenxpace and Ground Conference on Lighming and Static Electricity, Orlando, FL, 
June 26-28.1984. 
J. L. Harrison, etal.,*’A Severe Thm-Level Lightning Simulator,” International Aerospace and Ground Confcrcnce 
on Lighming and Static Electricity, Daylon. OH, June 24-26.1986. 
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PULSE GENERATOR 
The compact pulse power system is housed in a steel 
tank (1 IO" 1 x 66" w x 80" h) insulated with one atmo- 
sphere (absolute) SF6 gas. High voltage power supplies, 
uigger generators and auxiliary systems are located at 
the back wall of the tank, opposite the HV output. The 
generator is mounted on casters and weighs approxi- 
mately 5000 Ibs. The controls are mounted in a single 
rack that can be located up to 75 ft. from the generator. 
A simplified circuit model of the 50 kA simulator is 
showninFigure4. TheMaorgeneratorisan8stageunit, 
with 2 plastic case 0.4 pF capacitors per stage, arranged 
in a vertical column. The Manr stores about 18 W at full 
operational charge voltage. All Marx components are 
easilyaccessible for maintenance with chargeand ground 
resistasmountcdalongthesidesof the Manr and switches 
and trigger canpanents mounted on the front. The Marx 
generator is assembled on an aluminum base plate and 
can be lifted from the pulse generator tank as a complete 
assembly. 
The Marx generator is connected to the crowbar 
switch and output buswork through Rlek,.  an assembly 
of 6parallel water resistors. These protect the Manr 
generator in case of a short circuit fault and help damp 
out oscillations in the Marx/mwbat loop. The crowbar 
switch is located directly below the output buswork 
between the Manr and output bushing. 
The crowbar switch is the same basic design as the 
laser triggered Sandia switch4. except for Ihe addition of 
a midplane trigger electrode and a reduced main elec- 
trode gap spacing for the much lower voltage operation 
of the 50 kA simulator. The crowbar switch is SF6 in- 
sulated, with a typical pressure of 48 psig for n 50 LA 
shot. "%e overall envelope of the crowbar switch hous- 
ing is comparable to previous full threat simulators due 
to the SF6 insulation of the pulse generator inslead of oil. 
and the requirement for the crowbar switch to withstand 
the voltage waveform of the ringing output mode. 
The crowbar switch is triggered from a small 6 stage 
Marx generator located inside an EMI shielded enclo- 
sum in the main pulsegenerator tank. shown in Figure 5. 
?he crowbar switch trigger Man is shielded to prevent 
crosstalk between the main Marx and trigger Manr when 
the main Manr gtneram aects. The crowbar switch 
trigger Marx is isolated from the crowbar midplane with 
an SF6 insulated isolation switch, pressurized to hold off 
the peak midplant voltage of about -250 kV and then 
close when the approximately 450 kV trigger pulse is 
applied. 
The HV output connection of the pulse generator is 
insulated fmm the tank with a fibergless reinforced 
polyester bushing mounted on the sloped front wall of 
the pulse generator tank Connection rails on the front of 
the tank all around the output bushing allow the COMW- 
tion of wide planar cumnt retum conductors. This 
outputconfigurationallowseasy connectionof the simu- 
lator to a wide variety of load configurations. 
'Ihe ou tp t  pulse is initiated when the Marx genera- 
tor is triggered and the stored energy is transfer4 to the 
circuit inductors. Ideally the crowbar switch should 
close at peak current when there isno voltage accfoss the 
switch. Previous laser triggered mwbar systems have 
operated with thecrowbar switchclosing somewhatpast 
the current peak, when the voltage on the switch is 
increasing. 'Ihe initial design for the 50 LA simulator 
was based on the crowbar voltage increasing to + 100 kV 
before closing, which would give acceptable pulse width 
and ripple while easing Lhe electrical triggering of the 
switch. In practice the crowbar switch triggered more 
easily than expected giving increased pulse width and 
reduced ripple comjmred to out bgseline design. 
EXPERIMENTAL, RESULTS 
Systemdiagnosticmonitorsprovidcdwiththe5okA 
pulse generator include an output voltage probe and a 
Manrcwrentpmbeinsidethepllseg~tortanlr. The 
voltage probe is a watcr resistor voltage probe, con- 
nected between the output buswork and ground, which 
pvidcs  the voltage across the crowbar switch. The 
Marx current is monitored with a Peerson 3OlX c m n t  
transforma in the ground leg of the M m .  B-dot probcs 
m provided to monitor h e  trigger Marx and crowbar 
switch currents. 
For the purposeof acceptance tests the 301 X cumnt 
probe and a Rogowski belt, cross calibrated to the 
Pearson current transformer, were installed ourside the 
tanktomeasmtheactualloedcumnt andloeddI/dt. A 
Pearson 1049 probe was used to monitor Manr current 
during mneaccepance test shots. 
Data faatypicaldampedsinusoidaloutput pulse i s  
shown in Figure 6, for a Marx charge voltage of 73 kV 
per stage. Loedcunent and Wdt are shown in Figure 6a, 
4 M. J. Landry and W. P. Brigham. "W Laser Triggering of Crowbars Uscd in the Sandia Lightning Simulator," 
International Aaospace and Ground Conference on Lightning and Static Electricity, Orlando, FL. June 26-28.1984. 
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with a peak load current of 51.2 kA hnd a peak dVdt of 
5.3 x 1010 A/s. Figure 6b shows the hhrx voltage (top) 
and current (bomm), wi& a peak output voltage of 
452 kY. n.e oscillation frequency is 156 kHz with 
reversal of 75%. This full current ringing output mode 
is the most severe forthe Man generator and the Marx 
components are genaously derated to provide high 
operating conditions. 
mately by the fonnula, 
reliability. bng life aperation even under these harsh 
Lifetime of the Marx capacitors is given approxi- 
-7 .5  - 1. 6 
L, = 
TheManrcapecitoffhaveadtsignlifek= 100,OOO 
shotsatarcfaenccvoltageV~=85kVandQ~=0.976. 
The full current ringing modehas valuesV,= 75 kV and 
Q, = 5.5 which gives an estimated Manr capacitor life of 
18,730 shots. In actual 0peratim many of the system 
shots will be at lower current orcrowtmrrcd, which will 
greatly extend the life of the capacitors. The Marx 
garerator switches use tungstmcopper tbcttodt mate 
rial and have adesign lifeof 1O.OOOshots at 1OOkAmd 
0.5 C per shot, compared with the operation kvels of 
50 kA and 0.4 C pasha 
Typical unipolar output data is shown in F i p  7. 
for two different shots at 76 kV pa stage charge. Figure 
7a shows the Marx voltage and load current, Figure 7b 
shows the Marx cumnt end load current. The peak 
voltage is -490 kV. with the voltage crossing through 
zero and increasing to about 4 5  kV before the crowbar 
switch clo6es. The peak load cutrents in Fv 7 arc 
51 kA and 50 LA, with ripple of 7.6% and 6%. 
For the crowbgncd mode the Marx voltage reversal 
is only 13% compared to 75% f a  the ringing mode. 
Therefore the expected life of the Marx capacitors is 
336,000 shots far full c m t  unipolar opaation. The 
charge transfa through the Marx switches is reduced to 
0.165 C, fmn 0.4 C for the ringing mode. 
Figure8 showsthelaedcumntatlongtimescalefor 
a crowbarred shot at 30 kV per stage charge. peak load 
c m t  is 19.6 kA and an exponential decay time of 
9 2 p .  This gives crowbar switch charge transfer of 
1.8 C and action integral of 1.77 x 103 A%. The maxi- 
mum charge transfet and action dtmonsuatcd for the 
system are 4.4 C urd 1.1 x l@ A% for a charge voltage 
of 76 kV per stage. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The 50 kA dual mode lightning simulator system 
described provides a vasatik testing device far the 
lightning l a w .  'Ihe garentar povides peak cur- 
mts of marc than SO kA in a compact, lightweight 
system that is easily adapted toa wide variety of load 
configurations. Theekctricallytriggaedcrowbarswitch 
has proven to be reliable and effective, without the 
opaationalprobkmsandsafctyhazardsassociatedwith 
laser triggered designs. The ability to change between 
two output modes with no hardware change provides 
maximum testing availability for the system. 
Table I. Pulse Genaator Electrical Performance 
PARAMETER 
MAXWELL DEMONSTRATED 
PERPORMANCE 
~ _ _  ~ ~ ~~ ~ 
L a d  8.05 pH, 110 mCi 
Meximum Current 512  kA 
MinimumCurrcnt 
Ringing <15 kA 
Unipolar e15 kA 
Frequency ( W g )  157 kHz 
Pulse WiQh (unipolar) 60P.q 
Circuit Q 5.3 
Time to Current pealr 
Cumnt Rate of Rise 
Ripple 7.7% 
pealr Cumnt Variation ~ 4 . 6 %  
PUlseRepttitim Rate 
1.52 p 
>5 x 1010 A/s f a  m.3 p 
>2.5 x 10lOAls fa>1 ps 
Action 1.1 x 105 A% 
21 Pulse Every 2 Minutes for 5 Pulses 
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Fig. 1 - Output section and control console of the 50 kA lightning simulator 
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MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR DETERMINING THE PROTECTED SPACES OF THE 
VERTICAL LIGHTNING ROD 
HladenoviC I., VorguCiC A. 
University of NiS, 18000 N i S ,  Yugoslavia 
ABSTRACT 
This paper is concerned with two mathematical models f o r  determining the 
protected spaces of the vertical lightning-rod. In the first model there was 
applied the circular approximation. Through the introduction of the modified 
striking distance in the second improved approximation there was obtained a 
new model for the protected space of  the lightning-rod. The models are of 
general type, foreseen for the three-dimensional space and they are simply 
applied on solving the practical problems. 
INTRODUCT I ON 
The new theories about a greater number of protected spaces of one 
vertical lightning-rod depending on the maximum value of the stroke current 
impulse afford the possibility of a more precise evaluation of the 
lightning-rod’s protective effect. The models to be set out in this paper 
start from the approach to the determination of protected spaces around the 
lightning-rod, depending on the amplitude of the stroke currents i l l .  
Namely, the degree of menace is evaluated on the basis of the 
determination of maximum stroke currents to which is exposed a structure of a 
smaller height or a device in the proximity of the vertical lightning-rod or 
of a structure playing a role of the lightning-rod. The procedure is based on 
the determination of protected space, which is a function of the well-known 
striking distance, the height of the lightning-rod, the height of the 
protected structure and their mutual distance. The length of the striking 
distance, for the purpose of the maximum stroke current, is determined by 
electrogeometrical method and numerically. In further elaboration there will 
be discussed two approximative approaches - the circular approximation of 
protected spaces and the elliptical approximation of protected spaces, 
constituting a more precise determination of the protected space, where was 
taken into consideration the impact of change in the electric field due to 
the presence of the lightning-rod. The above approximations are spaciously 
enlarged because of the more precise evaluation of the degree of menace, 
taking into account all the structure’s dimensions. There are also given the 
corresponding mathematical models fo r  both approximations. 
CIRCULAR APPROXIMATION MODEL 
When the leader of the atmospheric electrical discharge is approaching a 
very long vertical lightning-rod o r  a high structure, the site of striking 
will be a point on the structure nearest to the top of the coming leader, 
1.e.  when the distance equals the striking distance. In Fig. 1 is shown an 
example when the critical electric field is equal in two points and the 
thunderbolt is possible on any of them. 
In this model we start from the assumption that the generating line of 
"cone" is the arc of circle of a radius approximately equalling the striking 
distance. Such an approximation is satisfactory in case when we have in view 
the fact that the striking distance depends exclusively on the stroke 
current, and when we neglect the other influential factors. 
In this case the protected space is within the "cone", whose generating 
line is the arc of circle. The height of the cone is the height of the 
lightning-rod or of the high structure H, and the radius of the basis equals 
approximately the striking distance D. 
1 
Fig.1 The geometrical determination of the striking distance 
The geometrical determination of the striking distance for this case is 
reduced t o  the construction of the circle attaining the protected structure 
and passing through the top of the lightning-rod. For numerical calculation 
of the striking distance we start from the following equation: 
(1 1 (x-Dl2 + (y-D12 = D 2 
provided 
The 
when the 
distance 
than the 
The 
sma 
the 
that xSD and ysH. 
practical application of this model is presented in two examples 
height of the vertcal lightning-rod is smaller than the striking 
(H<D) and when the height of the vertical lightning-rod is greater 
striking distance (H>D). 
first case is illustrated in Fig .  2 and i t  practically refers to the 
11 (low) lightning-rods of the height H in whose close proximity is, at 
distance r, the structure of the height h (h>H). 
Through the application of (1) we obtain: 
1 The "cone" stands for a surface of revolution obtained by the revolution of 
the arc around the lightning-rod's axis to the curve of which corresponds the 
radius approximating the striking distance. 
F i g . 2  The case H<D 
In Fig. 3 is represented another case (H>D). This is the case of the 
very high lightning-rods of the height H, or of the high structure whose 
slenderness permits it to be considered a lightning-rod. Here we can notice a 
part of the inefficient height of the lightning-rod for the currents of lower 
intensity. 
- i =  
Fig.3 The case H>D 
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According to ( 1 ) .  the striking distance D is given by the expression: 
D = (r+h) f ( 3 )  
In addition to the above examples, this model may be also applied in the 
case when the other dimensions of the structure are taken into consideration 
[21. 
ELLIPTICAL APPROXIMATION HODEL 
The value of the striking distance, in addition to the maximum value of 
the stroke current (exerting the greatest influence), is influenced by the 
other parameters, too. In his research work Whitehead [31 found out that the 
height of the structure, i.e. the height of the lightning-rod because of the 
increased value of the electric field at the top, exerted the influence on 
the value of the striking distance. He introduced the modified striking 
distance (De) and gave the following functional dependence in relation to the 
reference striking distance towards the ground: 
D* = D [1+EiIf2exp(-D/H)1 (4) 
where: 
Do - modified striking distance to a structure of height H, 
Ei - field intensification factor, which takes into account the structure the 
slenderness ratio, 
If - factor which relates the prospective stroke current to the median of a 
reference current amplitude distribution, 
D - reference strlking distance to the ground, given by 
0 . 6 5  D = l O  I (51 
Having in view the modified striking distance which is, according to the 
expression ( 4 ) .  greater than the reference one, in this approximative 
approach we started from the fact that the protected space of the vertical 
lightning-rod (a high structure) of the height H is within the "cone with the 
elliptical generating line" - Fig. 4. 
The basis of such an obtained "cone" is a circle, the radius of which 
equals approximately the length of the modified striking distance. 
The case in Fig. 4 may be considered to be characteristic (a limit one) 
with the current I and D=H. Observed in the xOy plane, this is an ellipse 
with semiaxes D* and D, and the equation is: 
1 
- 
y 1  
2 (x-D.1' (y-Dl - + - -  
D*2 D2 
L 
D* 
( 6 )  
D 
- .  L 
X 
Fig.4 The protective zone with modified striking distance 
As in the previous model, here too, we can discuss two cases. The first 
case refers to the protected spaces of those currents whose values are 
smaller than the values of the limit current I i.e. IiCIl. The graphic 
illustration of this case is displayed in Fig. 5, with the generating lines 
of "cone" within which are the protective zones, the arcs of ellipses: 
1' 
2 (x-D; l 2  (y-Di 1 
= 1 i = 1 , 2 , 3 ,  . . .  + 
D;* 
(7) 
where: 
D* and D are the modified and reference striking distances for the current 
less powerful than Il(Ii<I1). 
The second case refers to the striking distances D* and D greater than 
the height of the lightning-rod (D*>D>H), i.e. for the currents more powerful 
than I1(Ii>I1). In Fig.6 is displayed the illustration of this case in the 
xOy plane. The equation of any curve from Fig.6, i.e. for any current 
Ii(Ii>II) and the corresponding distances D; and Di reads as follows: 
i i 
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Y 
F i g . 5  The protective zones for the case H>D>D*(I > I ’ > I ’ )  
1 2 1  
Fig. 6 
I 
H=D 
D* 
I 
a =D 1 ------- 
D 
1 
1 -- 
D 
2 
D 
3 
L. .. . 
X 
where: 
provided that D;>Di>H. 
CONCLUS I ON 
The mathematical models set out in this paper afford the possibility of 
electrogeometrical and analytical determination of the protective spaces of 
the vertical lightning-rod or of the high structure which may play the role 
of a lightning-rod. 
By set out methods we can evaluate the degree of menace of a structure 
in the close proximity of the high structure or of the vertical 
lightning-rod. The reason for this Is the fact that the analysis may be 
carried out within the space with the influence of all the dimensions of the 
protected structure and that through the modified striking distance are 
measured the influences of several parameters of lightning on the protective 
zone. 
The purpose of this paper is to point to the new electrogeometrical 
method and to the corresponding mathematical models for as precise as 
possible determination of the striking distance. The application of the set 
out models within the space and to the practical examples is presented in 
121. b 
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DESIGNS FOR SURGE IMMUNITY 
IN CRITICAL EL.EC"RONIC FACILITIES 
Edward F. Roberts, Jr 
FAA Southern Region 
Atlanta, OA 30320 
PO BOX 20636 ASO-463 
The Federal Aviation Administration is charged with maintaining a wide range of electronic 
facilities. These facilities range from pole mounted marker beacons, used as portions of an 
instrument landing system to Air Route Trafnc Control Centers, responsible for thousands of 
cubic miles of air space. Becaue of the positioning and physical requirements of these facilities 
they are frequently subject to lightning related surges and transients as well as direct strikes. In 
recent years, FAA has embarked on a program replacing older tube type electronic equipment 
with newer solid state equipment. This replacement program has dramatically increased the 
susceptibility of FAA's facilities to lightning related damages. 
This paper presents the author's proposal of techniques which may be employed to lessen the 
susceptibility of new FAA electronic facility designs to failures resulting from these causes. The 
general concept espoused is one of a consistent system approach employing both perimeter and 
internal protection. It compares the technique presently employed to reduce electronic noise 
with other techniques which reduce noise while lowering susceptibility to lightning related 
damage. It is anticipated that these techniques will be employed in the design of an ATCT in 
a high isokeraunic area. This facility would be subjected to rigorous monitoring over a multi- 
year period to provide quantitative data hopefully supporting the advantages of this design. 
INTRODUC'IION 
Threat levels within FAA Southern Region facilities are characterized by a relatively low incidence 
of locally generated power line switching transients, unlike many industrial facilities. Typically 
the power line transients experienced at these facilities are from lightning generated surges, either 
locally or to the power distribution grid. Switching transients generated by the local power utility; 
or switching transients from industrial neighbors are far fewer and less likely to inflict damage 
on the facility. Lightning generated surges have been identified as the cause of the majority of 
the power line related surges which resulted in equipment failures. Dlrect strikes to FAA 
facilities are quite common and have been recorded on video tape on several occasions. FAA 
facilities on airports are interconnected with a web of signal, control and data cable which are 
also susceptible to lightning related transients. 
Since the loss of FAA facilities may significantly impact the safety of the flying public, a 
stringent, rational as well as cost effective, approach to protection is warranted. The specious 
argument that protection should be implemented regardless of cost is totally unrealistic. 
Maintenance costs; facility and equipment purchase, and installation; and lightning protection all 
impact system reliability and thus flying safety while vying for the same budgetary dollar. 
KEYS TO PROPER DESIGN 
The scientist or engineer confined in a laboratory or office environment will flnd it difficult to 
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identify all possible situations extant within the field environment. The complexities associated 
with the protection of a specific facility are extensive. Isokeraunic levels, thunderstorm strength, 
soil type, distribution system characteristics, relative and absolute elevation, soil moisture and 
composition, and equipment susceptibility levels are among the principal considerations. A 
rational approach to specific site design must examine these parameters and assign importance 
to each variable. This awareness of the impact of the environment is the AfBt key to proper 
design. 
Education is the second key to proper design. It is not possible to properly incorporate a given 
element of protection within a system of protection if the purpose and operation of that element 
is not understood. The impact of protective elements must be evaluated both during their normal 
operation and in a failure mode, A device connected in series with the power line which fails 
open is every bit as dangerous if not more dangerous than a surge which damages a component 
within the facility. 
Regardless of the pains taken in designing an effective lightning protection system, all efforts are 
useless if the technicians charged with maintaining the system are unaware of the techniques 
employed. 
Education is an ongoing process. Engineers charged with generating specific facility designs must 
have avdable support from engineers specializing in the application of lightning protection, 
grounding, bonding and shielding. For this reason, the educational process must flow in two 
directions. From the project engineer to the specialist engineer must flow information on the 
physical environment, regulatory environment, and constraints of purpose. From the speciabt 
engineer to the project engineer must flow information on design goals, design techniques, device 
utilization and solutions to specific design problems. The accuracy of the data flowing In each 
direction will have a direct bearing on some elements of the data flowing in the opposite 
direction. 
The third key to a proper design is a consistent review process. AU facility designs, regardless 
of how simple, should be passed to the specialist engineer for review of the adequacy of design. 
Additionally, the review of these facility plans by field personnel prior to the letting of contracts 
will frequently prevent costly mistakes. Another s o m e  of loss of effectiveness hi the failure to 
properly monitor the construction of the facility. 
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LIOHTNINO PROTECTION 
PRESENT FAA TECHNIQUES 
FAA utilizes a system of lightning, surge, and tranalent protection based on &e C u n C q t  of 
creating an envelope of protection around the perimeter of the facility. This concept is mandated 
for all new construction or major modification by FAA-STD-019. This concept of protection 
is stil l  valid but the lower threshold of smceptibility which is becoming apparent in recent 
procurements is such that improvements should be made. 
The present aptem begins With the incorporation of integral, structural lightning protection. Tbh 
protection is established to comply with NFPA-78, the Lightning Protection Code. The FAA 
system is designed to meet or exceed this code in all aspects. The syetem incorporates air 
terminals (lightning rods) which provide a zone of protection baaed on a 150' radius arc. 
A loop electrode constructed of #4/0 AWO bare copper cable is burled 2 ft deep around the 
facility approximately 2 to 4 feet outside of the building foundation (or drip he). The typical 
grounding system8 utilizes 10' by 3/4" copper clad ground rods spaced 20 feet apart around the 
counterpoise. These ground rods (earth electrodes) are exothermically welded to the 4/0 loop. 
All conductive paths entering the facility are bonded to this loop. 
All power, control, or signal lines which penetrate the structural envelope should be equipped 
wlth rurge/tran~ient protection. This protection may include ailicon avalanche suppreerrors (SAS), 
metal oxide varistors (MOV), or gas discharge device& Carbon block type arrestera are found 
in some telco equipment but are not commonly installed by the FAA These devlces are 
frequently incorporated into hybrid protection circuits installed at signal demarcs. Crowbar 
portions of these hybrld circuits are typically bonded dhectly to the external loop electrode. The 
clamp element is bonded to the intemal multipoint grounding system. 
The internal facility grounding Bptem consists of three interconnecting grounds. The NEC 
required safety ground fs incorporated M required for code compliance. All non-current carrying 
elements of the premises equipment are bonded to the grounding conductor. A recond 
multipoint ground system ia established which connects to the loop electrode with a 500 kcmil 
cable terminated at the main electronic ground plate. This plate 8ems 88 an interconnection 
point with the third, single-point, grounding sptem. 
The multipoint grounding system utilizes building steel, where available and incorporates h m s  
such as ducts, cable trays, and conduits to create a grid of conductors. Where building steel is 
unavailable, 2000cmil/foot cables are utilized to interconnect the plates in this 8y8tem. All rack8 
and chassis are connected to this syatem. 
The single-point ground system utilizes isolated plates and dedicated SOoCmiVfoot cablea 
constructed in a star or tree pattern to ensure a aingle path to the main electronic ground plate. 
This system is designed to eliminate the sptem noise cawed by loop currents. 
PROTECX'ION FOR THE FUTURE 
It hg8n to become apparent In the late 1980's that the present FAA method of grounding was 
in8ufticient to provide the protection required for increasingly sophisticated facilities. A 
rethbkhg of the bade techniques wan required which drew on numerous documents including 
FIPS PUB-94. A sioniflcant conaideration for a new deaign was the ability to retrofit it to 
exiathrp facilities and to eatabbh it in facilities without 8ignificant amounts of building Iteel. 
An additional problem appeared to result from the me of the single point ground Wtem to 
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minfmize system nofse. Constituent elements of sptems which were directly connected to 
landlines were bed118 protected while elements which were deeper in the system were receiving 
lightning related damage. It appeared that the poor bonding due to high frequency impedance 
inherent in a cable grounding system was allowing large voltage differentials to form between the 
elements. It was also apparent that a single compromise of a single point system multed in a 
multipoint system with a single loop. This single loop system was found to be the noisiest 
possible ground. 
New FAA air trafEc control tower (ATCT) designs are on the drawing board. These new designs 
have tower h a f t s  300' tall. The direct strike risk associated with these towers mandates that we 
must assume that they will be struck on a regular basla when located in areas of even moderate 
fsokeraunic activity. Protection for the electronics equipment located within these structures must 
be of a nature to prevent damage from t h i s  type of a strike. 
1 
In essence, these ATCTs incorporate two separate facilities within a single structure. These 
facilities are located over 300' apart. The first of these facilities is the terminal radar control and 
it's associated electronics located In the base building. The other facility is the ATCT cab and 
it's associated electronics located at or near the top of the tower shaft. The fact that this 
separation is p- vertical enhances the voltage dffferential which is likely to be imposed 
upon them. Typically the tower shaft ls constructed of precast, interlockhg concrete modules. 
This construction technique reduces the vertical metallic elements to such items as metal 
staircases, cable trays, conduits and piping. External down conductors are utilized for the 
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structural lightning protection. 
PROTECTINO THE TOWER TOP EQUIPMENT 
Good design technique, €or the reduction of electrical mise, locates signal and control a8 
far as possible from electrical Wiring within the tower shaft. The utilization of flber opUc cab- 
between these facilities will minimize the threat of transients and noise coupled through the signal 
and control cabling. The power system fs left as the single greatest threat other than a direct 
strike to the equipment located at the top of the tower shaft. 
The first element of protection for the tower top facilfty is to establish a grounding grid or near 
equipotential plane for each level. These levels are interconnected with solid backed cable trayti. 
These cable trap are supplemented with copper cabling to ensure the lowest porsible impedance 
between thee levels. These grids are connected to earth with a 5OOkcmil cable. The hpedmce 
of this cable ls such that it cannot prevent differences In potential between the 2 facUUm. The 
nature of this protection system is such that we recognize this effect but protect in a manner so 
as to render it inconsequential. 
The electrical power feed is brought into a service entrance at the microwave level. A secondary 
surge arrester is provided at this point. T h e  grounded conductor (neutral) is bonded to the 
grounding electrode conductor and to the grounding conductor at thie point. The normal mode 
surge arrester is C O M W ! ~ ~ ~  between the phase conductom and the grounded conductor. The 
power ground and the grounding a d  are interconnected at the microwave level through a main 
ground plate. The main ground plate functions as an interconnection point between the 
grounding grid and a single point ground syatem, if one is requited'. The power feed for the 
levels is provided through a UPS system with critical power centers on each level. This minimizes 
stress between the power feed and dgnal and control elements. 
Emergency communication equipment located withiu the tower cab is connected directly to 
antennas mounted on the tower roof. The coaxial cabling for these emergency transceivers ts 
I .  Some equipment manufacturers mandate that an isolated ground be estabbhed for their 
equipment. 
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brought from the roof, where the shield is bonded to the structural lightning protection system, 
to the microwave level. At thi~ point it is connected through a bullthead plate utilizing a gas type 
surge protection device. The bulkhead plate is connected to the grounding pid on the 
microwave level. By connecting the bulkhead plate on the microwave level we minimize the 
Merentid between levels due to current flow from this source. 
The utilization of flber optic cabling between the tower top equipment and the base building 
equipment obviates the need for transient protection for the signal and control wiring. If there 
is a metal sheath on the fiber optic cable for physical protection this is bonded to the grounding 
grid at the microwave level. 
PROTECTINO THE BASE BUILDINO EQUIPMENT 
MMY of the techniques utilized in protectinn the tower top environment are amlied in the base 
building. The first element is the ekabhh-ent of a gro&ding grid or near Ghpotential plane 
for all equipment arw. The base bullding electronicci are typically located on a single level. A 
raised floor extendiug under equipment room and the operational area is equipped with a 
grounding grld bonded to a conductive, rigid or bolted stdnger, rallied flooring ~ystem. The floor 
system and grid are interconnected at every other stanchion. This floor is bonded as frequently 
a8 possible to the building steel if available or alternatively to the loop electrode with 500 kcmil 
cable at a minlmum of four points. The building steel is bonded to the loop electrode at 
alternate columna with #2/0 AWO bare copper cabling. 
The electrical power feed ie brought into a service entrance located in an emergency engine 
generator and power distribution room. A s e c o n w  surge arrester is provided at this point. 
The grounded conductor (neutral) Is bonded to the grounding electrode conductor at thie point 
and is in turn bonded to the grounding conductor. The normal mode surge arreater is connected 
between the phase conductors and the grounded conductor. The power feed for the levels is 
provided through a UPS system with a critical power center, connected 88 a separately derived 
source, in the equipment room. 
A h g l e  point of entry for signal, control, and power cabling is utilized to minimize differentials 
at the point where the cables enter the raised floor area. Fiber optic cabling is utilized to the 
maximum extent possible for the signal and control cabling. These flber optics are not expected 
to be all incluive, however. Primary transient protection for these cabla is provided at the 
building entrance with gas discharge and MOV devices connected to the loop counterpoise. 
Secondary protection with rilicon avalanche suppmson is provided at the entrance to the raiaed 
floor area. Protection at the equipment is also required to be included on equipment 
manufactured to FAA specifications. The near equipotential plane functions as a means of 
minimidno the differentials due to the protective devices firing. 
Cable entrances to the facility are through rigid metal (ferrous) conduit. This conduit extende 
10 feet beyond the loop electrode and is bonded to it. Cable annor is also bonded out to the 
loop electrode. 
Emergency communication equipment located within the operational area is connected directly 
to antennas mounted on the tower roof. The coaxial cabling for these emergency tramceivers 
is brought from the roof, where the shield is bonded to the structural lightning protection sptem, 
to the base building level. At this point it is connected through a bulkhead plate u- a gas 
type surge protection device. The bulkhead plate is directly connected to the loop conductor 
with a #2/0 AWO copper cable. 
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SUMMARY 
The present FAA concept of an envelope of protection is valid but it is necessary to carry the 
process a step further. Widely separate areas withi? a single structure must each have their own 
envelope of protection. The areas so protected must have a grounding system which minimizes 
the differentials within the envelope. All cabling entering the envelope must be closely referenced 
to this grounding system. 
Even the best design can be compromised by poorly trained installers or technicians responsible 
for maintaining the system. The training of these people is every bit as critical as the proper 
design for protection. 
The best general concept will usually fail to include in consideration at least one weak point. 
Lightning will ultimately find this point and cause damage within the facility. At this point the 
engineer must perform an in depth analysis to determine the weak point and protect it. When 
protecting this weak point it is important to consider the affect that this new protection will have 
on the overall system so as not to just move the problem. 
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T H E  SANDIA TRANSPORTABLE TRIGGERED LIGHTNING 
INSTRUMENTATION FACILITY 
George. H. Schnetter and Richard J. Fisher 
Sazdlz Natlnna! Laboratories 
Albuquerque, N M  87 I85 
ABSTRACT 
Development of the Sandia Transportable Triggered Lightning Instrumentation Facility 
(SATTLIF) was motivated by a requirement for  the iri sifu testing of a munitions storage 
bunker .  Transfer  funct ions relating the incident flash currents to voltages, currents, and 
electromagnetic field values throughout the structure will be obtained for  use in refining and 
validating a l ightning response computer model of this type of structure. A preliminary 
shakedown trial of the facility under actual operational conditions was performed during the 
summer of 1990 a t  the Kennedy Space Center's (KSC) rocket-triggered lightning test site in 
Florida. A description is given of the SATTLIF, which is readily transportable on 3 single 
flatbed truck or by aircraft, and its instrumentation for measuring incident lightning channel 
currents and the responses of systems under test. Measurements of return-stroke current peaks 
obtained with the SATLLIF are presented. Agreement with data acquired on the same flashes 
with existing KSC instrumentation is, on average, to within -7 percent. Continuing currents 
were measured with a resolution of -2.5 A .  This field trial demonstrated the practicality of 
using a transportable triggered lightning facility for  specialized test applications. 
INTRODUCTION 
D u r i n g  1990, the Sandia Transportable 
Triggered Lightning Instrumentation Facility 
(SATTLIF) was designed, built, and fielded 
at the Kennedy Space Center's (KSC) rocket- 
t r i g g e r e d  l i g h t n i n g  tes t  s i t e  in Flor ida.  
D e v e l o p m e n t  o f  t h e  fac i l i ty  was jointly 
sponsored  by t h e  U.S. Army and  Sandia 
National Laboratories (SNL) to support the 
testing o f  a munitions storage bunker located 
a t  Ft .  McCle l lan ,  Alabama.  I n  that test, 
scheduled for  the summer of 1991, lightning 
will be triggered to  various points on the 
b u n k e r ' s  l i g h t n i n g  p r o t e c t i o n  sys t em 
(Figure I).  Both the incident flash current 
a n d  r e s p o n s e  v o l t a g e s ,  c u r r e n t s ,  and  
electromagnet ic  fields within the structure 
a n d  i t s  g r o u n d i n g  s y s t e m  w i l l  be 
simultaneously measured. The data will be 
used to improve and validate a detailed finite 
d i f f e rence  computer  model of the structure 
developed for  the Army by Electro Magnetic 
Applications, Inc. (EMA) [ I  1. 
S e l e c t i o n  o f  t h e  t r i gge red  l ightning 
t echn ique  ove r  t he  use of  a conventional 
large-scale capacitive puIser as a test source 
for  this application was based on at least two 
m a j o r  technical considerations. First, the 
inductance inherent i n  a large test object and 
its connections to the test source would result 
i n  3n inadequate rise rate of the test current 
t ha t  could  be de l ivered  by  a n y  pract ical  
p u l s e r .  S i n c e  r i s e  r a t e  is a d o m i n a n t  
control l ing factor  in the coupling process, 
t h i s  r e p r e s e n t s  a s e r i o u s  s h o r t c o m i n g .  
S e c o n d ,  o f  p a r t i c u l a r  impor tance  in the  
va l ida t ion  o f  t h e  compute r i zed  response 
modcl is the proper simulation of the natural 
dis t r ibut ion of lightning current throughout 
t h e  t e s t  o b j e c t ' s  s t r u c t u r a l  m e m b e r s ,  
g round ing  system, a n d  surrounding ear th .  
T h i s  d i s t r i b u t i o n  s i m p l y  c a n n o t  b e  
reproduced with a conventional test source. 
Given the present maturity of the triggered 
l ightning technique, which circumvents the 
above technical issues, it was chosen for the 
bunker test application. 
In  preparation for  the bunker  test, the 
SATTLIF was fielded during the summer of 
1990 3t KSC. I n  this way, the facility and its 
b a s i c  i n s t r u m e n t a t i o n  des igns  cou ld  b e  
validated under actual field conditions prior 
to procurement of the multiple data channels 
that  will be required for the 1991 test. A 
fur ther  benefi t  of the 1990 shakedown test 
was t h a t  a d d e d  responsibi l i ty  f o r  rocket  
o p e r a t i o n s ,  r a n g e  c l e a r a n c e ,  a n d  o t h e r  
administrative requirements could be left to 
KSC. F i n a l l y ,  o n c e  in  t h e  f i e l d ,  t h e  
opportunity was taken to acquire direct-strike 
d a m a g e  d a t a  o n  a l u m i n u m  a n d  s t e e l  
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Figure 1. Munitions Storage Bunker Triggered Lightning Test Col~figuration 
specimens produced by fu l ly  recorded 
lightning. These particular experiments are 
presented in  a companion paper in  these 
proceedings [2]. The remainder of this paper 
describes the SATTLIF and its performance. 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The SATTLIF is housed in a 2O'x8'x8' 
steel ocean cargo container that has been 
converted to an instrumentation shelter. This 
air-conditioned unit provides electromagnetic 
shielding as well as safety fo r  the test 
personnel and instrumentation. A single 
w indow is  p rov ided  to  pe rmi t  visual 
observation of the launch and test area and 
optical recording of the triggered lightning 
events. The facility subsystems include an 
ambient electric field monitor, video and 
c inema t i c  pho tog raph ic  systems, data  
acquisition channels for measuring both test 
item response and the incident lightning 
( re turn-s t roke  and  cont inuing-cur ren t  
components), data processing computer and 
plotter, pneumatic rocket launch control 
- .  - . bystem, Nat iona l  Llghtn lng  ue t ec t lon  
N e t w o r k  [ 3 ] ,  t e s t  r a n g e  r a d i o  
communications, and an  external power 
gene ra to r .  T h e  en t i re  self-contained 
SATTLIF is readily transportable on a single 
flatbed truck or by aircraft and can be made 
operational within one or two days of its 
arrival at a test site. Figure 2 shows the 
SATTLIF deployed at KSC 80 feet from the 
strike tower. 
Figure 3 is a diagram of the SATTLIF 
subsystems. Except for the short lines from 
the power generator and the antennas of the 
range communications and lightning detector 
systems, there are no penetrations into the 
shelter (dotted enclosure in the figure) by 
conductive lines. The lightning measurement 
signals are transmitted from the experiment 
over fiber optic links (FOLs), and rocket 
launch control is by pneumatic lines. Figure 
4 shows the interior of the shelter. 
Figure 2. SATTLIF Deployed at  KSC 
RTL Site 
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Figure 3. Diagram of SATTLIF Subsystems 
Figure 4. Interior Views of the SATTLIF 
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T h e  ambient electric field is monitored 
by  a Mission Instruments Model EFS 100 
inverted field mill,  which produces an analog 
ou tpu t  of 0 to 210 V, corresponding to a 
220 kV/m field. This output is transmitted 
to  the  shelter via a d c  to IO-kHz Dymec 
frequency modulated (FM) FOL and is there 
scaled as desired and displayed on  a s t r ip  
char t  recorder. The field mill and its FO 
transmitter are powered from a rechargeable 
battery that provides for at  least 8 hours of 
continuous oDeration per charge. 
An IBM AT compatible computer with an 
I E E E  488 i n t e r f ace  is used  in  the  da ta  
acquisition system. Traces stored on LeCroy 
9400A digitizing oscilloscopes are transferred 
via the IEEE 488 bus to the computer where 
they can  then be analyzed, processed, and 
plotted. The  data can also be plotted directly 
on  an H P  7440 digital plotter. 
The video recording system includes ( 1 )  a 
Pulnix T M  545 high-resolution CCD camera 
(d i sab led  A G C  a n d  y = l  opt ions)  with a 
Vivitar 70- to 210-mm macro zoom lens, (2) 
a J V C  BR-S600U S V H S  v ideo  casse t te  
recorder,  (3) FOR-A VTG-33 video timer, 
and  ( 4 )  a Sony SSM-910 black and white 
monitor. The  video camera lens was operated 
a t  f / 2 2  w i t h  a n  a d d i t i o n a l  e i g h t - s t o p  
equivalent neutral density filter. A n  Action 
Master  500 high-speed 16-mm. cinematic 
c a m e r a  w i t h  zoom lens was opera ted  a t  
200 f rames  per second to  provide a 5-ms 
time resolution. 
A s ix  station electro-pneumatic rocket 
l a u n c h  c o n t r o l l e r  w a s  h o u s e d  i n  a 
10 .5 - in -h igh  rack  space  ad jacen t  to the 
observa t ion  window. Arming  pressure is 
applied by activating any one of the six key 
swi t ches .  All a r e  opera ted  by a single.  
common key, thereby ensuring that only one 
rocket can be armed at  a time. Panel lights 
indicate the status of each rocket: one light 
f o r  t h e  a rmed  c o n d i t i o n  a n d  a second ,  
SPENT,  l ight  to  ind ica te  tha t  the  proper 
l a u n c h  pressure has been appl ied to  the  
selected rocket. All activated SPENT lights 
remain lit until panel power is interrupted, so 
that a continuous indication is given of which 
rocke ts  have  been f i r ed .  T h e  pneumatic 
pressure source is located inside the shelter 
a n d  cons is t s  of a small  compressor  with 
integral reservoir. The operating pressure is 
95 psi. 
T h e  rece iv ing  e n d  of the  pneumat i c  
con t ro l  system ( the  Saf ing ,  Arming,  and  
Firing box) is housed in an 8"x8"x4" steel box 
with snap- t igh t  fasteners.  T h e  associated 
circuit is shown in Figure 5. The  PREARM 
and S A F E  shor t ing  plugs a re  provided as  
additional positive operational safety features. 
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Figure 5. Rocket Launch Safing, Arming, 
and Firing Circuit 
A c t u a l  f i r i n g  of r o c k e t s  f r o m  t h e  
SATTLIF was not part  of the 1990 program. 
All rocket operations were provided at KSC 
by experimenters f rom the Centre DEtudes  
Nucleaires de  Grenoble (CENG) using their 
systems that are described elsewhere [e.g., 41. 
However, the SNL launch control system was 
fully deployed and was successfully tested in 
a11 safety modes with both dummy and real 
initiator squibs. 
The fac i l i t y  requi res  208 V ,  3-phase 
power.  Dur ing  t r igger ing  opera t ions ,  o r  
w h e n e v e r  a c o m m e r c i a l  s o u r c e  is  n o t  
available, this power is provided by a 25-kW 
diesel generator.  T h e  generator is located 
wi th in  25 feet  o f  t he  shelter.  For  safety 
r e a s o n s ,  t h e  c o n n e c t i n g  p o w e r  cab le  is 
provided with a shield that is connected to 
both the generator and the shelter, as well as 
to a ground rod. 
INSTRUM ENTAION 
A block diagram of the data acquisition 
instrumentation system is shown in Figure 6. 
I n  this configurat ion,  there  a re  two sensor 
packages: one fo r  the incident flash current, 
and a second for  measuring currents within 
some test item, which, in this case, was one 
of t he  d o w n  conductors  of the grounding 
cable gr id  below the  experiment  platform. 
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Figure 6. SATTLJF Data Acquisition Instrumentation 
Both  s e n s o r  packages were housed i n  
gasketed, EM-tight steel Hoffman boxes. 
In order to record both return-stroke and 
continuing-current components faithfully, 
two separa te  transmission and recording 
channels were used. For the return stroke, 
the output of a 0.5-mn T&M R-14000-20N 
coaxial current viewing resistor (CVR) was 
transmitted to the shelter over a NanoFast 
300-2A FOL. There the signal was recorded 
on a LeCroy 9400A digitizing oscilloscope 
channel and on a direct-record ( 1  MHz) 
channel of the Ampex 2300 tape recorder. 
Overall signal bandwidth was set by the 
164-ns rise time of the CVR, which, in this 
case, was selected on the basis of its energy 
handling capacity rather than rise time. A 
6-MHz filter was inserted as indicated in 
Figure 6 to improve signal-to-noise ratio. 
The LeCroy was operated in the segmented 
memory mode a t  an 80-ns sampling rate, 
thereby permitting the capture of the first 
200 ps of up  to eight individual return 
strokes per flash. A trigger level equivalent 
to 1000 A was selected. 
Due to the long duration and relatively 
low a m p l i t u d e  of  l igh tn ing  continuing 
currents, a separate data channel was used to 
record these components of the flash. In this 
c h a n n e l ,  t h e  o u t p u t  f rom t h e  CVR is 
amplified and clipped to pass only the signal 
equivalent of 1000 A or less. Diodes from 
the op amp input to ground clamp at 20.5 V 
to limit saturation caused by the return- 
stroke portions of the signal. The output 
f r o m  this  amplif ier  is transmitted via a 
Dymec Model 5717 F M  FOL that has a 
bandwidth of dc to I MHz. During the 1990 
trials, the signal was scaled and recorded on 
two LeCroy channels and on two 500-kHz 
F M  Ampex tape channels .  Use of two 
channels with sensitivities differing by a 
factor of ten increased the dynamic range of 
the measurement by 20 dB. As operated 
during the 1990 field trials, the selected 
attenuations yielded an overall measurement 
dynamic range from an approximate 2.5-A 
floor to the 1000-A saturation level. 
Both channel types (return-stroke and 
con t i n u ing -curren t)  are provided with end - 
to-end calibration features. The NanoFast 
system has a built-in calibration function that 
i s  a c t i v a t e d  v ia  f i b e r  o p t i c  l ink .  A 
pneumatically activated calibration system 
was implemented in the Dymec channel 
(F igure  6 )  to  inject  a f ixed-peak signal 
(clipped square wave) at the input of the 
FOL transmitter. 
Table I summarizes the set of common 
data measured simultaneously by KSC and 
SNL. The comparison includes only return 
s t r o k e s ,  s i n c e  t h e  a v a i l a b l e  KSC 
instrumentation does not record continuing 
current. The KSC peak currents in the table 
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were read from a set of hard,copy plotted on 
a 4-ps-per-division scale, which limited the 
accuracy with which those peaks could be 
es tab l i shed .  T h e  resul t ing differences 
between the two measurement sets has a 
mean of 7.4% and a standard deviation of 
5.9%. For example comparison, Figure 7 
shows the stroke currents of Flash 90-07 as 
measured by KSC and SNL. All the other 
data are similar. Figure 8 is a plot of the 
early portion of the first stroke of Flash 
90-07 with the actual sampled data points 
indicated. 
Table 1. Comparison of Stroke 
Current Measurements 
Shot Stroke Sandia KSC 
No. No. IP ( k A )  I P  (kA) 
90-07 1 24.5 22.6 
2 18.0 17.2 
3 23.5 22.3 
90-08 1 13.8 14.4 
90-09 I 16.5 16.0 
2 4.1 4.2 
90- 12 1 3.9 3.9 
2 15.8 13.4 
3 27.5 22.4 
90- 14 1 17.0 15.0 
During the 1990 tests, a baseline channel 
was tested that incorporated an experimental 
f e a t u r e  that was hoped would improve 
achievable dynamic range. This feature was 
t h e  i n s e r t i o n  o f  a "gain compression" 
a m p l i f i e r  w i t h  a n  o u t p u t  f u n c t i o n  as 
indicated in Figure 1 1  (in effect, a crude 
approximation of a logarithmic function). In 
principle, improvement in dynamic range 
results from this response function because 
the lower and higher amplitude portions of 
the input are amplified by different factors. 
I n  practice, the design functioned basically 
properly but two problems were encountered. 
F i r s t ,  b a s e l i n e  d r i f t  of the  a m p l i f i e r  
corrupted the data in a complicated way, 
since the various portions of the input signal 
w e r e  a f f e c t e d  b y  d i f f e r i n g  a m o u n t s .  
Recovery of the true waveform then required 
a generally unacceptable trial-and-error 
iteration in which the baseline of the raw 
digit ized data was adjusted prior to the 
application of t h e  unfolding algori thm. 
Second, digi t izat ion noise riding on the 
d i f fe ren t  port ions of the waveform was 
artificially distorted in the unfolded data. 
Figure 12 is an example of one (unfolded) 
m e a s u r e m e n t  of ground cable  c u r r e n t  
obtained with this arrangement. No further 
pursuit of this technique is planned for the 
p r e s e n t .  N e v e r t h e l e s s ,  w i t h  f u r t h e r  
development of a compensated amplifier with 
improved stability, the basic idea might still 
prove worthwhile for these types of tests. 
CONCLUSIONS 
An example of recorded cont inuing 
current is shown in Figure 9. Figure 10 is a 
similar example of Flash 90-03, a two-stroke 
flash with a single interstroke continuing 
current. Other examples are given in these 
proceedings (Ref. 2)  and in Reference 5 .  
Except for the type of sensor employed, 
measurements of lightning responses of a 
system under test can generally be made with 
the same basic type of instrumentat ion 
channel. One issue always of particular 
concern, however, is achieving sufficient 
o v e r a l l  d y n a m i c  r a n g e  f o r  s u c h  
measurements, which sometimes need to be 
performed on a one-shot basis and for which 
reliable predictions are often unavailable. In 
such cases, the penalty is the assignment of 
mult iple  recording channels  of  varying 
sensitivities to the same measurement point. 
The 1990 field trial of the SATTLIF 
demonstrated the general practical it y of using 
a transportable triggered lightning facility for 
s p e c i a l i z e d  t e s t  a p p l i c a t i o n s .  T h e s e  
applications include, but are not limited to, 
cases in which test objects are either too 
large to be transported to a conventional test 
facility or cannot be driven adequately by 
such a facility. A further case involves the 
situation in which objectives require features 
in  the test current that cannot be obtained 
from a conventional simulation source. 
Lightning return-stroke and continuing- 
current components were recorded with high 
resolution by t h e  SATTLIF,  which was 
deployed 80 feet from the strike tower. The 
Dymec FM FO system used for the latter 
functioned well and reliably. Its stability 
proved so good that frequent calibration was 
found to be superfluous. The combination of 
KSC 
FLASH 90-07 
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Figure 7. Stroke Currents of Flash 90-07 as Measured by KSC arid S N L  
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Figure 8. E a r l y  Port ion of S troke  1 
Current, Flash 90-07. Dots 
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Figure 9. Flash 90-04 as Recorded by the 
SATTLIF Continuing-Current 
Instrumentation 
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Figure 10. Flash 90-03 as Recorded by 
the  S A T T L I F  Continuing-  
Current Instrumentation 
Figure 11 .  "Gain Compression" Amplifier 
Response Function 
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Figure 12. a) Incident Flash Current and 
b) Corresponding Cable Current 
Obtained Using Experimental 
"Gain Compression" Amplifier 
FM FOL and FM tape recording was so 
successful that, in future testing, digitizer 
channels  will be reserved solely for  the 
recording of faster phenomena. 
Additional examples of data obtained 
with the SATTLIF during these trials are 
available in  Reference 2, which appears in 
these proceedings. A fuller description of 
the facility and all the data acquired during 
1990 is available in Reference 5. 
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ABSTRACT 
In a frequency domain in which a material thickness is smaller than the skin 
depth, a formalism based on the sheet impedance concept has been developed 
and introduced in the FD-TD code ALICE. The predictive capabilities of the 3D 
code have been evaluated by comparison to analytical and experimental data. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For large structures such as aircraft, the spatial resolution of 3D computer 
codes is insufficient to model thin surfaces such as lossy skins. There is 
therefore to accurately include their effects on the electromagnetic 
coupling paths and so, to define an approach whereby lossy surfaces can be 
treated in the time-domain. This can be achieved by defining a relationship 
between the surface electric and magnetic fields such that the details of the 
skin do not have to be directly modelled. In a frequency domain in which a 
material thickness is smaller than the skin depth, a formalism based on the 
sheet impedance concept has been developed and introduced in the FD-TD code 
ALICE 111. The predictive capabilities of the 3D code have been evaluated by 
comparison to analytical results obtained by K.F. Casey [2] on a loaded 
aperture and by comparison to experimental data obtained during an in-flight 
experiment conducted in France to study lightning interaction with a vehicle 
a need 
1 3 1 .  
2. LOU FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC PENETRATION OF LOADED APERTURES 
In 
depth, 
sheet impedance defined as: 
a frequency domain in which a material thickness is smaller than the skin 
it can be shown 143 that a lossy material may be characterized by its 
+ 
E 
2 1 -  
a +  
(1) 
J 
* + 
where JI is the surface current density and E is the tangential electric 
field component. 
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For good conductors in which displacement currents are negligibly small 
compared with conduction currents for the frequency of interest (U ) )  Em), 
equation 11) reduces to: 
1 
HSE = 
A 
2 . -  
ad 
-t 
H - 
H 
-+ 
where u and d are the material conductivity and thickness respectively. 
The Magnetic Shielding Effectiveness (HSE) of a structure is defined as: 
( 2 )  
( 3 )  
4 .$ 
where Ho is the field at a point chosen in the absence of the shield and H is 
the field at the same point with the shield in place. 
K.F. Casey [2] has shown analytically that the HSE of a circular aperture (of 
radius a) loaded by a panel characterized by its sheet impedance Zs is given, 
in the frequency domain, by: 
F - 
c o  
2F 
F 
F 
2 - -  
c o  
F 
F 
- 
c o  
with: 
F: frequency in Hz 
-1 F1l ( 4 )  
R: the net resistance of the joint (length L) located around the panel. 
D 
FI is obtained by solving the linear system F m t  - c KmnFm= Sa,, where 
I 
3% F 
8 F  
P Z  j - -  and K is a combination of m and n index. 
mu 
c o  
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Uhen the junction between the panel and the metallic plane is perfect 
(R = 0), equation (4) reduces to: 
HSE = ( 7 )  
1 
1 + j -  
F 
F 
This expression corresponds to a first order filter function with a cut-off 
frequency Fc= Fco for 3 dB attenuation. 
3. FD-TD MODELLING 
If we consider a composite sheet in the plane OXY of a unit cell (figure l), 
it can be shown [5] that the current density J may be expressed as: 
+ 
-+ 1 +  
J = -  E 
2 bz 
( 8 )  
+ 
With this expression for J , equation ( 2 )  in reference [I] can be solved in 
finite difference form without taking into account the panel thickness. 
Assuming that the contact resistance around a panel corresponds to a joint of 
width W, we can define a surface impedance of this joint as: 
RL 
v z,= - ( 9 )  
The expression ( 6 )  for Fc then becomes: 
In the FD-TD code, W will be the mesh size. 
The joint surface impedance 2, can be related to a conductivity u 1 and a 
thickness d, so that 2,= (u,d,)-'. 
4. COHPARISON TO ANALYTICAL RESULTS 
The structure used to study field penetration through a loaded aperture is a 
perfectly conducting cavity having a square aperture on the upper side 
(figure 2). The aperture dimensions are small compared to the cavity size. 
The box is connected to two thin wires of infinite extend in space. A current 
generator is located on one of them at 5.3 m from the cavity. The waveform of 
the injected current is of trapezoidal shape with a rise time of 2 ns and a 
peak value of 1000 A. In a first step, the joint around the panel will be 
considered as perfect (R = 0 ) .  
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Figure 3a shows the waveform of the magnetic field component Bo computed at a 
point P (figure 2) in the case of a free aperture. 
The point P is located inside the cavity, 5 cm below the aperture. As 
indicated by the FFT of Ho shown in figure 3b, the high frequency content is 
mainly due to a A / 4  resonance of wire 1 (between the current generator and 
the box - F = 15 HHz) and to a A I 2  resonance of the cavity (F = 45 HHz). 
Figures 4a and 5a show the temporal waveforms of the magnetic field component 
H computed at the point P when the aperture is loaded with a composite panel 
having a sheet impedance of 1 R and 0.1 R respectively. A low frequency 
content appears as a consequence of the panel filtering effect. 
Figures 4b and Sb show the FFT ratios for the magnetic field components H and 
H corresponding to the previous results. The agreement with the theory 
presented i n  S 2 is excellent. The code has predicted: 
- The same low frequency content for Hoand H. 
- The cut-off frequency corresponding to a 3 dB attenuation ( 7 ) , ( 5 ) .  An 
equivalent radius "a" of the square aperture can be calculated by 
comparison to a circular aperture having the same area. Using (5) with 
a = 0 , 3  m, we obtain F c =  1 HHz for Z a =  1 R and F c =  0.1 MHt for Zs= 0.1 Q. 
indicated by ( 7 ) .  
- The decrease of the spectrum with a slope of 20 dB/decade for F ) )  Fc a8 
We consider, now, that there is a joint all around the panel. Two values 
2 = 2.5 R and 2 = 22.5 R have been considered. These value8 have been chosen 
to satisfy Fc/Fco= 2 and F c / F c o -  10. With the contact length L = 2 ra, the 
corresponding contact resistances are R = 0.16 R and R = 1 . 4 3  R reapectively. 
From theoretical cui-off frequency for a loading material having a 
sheet impedance Za = 1 R is Fco  = 1 HHz. 
j 1 
(5) , the 
Figures 6 and 7 show the variation of the HSE given by (4 )  and (7 )  and also 
the variation of obtained with the FD-TD code using U = 0.12 8: Bo 
and H are the magnetic field components computed on the axis of the aperture, 
15 cm inside the cavity, in the case of a free aperture and in the case of a 
loaded aperture with a joint, respectively. For  R = 0.16 R, the approximate 
expression (7)  is close to the exact value given by ( 4 )  and the FD-TD result 
is also  in very good agreement with these results. For R = 1 . 4 3  R ,  the 
cut-off frequency (for 3 dB attenuation) is 6 HHz with the exact expression 
( 4 )  and 10 HHz with the approximate expression ( 7 ) .  The FD-TD result gives a 
cut-off frequency of 7.8 HHz between the two previous values. 
the HSE 
5. IN-FLIGHT EXPERIHENT UODELLINC 
In reference [l] when the current pulse simulating the negative leader 
mechanism is injected onto the aircraft by means the 3D computer code all the 
calculated fields are in good agreement with experimental reaults except the 
magnetic field computed in the fuselage, behind the carbon composite door. 
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The signal obtained (figure 8b) exhibits a first order low-pass filter 
response having a cut-off frequency of 9 kHz whereas the measured signal 
(figure 8a) exhibits a response with a 50 kHz cut-off frequency. It has been 
SI~GWG that the only possible path for this high frequency content is the 
joint located all around the door and used to pressure the aircraft: a joint 
of poor quality increases the penetration of electromagnetic energy and so 
increases the internal frequency content (see 5 2). This joint resistance 
being unknown our purpose here is to calculate its value and then to 
introduce this value in the 3D code and compare the results to the 
experimental data. 
When penetrating inside the fuselage the external magnetic field is: 
- Attenuated by a geometrical effect. This attenuation (40 d3)  has been 
- Filtered by the carbon composite material of the door. This filtering 
evaluated using the 3D code and assuming the door is unloaded (figure 9). 
effect if given by the relations ( 4 )  and ( 6 ) .  
Knowing of P C l  a and Z,, we can deduce from ( 6 )  the resistance R 
of the joint. In the case of the Transall experiment, we obtained Z s =  30 mR, 
a = 0.68 B and Fc= 50 kHz, so R = 12 d. 
These values of 2, and R have been introduced in the code "ALICE" and the 
result is shown in figure 10. This response is in very good agreement with 
the in-flight measurement. 
the values 
6 .  CONCLUSION 
The goal of this paper is to present a formalism based on the sheet impedance 
concept which has been introduced in a 3D FD-TD code in order to take into 
account electromagnetic coupling through lossy materials and through 
resistive joints. The predictive capabilities of the code have been evaluated 
by comparison to analytical results obtained by K.F. Casey. The numerical 
tool has been used to model the penetration of electromagnetic fields through 
a carbon composite door located on the fuselage of an aircraft struck by 
lightning during an in-flight experiment. A very good agreement with 
in-flight measurements can be obtained if one takes into account the coupling 
through the joint surrounding the door. 
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Figure 2 : Structure used to calculate field penetration 
through a loaded aperture. 
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Figure 3a : Waveform of the magnetic component Figure 3b : FFT of He component. 
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Figure 4a : Waveform of the magnetic component Figure 4b : E and HoFFT ratio. 
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Figure Sa : Waveform of the magnetic component Figure 5b : H and HoPPT ratio. 
at point P. 
(loaded aperture Z,= 0.1 0 )  
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zj=u o b  Figure 6 : Magnetic field attenuation for a composite panel 
( Z o =  1 R) with a net contact 
resistance R = 0.16 R. 
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Figure 8 : Internal magnetic field. 
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1. P n-r D Figure 7 : Magnetic field attenuation 
for a composite panel 
( Z o =  1 0 )  with a net contact 
resistance R = 1.43 R .  
a) Heasured during in-flight experiment. 
b) Calculated without taking into account 
the joint resistance. 
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Figure 9 : Calculated magnetic f i e lds .  
a )  On the external s k i n  of t h e  fuselage 
b) Inside the fuselage assuming the door 
near the composite door. 
unloaded. 
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Figure 10 : Hagnetic f i e l d  amplitude behind the  
composite door of t h e  aircraft.  
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Time Dependant Behavior of a Carbon Composite Case to Simulated 
Lightning 
by M. Taylor 
No paper available. 
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THE ELECTROMAGNETIC ENVIRONMENT IN CFC STRUCTURES 
C a n d S J H a i g h  
Cdhm Lightning Test and Technology ,Abingdon, Oxford, UK, OX14 3DB 
ABSTRACT 
Extensive measurements of induced voltages and currents have been made using a CFC horizonfa1 
stabilizer from thc A320 as a test bed .The work was done m investigate the efficacy of various protection 
schemes to reduce the magnitudes of the induced voltages and validale a computer program INDCALResuIts 
indicate that a good understanding of Ihe various induced voltage mechanisms including the long wave effm 
due u, current nxhsttibution has been obtained 
1 INTRODUCTION 
“he use of CFC in ai-e construction produces indirect effects which have generated much 
interest in recent years. In particular, the relatively high resistivity of composite comparcd U) 
aluminium leads to significant redistribution of cumnt fmm the carbon fibre to any metallic 
components of the airfhme during later times of the lightning waveform (References 1 and 2). This 
is because after the initial fast current rise, the di/dt magnitude decays and the current distribution is 
no longer inductively dominated. 
waveform 5 is specified for equipment tests u, take account of the phenomenon. This current 
waveform, which will occur on conducting conduits or cable screens in hybrid struclurcs (structures 
containing both metallic and CFC components) has a rise time of 50p and time to 
S o O p .  Peak amplitudes specified are fmm 3-20kA. 
waveforms respectively which have the same shape as a component A lightning strike, waveform 2 
which is the derivative of waveform I and waveform 3 which is a damped sinwave. 
were reponed in a previous paper of this conference scries (Reference 4); no protection was installed 
on the box resulting in conduit currents of up 10 17kA. of a waveform 5 type due to cumnt 
redistribution. 
This present paper coven work investigating the effects of various protection melhods such 
as aluminium strips bonded to the box and of surface coatings of metallic foil. Induced voltages wcrc 
measured on wires muted inside and outside of conducting conduits, as well as the current 
distribution around the structure. 
Section 2 describes the experimental configuration, Section 3 presents the resulw and Section 
4 presents some limited comparisons with IMxlAL (Refercnce 5 )  computer predictions. Section 5 
makes predictions for more general hybrid strucIures. 
The work has been supported by thc Cullam Lightming Club. 
In the latest FAA advisory circular AC2@ 136 (Reference 3), a long duration waveform, 
height of 
This waveform 5 is supplementary to waveforms 1 and 4 which are current and voltage 
Some measurements on induced voltages and currents in a CFC horizontal stabiliser box 
2 EXPERIMENTAL CONRGURATlON 
The basic experimental configuration is shown in Figure 1 and this is similar to that uscd in 
the previous work reported in Reference 4. A 1.5m long metallic braided conduit was installcd insidc 
the stabiliser and linked two aluminium boxes bolh of which were well bonded to the CFC; induccd 
voltage diagnostics wefe installed in one of Lhc boxes. The extent of the aluminium pmlection strips 
and foil are also indicated in the figure. Figure 2 indicates the wire circuits on which the induccd 
voltage measurements were made. Each wire was s h o d  to the metallic box at one end and 
terminated in a high impedance at the other end. In addition to the unprotected structure (Figure 2a), 
data for three different protection conftgurations wen: measured; these were: 
A.uruX 
2.5cm wide, 2mm thick A1 strips bonded along their cntire length with M4 scrcws using 
existing captive nuts. These nuts were present for attaching aluminium strips on thc production 
aircraft (Figure 2b). 
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Epil 
25p thick aluminium foil of resistivity 2 . 5 m m  was placed over the upper and lower skins 
and extended as far as the entire length of the strips. The foil was clamped near the leading and 
trailing edges by the aluminium strips. It was isolated from the CFC surface by a layer of polythene - 
this was in order to ensure the current paths to the foil were well defined (Figure 2c). 
inboard and outboard extent, and held down with several self tapping screws. This was to enable 
current to pass straight from the CFC to the foil without having to deviate to the aluminium strips at 
the leading and txailing edges first. 
Thin aluminium strip was also used to sandwich the foil edges to the CFC at its furthest 
2.5cm A I  strips 
Strip current 
Upper skin 
Lower skin 
Density x resistivity x 1.5 
ICORE 
ICORE current x 3.8- 
ViR inner 
M m d B  
ViR outer 
The I S m ,  conduit used hitherto was ioined by a 360' joint to a similar Diece of conduit 
installed + ICORE 
VALUE A T 2 W  RISE TIME J.LS 
21 kA 4 
7.3 kA 2 
6.6 kA 2 
1110 v 
11.8 kA 20 
4 4 v  
46 V 18 
9 o v  2.5 
0.4 
giving a 3m long conduit of total mistance d 9.6mn: The ends of th is  assemcly were again bonded 
to the termination boxes A and B with 36o'joints, but the cable was routed external to, and its centre 
4cm away from the front spar of the stabiliser (Figure 2d). 
3 RESULTS 
The measurements are tabulated in Table 1 for the unprotected configuration, Table 2 for the 
ltstrip" configuration, Table 3 for the "foil and strip" and Table 4 for the "external conduit". The data 
values have been linearly extrapolated to 2MM peak cunent, but were generally obtained with a 
driving waveform of 12kA peak current, rise time 1.3ps, time to */,height on falling tail, 12p. For 
a Component A driving waveform, because of the longer decay time (70ps), larger redistribution 
currents would be obtained. 
The capacitor bank voltage was 12OkV, which with the 2.2pH inductance of the structure 
gave a peak value of di/dt of 5 3 W p .  Hence the appropriate scaling factors to 2OOkA peak current 
and l4OkA/ps peak di/dt are 18 and 2.64 respectively. 
INDCAL calculations were made using the cross section of the structure shown in Figure 2e 
and comparisons with data in the different configurations are made in Figures 3-6. The agreement is 
very favourable (3dB). Aspects of these waveforms are discussed in Section 4. 
Current at box corner 
Upper skin 
Lower skin 
Lower skin density * resistivity x 1.5m 
ICORE current 
ICORE c m t  x 3.8mR (ICORE mistance) 
IMU wire voltage 
Ouler wire voltage 
Inner, ICORE disconnected 
'ABLE 1 
VALUE I RISETIME 
of Peak Cmrent/Voltage at 200kA 
1 1.87 kA 
1.85 kA 
7.15 kA 
1185 V 
17.25 kA 
66 V 
52 V 
V 
1500 lo9 v 
BLS 
1 
1.7 
2.0 
23 
24 
2.6 
2.5 
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TABLE 3 
VALUE AT 
2ookA 
Strips 16 kA 
Upper skin 7.1 kA 
ICORE 7.6 kA 
ICORE current x 9 . 6 m  77 v 
ViR inner 9 o v  
ViR outer 94 (648)p 
ViR outer ICORE discannected I O  t V  
Strips and-foil installed 
I VALUEAT 
RISE TIME. 
WS 
2.5 
2 
2 
2.5 
.8 - .1 
- 
strip c m t  
uppet skin 
Lower skin 
Density x resistivity x 1.5m 
ICORE 
ICORE current x 3.8mR 
ViR inner 
V i  outer 
ICORE cumnt x 3.8mR 
UxlkA 
18 kA 
7.3 kA 
6.2 kA 
8.5 kA 
2 0 6 v  
32 V 
33 v 
5 4 v  
32 V 
RISE TIME, 
US 
2 
2 
30 
26 
4 
Notes: 
+ Bracketed figure is figure that would be obtained by scaling di/dt by same factor as current 
For waveforms with high HF content we have scaled LO peak dddt (factor 2.6) not current (x18) as 
the coupling mechanism is proportional to Wdt rather than c m t .  
4 DISCUSSION 
Measurements of voltages on wires in many different internal positions weE made in 
addition to those illustrated in Figure 2, however space precludes their inclusion; derails are available 
in the Culham Lightning Club reports (Reference 6). Nevertheless the a 
shown in Figure 7. These trends can be understood in terms of the resistive voltage drop and 
diffusion flux penetration through the box walls. 
Circuits using the box structure as a return path will have an induced voltage due to the sum 
of the resistive voltage drop along the stmcture itself plus a contribution fmm the rate of change of 
flux threading the circuit of w i ~  and st~uctuial return Well inside the CFC structure and away from 
any apertws this will be difhsion flux whose rate of change, roughly follows the cumnt wave 
shape. Depedmg on direction of the flux it may add or subtract to the structural voltage. At 
conducting elements in the box, the structuddiffusion flux voltage will drive redistribution current 
into the conduit; this cumnt will in tum reduce the total flux near to the conduit. 
The relative screening offered by the ddfwent configurations have been summarised in Figure 8. The 
results have been derived from the peak voltage data h m  the tables normalised lo 1 A, or to 1401rA/Clsn00kA 
depending on the coupling mechanism, to give a screening figure of merit in dBR. Shown on the same 
graph am thc A-136 threat levels. Computations show that with an AC20-136 component A driving 
waveform (longex than our experimental waveform) the values of induced voltage on wires inside the conduit 
which carry a redistribution current would be 7dB higher. Hence with a component A waveform, the ICORE 
routed inside givw a wavefam 5 type of induced voltage 368 below level 2 (redistrib~tion will effect peak 
value and 7dB correction added). Tht externally mutcd ICORE would give a Waveform 4 type of induced 
voltage, 3dB below level 2 (redistribution cumnt will not effect peak value which occurs with the peak of the 
driving cumnt and no Cortection ma&). Far lamger cables 6dB should be added f a  each doubling of length. 
Computa studies (see next section) have shown that provided the resistance per unit length of the conduit is 
not too high the current is largely determined by the CFC resistance and structure geometry which leads to 
the induced voltage developed being roughly propOmonal to conduit resistance. Differential voltages on two 
ment with INDCAL 
predictions for voltages was generally within about 6dB and the t m d  o $" values and waveshapes is 
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win  circuits of co~pse would be some UMB lower. Simple computations like these can thus be used to 
define h e  shepes and magnitudes of cumnts and voltages on circuits in the structure that will occur. 
D e t e i k a c a n ~  betwetndataandpedictionsartnoWdisc~- 
The CUcIlent density at the comers of the wing box, mar to the position of the aluminium 
a) -
strips is initially higher than elsewhere but decays more quickly than for example the current on the 
top skin. This is understood in terms of an initial inductive current distribution followed by resistive 
redisuibution. The INDCAL/data comparison is made in Figure 4. 
b) SIRIPS 
current waveform is higher in amplitude and shows a much later zero crossin than the ament 
more readily and the ICORE current has a lower amplitude (-3dB) and decays earlier. Figure 5 
shows that INDCAL is acxwale to within 3dB. 
is pmportional to structure current) threading between the "outer" wire and the ICORE, the "outer" 
voltage is higher than the inner and has a shorter time to peak. 
c) EQIL 
of the skin and into the strips is not now so marked. Consequently the strip current is less and 
decays more quickly. 'Ihe diffusion flux takes longer to penetrate the more conductive skin and 
hence. The cufient in the ICORE now has a longer rise time and its amplitude is Feduced by a further 
2dB compared to the "strips only" configuration. A comparison with INDCAL is made in Figure 6 
and again agreement with INDCAL is good. 
It was difficult to make a good joint between the foil and the CFC, and the joint mistance 
was substantial compared to the 2.5mW0 foil mistance. Since the ICORE c m n t  is a sensitive 
function of the foil resistivity the computation includes a value of foil resistivity that takes account of 
the measured pint resistance. INDCAL predicted an ICORE cumnt of 3% for an effective skin 
resistivity of 4mWn. which is close to the observed value of about 4%. 
than by the addition of strips since the diffusion flux penetrating to the interior will be lower due to 
the lower effective skin resistance. H e w  foil is very effective at reducing common mode resistive 
voltage that would occur on unscreened wires in CFC stnrctures. 
d) -
the ICORE and structure so the current waveform follows more nearly the driving waveform except it 
remains higher at late times due to current redistribution. INDCAL predictions an shown in Figure 7 
together with measured values. The computation includes a reduced cross section for the conduit to 
give a 50% increase in the self inductance of the ICORE 
length of smcm it spans). Because of the large amplitude of di/dt of the current in the conduit there 
is a big difference between inner and outer voltages. 
5 COMPUTATIONAL STUDY 
To find how the redistribution currents were affected by the variation of several parameters 
some compulational studies were made. Table 5 shows the result of such a study on a box of similar 
ccoss section and make up to the experimental structure. As the resistivity of the structure and hence 
total resistance is lowered (a similar effect would result from increasing the size of the box) the peak 
cuclwlt in the conduit talres a longer time to reach peak but the magnitude decreases rapidly. As the 
resistance of the conduit becomes lower, its cumnt also increases as does the time to peak but it is 
limited eventually by its inductance and these are a range of values below which the conduit current - not V a r y  m y .  
As expected the Aluminium strips drain current from the structure at late times so the strip 
Momver as the strips are more conductive than the ICORE cumnt redistributes inlo them 
Due to flux generated by redistribution current flowing in the conduit (whose rate! of change 
measured inthe carbon fibre at the same position before tbe strips were d d  
Since the average resistivity of the skin has been reduced considerably the redistribution out 
The "outer" wire voltage has been reduced by a larger factor (6dB) by the addition of foil 
The flux driving the current into the conduit is mainly fast aperture flux threading between 
ICORE conduit is longer than the 
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MOR studies of different structures indicated that in general the more important parameters, 
axe the CFC resistivity as noted in this section and the relative proportion of CFC to metal as noted in 
section 4b). A range of rise times and fall times for the long wave are possible and the Solls/SOOps 
is only om example of the form of redistribution cu~~wlts, longer and shorter wavefonns can occur. 
In particular if a substantial proportion of the structure is a poorly conducting metal such as would be 
found in a CFC covered titanium engine, very long pulses due to redistribution from dw: titanium to a 
good conducting conduit could be produced. 
TABU5 
6 CONCLUSIONS 
6.1 
redistribution mechanism in hybrid smctum. The agreement on the structure studied was within 
3dB fw m n t s  in the struchm and 6dB for voltages. 
6.2 
maximum lesistive voltage drop and these occur for wins muted near the composite skin particularly 
skin with high cuwative; for other wires the voltage will in general be lower especially those routed 
near to intemal low resistance m n t  carrying conductors. 
Cumts on internal oonduits will have long rise times and the induced voltage waveform of 
a wire insidc a 360' bonded conduit follows the current waveform pmisely and has a magnitude 
6.3 compltational pdictions show that the current canied by conduits or cable shields within a 
hybrid structure has a peak magnitude and a rise time-to-peak which is dependent on several factors 
relating to tbe geometry and resistivity of the skin and intemal structure; the more important factors 
being the relative proportion of metal LO CFC in the outer skin and the CFC resistivity. 
A mistive INDCAL analysis gives a good understanding of the induced voltage and cumnt 
The most severe common mode voltages inside hybrid s t r u m  are of the order of the 
equal to t h e c o n d u i t ~ X  Dcresistance. 
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600 
1' 
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Figure 7: Voltage waveforms for wires at different 
positions as shown in insert. The longer rise times 
for the wires 2-4 are due to current taking time to 
penetrate to the internal structure 
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Figure 8: Time domain peak voltage data 
from tables 1 to 4 plotted relative to driving 
current in dBR 
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A NEW APPROACH TO EQUIPMENT TESTING 
C J Hardwid, V P Dunkley, B J C Burrows, I Darney* 
Culham Lightning Test and Technology, Abingdon, Oxford, UK, OX14 3DB 
* BAc (Commercial A M t ) ,  Filton, Bristol, BS99 7AR 
Considerable conmvasy has arken during the recent discwms OVQ the new version of the RTCA 
D01W/ED 14C Section 22 document at the European Committee for Aviation Electronics. Section 22 is 
concerned with lighming waveform tests to quipment.Investi@ns of some of these controversies with 
circuit analysis and measlllements indicate the impedance characteristics requid of the transient generators 
rrd the possibility of testing to a voltage limit even for cumnt  waveforms. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
This paper is particularly concerned with calibration procedures and test methods for the lighming 
transient waveforms 1 and 2 for both bulk c m n t  injection and ground plane injection tests. Several of the 
waking drafts have specified the source impedance of the generator, and its vdicat ion has been a 
muirement of the calibtation procedure. The calibration procedure has also &mined the generator charge 
level (power setting) required to produce a particular voltage level into a high impedance load. Ihe ensuing 
test to the e.quipment/cable bundle assembly has required hat the generator setting be increased until either the 
calibration setting is reached, or in the case of a bundle with a s c m  bonded at both ends to the aircraft 
structure, until a current limit is reached. 
This papex discusses the relationship between the msien t s  expected for such systems installed in 
aircraft and in equipment tests. It shows lhat the source impedance of any test generator should preferably be 
low (<<SI). It also notes a definite relationship between the voltage that would be measured in an aircraft 
test on a high impedance circuit and the current that would be measured if the circuit was a very low 
impedance and predominantly inductive thus defming the voltage and current limits for equipment tests. 
A test method is proposed where either the power setling of the generator is increased until the 
voltage applied to the circuit reaches the test limit if the cable length and installation is unknown, thus 
giving an induced voltage on screened wires that is independent of cable length, or either a voltage or a current 
limit if the installation is known and he proper cable length is used. 
'Ihese idcas are illustrated with data from both aircraft and equipment tests. 
2 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN A/C TEST AND EQUIPMENT TEST 
2.1 
The aim of an equipment test is to subject an item of equipment to transients that are representative 
of those that the equipment will experience when installed in an aircraft that is struck by lighming. The test 
may be in the form of a pin test where voltages and currents are applied between the individual pin inputs of 
the unit and h e  unit case or where a c m n t  is injected into a loop formed by the cable bundle connecting the 
equipment under test @UT) and another item of equipment forming pan of an avionics system and to the 
current =turn f m e d  by either the test bench or the ahframe. This paper is concerned with cable tests on 
simple equipment configurations such as those addnssed by DO16OC where the EUT and other items of 
equipment am connected together by a single cable loom. Often cable looms will be quite complex and have 
branch points; the current distribution in the cable hamesses that will occur in a lightning stdce to the 
airnaft will be quite different from the distribution obtained by injection into single branches of a system on 
a test bench. This problem is not addressed in the papex but is being investigated in a further program of 
research. 
Initially we consider aperture coupled voltages. Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the 
mechanism for inducing voltage on an open circuit loop exposed to aperture flux in an aircraft and the current 
in the same loop if it is s h d  to the airframe. If the shorted loop consists of a cable screen which has a 
negligible resistance then there will be no net magnetic flux threading the loop. Using the principle of 
superposition we can represent the shorted loop configuration as a sum of the two circuits shown in Figure 2. 
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FIGURE 1 
Schematic circuiu for open circuit voltage and short circuit c m n t  measurements 
i la lb  
I is lightning crrmnt passing through airframe. 
V is voltage measured OQOSS opem circuit loop. 
iac  iscurrent measured when the loop is shorted to the airname. 
B isthernagneticfluxthrradingthcloop 
FIGURE 2 
Representation of circuit l b  by sum of two circuit configurations 
2b 
1 
VOC 
+ B 
The second diagram is simply the lightning currcnt flowing through the airframe when the cable 
bom is m& camcted. However the fvst diagram is a circuit that rcprcsenu M equipment test when a 
voltage is injected into thc loop formed by chc EUT, the cable harncss. anolher item of connected equipment 
and Ihtairhmcasa mum conductor. Inordalhat the net magnetic flux is zero and rht cllmnt in the loop 
is i when the two conf@ons ut summed, the vdtuge applied to circuit 2a will be qual  to the Vdc in 
2b. 
Hence an important parameter in M equipment test is the voltage applied across the loop under test 
which is equivalent to the Vdc threat measured in an aircraft test ar predicted by electromagnetic modelling. 
Ractically. for ground plane injection (GPI) tests the voltage can simply be measured by connecting 
a high impedance voltmeter acms the loop under test and for cable injection tests by rhe voltage meaSured on 
a tightly wound monitor loop on the injection transformer. 
What is he cumnt flowing in the shosted loop in the equipment test or in the aircraft? 
The open circuit voltage V, in Figure 2b, is given by: 
where MTI: is rht mutual uansfet induclancc between the airframe and circuit. 
c u m n t  to flow given by: 
Neglecting any resistance in Ihc s h d  loop, the volrage  cross the loop in Figure 2a c a w s  a 
di v = L- 
dt 
when L is the self inductance of the loop. 
But wc have alnady shown V = V a .  
M d l  'Ihaefore di, TF - 
& L dt' 
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Integrating 
'Ihcdiffcxalrial and integralquentitiesin the equation can be mixed p i d i n g  that each of the two 
differential and integral quantities rn taken at the s ~ m e  time. 
the Vdc and the inductance of the circuit bop. For the lightning curnN Component A waveform (set 
ACU)-136Refcrtnce 1) themaxhum c m t  I =  2oOkA (at t =@)and rhedUdt= 14OkNju (at t = O+) 
hence rhe maximum loop current i is given by: 
Hewe the maximum currtnt in the loop is d e f i i  by the w a v e f m  shapc of the driving waveform, 
-\ i =  - 1'43 'when f is the maximum induced o / c voltage meawrcd at t = O+. 
L 
I 
dl 
dt 
w h e n  - is 1 . 4 3 ~  and L is in pH. (For consistency of units Mm is also in pH.) - 
Other factors will apply for other waveform shapes eg, Component D will have a factor of 0.71~s. 
While for a particular geometry of cable installation there will be a fued "voltage threat" which is 
R&ting the discussion to screened cables. the voltage at the equipment pin, which is what we are 
due to the cables exposure to apertlrn flux, the "current threat" will depend also on the inductance and 
resistance of the cable hame4equipment loop. 
ultimately trying to achieve in the equipment test is given by: 
where ZT is the tMal transfa impedance of the cable screen (strictly speaking this is a function of frequency 
but below about lMHz is approximately equal lo the scm resistance for coaxial screens). 
1.43 h A l m v e l y  Vpin -2  
L 
But+=&f 
andL =Lot. 
wherc Z, and LO are the transfer impedance (in ohms) and inductance (in pH) per unit length of the cable and 
c is the total length through which current is flowing. 
1 4 3 2  
Therefore Vpin = 2$, which is independent of cable length. 
LO 
= 2, L i. which is dependent on cable length. 
Hence if we do an equipment test and drive to a notional voltage limit., the voltage at the equipment 
pin iS hiependent of cable length whereas, if the test is driven to a current limit thc Vpi" achieved is a 
f u n c b  of length. It should be noted that in this analysis where the resistance of the cable is assumed 
negligible, Ux waveform of V will be the diffmntial of the current waveform. These will follow waveforms 
2 and 1 of AC20-136 rcspe%tivcly. 
'Ihe magnitude of the pin voltage is simply related to current and the cable harness characteristics in 
equation 3 and thus driving 10 current limit represents an adequate method of achieving pafiicular Vpin levcls 
if the Current flowing along the cable hamess used in the lest results in the Same value of the product of 
C-t and cabk kngth as in the aircraft. 
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?he magnitude of maximum pin voltages can also be related to the maximum open circuit voltage 
using e q u h  2, this is indcptndent of cable length but is dtpendent on cable inductance and as the pin 
voltage follows the cable screen c m t  in form it is important that the voltage driving wavefonn in the 
equipment test follows waveform 2 well. ?he inductance of a cable above a return conductor is a logarithmic 
function and not very sensitive to separation above the conductor. However deviations from b e  waveform 2 
shape have more important effects as will be shown in the next section. 
2.2 gB$ 
Measunmcntsof V& and current in the shortedcitcuit were made using a 5m long cabk installed 
in an aluminium fuselage with 9 c d  aperuuts. A doubk exponential currart waveform of 3OkA was 
injected into the akfmme. Using the same test set up, equipment tests were ma& using the GPI technique 
into the cabk bmdle. Thc set up is shown in Figure 3. 'IhccaMeaircraft loop had a self inductance of about 
3pH and a resistance of 3 7 d .  
h '  - 
Divida FIGURE 3 
Test Set Up - Direct Injection I (insen - quipment test) 4 \ 
Waveforms of driving cumnt and open circuit voltage for direct injection of cumnt into he  fuselage 
are shown in Figure 4. Thc optn circuit voltage is complicated by air frame mnances, but the average 
value at time t=O+ can be evaluated. l k  open circuit voltage is 82 volts and the ratio of 1 / - for the 
currcnt waveform is 2. l-. 
"he c m t  when the loop was shatcd was 37A and the shape was similar Io the driving waveform 
(Figwe 5). ?hc maximum c m t  occuring in the loop according to the prescription of quation 1 is 2.12 x 
8213.. 58Acompared to 37A meapuctd which is within-. 
We then performed an equipment w by disconnecting the EUT from the airframe and inserting our 
Waveform 1 c m t  generator between the EUT and the airfnune (see inset on Figure 1). 'fhe voltage is 
monitmd on Lhc high voltage potential d i v a  and the c m t  mearutement used was the same c m t  
transformer as in the dimt injection tests. The power level was inaeased until the monitored voltage value 
was near to 82V. the value obtain4 in the direct injection test. The waveforms of bundle c m t  and 
d lond  voltage waveforms arc shown in Figure 6. For the same value of monirored voltage as open 
circuit voltage, the currcnt is 85A (78.5 x 82/76). This value is considerably higher (7dB) than the value of 
37A m t a s d  during the direct injxtion tests. As noted above we have to fu the different rise time 
of the voltage waveform of the equipment test. Refaence to the Voc and monitod voltage waveforms in 
Figure 4b md 6 respectively reveals the voltage impulse of the quipmtnt ltst is considaably slower. The 
risctimesanaboutl0(krsand100(krsandzerocrosstimcsatea~t7and l~rcspectively. Asthecurrent 
is poportional to the integral of Ihe voltage impulse we expect the equipment test to give a larger current for 
the same peak vobge. A circuit analysis program showed that the slower wavefm of the equipment test 
givcsofactor2hrBac~taccountingfortheobserveddiffercnccbetweenthe~cumntmeasuredin 
aircraft and equipnent est for the same open circuit voltage (Figure 7). Hence after the diffmce in voltage 
impulse shapes has been accounted for, the c m l s  in both direct injection and equipment tests will be the 
dl 
dt 
same. 
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3 IMPLICATION ON GENERATORS FOR EQUIPMENT TESTS 
5R Generam 
R L U R  I trise CurveNo. 
n PH w Amps W in Figure 
ac 
5 3 .6 100 0.8 1 
1 3 3 160 1 2 
37mn 3 81 200 1 3 
37mn 1.5 41 
'Ihe analysis of the configuration discussed above showed that the equipment test can be simulated 
by a voltage generator of zero source impedance (Figure 2a). This ideaiised generalor will give either a 
voltage waveform 2 8cross a high impedance load or a waveform 1 current into a purely inductive load For 
circuits with an L/R ratio intemedw between these two extremes an inteamediate response will be obtained 
though in pacticc only for a small range of values of UR = 1 will these intermediate responses be obtained. 
Genaally the usual values of LiR g i n  responses approximating either waveform 1 current or waveform 2 
voltage. 
Sane of the earlia drafts ofDO16oc and indeed appendix IV of A m 1 3 6  implies specific source 
impeaanceS far the generator, 5Q for waveform 2 and 4, and 25n for waveform 3. This section of the papcr 
shows that thcse nquirements arc incompatible wilh the idealised response discussed above. 
1 
Amps 
m 
400 
760 
1 .MU 
3.1 
below (Figure 8a): 
One way of satisfying the 5 0  sotme impedance requirement is the generator indicated in the diagram 
I 
L 
Load 
1600V R 
Waveform 2 I 
3 
2 
1 
FIGURE 8a FIGURE 8b FIGURE 8c 
Output response of circuit of 
Figure 8a on calibration loads 
Circuit diagnun of gurerauw Output of circuit of Figure 8a on 
a variety of loads 
Oil Generator 
trise CurveNo. 
w in Figure 
9b 
1 1 
2 2 
6 3 
6 4 
The wavefams of the voltage obtained with such a generator across high impedance loads and a load 
of Sn are shown in Figure 8b. Using this generator into a variety of loads wilh different values of L/R gives 
responses as shown in Figure &. Corresponding waveforms Lhat would be oblained with the ideal generator 
are shown in Fw 9 This does not satisfy the calibration requirement with a 5 0  load but gives the desired 
range of cllmnt waveforms, in the limit giving a waveform 1 current into a purely inductive load; on Lhe 
other hand the 5n gemxatm cannot achieve he correct waveshapes or levels for a particular value of 
monitored voltage. 'k magnitudes are compared in Table 1. 
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L 
Load 
a 
FIGURE 9a 
circuit diagnun of OR 
SOllCCeimpedancegenerator 
FIGURE 9b 
Output of circuit of Figure 9a 
on a variety of loads 
Whik we do not address particular generator designs in this paper, we note that the generator design 
proposed in DO16OC (published Reference 2) has a low source impedance and gives reasonable responses. 
The main point is lhat the waveform achieved into the load is the important consideration, not h e  generator 
soure impedance. For example, a voltage waveform into 1iXKKl impedance could be achieved with a 
generator with a source impedance of 5W. 
impedance which drive the Same shape current waveform regardless of the load imDedance. Far these 
At Culham for generating current waveforms, we have some particular generators with a high source 
generators. it is very impartant to m&im the voltage amis  the loop to prevent -he loop being stressed LOO 
highly. - -  
Waveform 3 which is also excited by aperture flux shows similar trends but the response is no 
longer purely inductive when the frequency is g r a m  lhan or equal to the fust cable resonance. 
3.2 
For induced voltages in resistive suuctures such as those made from carbon fibre composite (CFC) 
the situation is complicate!d by c w n t  redistribution effects. In this case the driving voltage around a cable 
harness loop is due to resistive drop (waveform 4) generated in the CFC by lightning current flowing through 
the structure but this voltage will fall faster than the current as it redistributes from the resistive structure into 
the low resiStance of the! cable screen afw peak dUdt. The mathematical analysis is thus more complex but 
we can still use the same trick as in Section 2 by representing h e  configuration by the sum of two simpler 
ones as below in Figure 10. 
FIGURE 10 
Representation of resistive voltage mechanism by two circuits. 
Hence thc ideal waveform 4 generator will have a source impedance equal to the resistance of the 
structure between cable connection points. Typically this would be 10 +lOomR. A circuit analysis 
program was used for a Series of loads. Table 2 and Figure 11 show the results. We note that the 
characteristic waveform 5 shape is produced into a predominantly inductive bad. A comparison &Table 1 
and 2 and Figures 9b and 1 1 shows that for the same voltage level threat and samc cable bundle, a waveform 
4 voltage will poduce a much larger waveform 5 c m n t  than waveform 2 voltage produces a wavefam 1 
current due to the relative width of the voltage impulse. 
?be cumnt levels for waveform 1 and 5 chosen to cOeceSpOnd to the voltage levels of waveform 2 
and 4 am indeterminate as they depend on cable inductance. The value will delermine a value of inductance 
below which the current level will be reached first and above which the voltage level will be reached fmt 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
1. 
2. 
TABLE 2 
Rn IkA trise CurveNo. 
us 
1.5 1 6 1 
15Omn 8.4 40 2 
23 60 3 
2 3 k A  t 
0 6ps 
FJGURE 1 1  
Response of a variety of circuils to a waveform 4 low source impedance generator 
4 CONCLUSIONS 
The open circuit voltage measured in an aucraft m~ IS equivalent to the monitored voltage across thc 
loop under test in an equipment ESI. 
?he cumnt that would Fesult in this loop when s h o d  lo a i h m e  return has a value which can be 
determined from the amplitude and shape of b e  driving waveform and the self inductance of the loop. 
Circuit analysis has shown the impcdance requiremenls of an ideal generator for achieving waveform In Md 4/5 waveforms inlo any load. 'Ihese requirements are not salisfied by the 5n values implicit 
to A p p e d x  4 of AC20-136. The cumnt levels suggested by ACZO-136 are thus also misleading. 
Actual c a n t  levels associated with the voltage levels are dependant on cable resislance and 
inductance. 
Fbr simple cable configurations adequate ma levels at the equipment pin can be achieved with a test 
to a known Voc voltage limit if the monitored voltage waveform follows accurately the waveform 2 
shape or with a test to a known c m t  test level if the product of current and cable transfer 
impedanceisthesameasintheaircraft. 
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DAMAGE TO METALLIC SAMPLES 
PRODUCED BY MEASURED LIGHTNING CURRENTS 
Richard J .  Fisher and George H. Schnetzer 
Sandia National Laboratories 
Albuquerque, N M  87 I85 
A BST R ACT 
A total of IO sample disks of 2024-T3 aluminum and 4130 ferrous steel were exposed to 
rocket-triggered lightning currents at the Kennedy Space Center test site in Florida during the 
summer of 1990. The experimental configuration was arranged so that the samples were not 
exposed to the preliminary streamer, wire-burn, or following currents that are associated wi th  
an upward-initiated rocket-triggered flash but which are atypical of naturalljr initiated 
lightning. Return-stroke currents and continuing currents actually attaching to the sample 
were measured, augmented by close-up video recordings of approximately 3 feet of the 
channel above the sample and by 16-mm movies with 5-ms resolution. From these data i t  was 
possible to correlate individual damage spots wi th  streamer, return-stroke, and continuing 
currents that produced them. Substantial penetralion of 80-mil aluminum was produced by a 
continuing current of submedian amplitude and duration, and ful l  penetration of a 35-mil steel 
sample occurred under an eightieth percentile continuing current. The primary purpose of the 
data acquired in these experiments is for use i n  improving and quantifying the fidelity of 
laboratory simulations of lightning burnthrough 
INTRODUCTLON 
Laboratory simulation of lightning arc 
e f f e c t s  h a s  l o n g  b e e n  used  i n  both 
e n g i n e e r i n g  d e v e l o p m e n t  s t u d i e s  and 
qualification testing. Such testing is widely 
employed throughout the aerospace industry, 
usually according to the S A E  Committee 
AE4L lightning test specifications [ I ] ,  MIL- 
STD-1757A [2], or some derivative thereof. 
I n  these documents, the components of the 
test currents to be applied are specified in 
c o n s i d e r a b l e  d e t a i l ,  and  their  physical 
correlation with corresponding components of 
natural lightning flash currents is established. 
However, when it comes to the details of test 
electrode geometry, spacing, and materials, 
these specifications are decidedly more vague 
a n d  i n d i c a t e  n o  a p p a r e n t  bas i s  for  
quant i ta t ive  correspondence with actual 
lightning. 
I t  i s  wel l  known tha t  erosion a n d  
penetration of metallic test materials during 
laboratory simulations is sensitive not only 10 
the applied test current but equally so to the 
specifics of electrode geometry and materials. 
References ! and 2,  for example, include 
cautionary notes and qualitative guidance for 
mitigating against these sensitivities. I n  a 
s e r i e s  o f  p r e l i m i n a r y  b u r n t h r o u g h  
experiments performed during 1988 using the 
Sandia  Lightn ing  Simulator  (SLS)',  the  
s e n s i t i v i t y  of t e s t  r e s u l t s  to  t e s t  
configurational parameters was observed to 
be pronounced. That is, for the same applied 
simulated return-stroke/continuing-current 
composites,  the damage that resulted on 
identical aluminurn and steel test specimens 
varied s ignif icant ly  as func t ions  of the 
electrode configuration and arc length. These 
results and a subsequent cursory look into the 
literature served to stimulate a more in-depth 
consideration of the general issues of what 
should constitute the "proper" simulation 
technique for penetration testing and how to 
quantify the fidelity of that technique vis-a- 
v i s  results produced by natural lightning. 
An e x t e n s i v e  l i t e r a t u r e  review was 
undertaken to determine the present general 
understanding of arc-to-metal interactions, 
particularly as relevant to the transfer of 
energy to an electrode surface 141. Specific 
The SLS is described in detail in Reference 3. 
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a t t e n t i o n  was f o c u s e d  on a r c  p h y s i c s ,  
especial ly  as related to atmospheric,  high 
current,  long duration arcs; lightning channel 
and attachment physics and phenomenology; 
lightning simulation technology; and welding 
t e c h n o l o g y .  The  s u r v e y  s u c c e e d e d  in  
p r o v i d i n g  the  des i red  overv iew;  but  the  
w h e re w i t ha I ,  ei t he r the ore t ical or em p i r ica I ,  
with which to reliably quant i fy  simulation 
fidelity was not forthcoming. 
One pragmatic and rather straightforward 
approach  was suggested by an  experiment  
conducted by  Uman [5] in 1964. During the 
course  o f  a summer,  he exposed a set of 
copper disks to lightning by mounting them 
atop a T V  tower. The resulting damage spots 
p r o v i d e d  a qua l i t a t ive  ind ica t ion  of  the  
diameter  of the l ightning at tachment  spot ,  
bu t ,  unfor tuna te ly ,  there  were  no means 
available for measuring the incident current 
that produced the damage. I t  followed that 
acquisition of similar data points correlated 
to  the  incident cu r ren t  tha t  caused them 
would provide a reliable data  base against 
which to calibrate the laboratory simulation. 
Successful  replication of the spots i n  the 
laboratory would then constitute a definitive 
validation o f  the test technique. Electrode 
parameters  and o the r  aspects  of  the  test 
configuration could be systematically varied 
un t i l  t h e  best  dupl ica t ion  was achieved .  
Under  each variation, the applied current ,  
pxt icular ly  the continuing current,  which is 
p r i m a r i l y  r e s p o n s i b l e  f o r  p r o d u c i n g  
burnthrough, would be tailored to correspond 
to the measured natural lightning that caused 
the individual spot in question. 
INCIDENT LIGHTNING C U R R E N T  
For these experiments ,  the rocket and  
wire dispensing assemblies developed by the 
C e n t r e  D’Etudes Nucleaires  d e  G r e n o b l e  
(CENG) in France were employed [6]. There 
are several variations of these systems. The  
o n e  e m p l o y e d  h e r e ,  c a l l e d  L R S G  ( f o r  
l i g h t n i n g  r o c k e t  s y s t e m ,  g r o u n d e d ) ,  
incorporates a 2100-ft length of wire that is 
t ied to  ea r th  ground a t  the bottom of its 
launch tube. The  typical flash current that 
r e s u l t s  f r o m  t h i s  s y s t e m  is i l l u s t r a t e d  
schematically in Figure I .  
There are certain features of this current 
that depart from those of a naturally initiated 
flash, most notably the presence of the few 
hundred  mil l iseconds of  low-level  ini t ia l  
continuous cur ren t  (ICC) that  precedes the 
first  re turn s t roke.  A second, more subtle 
difference is that the first return stroke of 
t he  t r iggered f lash is thought to be most 
often initiated by a dart ,  rather than stepped, 
l e a d e r  a n d  is  o t h e r w i s e  t y p i c a l  o f  a 
subsequent return stroke of a purely natural 
f l a s h  [7 ] .  F r o m  the  v i e w p o i n t  o f  t h e  
o b j e c t i v e s  o f  t h e  p r e s e n t  e x p e r i m e n t ,  
however,  this latter issue is of no practical 
consequence. This is so because, in a metal 
o f  a n y  apprec iab le  thickness, virtually all 
penetration is d u e  to the intermediate  and 
cont inuing-current  components of the flash 
current,  which in triggered flashes fall well 
w i t h i n  t h e  s t a t i s t i ca l  enve lopes  o f  the i r  
counterparts in purely natural flashes.2 
(NOT TO SCALE) 
During  the  summer  of  1990, such an 
experiment  was performed a t  the Kennedy 
S p a c e  C e n t e r  ( K S C )  r o c k e t - t r i g g e r e d  
lightning test site in Florida. Disk samples of 
nominal 80-mil-thic k 2024-T3 aluminum and 
35-mil-thick 4130 ferrous steel were exposed 
t o  f u l l y  r e c o r d e d  r e t u r n - s t r o k e  a n d  
continuing currents. The  remainder of this 
paper describes the experiment and the data 
that were acquired. 
TIME 
Figure 1. T y p i c a l  R o c k e t - T r i g g e r e d  
Lightning (RTL) Flash Current 
It is postulated that, in some instances, the shock wave associated with subsequent strokes 
following significant continuing currents may contribute to material erosion by splashing 
away molten mater ia l .  However ,  since there  are no significant d i f fe rences  between 
subsequent strokes of  tr iggered and naturally init iated l ightning, this  e f fec t  should be 
faithfully represented in the present results. 
The  ICC flows in the channel prepared 
by the vaporized wire that terminates on the 
launcher tube, The tube is grounded to earth 
pztentia! via an array of stranded steel wire 
cables. As indicated in Figure 2, it was 
a r ranged  that  this  por t ion  o f  the current  
w o u l d  n o t  be  i n t e r c e p t e d  b y  t h e  t e s t  
s p e c i m e n s  s o  t h a t  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n a l  
complications associated with this component 
of the triggered lightning flash were avoided. 
T h e  typical sequence following cessation of 
the ICC was that one or more return strokes, 
of ten with intervening continuing currents, 
would jump from the ICC channel and attach 
to  the top of the sample, evidently because 
t h i s  p a t h  t o  g r o u n d  p resen ted  a lower 
impedance than the decayed original channel. 
Jn this way the desired data spots created by 
i n d i v i d u a l  r e t u r n  s t r o k e s  a n d  r e t u r n -  
stroke/continuing-current combinations were 
acquired. 
-!  EARTH GROUND & 
Figure 2. R T L  M a t e r i a l s  D a m a g e  
Experiment Configuration 
EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION 
Figure 3 shows the fixture in which the 
i n d i v i d u a l  s a m p l e s  w e r e  h e l d .  T h e  
development of upward streamers from the 
edge of the brass fixture cup,  which would 
lead to  undesired attachments there, were 
suppressed by the presence of the dielectric 
s leeve of woven phenol ic  material. TWO 
0.5-in holes were provided in the dielectric 
shield to prevent the build-up of rain water 
PHENOLIC -1 1" I C  
SAMPLE j a CYLINDER 
HOLDER 1 1  L A 1  
CUP 
(BRASS) 
8 
SET SCREWS 
I 
7 
TO CVR 
Figure 3. R T L  M a t e r i a l s  D a m a g e  
Specimen Fixture 
over the surface of the sample. The entire 
arrangement was mounted on a IO-ft hollow 
aluminum pole, the bottom of which was tied 
by  a 1.5-in braided gioiind stiap to the input 
of a coaxial 0.5-mQ current viewing resistor 
( C V R ) .  I n  o r d e r  t o  d i s c o u r a g e  t h e  
attachment of return strokes along its length, 
the pole was encased in PVC pipe of -0.2-in 
wall thickness from just  below the fixture 
cup to the bottom of the pole. 
T h e  potent ia l  data  re turn  du r ing  any  
triggering session was increased by arranging 
four identical poles and fixtures on a hinging 
mechanism so that they could be remotely 
raised and lowered sequentially during the 
course of a given storm. Figure 4 shows the 
hinging mechanism that was employed. A 
network of plastic ropes and metal pulleys 
led back to the instrumentation van to allow 
the raising and lowering of the samples. For 
safety reasons, two of the sets of pulleys over 
which the ropes passed were tied together 
and led to local grounds via braided strap. 
The eyebolts through which the ropes passed 
just outside the door of the instrumentation 
van were also electrically tied together and to 
the structure of the steel van so that the ends 
of the ropes were held at the same potential 
a s  t h e  s t r u c t u r e .  T h e  ropes  were  on ly  
operated between rocket launches, and only 
then after clearance from the rocket launch 
controller was received. 
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Figure 4. Hinging Mechanism for Raising 
and  Lowering Test Specimens 
I NSTR UM E NTA TlON 
Measurement  of the  incident  channel  
c u r r e n t  w a s  p e r f o r m e d  w i t h  t h e  
i n s t r u m e n t a t i o n  p r o v i d e d  by t h e  Sandia  
T r a n s p o r t a b l e  T r i g g e r e d  L i g h t n i n g  
Instrumentation Facility (SATTLIF), which is 
described in detail in a companion paper in 
these proceedings [8]. The voltage developed 
b y  the coaxial CVR described above was fed 
to two different f iber optic data links (FOLs) 
a n d  t r a n s m i t t e d  to  t h e  S A T T L I F  f o r  
recording.  In order to capture the return- 
s t roke currents ,  one  channel consisted of a 
N a n o F a s t  3 0 0 - 2 A  F O L ,  fo l lowed by  a 
6 - M H z  f i l ter  and LeCroy 9400A digitizing 
osc i l l o scope .  O v e r a l l  bandwid th  of  t he  
system was set by the 164-ns rise time of the 
C V R .  The digi t izer  was operated in the 
s e g m e n t e d  m e m o r y  m o d e  a t  a n  80-11s 
sampling rate. This permitted the capture of 
the first  200 ps of u p  to eight individual 
return strokes per flash. A trigger threshold 
of 1000 A was chosen. The  NanoFast FOL 
t r a n s m i t t e r  is p rovided  with an  in te rna l  
calibration signal generator, and a cal record 
was recorded prior to each test event as part 
o f  t h e  countdown checklist. The  return- 
s t r o k e  s ignals  were also backed-up on  a 
1 -MHz direct-record magnetic tape recorder 
c h a n n e l .  R e t u r n - s t r o k e  m e a s u r e m e n t s  
obtained with this instrumentation compared 
well with those made by KSC personnel with 
their own system, the sensor of which was in 
series wi th  the Sandia CVR (Figure 2). A 
comparison of the common data is given in 
Reference 8. 
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More important to the objectives of these 
exper iments  was the  measurement  of the  
low-level, long-duration continuing currents. 
These were recorded via a second channel  
that consisted of a I-MHz Dymec frequency 
modulated (FM)  FOL playing into both a 
500-kHz FM Ampex PR2300 magnetic tape 
recorder  a n d  two LeCroy 9400A digit izer 
c h a n n e l s .  T h e  sens i t i v i t i e s  of  t h e  t w o  
digitizer channels were staggered, and a 2-A 
cont inuing-current  resolution was achieved. 
T h e  digi t izer  was ope ra t ed  in the  s ingle  
segment mode with a 40-ps sampling rate. 
T h e  D y m e c  c h a n n e l  p r o v i d e d  a d c  t o  
5 0 0 - k H z  b a n d w i d t h  a n d  w a s  f o u n d  t o  
per form extremely reliably throughout  the  
c o u r s e  o f  t h e  f i e l d i n g  p e r i o d .  A 
pneumat i ca l ly  a c t u a t e d  pulse  ca l ibra t ion  
s igna l  was provided  a t  t he  inpu t  of t h e  
Dyrnec t ransmi t te r  so tha t  an end- to-end  
calibration signal could be recorded prior to 
e a c h  test  event .  T h e  associated LeCroy 
c h a n n e l  w a s  t r i g g e r e d  a t  a l e v e l  
corresponding to 1000 A. 
T w o  p h o t o g r a p h i c  sys t ems  were  also 
employed. One was a Super VHS black and 
w h i t e  v ideo  sys t em t h a t  was zoomed to 
capture  3 3-fOOt distance above and below 
the erected sample,  T h e  main function of 
t h i s  r eco rd ing  was to  a i d ,  i m m e d i a t e l y  
following the event, in determining whether 
or not the erected sample had been struck, so 
that a decision could be made as to whether 
or not to exchange it for  a fresh one. The  
lens was operated a t  its minimum aperture 
(f/22), and neutral density filters were added 
to  p r o v i d e  u p  to an  equiva len t  of  e ight  
additional f-stops. These records are thought 
to represent the closest known photographs of 
lightning attachment points, and they reveal 
some  interesting s t reamer behavior that  is 
presently being analyzed in detail. 
The  time resolution of the video records 
is limited by the VCR framing rate to -30 
ms .  I n  o r d e r  to p r o v i d e  a r e s o l u t i o n  
s u f f i c i e n t  to  s e p a r a t e  i n d i v i d u a l  r e t u r n  
s t r o k e s  w i t h i n  a f l a s h ,  a 1 6 - m m  f i l m  
cinematic framing camera was also operated, 
T h e  field of view was adjusted to cover the 
entire experiment tower, and a framing rate 
of  200 fps  was chosen, providing a 5-ms 
resolution. The  records obtained with this 
camera were of critical importance in sorting 
out where each stroke terminated. Analysis 
on a f rame-by-frame basis and comparison 
with the various cur ren t  records ultimately 
enabled the correlation of individual damage 
spots on the samples with the specific return 
strokes and  continuous currents that caused 
them. 
DATA AND DISCUSSION 
Data spots on a total of six aluminum and 
four  steel samples were obtained during three 
separate storms occurr ing on  August 8, 9,  
a n d  11. Several  o f  t h e  more  interest ing 
examples  a r e  presented  below. A ful ler  
presentation and  discussion of the data are 
available in Reference 9. 
F i g u r e  5 s h o w s  a pho tograph  of the 
aluminum sample exposed to Flash 90-02 and 
a plot o f  the  corresponding f lash current 
recorded  by the 500-kHz Dymec channel. 
These data  illustrate the importance of the 
c i n e m a t i c  f i l m s .  T h e  s a m p l e  exh ib i t s  
numerous small surface marks clustered near 
the  center.  These correspond to upward- 
going streamers, which were recorded during 
several events by the close-up video system. 
Aside from those, there is a single significant 
spot, identified as RS#8 i n  Figure 5a. In this 
case, the cinematic film clearly revealed that 
the wind carried the ICC channel across the 
f r o n t s  o f  t h r e e  samples  tha t  were l y i n g  
horizontal prior to being raised for exposure. 
As a result, the first seven strokes attached to 
one of the horizontal samples, while only the 
las t  s t r o k e  a t t a c h e d  to  t h e  e rec ted  one, 
thereby creating the data spot shown in the 
figure. 
The stroke that hit this sample had a peak 
current  of  13 kA. A charge of 7.6 C was 
transferred by the continuing current,  which 
lasted approximately 50 ms. The spot is a 
ra i sed  m o u n d  of  c rys t a l l i ne  mater ia l  of 
0.16-in diameter and 0.002-in height above 
the flat surface. There is a pinhole in the 
c e n t e r  o f  t h e  m o u n d  w i t h  a d e p t h  of 
approximately 0.002 in below the flat surface. 
S u c h  a n  i s o l a t e d  spo t ,  c a u s e d  b y  an 
unambiguous ly  known c u r r e n t ,  represents 
precisely the sort of data that was sought. 
T h e  t w o  m o s t  d r a m a t i c  r e s u l t s  a r e  
indicated in Figures 6 and 7. Flash 90-03 
consisted of two strokes, both of which were 
confirmed photographically to have hit the 
top  of the  sample. The  first stroke (J,=13 
kA)  was followed by a cont inuing current 
t h a t  t r a n s f e r r e d  -13.6 C o f  charge  a t  a 
sustained level of 100 A. The  corresponding 
s p o t  is  e v i d e n t l y  t h e  l a rge  o n e  ( # I  in 
Figure 6a), which has a diameter of 0.3 in. 
Inside the  spot is a 0.19-in-diameter raised 
mound  o f  crystall ine material  of -0.04-in 
height. This bead is surrounded by a crater 
of maximum depth of 0.001 in. There is no 
significant discoloration on  the back side of 
the  spo t ,  b u t  there  is  a 0.06-in-diameter 
round dot ,  very much like a single braille 
dot .  Precise correlation of the  other two 
major  spots (#2 and #3) appearing in the 
photograph is more tenuous due to the clear 
photographic evidence that only two return 
s t r o k e s  a t t a c h e d  t o  t h e  e r e c t e d  sample .  
Nevertheless, tentative correlation has been 
established based on a detailed examination 
o f  a l l  t h e  d a t a  a n d  a r a t i o n a l e  t h a t  is  
discussed in Reference 9. 
Figure 7 corresponds to a 0.035-in thick 
steel sample. The three distinct overlapping 
s p o t s  have  d i a m e t e r s  o f  0 .33,  0.39, and  
0.28 in ,  respectively,  and  the sample was 
fully penetrated at the center spot. Again, as 
confirmed by the film record, the first two 
strokes indicated in Figure 7b terminated on 
o n e  o f  the horizontal  samples .  Only the 
c u r r e n t  to the  right of the indicated line 
a t tached  to the  top  of t he  sample .  The 
cur ren t  consisted of a single re turn s t roke 
and a rather severe continuing current. The 
large peak occurring at  -540 ms represents a 
large surge (peak of -1500 A)  riding on the 
establ ished cont inuing  cu r ren t .  Figure 8 
shows the  back s ide  of the sample.  T h e  
appcarmce of the melted material is different 
f r o m  t h a t  o f  the a l u m i n u m .  I t  is no t  
c r y s t a l l i n e ,  a n d  s e e m s  t o  h a v e  f l o w e d  
smoothly. In several instances, the residue is 
s i lver  and sh iny ,  ind ica t ing  some  sort  of 
c h e m i c a l  separa t ion  process  of the alloy 
constituents. 
Aside from their immediate utility in the 
process of quantifying simulation fidelity, the 
d a t a  o f f e r  a d d i t i o n a l  p o i n t s  of  interest .  
Consider Figure 7. The continuing current 
following the initial re turn stroke in Flash 
90-03 had a duration of -120 ms, a sustained 
current level of -100 A, and a total charge 
transfer of 13.6 C. According, for  example, 
to Cianos and Pierce [ IO] ,  this amplitude and 
durat ion fall at  approximately the thirtieth 
p e r c e n t i l e  p o i n t s  o n  t h e i r  r e s p e c t i v e  
frequency distributions. T h e  13-C charge 
transfer falls at  the twelfth percentile. That 
i s ,  o n l y  t h e  s t a t e d  p e r c e n t a g e  of a l l  
c o n t i n u i n g  c u r r e n t s  h a v e  s m a l l e r  
corresponding values. Thus, by any measure, 
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Figure 5. a) 80-mil-Thick A1 Specimen Exposed on Flash 90-02 and 
b) Current Recorded on Same Flash 
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Figure 6. a) 80-mil-Thick A1 Specimen Exposed of Flash 90-03 and 
b) Current Recorded on Same Flash 
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Figure 7. a) 35-mil-Thick Steel Specimen Exposed on Flash 90-12 and 
b) Current Recorded on Same Flash 
Figure 8. Back Side of 35-mil-Thick Specimen Exposed on Flash 90-12 
90 -03  represents a flash of very modest 
severity. It nevertheless produced significant 
damage o n  a material and thickness with 
wide practical aerospace applications, many 
wi th  sa fe ty  implications under nonflight 
conditions. 
The 49-C charge transfer represented by 
the f ina l  s t roke  a n d  cont inuing current  
i n d i c a t e d  i n  F i g u r e  7b  cor responds  to 
approximately the eightieth percentile level, 
according to the Cianos and Pierce model. It 
therefore ranks as a relatively severe, but by 
no means extreme, flash. 
No destructive metrology on the samples 
is planned, at least until after the laboratory 
duplication efforts are completed. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Nine  i n d i v i d u a l  d a m a g e  spots were 
acquired for which correlation with specific 
and measured r e t u r n  strokes or return- 
stroke/continuing-current combinations have 
been established with reasonable to excellent 
confidence. These data represent a reliable 
set of benchmarks against which the fidelity 
o f  l a b o r a t o r y  s i m u l a t i o n  of  l i g h t n i n g  
penetration can be improved and quantified, 
at least for aluminum and steel. This will be 
done by exposing identical samples in the 
SLS to the  same cur ren t s  as those tha t  
produced the benchmark spots. Simulator 
e lec t rode and  o the r  test  configurational  
parameters  will be varied until the best 
r ep l i ca t ions  a r e  ob ta ined .  Post-mortem 
analysis of all the samples will then be used 
to quantify the achieved duplication in terms 
of erosion diameter and depth and relevant 
metallurgical factors. Additional benchmark 
data spots would be very valuable, both to 
augment the statistical base on the present 
materials and to widen coverage to other 
materials. 
One particularly significant outcome of 
t h e  p r e s e n t  e x p e r i m e n t  is  d e f i n i t i v e  
c o n f i r m a t i o n  o f  t h e  p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  
burnthrough of aluminum of thickness in 
excess of 80 mil, under nonflight conditions, 
by continuing currents of median intensity or 
less. 
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AN ASSESSMENT OF TAILORING OF LIGHTNING PROTEcIlON 
DESIGN REQWRENEWS FOR A COMPOSITE WING STRUCTURE 
9N A METALUC AIRCRAFT 
T. L. Harwood 
Atlantic Research Corporation, Professional Services Group 
Defense Systems Division, Arlington, Virginia 
ABSTRACT 
The Navy A-6E aircraft is presently being modified with a new wing which uses 
graphitelepoxy structures and substructures around a titanium load-bearing structure. The 
ability of the composites to conduct electricity is less than that of aluminum. This is cause for 
concern where the wing may be required to conduct large lightning currents. The manufacturer 
attempted to solve lightning protection issues by performing a risk assessment based on a 
statistical approach which allows relaxation of the wing lightning protection design levels over 
certain locations of the composite wing. This paper presents a sensitivity study designed to 
define the total risk of relaxation of the design levels. 
The new A-6 wing design uses graphite/epoxy structures in an effort to minimize weight 
while maximizing the strength and life of the wing (design life of 4400 hours). The flight 
control surfaces (i.e., slats and flaps) and aircraft fuselage are of metallic construction. The 
graphite/epoxy structures are connected to the inner wing by metal rivets. They are present in 
the wet wing area (fuel is contained behind these panels) as well as other areas which do not 
contain fuel. The composite panels do not conduct electricity as well as the aluminum they 
replace. 'This is cause for concern where the wing is required to conduct large lightning 
currents as a result of direct stroke attachment. Lightning channel attachment to the aircraft 
structure and/or wiring can result in damage to the aircraft surface and wiring. Traditional 
protection from direct attachment lightning effects consists of establishing a low impedance path 
between any two points where the lightning induced currents will flow. The Navy normally 
requires that aircraft meet the requirements of MIL-E-605 ID and MIL-B-5087B when tested 
to the waveforms and specifications of MIL-STD- 1757A. MIL-E-605 1D outlines the overall 
requirements for systems electromagnetic compatibility (EMC). MIL-E-605 1 D stipulates that 
lightning protection be guided in accordance with direction given in MIL-B-5087B. MIL-B- 
5087B specifies that protection for lightning requires that bonding allow discharge current to 
be carried between the extremities of an aircraft without risk of damage to flight controls or 
producing sparking or voltages within the vehicle in excess of 500 volts. These requirements 
are based on a lightning current waveform of 200 kA peak, a pulse width of 5 to 
10 microseconds and a rate of rise of 100 kA per microsecond. MIL-B-5087 also gives the 
following guidance for aircraft vehicle skin: "Vehicle skin shall be so designed that a uniform 
low-impedance skin is produced through inherent R F  bonding during construction. RF bonding 
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must be accomplished between all structural components comprising the vehicle". MIL-STD- 
1757A presents the standardized set of test waveforms and techniques to be used to qualify 
aerospace vehicles and hardware for lightning. The tests are designed to define the physical 
effects of lightning induced current and its interaction with fuel, structural and electrical 
hardware as well as indirect effects associated with strikes coupling to internal wiring and 
electronics. Lightning strike zones are defined dependent on attachment or transfer 
characteristics. Three major surface zones are identified. Zone 1 defines surfaces where there 
is a high probability of initial attachment. It is further broken down to Zone 1A and Zone 1B. 
Zone 1A is an initial attachment point with a low probability of flash hang-on (such as a leading 
edge). Zone 1B is an initial attachment point with a high probability of flash hang-on (such as 
a trailing edge). This zone should be designed to withstand direct strike lightning components 
up to 200 kA. Zone 2 defines surfaces for which there is a high probability of a lightning flash 
being swept by the airflow from a Zone 1 point of initial attachment. Zone 2 regions also sub- 
divide into 2A and 2B, dependent on the probability of flash hang-on. Zone 3 surfaces are 
required to conduct the induced current between any two Zone 1 regions but are not subject to 
direct attachment effects. Figure 1 depicts the MIL-STD- 1757A direct strike waveform 
components A, B, C, and D for 
required levels of protection, 
dependent on zoning. Another 
military standard (MIL-STD- 
I795A) also gives lightning 
design guidance for aerospace 
vehicles. It more clearly defines 
the concept of tailoring the 
lightning protection design 
requirements. It states that 
identification of zoning can be 
accomplished by use of analysis, 
attachment tests, similarity or 
any combination of these 
methods. It states that the direct 
effects waveform components A, 
B, C and D of MIL-STD-1757A 
should be used for design and 
verification purposes. 
The uniform low- 
A 200 kA 
2 kA 
800 A - 
7 
I I- 
kA 
I u I 
I I 
I \ 
impedance requirement stated in Figure 1. MIL-STD- 1757A Current Components. 
MIL-B-5087B can normally be 
met by an all aluminum aircraft, 
but is much more difficult for one which is constructed with multiple materials which consist 
of many different electrical properties. The direct attachment requirements levied by MIL- 
STD-1757A and MIL-STD-I795A can normally be met by an all aluminum aircraft. Lightning 
testing has shown that composite structures and substructures behave differently than aluminum 
and indeed can be damaged by the large induced lightning currents specified in MIL-STD- 
1757A and MIL-STD-1795A. Herein lies the dichotomy of terms: The A-6 composite wings 
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consist of high-impedance composite panels attached to a medium-impedance titanium spar with 
low-impedance metallic fasteners and in electrical contact with low-impedance aluminum flight 
control surfaces. A uniform low-impedance skin is not possible in this configuration. The 
m~~iifaciiirei of :he A-6 composite wing zttempted to so!ve this dichotomy by applying a MIL- 
STD-1795A approach by performing a risk assessment based on analytical and statistical data. 
The methodology entailed definition of a probabilistic approach towards lightning design criteria 
as related to maximum lightning current amplitude and expected location of strike on the 
aircraft. The analysis considered wing surface zoning, scale model lightning strike lab studies, 
a computer simulation of lightning strike locations, lightning strike rates on tactical aircraft and 
lightning threat statistics. 
component A for definition of 
the Zone 1 threat. The moderate 
THE ANALYSIS 
10001 
threat (lower curve) was equated 
component D for definition of 
the Zone 2 threat. The number 
of wings times twice the total 
guaranteed flight hours per wing 
defines the total flight exposure 
(taking into account a safety 
factor of two). The total flight 
exposure times the lightning 
s t r ikes  per  hour  ( t h e  
manufacturer used 1 in 64,OOO 
flight hours as defined by Corbin 
[2]) defines the total strikes 
expected during the life of the 
wing. If the probability of the 
lightning strike distribution on 
t o  M I L - S T D - 1 7 5 7 A  
0.01 0.i i 5 i o  ao ao 40 so eo 70 w eo e m  w.0 w.m 
X > ORDINATE 
the aircraft is known then the 
strike probability to individual iigure 2. Cianos and Pierce Lightning Probabilities. 
aircraft areas can be defined. 
The lightning zone definition was 
accomplished by test of a 1/25 copper coated scale model at LTRI, Miami, Florida. The wing 
area definition is shown in Table I. 
I 
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WING 
AREA 
I 
2 
3 
4 
CONFIGURATION 
I 5  
ZONE DESCRIPTION 
SLATS EXTENDED 
(10% of Flt) 
OUTBOARD FENCE 
UPPER WING 
OUTBOARD SLAT TIP ZONE 1 
WING AREA AFT OF SLAT TIP 
OUTBOARDFENCE ZONE 1 
18" EITHER SIDE ZONE 2A 
ZONE 3A 
LARGEST STORES 
STATIONS L, 1, 2, 4, 5 .  R 
FRONT TIPS STRUCK FROM 
SLIGHTLY ABOVE HORIZON 
18" EITHER SIDE ON UPPER 
SURFACE 
ZONE 3 
(STORE/WlNG 
INTERFACE) 
ZONE 2A 
~~ 
LARGEST STORES 
STATIONS L. 1, 2, 4, 5, R 
ALL POINTS ON WING STORES 
INCLUDING TIPS, EXCLUDING (STORE/WING 
FROM SLIGHTLY ABOVE HORIZON INTERFACE) 
ZONE 3 
ALL CONFICURATlONS WING TIPS ZONE 1 I 
The probability model then used this test data in the following lightning strike probability 
model: 
Where: 
C = Risk Measure (the expected number of lightning strikes with 
amplitudes greater than the design value) 
Lo = Lightning strikes per fleet flight hour 
t = Hours exposed to lightning (number of A-6 wings times twice the 
guaranteed flight hours) 
k = Number of wing areas (5) 
Pi = Probability of strike to critical wing area 
Q(ai) = Probability that strike exceeds design. 
A risk factor was assigned to each wing area ( 1  - 5) such that the total number of strikes 
which would be allowed to the total wing in excess of the design level over twice the wing 
lifetime was 0.5. This risk factor was distributed evenly over the five wing areas. This 
allowed calculation of q(ai) at each of the wing areas. Using this value as the known variable 
one could then enter the Cianos and Pierce chart to identify the respective unknown design 
value for the lightning current. Table I1 presents the calculated lightning attachment design 
levels identified as a function of wing areas. The lightning design requirement included the 
protection for Zone 1 and Zone 3 regions to the full 200 kA requirement. Wing area 3 
(Zone 2A) was specified at 40 kA, well in excess of the identified design level of 15 kA. 
q(ai) ai Pi 
WI?i'G AREA - 
(LAB DATA) x 100% ZONE CURRENT 
1 25 kA 
2A 13 kA 
1 34 kA 
2A 17 kA 
3 30  kA 
2A IS kA 
1 0.1 X 61132 = 0.00455 4.0% 
2 2/330 = 0.00606 38 % 
3 11195 = c ,00505 36 96 
4 9/198 = 0 4 5 5  4.0% 3 110 kA 
5 1061330 = 0.321 0.57% I 220 kA 
~~~ ~ 
TOTAL RISK FACTOR 0.5 
RISK 
FACTOR 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0. I 
This approach was accepted by the Navy. The strike rate was modified, however, to 
a rate of 1 in 3362. The strike rate chosen by the manufacturer was one of the least stressiiig 
strike rates reported by Corbin. The strike rates discussed in the Corbin data ranged from 
1 in 2,000,000 to 1 in 2,500. All of these values were related to p c e  time civilian flight and 
were not considered as adequate for an all weather attack aircraft. 
One concern associated with this statistical tailoring approach was the use of total 
exposure time as a variable. (i.e., if the number of wings procured decreased then this 
decreases the total exposure of the wing in the lightning environment which in turn can decrease 
the specification level). In an attempt to minimize the impact of number of wing sets on the 
statistical analyses the strike data was normalized to include only single wing events. This 
allowed calculation of a risk factor for each wing area using the 200 kA and 40 kA levels 
identified by analysis and the 200 kA and 100 kA levels specified by MIL-STD-1757A. These 
comparisons took into account restrikes as a result of swept strokes. Information presented by 
Fisher, etal. [3] indicates a restrike rate which can vary between 20 msec and 200 msec. The 
incorporation of restrikes in swept stroke regions (Zone 2) alters the Pi value in the wing 
areas 1 and 3. A comparison of the increased of strikes expected above the design criteria as 
a function of design level is shown in Figure 3. 
Several mitigating factors were taken into account during the specification tailoring 
effort. These factors included: (1) The use of only cloud-to-ground lightning and peace time 
strike data for definition of the lightning threat variable; (2) The Navy's use of JP-5 fuel; 
(3) The data from previous composite direct attachment testing which indicated that lightning 
induced currents on composites usually resulted in low energy arcing from the composite 
material [4-71; and, (4) The A-6 automatic Halon fire extinguisher. The mitigation factors are 
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discussed in more detail 
below: 
0.06 
0.06 
0.04 
0.0s 
0.02 
0.01 
0 
Cloud-To-Ground Lightning 
Definition. A tactical aircraft 
will experience an airborne 
lightning environment which 
includes both cloud-to-ground 
and cloud-to-cloud lightning 
events. The Atmospheric 
Electricity Hazards Protection 
Program (AEHP) discussed 
by I3eavin [9] was an attempt 
to measure the lightning 
threat to tactical aircraft. In 
the early stages of the 
program there were few 
lightning strikes for each 
thunderstorm penetration. 
The majority of penetrations 
/ ' __ . 
. .__ 
- 
EXPECTED STRIKES EXCEEDING DESIGN AS A 
FUNCTION OF DESIGN LEVEL 
Figure 3. Tailored Design Levels VS MIL-STD- 1757A. 
were attempted at or below the freezing level (levels < 16,000 feet) as a result of previous 
observed lightning interactions with aircraft as reported by Corbin [2]. The rate of strikes at 
this altitude resulted in few direct lightning strikes. Using new procedures the NASA 
test aircraft encountered frequent strikes on penetrations in the vicinity of 20,000 feet. This 
would lead the reader to conclude that the cloud-to-cloud aircraftllightning interaction is more 
probable. There are other factors, however, which reduce these cloud-to-cloud 
aircraftllightning interaction probabilities. Aircraft flying above 20,000 feet have more latitude 
in their flight path and can more easily "see and avoid" the thunderstorm cells. Aircraft in a 
take-off, departure, penetration, approach or landing pattern ( < 15,000 feet) are inore 
confined in their flight path due to flight path restrictions imposed by FAA for aircraft 
separation and obstacle clearance requirements. As a result the "see and avoid" capability is 
often not possible, therefore exposing the aircraft to increased cloud-to-ground aircraftllightning 
interactions. Additionally, most tactical aircraft have established procedures for thunderstorm 
penetration as directed in the aircraft type Naval Air Training and Operating Procedures 
Standardization (NATOPS) manuals. The direction given in these manuals is: "Unless the 
urgency of the mission precludes a deviation from course, intentional flight through 
thunderstorms should be avoided to preclude the high probability of damage to the airframe and 
components by impact of ice, hail and lightning ... If circumnavigation of the storm is 
impossible, penetrate the thunderstorm in the lower third of the storm cell.. . 'I The possibility 
of physical damage to the aircraft at the higher altitudes due to hail and ice result in procedures 
which enhance the cloud-to-ground aircraftllightning interaction probabilities. The amount of 
mitigating effect to the actual aircraft by definition of threat using cloud-to-ground interactions 
is therefore reduced. 
JP-5 Flammability. Flammable vapors can be ignited if the correct concentration of fuel-to-air 
mixture and temperature are present when introduced to a sufficient ignition source. A 
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vapor/air mixture is too rich too bum if there is insufficient vapor space in the fuel tank, as is 
the case in a fully fueled wing. A vapor/air mixture is too lean to burn if the vapor space is 
too large. Ignition of JP-5 requires that very high temperatures (> 104 degrees Fahrenheit) 
be associated with altitudes below 10,OOO feet. .4ny mixture of JP-5 and JP-4 significantly 
reduces this level of protection. The case of a fuel mixture occurs for Navy aircraft if joint 
Navy/Air Force operations are conducted and Navy aircraft are refueled in-flight by Air Force 
tankers (the Air Force uses JP-4 fuel). This mitigation effect is therefore reduced during joint 
operations. 
ComDosite Mate rial Lo w Energy Arcing, The source of ignition must be present at the Same 
time the vapor/air mixture can sustain combustion. This source must produce sufficient energy 
to produce a minimum combustion flame to sustain ignition. Ignition can occur as a result of 
sparking or hot spot interaction with the fuelhapor mixture. Numerous laboratory tests and 
analyses have been conducted to ascertain effects of lightning currents to composite material 
which enclose fuel tanks [4-7 and 16-19]. Tests comparing the hot spot time/teinperature 
characteristics of carbon epoxy ( U E )  and aluminum panels indicate that for swept stroke 
lightning the aluminum panels get hotter, but their peak temperatures and thermal dissipation 
occur two orders of magnitude faster than the C/E panels. The conclusions were that there is 
a considerable margin precluding hot spot ignition of fuel behind composite materials. 
Fav Sea lant At Wine Joints And Fasteners. The most significant lightning fuel ignition hazard 
was found to be interior sparking at the interface of adjacent materials or at fasteners. This can 
occur for both aluminurn and composite materials. It is normally caused by poor conductivity 
between the interface materials as a result of gaps or voids between the main conduction 
channel (the fastener) and the adjacent material (the aluminum or composite panel). The spark 
shower which can occur for untreated adjacent materials or fasteners can be of sufficient 
magnitude to cause f u d  ignition given the correct vapor/air mixture. The probability of arcing 
is higher for composite panels because of the poor conductivity as a result of interface surface 
irregularities. Additionally, in composite panels with fasteners, swept stroke testing has 
indicated that lightning has a tendency to attach to the fasteners regardless of panel material, [7] 
The composite wing incorporates a fay sealant internal lo the fuel tank at these interface joints 
in order to mitigate these effects. This sealant provides the primary protection for high energy 
spark mitigation as a result of direct effects lightning induced currents in wing Zone 2 regions. 
The sealant is designed to prevent arcing by suppressing the heated matter away from the fuel. 
Halon Fire Extinmishine Svstem. The A-6E composite wing has an additional survivability 
feature designed into the aircraft to preclude fuel fed fire. The wing incorporates a Halon fire 
extinguisher system which may be activakd in the anticipation of combat operations. When 
activated the vapodfuel void is monitored for sufficient energy which would ignite the 
vapodfuel mixture. Upon sensing auto-ignition of the fuel the system will discharge the halon 
into the void to extinguish the fire. This system can only be activated once in-flight and 
requires resevrecharge upon landing in the event i t  is activated but not used. 
RESULTS 
In order to more completely evaluate the effect of the multiple variables which were 
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utilized for the statistical analysis a sensitivity study was accomplished where each variable 
utilized in the analysis was given an upper and lower bound. The lightning amplitude threat 
definition was varied, the restrike rate was varied and the strike rate was varied. The change 
to the design level as a result of altering each of these variables is addressed below. 
The Threat Variable, Numerous studies have been accomplished to date regarding the lightning 
threat [8-141. Melander and Axup reported [lo and 131 that measurements of lightning currents 
on towers could be suspect data. Berger and Garbagnati measurements were taken on towers 
in mountains of Switzerland and Italy. Uncertainties can arise with data due to the presence 
of tower on rocky mountain. Larger amplitude strokes are thought to strike tall towers. Also 
it is thought that positive strikes are more prevalent at higher altitudes where the towers were 
located. Recently Podgorski [15] completed a study of lightning strikes on a tall tower and 
reported that the peak current distributions of lightning in cloud-to-ground strikes indicate that 
the lightning measurements of Berger were accurate. These and the tall tower measurements 
were compared to the Lightning Positioning and Tracking System (LPATS) network measured 
data from Atmospheric Research System Inc. to define the low probability occurrence 
distribution of data. The probability distribution of peak lightning currents was also evaluated 
for the data from the Lightning Direction Finders (LDFs). A unified lightning threat was 
derived for aircraft near/on ground (within 10oO meters) and in-flight. The results of variation 
of the lightning threat show that slight divergences (an increase from 0.008 to 0.015 strikes per 
wing above design level) exist at the higher design levels (> 70 kA) to major divergences (an 
increase from 0.008 to 0.05 strikes per wing above design level) exist below design levels of 
20 kA. 
The Restrike (Swept Stroke) Variable. The aircraft speed and physical wing dimensions were 
driving factors. Three values (0, 4, and 10 restrikes) were chosen based on the calculated 
boundaries using information on restrike rates identified by Fisher [7]. The impact of variation 
of restrikes while holding all other variables constant is shown in Figure 4. 
The Strike Rate. The strike rate data (1 in 3362) was Navy aircraft historical lightning strike 
rate data and considered only peacetime operations. A number of Navy pilots interviewed 
stated that it was their opinion that a number closer to 1 in 500 would be a more realistic strike 
rate. Although the historical Navy tactical aircraft strike data indicated a rate closer to 
I in 3362 the number of events may be understated. This Seems to be borne out by the 
interviews. Since the strike rate was tied to more of "see and avoid" peace time operations the 
1 in 500 number was established as the upper bound (Le., wartime operations), the 1 in 3362 
as the median (Le., normal ship based operations), and 1 in 10,OOO as the lower bound (i.e., 
shore based operations). Figure 5 shows the result of variation of the strike rate. The rate of 
1 in 500 shows a significant deviation in the vicinity of 60 kA and diverges exponentially below 
the 40 kA design level. 
The consequence of exceeding the lightning design protection can range from minor 
upset or damage of aircraft systems and subsystems to complete loss of aircraft due to fuel tank 
explosion. The worst case over-design strike could occur because the Zone 2 restrike region 
(wing area 3) can become Zone 1 due to migration of the Zone 1 initial attachment point onto 
the wing. The distance as related to the migration of the initial attachment position on the wing 
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along the flight path are 
shown in Table 111. 
0 
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The dotted line in 
Table 111 indicates where the 
wing area 3,  Zone 2 
transition occurs. The region 
to the left of the line 
indicates the migration does 
not impact the composite 
panels on the top of the 
wing. The region to the right 
of the line indicates the initial 
attachment migration results 
in a Zone 1 threat of 200 kA 
can occur on the composite 
panels. The case of fuel 
ignition as a result of 
puncture or bum-through and 
direct interaction of the 
lightning current with the 
fuel is a possibility. 
Aluminum will exhibit burn- 
through in relation to the 
lightning dwell time. If the 
channel of 100 kA were to 
maintain the same relative 
position on the aircraft for a 
period of over 50 mSec then 
bum-through is possible. 
The equivalent sized 
composite panel without 
fasteners does not exhibit 
bum-through. The composite 
panel with fasteners, 
however, exhibited burn- 
through at dwell times below 
1 msec. The lightning threat 
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Zigure 4. Impact of Changing Restrike Rate. 
EXPECTED STRIKES EXCEEDING DESIGN AS A 
FUNCTlON of DESIGN LEVEL (ZONE 2) 
dwell time for- Zone 1A and 2A in accordance with MIL-STD-1757A is approximately 
500 microseconds. This could be cause for concern. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The direct effects lightning test levels of MIL-STD-1757A appear to be highly 
conservative for lightning design guidance if areas on the aircraft structure exhibit a low 
probability of direct attachment. The tailoring of lightning design levels can be accomplished 
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Table 111. Migration of Zone 1 Areas. 
150 
200 
250 
300 
350 
300 
450 
500 
0.26 0.51 0.77 1.00 1.30 1.50 ! 1.80 2.10 
0.34 0.68 1.00 1.30 i 1.70 2.10 2.40 2.70 
0.43 0.86 1.30 1.70 I 2.10 2.60 3.00 3.40 
0.51 1.00 1.50 I 2.10 2.60 3.10 3.60 4.10 
0.60 1.20 I 1.80 2.40 3.00 3.60 4.20 4.80 
0.68 1.40 2.10 2.70 3.40 4.10 4.80 5.50 
0.77 1.50 2.30 3.10 3.90 4.60 5.40 6.20 
0.86 i 1.80 2.60 3.40 4.30 5.10 6.00 6.80 
--------------- .J 
------- J 
--_---- J 
I 
I 
------- J 
on a given platform if the dynamics of flight regime and threat remain relatively constant, 
however, this case history indicates that a relaxation of design levels below 60 kA for swept 
stroke regions can be hazardous. The manufacturer of the A-6 composite wing, using generally 
acceptable procedures outlined in MIL-STD- 1795A, was able to justify a relaxation of MIL- 
STD- 1757A swept stroke design levels from 100 kA to 40 kA for a portion of the wing surface. 
The disturbing finding of this study was that of the migration of the Zone 1 regions into the 
area of composite material which has shown inability to conduct these high currents without 
damage. Additionally, given the worst case scenarios by which all variables could be adversely 
affected simultaneously the mitigation factors become subordinate to the lightning protection 
deficiencies. 
The A-6E composite wing lightning protection design appears sufficient for adequate 
protection to a reasonable lightning threat. The requirement for design levels for wing area 3, 
Zone 2 to be above 40 kA has been analyzed and found to be desirable but not absolutely 
necessary due to low probabilities of direct lightning interaction in these regions. The A-6 
composite wing design features diminish, but do not eliminate the risk of catastrophic damage 
due to direct attachment of lightning to the composite structure. 
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LIGHTNING PROTECTION DESIGN AND TESTING OF AN ALL 
COMPOSITE WET WING FOR THE EGRETT 
B J C Burrows, S J Haigh, C Chessum, V P Dunkley 
Lightning Test and Technology, Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, 
OX14 3DB, England 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The Egrett aircraft, made by Grob of Germany, has an all composite wing 
comprising CFc/Nomex sandwich skins, full length CFC main spar caps and GFRP main 
and auxiliary spar webs. It also has short inboard CFC auxiliary spar caps. It has fine 
aluminium wircs woven into the surface for protection. It has an integral fuel tank using the 
CFWnomex skins as the upper and lower tank walls, and lies between the forward auxiliary 
spar and the forward of the two main spar webs. The fuel tank is not 'bagged', ie it is in 
effect a wet wing tank. It has conventional capacitive type fuel gauging. 
The aimaft has been cleared to IFR standards and so required full lightning 
protection and demonstration that it would survive the lightning environment. Grob Aircraft 
Company, with Culham Lightning Test and Technology as consultants, designed the 
lightning protection for the wing (and also far the remainder of the aircraft). An inner wing 
test sample (which included a part of the fuel tank) was tested at the Culham Lightning 
Simulation Laboratory as part of the proving programme. This paper describes the 
protection design, the testing process and indicates the intrinsic structural features that 
improve lightning protection design and which therefore minimise the weight and cost of any 
added lightning protection components. 
fuel systems for aircraft. 
The design and testing procedures must meet the requirements of AC20-53A(') for 
2 BASIC WING DESIGN LIGHTNING CONSIDERATIONS 
The wing cross section is shown in Figure 1, where the construction, comprising 
CFC/Nomex, CFC spar caps, and glass fibre reinforced plastic (GFRP) spar webs, is fully 
cocured and bonded, and virtually no fasteners are used. The only metallic components 
originally in the design were the fuel gauge wires (A), the aileron operating rod (B), a drive 
cable for the flaps (C), electric wires to the wing tip light, Pitot and other wing mounted 
electrical items @), and fuel and vent pipes (E). Item (C) only runs a very short distance 
along the wing (there are only inboard flaps) and fuel gauge wiring ran only as far as the 
outer-most gauge, about half way along the wing. Apart from these, the main components 
of the wing which would carry lightning current would be the main spar caps which are solid 
0' carbon lay up, and to a less extent the skins, but these were very thin. Inboard, the CFC 
spar caps of the auxiliary spars could in principle carry current. (The auxiliary spar caps 
were shown later on to be completely insulated from the rest of the wing and so played no 
part in lightning protection.) 
The hazards from,lightning can be divided into three main areas: 
a) structural damage (excluding fuel explosions) to the wing affecting flight 
safety. 
b) fuel vapour explosions in or around the tanks and pipes. 
c) excessive induced voltages causing (b) or damaging the aircraft electrical 
system. 
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Apart fim some tests on 'coupon' samples of the wing skins and fuel tank access 
doors, the remainder of the lightning protection design evolved by detailed consideration of 
the wing design, so making optimum use of the wing structure for protection. 
3 PROTECI'ED WING DESIGN AS TESTED 
3. I 
3.2 
3.3 
Examination of the fuel tank design together with the results of the coupon tests 
suggested that the tank was unlikely to spark as a result of Zone 3 conduction 
curnnts or swept stroke 2A/2B attachment to the wing. However, because of the 
novel features of the design, a simple similarity argument could not be made, and 
then wen also three possible sparks site zones which could only be qualfied by test. 
Two of these are shown in Figun 2 and involved first, possible sparking at the 
inboard close-out of the tank, and secondly at a bonded panel in the undercarriage 
bay area of the tank. ("he third one is associated with the fuel gauge systems and 
will be discussed later.) Sparking at the fuel tank access doors had already been 
shown to be absent from coupon tests to the door and its immediate surround, so this 
was not to be consided during the main tests. Camera and fibre optic light sensors 
were placed in the wing as shown in Figure 3 in order to specifically cover the 
identified sites, but to cover the whole tank as well. 
The tests showed that with both Zone 3 and Zone 2ADB tests, no sparking occurred 
in the tank area. This conclusion required very close attention to the test details since 
a lot of stray light leaked in through partially transparent GFRP in areas of the tank 
not covered by opaque sealant. 
Fuel and vent pipes for tank. To avoid problems with these, low electrical 
conductivity "static dissipating'' pipes were used to prevent the risk of current flow in 
them and so to prevent sparking at joints, etc. 
Fuel gauge wiring. As previously discussed, the fuel gauges contribute a potential 
fuel ignition hazard owing to the possibility of sparking between the fuel gauges and 
the CFC skins locally. This depends upon the magnitude of the voltage generated by 
current flow in the wing material and the insulation level at the gauge. The 
magnitude of voltage generated in the fuel gauge wiring is determined critically by 
the position of the wins in relation to good conducting structure, in this case being 
the mass of 0' CFC comprising of the main spar caps (see Figure 1). Modifications 
to wiring positions were made both externally, where it was recommended that the 
wiring outside the wing was screened, and inside, when it was demonstrated that 
voltages could be brought low enough by careful positioning of the fuel gauge wires 
right in the comer of the spar cap/spar web as shown in Figure 1, where (a) shows 
the original position and (b) the improved position. The measurements shown in 
Table 1 demonstrated the advantage of careful use of structure and wiring location. 
The original configuration voltage (extrapolated to 'full threat') was 3440 resistive 
volts and 18kV inductively generated voltage, reducing to 2600 resistive and 4.6kV 
inductive after the m e c a t i o n .  No added material was needed within the wing to 
secure this improvement, only repositioning of the wiring tight within the comer of 
the spar cap/web. The reduction in inductive voltage (ie, the component of voltage 
proportional to di/dt) is very marked, and suggests that di/dt coupling occurs along 
part of the wing internally; probably in the region between the undercarriage bay and 
the wing mot where the skin is presumably insulated from the main spar caps as well 
as from the auxiliary spar caps. Evidence for this was the reduction in di/dt voltage 
when the skin was joined to the spar cap at the root by the add on copper sheets. 
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With adequate insulation at the fuel gauges, the induced voltages will be insufficient 
to cause sparking and therefore no fuel ignition. 
kchced v d ~ g e s  in wing tip and Pitot wiring. The wiring runs from the wing tip 
light and from a Pitot tube well out on the wing to the wing mot. insuiaiion is i i i  
practical for the system, and the risk of a very high current injection into the aircraft 
electrical system is very serious unless precautions are taken. The protection method 
is an aluminium tube running the full length of the wing in an electrically continuous 
length, bonded to the light surround at the outer edge and to the fuselage ground 
plane at the inner, with the wires inside. By this method, almost complete 
elimination of the induced voltage occurs except for a residual resistive voltage 
resulting fmm current flow in the tube. This was proved by the test in which the 
current along the tube, and the voltage inside were measured during a current pulse to 
the wing, and shown to be in Ohm's law agreement with the tube current and 
resistance, ie, the current pulse of 67k amps max produced a voltage of 200V in a 
tube of 3mR. 
The presence of the tube has an effect on current flow in the wing, especially at late 
times during the pulse as shown in the following section. 
C m n t  sharing and current waveforms in wing bonding components. Table 2 
shows the current distribution between the various connections to the wing at the root 
end, these tests were made mainly using oscillatory pulses of approximately 50kA 
peak. This table shows that the forward and rear auxiliary spars are not in electrical 
contact with the wing, so the lightning current is taken only by four components; 
upper spar, lower spar, aileron rod, and the lightning protection tube in the ratio of 
30%. 39.546, 1796, 13.5%. However tests with a unidirectional Component A pulse 
through the whole of the wing sample produced a current pulse in the tube like 
figure 4 of 1280~s long compared with the Component A current pulse of 
approximately 4 6 0 ~ s  total length. 
The tube current rose to 67kA at 21Ms after the start of the pulse and had a very flat 
top, at which time the Component A current pulse was only 50kA; ie, the tube 
current was larger than the applied current pulse, since an eddy current had been 
established in the wing between the CFC and the metal. 
This is a familiar phenomenon with CFC structures incorporating high conductivity 
components such as a metal tube. 
4 
3.4 
3.5 
COMMENTS ON DESIGN OF WINGFUEL TANK AFFECTING 
CERTIFICATION FOR LIGHTNING 
In Section 2 of this paper, 3 types of potential hazard were mentioned as being 
specifically applicable to CFC structures. The first was structural damage affecting flight 
safety resulting from an attachment. Tests carried out prior to and during this test procedure 
(but not reported here) showed that the CFC/Nomex/CFC material, with aluminium wires in 
the outer ply is virtually unaffected by Zone 2A lightning attachments apart from minor 
tufting at the the arc attachment points. Owing to the absence of metal components there are 
no current concentration points to cause direct effects damage to the wing away from the arc 
attachment point either, so making it safe. 
The second hazard was fuel vapour ignition from sparking within the tank. Tests on 
coupons had previously verified that Zone 2A attachments to the fuel tank access panels did 
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not cause sparking within the tank, and tests at Culharn prior to the main test using an infra- 
red camera had shown that Zone 2A attachments to the fuel tank upper or lower skin material 
gave a temperature rise in the inside tank wall of no more than 87T, which is safe. 
The tests reported here have shown that no sparking occurs within the tank from 
conduction tests (Zone 3) at 200kA or with Zone 2A attachments to the wing skin (near the 
undercarriage bay). The design features of special significance here are that there are no 
fasteners used in the tank region; it is a fully bonded structure with CFC/Nomex upper and 
lower skins and glass fibre forward and rearward walls. The CFC skins are unjointed in the 
tank region, since the forward GFRP auxiliary spar protects the tank from possible sparking 
at the upper skidlower skin bond line at the leading edge shown as Point A in Figure 1. 
Although some light was observed in the tests, careful exploratory work showed that 
it was light leaking through the semi transparent GFRP from minor sparking elsewhere, 
probably in the region ufr of the main spar, and also at the root end, where external surface 
sparking occurred at the wing skidspar joint prior to the addition of the copper sheet referred 
to in Section 3.3. Light leaks in the structure incorporating fibre-glass are a severe problem 
in achieving a satisfactory optical test for sparking. It would, in principle have been possible 
to use an ignitable gas test but the provision of adequate blow-out panels would have been 
very difficult in such a large volume, and the damage resulting from a mis-test would have 
stopped the test programme owing to a shattered test specimen. 
The other principle problem concerning lightning in a CFC wet wing is excessive 
induced voltage either in the fuel gauge wiring causing sparking in the fuel tank or large 
induced or injected currents in other wiring which can damage aircraft power systems, etc. 
As discussed in Section 3.3 wiring can be protected by routing and insulation where all the 
wiring and the items to which it is connected are totally inside the structure and not subject to 
direct attachment, as indeed for the fuel gauge wiring. (The use of conduit inside a fuel tank 
is very unsarisfacrory owing to the sparking problem at its bonding points, and the same 
problem applies to any other form of shielding. Conduit which is grounded one end only or 
which has an insulation break in it does not reduce the magnitude of the voltage available and 
therefore does not prevent over voltage sparks at the gauge units.) In the Egrett design, 
protection is obtained by optimum routing and adequate insulation at the gauge transmitters. 
Wiring to Pitots, stall warning devices, navigation lights can not be protected in this 
same way since they risk a direct lightning attachment. For this the Egrett design uses an 
aluminium tube which is bonded to structure and to the light surround to carry the wiring a l l  
the way into the fuselage. This method minimises the voltage induced in the wiring, and 
reduces them to a tube resistive voltage only as explained above. 
5 CONCLUSIONS 
The Egrett wing design achieves lightning protection by a combination of aluminium 
wire skin protection in the outer ply of the CFC/Nomex/CFC structure, a nefastener design 
including an all-bonded fuel tank structure, and low induced voltages by a) choice of 
locations of the fuel gauge wiring and b) by use of a light weight tube for the wing tip 
navigation light. A few bond straps are also required to complete the protection together 
with inboard wire screens for the wiring connection to fuselage items. 
Lightning protection of composite aircraft can be achieved, and the aircraft 
certificated with minimum increase in weight if due care and attention is given to details. The 
assistance of experienced consultancy is essential well before certification is to take place, 
and preferably at the detailed design phase, so that low weight techniques can be 
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incaporated to solve the lighming problems. Lightning is potentially a very severe 
environmental hazard to composite aircraft, but good design can minimise the weight and 
cost penalty of achieving protection. 
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TABLE I 
FUEL GAUGE VOLTAGE EXTRAPOLATED FROM -5OkA TO 200kA,140kA/~~ 
TABLE I1 
CURRENT SHARING AT WING ROOT BONDING POINTS 
I BOND POSlTION 1 MEASURED CURRENT 1 EXTRAPOLATED TO 20OkA 1 % 1 
All tests at -5OkA oscillatory except (1) using a 200kA Component A unidirectional 
Pulse. The 96 current reached was 36S% of the initial peak current, but it occurred 216p 
after the initiation of the current pulse, at which time it  was greater than the applied pulse. 
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Component A current pulse  
y I - 187kA, A I  - 2 x lo6 A2s 
. V :  49.2kA/div 
8193 lB$: YOOrt; W: (fF 731 WIG7 ll:15:Z E N  FVI: (w.. S Rflm:m 
. , . . . :  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Voltage induced i n  WLPT 
( fuse lage  region screened) 
- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - * - - - - - . - - - - - - - .  
:I I 
. . . .  . . . . . . . .  : . .  . 
Component A .  
H :  160ps/cm 
V: 46.7v/div 
Fig 4 Total current in wing (upper) 
Current and voltage waveform 
in Lightning protection tube 
Total pulse  duration 4 6 0 p s  
Total pulse length 1 2 8 0 ~ s .  
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LIGHTNING PROTECTION OF FULL AUTHORITY DIGITAL ELECTRONIC 
SYSTEMS 
David Crofts 
Raychem Ltd, Swindon, UK. 
ABSTRACT 
Modern electronic systems are vulnerable to transient and 
they now provide safety critical functions such as full author- 
ity digital control units for fly by wire aircraft. There has 
been some confusion as to the precise specifications for these 
transients, however, within Europe there has been a preference 
f o r  pin injection of the transient, line by line at the full 
threat. Given this the use of Transient Suppression Devices is 
essential, but with the magnitude of the threats these consume 
considerable volume and weight budgets. 
diodes have gained the widest acceptance, however, they lack 
the current handling capacity to meet existing threat levels. 
The development of high speed fold back devices where, at a 
specified voltage, the off state resistance switches to a very 
low on state one has provided the equivalent to a semi-con- 
ductor spark gap. The size of the technology enables it to be 
integrated into connectors or interconnection cables . 
To illustrate the performance the technology has been 
developed to meet the Lightning Protection requirements for 
FADEC units within aeroengines. This calls for Level 5 transi- 
ents to be handled on a pin by pin basis and at temperatures 
between -65OC and 125OC. For this application the technology 
was packed at 0.050" spacing within connectors inside the 
equipment. Results are given of the performance of the tech- 
nology to the waveforms at Level 4 and 5. 
Work was also carried out to study switching behaviour with the 
new waveform 5, the 500us, lOkAmp pulse applied to cable assem- 
blies. This test enabled all the switches in a connector to be 
fired simultaneously. 
Of the traditional suppression technologies available 
INTRODUCTION 
Modern electronic systems based on semi-conductor technol- 
ogy are very vulnerable to transient voltages or currents. A s  
these devices are fabricated with smaller and smaller features 
with higher and higher densities then their vulnerability to 
external transients increases. Today with micron size features 
and millions of circuits per device, burn out levels can be 
lower than one milli joule of energy. Dielectric punch through 
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can occur with voltages of only a few hundred volts for nanose- 
cond time periods. 
These electronic systems now fulfil key rolls in modern 
aircraft, they often provide safety critical functions such as 
full authority digital control units in fly by wire aircraft. 
The number of these systems in each application is also 
increasing rapidly resulting in high packing densities which in 
turn leads to increased system to system interaction. Finally 
these systems are now being located in exposed regions of the 
aircraft outside of any Faraday cage where they are both more 
vulnerable to a strike and the resultant transient more severe. 
The new draft Advisory Circular (SAE AE4L-87-3 Rev B 1989), 
Airbus Industries Specification ABD0007 and the RTCA/DO-l60C 
Document on lightning protection of flight critical/essential 
electrical and avionic systems demonstrate the growing industry 
concern for aircraft safety as the airframe structures and 
electronic systems evolve. The airframe designer or system 
integrator must use whatever techniques of cable routing, 
shielding and grounding necessary to ensure that the actual 
transients induced in the aircraft wiring do not exceed transi- 
ent control levels. The equipment designer has to ensure that 
the electronics can tolerate the assigned transient level. 
Various suppression technologies have been used in the past 
and diodes have gained strong support because of their high 
speed, consistent performance and reliability. However, they 
lack the current handling capacity unless they are very large. 
The development of high speed fold back technology has lead to 
the equivalent of a semi-conductor spark gap. They still oper- 
ate with the same very high speed of diodes but have a very low 
on-state resistance. The result of the combination of high 
speed and low on state resistance is that any overshoot is 
limited and that the current handling capability is very high. 
This occurs since the energy of the pulse is not dissipated 
within the device but into the ground. 
devices to be fabricated which can be directly integrated into 
the interface connectors. 
The application of this type of technology has lead to the 
development of connectors capable of protection electronics 
from the most severe transients directly applied to each inter- 
face line . 
This enables very small 
TRANSIENT THREAT LEVELS 
There is still considerable confusion as to how these 
assigned transients should be applied to the equipment wiring 
interface. There are three basic techniques , ground injec- 
tion, bulk cable injection and pin injection and these were 
reviewed by Wiles (11. If one is developing a protection 
technology one cannot be anything but specific about the capa- 
bility of the device. One has to assume the worst possible 
case unless each application is studied separately. This means 
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that the technology should be capable of withstanding the most 
severe transient applied to the smallest possible cable i.e. 
one wire. It is not possible to make assumptions as to likely 
current sharing and coupling and hence assuming full threat by 
each waveform on each line is extremely conservative but essen- 
tial given the large numbers of unknowns within a design. 
This has been the stance taken by Airbus Industries in 
their specification where pin injection of both the long and 
short waveform as well as the oscillatory waveform are speci- 
fied at the assigned threat level. A final aspect of the test- 
ing is that none of the specifications call for the testing to 
be carried out at anything other than room temperature. Given 
the extreme temperature sensitivity of most semi-conductor 
technology this is a major oversight. 
test them with each of the waveforms at the maximum specified 
level, line by line and across the full specified temperature 
operating range. 
device can withstand has to be substantially above the equip- 
ment specification. This is because given the number of lines 
in one FADEC (>450) and the required reliability one would have 
to specify at least one order of magnitude above the equipment 
specification. A further requirement would be to specify that 
any let through transient would have to have an energy content 
below the damage threshold of the equipment and the let through 
voltage spike w a s  below any dielectric punch through level 
To qualify transient protection devices it is necessary to 
Further the number of operations that the 
TRANSIENT 
WAVESHAPE 
PEAK CURRENT 
PEAK VOLTAGE 
A general specification for a FADEC unit in a critical zone for 
example in a engine could be summarized as follows:- 
Wfm 2 Wfm 3 Wfm 4 
6 us 1-50 MHZ 70 us 
320 128 320 
1600 3200 1600 
~ 
MENTS """"""""""""""I 
LET THROUGH ENERGY 
VOLTAGE SPIKE 
< 1 milli JOULE 
C 500 VOLTS 
I TEMPERATURE RANGE I -65 TO 125O C I 
I NUMBER OF OPER- 1 100 BOTH POLARITIES I ATIONS 
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A further factor that should always be considered is the 
other parts of the EMC specification that the equipment would 
have to meet. For example a military aircraft would also have 
to meet EMP requirements and civilian aircraft the latest HIRF 
requirements of RTCA/DO 160C Chpt. 20. It is certainly the 
trend for the airframe manufacturers to assume the aircraft 
wiring gives no protection against all these EMC threats and to 
place the total requirements on the equipment supplier. In 
which case the protection devices are almost certainly working 
in conjunction with filters. 
PROTECTION TECHNOLOGIES 
There are various basic technologies used in transient pro- 
tection and they are characterized into two distinct families, 
voltage clamps and voltage foldback. The two types are shown, 
however, there are variations on these basic curves and the 
author discussed these in previous papers [2,3] Typical voltage 
clamps have been Zener diodes and Metal Oxide Varistors whilst 
fold back technologies have included Gas Discharge Tubes and 
Fold Back Diodes. 
Each of these suppression technologies have been used in 
the past and diodes have been preferred because of their fast 
response time (< Ins), consistent performance and high relia- 
bility. However, these acts as voltage clamps and they do not 
have the necessary current handling capability in an 
economically sized package. Fold back devices, because of 
their low on state resistance, have far higher current handling 
capabilities. The development of multi-layered thyristor tech- 
nology provided the equivalent of a high speed semi conductor 
Gas Discharge Tube. 
- -  
The device under consideration is based on a four layer 
thyristor structure which gives a fold back crowbar type action 
which is voltage triggered. 
current which ensures reset after the transient has subsided. 
The initial action of the switch is the same as a Zener and 
hence one achieves a balance of their good points with those of 
a Gas Discharge Tube but without their disadvantages. 
switch has the same rapid response as Zeners to fast voltage 
transients and at low currents acts as a similar voltage clamp. 
Higher currents initiates the fold back action and the voltage 
across the switch falls to a low level. 
The switch acts as a shunt element which is voltage trig- 
gered and to ensure bidirectional operation, consists of two 
switching elements. The switch can sink very high levels of 
current in the low voltage iron" state. Because of this the 
active area is efficiently used enabling small devices to be 
made. A normal 100 volt Zener under 40 amps pulsed conditions 
might develop 4 kW whereas with a foldback switch the "onf@ 
voltage may only be 3 volts giving 120 W. This greatly reduces 
the heat that has to be dissipated and reduces the junction 
temperature. This also results in the power derating with tem- 
perature being much less than for Zeners. 
The switch has a high holding 
The 
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LIGHTNING EVALUATION OF THE FADEC 
The testing and qualification of the electronic system was 
carried out in a series of steps. The system was a Full Auth- 
ority Digital Electronic Control for an Aeroengine. As such 
the specified threat level was 5 except that for waveform 4 
this was reduced to 4. Since this appears somewhat contradic- 
tory test were carried out at level 4 &I 5 with waveform 4. 
The basic procedure adopted was that of the Airbus 
Specification ABD007, i.e. pin injection. There is one serious 
drawback to this and that is only one line is tested at the 
same time whilst in the real world it would be assumed that the 
transients would appear on all the lines at approximately the 
same time period. Indeed the author reported in an earlier 
paper [ 4 )  that during whole aircraft testing that the waveform 
that appeared on each pin was a composite of all three wave- 
shapes giving a combination of high frequency oscillatory com- 
ponents as well as a wide pulse. Because of this experiments 
were set up with more than one pulse generator to drive several 
lines simultaneously at the peak specified current. 
A further test added was an evaluation with the new wave- 
form 5 of the SAE advisory circular i.e. 500 us width at 10 k A .  
This was a ground injection test onto the screens of the cable 
and this test certainly excited all lines simultaneously. 
All waveforms and test levels specified are those described 
in the SAE AEIL 87-3 Rev B 1989 advisory circular. 
The equipment was complicated with several input connectors 
with the number of protected lines > 500. The technology was 
packaged into two product forms, the Raychem MTC (Trade Mark) 
flat modular connector system and a Splice unit designed to be 
fitted into the interconnection from connectors to the elec- 
tronics. There were also filters on most lines which were in 
the connectors interfacing directly with the aircraft wiring. 
Because of this the testing was carried out in separate blocks. 
-tit Test. This was the simplest test and involved 
testing individual connectors, pin by pin at the full threat of 
each waveform. In each case the voltage transient remaining on 
the line was recorded as well as the energy it dissipated into 
a 50 ohm system. These tests could also be carried out at a 
range of temperatures between -65 and + 1 2 5 O  C and also over a 
high number of operations. 
Box w o n  Te& Here the filter connector was in 
Each input line was tested with each transient 
place and the protection switch fitted to the interconnections 
within the box. 
at the full threat level. The tests were carried out at room 
Voltage Waveform 4 11 - 6.4 us f 20% 12 70 US f 20% 
C u m t  Waveform 5A 1 1  - 40 us * 20% 12 - 120 us f 20% 
Curml Wavel~rm 58 11 - 50 US f 20% 12 - 500 US f 20% 
V 
1, - loousMax 
T,-64uS f 20% 
vli 
1 
I U  
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temperature and the resulting voltage across each filter pin 
was monitored as well as at the board level. The functionality 
of the board mounted components were evaluated at the end of 
the tests for damage or degradation of performance. 
out using waveform 2 at level 5 on a total of 3 lines using 
three separate generators. The lines were chosen that inter- 
faced with the same board area. 
In this series covering 37 input lines, tests were carried 
veform 5 Test-. This test did not represent part of the 
original specification. However, it was considered essential 
to demonstrate that the protected harness which consisted of 
individual screened twisted pairs should be tested. More 
details of the test and the method are given in a separate 
paper to be given by this author in this conference. Basically 
a current waveform of 500 us width and of 10 kA peak amplitude 
was ground injected into the protected cables and the resultant 
voltage transients on each pin monitored. A total of 10 
twisted pairs were tested giving 20 lines which was one half of 
a hardened connector. The performance of each switch element 
was re-evaluated at the end of the test. 
TEST RESULTS 
Box Interconnection Test. The resulting waveshapes were 
distorted by the presence of the filters and the system LC 
parameters. During testing at component level there were high 
voltage transients (2 - 300 V) when the high frequency waveform 
2 with its 100 ns rise time was used as well as with the lOMHz 
oscillatory waveform 3. With these tests the filter reduced 
these significantly and the most severe test was the waveform 4 
the slow pulse. In all cases the voltage across the filter 
pins never exceeded 150 Volts. The transient let through 
energy was recorded and never exceeded 250 micro Joules. Since 
no damage occurred to any of the board mounted components it 
was concluded that these transients were below their suscepti- 
bility levels. 
5 T-. The result is shown with the other 
transients and it is interesting to note that the voltage 
induced without protection was 200 volts on each line which 
with a protected line caused the switch to fire at 100 volts 
and operate in the normal fashion. There was no other damage to 
the switches with this test. 
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- E € .  The results are graphically represented 
for each waveform at level 5 ( waveform 4 is also given at 
level 4). The results represented are the 100th. shot on each 
line and at room temperature. 
like this it is necessary to use very short test leads, when 
testing at elevated temperatures the longer test leads causes 
some difficulties in accurate measurements 
cation across the full temperature operating range. 
To obtain clear performance data 
In all cases the switches were able to perform to specifi- 
CONCLUSIONS 
This test programme demonstrated that it is possible to 
protect electronic equipment interfaces to the full threat cur- 
rents of each waveform on a pin by pin basis. 
It was demonstrated that current levels of 320 amps with a 
70 us wide pulse could be handled even at 125O C for a number 
of operations an order of magnitude above the specified number 
of 10. 
The performance of multiple firing of a number of switches 
was demonstrated including with the new proposed waveform 5. 
It is recognized that this type of testing represents a 
very severe case and is applicable to component testing where 
the specific application is not known whilst for know systems 
bulk cable injection would be preferable to pin injection. 
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Simulation and measurement of melting 
effects on metal sheets caused by 
direct lightning strikes 
Alexander Kern 
Munich Germany 
University of the Federal Armed Forces, 
Abstract 
Direct lightning strikeu melt metal parts of 
various systems, like fuel and propellant 
tanks of rockets and airplanes, at the point 
of strike. Responsible for this melting are 
the impulse current and, if occuring, the 
long duration current. both carrying a remar- 
kable charge Q .  
For studying these meltings the simulation in 
the laboratory has to be based on the parama- 
tars of natural lightnings. International 
standards exist defining certain threat le- 
vels of natural lightnings and giving poe- 
sible generator circuits for the simulation. 
The meltings caused by both types of light- 
ning currents show different appearance. 
Their characteristics, their differences in 
melting and heating of metal sheets are invre- 
tigated. 
Neverthelesu the simulation of lightning in 
the laboratory is imperfect. While natural 
lightning is a discharge without a counter 
electrode, the simulation always demands a 
Close counter electrode. The influence of 
this counter electrode is studied. 
1. Introduction 
Metal sheets as parts of various systems can 
be exposed to direct lightning strikes, e.g. 
fuel and propellant tanks of rockets and air- 
planes. 
Direct lightning strikes may cause melting 
effects on metal sheets up to burn throuqhs. 
But even if the metal is thick enough to with- 
stand puncturing, the temperature rise at the 
opposite side of the metal sheet, i.e. the 
inner side of a tank, may be high enough to 
ignite explosive mixtures. 
Responsible for this heating resp. melting 
effect is mostly the charge Q. From Q, multi- 
plied by the nearly constant anode or cathode 
voltage drop, results the energy converted at 
the point of strike. 
The two components of a natural lightning 
strike carrying a uignificant charge Q are 
the impulue current and, if it occurs, the 
long duration current. If one wants to simu- 
late thoue heating or melting effects, t h e  si- 
mulation has to be very close to natural 
lightning, i.e. the simulated impulse and 
long duration currents have to correspond to 
the components of natural lightnings as far 
a6 possible. 
In the past years a lot of efforts were done 
from the International Electrotechnical Com- 
mission (IEC), to work out definitions for 
the threat of natural IfghtningD. At the Octo- 
ber 1990 - meeting of the Technical Committee 
81 (TC 81) of IEC the parameters have been 
finally concluded f l f .  Now these definitions 
are accepted internationally, and they will 
be obligatory for standards for lightning pro- 
tection. 
In this paper generators are presented, which 
are able to fulfil the definitions given by 
IEC TC 81: an impulse current generator with 
a double-crowbar eparkgap and a long duration 
current generator. Both generators are rea- 
lized at the High Voltage Laboratory of the 
University of the Federal Armed Forces in 
Munich, Germany. 
With these generators experiments have been 
performed at different metal sheets made of 
copper, aluminium, brass and two kinds of 
steels. The differences in the meltings on 
these metal sheets caused by impulse currents 
and long duration currents are presented. The 
melting effects are diucussed as a function 
of the kind of metal, the thickness of the 
sheets and the parameters Q (charge) and WfR 
(specific energy) of the lightning current. 
Natural lightning is a discharge without a 
nearby counter electrode, while in the labora- 
tory simulation there always has to be a 
rather close counter electrode. Therefore the 
influence of the distance between the test 
sample and the counter electrode and the geo- 
metrical form of the counter electrode are 
especially investigated. 
If the metal sheet is thick enough to with- 
atand puncturing by the lightning current, 
measurements of the heating at the opposite 
side of the sheet are conducted with infrared 
thermOSenSOr8. T h e e  measurements conclude 
the time slope and the maximum value of the 
temperature at the hottest point of the 
Sheet's opposite side, i.8. directly behind 
the point of strike of the electric arc. 
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2. Natural lightnings 
For analysin and for classification of light- 
ning currents four threat parameters are defi- 
ned characterizing Specific effects of light- 
ning: 
- Peak current imaX, responsible for the oh- 
- Charge Q = Jidt, leading to melting, vapo- 
mic voltage drops of stroken objects. 
rizing and welding by the electric arc at 
the point of strike. Because of the diffe- 
rent effects the total charge Qt has to be 
divided into the charge of the impulse cur- 
rent Qi and the charge of the long duration 
current Q1. 
- Specific energy W/R - i2dt, also called 
the action integral, responsible for the 
heating and the electrodynamic forces of 
metal wires carrying the lightning current. 
- Current rato-of-rise Ai/At in the front of 
a lightning current, leading to electromag- 
netically induced voltages in installation 
circuits. 
About ten years ago the reasurorents of natu- 
ral lightning current., which wdre available 
worldwide, were taken togethor. Then the data 
were statistically preparod, related to the 
four defined threat parameters. This work was 
conducted by the Working Group 33 of the In- 
ternational Conference On Large High Voltage 
Electric Systems (CIGRE WC 3 3 )  1 2 ,  3 1 .  
The basic results of that work are shown in 
fig. 1 to 4, seperated for negative first 
strokes, negative following 8trokes and posi- 
tive flashes. The figures give the frequency 
distribution of the peak current imax, the 
total charge Qt, the impulse charge Qi and 
the specific energy U/R, those threat parame- 
ters, which are necesmary to define impulse 
and long duration currents for the laboratory 
simulation. The di8tribution of the current 
rate-of-rise Ai/At is not shown in this pa- 
per, because this parameter does not have a 
remarkable influence on melting or heating 
ef f ects . 
3. Standards for the laboratory 
simulation 
Standards for the simulation of lightning cur- 
rents in the laboratory have to be based on 
the parameters of natural lightnings given in 
chapter 2. At first one has to define a cer- 
taip protection level for the device under 
test. IEC TC 81 fixes four protection levels, 
which can be chosen / l / ,  The highest level, 
protection level *Iw, includes about 99% of 
all natural lightnings, i.e. only 1% of natu- 
ral lightnings excoeds the defined current 
Parameters. 
The german military standard VG 96 901 Teil 4 
/ 4 / ,  valid for planning and construction of 
systems and equipment for the Bundeswehr, cor- 
responds to the definitions of IEC. TWO 
threat levels arc determined here: threat le- 
vel "high" also includes about 99% of natural 
lightnings, threat level *normal* about 952. 
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If the protection rasp. threat level is fi- 
xed, one can go into the statistical data. 
There one gets the current parameters for the 
chosen level. It is important, that all para- 
meters for a simulatod lightning current are 
based on the same protection level. For exam- 
ple, if a impulee currmnt for protection le- 
vel "1" shall be 8imulated, all current para- 
meters, in this case tho peak curront imax, 
the impulse charge Qi and the specific energy 
u/R, have to fulfil the 99%-value. 
Furthermore for accurate reading of the cur- 
rent parameters in the statistical data it 
has to be taken into account, that about 102 
of natural lightnings are positive flashes. 
So for the fixing of the current parameters 
the influence of these positive flashes must 
be included with appropriate importance. 
Responsible for the heating reep. melting ef- 
fects on metal sheets are two components of a 
natural lightning current, the impulse and 
the long duration current. Based on the above 
considerations the following parameters are 
fixed for protection level mIm of IEC /I/ 
resp. threat level "high" of VG 96 901 Tail 4 
f41: 
- impulse current 
peak current ima, - 200 kA f 10% 
charge Qi - 100 c f 20% 
specific energy W/R = i2dt - 10 XJ/n 
f 3 5 t  
- long duration current 
= 200 c f 202 
0 , 5  6 f 101 
charge Qi 
time T1 
The experimental investigations publi8hed in 
this paper are conducted with currents fulfil- 
ling theae parameters, which, as mentioned 
before, include about 991 of natural light- 
nings. 
The aviation industry normally uses another 
standard for the simulation of lightning cur- 
rents, the SAE AElL /!if resp. the UIL-STD 
1757A 1 6 1 .  These standards define a long dura- 
tion current, which corresponds to the defi- 
nitions of IEC, but the impulse current shows 
remarkable differences. 
This impulee current has a peak current i,, 
of 200 kh, an impulse charge Qi of 20 C, 
which is increased by an intermediate current 
up to 30 C, and a specific energy W/R of 2 
UJ/n. Using the statistical data of chapter 
2, the current parameters can be analyzed: 
- The peak current imax includes about 992 of 
natural lightnings, like required by IEC 
for protection level 
- The impulse charge Q corresponds only to 
the 901-value of naturaf lightnings (952 of 
first negative strokes, 502 of positive 
flashes). If the charge of the intermediate 
current is added, it corresponds to the 
942-value. 
- The specific anergy W/R includes about 962 
of natural lightninga. In fact the defined 
value of 2 mJ/n considers about 998 of the 
first negative strokes 171 ,  but only about 
701 of the positive flashes, which absolu- 
tely may not be forgotten. 
The impulna current fixed in SAE AEIL re8p. 
UIL-STD 1757A shows parameters, which are not 
correlated in relation to the probability of 
appearance in the raality. It simulate8 natu- 
ral lightnings only incompletely. 
So if one wantn to simulate the real threat 
Of natural lightnings, the parameters given 
by IEC have to be taken. In the future it can 
be expected, that more and more national and 
international standards will ba ba8ed on the 
definitions of ~ E C .  
4. Laboratory equipment 
For the airnulation of impulse current8 with 
peak currents in the range of sore 100 kA 
mostly capacitive .urge current generators 
are used. Especially for the simulation of 
extreme values of charge and speclfic energy, 
as demanded in f 1 ,  41,  a capacitive #urge cur- 
rent generator with a crowbar sparkgap is of 
great advantage. As shown in 1 0 1 ,  with the 
crowbar technique it i8 possible to achieve a 
charge transfer through the davice under 
test, which 1s up to a factor of 4 0  greater 
than the stored charge in the capacitor bank. 
Thus the capacitor bank can be kept relati- 
vely small. 
The cost8 of a uurga current generator are 
dominated by the prize of the capacitor bank. 
Therefore the equipment should be used as ef- 
ficient as possible. A further improvement of 
the efficient use of a given capacitor bank 
can be realized by eeperating the whole test 
equipment into two identical parts, each vith 
its own crowbar sparkgap. The two parts of 
the generator are only connected by the de- 
vice under test, where their currents are sum- 
mar ized. 
Compared with a single surge current genera- 
tor of the same total surge capacitance and 
the same charging voltage the peak current 
imaX as well as the impulse charge Qi achie- 
ved in such a twin arran ement are greater ac- 
cording to a factor 3, the specific energy 
W/R according to a factor 2 191. 
The equivalent circuit of a twin arranged 
surge current generator ia shown in fig. 5. 
Fig 5 T w n  arrangement of 0 suge curenl generotor 
The decay time constant 71 of the exponential 
decay of the current is given by 
r1 9 (to+ 2*L2)/(&r+ 2.R2) - 
The parameters of the current can be calcula- 
ted according to the following equations: 
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The realization of a twin arranged surge cur- 
rent generator for the simulation of the im- 
pulse current according to /1, I /  is shorn in 
fig. 6. A typical current obtained with this 
equipment and a sparkgap with a spacing of 20 
1111 as test sample,io given by fig. 7. 
The use of a surge current generator in a 
twin arrangement ham a further significant ad- 
vantage, if melting or heating effects are to 
ba studied. Because of the geometric symmetry 
the magnetic fields and the resulting magne- 
tic forcam of both generator parts are neutra- 
lized at the ponition of the test sample. 
Thus the arc in the test sample burns unin- 
fluenzed by the external magnetic fields cau- 
sed by the leads to the test generator. This 
situation corresponds to the impact mechanism 
of a natural lightning strike to a metal 
sheet. 
11 pH 11 UH 
For the simulation of the long duration cur- 
rent another capacitor bank is used. The cir- . 
cuit is shovn in fig. 8 .  
The control unit creates the triggering ir- 
pulses for both thyristors V regulating the 
primary transformer current. On the secondary 
side of the transformer the voltage is derodu- 
lated by the d.c.-converter. The capacitor 
bank C is charged on this direct voltage. 
After the long duration current has been trlg- 
gored, the capacitor bank feeds in the test 
sample over an electric arc. While the cur- 
rent flows, the capacitor bank is permanently 
recharged by the transformer via the d.c.-con- 
Verter. With this arrangement the 10% dura- 
tion current of fig. 9 with nearly rectangu- 
lar Wave shape is generated. 
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The current amplitude is fixed by the output 
voltage of the Capacitance and the resistance 
in the circuit. The total resistance consists 
of the resistances of the test sample, the 
electric arc, the shunt and the loading resis- 
tor R1. With this adjustable loading re6istor 
different current amplitudes can be created 
at constant transformer reap. capacitance vol- 
tage. 
The secondary 50 Hz-half waves behind the 
transforner are counted with the current 
transformer 8. After a certain t i n  duration, 
which has to be fixed at the control unit pre- 
viously, no more triggering impulses for the 
thyristors are creatod. The primary and there- 
fore also the secondary transformer current 
are blocked, and the capacitor bank is dis- 
charged exponentially via the test sample. 
5. Melting effects 
For the tests on metal sheets the following 
typical materials were selected: 
- aluminium - copper - brass - soft steel (St37) - stainless steel (V2A) 
5 1-4 
se currents 
The melting effects on metal sheets caused by 
impulse currents have a typical appearance. 
The melted material is spread over a large 
area with diameters of several cm up to 10 
cm. Some examples of melting caused by impul- 
se currents are shown in fig. 18 ana 14. The 
melted areas are surrounded by a zone of spla- 
shed material. 
The radius of the melted area depends on the 
kind of material. Sheets of soft and stain- 
less steel show the largest melted areas 
(typ. 8 cm), followed by aluminium sheets 
(typ. 6 cm), brass and copper (typ. 4 to 5 
cm). The depth of those melted areas is Very 
small. It ranges from 0.1 to 0 . 2  oom, for alu- 
minium up to 0.4 mm. 
The comparatively large melted areas result 
from th high specific energy (which is equal 
to 
fic energy is responsible for the electrody- 
namic forces. The melted areas found at the 
tests with long duration currents, which have 
a considerably lower specific energy, .are re- 
markably smaller (typ. 1..2 cm). 
The spacing and the geometrical construction 
of the counter electrode does not affect the 
diameter of the melted area. 
5.1.1 Test D e r f o r m w  
The decay time constant i1 of the current and 
as a consequence the impulse charge Qi are a 
function of the resistance in the circuit. If 
the distance between the counter electrode 
and the test sample increases, the resistance 
of the electric arc and therefore the total 
resistance in the circuit rises. The atti- 
tudes of the decay time constant and the 
charge Qi as a function of the spacing of the 
counter electrode are shown in Fig. 10 and 
11. The charging voltage here was fixed at 80 
kV . 
The results allow a rough calculation of the 
arc's resistance. Comparing the different de- 
cay time constants i1 or the charges Qi accor- 
ding to the equations of 4.1, the resistance 
of the electric arc related to it's length is 
approximately 
j i  f dt) of the impulse current. This speci- 
R' = 0,75 mnfcm. 
-. 4  * 
F q  11 Imp-ise c?orge 3 ~5 u ' L J ~ L ~ W  0 1  I tw  :Lo.: , 
0 1  +he csdnlp-.' eleclrocfe 
This relation is only valid for arcs of Cur- 
rents in the range of 200 kA. Furthermore the 
anode and cathode voltage drop is not conside- 
red in this relation. In the investigated 
case the value of this voltage can be eSt1- 
mated to UA,K 30 V. 
To make comparable measurements the charging 
voltage was accommodated to the spacing of 
the counter electrode. The resulting charge 
Qi could be kept constant within 5% ( ~ i  = 100 
f 5 C). 
To eliminate the remaining differences, the 
values were corrected linearly to Qi = 100 C. 
5.1.2 Test results 
The spacing between the counter electrode and 
the test sample affects the melting loss in 
material. An increasing distance drags a de- 
creasing value for the loss in volume. 
Melted and splashed material is a result of 
the formation of plasma rays between the 
sheets and the counter electrode. The larger 
their spacing, the weaker the influence of 
the plasma rays at the surface of the sheets 
and the fewer their power to melt and to 
splash the material. 
A simple way to eliminiate the power of those 
plasma rays as far as possible is the use of 
a so called insulating electrode (electrode 
XI), like shown in fig. 12. 
In contrast to the standard electrode (elec- 
trode I) this insulating electrode has a tef- 
lon cap at its top. With this the electric 
arc is forced to leave the electrode radially 
and to mcurvem to the test device. The plasma 
rays also leave the electrode radially, and 
therefore they do not strike the test device 
with the same power as known from electrode 
I. 
eleclrade I electrGoe I !  
I 
elerlric orc 
-+7- 
F I ~  '2 Conslruc!m of Iwo counler eleciroaes 
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The tests were conducted with the five chosen 
metals and for both electrodes. The losses in 
Volume Av as a function of the spacing S Of 
the electrode are shown in fig. 13 to 17. 
Different materials show different values Of 
the loss in volume. The specified losses of 
the different materials are a function of the 
melting and boiling temperatures and of the 
thermal capacities and conductivities. The 
higher the temperatures, the capacities and 
Conductivities, the smaller the loss in VOlU- 
me. 
. I  
.. . 
'\ ;I/ _.' \ \ 
'L 
The loss in volume is independent of the im- 
pulse current's polarity, excepted steel 
sheets. For both steels the values for posi- 
tive polarity are four times greater than for 
negative, if the standard electrode I is 
used. The loss in volume is dominant at the 
cathode. It can be assumed, that the plasma 
rays starting from the anode are %tronger* 
than those starting from the cathode. The 
same phenomenon occured at tests with safety 
gaps for overvoltage protection made of stain- 
less steel J 0 / .  Here meltings at the cathode 
were dominant, too. For electrode I1 there is 
no remarkable difference between anodic or 
cathodic meltings. 
The losses in volume depend on the spacing of 
the counter electrode. The larger the spa- 
cing, the smaller the loss. This is valid up 
to a spacing of about 25 mm. Then a minimu 
value for the loss in volume of 5 to io mm 
is reached, remaining constant for larger spa- 
cings. However, for aluminium this minimum 
value can only be seen for spacings of more 
than 45 mm. Reason for this is probably the 
softness of aluminium, which allovs an easier 
splashing of melted material. The common mini- 
mum value for all investigated metals of not 
more than 10 mm3 should be that part of the 
material vaporizing at the point of strike. 
The comparison of the losses in volume for 
both electrodes leads to different results. 
For brass there is no significant influence; 
copper and aluminium show values for elec- 
trode 11, which are only 40% to 601 of the 
values measured for electrode I. However, for 
the steels the reducing effect of electrode 
11 is very high. The loss n volume is mini- 
mized to'not more than 20 mm . 
A s  mentioned before, the reason for this re- 
sults is, that the influence of the plasma 
rays on the metal sheet is remarkably smaller 
for electrode 11. The remaining differences 
between the investigated metals, especially 
for aluminium, are caused by their different 
softness. 
The thickness d of the sheets affects their 
resistance. However, though the resistance of 
the circuit increases with thinner sheets, 
the influence on the decay time constant ?1 
and the impulse charge Qi is unimportant. 
A l s o  the loss in volume 1s not influenced by 
the thickness of the test samples. 
J 
1 
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5.1.3 Theoretical ana- 'S 
A theoretical description of the loss in volu- 
me as a function of charge and specific ener- 
gy is given in 1 0 1 :  
AV = C1*QiC2.(W/R)'3, 
with Cl, c2 and C3 as parameters typical for 
the material, the impulse charge in C, the 
sp cific energy in J/n and the volume AV in 
gaps for overvoltage protection 1 8 1 ,  but the 
experimental results with metal sheets show a 
comparable relation. 
The experimental results allow also an exten- 
sion of this equation. The loss in volume 
decreases with increasing spacing of the coun- 
ter electrode: 
mm !i . This equation was developed for safety 
AV - (1 - C4.s ) .  
This relation is verified for a spacing of 1 
mm Up to 25 nun (resp. 1 mm and 45 mm for alu- 
minium). The complete equation for the des- 
cription of the loss in volume can be written 
as 
AV = C1-Qic2*(W/R)c3.(1 - C q - s ) ,  
with the spacing s in m. The parameters C 1  
and C4 depend on the different materials and 
the used electrode (table 1 and Z ) ,  whereas 
C3 and Cj are valid for all investigated mate- 
rials: 
c2 = 1 , 4  
c3 = 0 , 4 5 .  
5.2 Lona duration currents 
The melting8 caused by long duration currents 
show a typical appearance, too. The diameter 
of the melted area is smaller, the melting 
itself deeper than in the case of impulse cur- 
rents. Examples of these meltings are shown 
in fig. 20 and 21. 
Using the long duration currents carrying a 
charge Q1 = 200 C according to 11, 4 f ,  the 
diameter of the melted area is larger for the 
steels and alaminium (typ. 2 cm) than for 
brass and copper (typ. 1 cm) . 
These relatively small melted areas result 
from the fmaller specific energy (action inte- 
gral j i  dt) of the long duration current. 
This is also the reason, that a measurement 
of the loss in volume, comparable to the 
tests with impulse currents, is impossible. 
The material is melted at the base of the 
electric arc, but not splashed significantly. 
Therefore the melted material hardens again, 
if the current flow is over. The loss in VolU- 
me is nearly equal to 0 .  
So the measurements concentrate on the inves- 
tigation, which thickness of a metal sheet 
can withstand the long duration current with- 
out being punctured. International and natio- 
nal standards define minimum thicknesses of 
different materials, if direct lightning 
strikes are assumed. The CO paper of IEC TC 
81 1101 for instance fixes: 
brass 
soft steel 
SO' !  SIPei 0 
stonless sieet 0 
stonless steel 
- aluminium: 7 mm - copper: 5 mm - steel: 4 mm. 
I 
I C :  L O  L1- 
250 25  
60 2 5  
350 25  
90 25 
C L  
c:! . J'? It: IIU!rt 
c o x e r  
brass 
soft sieel 
stainless steel 
T 3 2 . t .  1 Forameter C, for afferer-)t metals 
rnm -1 
eloc1:otk I ~G.: :CXJQ I 1  
0.020 nn20 
0.033 0.030 
0.030 0 033  
0.035 0.020 
0.037 0 
metal d (mm) 
aluminium 2 5  
copper 2 0  
brass 2 0  
sofl steel 2 0  
slainless steel 2 0  
5 3 ' s ; ~  I' Parameter C L  for differenl melols 
h (mm) 
5 - 13 
L - 10 
L - 10 
6 - 12 
6 - 12 
valid up to a spacing of 25 mm 
(aluminium L5 mm! 
Toble 3 Thicknesses d and hole dometers 
h 0' rnelo! c,niets being s i i r e l y  
punzturc3 by Q long dura ' iw  
curren! w i t p  C , =  230 C 
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Both electrodes are used for these tests, and 
their spacing is varied. Nevertheless the ap- 
pearence of the melted areas, the possibility 
of puncturing the metal sheets and the cur- 
rent parameters are not affected by the diffe- 
rent spacing and the kind of electrode. 
Fig 21 Typical melting of slainless steel sheet 
caused by long ouralion current ( d  = 1.5 mn-i) 
6. Temperature distributions 
For metal sheets, which are thick enough th 
they can't be punctured, another thermal e 
Fig 18 Typical melting of olumiruum sheet caused 
by  impulse currenl (ihickness d = 1.5 mm) 
fect has to be investigated: the temperature 
rise at the interior surface. The tempera- 
tures occuring at the sheet opposite to the 
point of strike are hiah enouah to decolorate 
the metal. These high femperafures can lead 
to an ignition of an explosive mixture inside 
a metal tank struck by lightning. 
The time dependent temperatures at the inte- 
rior surface of metal sheets are measured by 
two infrared thermosensors for different tem- 
peratur ranges with rise times of 250 ms 
resp. 550 ms. Therefore only relatively slow 
temperature rises can be measured exactly. 
The test assembly is shown principly in fig. 
22. The infrared thermosensor is adjusted to 
that point of the sheet opposite to the point 
of strike, i.e. in the axis of the counter 
electrode. At this point the highest tempera- 
tures occur. 
& counter electrode Fig 19 Typical melting of slainless sleel sheel 
caused by  impulse currenl (d  = 1 5  mm) 
Fig 22 Temperature measurement assembly 
inirored 
thermosensor ._ 
Fig 20 Typ,cal melling of aluminium sheet caused 
by  long duration current ( d  = 2 0 mmi 
I 
power ond rneosurlng 
lronsducer unit 
The radius of the detected area is proportio- 
nal to the distance between thermosensor and 
the sheet. For thermosensor I the used dis- 
tance of 30 cm corresponds to an area's ra- 
dius of 10 m; thermosensor I1 detects an 
area with the radius 3 m. With this arrange- 
ment the integrated temperatures of two detec- 
ted areas with the same center but different 
radius are recorded. 
It has to be considered, that the tempera- 
tures in the middle of the detected area are 
normally still higher than the integrated tem- 
peratures. Based on the measurement results, 
however, a numerical model allows the calcu- 
lation of the temperatures at each point of 
the metal sheet Jll/. 
The emission coefficient E of the investiga- 
ted metals is smaller than 1. Therefore the 
measured temperatures Tm in K have to be 
translated in the real temperatures Tr accor- 
ding to the equation 
with To being the ambient temperature, usual- 
ly 293 K. 
The temperature rise of metal sheets caused 
by impulse currents is relatively fast, but 
after reaching the maximum temperature the 
tail of the curve is very even. Though the 
thermosensor isn't able to follow the front 
steepness exactly, the maximum temperature 
and the tail can be measured sufficiently. 
The maximum temperatures for sheets with a 
thickness of 2 mm are given in table 4 .  
copper [+I 
Table 4 Maximum lemperalues Emcu tci 
2 mrn metal sheels ccused 3,' 
impulse currefils 
These temperatures were measured only with 
the thermosensor detecting an area with a ra- 
dius of 10 mm, because the minimum tempera- 
ture for the second thermosensor is 4 O O O C .  So 
the use of the second thermosensor was not 
possible, because of the relatively low tempe- 
ratures of not more than about 1 0 0 ° C .  The rea- 
son for those low temperatures are the large 
melted areas with only a small depth caused 
by the impulse currents. 
The temperatures for sheets struck by long 
duration currents show a different time 
slope. The crest values are many times 
higher, and the tail is much shorter. So the 
thermosensors aren't able to follow the time 
dependent temperatures for all metals exact- 
ly. Only the steel sheets show temperature 
distributions, which are slow enough, to ful- 
fil the measurement requirements, and so the 
investigations have to be limited to them. 
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The recorded temperatures with time constants 
for steel sheets with different thicknesses 
are shown in table 5 .  Both thermosensors were 
used and therefore the radius of the detected 
area is different. These relatively high ten- 
peratures are caused by the deep melted areas 
at the point of strike of long duration cur- 
rents. 
z lhlckness of sheet 
r rcdrus of detecled area 
3max maximum lemperalure 
Tcr lime lo crest 
T 2  decay llme to halt value 
-:.t; ie 5 Temperature dtsfrrSutlnns for 
me!ai shwts  ccused h y  tong 
duro t ton c u r r e n t s  
7. Conclusions 
The simulation of lightning currents in the 
laboratory has to be based on the parameters 
of natural lightnings. The investigations of 
this paper are carried out with simulated 
lightning currents including about 992 of na- 
tural lightnings, as required by IEC /I/. 
Meltings of metal sheets caused by impulse 
currents show a large melted area. The depth 
of the melting is small. The reason for this 
kind of melting is the high specific energy 
of the impulse current. 
The loss in volume decreases with increasing 
spacing of the counter electrode due to the 
weaker influence of plasma rays on the metal 
sheet. If a so called insulating electrode is 
used, the influence of plasma rays and there- 
fore also the loss in volume is reduced remar- 
kably. 
Meltings of metal sheets caused by long dura- 
tion currents show a small, but deep melted 
area. Aluminium sheets can be punctured up to 
a thickness of 3 m, stainless and soft 
steel, brass and copper Up to 2 , s  
Metal sheets, which can't be punctured, Can 
show high temperatures at their interior Sur- 
face, i.e. opposite to the point of strike. 
Responsible for this are mafnly long duration 
currents. They lead to maximum temperatures 
of more than l.ooO°C, whereas the tempera- 
tures for impulse currents usually are below 
100°C. Reason for these different tempera- 
tures are also the different melting proces- 
ses of impulse and long duration currents. 
Steel sheets show the most ndangerous" tempe- 
rature distributions, because high tempera- 
tures occur at the interior surface of the 
sheet's for a long time. The temperature de- 
crease of sheets made of aluminium, copper 
and brass is faster. 
In general it is a fact, that the thermal 
threat for metal sheets caused by long du- 
ration currents is dominant. They lead to dee- 
per meltings and higher temperatures at the 
interior surface of the sheets than impulse 
currents. 
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ABSTRACT 
The concept of using a laser: to create an ionized path in 
the atmosphere to act as a lightning rod is not new. Over the 
past four decades since the invention of the laser, there have 
been many documented investigations into the ionization of 
atmospheric gasses with an eye towards creating a laser light- 
ning rod (LLR). Initial experimental attempts using lasers oper- 
ating in the IR were not successful. Although some ionization 
was attained, it was found that the laser beam was self-quench- 
ing so that distances of only tens of meters were obtained in 
the atmosphere near sea level. 
With advances in both the power output of lasers and the 
tunability of the laser frequencies, researchers have been look- 
ing for sophisticated ways of avoiding the plasma quenching 
problem. The direct single photon ionization of atmospheric 
gasses would require operations in the UV part of the spectrum 
where there is overwhelming absorption by the atmospheric gass- 
es. This, in concert with the quenching at the longer IR wave- 
lengths, would suggest the use of intermediate wavelengths to 
produce ionization of atmospheric constituents by multiphoton 
capture. 
This paper briefly reviews the work which has been done in 
trying to create a laser lightning rod and discusses some ongo- 
ing research which has potential for achieving an operational 
laser lightning rod for use in the protection of missile launch 
sites, launch vehicles, and other property. 
BACKGROUND 
Natural lightning occurs with the local breakdown of air 
inside a cloud which has an electrical field of critical potan- 
tial. Physical objects, such as the leading edges of aircraft or 
noses of rockets, may artificially trigger lightning from sub- 
critical charge centers. From the observed torturous track of 
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lightning (see the'upper portion of the lightning in Figure 1.) 
and the research into step leaders, it is apparent that light- 
ning is seeking and following the path of least resistance 
through the atmosphere. Rocket triggered lightning experiments 
have demonstrated that a conducting wire trailing from a rocket 
will provide such a path of least resistance as is shown in the 
lower section of the lightning stroke in Figure 1. If a suffi- 
ciently dense ionized column could be created in the atmosphere 
with a laser beam, such a column would provide a preferred path 
for lightning [l-31. 
The laser evolved on the heels of the development of the 
maser in the mid 1950's. The intervening years brought investi- 
gations in the breakdown of air [ 4 - 6 1  and, more specifically, 
the possible use of lasers for triggering lightning [7-81. An 
attempt was made during the Thunderstorm Research International 
Program 1978-1979 to trigger lightning using a long-wavelength, 
C02 laser with microsecond pulse where a laser-produced, clear- 
air breakdown was observed although no lightning could be at- 
tributed to the laser firings during thunderstorms. At that time 
the failure was thought to be the result of the scattering of 
radiation by raindrops and attenuation of the limited laser 
energy to below breakdown thresholds [9]. Self quenching of the 
laser beam is now identified as the major problem. 
With advances in both the power output of lasers and the 
tunability of the laser frequencies, researchers have been look- 
ing for sophisticated ways of avoiding this plasma quenching 
problem. Direct single photon ionization of atmospheric gasses 
would require operation in the low-wavelength UV part of the 
spectrum where there is overwhelming absorption by the atmos- 
pheric gasses. This suggests the use of an intermediate wave- 
length between the IR and the W for multiple photon ionization 
of air with minimal energy expenditure. 
New technology, largely the result of research sponsored by 
the DoD Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI), has lead to the 
creation of increasingly powerful lasers. Powerful, short pulse 
lasers have such high densities of photons that multiple photon 
capture may easily raises electrons to excited states from which 
ionization readily occurs by absorption of yet another photon. 
This combined with advances in frequency w1shifting8w of the 
lasers output now presents the possibility of laser output 
being tuned to specific wavelengths so that specific atmospheric 
constituents may be selected for ionization. These new develop- 
ments have now dramatically increased the possibility of creat- 
ing a sufficiently long ionized column which could a c t  as a 
preferred path for the discharge of electrified clouds, i.e., an 
LLR. 
Another approach would be to choose a laser with a partic- 
ular wavelength which would not ionize the clear atmosphere but 
which would ionize cloud droplets thereby leaving an elevated 
path sinilar to an exhaust plume from a rocket or to an "alti- 
tude" triggered lightning rocket. Recent studies [lo] have indi- 
cated that absorption of laser beams by cloud droplets cause 
shattering and vaporization. Increases in the available power 
might create ionization which could be maintained by a second 
suitably tuned laser. 
POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS 
Since a marginally-charged cloud cannot be reliably deter- 
mined from ground-based electric field measurements because of a 
possible space-charge screening layer, such a charged cloud 
presents a hazard to airborne operations. 
Because of the ease with which a laser beam can be steered 
into any cloud overhead, an LLR could be used to ascertain if 
there exists enough charge in the clouds to discharge to ground 
as triggered lightning. This holds the possibility of using LLRs 
to test clouds prior to launching missiles through the clouds or 
prior to flying aircraft through the clouds. LLRs could also be 
used to probe and discharge clouds before or during any hazard- 
ous ground operations. Thus an operational LLR may be able to 
both detect such sub-critical electrical fields and effectively 
neutralize them. 
One thing which LLRs probably will not be able to do in the 
near future is to discharge clouds or cloud systems which are 
actively producing lightning. In these cases the charges are 
being builtup so rapidly that a single LLR system would not be 
able to cover the whole sky quickly enough. On the other hand, 
there is a possibility that as we learn more about the morpholo- 
gy of lightning, a computer controlled bank of LLRs operating on 
data from ground based field mills, lightning mappers and other 
data sources might be able to discharge the energy from active 
thunderstorms and, perhaps, collect the energy for man's use. 
CURRENT PROGRAMS 
Two promising research efforts are currently being conduct- 
ed using multiple photon ionization with each proposing vastly 
different solutions for the creation of an ionized path to 
trigger lightning. 
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The University of New Mexico's concept (Geophysics Direc- 
torate contract) will use a femtosecond pulsed KrF laser at 248 
nm for ionization of oxygen by multiphoton absorption. To com- 
pensate for loss of energy in the beam, the laser pulse will be 
frequency swept which will produce pulse compression as the 
pulse propagates through the atmosphere. A second Nd:YAG laser 
at 1.06um will be used to maintain a conductive path by prevent- 
ing the attachment of the multiphoton-absorption generated 
electrons to oxygen. Inter-cloud discharge triggering is sepa- 
rately addressed by using a third cloud clearing and waveguiding 
C02 laser at 10.6 urn. 
The Ophir Corporation 1111 proposes a more energy efficient 
approach (NASA SBIR contracts) using a single laser to excite a 
minor atmospheric constituent. In this concept, it is proposed 
that a smaller number of photons at 314.5 nm will produce suffi- 
cient ionization of Argon. A tunable dye laser will be used in 
the laboratory feasibility experiments although atmospheric 
testing will require the further development of Raman excimer 
technology to shift the 308 nm wavelength of a XeCl laser. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The advantages of an efficient, r-li ble LLR are many. In 
the immediate future an LLR could be used to signify the 
presence of atmospheric electric fields that would be hazardous 
to rocket or shuttle launches and aircraft operations. Further 
into the future, banks of LLRs could be used to neutralize 
atmospheric corridors for airborne operations and also be uti- 
lized as a protective screen for sensitive ground facilities 
against lightning strikes. One might even peer into the distant 
future and envision a world-wide harvesting of atmospheric 
electricity for use by man as a power source. 
The success of either or both of these studies will enhance 
the prospects of an operational LLR in the very near future. The 
failure of both on the other hand, would generate new ideas and 
alternate approaches through lessons learned and would not 
necessarily prove the impossibility of the LLR concept. 
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FIGURE 1. Computer reconstructed X-2 projection of a triggered 
lightning stroke. The straight channel from the ground is typi- 
cal of "classical" triggering when the copper wire attached to 
the rocket is also electrically attached to the ground. The 
torturous path of the lightning channel higher up is typical of 
natural lightning. 
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PREDICTING CLOUD-TO-GROUND LIGHTNING WITH NEURAL NETWORK8 
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ABSTRACT 
Lightning is a hazard to ground operations, missile launch 
operations and recovery of the Space Shuttle at Cape Canaveral. 
The Air Force is responsible for providing the forecasts of 
lightning for these operations. In an effort to improve the 
forecasting of cloud-to-ground lightning, neural networks are 
being applied using the large data bases from the Cape Canaveral 
area which includes Cape Canaveral Air Force Station (CCAFS), 
Kennedy Space Center (KSC) and peripheral locations. 
The initial study [l-31 employed the wind data from a 
number of different levels on 32 towers to predict lightning 
strikes in 16 blocks over Cape Canaveral for four time periods; 
0-15 min., 15-30 min., 30-60 min. and 1-2 hours. The network was 
trained by backpropagation using the data from one day, 24 July 
1988, and was verified on independent data from 25 July 1988. 
Comparisons were made with the convergence method of Watson et 
a1 [SI and were found to give similar results. The neural net- 
work results should improve with larger training sets and with 
the addition of more of the readily available meteorological 
data. Results of further training and the addition of ground 
based field mill data are discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
ANS is a sub-discipline of artificial intelligence which 
deals with the relationships between sets of data. The excellent 
meteorological and field mill data sets from Cape Canaveral are 
being used as inputs and the lightning strike data from the 
Lightning Location and Prediction, Inc. (LLP) system are used as 
the output (predicted) data to train the networks. The objective 
is to predict lightning location and time from the meteorologi- 
cal and field mill data. 
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The purpose of this paper is to report on four additional 
extensions of the initial study. First, the training was expand- 
ed to include two days; second, the wind convergence values of 
Watson et a1 1 4 1  were added as an input; third, five minute mean 
values from the ground-based electric field mills were added as 
input values: and forth, neural networks with two rather than 
one hidden layers were investigated. 
ADDITIONAL TRAINING DAY 
The initial study trained on just one day, 24 July 1988, 
and verified using independent data from 25 July 1988. Compari- 
son with the Watson convergence was good as is shown in Table 1. 
Table 1. Comparison of results 
TYPE OF MEASURE WATSON ET AL INITIAL NETWORK 
Probability of Detection 0.41 0.47 
False Alarm Rate 0.57 0.56 
Critical Skill Index 0.26 0.29 
Two days, 21 and 23 July 1988, were added to the training 
base. This larger data base improved the results. (Limitations 
on the software and hardware of the MAC IIx restricted the 
training data files to just two days. We plan to overcome this 
restriction by connecting to large vax files through an ether- 
net.) Figure 1. shows the probability of detection (POD) on the 
independent data set, 24 July 1988. The hidden layer was run 
with 5, 6, 7 and 8 nodes, and the line WLHD shows the POD 
performance of the Watson convergence method. Note that there is 
substantial improvement at 1 hour for the networks with 6 , 7 ,  or 
8 nodes in the hidden layer. 
DIVERGENCE AS AN INPUT 
Watson et a1 [4] showed that convergence over the CCAFS/KSC 
area was a good predictor of lightning within 80-120 minutes, 
and this technique is presently available and being used by the 
Air Force forecaster. By adding these values as inputs to the 
neural networks, improvements were made in the POD as shown in 
Figure 2. 
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USE OF ELECTRIC FIELD M I L L  DATA 
The success of the networks with the 1 hour predictions 
pointed out how poorly the predictions were for short lead 
times. We felt that data from the ground based electric field 
mills would help to improve the forecasts in the two shorter 
time period prediction epochs. Inspection showed that these 
field mill data were not very clean, so it was decided to take 
five minute averages which is the same time average used for the 
other data. Results of adding the electric field data are shown 
in Figure 3 .  
The results for the two shorter epochs were disappointing. 
This is attributed to the fact that the data are rather noisy 
and the impression that most of the information is in the rapid 
changes of the signals rather than in the five minute averages. 
This suggests that short term means and variances of the elec- 
tric fields be used along with the LLP data to train a complete- 
ly new ANS for short term forecasts of lightning employing just 
the ground based field mill data. 
These electric field mill results are preliminary but it 
should be noted that one of the networks, the one shown with 10 
nodes in the hidden layer in Figure 3 ,  performed fairly well in 
the IVNOWlt time epoch. 
USE OF TWO H I D D E N  L A Y E R S  
ANS with two hidden layers are more powerful than ANS with 
only one hidden layer. To quote from the DARPA Neural Network 
Studv [ 5 ,  pages 79-80] "The utility of the backpropagation algo- 
rithm stems from the surprising computational power of three- 
layer perceptrons with two hidder, layers. These networks can 
form any desired decision region. ... They can thus emulate any 
traditional deterministic classifier by producing the decision 
region required by that classifier. Kolmogorov also proved a 
theorem described in Lorentz [6] which, in effect, demonstrates 
that a three-layer network can form any continuous nonlinear 
function of the inputs. This proof requires carefully specified 
nonlinearities with wide dynamic ranges. More recent theoretical 
work [ 7 ]  has demonstrated that continuous nonlinear functions 
can be approximated to arbitrary precision using three-layer 
perceptron with sigmoidal non linearities. A three-layer percep- 
tron can thus create any continuous likelihood function required 
in a classifier, given enough nodes." 
Table 2. lists the steady state pass error for different 
training runs using wind data, convergence values, and field 
mill data from the 21st and 23rd of July 1988. 
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Nodes in 
1st layer 
3 
5 
8 
a 
12 
Table 2. 
Nodes in 
2nd layer 
3 
5 
6 
8 
12 
Steady state pass 
average error 
600 
500 
350 
250 
200 
Since all these ne-works useG ,he same data, the sma ler 
value pass average errors show improvements with increasing num- 
bers of nodes. Comparisons on independent data will be necessary 
to ascertain which of these networks is the best predictor. 
Those with the larger number of nodes are not necessarily the 
best predictors since they may be training specific and not have 
generalized. 
Figures 4 and 5 are derived from exactly the same neural 
net program run on exactly the same data. The only differences 
are that they were run on two different MAC IIx at different 
times which meant that the initial weights, which were randomly 
chosen, were different. The training runs seem to be similar to 
about the 200th pass through the training data at which point 
the pass errors starts to fluctuate. These fluctuations in pass 
errors imply that both of these networks have wandered into 
rough-textured regions of the error surfaces near minima but not 
at minima. On the other hand, we do know that both are near 
minima because the pass errors dropped and flattened out before 
the fluctuations started. Since both runs exhibit the same 
characteristic, it would indicate that both are at the sane 
minimum on the error surface which would suggest that they are 
near the global minimum. This could be further investigated by 
employing simulated annealing in the training. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Prediction of cloud-to-ground lightning using ANS improved 
with a second day's worth of data used in the training. The 
addition of the Watson convergence values improved predictions 
at 1 hour. Five minute averages of electric field data did not 
improve the short term predictions significantly, and perusal of 
the data suggests that short term electric field variations be 
used to improve the forecasting of lightning for periods up to 
one hour. Details are provided in [8] and [ 9 ] .  In addition, ANS 
with two hidden layers were investigated and the results suggest 
that a global minimum is being approached on the error surface. 
Simulated annealing should be used in the training to test this. 
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ABSTRACT 
The e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  a n d  t h e  m a g n e t i c  f l u x  c h a n g e s  c a u s e d  by a g r o u n d  
f l a s h  w i t h  m u l t i p l e  c h a n n e l s  a r e  m e a s u r e d  n e a r  t h e  e l e c t r i c  p o w e r  
t r a n s m i s s i o n  l i n e s  d u r i n g  w i n t e r  t h u n d e r s t o r m s .  T r i g g e r e d  l i g h t n i n g  
s t r o k e s  and  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  a s s o c i a t e d  s t r o k e s  t o  t h e  t r a n s m i s s i o n  l i n e  
t o w e r s  p r o d u c e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  waveforms of  t h e  f i e l d  c h a n g e s .  A f e w  
examples of t h e  waveforms and a b r i e f  d i s c u s s i o n  a re  given.  
I NTRODU C T I 0 N 
I n  w i n t e r  t h u n d e r s t o r m s ,  l i g h t n i n g  i s  o f t e n  i n i t i a t e d  upward a l m o s t  
s i m u l t a n e o u l y  f r o m  s e v e r a l  t r a n s m i s s i o n  l i n e  t o w e r s  w h i c h  a r e  
d i s t r i b u t e d  a l o n g  t h e  m a n t a i n  r i d g e .  This  t y p e  of l i g h t n i n g  i s  c a l l e d  
as ' c o n c u r r e n t  f l a s h e s ' ,  la ground f lash w i t h  m u l t i p l e  c h a n n e l s ' ,  o r  ' a  
g r o u n d  f l a s h  w i t h  m u l t i p l e  s t r i k i n g  p o i n t s ' .  He rea f t e r ,  ' c o n c u r r e n t  
f l a s h e s '  i s  u s e d  i n  t h i s  p a p e r .  T a k a g i  e t  a l .  [ ? I  d e f i n e d  a s t r o k e  t o  
t h e  ground which occured w i t h i n  one second a f t e r  t h e  f i r s t  r e t u r n  s t r o k e  
as a n  a s s o c i a t e d  s t r o k e  i n  c o n c u r r e n t  f l a s h e s .  They summar ized  t h e  
o c c u r r e n c e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  t h e  c o n c u r r e n t  f l a s h e s .  The o c c u r r e n c e  
ra te  i s  5 5  X o f  t h e  g r o u n d  f l a s h e s ,  t h e  a v e r a g e  number o f  s t r i k i n g  
p o i n t s  i s  5 . 1 ,  t h e  h o r i z o n t a l  d i s t a n c e  b e t w e e n  s t r i k i n g  p o i n t s  i s  
1.3 km, a n d  t h e  a v e r a g e  t i m e  i n t e r v a l s  b e t w e e n  s t r o k e s  i s  6.7 m s  f o r  
win ter  l i g h t n i n g .  The l a r g e s t  numbers of t h e  s t r i k i n g  p o i n t s  a r e  4 i n  
summer a n d  1 7  i n  w i n t e r .  Hara e t  a l .  ( 2 1  a l s o  r e p o r t e d  t h a t  t h e  
o c c u r r e n c e  r a t e  of  t h e  c o n c u r r e n t  f l a s h e s  was 43.3 % a n d  t h e  m a x i m u m  
d i s t a n c e  between s t r i k i n g  p o i n t s  was 4.7 km i n  w i n t e r .  
The c o n c u r r e n t  g r o u n d  f l a s h e s  may b r i n g  m u l t i - c o n d u c t o r  a n d  d o u b l c -  
c i r c u i t  t r i p o u t s  of  t h e  e l e c t r i c  power t r a n s m i s s i o n  l i n e  which  o f t e n  
o c c u r  when w i n t e r  t h u n d e r s t o r m s  p a s s  o v e r  t h e  t r a n s m i s s i o n  lines. 
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Kawamata e t  a l .  [ 3 ]  d i s c u s s e d  t h e  g e n e r a t i o n  mechanism of  t r i g g e r e d  
l i g h t n i n g  w i t h  m u l t i p l e  s t r i k i n g  p o i n t s .  A p r e c e e d e d  c l o u d  f l a s h  
t r i g g e r s  the f i r s t  ground f l a s h ,  and t h e  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  change caused by 
t h e  f i r s t  ground f l a s h  i s  p o s s i b l e  t o  t r i g g e r  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  ground 
f l a s h e s  which s t r i k e  t o  o the r  t ransmission l i n e  towers.  
changes  caused by l i g h t n i n g  and a l s o  r e c o r d e d  l i g h t n i n g  c h a n n e l s  w i t h  
video cameras dur ing  win ter  thunderstorms. I n  t h i s  paper ,  w e  p re sen t  a 
f e w  examples of the  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  changes due t o  t h e  concurren t  ground 
f l a s h e s  and g ive  a b r i e f  d i scuss ion  on the  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  of t h e  f i e l d  
changes. 
we made o b s e r v a t i o n s  of  t h e  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  and  t h e  magne t i c  f l u x  
OBSERVATIONS 
We used a f a s t  a n t e n n a  sys tem and  a s i n g l e - t u r n  l o o p  a n t e n n a  sys t em 
f o r  t h e  d e t e c t i o n s  of  t h e  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  and t h e  m a g n e t i c  f l u x  changes  
caused  by l i g h t n i n g .  The bandwidths  of t h e  s y s t e m s  a re  b o t h  r anged  
r o u g h l y  from 2 0 0  Hz t o  2 MHz. We s e t  v i d e o  c a m e r a  s y s t e m s  a t  two  
s t a t i o n s  t o  i d e n t i f y  the  loca t ion  of t h e  s t r i k i n g  po in t .  We used s e v e r a l  
video cameras t o  cover wide view angles  a t  each s t a t i o n .  
Fig.1. Observation s i t e  and t ransmiss ion  l i n e s .  
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F i g .  1 shows t h e  l o c a t i o n s  o f  o b s e r v a t i o n  s t a t i o n s  where i s  v e r y  
c l o s e  t o  t h e  e l e c t r i c  power t r a n s m i s s i o n  l i n e s .  T h r e e  t r a n s m i s s i o n  
l i n e s  a r e  d i s t r i b u t e d  a l o n g  low mountain r i d g e .  S m a l l  d o t s  on  t h e  
s o l i d  l i n e s  show t h e  l o c a t i o n s  of  t r a n s m i s s i o n  l i n e  t o w e r s .  The  
t ransmiss ion  l i n e  tower A of 101.7 m height  i s  loca ted  a t  t h e  small peak 
where i s  310 m h i g h  above  s e a  l e v e l ,  and  a l i g h t n i n g  c o n d u c t o r  o f  4 m 
l e n g t h  i s  s e t  on t h e  t o p  of  t h e  tower  A .  So upward streamers o f t e n  
start f irst  from the  t i p  of t h e  l i gh tn ing  conductor. 
by t h e  r e t u r n  s t r o k e  o f  t h e  n a t u r a l  g round f l a s h  t o  a t r a n s m i s s i n  l i n e  
tower. Here, ' n a t u r a l '  means t h a t  a ground f l a s h  starts wi th  a downward 
s t r e a m e r  from t h e  c l o u d  t o  t h e  ground. Two t r a c e s  i n  F i g .  2 show t h e  
same w a v e f o r m s  d u e  t o  t h e  c l o s e  r e t u r n  s t r o k e  as  t h o s e  i n  summer 
l i gh tn ing .  The ho r i zon ta l  d i s t ance  t o  the  tower s t r u c k  i s  2.1 km. 
Fig.  2 shows t h e  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  and t h e  magnetic f l u x  changes caused 
0 
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Fig.2. The e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  and t h e  magnetic f lux changes 
caused by a n a t u r a l  l i gh tn ing  t o  a t ransmiss ion  l i n e  tower. 
Fig.  3 shows t h e  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  and t h e  magnetic f l u x  changes caused 
by t r i g g e r e d  l i g h t n i n g  f l a shes .  Open c i r c l e s  on t h e  t ransmiss ion  l i n e s  
i n  F i g .  3 show t h e  t o w e r  t o  w h i c h  l i g h t n i n g  s t r u c k .  T h i s  was 
i d e n t i f i e d  w i t h  v i d e o  p i c t u r e s  a t  two s t a t i o n s .  F i g .  4 shows t h e  
ske tch  of video p i c t u r e  of t h e  same t r igge red  f l a s h  as one i n  Fig.  3. 
n e a r  t h e  t o w e r  A .  S k e t c h e s  of  v i d e o  p i c t u r e s  f o r  t h e  same f l a s h  a r e  
shown i n  F i g .  6 f o r  d i f f e r e n t  d i r e c t i o n s .  L i g h t n i n g  c h a n n e l s  
c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  s t r i k i n g  p o i n t s  g i v e n  i n  F i g .  5 a re  shown i n  t h e  t o p  
ske tch  i n  Fig. 6. F ig  7 and Fig. 8 show examples of concurren t  f lashes 
F i g .  5 shows a n o t h e r  c o n c u r r e n t  f l a s h  w i t h  s e v e r a l  s t r i k i n g  p o i n t s  
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Fig.3. The electric field and the magnetic flux changes 
caused by a concurrent flash to transmission line towers. 
Open circles on transmission lines show the towers struck 
by lightning. 
Dec. 4 ,  1 9 8 6  2 0 : 0 7 : 4 4  
0 - 17 ms 1 7  - 3 3  ms 
1 7  - 3 3  ms 3 3  - 5 0  ms 
3 3  - 5 0  ms 5 0  - 6 6  ms 8 4  - 100 ms 
tower c 
Fig.4. Sketches of video pictures of concurrent flashes 
to three transmission line towers. 
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Fig.6. Sketches of video p ic tu res  of concurrent  f l a s h e s  
t o  t ransmiss ion  l i n e  towers and o t h e r  s t r u c t u r e s  f o r  
d i f f e r e n t  d i r e c t i o n s .  Direct ion ang le s  show i n  each 
sketch.  
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Fig.7. Same as Fig.3 except for date. 
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Fig.8. Same as Fig.3 except for date. 
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i n  which t h e  magne t i c  f l u x  changes  a r e  d i f f e r e n t  f rom t h o s e  i n  F i g .  3 
and F i g .  5. I n  F i g .  3 and F ig .  5,  t h e  r a p i d  c h a n g e s  o f  t h e  e l e c t r i c  
f i e l d  and t h e  magnetic f l u x  occur s imultaneously,  as we l l  a s  t h e  r e t u r n  
s t r o k e  i n  s.c;m~er l i g h t n i n g .  On t h e  o t h e r  hand ,  i n  F i g .  7 and  F i g .  8, 
t h e  o c c u r r e n c e  t i m e  of  t h e  l a r g e  changes  i n  t h e  m a g n e t i c  f l u x  i s  n o t  
c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  t h e  r a p i d  c h a n g e s  i n  t h e  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d s .  The  
h o r i z o n t a l  e x t e n t s  of t h e  s t r i k i n g  po in t s  i n  t h e  f l a s h e s  shown i n  Fig. 3 
t o  F i g .  8 a r e  4.1 km, 1 .5  km, 6.3 km and  3.0 km r e s p e c t i v e l y .  All 
cases, upward streamers s t a r t  from the l i g h t n i n g  conductor a t  t he  t o p  of 
t h e  tower A ,  as shown i n  the  f igu res .  
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Continuing c u r r e n t s  
Seven ground f l a s h e s  which s t a r t s  w i t h  upward d e v e l o p i n g  s t r e a m e r s  
show v e r y  similar e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  changes  t o  t h o s e  shown i n  F i g .  3 t o  
F ig .  8. The s low f i e l d  change p r e c e e d s  t h e  n e g a t i v e  r a p i d  c h a n g e s  
corresponding t o  r e t u r n  s t rokes  or M-components. The slow f i e l d  change 
may d u e  t o  some e l e c t r i c a l  a c t i v i t i e s  w i t h i n  c l o u d s .  S i n c e  t h e  
p r o p a g a t i o n  d i r e c t i o n  of  t h e  e l e c t r i c  c u r r e n t  p u l s e s  was n o t  measured ,  
t h e  e l e c t r i c a l  p r o c e s s e s  of t h e  r a p i d  f i e l d  c h a n g e s  a r e  n o t  d i s c u s s e d  
f u r t h e r .  After rap id  changes, the e l e c t r i c  f i e l d s  vary almost  l i n e a r l y  
t o  t h e  p o s i t i v e  d i r e c t i o n ,  and a r e  f o l l o w e d  by s low changes  w i t h  l a r g e  
a m p l i t u d e s .  As t h e  time c o n s t a n t  o f  t h e  i n p u t  c i r c u i t  i s  1 m s ,  t h e  
r e s p o n s e  of t h e  sys tem t o  t h e  s l o w  f i e l d  changes  i s  r a t h e r  poor .  The 
e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  changes  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  t h e  l i n e a r  c h a n g e s  i s  a c t u a l l y  
i n c r e a s i n g  t o  the  negat ive d i r ec t ion  w i t h  time. Thus t h e  f i e l d  changes 
are  i n t e r p r e t e d  as  caused  by t h e  c o n t i n u i n g  c u r r e n t s .  The e l e c t r i c  
f i e l d  changes  a lways  show r a p i d  changes  which a r e  f o l l o w e d  by s low 
changes caused by t h e  cont inuing c u r r e n t s  f lowing through t h e  l i g h t n i n g  
channel t o  t h e  ground. 
and t h e  ho r i zon ta l  e x t e n t s  of s t r i k i n g  po in t s .  The h o r i z o n t a l  e x t e n t s  
of t he  e l e c t r i c  charge i n  clouds may in f luence  on above two parameters ,  
and t h e y  c o r r e l a t e  p o s i t i v e l y .  Table  1 shows t h e  t e n d e n c y  of  p o s i t i v e  
c o r r e l a t i o n  between two parameters. The e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  changes by t h e  
c o n t i n u i n g  c u r r e n t s ,  a s  w e l l  a s  f i r s t  r e t u r n  s t r o k e ,  may t r i g g e r  
l i g h t n i n g  s t r o k e s  t o  o t h e r  t r a n s m i s s i o n  l i n e  t o w e r s ,  when t h e  s t r e a m e r  
develops i n t o  the  deep clouds. 
Table 1 shows t h e  t ime o f  t h e  d u r a t i o n  of t h e  c o n t i n u i n g  c u r r e n t s  
Magnetic f l u x  change pulses  
As mentioned p r e v i o u s l y ,  any r a p i d  change  of t h e  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  i s  
n o t  d e t e c t e d  a t  t h e  t i m e  when the  r a p i d  change  o f  t h e  magne t i c  f l u x  i s  
de tec t ed .  Small changes of t h e  magnetic f l u x  are found a t  the  time of 
t h e  n e g a t i v e  f a s t  c h a n g e s  o f  t h e  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d s .  We u s e d  a d i s k  
a n t e n n a  for t h e  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  change  m e t e r s  and measured o n l y  t h e  
v e r t i c a l  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  changes .  T h u s ,  h o r i z o n t a l  l i g h t n i n g  c h a n n e l  
may respons ib le  t o  the  r e s u l t s  t ha t  no rap id  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  changes are  
d e t e c t e d  a t  t h e  t ime  co r re spond ing  t o  t h e  l a r g e  p u l s e s  o f  t h e  m a g n e t i c  
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Table I Durat ion of t h e  c o n t i n u i n g  c u r r e n t  
and t h e  maximum d i s t a n c e  between 
s t r i k i n g  p o i n t s .  
Dura t ion  of C.C. Maximum d i s t a n c e  
(ms) (km) 
7.5 
6.2 
6.0 
2.3 
1 . 3  
6.3 
3.0 
4.1 
1 - 5  
1 .o 
f l u x  c h a n g e s .  I n  w i n t e r  l i g h t n i n g ,  l o n g  h o r i z o n t a l  c h a n n e l s  o f t e n  
o b s e r v e d  below t h e  c l o u d  b a s e .  S m a l l  c u r r e n t  p u l s e s  w h i c h  p r o d u c e  
l a r g e  c h a n g e s  o f  t h e  m a g n e t i c  f l u x  may s u p e r i m p o s e  on t h e  c o n t i n u i n g  
c u r r e n t s  through t h e  h o r i z o n t a l  channels .  
Concluding remarks 
The e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  c h a n g e s  c a u s e d  by a c o n c u r r e n t  l i g h t n i n g  f l a s h  
have c o n t i n u i n g  c u r r e n t  c o m p o n e n t s .  The e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  c h a n g e s  d u e  t o  
t h e  c o n t i n u i n g  c u r r e n t s  i s  p o s s i b l e  t o  t r i g g e r  t h e  a s s o c i a t e d  s t r o k e s .  
Q u a n t i t a t i v e  a n a l y s i s  o f  t h e  d a t a  i s  r e m a i n e d  a s  f u r t h e r  s t u d y .  
S i m u l t a n e o u s  m e a s u r e m e n t s  o f  t h e  o c c u r r e n c e  t ime o f  e a c h  l i g h t n i n g  
s t r o k e  t o  t h e  tower and t h e  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  change are v e r y  i m p o r t a n t  f o r  
t h e  d i s c u s s i o n  on t h e  mechanism o f  t h e  c o n c u r r e n t  l i g h t n i n g  f l a s h .  We 
d e s i g n e d  o p t i c a l  m e a s u r i n g  s y s t e m  w i t h  1 u s  t i m e  r e s o l u s i o n  a n d  
4 d e g r e e s  s p a t i a l  r e s o l u s i o n  by u s i n g  h o r i z o n t a l  p h o t o d i o d e  a r r ay  t o  
measure  t h e  t ime i n t e r v a l  b e t w e e n  s t r o k e  t o  d i f f e r e n t  t o w e r s .  Data 
o b t a i n e d  by n e w  s y s t e m  w i l l  be  h e l p f u l  f o r  f u r t h e r  q u a n t i t a t i v e  
d i s c u s s i o n  on t h e  mechanism of  t h e  c o n c u r r e n t  l i g h t n i n g  w i t h  m u l t i p l e  
channels .  
The observa t ions  were p a r t l y  suppor ted  by T e c h n i c a l  Research C e n t e r ,  
K a n s a i  E l e c t r i c  Power Co . ,  I n c . .  M. N a g a t a n i  a n d  H. Nakada o f  Nagoya 
U n i v e r s i t y  a r e  v e r y  h e l p f u l  f o r  t h e  i n s t r u m e n t a t i o n s  a n d  t h e  
o b s e r v a t i o n s .  
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ABSTRACT 
Experimental transient electromagnetic fields measurements have been 
performed on a Transall C160 aircraft during in-flight lightning strikes. The 
data allow a test of the predictive capabilities of a three dimensional 
time-domain finite-difference code (ALICE) developed at ONERA in order to 
investigate lightning aircraft interactions. Using a transfer function 
technique in the 3D code it is shown that a bi-leader attached to an aircraft 
can be simulated by a linear model and so electromagnetic fields can be 
calculated everywhere on the vehicle. Comparison of experimental and 
numerical results have been made for several lightning strikes. Skin current 
density and electromagnetic fields distributions are discussed in detail. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The electromagnetic pulses associated with a lightning threat can induce 
large charges and currents on the external skin of an aircraft in-flight 
that, in turn, couple into the interior of the vehicle where they can cause 
failures or temporary upsets in mission critical subsystems, if these 
subsystems are not sufficiently hardened. The recent introduction of advanced 
composite materials, sophisticated low level flights and mission critical 
electronics into aerospace vehicles has raised concerns that these may 
increase the vehicle‘s inherent susceptibility/vulnerability to transient 
electromagnetic fields. 
Because of this concern, DRET (Direction des Recherches, Etudes et 
Techniques) has been sponsoring, for several years, a research program to 
investigate aircraft interaction with direct lightning strikes and to develop 
analytical and nunerical tools necessary for a theoretical determination or 
prediction of lightning electromagnetic interactions with a vehicle. 
The most recent in-flight program was conducted in France with an 
instrumented C160 Transall aircraft [l]. 
The data obtained allowed a test of the predictive capabilities of a 
three-dimensional finite-difference computer code set up at ONERA in order to 
calculate charge and current distributions on the external skin of an 
in-flight vehicle struck by lightning. 
Magnetic field coupling through a carbon compo8ite panel located on the 
fuselage has also been studied [ a ] .  The experimental and numerical results 
are compared for several strikes. 
2. IN-FLIGHT INSTRWENTATION DESCRIPTION 
During Summer 1988, ONERA has performed a complete airborne lightning 
characterization program, including sensors design, instrumentation lay out, 
extensive ground test of the whole aircraft set in a coaxial return path and 
in-flight measurements. The sensors were implemented on the aircraft as shown 
in figure 1. Four resistive current shunts (I) were mounted on the aircraft. 
One was fixed to the nose-boom, two were fixed to the wing tips and one was 
located at the base of the tail-boom. Two derivative current sensors (I-Dot) 
were also installed in the middle of the front and tail-booms. Seven 
locations were instrumented with electromagnetic sensors for E, H, E-Dot, 
H-Dot external fields measurements (noted EB1 to EH7 in figure 1). An 
internal nagnetic field measurement has been achieved at the center of the 
fuselage, behind a carbon composite panel located on the left side of the 
aircraft. Seven video cameras were used to record the scene all around the 
aircraft. One of them was a 200 frames/second camera located under the right 
wing. A more detailed description of the instrumentation and of the sensors 
characteristics is given in [lJ. 
3. NUnERICAL SIHULATION METBOD 
The numerical code "ALICE" employed in this study can take into account 
lightning electromagnetic interactions with a vehicle (nearby and direct 
strikes, electromagnetic coupling through lossy structures, coupling through 
resistive and isotropic joints, ... ) .  
3.1. FINITE-DIFFERENCE TIHE-DOMAIN HETHOD 
The code is based on an explicite Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FD-TD) 
algorithm developed by K.S. Yee [3] in Cartesian coordinates. The goal of the 
FD-TD method is to model the propagation of an electromagnetic wave into a 
volume of space containing a dielectric or conducting structure. The 
procedure produces a finite difference approximation to the solution of 
Maxwell's differential curl equations implemented on rectangular cross 
section-unit-cell space lattice. 
The differential time domain form of Haxwell's equations in an isotropic 
medium is: 
aB 
V X E = - -  
at 
aD 
O X  B = J + -  
at 
(1) 
(2)  
with: B = poR : D = €*E. 
These equations are written in the code in a finite difference form. For a 
parallelepipedic ,cell space lattice, this procedure involves positioning the 
components of E and R about a unit cell of the lattice, as shown in figure 2, 
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and evaluating E and H at alternate half time steps. In this manner, centered 
difference expressions can be used for both the space and time derivatives to 
attain second-order accuracy in the space and time increments. The size of 
the unit cell determines the time step bt which, for numerical stability 
condition, must satisfy the criterion: 
where Ax, by and bz are the dimensions of a cell (figure 2). 
3.2. LATTICE TRUNCATION CONDITIONS 
To minimize computer storage, the lattice must be truncated as close as 
possible to the modelled structure. However, care must be exercised because 
this condition must not cause excessive spurious reflection of waves 
scattered outward by the structure. 
The field components at the lattice truncation planes must be computed using 
an auxiliary radiative truncation condition. The method used in "ALICE" is 
achieved by using highly absorbing boundary conditions to simulate free 
space. This approximation is successful when the lattice is at least twice 
the largest vehicle dimension in each direction of space. 
3.3. THIN WIRE FORUALISU 
FD-TD codes cannot resolve coupling to wires of diameters less than a mesh 
size unless special features are added. The thin-strut formalism developed by 
R. Bolland [4] allows such resolution and has been introduced in "ALICE". On 
a wire segment parallel to the x-axis ( A ,  p coordinate location of the 
wire - figure 2). The current I and the charge Q per unit length are 
calculated by finite differencing the two following equations: 
aQ 81 
at ax 
- = - -  ( 4 )  
( 5 )  
X 
at ax L 
where 
C is the light velocity. 
<Ex) is the electric field component averaged over the cross section of the 
L is the in-cell inductance, the inductance per unit length a thin wire 
cell surrounding the wire. 
would have with respect to an enclosing conductor balf a mesh removed. 
x 
Thus, a cell with a wire running through it requires eight quantities (six 
fields components, the current I and the charge density Q) to be advanced 
each program cycle. 
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3.4. TRANSALL AIRCRAFT MODELLING 
The Transall aircraft was modelled using three-dimensional rectangular cells 
having dimensions of Ax = 45 cm, 4y = 90 cui and 42 = 45 cm that were part of 
a total cell space of 121 x 70 x 79 cells. The relatively small cell size 
allows a reasonable condition of the aircraft geometry to be made as figure 3 
reveals. The tire step at employed is found from the condition ( 3 )  and has 
been chosen equal to 0.9 ns. For the external fields calculations a uniform 
mesh has been used inside a box that just encloses the modelled 
aircraft-extremities and slowly varying around it (adjacent cells differed in 
size by 208). For the internal fields calculations, a varying mesh has been 
chosen on the aircraft in order to properly take into account the right 
composite door dimensions and a second one in space around the aircraft as in 
the previous meshing. 
The metallic parts of the vehicle are modelled by the necessary condition: 
+ - b  
n A E = O  (6) 
-b 
on the structure, n is a unit vector perpendicular to the surface. 
The connecting lightning channels are modelled using thin wire formalism 
describe in S 3.3. 
A test of the predictive capabilities of the computer code "ALICE" has been 
performed, several years ago, by comparing experimental and numerical results 
obtained on an aircraft mock-up [SI. 
4. COMPARISON OF NUMERICAL PREDICTIONS AND IN-FLIGHT MEASUREMENTS 
We give here the comparison of experimental and theoretical results obtained 
for a nose-wing lightning strike obtained during the 1988 in-flight 
experiment. For this event electromagnetic signatures on the sensors and 
photographic evidence from the on-board video cameras indicated that the 
aircraft initiated a bi-leader mechanism. The sequence of the phenomena is 
the following (figure 4 a ) :  
at the beginning (between A and 8)  the aircraft is immersed in an ambiant 
electrostatic field, 
at the nose-boom, the electric field is high enough to initiate a positive 
leader which propagates towards ground (between B and C), 
at the right wing tip, a negative leader is initiated and propagates, by 
steps, towards the rear part of the fuselage (between C and E). The 
direction of propagation is parallel to the fuselage as shown in figure 3. 
It is to be noticed that the negative leader propagation generates current 
pulses which are superimposed on a slowly varying current component 
(figure 4b). 
The numerical simulation of this event has been achieved for the phenomena 
occuring between points C and E in figure 4a. During this phase, the positive 
leader could be considered as having an infinite length and the negative 
leader could be considered as having a 30 m characteristic length 
corresponding to its first step [6]. 
The numerical calculations have been undertaken in two steps using a 
frequency domain transfer function technique. 
1.1. ELEHENTAZY PULSES XODELLING 
The principle of the transfer function method is the following: 
a) We assume the lightning aircraft interaction is a linear mechanism. So, 
for a given geometry of the vehicle attached to lightning channels (as 
shown in figure 3 )  one can put, in the 3-D code, a current generator in 
place of the negative leader tip and which injects a known current pulse 
Io (t) towards the aircraft. In one point p, of the vehicle (taken as a 
reference point) a magnetic field response Ho(t) can be calculated and 
using a FPT of Eo (t) and Io (t) one can then determine (in the frequency 
domain) a transfer function T(F) between these two points: 
where F is the frequency and H (F) , I (F) are the FFT of Ho (t) , Io (t) 
respectively. 
We generally use a standard sine-squared pulse for Io(t): 
I~ (t) = Iwsin2 (nt/2~) ( 8 )  
where -T is chosen in function of the frequency content of the in-flight 
measured responses. 
b) If we consider the response HB(t) which has been obtained, at the same 
point Po on the aircraft, during in-flight experiment, its FFT H3(F)  
allows the calculation, in the frequency domain, of an equivalent current 
generator I(F) located at the negative leader extremity and defined by: 
I (F) = H3 (F) /T(F) 
and in time domain: 
( 9 )  
c) This current waveform I(t), simulating the negative leader mechanism, is 
introduced in the 3-D code and then the temporal responses at every 
instrumented points on the aircraft (figure 1) can be computed and 
co8pared t o  experimental data. 
This technique is illustrated in figure 5 to 8, for the measurement 
current pulse noted "pulse n'7" in figure 4b. The pulse noted "pulse n'2" 
has been studied previously [5] using the same technique. 
Figure 5 represents the comparison between magnetic field pulses measured and 
calculated on the left side (curves a), on the right side (curves b) and on 
the top (curves c) of the forward fuselage. 
Figure 6 represents the comparison between magnetic field pulses measured and 
calculated inside the fuselage, behind the carbon composite door. 
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Figure 7 represents the comparison between electric field pulses measured and 
calculated on the top of the forward fuselage. 
Figure 8 represents the comparison between the current pulses measured and 
calculated on the right wing tip (curves a) and on the nose boom (curves b). 
The magnetic field H3 measured on the top of the fuselage has been used as 
reference to compute the transfer function T(F). The comparisons show a good 
agreement between measured and calculated waveforms at different locations on 
the aircraft, the magnitude discrepancy is better than 3 dB for all the 
fields and currents. 
4.2.  PULSE SERIES HODELLING 
Knowing the entire strike response of a sensor in one point on the aircraft, 
we can calculate the responses everywhere on the aircraft using the transfer 
function technique described previously. 
In the phase a) of B 4.1 we can calculate the transient response Ho(t) at the 
reference point Po but also the transient responses Hi(t) at different points 
P I  of interest on the aircraft. 
We can then determine (in the frequency domain) the transfer functions Ti(F) 
beetween the points P I  and the reference point Po, such as: 
where HI (F) and Ho (PI are the FFT of HI (t) and Ho (t) respectively. 
If we consider the pulses series H3 (t) (figure 9) which has been measured 
during in-flight experiment at point Po on the top of the front fuselage 
(figure 11, its FFT H 3 ( F )  allows the calculation, in the frequency domain, of 
the responses Hi (F) at each point P i :  
This technique is illustrated in figures 10 to 12. 
Figure 10 represents the comparison between the magnetic fields measured 
(curve a) and calculated (curve b) on the left side of the forward fuselage. 
Figure 11 represents the comparison between the magnetic fields measured 
(curve a) and calculated (curve b) inside the fuselage, behind the carbon 
composite door. The pulses of the measured field (curve a) are superimposed 
on a CW component due to an induced effect on the sensor of the aircraft 
power supply. 
Figure 12 represents the comparison between the currents measured (curve a) 
and calculated (curve b) at the right wing tip. As explained in B 4, the 
measured current pulses are superimposed on a slowly varying current 
component. This low frequency component has not been measured by the magnetic 
field sensor H3 (cut-off frequency of 100 Az - figure 9 )  and so can not be 
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calculated (figure 12b) using relation (12). 
5. CONCLUSION 
The goal of thls paper is to present a 3-ij FD-TD computer code dev~1oi;ed at 
ONERA to model ligthning interaction with an aircraft. The predictive 
capabilities of the code have been quantified, a few years ago, by comparing 
experimental and computed results obtained on an aircraft mock-up and on an 
helicopter carbon composite fuselage. 
We show in this paper that the code may be a powerful tool to analyse 
in-flight data. Using a transfer function technique, it has been shown that a 
bi-leader attached to an aircraft can be simulated by a linear model and so 
E.H. fields can be calculated everywhere on the vehicle. 
Furthermore, knowing the entire strike response of a sensor in one point on 
the aircraft, we can calculate the responses everywhere on the aircraft. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recent analyses of lightning strikes to aircraft indicate that such strikes 
are actually initiated by the aircraft itself [l], [21 through its interaction 
with the ambient electrostatic field configuration. The discharge process 
begins with the initiation from the aircraft of a net neutral bi-directional 
leader system: two simultaneously propagating but oppositely charged leaders 
moving in nearly opposite directions. Though the aircraft studies to date on 
this type of discharge have provided important new information, they have also 
necessarily involved the formidable difficulties and complexities of such in- 
flight experinents. Hence, a detailed analysis of the physical processes 
involved has not been possible. 
A more detailed study of this type of discharge could be attempted in a 
laboratory setting using a long air-gap arrangement. Valuable physical 
insights would certainly be obtained, but it is also certain that the limited 
length of the laboratory discharge (ten meters, for example) would preclude a 
full representation of the physics involved. Eowever, this crucial 
experimental restriction is removed (and other advantages are realized) if 
artificially triggered lightning is used as the experimental format. 
Rocket triggered ligthning has beec used for over a decade now to allow the 
close observation and detailed study of large scale electric discharges. The 
most recent experiments have been carried out at the Kennedy Space Center, 
Florida [3], under the auspices of NASA with the active participation of 
several french and american agencies and universities. 
In this paper, a unique set of observations of a modified form of rocket 
triggered lightning will be described. This type of triggered lightning is 
termed '*altitude triggering" and is relevant because it has much in common 
with the conditions of an aircraft triggered flash. The flash of interest was 
triggered during the summer of 1989. T h i s  event provided an unusually good set 
of observations irhich should provide important guidance in the modeling of the 
bi-directional discharge. 
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2. DESCRIPTXON OF TBE EXPERIXENT 
2.1. THE TRIGGERED TECHNIQUE 
The classic technique of artificially triggering lightning involves the 
launching of a small rocket which spools out a thin, grounded, conducting 
wire. The wire is connected to a current measuring device on the ground. The 
rocket is fired when the ambient electric field observed at ground exceeds a 
feu kV/m. The maximum height of the rocket is typically limited to 1100 m. The 
two key factors that determine the triggering success are the strength of the 
field aloft and the rocket velocity. (The rocket velocity must be greater than 
the ion drift velocity so as to prevent electrostatic shielding of the top of 
the wire). 
This basic technique has been modified to trigger flashes at altitude. This is 
done by making the initial run of wire trailed from the rocket a non- 
conducting length of kevlar thread that extends to a height above ground of 
between 50 m and 400 m. Subsequent to this initial kevlar section, a 
conducting wire section is trailed out and extended in the ambient electric 
field aloft. With sufficient extension of the conducting wire, a discharge 
begins. This situation mimies that which prevails in an aircraft triggered 
flash. 
For the particular flash described here, a short conducting length of 50 m was 
trailed out initially, followed by 400 m of non-conducting kevlar. The short 
conducting segment near ground was used to "force" the attachnent to ground 
and thereby allow measurement of the currents of the connecting leader (see 
figure 3 ) .  
2.2. OPTICAL OBSERVATIONS 
As depicted in figure 1, still photographs and video records of this flash 
were obtained from station 8, located 600 m west of the trigger site. Other 
optical recordings were made from station C, 2.2 km south of trigger site. 
These observations included two streak recordings, one obtained in the near-UV 
and the other obtained in the visible. The near-UV recording was made with a 
51 mm lens while the visible recording was made with a 24 mm lens for a wider 
field of view. Both recordings used a writing rate of about 22 m/s. 
2.3. DIRECT CURRENT HEASUREHENTS 
The devices used for the current measurements have been described in previous 
papers. Basically, the current is measured by recording the output voltage of 
a coaxial non-inductive shunt. The smaller current of the leader discharge 
that precedes melting of the wire was measured with a shunt of 167 milliohm 
resistance. Data was transmitted from the trigger site to the transient 
recorders and analog DC-500 kHz magnetic recorder by fiber optic links 
(bandwidth of DC-1 I¶Ez for lower range and a few hundred Hz to 100 HHz for the 
higher range). 
2.4. ELECTRIC FIELD HEASUREHENT AT GROUND 
Fast electric field variations at ground were measured with two capacitive 
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antennas installed at 200 m and 600 m from the trigger site (points A and B in 
figure 1). The electric field variation between times t i  and t2 is a simple 
function of the sensor's output voltage V: 
with S the effective surface of the antenna, Cm the measured capacitance, and 
DT the decay time constant. 
The time constants of antennas A and B were 470 ps and 47 ps,  respectively. 
Thus, for signals with a duration much longer than either of these values, the 
voltage, V, is proportional to the time derivative of the field. On the 
figures presented here, we have simply displayed the variation versus time of 
the voltage V; so, the electric field values indicated hold only for fast 
signals. However, the relative variation of the field with time is the 
important aspect of these observations. 
3 .  DESCRIPTXON OF TBE FLASH 
3.1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
That this flash was initiated by a bi-directional leader was mainly determined 
by the observations of the streak camera records. The recordings clearly show 
a negative downward propagating leader that was initiated from the bottom of 
the conducting wire section aloft and which later connected with an upward 
moving positive leader initiated from the lowest 50 m wire section at ground. 
After this initial phase, the sequence of events typical of a classic 
triggered lightning ensued: an upward moving, positive leader propagated for 
about 175 ms as inferred from a negative continuous current registered at 
ground for this duration. (This positive leader was not recorded on the streak 
record). About 200 as after the leader onset, the first return stroke occurred 
and was followed by 11 subsequent strokes. The overall flash duration was 
0.64 9. The multiplicity of this flash was more than twice that of two earlier 
flashes (each had S strokes) triggered minutes before in the same field 
conditions of about 7 kV/m. The sequence of current pulses is shown in figure 
2 from the records of the fast electric-field antenna A and the low frequency 
logarithmic current measurement. Note that the low gain channel of antenna A 
was sensitive to fast field variations; this record shows that there was no 
strong high-frequency radiation during the continuous current phase except at 
the end of this period when two abrupt signals were recorded corresponding to 
light pulses from the channel (see signals "a" and "b" in figure 2 ) .  Further 
details on the sequence of events in this flash from initiation of the 
discharge until the first return stroke are presented below. 
3.2. OPTICAL OBSERVATIONS 
The downward branching of the discharge channel is evidenced in the video 
recording from station B (see figure 3r; the channel depicted was actually 
realized from the combination of two separate video images). The 
characteristics of this particular triggering technique are evident in the 
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recording: the straight section of channel indicates the wire section aloft 
prior to melting. This section of wire had reached a length of 160 m at the 
time of flash initiation. 
The dual leader propagation presumed in a bi-directional discharge was not 
verified in the streak camera recording; only the downward, negative leader 
was imaged. Nonetheless, the existence of a positive leader, initiated from 
the top of the wire aloft, and starting well prior to inception of the 
negative leader is supported by the electric field variations recorded at 
ground (see figure 5a). In past experiments of this kind [SI, the positive 
leader has invariably initiated the discharge as inferred from electric field 
recordings. 
The onset of the downward propagation of the negative stepped leader from the 
bottom of the wire aloft was recorded by the near-UV streak camera and the 
electric field antenna 0; both records are presented with a common time scale 
in figure 4a. Propagation of the initial leader continued for about 120 LIS 
reaching a distance of about 20 m below the wire. At this point, the leader 
branched with continued simultaneous propagation of both branches toward 
ground. The mean step interval was 18 us for the first 26 steps of the primary 
branch; the mean step interval for the branch was essentially the same, 19 MS. 
The typical step length was about 3 m, with a range of 1-4 m. The 2-D 
propagation speed for the initial leader was 2.Sx10sm/s and 3xlOSm/s for the 
branch. 
Unfortunately, the field of view of the near-W camera regtricted imaging to 
levels above a height of 320 m. Below this level, however, both leaders were 
well imaged on the visible streak-camera record as shown in figure 4b. This 
record indicates that both leaders accelerated as they approached ground: 
speeds for the main and branch leader reached 3.lxlO~ds and 3.8x1Osm/s, 
respectively. The lowest level imaged for the leaders is about 20 above the 
SO m section of conducting wire. (Recall that the purpose of this lowest 
section of conducting wire was to force attachment to the current measurement 
arrangement at ground). 
The first return stroke imaged in the streak records consisted of two distinct 
events separated by only S us (see enlarged view in figure 4c). The first of 
these events was a weak illumination of the main channel between the wire 
sections at ground and aloft. The wire was not melted at this time. The next 
event was a stronger illumination of the channel that involved both branches 
and which also initiated a fast upward propagation along the wire section 
aloft (speed of 1.3xlO7m/s) for which melting is not apparent. 
3.3. ELECTRIC FIELD VARIATIONS AT GROUND 
The electric field variation at station B (figure 5a) indicates that an upward 
propagating positive leader preceded the negative leader onset by nearly a 
full 6 ms. Presu8ably, the positive leader emerged from the top of the wire 
section aloft. For an assumed speed of l O a m / s ,  this leader would have 
propagated for abour 600 m and reached a height of roughly 1200 m at the t h e  
of negative leader initiation. As the decay time for antenna B is 47 ps, the 
record in figure Sa is actually a record of dE/dt . The overvall field change 
due to the positive leader is about 1500 V/m. 
In figure Sb, the electric field recordings of antennas A and B are presented 
on a common time scale along with the near-W streak record of the negative 
leader. The step pulses measured by antenna B (600 l distant) 8hOW strong 
damped oscillatory structure, indicating that the field variation was 
primarily due to potential variations of the wire. The effect of the space 
charge associated with each step is moie evident in the record from the closer 
antenna, A (200 l distant), for which tbe step oscillations are much reduced. 
The overall duration of propagation for the negative leader was 1.13 BS as 
indicated in both the streak and electric field records (see figure 6a1, Note 
that the field derivative in both antenna records was modified by inception of 
the branch leader: the mean dt/dt value returned to near zero but then 
steadily increased until connection with ground. 
3.4. CURRENT X.EASURE"rS 
As the negative leader approached ground, a poritive leader emerged from the 
top of the 50 l wire section as part of the attachment process. This component 
of the discharge is inferred from the negative current measured by the low 
current channel. This current lasted for 230 vs and was pulse modulated with 
an interval of about 25 ps, somewhat longer than the typical negative leader 
step interval of 19 ps noted previously. The typical magnitude of the current 
pulses was about 10 A. This suggests that the pulsing of this leader was 
determined by the mean electrostatic conditions around the attachment wire 
rather than the field pulses produced by the approaching negative leader. 
The current waveform for the first return stroke event also evidenced the dual 
pulse structure recorded in the streak images. This record is shown in figure 
7 and clearly indicates an initial negative current peak of 15.8 LA with a 
tine to peak of 2 ps and a decay to zero of only 0.78 ps. The next current 
pulse occurred only 4.7 NS later, reaching a peak value of 36 U with a 
risetime of 0.48 p s .  
The combination of current and photographic recordings indicate that the 
initial current pulse corresponded to melting of the wires aloft and at 
ground. This melting then abruptly separated the lower charged channels from 
the upper channel created by the leader aloft. 
4. DISCUSSION 
Our data reduction to date is not complete and we will continue to analyse the 
data to try to determine the electrostatic characteristics of the negative 
leader. This will entail an attempt to apply a simple electrostatic model of 
the leader guided by the total set of measurements as contained in the 
current, electric field and photographic recordings. 
The consistent set of observations obtained in this case illustrate the 
potential for study of this important type of discharge in this experimental 
format. Consider the following: 
1. The close observation of natural ligbtning negative leaders is extremely 
difficult for obvious reasons. A limited number of distant observations 
have been made, providing basic information on step lengths, step intervals 
and step peak currents [6] .  Clearly, the conditions of observation of a 
triggered leader are superior to those of a natural leader, Granted, the 
triggered leader may not be completely developed as indicated by the 
shorter step lengths observed here ( 3  m versus 20 6 ) .  This is probably due 
to the limited voltage obtained by the wire in an ambient field of about 
30 kV/8. On the other hand, the step interval observed here compares quite 
favorably with that of natural negative leaders near ground (about 20 V S ) .  
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2. "he type of triggering arrangenent described here reproduces much of the 
conditions present in a natural triggered flash initiated through the 
presence of an aircraft or rocket. From previous experiments, we have shown 
that the essential behavior is the sue: the discharge is initiated by a 
positive leader from one end of the conductor which propagates alone for 
several rilliseconds until the field at the opposite the conductor 
becomes large enough to launch a negative leader. The specific mechanisms 
of the bi-directional discharge remain to be quantitatively studied and 
model 1 ed . 
end of 
3 . The technique of altitude triggering provides a more realistic format to 
study the attachment process. Accepting that a scaling factor may be 
involved with respect to natural flash leaders, such experiments could 
provide the basis for the formulation and testing of 8odels that better 
describe the physics of the attachment process than can be achieved within 
the severe limitations of laboratory gap experiments. 
Regardless of the specific objective of such triggered experiments, it is 
clear that a critical piece of information required for most model studies 
is specification of the vertical profile of electric field, from which the 
discharge draws its energy. Hence, for future studies two new experimental 
configurations must be attempted: 
a) detailed studies of triggered discharges initiated at altitude for 
relatively low altitudes (500 m or less) concurrent with atmospheric 
field profiles up to 1000 m or so; 
b) attempts at triggering at altitude to heights of several kilometers as 
suggested by electric field profiles obtained to heights up to 8 km. 
These two experiments will form the basis of an experimental program we 
intend to conduct in the future with NASA, AFGL, and various associated US 
and french universities. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
For a number of years, aircraft carrying instruments have enabled a large 
quantity of information to be obtained on the characteristics of in-flight 
lightning strikes. Whether we consider the NASA programme on the F106 
aircraft, 111 the US A i r  Force programme on the CVS80 aircraft [ 2 ]  or the 
French programe involving the Transal 0 4 ,  [ 3 ]  [4] the results of all three 
are unquestionably comparable. The main readings taken were recordings of 
discharge currents in .one or several points, and recordings of the 
electrical and magnetic components of the resulting electromagnetic field. 
Wherever possible, readings were taken of the current or electromagnetic 
field within the structures of the aircraft. We now know that a lightning 
strike phenomenon on an aircraft involves extremely varied discharges, the 
intrinsic properties of which are very different from one another. Several 
characteristic phases are observed when an aircraft is struck by lightning. 
The first is a preparatory phase, which lasts approximately 10 seconds 
just before the actual strike o c c u r s .  The aircraft flies through a high 
atmospheric field during this phase. and the emission of positive or 
negative corona discharges can occur in different places around the 
structure. The balance between these positive and negative corona 
currents contributes to the evolution of the global potential of the 
aircraft. During this initial phase, the discharges that act on the 
aircraft involve very low currents, i.e. in the region of a hundred 
microamperes. 
The next is the attachment phase, in which we know that the aircraft 
simultaneously emits positive and negative streamer and leader systems. 
This phase is important, as it produces repeated high amplitude pulses 
on the structure of the aircraft, with an extremely short rise time. The 
discharges corresponding to this phase are of the streamer or  leader 
type ( o r  both together), and correspond to currents of between a few 
amperes and several hundred amperes. 
If the aircraft is flying close to the ground, return current phenomena 
can be expected : under these conditions, this will correspond to a very 
high current pulse since peak values of 100,000 amperes can be reached. 
Note that this return current phase is rare, and in any case has never 
been recorded on an aircraft. 
In most cases, after the attachment phase, a discharge phase occurs 
between two cloud zones with charges of opposite polarities : this 
corresponds to discharges known as junction phenomena. These discharges 
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involve high currents, which can reach 50,000 amperes with rise times as 
short a s  a few nanoseconds. 
It is clear that such aircraft programmes will be very difficult to repeat, 
partly because of the experimental difficulties involved, but mostly 
because of the financial costs of such programmes. For this reason, and 
before considering the possibilities of creating models of lightning 
strikes on aircraft in flight, it would be interesting if we could use 
electrical discharges capable of simulating the actual in-flight phenomenon 
in a much more accessible manner. [SI [6] 
It is obvious that the corona discharges occurring during the preparation 
phase are very easily accessible under laboratory conditions, since they 
involve l o w  amplitude currents and discharges with only a small extension. 
It has recently been discovered that the attachment phase, which 
corresponds to the streamer or leader type discharges, can be simulated 
under laboratory conditions by using pulse generators with peak voltages of 
several megavolts, capable therefore of simulating electrical discharges of 
up to 15 metres in length. Note that, using such facilities. the first 
bileader type discharge was produced in the EDF Renardigres laboratory in 
1989. [ 7 ]  
There is also the technique of triggered lightning strikes [ 8 ] .  This 
technique, which consists in launching small rockets from the ground, 
towing an electric wire, enables real lightning strikes to be produced. 
This technique has an extremely interesting future, since we are already 
taking steps to use it to trigger lightning strikes at an altitude : these 
strikes will therefore be similar to those observed on aircraft. The 
purpose of this document is to consider the characterisation of surface 
discharges which, as they are easy to produce under laboratory conditions, 
provide a facility which is fully complementary to that of artificially 
triggering lightning, in an attempt to understand the mechanisms involved 
in lightning strikes on aircraft. These discharges are very small in size. 
As we will see below, they enable a very precise instrumental record to be 
obtained, and provide access to the very detailed intrinsic characteristics 
of these discharges ; we also know that these discharges have properties 
which are fundamentally very similar to those involved in aircraft 
lightning strikes, particularly with respect to propagation speed, 
intrinsic internal field and current involved. ONERA has been using this 
technique for over ten years, and this has enabled us to make an immense 
amount of progress in the field of basic understanding of the phenomenology 
of discharges. ( 5 1  (6) 
2 .  GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A SIMPLIFIED SURFACE DISCHARGE 
2.1. IMPLEMENTATION PRINCIPLES 
Experimentation in the field of electrical discharges is certainly not a 
new field of investigation, since Toepler was responsible for such work at 
the beginning of the century. Referring t o  Figure 1, we consider the main 
properties of these surface discharges. 
The experiment carried out by Toepler consisted in using a thin dielectric 
plate, beneath which was placed a grounded metal electrode. By means of an 
electrode located above the dielectric plate, a high voltage is applied 
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with a variable value VO. We know that as long as VO remains below a 
critical value, a perfectly isotropic streamer discharge becomes 
established, in the form of a circle with the electrode as its centre. 
if &e voltage applied exceeds t h i s  peak value, the configuration of the 
surface electrical discharge changes, and sparks are generated : these 
sparks take the form of a propagated channel, with a limited streamer zone 
in front of it. 
Under these conditions, the most simple diagram that can be provided is 
that of a discharge, which therefore consists of a filament A, preceded by 
a streamer zone which can be of varying lengths, bearing in mind that the 
complete unit can propagate either continuously or discontinuously. The 
same experiment can be repeated, not using a polarised electrode to 
initiate the process this time, but instead using a method which consists 
in depositing either positive or negative electrical charges on the 
dielectric plate, and placing a grounded initiation electrode in front of 
it. 
Figure 2 ,  obtained at ONERA by S .  LARIGALDIE, shows the appearance of a 
surface discharge obtained using a very thin dielectric ( a  few hundred 
microns). The discharge structure that appears is highly arborescent, which 
reveals a large number of spark channels ; the mean distance between these 
spark channels appears as a constant value. We now know that this mean 
distance between channels is a direct property of the thickness of the 
material and of its intrinsic properties. However, it is easily 
understandable that the study of such a discharge is particularly 
difficult, due to its complexity and to the non-conservation of the current 
in the discharges. At ONERA, we had the idea of simplifying the method in 
order to be able to create an elementary discharge that was as linear as 
possible, so as to be able to determine its basic characteristic. 
The diagram in Figure 3 shows the principle of this type of experiment. The 
dielectric plate used is again one whose thickness can vary between a few 
hundred microns and a few millimetres, with a metal strip on one side to 
enable the propagation of the discharge. 
The positive or negative polarity electrical discharges are added on the 
other face of the dielectric, using a metal comb made up of corona emitting 
points ; this comb can be connected to a variable high voltage supply. 
Wnen the electroetatic charging process  of the plate has heen completed, 
the metal comb is removed, and it is merely necessary to earth a floating 
electrode which is also used to measure the current. It is clear that, 
under these conditions, it is extremely easy to measure this type of 
discharge since, in addition to the possibility of easily connecting a 
current sensing probe in the earth return circuit, it is also possible to 
add facilities for electromagnetic detection and cinematographic recording 
at different frequencies, in the close environment of the discharge. This 
method has been in use for several years at ONERA. 
2 . 2 .  CURRENT WAVEFORM 
The discharge current is directly connected to the generation voltage used 
to charge the dielectric plate. As soon as the floating electrode is 
earthed, a breakdown current is established with a waveform as shown in 
Figure 4. 
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Curve 1 shows the evolution of the current of an undisturbed electrical 
discharge, i.e. which propagates from the floating electrode to the end of 
the electrical strip. Three distinct phases are identified. First, there is 
a current build-up phase, in which the current starts at zero and finally 
reaches a peak value (80 amperes on the figure), in a time which is of.ten 
far shorter than a few tens of nanoseconds. The next phase involves a very 
slight decrease in the current during the actual propagation of the 
electrical discharge. Finally, after a period of a few hundred nanoseconds, 
the current decreases more rapidly during the phase consisting of the 
relaxation of the charges deposited on the electrical plate. 
The waveforms corresponding to curves 2 and 3 are related to disturbances 
imposed on the path followed by the discharge. In the case of curve No 2, a 
dielectric object has been placed in the channel of propagation, and the 
current pulse corresponds to the by-passing of this dielectric object by 
the discharge. Conversely, if the path of the discharge is disturbed by a 
conductive object (curve 3 ) .  a secondary pulse is observed that can reach 
extremely high current values in very short rise times. This secondary 
pulse obviously corresponds to the discharge of the polarised conductor 
spec imen . 
2.3. CONSTITUTION OF A SURFACE DISCHARGE 
Through the use of electronic image converters, it has been possible 
rapidly to obtain a fairly precise idea of the general shape of this 
discharge. The two photographs in Figure 5 show a recording obtained with 
this type of image converter. It is perfectly clear that the discharge 
consists firstly of a filament zone, and secondly of a more widely spread 
header zone. When considered in detail, this discharge can be structured 
into several different zones, one of which (defined by AB) corresponds to a 
'streamer' zone. This zone AB is followed by a "transition" zone, which 
extends to point C and which then appears between two other zones, firstly 
CD, and secondly DE. 
The diagram of Figure 5 constitutes the basis for a more accurate 
description of these different zones. The evolution of the drop in 
potential V along this discharge has been plotted. It is clear that the 
streamer zone AB corresponds to an initial plasma zone in which the 
electrical field is in the region of 1.1 x lo6 volts per metre. The 
electron density of the medium is approximately 1015 electrons per cubic 
centimetre, and the electron temperature is approximately 20,000 K. 
Point B corresponds to a zone in which the mean gas temperature exceeds 
1 500 K. The result is an explosion of electrons around this discharge, and 
the generation of a transition zone between point B and point C, which 
corresponds to a very sharp increase in the electron density (Ne = 
approximately lo1* electrons per cubic centimetre), and in which' the 
internal electrical field is also high, since its value is approximately 
4 x 10 volts per metre. 
Point C corresponds to the beginning of the thermalisation rating, in which 
the gas temperature approaches the electron temperature, and in which the 
number of ions will reach lo1* per square centimetre. This thermalisation 
zone concludes with the emergence of the actual channel of sparks which 
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will connect this leader zone to the initiating electrode. This entire 
system can therefore propagate at speeds on the order of 2 x lo6 metres per 
second, either discontinuously in the case of negative polarity discharges, 
or continuously for positive polarity discharges. 
3. APPLICATION TO THE STUDY OF AIRCRAFT LIGHTNING SmIKgS 
Thanks to these surface discharges, it has been possible to experimentally 
show a complete series of typical discharges that can occur during the 
general process of aircraft lightning strikee. 
In reality, modifications made to the experimental apparatus hake it 
possible to successively consider the establishment of leader or streamer 
type discharges, return-stroke type dischargee, two-directional type leader 
discharges, and also recoil-streamer type discharges. 
3.1. REPRESENTATION OF THE LEXDER-STREAMER PHASE 
In reality, this leader-streamer phase is perfectly represented by the 
study of surface discharges such as those shown in paragraph 2. 
Among the phenomena demonstrated, we have shown that the propagation speed 
of such discharges could be variable according to the voltage ap lied to 
the dielectric, but would nevertheless always be between some 10' metres 
per second and some lo6 metres per second - these values are absolutely 
identical to those known to be reached by lightning leaders. 
The most important point obtained during these experiments concerns the 
rise time of the current wave. We have indeed been able to experimentally 
show that the electromagnetic radiation threshold that is detectable in 
presence of such discharges exists only at the beginning and end of the 
surface discharge. Consequently, this means that the electromagnetic 
radiation could only be associated with the rapid rise time of the current 
obtained either at the beginning or at the end of the surface discharge. 
This point is of paramount importance, since it has made it possible to 
understand the electromagnetic radiation properties of lightning discharges 
in a natural environment. This concept of a rapid rise time has been in 
particular used to create an electromagnetic interferometer, capable of 
following the propagation of discharges between clouds in both time and 
space. [ 9 ]  
In particular, and as demonstrated elsewhere, we now know that the 
initiation of a discharge between clouds occurs according to the two- 
directional leader model recorded during aircraft lightning strikes. [lo] 
I l l 1  . 
3.2. REPRESENTATION OF THE RETURN-STROKE PHASE 
A relatively simple modification of the original surface discharge 
experiment enabled us to produce a laboratory representation of a return- 
stroke type discharge phase. It was merely necessary to complete the 
previous experimental set-up (described in paragraph 2) by adding an 
electrode connected to a high energy capacitor, in turn connected to the 
earth. The experiment therefore consisted, as explained in paragraph 2, in 
triggering a leader type discharge by means of the spark gap at the top : 
once the leader discharge had reached the lower electrode, a return wave 
was immediately initiated, therefore causing the discharge of the capacitor 
which had been charged in the channel of the preceding leader. Under these 
conditions, it was possible to produce an extremely high energy electrical 
discharge, with properties which were sully similar to the return stroke of 
natural lightning. 
As an example, we have included two curves in Figure 6 to show the 
evolution of the electrical currents measured on the capacitor and the 
floating electrodes. In the capacitor current pulse, the emergence of a 
very fast pulse can be seen, with an over-oscillation which subsequently 
tends to become identical to the current wave observed on the floating 
electrode. In the same way, it was possible to use small capacitive 
antennae, located along the path of the return-stroke, to show the 
potential variation laws in several points along the discharge channel. 
These evolutions of potential are shown by the different curves in 
Figure 7 .  It can therefore be seen that this potential, which starts when 
the leader touches the capacitor electrode, with a field distribution 
related to the leader phases, will therefore lead to the establishment of a 
field curve with a higher value, and show the superimposition of an 
oscillating value of the electrical field. This experimental set-up has 
also made it possible to directly observe the geometry of the discharge 
channel. In particular, we have been able to use an interferometric 
holography technique at ONERA to enable channel diameter fluctuations to be 
observed over extremely short periods of time. As an example, we have 
provided an idea of the evolution of this channel in Figure 8 ,  for build-up 
times of between 50 and 500 nanoseconds as from the instant when the 
return-stroke is established. It is particularly clear that, during this 
phase of some 500  nanoseconds, the diameter of the channel has changed from 
approximately one millimetre to three millimetres. 
All of these measurements, current, potential, holography and also 
spectroscopy of the discharge, have enabled us to record the intrinsic 
parameters necessary to produce a theoretical model. This theoretical model 
was able to be assessed by numerical calculation. 
3.3. APPLICATION TO THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL DISCHARGE PHASE 
In the same way, the experimental set-up used for the surface discharges 
was easily modified to enable the generation of two-dimensional discharges, 
identical t o  those recorded during lightning strikes on aircraft. The 
method consists in using two dielectrics, charged to different potentials. 
The installation of a floating conductor between the two dielectric plates 
makes it possible to generate a surface discharge which initiates from each 
side of the interface, showing the dual propagation of a positive leader 
and a negative leader. 
The photograph in Figure 9 gives an idea of the type of two-directional 
discharge produced in this way. A complete study is currently in progress 
in order to acquire the most accurate knowledge possible of the properties 
connected with these types of propagation. 
The use of surface electrical discharges can also be extrapolated to the 
examination of recoil-streamer type discharges that occur on aircraft. 
In this case, the experimental equipment concerned comprises three 
dielectrics separated from each other, and the middle dielectric has its 
conductive plate connected to the earth : the zones on either side are 
charged with potentials of positive and negative voltages. The obtainment 
of recoil-streamer type discharges can be considered in the following 
manner : 
the two dielectrics on either side are charged, and when e state of  
equilibrium of the charges is reached, the two generation devices are 
removed and a discharge is initiated on one of the interfaces. The result 
is the propagation of a two-directional discharge, as specified earlier, 
with, f o r  example, a negative discharge propagating on the left-hand 
electrode and a positive discharge on the middle electrode. #en this 
positive discharge reaches the extreme right-hand zone, a recoil-streamer 
type process will be able to be established. We are currently in the 
process of providing instrumentation f o r  this experiment. The objective is 
to establish a viable mechanism which could explain the readings obtained 
on lightning-struck aircraft. 
4. CONCLUSION 
We have just demonstrated that the laboratory studies carried out on 
surface discharges have proven to be extremely profitable to the increase 
of our knowledge on aircraft lightning strike phenomena. The preliminary 
phase consisted in creating surface discharges with properties that are 
absolutely identical to those of the streamer or  leader type discharges 
that occur during the phase leading up to natural lightning or aircraft 
lightning strikes. 
The fact that the initiation times of  these discharges could be perfectly 
controlled, and most of all the ability to pre-determine the path followed 
by the discharge channels, meant that it was possible to produce a highly 
dedicated high-performance instrumentation system. 
Simultaneous measurement of the electric current, the electric field, and 
spectroscopics of the discharge channel made it possible to create reliable 
theoretical models. More particularly, we were able to obtain and 
demonstrate a very thorough knowledge of the electromagnetic radiation 
mechanisms involved in a discharge. 
We now know that simple modifications can be made to the basic set-up, in 
order to obtain electrical discharges of different types. An additional 
study has already been carried out, with the aim of examining the return 
stroke type process, At ONERA, we are currently in the process of making a 
third type of modification to this equipment, with the objective of 
carrying out a detailed study, firstly of two-dimensional leader type 
discharges, which correspond to the attachment phase of the lightning 
strike on the aircraft, and subsequently of the recoil-streamer type 
discharge phases, which are extremely important for the study of the 
electromagnetic disturbances that can occur on aircraft. 
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SCALE-MODEL CHARGE-TRANSFER TECHNIQUE FOR 
MEASURING ENHANCEMENT FACTORS 
2 .  Kositsky arid J. E .  ?!axevicz 
SRI International, Menlo Park, California 
ABSTRACT 
Determination of aircraft electric-field enhancement factors is 
crucial when using airborne field mill (ABFM) systems to accurately measure 
electric fields aloft. SRI used the scale-model charge-transfer technique 
to determine enhancement factors of several canonical shapes and a scale 
model Learjet 36A. 
with known analytic solutions within about 6%. The laboratory-determined 
enhancement factors for the aircraft were compared with those derived from 
in-flight data gathered by a Learjet 36A outfitted with eight field mills. 
The values agreed to within experimental error (-15%). 
The measured values for the canonical shapes agreed 
INTRODUCTION 
Aerial measurements of atmospheric electric fields can provide data 
that are essential for accurately assessing the danger of triggered light- 
ning to space-launch vehicles. A properly instrumented aircraft can resolve 
the ambient vector electric field aloft in real time and can telemeter 
critical data to ground personnel during a prelaunch countdown sequence. 
In addition, postflight analyses of stored electric-field and meteorological 
data can be used to study the fundamental processes o f  cloud electrifica- 
tion, 
crucial to accurately quantify the perturbation of the fields by the air- 
craft itself. In general, an electrostatic field is perturbed by the 
presence of a conducting body s o  that the field lines terminate normal to 
the object's surface. 
a given point on the surface is referred to as the "enhancement" or "form" 
factor of that object at that point. 
historically. The method described here, the scale-model charge-transfer 
technique, has been used with varying degrees of success since the time of 
Maxwell [l]. Studies at SRI International [ 2 , 3 ]  have shown that, for 
various canonical shapes (spheres and prolate spheroids) with analytic 
solutions in closed form, this technique, when carefully performed, can 
provide accurate enhancement factors. The technique was also used to 
determine the enhancement factors of a Learjet 36A. During the latter part 
of July 1989, SRI modified and updated an existing ABFM system for integra- 
tion with the Aeromet Learjet 36A High-Altitude Reconnaissance Platform 
(HARP) that had also been used for meteorological support of rocket launch 
and reentry tests in the Pacific. Flight experiments were performed using 
aircraft maneuvers with the HARP under specific field conditions near the 
Kennedy Space Center. These data were used to independently compute the 
enhancement factors at the field meter locations and verify the scale-model 
charge-transfer measurements. 
To successfully measure the ambient electric fields aloft, it is 
The factor by which the ambient field is modified at 
Several methods of determining enhancement factors have been used 
SCALE-MODEL CHARGE-TRANSFER TECHNIQUE 
The scale-model c h a r g e - t r a n s f e r  technique is performed i n  an  a r t i f i -  
c i a l l y  produced uniform e l e c t r i c  f i e l d .  
f o r  which t h e  enhancement f a c t o r s  a r e  r e q u i r e d ,  i s  suspended i n  t h i s  f i e l d ,  
d i s t o r t i n g  the otherwise uniform f i e l d  i n  the  same manner as the  f u l l - s c a l e  
o b j e c t  would d i s t o r t  a uniform ambient f i e l d .  
p o r t i o n a l  t o  t he  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  magnitude, E, ,  a t  t h a t  p o i n t .  I n  t h e  s c a l e -  
model cha rge - t r ans fe r  technique,  the  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  a t  t he  p o i n t s  where the  
enhancement f a c t o r s  a r e  requi red  is  measured by sampling the  charge d e n s i t y  
a t  those po in t s .  This  i s  accomplished by touching a small  metal  probe t o  
the  p o i n t s  of i n t e r e s t  and measuring the  charge t h a t  t r a n s f e r s  from the  
model t o  the probe. Since the  magnitude of  t h i s  charge,  q, is  p ropor t iona l  
t o  the  f i e l d  a t  t he  po in t  probed, the  enhancement f a c t o r ,  a, ,  can be d e t e r -  
mined by d iv id ing  by the  charge q, acqui red  by the  same probe a t  a r e fe rence  
p l a t e  where the  f i e l d  is  maintained a t  t h e  uniform f i e l d  va lue  E,. 
A conductive model of an o b j e c t ,  
The charge dens i ty  a t  any p o i n t ,  i ,  on a conductor ' s  su r f ace  is pro-  
The charge on the  probe i s  measured by br inging  the  charged probe i n t o  
con tac t  with the  i n s i d e  sur face  of a sh ie lded  Faraday "bucket" charge 
r e c e p t a c l e .  A Cary 3 1  v i b r a t i n g - r e e d  e l e c t r o m e t e r ,  capable of measuring 
charges of  5 x C ,  i s  connected t o  t h e  r ecep tac l e  t o  measure t h i s  
depos i ted  charge.  
c o n s i s t s  of two l a rge  ( 1 5 2  cm per s i d e )  square aluminum p a r a l l e l  p l a t e s  he ld  
152 cm apa r t  by a wooden frame (Figure 1). The edges of  t he  p l a t e s  a r e  
r o l l e d  over and taped t o  mi t iga t e  corona product ion .  The whole frame rests 
on two wooden sawhorses,  placed p a r a l l e l  t o  t he  end p l a t e s .  
E l e c t r i c - f i e l d  f r i n g i n g  is minimized by a system of  15 equa l ly  spaced,  
i n s u l a t e d  guard-r ing wire loops he ld  by t h e  wooden frame p a r a l l e l  t o  t he  
aluminum end p l a t e s .  Each loop i s  maintained a t  the  c o r r e c t  vo l t age  t o  g ive  
a l i n e a r  v a r i a t i o n  of p o t e n t i a l  between the  p l a t e s  by connect ing i t  t o  a 
r e s i s t a n c e  vol tage d i v i d e r  t h a t  spans the  f u l l  cage vo l t age .  Although the  
e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  has  some f i n e  s t r u c t u r e  nea r  t he  guard wires,  t h e  f i e l d  is 
e s s e n t i a l l y  uniform over most of the cage volume. 
The vol tage source i s  an FRP-200 capable  of providing 40 kV. For 
s a f e t y  reasons,  a 15 Mi2 r e s i s t o r  i s  connected i n  s e r i e s  wi th  each l e g  of the 
h igh-vol tage  supply.  The vol tage  d i v i d e r  c o n s i s t s  of fou r t een  3 . 6  Mil r e s i s -  
t o r s ,  one between each p a i r  of wire loops i n  the  guard r i n g ,  and two 1 . 8  M i l  
r e s i s t o r s  for  the  ha l f -wid th  sec t ions  between the  end loops and the  end 
p l a t e s .  
The high-vol tage supply t o  the cage end p l a t e s  is a c t i v a t e d  by an 
opera tor  foot switch through a p a i r  of h igh -vo l t age  vacuum r e l a y s .  I n  
ope ra t ion ,  t h e  probe t i p  i s  touched t o  the  c o r r e c t  spot  on the  suspended 
model, t h e  re lay  i s  a c t i v a t e d ,  the  probe is removed from c o n t a c t  wi th  t h e  
model, t he  re lay  i s  deac t iva t ed ,  and the  charge on the  probe is p laced  i n  
the  e lec t rometer  Faraday bucket .  
The uniform e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  was c r e a t e d  i n  an e l e c t r o s t a t i c  cage t h a t  
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The probe is a 3 mm (1/8 inch) diameter s t e e l  b a l l  f a s t ened  t o  t h e  
t ape red  end of a 50 nun ( 2  inches) long Teflon rod. The Tef lon  rod ,  which i s  
about  3 mm (1/8 inch) i n  diameter ,  is  i n s e r t e d  i n t o  one end of a hollow 
q u a r t z  rod about 1 m (40  inches)  i n  l eng th  t h a t  i s  i n s u l a t e d  from t h e  
experimenter by a 15 c m  (6  inches) Tef lon  handle (F igure  1 ) .  
Experiments were performed with t h e  probes t o  check f o r  charge bui ldup 
and leakage by varying the  time between probing the  model and d e p o s i t i n g  the  
charge i n  the Faraday bucket .  N o  leakage o r  bui ldup e f f e c t s  were noted  f o r  
de lay  t i m e s  of up t o  5 minutes.  Typ ica l ly ,  only 5 t o  10 seconds a r e  needed 
t o  t r a n s f e r  t h e  charge t o  the  e lec t rometer  bucket .  
Several  500 pCi polonium sources  were placed i n s i d e  a 15 cm ( 6  inches)  
diameter  metal grounded tube ,  thus producing a f i e l d - f r e e  ion ized  r eg ion .  
Before tak ing  a measurement, s t r a y  charges t h a t  might c o l l e c t  on t h e  p robe ' s  
d i e l e c t r i c  su r faces  are neu t r a l i zed  by pass ing  the  probe over  t h e  polonium 
sources .  
An accura te  conductive s c a l e  model of the  a i r c r a f t  ( o r  o t h e r  o b j e c t )  
is suspended near  the cen te r  of t he  cage by waxed nylon th read  t i e d  t o  
wooden s la t s  placed on top of  the  frame p a r a l l e l  t o  t he  e q u i p o t e n t i a l s .  The 
t h r e a d ,  as wel l  as the  in su la t ed  guard r i n g s ,  a r e  n e u t r a l i z e d  by p a s s i n g  
polonium sources a long t h e i r  l engths .  The model is o r i e n t e d  i n  t u r n  wi th  
i t s  x ,  y ,  and z axes p a r a l l e l  t o  the  appl ied  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d .  This  a l lows  
the  enhancement f a c t o r s  a,, ay and a,, due t o  e l e c t r i c - f i e l d  components E,, E, 
and E, r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  t o  be measured independent ly .  The model is momentarily 
grounded before  the  measurements to ensure  t h a t  it is e l e c t r i c a l l y  n e u t r a l .  
The f i e l d  enhancement a t  the p o i n t s  where f i e l d  m i l l s  a r e  l o c a t e d  is  
determined by measuring a quan t i ty  p ropor t iona l  t o  the charge d e n s i t y ,  and 
t h e r e f o r e  the e l e c t r i c  f i e l d ,  a t  these  p o i n t s  us ing  the  small metal  probe,  
as o u t l i n e d  above. The e l e c t r o s t a t i c  cage end p l a t e s  a r e  then  s i m i l a r l y  
sampled t o  ob ta in  a quan t i ty  propor t iona l  t o  the ambient f i e l d  i n  t h e  cage.  
The enhancement f a c t o r s  a r e  equal t o  the  r a t i o  of t hese  measurements as 
shown i n  Eq. 1. 
cage i n  th ree  or thogonal  pos i t i ons  r e l a t i v e  t o  the app l i ed  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  to 
o b t a i n  the enhancement f a c t o r s ,  a ix ,  a l y ,  and alz .  To o b t a i n  the  c o e f f i -  
c i e n t s ,  ai", q u a n t i t i e s  analogous t o  enhancement f a c t o r s  t h a t  g ive  t h e  f i e l d  
a t  p o i n t  i due t o  charge buildup on the  a i r f r ame ,  a s i m i l a r  procedure i s  
followed with the  model suspended i n  a f i e l d - f r e e  reg ion  (E, = E, - E, = 0 ) .  
The model i s  charged t o  a known p o t e n t i a l  and probed a t  the  same field m i l l  
s i tes.  I n  t h i s  ca se ,  however, the r e s u l t s  must be d iv ided  by t h e  s c a l i n g  
f a c t o r  of the s c a l e  model t o  obta in  ai". 
This  procedure is  repeated with the a i r c r a f t  model suspended i n  the  
CANONICAL SHAPE EXPERIMENTS 
Several  s o l i d s  have shapes t h a t  a l low the  enhancement f a c t o r s  t o  be 
computed i n  c losed  form d i r e c t l y  from Maxwell's equa t ions .  Experiments with 
several o f  these shapes (spheres  and var ious  p r o l a t e  sphe ro ids )  were p e r -  
formed t o  t e s t  the  experimental ly  der ived  enhancement f a c t o r s  a g a i n s t  t he  
t h e o r e t i c a l  va lues .  The r e s u l t s  of t hese  experiments (desc r ibed  below) show 
t h a t  t he  absolu te  unce r t a in ty  of t he  enhancement f a c t o r s  c a l c u l a t e d  from the  
scale-model  cha rge - t r ans fe r  technique d a t a  a r e  wi th in  approximately 6% 
( inc lud ing  systematic  e r r o r s ) .  
sphero ids  with a x i s  r a t i o s  of 2 and 5 and majar axes of 200 mm and 300 mm, 
A 130 nun ( 5  inches)  diameter aluminum sphere and two aluminum p r o l a t e  
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r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  were machined. 
semimajor axis i n t o  t e n  equal  segments. 
bo t  punched from copper t ape  w a s  centered on the  marks. These d o t s  acted as 
t a r g e t s  f o r  t h e  experimenter t o  probe and a l s o  n u l l i f i e d  most of t he  c o n t a c t  
p o t e n t i a l  e f f e c t ,  s i n c e  t h e  Faraday bucket was a l so  made of copper .  
The r e s u l t s  of t h e  experiments ( p l o t t e d  p o i n t s )  and t h e o r e t i c a l  curves  
( l i n e s )  f o r  t h e  sphere and the  pro la te  sphero ids  of  a x i s  r a t i o  c/b - 2 wi th  
major a x i s  a l igned  perpendicular  to the f i e l d  a r e  shown i n  Figures 2a. 
Figure 2b shows t h e  r e s u l t s  f o r  the  p ro la t e  sphero ids  of a x i s  r a t i o s  c/b = 2 
and c/b - 5 with  major axes p a r a l l e l  t o  the  f i e l d .  
models are assumed t o  be a t  the  center  of  a r ec t angu la r  coord ina te  system. 
The enhancement f a c t o r s  are shown for  p o i n t s  on the model s u r f a c e  as a 
f u n c t i o n  of r e l a t i v e  p o s i t i o n  i n  the  z - d i r e c t i o n ,  though (except  f o r  t h e  end 
p o i n t )  n o t  on t h e  z - a x i s  i t s e l f .  
small r a d i i  o f  curva ture  (a p lace  f i e l d  m i l l s  a r e  no t  normally l o c a t e d ) ,  t h e  
experimental  r e s u l t s  presented  i n  all t he  curves  a r e  i n  c l o s e  agreement wi th  
theory .  
F i e l d - f r e e  measurements (E = 0) were taken on the  p r o l a t e  sphero id  of 
a x i s  r a t i o  5 raised t o  a p o t e n t i a l  of 1300 V by means of a suspending wi re .  
Image charge problems were minimized by suspending the  model about  1 . 5  m 
( 5  f t )  from any o t h e r  o b j e c t .  As shown i n  Figure 3 ,  the  agreement between 
t h e  measured and the  t h e o r e t i c a l l y  ca lcu la ted  va lues  i s  b e t t e r  i n  the  lower 
h a l f  of t he  p r o l a t e  and diminishes  as p o i n t s  approach the  w i r e .  This  is t o  
be expec ted ,  s i n c e  the  w i r e ,  be ing  of the  same p o l a r i t y  as the  model, causes  
l i k e  charge t o  migrate  from proximal t o  d i s t a l  regions on the  suspended 
model. The pe r tu rba t ion  e f f e c t  observed i s ,  of course ,  g r e a t e r  a t  p o i n t s  
closer t o  the  p e r t u r b a t i o n  source ,  the wire. Nonetheless ,  the  r e s u l t s  i n d i -  
c a t e  that ,  as long as the  w i r e  t o  the model i s  kept  on t h e  s i d e  oppos i t e  the 
p o i n t s  probed, the  r e s u l t s  ( including sys temat ic  e r r o r s )  a r e  t y p i c a l l y  
wi th in  6 % .  
are less  (by about 6%) than  t h e  t h e o r e t i c a l  va lues ,  which i n d i c a t e s  a small  
sys t ema t i c  e r r o r  i n  the  technique.  A s i m i l a r  sys temat ic  e r r o r  was r epor t ed  
by Rudolph e t  a l .  [ 4 ] .  Even with t h i s  e r r o r ,  the  agreement between t h e  
measured and the  t h e o r e t i c a l  values  o f  the enhancement f a c t o r s ,  i n d i c a t i v e  
of t he  abso lu te  accgracy of  t h i s  technique, i s  e x c e l l e n t .  
Each so l id  w a s  c a r e f u l l y  marked t o  d i v i d e  t h e  
A f r e s h l y  cleaned 6 mm (1/4 inch)  
I n  t h e s e  f i g u r e s ,  t h e  
Even a t  the  sphero id  t i p s ,  which have 
F igures  2 and 3 show t h a t  almost all t he  exper imenta l ly  derived va lues  
LEARJET 36A MODEL XEASUREMENTS 
A 1:36  scale model of a Learjet  36A was sp ray -pa in t ed  wi th  s i l v e r  con- 
duc t ive  p a i n t .  
t i o n s  of t h e  f i e l d  m i l l s  were ca re fu l ly  marked. 
t h e  c e n t e r  of the  e l e c t r o s t a t i c  cage and a l igned  i n  t u r n  t o  each of t he  
t h r e e  Car t e s i an  coord ina tes  def ined by the  cage axes .  
enhancement f a c t o r s ,  aix, ai,,, and a,,, the  model w a s  suspended i n  a f i e l d -  
free r eg ion  and r a i s e d  t o  a po ten t i a l  of 1300 V t o  o b t a i n  the  ai". 
E ight  e lec t r ic  f i e l d  m i l l s  were i n s t a l l e d  on a L e a r j e t  36A a t  l o c a -  
t i o n s  corresponding t o  t h e  p o i n t s  probed on the  s c a l e  model. 
d a t a  from 18 deployments a t  Kennedy Space Center dur ing  August and September 
1989 were used t o  check the  laboratory-der ived enhancement f a c t o r s .  The 
r e s u l t s  from two of the  many techniques t h a t  were used t o  v e r i f y  the  
enhancement f a c t o r s  [ 3 ]  a r e  presented h e r e .  
Af te r  t e s t i n g  the conduct ivi ty  with an ohmmeter, the  loca-  
The model was suspended a t  
Af t e r  de te rmining  the 
The i n - f l i g h t  
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- 
a. Sphere and prolate spheroid (c/b = 2) with major axis perpendicular to field 
b. Prolate spheroids (a = 2, ab - 5) with mapr axes parallel to field 
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F i r e  2 THEORETICAL CURVES AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA OF ENHANCEMENT FACTORS 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
Figure 3 
%"/a,, 0 . 9 3  20.03 0 . 9 3  20.03 0% 
THEORETICALCURVE AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA OF ENHANCEMENT 
FACTORS FOR A CHARGED PROLATE SPHEROID C/  b = 5, 
SUSPENDED BY A WIRE IN A FIELD-FREE REGION 
a7v/a3v 
During fair weather (very low ambient field conditions), the aircraft 
was artificially charged to high potentials via a corona discharge point. 
The field-mill output data due to this self-charging were used to calculate 
the ratios of the electric potential enhancement factors, ai". The results 
from experiments performed on six different days show excellent agreement 
between the laboratory-measured and the in-flight-data-derived enhancement 
factors. 
with an average difference of only 1%. 
Table I shows that the results are well within experimental error, 
0 . 6 2  f0.02 0.62 20.02 0% 
Table I 
COMPARISON OF UBORATORY AND IN-FLIGHT-DATA-DERIVED ENHANCEMENT 
FACTORS DURING ARTIFICIAL CHARGING EXPERIMENTS IN CLEAR AIR 
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Four of the six pairs of ratios in Table I11 agree within one error 
bar, and one pair agrees within two error bars. As in Table 11, the uncer- 
tainties in the in-flight ratios (median of 19%) are underestimates, but 
still larger than the uncertainties in the ratios from the scale-model 
charge-transfer technique (median of 3 % ) .  
tions for the ratio a5x/a3x are due t o  the small absolute values of the 
ratios themselves. 
themselves are so large, the percent difference is not a meaningful quantity 
and was omitted. 
(Table I) are much smaller than the errors shown for ratios computed during 
maneuvers (Tables I1 and 111). For several reasons, measurements made 
during aircraft maneuvers are inherently more difficult and less accurate. 
The uncertainties in enhancement factors calculated by the scale-model 
charge-transfer technique are generally several times smaller than the 
uncertainties in the in-flight data-derived enhancement factors. 
The large percent standard devia- 
Because the percent standard deviations in this ratio 
The uncertainties shown for the in-flight data potential ratios 
SYSTEMATIC ERRORS 
Although the scale-model charge-transfer technique is excellent for 
measuring enhancement factors, care must be taken in designing and perform- 
ing the experiments. 
substantially degrade the results. 
below. 
for the model, probe, and charge receptacle. To counteract contact poten- 
tial effects, three strategies are simultaneously adopted: 
the cage end-plate and the model that are to be probed are marked by copper 
tape to match the copper Faraday bucket of the electrometer; (b) the pola- 
rity of the field is reversed and the results averaged; and (c) the highest 
voltages possible (without producing corona) are selected to increase the 
induced charge on the model and thus decrease the ratio of contact potential 
effect to induced charge effect. 
a redistribution of charge on the cage end plates. 
chargfng will affect the magnitude and uniformity of the field within the 
cage. 
the size of the model that can be used in a given electrostatic cage. 
detailed calculation of the image charge effect for our setup indicated a 
very small image charge effect (< 1%) on the field in the cage. 
interacting with the model in the electric field. 
found for the problem of two uncharged, touching conducting spheres of 
different radii in a uniform electric field [ 5 ] .  This solution gives the 
correction factors by which the raw data need to be divided to account for 
probe perturbation on a sphere. These correction factors are can also be 
used to estimate the probe interaction with more complex shapes, as long as 
the probe is small and the point probed is convex. This is accomplished by 
estimating the "radius of curvature" of the model at the points probed. 
This method gives good results, since the correction terms are a weak 
function of the radius of curvature of the surface probed and, except f o r  
"sharp" spots on the model, typically range between 0 . 9 5  and 0.99. 
Many details, if overlooked, can lead to errors that 
Some of these concerns are discussed 
Contact potential errors can result from the use of dissimilar metals 
(a) The spots on 
The electrically polarized model in the electrostatic cage will cause 
The resulting image 
A given level of acceptable image charge perturbation constrains 
A 
Probe perturbation errors result from the finite-sized spherical probe 
An analytic solution was 
CONCLUSIONS 
When carefully performed with a small probe, the scale-model charge- 
Comparisons transfer technique accurately determines enhancement factors. 
with analytic solutions for spheres and prolate spheroids show the high 
accuracy of the charge-transfer technique for simple canonical shapes. 
Comparisons with the results from methods of determining and testing 
enhancement factors from in-flight data (more of which can be found in [3]), 
also demonstrate the high accuracy of this technique on complex bodies. 
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The Electrlc Fleld Changcs and  UIlF Radlatlons 
Caused by the Trlggered Llghtnlng In Japan 
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( Toyota College of Technology ) 
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1. Lntroduct lon 
A r o c k e t - t r l g g e r e d  l l g h t n l n g  e x p e r i m e n t  h a s  a merl t  t h a t  i t  
allows t h e  dlrect  measurement o f  a l i g h t n i n g  c u r r e n t  w h I c h  Is 
one of t h e  i m p o r t a n t  parameters  f o r  p r o t e c t i o n  a g a l n s t  l i g h t n i n g .  
I t  a lso h a s  a merlt t h a t  t e s t s  o n  a v a r l e t y  of e l e c t r l c  a n d  
e lec t ronlc  e q u l p m e n t  a n d  a r r e s t e r s  c a n  b e  made b y  u s i n g  a c t u a l  
l l g h t n l n g  c u r r e n t s .  Because o f  s u c h  merits r o c k e t - t r l g g e r e d  
l l g h t n l n g  e x p e r l m e n t s  h a v e  b e e n  c a r r i e d  o u t  a c t i v e l y  I n  a n d  o u t  
of Japan w l t h  s l g n l f l c a n t  r e s u l t s .  L i g h t n l n g  p a r a m e t e r s  t h a t  
h a v e  b e e n  g l v e n  much a t t e n t l o n  In s u c h  e x p e r i m e n t s  I n c l u d e ,  In  
add l t lon  t o  l l g h t n l n g  c u r r e n t ,  t h e  v e l o c i t y  of p r o p a g a t i o n  o f  
t h e  l l g h t n l n g  r e t u r n  s t r o k e ,  l l g h t n l n g  c h a n n e l  c o n f l g u r a t l o n  , 
and corona cu r ren t s ;  many p a r a m e t e r s  a r e  d l r e c t l y  r e l a t e d  t o  
l l g h t n l n g  a n d  are  n o r m a l l y  m e a s u r e d  a t  n r e l a t l v c l y  s h o r t  
dlstance. 
On t h e  o t h e r  hand, t h e  l l gh tn lng  cur ren t  a n d  t h e  a s s o c l a t c d  
e l e c t r o m a g n e t i c  f l e l d  changes  a r e  t h e o r e t i c a l l y  r e l a t e d  w i t h  each 
o t h e r  by Maxwell 's e q u a t i o n s .  J u s t  l l k c  the  cases of n a t u r a l  
l l g h t n l n g ,  e l e c t r o m a g n e t i c  f l e l d  c h a n g e s  a r c  c o n s l d c r c d  t o  b e  
I m p o r t a n t  l n d l r e c t  or remote s e n s l n g  m e a s u r e n c n t  p n r a m c t c r s  f o r  
rocket-triggered l l g h t n l n g .  I n  a d d l t l o n  t o  I t ,  as e x e m p l i f l c d  b y  
t h e  success of SAFIR ( I )  b y  t h e  O N E H A  g r o u p  of F r a n c e .  t h c  U I I F  
r a d l a t l o n  Is one m e a s u r e m e n t  p a r a m e t e r  w o r t h y  o f  a t t c n t i o n  f o r  
t h e '  r e a l i z a t i o n  of  a n  l n t c r f e r o m e t c r l c  system f o r  t h e  
l o c a l l z a t l o n  o f  l l g h t n l n g  d l s c h a r g e  p o s i  t l o n .  In  o t h c r  w o r d s ,  
t h e  u s e  of UBF r a d l a t l o n  w l l l  a l l o w  u s  t o  know t h c  s t a t e  of 
p r o p a g a t l o n  of l i g h t n l n g  d l scha rge  with h l g h e r  s p a c e  a n d  t c m p o r a l  
r e s o l u t l o n s  . F u r t h e r m o r e  I t  w l l l  e n a b l e  u s  t o  q u l c k l y  know 
t h e  c o n d l t l o n s  j u s t  b e f o r e  t h e  l n i t l a t l o n  o f  a l l g h t n i n g  s t r o k e .  
T h u s  t h e  c o m b l n a t l o n  of o b s e r v a t i o n  o f  e l c c t r l c  a n d  m a g n c t l c  
f l e l d s  t h a t  h a v e  been p r a c t l c e d  e x t e n s l v e l y  o v e r  many y c n r s  a n d  
(1 1 
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o b s e r v a t l o n  of  UHF r a d l a t l o n  h a s  a h l g h  p o s s l b l l i t y  of p r o v l d l n g  
a n  e f f e c t i v e  measure  o f  p r o t e c t l n g  a n  e l e c t r l c  p o w e r  s y s t e m  
against  llghtnlng. 
Wlth  s u c h  vlews In mlnd, w e  c o n d u c t e d  r o c k e t - t r l g g e r e d  
l l g h t n l n g  e x p e r l a e n t s  ( a t  O k u s h l s h l k u  Kogen)  i n  f l s c a l  1989, a n d  
measured t h e  e lec t romagnet lc  f l e l d '  changes  a n d  t h e  UHF r a d l a t l o n  
l n t e n s l t y  accompanylng  t r i g g e r e d  l l g h t n l n g ,  b y  means o f  a slow 
a n t e n n a ,  a f a s t  a n t e n n a ,  a l o o p  a n t e n n a ,  a n d  a d l s c o n e  a n t e n n a ,  
a t  a base camp 2.5 km away from t h e  r o c k e t  l a u n c h i n g  s l t e .  T h l s  
p a p e r  p r e s e n t s  t h e  r e s u l t s  of t h e  o b s e r v a t l o n ,  a n d  d l s c u s s e s  t h e  
r o c k e t - t r l g g e r e d  l l g h t n l n g  from t h e  vlew p o l n t s  of 
electromagnetlc fleld changes and t h e  UHF radiation. 
2. Observation System 
The o b s e r v a t l o n  s y s t e m  u s e d  I n  t h e  r o c k e t - t r l g g e r e d  
l l g h t n l n g  e x p e r l n e n t s  of f l s c a l  1989 w i l l  be o u t l l n e d  b e l o w ,  In  
two p a r t s ;  t h e  s e n s o r  b l o c k  a n d  t h e  r e c o r d l n g  b l o c k ,  
respect Ively. 
(Scnsor Block) 
(a) Measurement of electrlc fleld changes at t h e  ground leve l  
To g r a s p  t h e  s t a t e  of l l g h t n l n g  d l s c h a r g e ,  t h e  e l ec t r l c  f l e l d  
changes  were measured w l t h  two dlsc antennas .  A d l s c  a n t e n n a  was 
a comblna t lon  of an  e l ec t ros t a t l c  a n t e n n a  a n d  a n  a m p l l f l e r .  T h e  
e l e c t r o s t a t l c  a n t e n n a  was a metal d l s c  of seve ra l  tens  o f  
cent lmeters  In diameter p laced  h o r l z o n t a l l y  a t  a l e v e l  of several  
t e n s  of  cen t lme te r s  above t h e  ground.  One d l s c  a n t e n n a  was t h e  
f a s t  an tenna  wl th  a t lae  cons t an t  of 1 IS and  a f r e q u e n c y  b a n d  
ranglng  from s e v e r a l  hundreds  Hz t o  2 MHz, t h a t  was d e s l g n e d  t o  
c o v e r  r a p l d  c h a n g e s  o f  e l e c t r l c  f l e l d s  a s s o c l a t e d  w l t h  r e t u r n  
s t r o k e s  of l l g h t n l n g .  The  o t h e r  dlsc a n t e n n a  was t h e  slow 
a n t e n n a  wlth a tlnre c o n s t a n t  of  5 s and a f r e q u e n c y  band  r a n g l n g  
from 0.1 IIz t o  1 kHz, t h a t  was deslgned t o  cover r e l a t l v e l y  slow 
c h a n g e s  of electrlc f l e l d s  before  a n d  a f t e r  a l l g h t n l n g  
dlscharge(2). 
(b) Measurement of changes of magnetlc f le lds  
Magnetic f l e l d  c h a n g e s  a r r o c l a t e d  w l t h  l l g h t n l n g  d l e c h a r g e s  were 
measured  wl th  a s l n g l e  l o o p  a n t e n n a .  T h l s  a n t e n n a  o u t p u t  was 
a l so  used as a t r l g g e r  s i g n a l  o f  t h e  r e c o r d l n g  s y s t e m  ( 4  c h  
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dIgI ta l  memory) t h a t  w l l l  be explafned later. 
(c) Measurement of UHF radlat lon 
UHF waves (327 MHz) r a d l a t e d  In t h e  e a r l y  stage of t h e  d i s c h a r g e  
were m e a s u r e d  b y  means of t h e  dIscone a n t e n n a .  We used t h e  
dlscone antenna (4) because I t  has  t h e  followlng merlts: 
(1) As t h e  an tenna  has  a w l d e  band ,  I t  Is c o n v e n l e n t  f o r  
selectlng, d u r l n g  measurement, a f r e q u e n c y  r a n g e  w l t h  less  
background nolses such as radlo broadcast ing waves; 
(2) A s  t h e  an tenna  Is n o n d l r e c t l o n a l ,  I t  Is c a p a b l e  of r e c e l v l n g  
atmospherics  from any dlrectlon; and 
(3) I t  does n o t  g i v e  c o r o n a  d i s c h a r g e  e v e n  I n  s t r o n g  e l e c t r i c  
flelds. 
(Recordlng Block) 
T h e  o u t p u t s  of t h e  f a s t  a n t e n n a ,  s low a n t e n n a ,  a n d  d l s c o n c  
a n t e n n a  were r e c o r d e d  by a 4-ch d l p l t a l  memory u n i t  (Sys t em 1)  In  
w h l c h  one word c o m p r l s e s  1 2  b l t s  t o  h a v e  a w i d e  d y n a m i c  r a n g e .  
T h e  sampllng f r e q u e n c y  was 1 MtIz, a n d  t h e  t o t a l  c a p a c i t y  of t h e  
temporary s t o r a g e  was 6 4  k l l o w o r d s  for e a c h  c h a n n e l ,  a n d  t h e  
w o r k l n g  record l e n g t h  was 6 4  m i l l l - s e c o n d s .  Measurement of 
e l e c t r i c  f l e l d  c h a n g e s  by means  of t h e  l o n g - t i m e  w a v c f o r m  
recorder descrlbed In r e f e r e n c e  ( 5 )  w a s  also made s i m u l t a n e o u s l y .  
A l t h o u g h  detailed d e s c r l p t l o n  Is o m l t t e d  h e r e ,  t h e  r c c o r d e r  I s  
I n d i c a t e d  as S y s t e m  2 I n  t h I s  r e p o r t .  T h e  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  of t h e  
total system Is shown In FIg. 1. 
3. Electromagnet lc  Field Changes and Rocket- t r lggcrcd Llghtnlng 
Rocket-triggered l l g h t n l n g  i s  a m e t h o d  of t r l g g e r l n g  a 
l l g h t n l n g  by l a u n c h l n g  a small  r o c k e t  o f  a b o u t  20 cm i n  l e n g t h ,  
t o  whlch  a s teel  wI re  of 0 . 2  m m  In  d l ame te r  1s c o n n c c t e d ,  u n d e r  
t h u n d e r c l o u d .  When t h e  r o c k e t  a s c e n d s .  an e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  is  
concentrated a t  t h e  t o p  e n d  of t h e  r o c k e t ,  a n d  a l c a d c r  w i l l  
i n i t i a t e  t o w a r d s  t h e  t h u n d e r c l o u d ,  a n d  1 I g h t n i n p  w l l l  b c  
trlggered along t h l s  w e a k l y  I o n I z e d  c h a n n e l .  I n  n r o c k c t -  
t r l g g e r e d  l l g h t n f n g  e x p e r i m e n t ,  two k l n d s  of  r o c k e t - t r i g g e r e d  
1 1 g h t n I n g  tests, rocket-triggered l l g h t n l n p  t o  t h e  g r o u n d ,  a n d  
r o c k e t - t r l g g e r e d  l l g h t n l n g  to  t h e  tower, a re  n o r m a l l y  made u n t l c r  
different c o n d l t l o n s .  The r o c k e t - t r l g g c r e d  l l g h t n l n g  t o  t h e  
g r o u n d  Is a system In whlch  t h e  w l r e  c o n n e c t e d  t o  a r o c k e t  i s  
e x t e n d e d  to t h e  g r o u n d .  On t h e  o t h e r  h a n d ,  t h e  rocket-trlggcrcd 
60-3 
l i g h t n i n g  t o  t h e  tower means t h a t  t h e  r o c k e t  I t s e l f  Is I s o l a t e d  
t o  t h e  g r o u n d .  A n y l o n  t h r e a d  Is p a i d  o u t  u p  t o  a h e i g h t  o f  
abou t  100 m a b o v e  t h e  g r o u n d ,  a n d  t h e n  from t h a t  p o l n t  a s t e e l  
wlre I s  pa ld  out. As t h e  r o c k e t  assembly Is I n s u l a t e d  u p  t o  100 
m a b o v e  t h e  g r o u n d ,  a d o w n w a r d - m o v i n g  l e a d e r  c a n  b e  l n i t l a t e d  
from t h e  lower e n d  of t h e  wire  to .  a power transmlsslon tower of 
60 m hlgh(3)'(8) . 
The r o c k e t - t r i g g e r e d  l l g h t n l n g  expe r imen t  of f l sca l  1989 was 
c o n d u c t e d  by us ing  t h e  test t ransmlss lon  l l n e  a n d  a tower on t h e  
t o p  of Mount O k u s h i s h l k u  (930  m a b o v e  t h e  sea)  f r o m  N o v e m b e r  6, 
1989 t o  December  5. 1989.  T h e  o b s e r v a t i o n a l  r e s u l t s  of t h e  
i n d l v l d u a l  r o c k e t - t r i g g e r e d  l i g h t n i n g  e x p e r l m e n t s  a r e  s u m m a r l z e d  
i n  Table  1. Marks 0 x - d e n o t e  successful col lect lon o f  
d a t a ,  f a l l u r e  In  d a t a  c o l l e c t l o n ,  a n d  n o  o b s e r v a t i o n ,  
r e s p e c t l v e l y .  Examples o f  a c t u a l  o b s e r v e d  w a v e f o r m s  a re  s h o w n  
below, one e a c h  f o r  t h e  l i g h t n i n g  t o  t h e  tower a n d  t h e  l i g h t n l n g  
t o  t h e  g r o u n d .  Ez a n d  B o f  t h e  d l a g r a m s  I n d l c a t e  t h e  v e r t i c a l  
e lec t r ic  f l e l d  s t r e n g t h  o n  t h e  g r o u n d  a n d  t h e  i n t e r l i n k a g e  
m a g n e t i c  f l u x  d e n s f t y ,  r e s p e c t l v e l y .  T h e l r  i n t e n s i t l e s  a r e  
relatlve ones. 
Flg. 2 s h o w s  wavefo rms  o f  e l e c t r o m a g n e t l c  f i e l d  c h a n g e s  for 
t h e  e x p e r i m e n t  number  8 9 - 0 7  ( r o c k e t - t r l g g e r e d  l l g h t n i n g  t o  
tower). Fig. 2-a shows o f  e l e c t r l c  f l e l d  c h a n g e  f o r  a p o r t l o n  o f  
512 m l c r o - s e c o n d s  w h i c h  1s c o n s l d e r e d  t o  c o r r e s p o n d  t o  t h e  
l n l t l a t i o n  o f  t r l g g e r e d  l l g h t n l n g : .  o u t  o f  t h c  w h o l e  r e c o r d  l e n g t h  
of  64 m f l l f - s e c o n d s .  F I g .  2 - b  s h o w s  m a g n e t i c  f l e l d  c h a n g e  f o r  
t h e  same time p e r i o d .  F i g .  2-c s h o w s  e l e c t r i c  f l e l d  c h a n g e  
t r l g g e r e d  by  t h l s  r o c k e t - t r l g g e r e d  l i g h t n l n g  e x p e r i m e n t  f o r  2G2 
m l l l l - s e c o n d s ;  t h e  d a t a  of  t h e  e n t l r e  t r l g g e r e d - l i g h t n i n g  
e x p e r i m e n t  were r e c o r d e d  b y  t h e  l o n g - p e r l o d  waveform r e c o r d e r .  
On t h e  o t h e r  h a n d ,  F lg .  3 - a ,  b .  c s h o w  t h e  e l e c t r o m o g n e t l c  f i e l d  
c h a n g e s  of t h e  p o r t l o n  c o r r e s p o n d l n g  t o  t h c  l n l t l a t l o n  of t h e  
t r i g g e r e d  l l g h t n l n g  a n d  t h e  w h o l e  s f g n a t u r e  of l l g h t n l n g  of t h e  
e x p e r i m e n t  number  89-11 ( r o c k e t - t r l g g e r e d  l l g h t n l n g  t o  g r o u n d ) .  
Al though n o t  shown h e r e  because  of t h e  l lml t ed  s p a c e ,  a l l  o f  t h e  
o t h e r  r e s u l t s  of o b s e r v a t i o n  were simllar t o  t h o s e  s h o w n  i n  Flg. 
2 ' and Flg. 3. In  t h e  e l e c t r o m a g n e t l c  f l e l d  c h a n g e s  o f  r o c k c t -  
t r l g g e r e d  l l g h t n l n g .  we f o u n d  n o  r a p l d  c h a n g e s  c o r r c s p o n d l n g  t o  
r e t u r n  s t r o k e  of n a t u r a l  l l g h t n l n g .  Moreover,  t h e  r c l a t l v c l y  slow 
c h a n g e s ,  a s  shown In t h e  t r a c e s ,  were s u p e r l m p o s e d  w l t h  I m p u l s e -  
l l k e  waveforms. T h e  p h e n o m e n o n  of  s u p e r i m p o s i n g  w l t h  many 
impulses  was s lml l a r  t o  t h e  result o b t a l n e d  b y  Yoda e t  al.") f o r  
t h e  d l r e c t  measurement of l lghtnlng s t r o k e  cur ren t .  
Next, we w I l l  c o m p a r e  t h e  w a v e f o r m s  o f  t h e  e lec t romagnet ic  
f ie lds  o b t a l n e d  In  t h e  r o c k e t - t r l g g e r e d  l l g h t n l n g  t o  tower a n d  
t h o s e  of t h e  r o c k e t - t r i g g e r e d  l l g h t n l n g  t o  g r o u n d  t o  l d e n t l f y  
d i s c r e p a n c y  b e t w e e n  t h e  two m e t h o d s .  I n  t h e  case o f  r o c k c t -  
t r i g g e r e d  l l g h t n l n g  t o  t h e  t o w e r ,  as s h c w n  In F l g .  2 - 0  and b;  a 
b l p o l a r  p u l s e  of a r e l a t i v e l y  l a r g e  a m p l l t u d e  Is p r e s e n t  I n  t h e  
po r t lon  c o r r e s p o n d l n g  t o  t h e  In1 t l a t l o n  of t r lggered  l l g h t n l n g .  
I n  contrast ,  as s h o w n  I n  F l g .  3-a a n d  b, I n  t h e  case o f  t h e  
r o c k e t - t r l g g e r e d  l l g h t n l n g  t o  g r o u n d ,  t h e r e  Is no  b l p o l a r  p u l s e  
w i t h  a r e l a t l v e l y  large a m p l l t u d e  a t  t h e  l n l t l a t l o n  of  t r l g g e r e d  
l l g h t n l n g ,  a n d  t h e  a m p l l t u d e  of t h e  I m p u l s e s  t e n d s  t o  g e t  l a r g e r  
g r a d u a l l y .  S u c h  d l f f e r e n c e s  of waveforms of e lec t romagnet lc  
f le lds  between t h e  two t r l g g e r e d - l l g h t n l n g  m e t h o d s  were n o t  
c o n f i n e d  t o  t h e  pa r t i cu la r  cases s h o w n  above, b u t  common t o  a l l  
of t h e  r e s u l t s  of observatlon durlng t h l s  experlment. 
From t h e  results of o b s e r v a t l o n  of t h e  p a s t  r o c k c t - t r l g g e r e d  
l l g h t n l n g  e x p e r l r n e n t s ,  I t  Is known t h a t ,  I n  t h e  casc of r o c k c t -  
t r l g g e r e d  l l g h t n l n g  t o  t o w e r ,  a s  t h e  r o c k e t  and  t h e  w l r e  
c o n n e c t e d  t o  I t  are l n s u l a t e d  from t h e  g r o u n d ,  l e a d e r s  o f  
d l f f e r e n t  p o l a r l t l e s  p r o p a g a t e  upward from t h e  l l g h t n l n g  l n d u c l n g  
polnt  of t h e  r o c k e t  a n d  downward from ‘ t h e  lower e n d  of t h e  wlrc, 
r e s p e c t i v e l y .  t o  e v e n t u a l l y  t r l g g e r  a l l g h t n l n g .  w h e r e a s ,  I n  t h e  
case of r o c k e t - t r l g g e r e d  l l g h t n l n g  t o  g r o u n d ,  as t h e  r o c k c t  Is 
g r o u n d e d  by t h e  wlre, t h e  l e a d e r  p r o p a g a t e s  o n l y  upward from t h e  
l l g h t n l n g  l n d u c l n g  p o l n t  of t h e  r o c k e t . ( * )  T h e  d l f f e r e n c e s  of  
t h e  wavefo rms  of e l e c t r o m a g n e t l c  f l e l d s  a t  t h e  l n l t l a t l o n  of 
t r l g g e r e d  l l g h t n l n g  between t h e  t r l g g e r e d - l l g h t n l n g  t o  towcr a n d  
t h e  t r l g g e r e d - l l g h t n l n g  t o  g r o u n d  a n d  t h e  p r e s e n c e  of b i p o l a r  
I m p u l s e  of a l a r g e  a m p l l t u d e  o f  t h e  p r e s e n t  r esu l t s  were 
a t t r l b u t e d  t o  t h e  d l f f e r e n c e s  between t h e  l l g h t n l n g  t r l g g c r l n g  
mechanisms of b o t h  t h e  m e t h o d s  a s  d e s c r l b e d  above. We a r c  now 
examlnlng t h e  causes In detall. 
# 
4. Prcceding UUF Pulses 
In  t h l s  sectlon w e  wlll d l s c u s s  t h e  r e l a t l o n s h l p  b c t w c c n  
e l ec t ro rnagne t l c  f l e l d  c h a n g e s  d u r i n g  a r o c k c t -  t r l g g e r c d  l i g h t  n I n s  
a n d  accompanying UHF electromagnetlc radiat ion.  
F ig .  4 shows  magnetlc f l e l d  c h a n g e s  b e f o r e  and  a f t e r  t h e  
l n l t l a t l o n  o f  t h e  t r l g g e r e d  l l g h t n l n g  o f  t h e  e x p e r l m c n t  n u m b e r  
89-04 ( t r i g g e r e d  l l g h t n l n g  t o  t h e  tower) and  t h e  a c c o m p a n y l n g  U H F  
e l e c t r o r n a g n e t l c  r a d l a  t l o n .  A s  d l s c u s s e d  I n  t h e  p r e c c d l n g  
section, t h e  m a g n e t l c  f i e l d  w a v e f o r m  h a s  a b l p o l a r  p u l s e ,  w h l c h  
1s a f e a t u r e  of t h e  r o c k e t - t r l g g c r e d  l l g h t n l n g  t o  t h e  t o w c r .  at 
t h e  l n l t l a t l o n  o f  t h e  t r l g g e r e d  l l g h t n l n g .  On t h e  o t h c r  h a n d ,  as 
60-5 
clearly shown b y  t h e  dlagram, t h e  UHF e l e c t r o m a g n e t l c  r a d l a t l o n  
p r e c e d e d  t he  b l p o l a r  p u l s e  of t h e  c h a n g e s  of m a g n e t l c  f l e l d  
c o r r e s p o n d l n g  t o  t he  l n l t l a t l o n  of  t h e  d l s c h a r g e .  P u l s e s  were 
l s o l a t e d  e a c h  o t h e r  before  t h e  b l p o l a r  p u l s e ,  b u t  a f t e r  t h e  
b l p o l a r  p u l s e  t h e  rad la t lon  l n t e n s l t y  lncreased s u d d e n l y  a n d  t h e  
s ta te  of redlation was l i k e  8 burst .  Such a s u d d e n  c h a n g e  of t h e  
UHF r a d l a t l o n  l n t e n s l t y  was s l m l l a r  t o  t h e  s t a t e s  of UHF 
radlatlon before and a f t e r  a r e t u r n  s t r o k e  of n a t u r a l  l l g h t n l n g  
shown In Flg. 5. 
T h e  b u r s t - l l k e  c h a n g e  of UHF r a d l a t l o n  of n a t u r a l  l l g h t n l n g  
1s a t t r l b u t e d  t o  t h e  n e t - s h a p e d  p r o p a g a t l o n  of t h e  r e t u r n  s t r o k e  
In t h e  cloud a f t e r  I t  r e a c h e s  t h e  bottom o f  t h e  cloud.( ' )  I f  t h e  
c h a n g e  of UHF radlatlon o b s e r v e d  l n  rocket-triggered l l g h t n l n g  
were generated by t h e  same cause  w l t h  n a t u r a l  l l g h t n l n g .  t h e  
lsolated UHF pulses of F l g .  4 c o u l d  be a t t r l b u t e d  t o  l e a d e r s  
movlng upward from t h e  r o c k e t  or l e a d e r s  movlng downward f rom t h e  
lower e n d  of t h e  wlre. T h e  mean tlme I n t e r v a l s  of t h e  I s o l a t e d  
pulses of Fig. 4 1s about 27 mlcro-seconds whlch  Is close to  t h e  
s ta t l s t lca l  values r a n g l n  f r o m  29  t o ,  5 2  m l c r o - s e c o n d s  f o r  t l m e  
lntervals of s tepped  leaders. f16) 
T h e  d l s t r l b u t l o n s  of t l n e  I n t e r v a l s  o f  I s o l a t e d  UHF p u l s e s  
o b s e r v e d  I n  t h e  experiment n u m b e r s  80-04 a n d  89-7 ( t r l g g c r e d  
l l g h t n l n g  t o  t h e  tower) a r e  s h o w n  I n  F i g .  6. T h e  t r a n s I t I o n s  of 
tlme l n t e r v a l s  of t h e s e  p u l s e s  a r e  s h o w n  I n  F l g .  7 .  T h e  p u l s e  
n u m b e r  of Flg .  7 lnd lca tes  t h e  n u m b e r s  g l v e n  t o  t h e  I s o l a t e d  
pu l se s  l n l t l a t l o n  from t h e  f l r s t  p u l s e .  T h u s  F l g .  7 s h o w s  t h a t  
t h e  tlme l n t e r v a l  between two c o n s e c u t l v e  p u l s e s  g e t  s h o r t e r  wl t h  
t h e  p a s s a g e  of tlme. Thls  f e a t u r e  1s s l m l l a r  t o  t h a t  o b s e r v e d  I n  
stepped leaders of natural llghtnlng.(l') 
We h a v e  d e s c r l b e d  t h e  m a g n e t l c  f l e l d  c h a n g e s  a n d  UHF 
r a d l a t l o n  of t h e  r o c k e t - t r l g g e r e d  l l g h t n l n g  t o  tower.  S l m l l a r  
phenomena were o b s e r v e d  i n  t h e  r o c k e t - t r l g g e r e d  l l g h t n l n g  t o  t h e  
g r o u n d  a l t h o u g h  t h e r e  were some d l f f e r e n c e s .  F l g .  8 s h o w s  t h e  
c h a n g e s  of m a g n e t l c  f l e l d  a n d  UHF e l e c t r o m a g n e t l c  r a d l a t l o n  o f  
t h e  e x p e r i m e n t  number 89-11  (rocket-triggered l l g h t n l n g  t o  t h e  
g r o u n d ) .  T h e  UHF r a d l a t l o n  s h o w e d  I s o l a t e d  p u l s e s  p r e c e d l n g  t h e  
f l r s t  magnet lc  f le ld  change.  The changes  from Isolated p u l s e s  t o  
b u r s t - l l k e  p u l s e s ,  h o w e v e r ,  were n o t  so r a p l d  as t h o s e  o b s e r v e d  
In t h e  rocket- t r lggered l lghtnlng to  t h e  tower. 
Some s t a t l s t l c s  of t h e  UHF l s o l a t e d  p u l s e s  p r e c e d l n g  t h e  
magnetlc f l e l d  c h a n g e s  o b s e r v e d  d u r l n g  t h e  r o c k e t - t r l g p e r e d  
l l g h t n l n g  t o  t h e  tower and t o  t h e  g r o u n d  a r e  s h o w n  I n  T a b l e  2; 
t h e  number  of p u l s e s ,  p u l s e  I n t e r v a l s ,  a n d  t h e  t l m e  d u r a t l o n  u p  
t o  t h e  c h a n g e s  of n a g n e t l c  f i e l d .  I n  t h e  t a b l e  t h e  p o l a r l t y  
l n d l c a t e s  t h e  p o l a r l t y  of t h e  l l g h t n l n g  s t r o k e  c u r r e n t  measu red  
a t  t h e  launcblng polnt  of t he  rocket. (12) For  t h o s e  t o  whlch t h i s  
datum Is n o t  a v a i l a b l e ,  t h e  p o l a r l t y  o f  t h e  p o i n t  corona c u r r e n t  
a t  t h e  tlme of l a u n c h l n g  of t h e  r c c k e t  i s  shown i n  
parentheses.(")When t h e  number of p u l s e s  and  t h e  p o l a r l t y  of 
fnduced  l l g h t n l n g  were examined f o r  t h e  r o c k e t - t r l g g e r e d  
l i g h t n i n g  t o  tower a c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e  s t a t l s t l c s ,  t h e  p o s l t l v e  
r o c k e t - t r l g g e r e d  l i g h t n i n g  t ended  t o  h a v e  smaller number of 
p u l s e s  t h a n  t h o s e  of n e g a t l v e  p o l a r l t y .  On t h e  o t h e r  h a n d ,  I n  
cases of t h e  r o c k e t - t r l g g e r e d  l l g h t n l n g  t o  t h e  g r o u n d ,  t h e  
r e l a t l o n s h l p  between t h e  number o f  p u l s e s  a n d  t h e  p o l a r l t y  was 
no t  as clear as t h a t  of  t he ,  r o c k e t - t r l g g e r e d  l i g h t n i n g  t o  t o w e r .  
When we exaulned t h e  number of pulses and t h e  tlme d u r a t l o n  from 
r o c k e t  l aunch lng  t o  t r l g g e r l n g  ( I 3 ) ,  t h e  l i g h t n l n g ,  b o t h  t o  t h e  
tower and t o  t h e  g round ,  havlng  l o n g e r  t lae d u r a t i o n  u p  t o  
trlggerlng tended to have a greater number of pulses. 
5. Concluding Remarks 
In  t h e  r o c k e t - t r i g g e r e d  l l g h t n l n g  e x p e r l m e n t  of f i s c a l  1989, 
we observed electromagnetic fleld changes and UHF e lec t romagne t l c  
r a d l a t l o n  acconpanylng  r o c k e t - t r i g g e r e d  l l g h t n l n g .  The f l n d l n g s  
were as follows: 
(1) No r a p l d  changes  c o r r e s p o n d l n g  t o  t h e  r e t u r n  s t r o k e  of 
n a t u r a l  l l g h t n l n g  were o b s e r v e d  In  t h e  e lec t r lc  f l e l d  c h a n g e s  
accospany lng  r o c k e t - t r l g g e r e d  l l g h t n l n g .  C o n t l n u o u s  c u r r e n t s ,  
however, were present. 
(2) In t h e  case o f  t h e  r o c k e t - t r i g g e r e d  l l g h t n l n g  t o  t h e  tower, 
In  e l e c t r o n a g n e t l c  f i e l d  c h a n g e s  c o r r e s p o n d l n g  t o  t h e  l n l t l n t l o n  
of t r l g g e r e d  l i g h t n i n g  showed a b i p o l a r  p u l s e  of a r e l a t l v e l y  
large ampli tude.  In c o n t r a s t ,  t h e  r o c k e t  t r i g g e r e d  l l g h t n l n g  t o  
the  ground dld not have such a blpolar pulse. 
($1 The UHF r a d l a t l o n  accompanylng t h e  r o c k e t - t r l g g c r e d  
Ilg'htnlng preceded  t h e  waveform p o r t l o n s  c o r r e s p o n d l n g  t o  t h e  
f l r s t  c h a n g e s  i n  e l e c t r o a a g n e t l c  f l e l d s .  In p a r t l c u l a r ,  I n  t h e  
case of t h e  r o c k e t - t r l g g e r e d  l l g h t l n g  t o  t h e  t o w e r ,  t h e  U I I F  
r a d l a t i o n  showed a c h a n g e  from I s o l a t e d  p u l s e s  t o  b u r s t - l l k e  
pulses  of  larger amplitude across a blpolar  p u l s e  of a rc ln t lve ly  
large anplltude In nagnetlc fleld. 
(4) The number of l so la ted  p u l s e s  In t h e  UlIF r a d i a t l o n  showcd a 
c o r r e l a t l o n  w l t h  t h e  t l m e  d u r a t l o n  from r o c k e t  l a u n c h l n g  u p  t o  
t r l g g e r e d  l l g h t n l n g .  T h e  tlme I n t e r v a l  b e t w e e n  c o n s e c u t l v e  
I s o l a t e d  p u l s e s  t e n d e d  t o  g e t  s h o r t e r  w l t h  t h e  p a s s a g e  o f  t l m e  
j u s t  l i ke  t h e  s tepped  l eade r s  of  natural llghtnlng. 
P h y s l c a l  l n t e rp re t a t lon  of t h e  a b o v e - m e n t l o n e d  f e a t u r e s  o f  
t h e  r o c k e t - t r l g g e r e d  l l g h t n l n g  o f  t h e  p r e s e n t  e x p e r l m e n t  Is a 
f u t u r e  t a s k ,  and Is e x p e c t e d  t o  c o n t r l b u t e  much t o  t h e  
understandlng of wlnter l lghtnlng of Japan. 
To  b e  more s p e c l f l c ,  t h e  f e a t u r e  of (1)  a b o v e  d l f f e r s  f r o m  
t h a t  of t h e  e lectr lc  f l e l d  c h a n g e s  o b s e r v e d  I n  t h e  r o c k e t -  
t r l g g e r e d  l l g h t n l n g  e x p e r l n e n t  a t  t h e  U.S. K e n n e d y  S p a c e  C e n t e r  
l n d l c a t e d  I n  r e f e r e n c e  (14) In  t h a t  t h e  c h a n g e s  I n  e l e c t r l c  f l e l d  
of t h e  l a t te r  showed a r a p l d  c h a n g e  c o r r e s p o n d l n g  t o  r e t u r n  
stroke.  T h e  d l f f e r e n c e  Is a t t r i b u t e d  t o  t h a t  ou r  e x p e r l m e n t  was 
c o n d u c t e d  I n  a m o u n t a l n o u s  a r ea  w h l l e  t h e  U.S. e x p e r l m e n t  was 
c o n d u c t e d  In a place of t h e  s ea  l e v e l .  I n  o t h e r  w o r d s ,  t h e l r  
e x p e r l m e n t a l  c o n d l t l o n  was c lose  t o  an o r d l n a r y  l l g h t n l n g  s t r o k e  
with t h e  bot tom of t h e  c l o u d  be lng  f q l r l y  h l g h  above t h e  g r o u n d ,  
w h e r e a s  o u r  e x p e r l m e n t  was made  I n  t h e  t h u n d e r c l o u d ,  a n d  t h e  
t r l g g e r l n g  c o n d l t l o n s  were s l m l l a r  t o  t h o s e  of l n t r a c l o u d  
d l s c h a r g e .  I t  s h o u l d  b e  n o t e d  t h a t  t h e  t r a n s m l s s l o n  towers 
erected In t h e  mountalnous areas of Hokurlku Dlstrlct t e n d  t o  b e  
covered b y  t h u n d e r c l o u d s  In w l n t e r .  A s  t h e l r  e n v l r o n m e n t  Is 
c o m p a r a t l v e  t o  t h a t  o f  our  e x p e r l m e n t ,  t h e  r e s u l t  o f  o u r  
e x p e r l m e n t  d i s c u s s e d  In  S e c t l o n  3 o r  r e l a t l v e l y  s low c h a n g e s  
o v e r l a p p e d  by many p u l s e s  Is a t t r l b u t e d  t o  p r o p a g a t l o n  of 
n e g a t l v e  l e a d e r s  from t h e  t o p  o f  t h e  r o c k e t  t o  t h e  l n t e r l o r  of 
t h e  c l o u d .  Th l s ,  i n  t u r n ,  Is e x p e c t e d  t o  be  o f  some h c l p  In  
u n d e r s t a n d l n g  t h e  rnechanlsm o f  t h e  " t r l g g e r e d  l l g h t n l n g "  t h a t  Is 
s t a r t e d  by an upward-novlng leader  from a transmlsslon tower. 
One p o s s l b l e  cause o f  ( 2 )  may r e f l e c t l o n  o f  c u r r e n t .  I t ,  
h o w e v e r ,  Is d l f f l c u l t  t o  make a conc lus lon  o n  t h e  b a s l s  o f  t h e  
present e x p e r l m e n t  alone.  N e v e r t h e l e s s ,  a s  c l e a r l y  s h o w n  I n  
r e f e r e n c e  (15), t h e  results o f  our measurement a n d  t h e  resu l t s  o f  
t h e  d i r e c t  measurement o f  c u r r e n t  conduc ted  by t h e  Chubu E lec t r f c  
Power  Co., Inc .  agree w e l l  w l t h  e a c h  o t h e r .  T h l s  agreement 
suggests our  method of o b s e r v a t i o n  can  b e  a p p l i e d  t o  l l g h t n l n g  
s t r o k e s  to transmlsslon towers t o  whlch t h e  d l r e c t  measu r e m c n t  Is 
not appl  lcable. 
as well as In reference (I6) t h a t  VHF r a d l a t l o n  waves a r e  u s e d  I n  
t h e  l n t e r f e r o m e t o r l c  system to  unde r s t and  t h e  d l s c h a r g e  l n c e p t l o n  
mechantsm; n e v e r t h e l e s s ,  s u c h  r e s e a r c h  e f f o r t s  a re  n d t  p r e s e n t  a t  
Wlth r e g a r d  t o  (3) and ( 4 ) ,  I t  Is l n d l c a t e d  In r c f e r e n c c  (1) 
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a l l  In Japan. We w l l l  t ry  to u t l l l z e  our results In d e v e l o p m e n t  
of t e c h n i q u e s  fo r  measurlng lnslde t h u n d e r c l o u d s  by means  o f  UHF 
or VHF. 
To the  best  of o u r  kr.,ow!edge, t h e  s l g n l f l c a n t  d l f f e r e n c e  
between t h e  d l s c h a r g e  l n c e p t l o n  p o r t l o n  of t h e  r o c k e t - t r l g p e r c d  
l l g h t n l n g  t o  t h e  g r o u n d  a n d  t h a t  of t h e  r o c k e t - t r l g g e r e d  
l l g h t n l n g  t o  t h e  tower h a v e  n o t  b e e n  r e p o r t e d  u p  t o  now. T h l s  
may p r o v l d e ,  I f  we repeat e x p e r l m e n t s  a n d  c o n t l n u c  t h c o r c t l c a l  
l n v e s t l g a t l o n ,  a c lue  t o  t h e  d l s c o v c r y  of t h e  " d i s c h a r g e  
l ncep t lon  mechanlsm." F u r t h e r m o r e ,  t h e  UHF I s o l a t c d  pu  lscs 
preceding t o  t h e  d i s c h a r g e  I n c e p t i o n  p o r t f o n  s u g g e s t  a 
p o s s l b l l l t y  of p r e d l c t l o n  o f  l l g h t n l n g  s t r o k e  a l t h o u g h  t h e  t l m e  
allowance Is v e r y  s h o r t ,  I t  w l l l  mark a s t e p  f o r w a r d  t o w a r d s  t h e  
ultimate ob jec t lve  of elimlnatlon of l l gh  tnlng. 
We would l l k e  t o  a c k n o w l e d g e  t h a t  t h i s  r e s e a r c h  r c c c l v c d  a 
sclent l f lc  r e s e a r c h  g r a n t  f rom t h e  M l n l s t r y  of E d u c a t l o n  
(Experlmental Research Program No. 63850055). 
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Flg. 1 A schematlc of the observatlon system 
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Flq. 2 -b  The init lat lon of a nagnetlc  f l e l d  c h a n g e  c a u s e d  by 
rocket trlegered llehtnlng t o  the power transmlsslon tower 
t h e  
Fig. 2-c The whole s lgnature of an e l e c t r l c  f l e l d  c h a n g e  c a u s e d  
by t h e  rocket trlggered llghtnfng t o  the power transmlsslon tower 
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Flg .  3-a The l n l t l a t l o n  of an e l e c t r l c  f l e l d  c h a n g e  c a u s e d  by 
the rocket trlggered llghtnlng to  the ground 
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F l g .  3-b The l n l t l a t l o n  of a a a g n e t l c  f l e l d  c h s n g e  c a u s e d  by  t h e  
rocket  trlggered llghtnlng to the ground 
F1g 3-c The whole rlgnature of an electrlc f l e l d  c h a n g e  c a u s e d  by 
the rocket trlggered llghtnlng to the ground 
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Fig. 4 The precedlng LIEF Isolated pulses of the rocket  tr lggered 
llghtnlng to the power transdsslon tower 
E l s c t r l c  f i e l d  
Flg. 5 The e lectr lc  fleld change and UHF radlatlons by a natural 
posItIve cloud to ground strlke 
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F r e e  u e n c y  
Fig .  6 The s t a t l s t l e s  of tlme l n t e r v a l s  f o r  UHF l s o l a t e d  p u l s e s  
precedlng the trlggered llghtnlng to  the power transmlsslon tower 
n u m b e r  
Flg. 7 The t rans l t lons  of t h e  I n t e r v a l s  for  U H F  I s o l a t e d  p u l s e s  
precedlng the trlggered llghtnlng to the power transrlsslon tower 
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Flg. 8 The precedlng UHF Isolated pu l ses  of t h e  r o c k e t  t r l g g e r e d  
llghtnlnp to the ground 
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fable  1 the results of  the ierrurement durtnr  
the rocket ti!ggt:ed !ig!!!slna experiment 
Pocket No. SYSTEM I SYSTEM n 
A U C f l U L C S  flu U a b .  %dl1 U G  I G L U I U C U .  
- denotes no measurement. 
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Table 2 The rtatistlea Of the UBF Irolated pulses 
of the rocket trlgrered lightning 
Pocket NO. 
8 9-0 4 
Frequency Pulse Intervals Durations Pols- 
of pUl8eS AV. . ,&  SD.(# roc.) ( b  8 C C . 1  rltY 
- 4 s  21.2 13.8 951 
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THE DETECTION OF THE ELECTRIC FIELD VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION 
UNDERNEATH T”DERCLXIUD : PRINCIPLE AND APPLICATIONS 
Serge Soula and Serge Chauzy 
Laboratoire d’ Abrologie , Toulouse , France 
ABSTRACT 
Dur mg tho F l o r i d .  89 exporiment a t  Kennedy Space Center ne1 system 
waa used i n  ordor t o  obtbin the v e r t i c a l  d i s t r i b u t i o n  of tha electric f i e l d  
underneath thunderatorm. X t  consiets  of a ntandard shut te r  f i e l d  m i l l  a t  
ground l e v e l  and five other  f i e l d  sensors suspended from a cable fastened t o  
a te thered balloon located a t  the a l t i t u d e  of about 1,000 m . . I t  a l s o  includes 
a reception s t a t i o n  for telemetered information transmitted by the sensors i n  
a l t i t u d e  and a processing system i n  order  t o  s t o r e  da ta  and r e a l  time display 
on a screen the simultaneous f i e l d  v a r i a t i o n s  a t  each leve l  and the ins tan ta-  
neous electric f i e l d  p r o f i l e .  The f irst  r e s u l t s  obtained show the great  
importance of the knowledge of the e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  v e r t i c a l  d i s t r i b u t i o n .  The 
f i e l d  detected a t  a height of 600 m reaches 65 kV/m while t h a t  a t  the surfnce 
does not  exceed 5 kV/a. The f i e l d  i n t e n s i t y  i n  a l t i t u d e  is 8 b e t t e r  c r i t e r i o n  
i n  t r lgge-  
r ing .  Using Gauss’s l a v  the einultaneous f i e l d  var ia t ions  a t  severa l  l eve ls  
a r e  -ysed i n  order t o  evaluate charge dens i t ies .  Average values c lose  to  1 
nC.n are calculated i n  layers  up to 600 meters. The ca lcu la t ion  of d i f f e -  
rent average charge dens i t ies  leads t o  character ize  the layer  between cloud 
and ground j u s t  before the  leader propagation i n  the case of a cloud-to-  
ground f lash .  
determining the r i g h t  moment t o  launch a rocket devoted t o  f l a s h  
1. INTRODUCTION 
The electric f i e l d  la rge ly  var ies  with a l t i t u d e  below a thundercloud. I t  
has  been suggested by Wilson [l] t h a t  the f i e l d  increases with a l t i t u d e  
because of corona ions produced a t  the surface.  Field measurements above 
ground using f r e e  balloons [ 2  and 3 1 ,  te thered balloons [4] and insu la t ing  
cables  [SI show a greater  intensi ty  (and sometimes even of opposite p o l a r i t y )  
than a t  the surface.  A t  ground level the f i e l d  in tens i ty  is la rger  also above 
water which leads t o  conclude that  the  charge layer  created by ground coronae 
has a grea t  influence on the surface e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  [ 6 ,  4, 2 and 5). The only 
way t o  de tec t  evaluate and avoid t h i s  influence is to  measure thc f i e l d  
i n t e n s i t y  above and across t h i s  layer.  
On one hand, the v e r t i c a l  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  d i s t r i b u t i o n  provides a good 
information on t h e  evolution of corona ions from the ground. According t o  
Vonnegut (61, these ions carried up by convective currents  can markedly 
p a r t i c i p a t e  i n  cloud e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n .  Unfortunately. no measuring system has 
been run y e t  in order t o  continuously detect the e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  within the 
f irst  hundreds of meters. On the o ther  hand, the rapid v a r i a t i o n s  of the 
instantaneous slectric f i e l d  prof i le  a r e  a very useful element f o r  the i n t e r -  
p re ta t ion  of the  charac te r i s t ics  of the leader propagation, l i k e  channel 
geometry, ve loc i ty .  A s  a Patter of f a c t ,  Idone and Orvi l le  ( 7 1  reported a 
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speed increase and a reduction of the channel t o r t u o s i t y  with height f o r  the 
upward leader  and they suggested t h a t  t h i s  observation might be r e l a t e d  t o  
l a r g e r  f i e l d s  i n  a l t i t u d e .  
Furthermore, s ince the surface f i e l d  i n t e n s i t y  alone is not always the 
b e s t  instantaneous indicator  of cloud e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n  [ 5 ] ,  a permanent moni- 
t o r ing  o f  the v e r t i c a l  f i e l d  p r o f i l e  brings a he lp fu l  con t r ibu t ion  f o r  the 
purpose of l i gh tn ing  f l a s h  warning and t r iggering.  
In order  t o  help t o  solve these problems we have developed a system 
conceived t o  measure the e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  a t  the surface and a t  f i v e  l e v e l s  
above it. The sensors a l o f t  a r e  designed t o  be suspended from a tethered 
balloon and t o  transmit the data  by telemetry. The whole system has been 
b u i l t  t o  be used during the Florida 89 experiment a t  Kennedy Space Center. I t  
can display i n  real time the six superimposed f i e l d  v a r i a t i o n s  renewed every 
minute and the v e r t i c a l  f i e l d  p r o f i l e  renewed every second. 
Some of the r e s u l t s  obtained from the Florida 89 experiment on August 10 
1989 are reported i n  t h i s  paper. In  the l a t e  afternoon of  August 10 a thun- 
derstorm was advected from the West and developed over the s i t e  propagating 
e a s t e r l y .  Due t o  the long duration of the event,  the l i f e t i m e  of sensors 
b a t t e r i e s  d i d  not allow u s  t o  record data  during the whole thunderstorm. 
During t h i s  event several  l lghtning f l a shes  were t r iggered by rockets froin 
the ground and from the Lightning S t r i k e  Object (L. S. 0 . .  described i n  the 
next  sect ion)  located 150 in above ground. The e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  data  processing 
l eads  to  a s a t i s f a c t o r y  descr ipt ion of the charge l aye r  evolut ion during the 
thunderstorm l i f e c y c l e  and up t o  600 m .  The e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  is considered 
pos i t i ve  i n  the l aye r  above ground when i t  is  created by a negat ively charged 
cloud. 
2 .  THE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 
2 . 1  THE SYSTEH CONFIGURATION --- 
The t e the red  balloon where the sensors were suspended during the F lo r i -  
da 89 experiment was ca r r i ed  out by the America 9 company L. T. A.  (Ligher 
Than Air) of Florida.  This stream-lined 570-m helium balloon is maintained 
i n  a convenient o r i en ta t ion  i n  r e l a t i o n  t o  the wind even when i t  l ies  on a 
mooring system a t  the ground. The f igure 1 shows the whole system i n  the 
exact  configurat ion of the experiment mentioned before.  I t  is important t o  
note that  i n  t h i s  display the sca l e  is respected f o r  the d i s t ances  between 
each element but  not f o r  t h e i r  s i z e .  The main t e t h e r  is exclusively used t o  
s u s t a i n  the balloon. A kevlar t r i pod ,  made of three t e t h e r s  a t tached t o  the 
ground, is hung up on the balloon by a secondary cable .  A t  the top of the 
t r i p o d ,  160 m high, a metal cylinder is suspended, the L. S. 0 .  (Lightning 
S t r i k e  Object) ,  designed to  be h i t  by t r iggered l i gh tn ing  f l a shes .  The sen- 
s o r s  devoted t o  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  measurement a l o f t  a r e  hooked up on the secon- 
dary t e t h e r  between ground l eve l  and the maximum height ,  roughly 200 a below 
the a l t i t u d e  of the balloon, so the l a t t e r  does not inf luence the upper 
sensor .  
2 . 2  THE ELECTRIC FIELD SENSORS --
The instruments used to  de t ec t  the l o c a l  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  a r e  displayed on 
f i g u r e  2 .  A standard shu t t e r  f i e l d  m i l l ,  f l u sh  with the ground, measures 
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the  surface f i e l d .  I t  de l ivers  a 1000-Hz voltage whose amplitude is modulated 
by the electric f i e l d .  A f a s t  amplitude detect ion provides a DC voltage 
proportional t o  the f i e l d .  An in s i t u  c a l i b r a t i o n  is performed t o  r e l a t e  the 
output voltage to the applied electric f i e l d ,  by using an electrode p a r a l l e l  
t o  the  instrument ground plane and connected t o  a high voltage generator. 
The other  sensors shown on f i g u r e  2 a r e  devoted t o  ambient e l e c t r i c  
f i e l d  measurement i n  a l t i t u d e .  The requirements taken i n t g  account f o r  a 
correc t  design a r e  of several  types: (1) Self-contained u n i t  working by 
telemetry, (2) Shape producing a l o c a l  f i e l d  enhancement a s  weak as possible ,  
(3) Compensation system for  the e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  created by the ne t  charge on 
the  apparatus. 
- The geometry and general  confiRuration: According t o  various authors and 
spec ia l ly  Clark-81, Rust and Koore 191, Few e t  a l .  [ l o ] ,  the instrument 
housing is made t o  be close t o  a conductive sphere i n  order t o  obtain the 
most uniform curvature possible and t o  char- 
ge. Thus the conducting sphere, 0 . 2 5  m i n  diameter, contains the whole 
system assembly: e lec t ronic  c i r c u i t s ,  ro ta t ion  motor, b a t t e r i e s .  On the otlicr 
hand, s ince it has been decided to measure only the v e r t i c a l  component of the 
e l e c t r i c  f i e l d ,  a double f i e l d  m i l l  configuration is adopted ( f i g .  3 ) .  Thus 
two ident ica l  f i e l d  m i l l s  a re  symmetrically located a t  the top and the bottom 
of motor. 
As it has been previously described 1 2 1 ,  the combination of the s igna ls  
provided by the two f i e l d  mills achieves the elimination of the  f i e l d  compo- 
nent created by the n e t  charge on the instrument. The pr inc ip le  of this 
elimination is schematized on figure 3.  The v e r t i c a l  component of the ambient 
f i e l d  c rea tes ,  a t  the top and the bottom of the spherical  sensor,  equally 
enhanced f i e l d s  of the  same p o l a r i t y ,  On the other hand, the net  charge 
on the instrument generates,  a t  the same places ,  f i e l d s  of opposite po lar i ty  
whose common i n t e n s i t y  is E . So the  upper f i e l d  m i l l  measures En + Ea,  while 
the lower one measures Enn- Ea. Making the difference between the s ignals  
del ivered by both mills eliminates E . This procedure is achieved by the 
e lec t ronic  c i r c u i t  and requires the  aajustrnent of the amplification during 
ca l ibra t ion .  
Rotors and s t a t o r s  of each f i e l d  m i l l  a re  divided i n t o  t e n  sec tors ,  
which provides a s igna l  frequency (500  Hz) equal t o  ten times the ro ta t ion  
frequency ( 5 0  Hz). The transmission antenna is a dipole ,  made of the t w o  
half-spheres t h a t  cons t i tu te  the sensor housing. The sphere is mechanically 
coupled t o  the suspension system of the te ther  using a Cardan coupling device 
t h a t  provides two degrees of freedom and the weight balance of the whole 
instrument keeps it i n  the v e r t i c a l  posi t ion.  
minimize the emission of space 
the sphere with a common rotat ion axle driven by a small e l e c t r i c  
Ea. 
- The e lec t ronic  c i r c u i t r y :  The nodulation c i r c u i t  is designed t o  provide an AC 
voltage whose frequency is modulated by the electric f i e l d  s i g n a l .  This 
voltage i t s e l f  modulates i n  frequency a commercial t ransmit ter  b u i l t  by 
C.E.A.F. (Construction Electronique Andre F o r t i e r ) ,  whose frequency is crys-  
t a l  s t a b i l i z e d  betueen 400 KHz and 406 MHz and power l imited t o  50 mu. 
The modulation block diagram is indicated on f igure 4. I t  uses a syn- 
chronous detect ion device whose reference s igna l  is provided by a Light 
Emitting Diode/Photo Transistor system coupled with a r o t a t i n g  screen i d e n t l -  
c a l  Each f i e l d  mill is asso- 
c i a t e d  with an independant c i r c u i t ,  both s ignals  being combined a t  the end of 
the processing. As Winn and Moore [ l l ]  d id  with t h e i r  instrumented rocket, w e  
use f i r s t ,  I n  both c i r c u i t  associated t o  each f i e l d  m i l l ,  a charge amplifier 
to and synchronous with the f i e l d  m i l l  ro tors .  
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that provi&s an output voltage proportional to the induced charge on the 
oloctrodo. Aftor DC o l i r i n ~ t i o n  and variable gain amplification, a double 
fast poak &teCtOr 8.npl.8 both pO8itiVO and nogatlvo p e a h .  Aftor summing, 
tho a ignd  i 8  applied to a doublo sample hold c i r cu i t  tr iggered by the 
reforonce n i p 8 1  for  synchronous detection. A difference amplifier f i na l ly  
providos the peak t o  peak value proportional to  the e l ec t r i c  f i e l d ,  including 
its polarity.  This final signal is combined, i n  a d i f fe rence ,anpl i f ie r ,  with 
that provided by tho c i r cu i t  origirutod from the other f i e l d  m 1 1 1 ,  i n  order 
t o  eliminate tho f i e l d  conponent created by the ne t  charge on the apparatus. 
Tho output v 0 1 t a ~ e 8  proportion81 to  the ambient f i e l d ,  is converted in to  
frequoncy, thanks t o  a V.C.O. (Voltage Controlled Osci l la tor)  whose output 
8 i p l  mOdulAt.8 the RI transmitter already mentioned. The V.C.O. central  
froquoncy i 8  15 k h  and the correaponding bandwith 10 kk. Three d i f fe ren t  
s o ~ i t i v i t i o a  havo been chosen for each s e ~ o r :  +/- 150 kV/m, +/- 100 kV/m 
and +/- 50 kV/m. (teleme- 
t ry)  1. performed a t  the laboratory. 
The cal ibrat ion of each sensor i n  r ea l  conditions 
2.3 THE RECEPTION SYSTEM --
The ground s ta t ion  ( f ig .  5)  is designed t o  receive f ive  simultaneous 
channels trammitting within the frequency range: 400-406 Miz. The di rec t io-  
rul antenru i8 connected to  a videband UHF preamplifier. It  is folloved by a 
frequency converter vhose local osc i l la tor  frequency is such tha t  the output 
signals froquencier f a l l  within the range of a c o m r c i a l  FN tuner. Each of 
the f ive  tuners h o s e  input are connected i n  pa ra l l e l ,  delivers a frequency 
modulated signal corresponding to  a given a l t i tude .  A P.L.L. (Phase Locked 
Loop) reatores the voltage proportional to  the e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  detected by 
each senaor. Finally the reception system provides f ive  simultaneous f i e l d  
variationa v i t h  a response t i m e  of about 2 ma. The surface f i e l d  evolution 
detected by the st8ndard f i e l d  m i l l  located by the ground s t a t ion  is d i g i t i -  
zed i n  the proceesing system along with the variations a lo f t :  Its response 
tima is 1 M. The six simultaneoru evolutions are numerically processed i n  
order to  p r O V i &  Cleat and simple rea l  t i m e  display as w e l l  as delayed 
treatments. In paral le l  v i th  the numerical data processing, an analog tape 
recordor is wed  to  record the multilevel simultaneous f i e l d  data a t  1 ms 
ti- resolution. This analog recording car r ies  out the storage of the data at  
the shortest  t i m e  resolution of the sensors, while the d ig i t i ze r  and numeri- 
cal data processing is performed with a 10-ms time resolution. 
2 . 4  THE DATA PROCESSING ---
The whole nurerical  processing is performed using a Hevlett-Packard 
lOOO/A600 minicomputer and a Vectra ES Hewlett-Packard nicrocomputer i n  the 
torulna1 configuration. The system dig i t izes  the s i x  channels data with a 1 2 -  
b i t  resolution and a ra te  of 100 samples per second and achieves two kinds of 
procedure8 renewed overy second: a rea l  t i m e  display and a relevant storage 
(53 Uegabyte8 hard d i s k  capacity) for  subaequent u t i l i za t ion .  
The rea l  t i m e  procedure consists i n  f ac t  i n  displaying the s i x  values of 
the f i e l d  intensi ty  a t  a roduced ra te  of one instantaneous value per second, 
a t  the end of each acquisit ion sequence. This io performed on the color 
screen for-  
mats ( f ig .  6 ) :  (1) Instantaneous numerical values of the f i e l d  a t  a l l  levels  
of the Vectra microcomputer and presented under three d i f fe ren t  
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(Upper left), (2) 8irultaneow tiw evolution of multilevel field intensities 
(lower left), These three different modes of 
representation provide complementary information about the electric field 
distribution within the first hundreds of meters, about the structure of the 
charge layer above ground and about 'Lhe alectric f i e l d  evolution at each 
level. 
(3) profile evolution (right). 
3. EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS 
3.1 LXCHRJING FIASH TRIGGERING - 
In agreement w i t h  previous remults, i t  has been observed during Florida 
89 experimmt that the electric field is w u l l y  much higher in altitude than 
at the ground. Figure 7 shown the siaultaneou variatioru of the electric 
field at ground level and at 603 m recorded during the thunderstorm of August 
10 between 23:30 and 00:30 (Universal Time). During this event the electric 
field vas measured at Revera1 levels up to 603 m. After the balloon rising 
the electrical activity was detected on the site at about 23:OO. The recor- 
ding presonted on figure 7 stops at 00:30 when the last 8ensor stopped 
functioning (because of normal power supply failure), but the thunderstorm 
activity wa8 not finished. Both available field variations undergo disconti- 
nuities corresponding to several lightning flashes, five of them being trig- 
gered by rockets ( 2 3 : 4 7 ,  23:53, 23:58, 00:04 and 00:30) .  The rign convention 
correrponds to a positive intensity when the field vector Is upward. The 
observation of such a graph calls for some remarks: 
(i) The field intensity detected at 603 m is always positive whereas the 
one measured at the ground can reverse after a lightning flash. 
(11) The surface field intensity does not exceed about 5 kV/m while that 
at 603 B reaches 65 kV/m (23:58).  This large difference is the result of 
stabi1izationr of the surface field Intensity for a few minutes during which 
the f i e l d  continuos to inctcaae at 603 m. 
(iii) When the surface field intensity reaches large values after a 
lightning flash it decreases very quickly, Generally after the same disconti- 
nuities the field at 603 m does not undergo this sort of decrease, its 
intensity varier little during the minute following the lightning flash 
resporuible for the discontinuity. Nany examples illustrate this observation: 
each triggered flash and some natural flashes at 2 3 : 3 4 ,  2 3 : 4 6 ,  2 3 : 5 2  end 
00:09. 
(iv) The field discontinuities correrponding to lightning flashes are 
in altitude specially vhen the intensity of the field at ground level larger 
becoms important. 
All them remark8 can be interpreted in t e N  of corona tons production 
at &round level. these 
ion8 progressively build up 8 charge layer that keeps the surface field from 
reaching high intensities. Consequently, its value is no longer directly 
related to the thunderstora activity. For example at the beginning of this 
recording, the field interulty is close to 2 kV/m at ground level 
During the development of the thunder8torn activity, 
at 23:30, 
and reaches 15 kV/m at 603 m. At this moment the difference between the two 
levels can be attributed to corona ions previously released. At the end of 
this recording, just before 00:30 ,  the difference is much larger, since the 
field intensity is again close to 2 kV/m at the surface, whereas it exceeds 
50 kV/m at 603 n. As a matter of fact, the field intensity measured at ground 
level is the sum of two components, one related to cloud charges and the 
other due to the whole charge layer between the ground and the cloud [4 and 
5 ) .  The value of this intensity is generally used in order to evaluate the 
proximity of the thunderstorm or its development stage. In the case of light- 
ning considered 
as the criterion to launch a rocket [12]. According to figure 7 the fifth 
flash ( 0 0 : 3 0 )  was triggered with a surface field intensity very close to 2 
kV/m. However the one detected at 603 m reached 50 kV/m which means good 
conditions to produce a flash. This case shows that a flash can be triggered 
even if the field is low at ground level. We can suppose that a triggering 
could be successfully attempted with a surface field intensity close to zero 
or even slightly negative. Such conditions appear on the variation of figure 
7 at 0 0 : 0 7 ,  00 :14  and 00:19. At such moments there is a discrepancy between 
the surface field intensity and the real thunderstorm electrification better 
accounted for by the altitude electric field. The detection of the electric 
field a t  several hundreds of meters above ground is therefore helpful for 
lightning flash triggering. Until now, thanks to the good experience of 
specialists, the success rate in lightning flash triggering reaches the 
satisfactory value of 70 X (percentage of technically successful launches 
that trigger lightning) [12]. However with the new information constituted by 
the field values aloft more numerous favorable occasions could be considered 
specially at the end of thunderstorms when the surface field component due to 
the charge layer is important. As a matter of fact the number of flashes 
triggered during a thunderstorm could probably be greater. 
flash triggering for example the surface field intensity is 
- 3.2 VERTICAL ELECTRIC FIELD DISTRIBUTION 
The measurement system provides electric field variations during a 
thunderstorm at six levels including the ground. The data obtained can be 
displayed in two different ways, in terms of simultaneous electric field 
variations at several levels or in terms of evolution of the electric field 
profile. In the present paper we choose to point out the second aspect, the 
first one needing a more extensive development and the display of several 
graphs in order to provide reasonable legibility and clearness. 
The vertical electric field profile is therefore available at any ins- 
tant during the thunderstorm, It permits to clearly visualize the vertical 
electric field distribution. It is a way to characterize the electrical 
conditions of the medium where the lightning leader propagates. The time 
resolution of these profiles corresponds to that of our sensors i. e. 2 ms. 
Consequently it is poesible to study the evolution of the profile at any time 
resolution larger than 2 IDS. This kind of study will be interesting to 
develop during a very brief phenomenon like a lightning flash. Figure 8 
displays an example of field profile evolution corresponding to a natural 
flash during the thunderstorm of August 10. Five levels are used and the time 
separating two consecutive profiles is 10 ms. This graph shows for example 
that the electric field varies during a longer period of time in altitude 
than at ground level. This observation can be explained again by corona ions 
generation during the field change produced by the flash [13]. The evolution 
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of the vertical field profile can be studied during other periods of the 
thunderstorm: regeneration after a lightning flash or the whole thunderstorm 
lifetime. 
9 displays two evolutions of this profile beginning at 23:lO on 
August 10. Unfortunately in this case the resolution of a given profile is 
limited by the number of working levels available and consequently decreases 
during the thunderstorm (while sensors s top functioning because of power 
supply failure). As a matter of fact the evolution 9A that lasts 23 miiiutes 
uses five-level profiles and the evolutfon 9B that lasts 40 minutes uses only 
three levels. 
profile 
(below 436 m) evolves in such 8 way that the vertical gradient of the elec- 
tric field increases during this period. In contrast, this gradient stays 
close to zero within the upper part. In the case of the second evolution 
(fig. 9B) the steepening of the vertical field profile indicates a strong 
increase of the electric field vertical gradient due to the building up of 
the charge layer. Although the global evolution of the profile corresponds to 
an increasing slope, some anoinalous profiles (for example n* 7 )  are observed. 
They only denote the occurrence of a lightning flash that suddenly reduces 
the electric field everywhere. It is easy to check that the development of 
the charge layer keeps the field intensity at the surface and at 80 rn from 
reaching high values. As a matter of fact, at these levels it does not exceed 
respectively 5 and 10 kV/m. by the end of the period displayed 
on figure 9B (after profile 6). a field difference appears and increases 
between the two upper levels. This phenomenon indicates that corona ions from 
the charge layer probably reach the 436-111 level. 
Figure 
In figure 9A it clearly appears that only the lower part of the 
Furthermore, 
3.3 THE SPACE CHARGE DEVELOPHENT AND EVOLUTION ---- 
The multilevel electric field distribution can be used in order to 
describe the evolution of charge layer above ground. However special condi- 
tions must be fulfilled and some hypotheses about charge motions must be 
formulated to make it possible to deduce charge and current densities froin 
electric field measurements. 
essen- 
tial condition on the surface producing corona ions. This surface must be 
homogeneous and its dimensions large compared to the height where the calcu- 
lation is performed. A recent study about this experiment (141 shows that the 
local wind and vertical drift of the ions lead to this condition fulfilment. 
On the other hand a calculation of a posslble “distance effect“ influence 
indicates that this effect can be neglected i n  e f i r s t  approximation. 
density 
evolution within the various layers defined by the multilevel measurements. 
We essentially consider the layers whose lower limit is the ground. In order 
to smooth the evolution of the charge density within the above defined 
layers, we plot its variation averaged over periods of 350 seconds, versus 
time, during the most active stage of the thunderstorm ( 5 0  minutes duration). 
This procedure reduces the fluctuations due to the field changes caused by 
flashes and provides a better observation of the slov evolution of the charge 
layer. Figure 10 displays four diagrams corresponding to the three layers 
limited by the ground and the upper layer 436-603  tu. The charge density 
within the low r layer (0-80 R) fluctuates around a rather stable value of 
about 0.3 nC m LOA). This stationary behavior indicates that, during 
The calculation of charge density using Gauss’s law requires an 
This procedure has been utilized to compute the average charge 
-9  
( f i g .  
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t h i s  period, the upper charge outflow (conduction and/or convection cu r ren t  
density) roughly Compensates f o r  the lower charge inflow (ground corona 
current  dens i ty ) .  the charge densi ty  
progressively increases  and tends t o  1 n C  m ( f i g .  10B and 1OC). I t  l o g i c a l -  
l y  s t a b i l i z e s  f i r s t  within the 0-436-• l aye r ,  which seems t o  show t h a t  a 
subs t an t i a l  cu r ren t  crosses  the 436-m l e v e l  and penetrates  the upper l aye r .  
The va r i a t ion  of the  average charge densi ty  between 436 m aqd 603 m shown on 
Figure 10D confirms t h i s  fact. Un t i l  23:38 no charge appears gbove 436 m .  
Subsequently the densi ty  rapidly increases  and exceeds 0.5 nC m* end 
of the per iod.  This observation does not  give any information about the 
nature  of t he  e l e c t r i c  current  t h a t  flows through the 436-m l e v e l ,  conduction 
o r  convection, but  it c l e a r l y  reveals  its presence. 
The present  dynamical a n a l y s i s  shows t h a t  t he  charge layer  t h a t  develops 
above ground during thunderstorms does not  always s t ay  confined close t o  the 
ground. Previous papers by Standler and Winn [4]  and by Chauzy and Raizonvil- 
l e  ( 2 1  reported layer  depths rangtng about 150 t o  200 m. Standler and Winn 
evaluated average charge dens i t i e s  from 0.5 t o  1 nC U I - ~ ,  qu i t e  c lose t o  those 
estimated here.  Chauzy and R i zonv i l l e  measured loca l  maximum charge densi-  
t i e s  ranging from 3 t o  6 nC m , t h a t  are consis tent  with the average densi-  
t ies  computed over deeper l aye r s .  
Within the l aye r s  0-436 m3and 0-603 m, 
by the 
- 4  
4. CONCLUSION 
The system described here w a s  e spec ia l ly  designed t o  be used f o r  
research purposes. I t  was t e s t ed  during the FLORIDA 89 experiment a t  Kennedy 
Space Center and successful ly  detected the t i m e  evolution of the v e r t i c a l  
e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  p r o f i l e  above ground during thunderstorms. Such a measurement- 
technique makes i t  possible t o  study the formation and development of the 
space charge layer  created a t  the ground by corona e f f e c t .  I t  a l s o  provides 
the cha rac t e r i s t i c s  of the f i e l d  s t r u c t u r e  i n  which a cloud to  ground l i g h t -  
ning flash propagates. In a near f u t u r e ,  i t  is intended t o  function as main 
t o o l  of a n  experimental program on the evaluation of e l e c t r i c  cu r ren t s  
between cloud and ground. I t  w i l l  be i n t e r e s t i n g  t o  e s t a b l i s h  the balance of 
the various components of the slow exchange of e l e c t r i c  charges between cloud 
and ground, t h i s  exchange being p a r t  of  the thundercell  e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n :  
displacement c u r r e n t ,  corona cu r ren t ,  conduction cu r ren t ,  convection cu r ren t ,  
and p rec ip i t a t ion  cu r ren t .  
This equipment could a l so  be of some help associated with a thunderstorm 
warning system. A s  it has been extensively observed [ 5  and 141 the raw 
in t ens i ty  of the surface e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  is a good indicator  of a thunderstorin 
approach o r  development, but it is not qu i t e  able  to  evaluate the imminent 
r i s k  for a given s i te  t o  be stroken by l ightning.  The evolution of f i e l d  
in t ens i ty  a l o f t  provides a useful complementary information about t h i s  risk. 
Acknowledgments: We a r e  g r a t e f u l  t o  the Direction des Recherches Etudes 
e t  Techniques f o r  supporting our p a r t i c i p a t i o n  i n  Florida 8 9  experiment. We 
appreciate the support and the help of W. J a f f e r i s  i n  the organization of the 
experiment at NASA Kennedy Space Center.  We a l s o  wish t o  thank the members of 
ONERA and CENG groups whose p a r t i c i p a t i o n  w a s  very he lp tu l .  
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Fig.  2 : The s i x  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  sensors 
designed t o  be suspended from the balloon 
and che standard f i e l d - m i l l  (cenrer) 
f lu sh  with che ground. 
F ig .  1 : Sketch o f  the sensors ( F . H . )  
d i s t r i b u t i o n  along the tether  when the 
system i s  i n  the measurement pos i t ion.  
upp-r  Il.hd .ILL 
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Fig.  3 : Diagram o f  each e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  
sensor geometry. 
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Fig. G : Block diagrao of the modulacion circult of each electric field sensor. 
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Fig. 5 : Cround reception station 
ske cch - p lan. 
FLg. 6 : A simulation of the computer 
screen during the experiment at Kenne- 
dy Space Center. Upper l e f t :  the a l x  
inscaritannous v a l u e s .  Lower l e f c :  the 
evolution of the electric field a t  slx 
levels during one minute. Righc: the 
instantaneous vertlcal proflle. 
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Flg. 7 : E l e c t r i c  f i e l d  var iacioh.  
measured aC ground l eve l  and a t  603 m 
beneath a thunderscorn on Augur 10, 
versus un ive r sa l  c l ae .  Durlng t h l s  
per iod f i v e  l ighcnlng f la8hes (89-10. 
8 9 - 1 1 .  89-12. 89-13 and 8 9 - 1 4 )  were  
t r i gge red  at respecr ively 2 3 : 4 7 .  
23:53, 23:S8, 00:04 and 0O:lO. 
I-. IOY. I 1 
W. 2 meter 01 - 0.01 5 ma. 
-11 D 11. n. m 
Fig. 8 : Evolucion of the e l e c t r i c  
f i e l d  p r o f i l o  composed using f ive  
l e v e l  data during a na tu ra l  ll&hcnlng 
f l a s h .  The tloa i n t e r v a l  between t w o  
consecutive p r o f i l e s  is 1 as. 
Fig. 9 : Evolution of  the e l ecc r i c  f i e l d  p r o f l l e  constructed with f i v e  l e v e l s  and 
during 23 n inu te s  (case A beoreen 23:lO and 2 3 : ) ) )  and wlth three l e v e l s  and during 
minutes (case B bemeen 23:lO and 2 3 : S 8 ) .  
I . e  I 
I . o  i 
FLg. 10 : Evolucion of the average charge dens i ty  versus  un ive r sa l  t i m e  durins 
the chunderscorn wi th in  four layers :  A : 0 - 8 0  P. I) : 0-036 m ,  C : 0-603 P and 0 :  416- 
603 m .  The average charge dens l ty  is ca lcu la t ed  for equal time l n t e m a l s .  
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ABSTRACT 
The triggered lightning experiments using a rocket have been 
carried out on a winter mountain in Japan since 1986. The 
lightning stuck, nineteen times, the EHV test transmission line 
and tower. This paper emphasizes the methodology for triggering 
lightning to the transmission system and presents the record of 
experiments carried out. Based on the results of these 
experiments, the failure of lightning protection and the striking 
distance of lightning have been discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
The rocket triggered lightning experiments have been carried 
out in the several countries [1,2,3,4]. In Japan such 
experiments have been performed in the northern region for the 
winter thunderclouds since 1977 [ 5 , 6 , 7 ] .  From 1986, the 
experiment site was shifted to mountainous range of about 1000 m 
altitude [ 8 ] .  The lightning struck, nineteen times, thc EIIV test 
transmission line and tower. The artificial method for triggering 
lightning involves a rocket and a bobbin fixed together. The 
bottom of the rocket system is connected to a 200 m l o n g  s t e e l  
wire which in turn is connected to a 70 - 120 m long nylon line. 
Both steel wire and nylon line are wounded on a bobbin. The free 
end on the nylon line is held to the ground and thus acts a s  a 
insulator for a rocket steel wire. During the shootjng operation 
of the rocket, the nylon line gets unwound first, followed by 
unwinding of the steel wire. 
Most of the lightning strokes occurred on the ground wire 
and the peak or the arm end of tower. However, a few lightning 
strokes occurred on the phase conductors. This indicates the 
inadequate lightning protection for the transmission line. 
The current was measured by a Hogowski coil unit placed on 
the tower. The sampling time and memory capacity of the unit 
were one micro-seconds and 256 kilo-words respectively. The peak 
current was measured by a magnetic tape placed on the t o p  of 
rocket . 
In order to obtain the triggered lightning discharge on a 
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high tower artificially but similar to the natural one, a two- 
stage rocket was used to initiate lightning as well as to carry 
the current measuring system (Rogowski coil - for the measurement 
of lightning discharge in the air). 
The striking distance was estimated from the photograph or 
the reconstructed channel by an acoustic analysis method. In the 
measurement of the acoustic analysis, three microphones were 
used, each separated by a 10 m distance amongst them. This 
analysis was quite useful to estimate the discharge channel 
within the cloud or under the invisible conditjon such as 
snowfall, etc. This analysis method and its accuracy have been 
discussed i n  the literature 19,101. The striking distance versus 
the peak current characteristics were thus obtained. The results 
were comparatively close to the characteristics reported by Golde 
and Chan [11 .121 .  
This paper primarily emphasizes the methodology for 
triggering lightning to the transmission system and presents the 
record of experiments carried out in the four years. Finally, 
based on the results of these experiments, the failure of 
lightning protection and the striking distance of lightning have 
been discussed. 
THTCCERING METHOD 
The experiment site was chosen on the peak of the 
Okushishiku mountain with the altitude of 930 m above sea level 
and IKI,(Iso Keraunics L e v e l )  of about. forty. A test trans- 
m i s s i o n  line of 275 kV of about 2 km length running over sevcn 
transmission towers is located near the site. Fig. 1 indicates 
1 1 1  
Fig. 1 Experiment site 
: thundercloud 
rocket second 
rocket 
bobbin 
steel  wire 
part f l r s t  
rocket 
iylon line 
tower 
( a )  ( b )  
Fig. 2 Rocket triggering methods 
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the arrangement of the site. The height of one of the towers, 
tower N o .  30, is about 60 m. The rocket launchers were placed at 
a distance of 10 - 15 m from the tower. In order to get the 
lightning OR the towers one-stage and two-stage rocket methods 
were applied. 
One-stage rocket system 
This method has been applied since 1986. One of the rockets 
launched employing this method is shown in Fig. 2 ( a ) .  The 
length, the diameter and the weight of rocket were 170 mm, 40 mm 
and 0 .5  kg respectively. During launching of rocket, initially 
the nylon line was pulled out by about 70 to 120 m from the 
ground followed by unwinding of the steel wire of 0 . 2  mm 
diameter. With such a long nylon line, the steel wire gets well 
insulated from the ground. This paves the way for triggering of 
the lightning discharge to the nearest transmission line and 
tower making a long gap discharge of length 10 - 60 m. Hence the 
change in the starting point of the downward leader, (i.e. the 
distance from the ground), can be achieved simply by selecting 
the different lengths of nylon line. Fig. 3 shows one example of 
the triggered lightning to the top of tower. 
Two-stage rocket system 
In the one-stage rocket system the comparatively long 
partial discharges were often observed along the surface of the 
nylon line in the beginning of triggering of the lighting 
discharge [8]; To eliminate these discharges, the two-stage 
rocket system was then developed completely dispensing with the 
nylon line. 
As shown in Fig. 2(b), the two-stage rocket was launched by 
firing the first rocket and within two seconds the second rocket 
got automatically fired to separate each other in the air and 
then the steel wire was unreeled connecting them. On the top of 
the second rocket a magnetic tape and on the bottom side of the 
first rocket a compact Rogowski coil with a memory unit were 
equipped to measure the lightning current peak and waveform 
respectively. The diameter of Rogowski coil was 70 mm. The 
current signal was directly written into a compact memory card 
with memory of 256 kilo-words. As the magnetic tape used  was 
pre-magnetized with 1 kHz signal and so the peak current was 
estimated from the demagnetized distance on the tape. The 
triggered lightning by the two-stage rocket system was obtained 
two times in 1989, but unfortunately the current measurement 
could not be successfully recorded. 
EXPERIMENTED RESULTS 
General 
The table 1 depicts the results of the triggered lightning 
strokes occurred on the ground wire, phase conductors and tower. 
In the table, the nylon length indicated i s  that of the nylon 
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line wound on the bobbin for the one-stage rocket system. The 
results shown against the experiment No.89-16 and No.89-21 have 
been evaluated using the two-stage rocket system. The striking 
points were estimated either using the camera photograph or the 
lightning channel reconstruction by an acoustic analyzing method. 
Several points were identified and confirmed through the visual 
inspection after the end of experiment as well as other 
measurements such as the induced voltage on the insulator 
strings. The peak currents were obtained by Rogowskl coil 
measurement except i n  case of experiment No.89-16 and 89-21 in 
which relevant observation were taken by the magnetic tape 
measurement. The triggering tlme means the time lapse after the 
rocket launching till the occurrence of lightning. 
Striking distance here is defined as the distance between 
the striking point on the transmission system and the nearest 
bending point of the channel. According to the streak 
photograph, the downward leader began from the tip of the partial 
discharge appeared along the surface of the nylon line, and 
propagated towards the transmission system. The local return 
stroke run up from the transmission system to meet the leader 
within several hundred microseconds before the vaporization of 
wire. The main discharge occurred after the upward leader 
reached t h e  nearest cloud [8]. 
‘Fable 1 Experimental Results 
N o .  
86-11 
86-13 
87-05 
87-07 
87-08 
87-10 
87-18 
87-21 
87-22 
88-12 
88-04 
88-16 
89-04 
89-05 
89-07 
89-09 
89-10 
89-16 
89-21 
Lightning 
The 
nylon striking 
length points 
current 
peak (kA) 
70 m upper arm end of tower >+50 
70 ground 
100 peak of tower +23.0 
100 upper arm end of tower -8.5 
100 ground wire -11.0 
100 rocket launcher negative 
100 upper arm end of tower +14.0 
100 middle phase conductor negative 
100 upper arm end of tower (-5.5) 
100 ground wire - 
120 upper phase conductor - 
120 ground wire - 
120 peak of tower +25.6 
120 upper phase conductor positive 
120 upper phase conductor positive 
120 ground wire -4.3 
120 peak of tower -18.1 
ground wire +13.0 
middle arm end of towe + 5 . 0  
Discharges 
length of nylon line applied in the 1986 
remarks 
(protection) 
failure 
failure 
failure 
failure 
(two-stage) 
(two-stage) 
was 70 m. The 
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experirnerlt No. 86-11 i n  F i g ,  3 shows t h e  ske tch  of t h e  t r i g g e r e d  
l i g h t n i n g  t o  t h e  tower ,  ob ta ined  by t h e  t h r e e  dimensional 
a n a l y s i s  of photograph.  I n  t h i s  c a s e ,  t h e  l i g h t n i n g  d i scharge  
propagated 23  m from t h e  Junc t ion  p o i n t  of t h e  s t e e l  wi re  and  t h e  
riylon l i n e  t o  s t r i k e  t h e  upper  arm end of tower wi th  t h e  ang le  of 
50 d e g r e e s .  According t o  t h e  c u r r e n t  measurement, t h e  peak 
value w a s  e s t ima ted  to be +50 k A  [ 8 ] .  
<!r?;iiGfNpk p;l*=~ 
I 6LACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRHP~ 1 ;:;:' .'re 
l i g h t n i n g  
\ : nylon l i n e  
Fig. 3 Lightning flash Fig. 4 Lightning flash 87-10 
86-11 (sketch) 
The length of nylon line used in this experiments conducted 
during 1987 was 100 m. Rocket launcher was placed 1 2  m distant 
from the tower with an elevation of 87 degrees. As described in 
Table 1 ,  six lightning occurred on the transmission tower, the 
ground wire and directly on the ground. One of the lightning 
struck the phase conductor which indicates the inadequacy of 
lightning protection. 
Fig. 5 Reconst ruc t ion  of lightning f l a s h  87-21 (middle phase) 
Fig. 4 shows the lightning flash of experiment No,87-PO on 
the launcher. The lightning discharge came down straight from 
the air, and jumped to one of the six launchers on the ground 
after f lashing over along the nylon surface for about 20 rn 
length. Fig. 5 shows the reconstruction of the lightning 
experiment No.87-21. The striking point was estima-ted to be on 
the middle phase conductor 20 m at a distance from the tower. 
Fig. 6 shows a photograph and a current through the ground 
wire measured by a Rogowski coil unit in the lightning experiment 
No.87-08. The lightning experiments viz, No.87-21 and No.87-10 
was the negatively charged clouds. 
Fig. 
Fig .  11 Curren t  through the ground w i r e  
Lightning flash and current through the ground wire 
In case of experiments conducted during 1988, two nylon 
lines of 100 m and 120 m length were applied. Two lightning 
occurred on the ground wire and one occurred on the upper phase 
conductor. Fig. 7 shows the reconstruction of the lightning 
flash of 88-04. Fig. 7-a , 7-b and 7-c are the front, the side 
and the plane views, respectively. The striking point were 
estimated to be 60 m away from the tower. 
In the year 1989, such experiments were conducted using 
nylon line of length 120 m. Seven triggered lightning including 
the two initiated by the two-stage rocket system were obtained. 
The triggering lightning strokes as recorded in the experiments 
No.89-05 and No.89~07 occurred directly on the upper phase 
conductor which indicates the insufficient shielding against 
lightning. Clear photographs could not be obtained for any of 
lightning discharges because of the heavy snowfall. Fig. 8 
indicates the seven striking 
points of the lightning 
est imated by the 
The 
locations of these points 
were evaluated by another 
methods and found to be in 
good agreement. 
- f i f i - m o t v ~ ~ n t i n n  m n t h n A  I LL"I*J t,I UL l..Lw., 11.b b I I W U .  
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DISCUSSIONS 
I 
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A s  shown in Table 1 .  
two 1 ightning strokes 
occurred separately on the 
tower or the ground without 
the failure of s h i e l d i n g  
against lightning in the 
case of 70 rn nylon line. 
However, out of seven 
lightning strokes triggered 
using nylon line of 100 m 
length, only one struck the 
middle phases conductor, 
whereas one of same number 
of strokes triggered using 
nylon line of 120 m length. 
three struck the upper p h a s e  
conductor. On evaluating of 
this date, it was obscrvcd 
that the failure rate of the 
lightning protection was 14 
% in the case of 100 m nylon 
line and 43 % in the case of  
120 m nylon line. 
These results suggest 
that the longer the nylon 
line, the higher is tho 
failure rate of the 
2 hJ ,,i 
8 
a 
I 
! 
'9- 
. I  -7 
I. I I' r (0 )  -I. - - 
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lightning. It was also 
observed that in the cvent 
striking the tower, the 
downward leader began near 
the junction of the nylon 
line and the steel wire [ 8 1 .  
Thus the starting location 
of the leader may depend on 
the length of nylon line. 
If the length of the nylon 
of t r i ggered 1 i gh tn i ng 
Y h, 
I 1  
_ a  .,. m I In 1- 
microphone - .am ?a -.a1 
n e  
n 0 
8 
0 
5 Y- 
Y (IU) 
area of the tower, the lightning can occur on the tower. If the 
length of the nylon line is comparatively long, the leader can 
begin outside from the attracting area and then the lightning can 
take place on somewhere the nearest point from the leader. 
8 9 - 0 7  
- 8 9 - 0 5  
P - 7  1 
P a -  - -  - a =  
microphone microphone 
Fig.8 Striking points identified by the reconstruction 
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Fig. 9 Striking distance and peak current 
Fig. 9 shows the characteristics of thestriking distance 
versus the current peak. Several theoretical curves are 
documented together. The characteristics curve of the triggered 
lightning becomes close to or comparatively below the curve 
reported by Golde and Chan. According to the theory, the larger 
the total charge of the downward leader, the longer is the 
striking distance or the final jump because of the higher 
potential of the leader. And the return stroke current must be 
larger enough to cancel the corresponding charge the leader left 
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behind. 
On the other hand, the downward leader was forced to start 
from the bottom of wire and propagated only several tens meters 
twisrds  t he  transmission system in the triggered lightning. Then 
the return stroke did not reach the cloud at a dash, but ceased 
in the way. For this reason we named it as a partial return 
stroke. Within a few hundred microseconds the upward leader 
subsequently began to move towards the cloud to initiate the main 
lightning discharge. The peak current in Fig. 9 is not 
corresponding to the partial return stroke current, but the main 
discharge current. Therefore, the comparatively large currents 
the current during the partial return stroke can be measured by 
using the two-stage rocket, the more reasonable characteristics 
may be obtained. 
were obtained corresponding to the same striking distance. If 
CONCLUSIONS 
The results and the discussions on the triggered lightning 
experiments to the transmission line for four years from 1986 to 
1989 are summarized as follows. 
(1) Thirty nine rockets were launched and nineteen triggered 
lightning strokes were obtained on the transmission line and 
tower. and on the ground. The rate of success was 50 %.  Four 
times lightning strokes occurred on the phase conductor which 
meant the failure of lightning protection, and the twice struck 
the ground. 
(2 )  The nylon lines of 70 - 120 m length were used for the 
insulation of the steel wire. The longer the nylon line, the 
higher was the failure rate of the protection. 
( 3 )  The characteristics of the striking distance was close to or 
comparatively below the curve reported by Golde and Chan. 
( 4 )  The lightning using the two-stage rocket was successfully 
triggered. Unfortunately, the measurement of the discharge 
current could not be done succcssfully. 
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ABSTRACT 
In remote sensing of lightning and other discharge phenomena it is of interest to know the 
relationship between optical radiation and the current parameters. Unfortunately, little 
information is available in the literature o n  these relationships. In this paper we have studied, 
therefore, the optical radiation generated by 2H0 mm long laboratory discharges and its 
relationship to the current flowing i n  the discharge channel. In the experiment the optical 
radiation generated by the discharges was measured at wavelengths 777 nm (bandwidth 10 nm) 
due to 0 I ( l ) ,  and 500 nm (bandwidth 5 nm) due 10 N Il(lU), and the broadband optical 
radiation between the wavelengths 400 - 1 IO() nrn. The shape of the current waveform, which 
had a rise time of 0.1 ps and a decay time of 5 ps. remained the same with increasing peak 
value. The experiment was conducted with peak current amplitudes in  the range of 1 - 4 kA. in 
order to test the effect of current rise time on the optical rlrdiation we have also conducted studies 
with a current waveform having a 5 ps rise [ime. The main observations are the following: (a) 
The peak amplitude of the optical radiation pulse at the wavelengths mentioned above is 
proportional to the peak amplitude of the current flowing through the discharge channel. (b) The 
rise time of the optical radiation pulse at a given wavelength does not depend significantly on the. 
peak amplitude of the current waveform. ( c )  The rise time of the optical radiation pulse 
decreases with decreasing wavelength. (d)  A slight increase in the decay time of the optical 
pulse, at a given wavelength, is observed with increasing peak amplitude of the current 
waveform. (e) The results show that the rise time of the optical radiation pulse increases with 
the increasing rise time of the current waveform. The relationship between peak current, peak 
optical power and peak electrical power is studied. Also the relationship between peak current, 
optical energy (400 - 1100 and 777 nm) arid electrical energy is discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
The study of optical radiation generated by long sparks is of interest in two respects. First, 
in the use of geostationary satellites to detect lightning, one of the demands on the space b:ised 
detector is the ability to detect lightning during full daylight 11. Goodman et ai. 121 suggested 
that this could be ealized by detecting either the spectral line of oxygen (0 I(  1)) a1 777 nm or thc 
spectral line of nitrogen (N I( 1)) at 868.3 nm. From various observations, done at ground lcvel 
and above clouds r2-31, the oxygen line at 777 nm appears to  be a strong, narrow and stable 
spectral line in the spectrum of lightning flashes. By recording a strong and nwrou spectritl line, 
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It is of intere:,! f r b r  I N  to compare our rsulis with those obtained from lightning. Recently, 
Idone and Orville [ I O ]  rneasured the optical r.tdiation (pxtral range 300 - 670 nm) generated by 
a short segment of' :ightning channel situated ;it 30 rneters from ground level and the peak current 
in the return strokL cliaririel They found that there is a linear relationship between the peak light 
intensity and the pt dc ciirrent for subsequent suohcs i t ]  triggered lightning. Unfortunately, Idone 
and Orville did nor g i w  the optical power in absolute units so that we can investigate whether the 
laboratory results a n  k extrapolated to lightning conditions. Baker et al. [7] have measured the 
peak optical power iind the peak c m n t  from triggered lightning. For a 17 kA current they have 
measured a peak optical power of 3.7xlOb W/m. They have also calculated the peak optical 
power for a 17 kA current to be 10.9~106 W/m. If we assume that our measurements can be 
extended to lightning we get for a 17 kA current a peak optical power of 3.5~106 W/m which is 
in good agreement with the measured results. 
THF, RISE AND DEC AY TlMF 0 F THE OPTICAL P l J M  
The results shows that the rise time of the optical radiation pulse at a given wavelength 
does not depend significantly on the peak amplitude of the current waveform (figure 6). We have 
also found that the rise time of the optical radiation pulse decreases with decreasing wavelength. 
We measured the meail rise time Z m m  to be 2.32 ps for the 0 I( 1) (777 nm) spectral line and 
0.48 ps for the N Il(19) (500 nm) spectral line This result is, in principal, in good agreement 
with measurements done by Lundquist and Scuka [ l l ] .  They have measured the time 
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characteristics of the spectral line Ha (655.5 nm) and the channel continuum at wavelength 
390.5 nm from lightning discharges and have found that there is an decrease in rise time with 
decreasing wavelength as in our case. 
There is a slight increase in the decay time (the time it takes for tne peak light output, lP to 
fall to half the peak light, 0.5XP) of the optical pulse at a given wavelength with increasing peak 
current (figure 7). 
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Figure 6 Optical rise time (400 - 
nm) versus peak current 
Figure 7 Optical decay time (400 -1100 
I100 nm) verslls peak current 
In order to test the effect of the cunent rise time on the optical radiation we have conducted 
studies with a current waveform having 5 ps rise time and 25 ps decay time. The result is that 
the rise time of the optical radiation pulse increases with increasing rise time of the current 
waveform (figure 8). 
Figure 8 The effect of increasing current rise time on the optical pulse, a)  currenl 
waveform, b) optical waveform, time base 5 pldiv 
For lightning it has been observed that the rise time of the optical radiation is increasing 
with increasing height. This indicates, according to our results, that the current rise time is 
increasing with increasing height. A similar result is predicted by a new return stroke model 
inaoduced by Cooray [ 12-13]. A thorough investigation of the relationship between the current 
rise time and the optical rise time will be carried out in the near future at the Institute of IIigh 
Voltage Research. 
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)WER-NTY 
We have measured the electrical power dissipated in  the tlischarge channel by measuring 
voltage V snd the current 1. The results of this investigation :$)gether witti ycnk optical power 
iven in table 1. 
Tuhle I Rrsulrs o ' [he  ower neusuremi:nrs -1""w;y, 
1.2-7 
2. os 1-60 
2.0 I - . . +.. l 2 L - L  2.0ti - lS64 - 1919 -2214 
According to this results the xlatioriship bztwceir rliz ix-LL electricrd pi'wcr Pel aril1 {t ic 
; . ,ik current 1, can be representcd by 
(3) 
1.75 
Pel = 0.65 K I 
. lierc Pel is in  109 W/m and I, iri kA. 'This iigrtXs very well Ri lh  calculurions tione by Ctx,t:i) 
i 41 for the lightning return stroke. Accordirig to these cdculatiL.)~is the elationship between the 
,c-,ik electrical power Pel and the peak current I,, is given by Pel - =  h x I wlien: k is a consiani. 
According to table I ,  the relationship between the peak t +ticrtP power P,, and the peah 
Ic.cmcal power Pel can be represented by 
vhere P, is in 10' W/rn and Pel is in IO9 W/in. Jordan et dl. I 15 i ;idve measiired h a t  the optic;il 
Iadiation generated by lightning decreases with a factor of two v,.ltiin the f.irst 100 meters of the 
;eturn stroke. On the other hand, Ctmay [ 131 have calciillrteci ttlai over this leiigth the elec [ I i ~ . ; i l  
l.c)wcr in the chaiinel decreases with a facior of three. Ii' we a \  . w  tii'it tcilationship 3 is i ~ l > ( ,  
;.slid for lightning theri the results obtaiIi;-i; by C ~ M X . I ~  indii . :  thar thc  j,c,ih optical l,ijt+ct 
jccreases by a factor o f  IH'O over the f i i , r  1 0  nie tc r5  'f111~ :! aglcz i i . .  i d .  ' . w i i l i  itie i . : $ i i i i >  
,,brained by Jordan et al. 
15 
P,, = 0.06 Y PLy0 (4) 
ENFRG Y U S l J  'REMENTS 
E, = 9.34x10.4 x E;;' 
where E, and Eel is in J/m. 
I, can be represented by 
E,I = 27 x 1 
According to table 11, the rdationship betwecn ihe eitxtrical energ- E,i and die p& cr!r r' 
(6)  
I .6 
P 
where Eel is in  J/m and I, is in kA. This agrees well with calculations done by Cooray [ I I r 
the lightning return stroke. According to these: calculations the relationship between the elti T *  : 
energy Eel and the peak current I,, IS  given by E,, = k x I , where k is a constant. 
The ratio between the amowit o f  energy going into optical rarllation (400 - 1100 rlmj I . i 
I(1) is measured to be 7%. In case of lightning, Goodman et al. [2] and Wolfe et al. [ I (>)  I 
observed that 5 - 15% of the total optical energy 
percentages may be influenced by the spectral sensitivity of' thc photodiode. 
1.9 
into the 0 I( 1 ) spectral line. Of COUI 
CONCLUSIONS 
The results obtained show that the relationship between peak optical output (at 5" i * . I *  
1 4 0  777 nm, 400 - 1100 nm) and the pe"k cumnt can be reprrseiited by Po = k x I d . 'Th. ' 
time of the optical pulse is increasing with increasing peak current. An increase in the risr 1 . 1 ,  
the current leads to an increase in the rise time of the optical radiation. The relationship j 5 . .I 
these two yararneters will be investigated i n  the near future. The ratio between the art. 
electrical energy in the discharge and the energy emitted as optical radiation (400 - 1 lOr! :: 1 
measured to be between 1.9 - 4.8%. This ratio have a tendcncy to increase with ini  
electrical energy. The energy associated with the 0 I( 1) spectral line is approximately 7'- 
total optical energy (400 - 1100 nm). The relationships between the elecmcal energy E,: 4 . ' 
peak current I,, the peak electricif! power Pel and the peak current I, can be repre:: 
E,] = 27 x I 
: 
. 
9 ' 
1 6  and P,I = 0.65 x 1; 
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ABSTRACT 
Apollo 12 and Atlas Centaur 67 arc two launch vehicks which have experieclced triggered lighting suikes. 
Serious consequences nsulted from the events, especially wilh AC-67, for which thc vehicle and payload wae 
lost. These events indicate that it is necessary to develop launch rules which would prevent such occ-s. 
In order to develop valid lightning related launch d e s .  it is necessary to understand the effects of the plume. 
Some have assumed that the plume can be mated as a perfect conductor. and have computed electric field 
enhancement factors on that basis. We have looked at the plume. and believe that the= models are not comct, 
because they ignore the fluid motion of the conducting particles. We have developed a model which includes this 
flow chalacm. 
In our model the external field is excluded from the plume as it would be for any good conductor, but in 
addition the charge must distribute so thru the charge density is tcm at some location in the exhaust. When this 
condition is included in the calculation of triggering enhancement factors, Lhey can be 2 to 3 times larger ban 
calculated by other methods which include a conductive plume but don’t include the c a t  boundary conditions. 
In our paper we review the relevant features of rocka ahilrots for the triggered lighting probkm, present an 
approach for including flowing conductive gases. and prrsurt pdirninary calculations to demonstrate the effect 
that Ihe plume has on enhancement factors. 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Rocket exhausts arc of interest elacmmagnc~cally in several anas. They have the potential of altCring Ihe 
coupling of high fquency fields to rockm [ 1-31. The exhaust is also of interest in the dcvebpment of advanced 
weapons. T h e  plume will attenuate and scatter laser light or high power microwave energy for example. 
Another area of intenst is thc radar reflectivity of thc plume, for which both meSlSunmenlS and calculations have 
Regarding the effect of exhaust conductivity on the local electric fields a m n d  a rocket during ascent through 
a thunderstorm region, there is less work. Some of the first work on enhancement fecm was pCrfonntd by 
Kasemir 171. Perpla et al., [8] have included the plume in calculations of triggered lightning threshold electric 
fields in the analysis of Lhc Atlas Cenulur AC-67 failure. Orher work in this area has been done by Krider et al. 
[9] who made mcasmwnents of the optid emissions of a Saturn V plume and infened the electrical conductivity. 
The temporal conditions in the triggered lighming case arc somewhat different from other rocker/plume 
electromagnetic problems because thc extcmal field in this cllse changes slowly, on the time scale of 1-10 scc. 
and in other cases the time sale of the ex& fxb is relatively short (rnictoseconds or nanoseconds). When 
the time scale is long, thc velocities of tk rocket and the exhaust gases become important. The objective of the 
wollt nported hem is to suggest a model which can be used to dctcrmine the eltcuic field enhancement factor of a 
rocket exhaust system. 
In this paper we describe the significant fcatures of the rocket exhaust, its chemistry. and how the exhaust 
responds to a dc or slowly varying electric k l d  envimment such as occurs in a thundtrsumn. We then describe 
a modcl which can be used to obtain Lhc mggaingcondiuons on a rocket 
paf- [MI. 
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i 2.0 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE ROCKET EXHAUST 
Figwe 1 iS8 rchsmuic diagT8m thowing du#fcgiars dtbecxJl8mtllwaial expelled by the rock4 mO(0r. 
The three meas oftheexbust that have been idcnWicd arc cbotcd by the tams plume, COIDM, d mil. ?he 
tam 'exhaust', will dtwat everyrhing that h v e s  the rocket. is.. the cunbidoa of the piumc, the caona, md 
the mil. Because tbe scope ofhis wQk is limited to tbe trigsexing of lightning d this occurs atdtiadcs 
below 20 bn, oo(IsjdeRwn ks baen given only to thecnhwrst ~ m m c b a n r y m o s p h e r e  (<zokm). 
I l l  
FiRute 1 General Ftatures of I Generic Rocket Exhaust (No Exterul Fields) 
The plume is the -ion where the temperature is Ihe highest ud w h  rhea is a strong blackbody 
luminosity in rbe visible ngime 191. ThC high temperature is due in pm to rfvrbunring (CO md H2 with % 
in h e  Satum V, PI). It is d l y  one to two times the site of the rocket, and has the largest conductivity 111. 
The pressure in thisrcgiocl vtriea from sevaal atmosphens near the nozzle toneuly m b i c n t ~ a t  the 
d0wmtre-m ad of tbe plume. ThC flow of gas at the WIQ edge of the plume is vay turbulent. 
Glses in Wcaoaaae coda than m the plume bur still subantiJly hoaa then the sunamding air. The 
pnssure in the CQDN is proably within 8 factor of two of the s\mamding air. Some &cal emissions stiil 
occur, but thme is no visible blackbody radiarion, only line ndiation [91. 
'Ihercgio~~ daacdtnil hs nmnu~chemicel species ofthe motor,md may contain a large amount of otha 
matui.l (now condad) Iht b expelled by the rocket motor. This fcgion is cool, md is at nearly ambient 
mpentue. 
'Iheunbicnt airrrocmdtht exhaust hasapssum (dcmtcdp~) thatdcpendson theahiadcof the &ea and 
the atmosphuic conditions. The conductivity of the ambient air, ad, is tdrcn to be mhobm. 
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On an atomic scale, the plume contains pndominantly neutral rtoaric ud molecular ~ p e c i y  but m ~ e  
importantly it conuins free ions of both charge stam ud free electmar. 'Ihe density of positive ud ncptive 
ians is about equal, and the density oftheelectronsis about l/lOOOdthe ions. The charged species s m m  out 
of the rocket nozzle with a fluid velocity that can beon the mbot  looOm/s. In the absence dextanal ekaric 
or magnetic fields, the regiaw of the plume, conwramd trail mcckmka i ly  namk thae is 110 ncttharge and 216 
net current density. At the downstream end of  the plume. and at the beginning of the COM, the g~ cools 
rapidly and ncanbinatiocl poces~ts drastically reduce the numba of thx drrgts, d hence the cooductiGty. 
From the point of view of calculating threshold fields for triggering of lightning, the most signXmt region 
is the plume bccruse it has the h r p t  conductivity. Tyjncally the maximm conductivity is 0.1 to 1.0 mhos/m 
in the hottest part of the plume and falls rapidly to 10- mhodm or Icr, at the downsn~am edge of the plume. 
The time constant (us) in the most conductive pert of the plume is very small, -0.1 nscc. In the cooler, less 
conducting parts of the corona, the time constant is still fairly short. 1 mScc or less. Tht conductivity of the 
sunounding air ism the omis of 1014 mhos/m with a time collstant d 1000 sec or so. 
Because of their low cmductivity, the parts of the cormu near the trail, cmd the carire tmil h v e  Iiuk effect 
on the triggering elcc-c fields of the rocket. and so arc not explicitly included in this analysis. They may 
however affect the iacatiOn of the eventual lightning channel if a strike occurs. Fur example, tht particulate 
mattcr in the vail could enhonce the formation of 8 leader channel, and m cause the main channel to develop in 
the exhaust path or p n l y  in the exhaust path. 
3.0 PHYSICAL MODELING OF PLUME ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES 
One of rhe most extensivc pieces of wark on the elcctricsl properrier of plumes was dare by Nordgard and 
Smith (11 and Smith et el. [2]. Their objective was to determine the effect of the plume on the VHF field 
response of a REDEYE rocket. They performed calculationr of the coupling of the fields to the rocku, rtported 
data on the conductivity of the plume from rcsulLp of scvcnl large compua codes, consvucted a full scak stntic 
model of rhc rocket and the plume, and performed electrical m a m r m a U a  of the coupling of sinusoidal fields to 
the stark model. with and without the plume 
Ont of the important results of the Nordgard and Smith WOCL is tb conductivity as a function of posithi in 
the plume for the Redeye rockc% This rocket is a small tpcticrl rocket (-2 m long. -10 an in diruneta) with a 
solid fuel propellant. Figure 2 shows a pbt  of  the maximum conductivity as a function of the axial p o s i h .  
tothe Figure 3 shows aamtour plot of theconductivity asa function of the axial and radial positions lywmajlzcd * 
rocks length and nozzle diameter, nspactivtly. 
Thedatnpeaented in Fi#uraZand 3an&uhted+ 'Ihecodethrtwasusadtodacnnine this data was 
the Low Altitude Plume pro%ram (LAPP). Note that tbc conductivity in Figure 2 falls by four orden of 
magnitude in about five rocket lengths. 
'Ihe results showed hat h e  plumedid nol havca largeeffect on the coupling of VHF radhtbn to ihe mcW 
Mccurmnmenu m d e o f  thecoupled signals 10 rarin in a mall apcnuc f o m d  in the rocket were compared to 
the coupled signals dcmmmd ' d y t i c a l l y .  The mtssund signah wen SmaUcI than the theoretically prtdicred 
SigrrpLo. and in botbcrrres thecwplcdaregy wunotchngsda greiudal by the plume. Ihe diffaence in h e  
coupled enagy berwear plume md m plumc COnditjDlLs wu about 2-3 dE. 
Note that the modeling done by Nordgard and Smith das not treat the fluid velocity of the plume, but 
instead takes the point of view that the conductive part of the plume bebavw like a stationary conductor. This is 
a because the time scale of the VHF radiation. c 1 microsac, is short compared to the travel time of 
Also N d g d  and Smith assumed a perfectly conducting conncch betwcen the plume and the rocket. This 
migbt not be the rral circumrtance. Them rtrrsoning fur this choice wru that the pdcct  connection would give 
. 
p z z L c  plume (-10 mscc). 
thc worstca!jc difrcfmce in thev?€Fcouplig. 
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Figure 3 Effective Electroa Conductivity 8s a Function of Normalized Axial and Radial 
Positions. Axial Position Normriized to Rocket Length and R8dial Position 
Normalized to Nozzle Radius I21 
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4.0 PLUME CHEMISTRY 
The chemical composition of the exhaust gases has a large effect on the plume conductivity. ?he propellant 
for the Space S h ~ a l c  Main Engine (SSME) is LOX and H2, and (except for unintentional impurities) there will 
be very few metal atoms naturally in the plasma. In practice though, some alkali metal atoms do appear in Lire 
exhaust [lo] and they will impact the electron concentration. Impurity species arc being used, for example, as 
the basis f a  a diagnostic tool to monitor the health of the engine. The Saturn V first stage ( S I C )  is also a 
liquid pmpellant rocket but with LOX and kerosene as rhe fuel. 
Solid rockets can have a larger proportiOn of metal ions in the exhaust and the plume might therefore have a 
higher conductivity. For example the shuttle SRB propellant has a large proportion of aluminum (as a 
propellant filler and in the propellant itself) and this AI is in relatively large proportion in the exhaust. The 
exhaust analyzed by Nordgard and Smith [l-31 was from a solid rocket also. although A: was not in the 
The temperature and chemical composition varies throughout the exhaust. In the nozzle region the 
temperature and pressure an lower than in the motor chamber or in the plume. Because of the reduced 
temperatwe in the nozzle region. the conductivity there is also reduced. The temperature in the plume can be 
quite high (-2500' K for the Saturn V [91) bccause of afterburning. and it is in the plume that the largest 
conductivity occurs. In the S a m  V. afterbuming is the result of CO and H2 ignition with ambient @. 
Then arc a number of large computer codes which endeavor to calculate exhaust gas properlies such as 
chemical composition, ion density, temperature. pressure and flow velocity. For the present purposes. the 
imponant parameters are he density of charged species and the collision frequency which enable a calculation of 
the conductivity. Among the various codes, the Low Altitude Plume Program (LAPP), the Rocket Exhaust 
proSram (REP), the Naval Weapons Center ("C) code, and the JANAAF Standard Plume Flowfield (SPF) code 
are ones that we know have been applied to the solution of electromagnetic problems. The codes rake into 
account (to various degrees) the fluid dynamics and chemical rtactions that occur in the plume. 
propellant 
A key feature of the exhaust is the variation in conductivity at the downstream end of he plume, and in 
particular Ihe distance from the nozzle to the location w h a t  the conductivity gets below 
5.0 ELECTROMAGNETIC MODEL OF EXHAUST 
u) IO4 mhodm. 
The goal here is to develop a model that will enable the effect of the plume on elccmc field enhancement 
factors to be calculared. To calculate this directly, one needs u, understand in detail the processes within the 
plume: this includes the dynamical balance between the electric field forces. the chemical reacths that arc taking 
place which change the number of free charge carriers, and the fluid flow which is changing the speed and 
tunperature of thc plasma. The equations govming this problem art complicared and include the Navia-Stokes 
equations for the compressible fluid flow. Maxwell's equations for the electromagnetic phenomena, and the 
Boltzmann equation with chemical ralt equalions to account for the thermal and chemical distribution of ion. 
atomic and molecular species. 
Some simplification in these coupled equations is possible. Applied electric fields of 100 k V h  or less do 
not change the flow profile (there are mostly neunal species m the exhaust), and thc applied felds do not affect 
the temperature significantly. Therefore. the fluid flow and chemisuyhhermodynarnics an to first order 
independent of the elecmmagnetics. The remainder of this section will describe some general characteristics of 
tbc model and then m e  details of the charge dismbution predicted by the model when the rocket/plume is placed 
in an extend field. 
s . l  
The velocity of the exhaust gases plays an imponant rok in determining how the plume nacls to m external 
field. On tht average the fluid velocity of the gas atoms and ions in the plume is much larger (as large as 2-3 x 
Id m/s) than any drift velocity induced by an external clccvic field. For this reason the flow IS aiwd\\ Away 
from the rocket motor. Ths charge bdds up on pans of the rocker/plume when there IS a differenulll 1 lou rate 
between he positive and negative charges. 
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The tempustun in the plume is about 2500' K so Uu thumal velocity of electrons is about I d  m/s. The 
density of neutral a w n s  and mokcules is about 7xldu m3.  The fluid velocity is 2-3 x Id m/s. So the mean 
time between collisions (e 1 ns) of the electrons with the sunounding atomshokcuks is s h m  than the flight 
time of a partick through the plume (millisecs), and the Drude model of conductivity with a collision frequency 
can be used to describe the conducting plume. 
There are roughly qual positive and negative ion densities in the plume, and about l/looO this density of 
free electrons. But the mobilities of the ions are about loo0 times smaller than the dectrons so the threc chatgad 
species carry about qual cumnu under the influence of an external field. The total conductivity is therefore 
about three times the electron conductivity and the plume will be viewed as being composed of lhree conducting 
species. 
The results of calculations of Nmdgard and Smith using LAPP will be used for the exhaust physical size and 
conductivity. It is convenient LO discuss the plume axial dimensions scaled to the length of rhe mcka. 7he 
conductivity in the model is three times the electron conductivity given in Figurc 3, and the C o o C d i W s  for any 
solid propellant rocket will be intcrprtled with the apQropriate scale facton and Lt which Lve the kngth 
of the rocket and the diameter of the rocket nozzle, respectively. 
5 . 2  4
To show the effect of the exhaust on the field enhancement of the rocket in an atmospheric extQnal electric 
field, it is neccssary D have a model of how the charge in the plume nacts to the external field. As discussed 
previously, the motion of the charge carrius and thc fact that dren arc chunical and physical scattering processes 
occurring in he plume make the intapretation complicated. and a calculation from first principles is difficult. 
The effect has been interpreted simply in tcrms of acceleration or deceleration of in&vidual streams of charged 
particles and thae should be an approximate solution Lhat will reprtsenl the steady state. It will be requirtd that: 
1. The E-field inside the plume (and probably part of the corona) is z m ,  and, 
2. Charges hat would tend build up at the bottom of the E30 regton in the absence of the plasma flow will 
stay with he plasma and move in the trail downstream away from the rocke~ 
Consider a one d imens id  (in the key spatial range) model of the exhaust which includes an exponential 
variation in conductivity. This variation is not too diffwent from the axial dependence found by Smith and 
Nordgard [ 11. The exhaust will be exposed to a step increase in uniform field, and suppose for the moment that 
the fluid velocity is very small. Figure 4 shows the physical geometry. 
When the external field changes, a volume distribution of positive charge is generated inside the material 
which has a peak whose position is time dependent. The peak moves downstram in the exhaust loward smallu 
conductivity. This model gives a picture for how the charge distributes in the exhaust of the rocket for some 
rapid change in Ihe external field. 
Figures 5 shows the sequence of peaks in the volume distribution of charge in this Static model. In the real 
rocket exhaust. Ihe charge will be swept away at some point downstream. 
Occurring simultaneously with this charge build up, there is a fluid flow. There is a critical position k i t  
beyond which the charges will be swept downsueam. Thueforc, in steady state. h e  field distribution around the 
rocket is qualitatively like Figure 6. The total field @,d is zero in the plume up to some distance zcrit and he 
field rises again to E, downsucam of zcril. 7ht field changes brick lo Eo in some distance A. The charges at 
z h t  are no longer able to adjust their position in the plume D keep up with the rocket motion and rn swept 
downstream. The condition defining %fit in the steady s u e  is hat the relaxation time at tcrit be qual to the 
time (roughly 4/V,k,d necessary lo mainlain the spatial feld distribution; thaefore wt is &fined by 
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U=Uo e'" 1 
- rocket length 
Figure 4 Example of a Semi-Infinite Material With Varying Conductivity o (z) Like a 
Typical Rocket Exhaust, Without Flow 
Figure 5 Qualitative Dependence of the Peaks in the Charge Distribution of a One 
Dimensional Varying Conductivity 
~odiet -&plume Corona Trail 
I 
I I I 
nozzle 
Figure 6 Qualitative Representation of Fields/Charges Around a Rocket System in an  
External Field 
The functional dependence of a can be obtained from code calculations or possibly measuremen&. Note that 
A depends on zcrit so Eq. 1 must be solved implicitly for the wr zcrit. Therefore the size of Region I (E = 
0) defined in Figure 6 behind the rocket is dependent on m k e t  velocity, and the faster the mke t  moves, the 
smaller zctit is. A is a slowly varying function of wt. Note that if A is on the order of a rocket dimension (60 
m for the Saturn V), then o is 
This is a very small conductivity and its position is almost certainly out of the plume and in the hottest part of 
the corona. This corresponds to an effective electrical size of the exhaust which is bigger than one would expect 
on the basis of higher frequency scattering processes. 
Figure 7 shows a schematic represenration of the positions of a rocket during launch. At launch and during 
the time the plume is still in contact with the ground (~1). negative polarization charge accumulates on the 
rocket. As the rocket rises, it encounters changing E-fields, and the polarization charge changes. The E-field 
may change because the rocket gets nearer to the amospheric sources or Because the sources are chging.  
Suppose the field is increasing at the site of the rocket, then as the p l ~ z a t i o n  charge grows to keep E-0 in 
Region I, negative charge will increase on the rocket and positive charge will be left behind in the trail. In 
principle, the fields near the rocket need to be calculated in a time varying environment. For example, the charge 
left in the trail will be moving downslrearn and it will have a time varying effect on the enhancement factor. It 
is assumed that the time variation effects are small so a steady state condition exists. 
This picture for the charge distribution in the exhaust with sn exemal field allows an equivalent 
elecrrostatics problem to be developed to calculate the nocket-exhaust field enhancement factor. The equivalent 
problem ignores the actual time dependence of the fields, and it assumes that the charge left in the mil dmn' t  
affect the fields around the rocket very much. The psescrip~on for seging up and solvhg ahe equivdent problem 
is as follows: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5 .  
6. 
I 
- 
U ,  I !  
l , s l s > l p ,  
Figure 7 Schematic Di8gr.m of CbrrgdFicld Build-Up IS Rocket Ascends 
choose a rpeed for the rocket. Take the parametu Ahm to be 1.5 mcket lengths, and calculate the 
aait- 
From the conductivity as a fwIction of position calculated from a code or by measurement, d m i n e  the: 
Solve far the ekcaic field DlMlnd 8 perfect mductar C whose size and physical shape IVC identical to the 
rocket plus Region I. Use the following boundary conditions: 
a. 'Ihe Srnisce of the conductor C is an equipotential 
b. The charge density at the most downstream point of the conductor C is zero (Ed at this point) 
Find the fgld as a function of position on the cylindrical axis from Ihe critical point (%t) downward. 
Estimate A from the field variation. i.e. from the 10% fo 90% values of E(z). 
If A differs €tom the initial Ahyp by mOre than x %, change Ahyp accordingly in step (1). Usc thc new + and repeat steps (1). (2). (3) and (4). x determines the accuracy of the solution. 
If A is consistent with the original AhW, then use the fields around the rocket to get the enhanrzment 
facur. 
paramettr =t d the size Of Regiocl L 
The equivalent problem used to model the exhaust differs concepllnuy only slightly from the previous nicxlel 
developed by penln and Rudolph [8], although the added size of Regia, I can make a substantial difference in k l ~ c  
numerical value of che arhencemcnt factor. Thc diffe.mce is caused by the bt im of the 'zero charge' bo.u.&ii ,. 
condition. In the previous model the condition was imposcd ax the bouom of the rocket. i.e., at the nozzle. in 
the current model it is imposed at a position that is at the end of Region I. 
There is a complication introduced hae because the end of Region I is not easy to define. The ciihci 
distance wt must be calculated using Eq. 1. The result will be that the exhaust has more of an effect on h e  
enhancement factor than previously calculattd If is Iargc, Le., sevaal rocket lengths, then the enhanccrnent 
factor may be incnastd by factors of 2 or 3 over those calculated Wilh the old baurdary condition. 
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There is in i n W g  -of rhis model thrt wsg reco@ed by Paalad Rudolph I851 which has to 
do with the effect of charging the rocket. Regardless of the chuging process (precipitation, dust, 
triboele~oification, 01 plume charging), the bo- condition E - 0 (stcp 3b above) will =use the chatge 
distribution on che rocket to be the same @rovidad Lhere is a mffkiently large charge source) 11s would occur in 
6.0 SUMMARY 
Ihe POW crw/cxtemal E-field. tht UIC model all rocket &@ng effects. 
There has been a distinct evolution of the model for taking into Bcoount the rocket exhaust. Early work by 
Kasemir [7] and Penlaand Rudolph 1851 had the sizeof the equivdart conductaronly =big 8s therockct. Orha 
work by Krida et d. [9] had tht equivalent carductorlsrge amugh but didn't Iccognizc $he & e t  of the fluid flow 
on the &- bumdary condition. The present model fakes into Bccount all the uth.usl effects. 
In arda to illusaatc the imposrance of the plume model we have calculated the ambicnt triggaing field for an 
SRB-Like rocket by iwIf far diffaenl plume assumptions [ 1 11: 
RockWNoPlume: 50 K V h  
15 KVhn 
Rock# and Perfectly Cautucting Plume: 31 Kvh 
Roclcer Plume with a Zero Ner charge Boundary Condition: 
The results show a factor of 3 variation indicating a subslanlial Deed lo undaannd how the plume affects the 
Because the issue of how the plume behaves in an electric freld is sa important to f& enhancanents and the 
triggering conditions. 
prediction of uiggaed lightning, it is vital that kwh rheoreucal . and expaimenml confvmation of the new plume 
ekcmcalmodclbeobtained. 
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POWER AND ENERGY DISSIPATION IN SUBSEQUENT 
RETURN STROKES AS PREDICTED BY A NEW RETURN 
STROKE MODEL 
Vernon Cooray 
Institute of High Voltage Research 
(A department at Uppsala University) 
Uppsala, Sweden 
ABSTRACT 
Recently, Cooray [ 11 introduced a new return stroke model which is capable of predicting the 
temporal behaviour of the return stroke current and the return stroke velocity as a function of 
height along the retum stroke channel. We have employed this model to calculate the power and 
energy dissipation in subsequent return strokes. The results of these calculations am presented in 
this paper. The main conclusions of this paper are the following. (a) A large fraction of the total 
energy available for the dart leader-subsequent stroke process is dissipated in the dart leader 
stage. (b) The peak power per unit length dissipated in a subsequent stroke channel element 
decreases with increasing height of that channel element ftom ground level. For a given channel 
element the peak power dissipation increases with increasing current in that channel element. (c) 
The peak electrical power dissipation in a typical subsequent return stroke is about 1.5 x lo1 1 
W. (d) The energy dissipation in a subsequent stroke increases with increasing current in the 
return stroke channel and for a typical subsequent stroke the energy dissipation per unit length is 
about 5.0 x 103 J/m. 
INTRODUCTION 
Recently Cooray [ 11 introduced a new return stroke model which is capable of predicting the 
temporal behaviour of the return stroke current and the return stroke velocity as a function of 
height along the return stroke channel. The basic concepts used in this return stroke model are 
the following. The dart leader c m n t  travels along the central core of the channel depositing 
charge along the channel. Due to the high lateral field, this charge expands outward giving rise 
to a corona sheath. At the point of contact with ground all the charge is concentrated on the 
central core and, due to the development of the corona sheath, the charge on the core decreases 
rapidly upwards. As the rem stroke propagates up, the charge on the central core and corona 
sheath discharge into the channel. This gives rise to cumnt components which subsequently 
travel along the highly conducting return stroke channel to ground. The total current at any 
height is due to the sum of sheath current and core current from levels above that height. The 
amplitude of the core current decreases rapidly upwards and the duration of the sheath current is 
assumed to be equal to the time for the smamers to propagate into the space charge region. The 
velocity of the return stroke along the channel is calculated as a function of c m n t  parameters 
and channel temperature. Most of the predictions of this model concerning the radiated 
electromagnetic fields and the variation of return stroke velocity, cumnt risetime, peak current 
amplitude, and peak c m n t  derivative along the return stroke channel substantiated by recent 
experimental observations. 
In the study reported in this paper we have employed this return stroke model to calculate the 
power and energy dissipation during subsequent return strokes. First, from the charge and 
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current distribution along the return stroke channel the electric field inside the channel as a 
function of time is calculated. This was combined with the current waveform along the channel 
to calculate the power and energy dissipation during subsequent return strokes. In this paper we 
will present results to show how the power dissipation along the channel is changing as a 
function of height from ground level and the variation of power and energy dissipation as a 
function of peak current at ground level. 
POWER DISSIPATION ALONG THE CHANNEL 
The current in the return stroke channel at a point situated 10 m from ground level is shown in 
figure l(a). The current waveform r ises to it's peak value, which is about 10 kA, in about 0.3 
ps. The axial electric field, caused by the current and charge distribution along the return stroke 
channel, in the same channel element as a function of time is shown in figure I@). The method 
of calculation of the axial field in the channel element is similar to that described by Cooray et al. 
[ 21. In calculating this axial field the radius of the return stroke channel was assumed to be 0.001 
m. The value of 0.001 m may be a good approximation for the radius of the return stroke 
channel at the initial stages of the discharge but at later times the channel radius may be of the 
order of 0.01 m. Note that the electric field in the channel has a peak value of about 35x105 
V/m and it decreases to 4x103 V/m in about 3.0 ps. This low value of the electric field is 
probably associated with the arc phase of the discharge. For example, an arc channel in air with 
a c m n t  of 10 kA has a electric field in the range of about 10 V/m [3]. Our calculations show 
that the resistance of the channel decreases with time reaching a minimum value of 0.5 ohmJm in 
about 3.0 microsecond. 
3 
The power dissipation in the channel element as a function of time is shown in figure l(c). 
Note that the peak power dissipation in this channel element is about 2.0 x 109 W h .  After the 
initial peak the power decreases to about 5 x 107 W/m. Our calculations show that the return 
stroke can maintain this low level of power dissipation for several tens of microseconds. This 
low level of power dissipation is probably associated with the arc phase of the discharge. A 
similar procedure can be applied to calculate the power dissipation in channel elements situated at 
different heights along the channel. For example figure 2 shows the power dissipation, as a 
function of time, in channel elements situated at 10 m, 100 m and 500 m from ground level. 
Note that the width of the of the initial peak in the power curve increases and the peak power 
decreases with increasing height from ground level. The peak power generated by channel 
elements as a function of their height from ground level is shown in figure 3 for three peak 
values of current, Le. 10 M, 20 kA, and 30 kA , at ground level. Note that over the first 100 
m from ground the peak power dissipation in channel elements decreases by almost a factor of 
three. This decrease in peak power is caused by the decrease in current amplitude and the 
increase in c m n t  risetime with increasing height from ground level. 
As can be seen from the data in figure 3, the peak power dissipation in a channel element at a 
given height increases with increasing peak value of the current amplitude at ground level. The 
relationship between these two parameters for a channel element at ground level is shown in 
figure 4. This relationship can be represented approximately by the formula 
pp = 4.0 107 1~1.7 
where Ip is the peak current in kA at ground level and Pp is the peak power in W/m generated by 
the channel element. The relationship given in (1) is drawn in figure 4 by a dashed line. Of 
course it is possible that the relationship between these two quantities is not the same at other 
heights along the channel since the shape of the current and the velocity of the return stroke is 
changing along the channel. ’ 
?he data given a b v e  carrespond io the p w t r  dissipation in a sing!t channel element situated at 
a given point along the channel. However, the return stroke is composed of large number of 
channel elements and the number of channel elements contributing to the power dissipation 
inmases with increasing time due to the geometrical growth of the return stroke channel. 
Therefore, the total power dissipation in the return stroke is a function of the geometrical growth 
of the return stroke channel and the time development of the power in each individual segment of 
the channel. The total power dissipation in the return stroke channel as a function of time for a 
10 kA current at ground level is shown in figure 5. The peak power dissipation in this return 
stroke is about 9x1010 W. Note that the power reaches its peak value in about 7.5 ps and our 
calculations show that the height of the return stroke channel when the power reaches its peak 
value is about 1 km. Figure 6 shows the variation of peak power dissipation in return strokes as 
a function of peak current. Again observe that the peak power dissipation in subsequent return 
strokes inmases with increasing peak current. 
ENERGY DISSIPATION IN RETURN STROKES 
The temporal variation of the power dissipation can be integrated to calculate the energy 
dissipation along the return stroke channel as a function of time. Figure 7 shows the energy 
dissipation, as a function of time, in a channel element situated at 10 m from ground level. Note 
that the energy dissipation along in the channel element increases rapidly initially which is 
followed by a slow increase. The peak energy dissipation in the channel element (not shown in 
the diagram) is about 4.0~103 J/m. We have also calculated the energy dissipation in channel 
elements close to ground as a function of peak return stroke current. The results are shown in 
figure 8. Note that the energy dissipation in the return stroke channel increases with peak current 
. For a 30 kA peak current the energy dissipation in the return stroke channel is about 2.8~104 
J/m and for a 50 kA current it is about 8.0~104 J/m. The relationship between the total energy 
dissipation, per unit length, in channel elements close to ground and the peak current at ground 
level can be represented approximately by the formula 
E = 43.21~1~9 (2) 
where E is the total energy, in J/m, dissipated in the channel and I is the peak current, in kA, in 
in the return stroke channel increases approximately as the square of the peak current. 
the channel.This formula is depicted in figure 8 by a dashed line. r f  ote that the energy dissipation 
DISTRIBUTION OF POWER AND ENERGY DISSIPATION IN SUBSEQUENT 
RETURN STROKES 
As we have shown above the energy and the power that will dissipate in a return stroke depend 
on the peak cumnt in the mturn stroke channel. On the other hand as shown by Cooray [4] the 
return stroke model predicts an approximate linear relationship between the peak re turn stroke 
current and the peak return stroke radiation field. Therefore, if the distribution of peak radiation 
fields generated by subsequent return strokes are known, the relationships given in the earlier 
section can be used to obtain the distribution of power and energy dissipation i n  subsequent 
return strokes. The best data set available at present on the distribution of peak radiation fields 
from subsequent strokes was obtained by Master et al. [ 5 ] .  We have used this dismbution to 
calculate the distribution of energy and power dissipation in return strokes. The results are 
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shown in figure 9(a) and 9(b). Note that the 5096 values of the energy and power dissipation in 
subsequent return strokes are 5.0~103 Jlm and 1.5~1011 W/m respectively. 
DISCUSSION 
Several theoretical simulations of the energy dissipation in lightning =turn strokes have been 
made by several researchers [6,7,8,9,10]. In an investigation conducttd by Hill [61 power and 
energy dissipation due to a 21 kA current was estimated. The risetime of the current waveform 
was 8.5 ps. The peak power dissipation in the channel was calculated to be 1.5 x lo9 W/m and 
the total energy dissipation in the channel was estimated to be about 15x104 J/m. Plooster [7] 
estimated that a 20 kA current with a 5 ps risetime will dissipate about 2.5~103 J/m of energy in 
the return stroke channel. More recently Paxton et al.[ lo] estimated that a 20 kA return stroke 
current with a 5 ps risetime will dissipate about 4.0~103 J/m of energy in the return stroke 
channel. Our analysis show that the peak power dissipation in return strokes depends on the 
risetime of the current waveform. The results in figure 3 show that the peak power dissipation in 
a return stroke channel element close to ground with a 20 kA peak c m n t  is about 7x109 W/m. 
Furthermore, the risetime of the current waveform close to ground level is about 0.3ps. 
However, the risetime of the current waveform increases with height and at heights of about 
5OOm from ground level the risetime of the current waveform is about 5 ps. Calculations show 
that the peak power dissipation caused by a 21 kA current at this level is about l.OxlO9 W/m. 
This value agrees with the peak power estimated by Hill 161. Furthermore, our estimates of 
energy dissipation z111: in general agreement with the values reported in the literam. 
To the best of our knowledge no experimental observations of electrical energy dissipation in 
subsequent rem strokes are available in the literature. In the case of first return strokes the only 
available information is due to Krider et al. [ 1 11. In that investigation the energy dissipated in a 
single stroke flash was estimated to be 2.3 x 10s J/m. The cumnt in the return stroke was 
unknown. On the other hand several researchers have attempted to calculate the energy 
dissipation in return strokes by electrostatic considerations [ 1 1 ,12,13,14]. According to these 
electrostatic considerations the potential of the cloud is of the ordcr of 108 - 109 V. Now, 
according to the return stroke model of Cooray [ 11 the total charge brought down by a 10 kA 
subsequent return stroke is about 0.5 C. If we assume that the length of the return stroke channel 
is about 7 km and the potential of the cloud is about 5 x 108 V then the energy per unit length 
available for the return stroke process would be of the ordcr of 3.5 x 1 0 4  J/m. However, the 
calculated value of 4.0 x 103 J/m is about an order of magnitude less than this expected value. If 
the calculated value is cOrrect then some of the energy available far the return stroke-dart leader 
process must dissipate in a process other than the return smoke. It is possible that some of this 
energy will dissipate in the dart leader stage but, unfortunately, no information is available in the 
literature concerning the energy dissipation in the dart leader stage. In oxdcr to investigate this 
apparent discrepancy we have used the following simplified model to estimate the energy 
dissipation in the two stages i.e. dart leader and return stroke. The two charge centers, i.e. 
negative and positive, in the cloud weTc assumed to be spherical in shape and each charge center 
was assumed to carry 40 C of charge. The radius of the charge center was calculated by 
assuming that the outer boundary of the charge center is at bnxddown electric field. Now, due to 
the decrease in pressure at cloud height the breakdown field may be a factor of 2 lower than that 
at atmospheric pressure and due to the presence of water drops the breakdown field may 
decrease further by a factor of about 3 [ 151. Therefore, the radius of the charge centers Will be of 
the order of 1 km. The height of the center of negative charge was assumed to be at 8 km and the 
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height of the positive charge center was assumed to be at 12 km. The situation is shown in figure 
lqa). Now, a c c d n g  to the rcm sadre model, just before the return stroke all the charge that 
will be neuaalised in the return stroke is dismbuted over the dart leader channel. The charge 
density (denoted by p) along the channel was assumed to decreases exponentially with height 
with a decay height constant of 5OOO ian The diameter of the dart leader channel was calculated 
by assuming that the outer boundary of the charge cylinder is at bxeakdown electric field. The 
situation is shown in figun lO(b). The total charge on the leader channel is 0.5 C which is the 
value corresponding to a 10 kA peak current. During the return stroke the charge stored on the 
leader channel is brought to ground and at the end of the xeturn stroke the situation is similar to 
that depicted in figure 1O(c). Using this configuration we have calculated the energy dissipation 
during the dart leader stage i.e. the energy difference in the situations 10(a) and lqb )  and the 
energy dissipation during the return stroke stage i.e. the energy difference in the situations 1 q b )  
and lO(c). In these calculations the effect of the earth was taken into account by the method of 
images. The results show that the energy dissipation during the dart leader sta e is about 
shows that about 90% of the energy available for the dart leader- return stroke process will 
dissipate in the dart leader stage. The value calculated for the energy dissipation in the return 
stroke i.e. 2.6 x 103 J/m is similar to that calculated by using the return stroke model. Now, the 
total energy dissipation in bringing down 0.5 C of charge to ground is about 2.3 x 104 J/m and 
since the length of the leader channel is 7.5 km the total energy dissipation during the dart leader- 
return stroke process is 1.7~108 J. This energy value corresponds to a discharge to ground of 
0.5 C fiom an initial potential difference of 3.5~ 108 V. This value agrees with the estimations of 
cloud potential obtained by other researchers. 
2.0 x ldr J/m and the energy dissipation during the return stroke is about 2.6 x 10 5 J/m. This 
CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we have calculated the energy and power dissipation in subsequent return strokes 
by using a recently introduced return stroke model. For a given return stroke cuncnt the highest 
power is dissipated in channel elements close to ground and the peak power dissipation in a 
given channel element decreases with increasing height of that channel element from ground 
level. For example, our rcsults show that, for a 10 kA peak current, the peak power dissipation 
in a channel element at ground level is about 2.0 x 109 W/m and the peak power dissipation in a 
channel element at 100 m from ground level is about 6 x 108 W/m. The total power dissipation 
in the overall rem stroke channel reaches its peak when the length of the return stroke channel 
is about a kilometer and for a typical subsequent stroke peak total power dissipation is about 1.5 
x 1011 W. The energy dissipation in a typical subsequent return strpke is about 5.0 x lo3 J/m. 
Both the energy and the power dissipation in the return strokes increase with increasing peak 
current. The calculations presented in this paper show that most of the energy available for the 
dart leader-return stroke process is dissipated in the dart leader stage. 
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Fig.1 (a) The cumnt, (b) the axial electric field and (c) the power dissipation as a function of 
time in a subsequent stroke channel element situated at 10 m from ground level. The peak 
current in the return stroke channel is 10 kA. The time is measured from the beginning of the 
current waveform in the channel element. 
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Fig.2 Powcr dissipatim, per unit length, as a function of timc in channel elements situated at 
(a) 10 m, (b) 100 m, and (c) 500 m from ground level. The peak cumnt in the subsequent 
return stroke is 10 kA. Note that the time delay between the initiation of power dissipation in 
different channel elcments is not shown in the diagram. 
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Fig.3 Peak power dissipation, per unit length, in a channel element as a function of it’s 
height from ground level. The peak cumnt in the return stroke channel is (a) 30 kA, (b) 20 kA, 
and (c) 10 kA. 
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approximated (dashed line) by the equation Pp = 4.0 x 10 ’ Ip**’ where Ip is the peak current 
in kA at ground level and Pp is the peak power generated by the channel element. 
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Fig.10 Analysis of the energy dissipation in return strokes by using a simplified model of the 
thunder cloud. (a) Situation just before the initiation of dart leader. (b) Situation just before the 
initiation of return stroke. (c) Situation just after the end of return stroke. 
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ABSTRACT 
Horizontal fields generated by return strokes play an important mle in the interaction of lightning 
generated electromagnetic fields with overhead power lines. In many of the recent investigations 
on the interaction of lightning electromagnetic fields with power lines, the horizontal field was 
calculated by employing the expression for the tilt of the electric field of a plane wave 
propagating over finitely conducting earth. In this paper we show that the horizontal field 
generated by return strokes over finitely conducting ground can be obtained to a high accuracy 
by using the expression for the surface impedance of the finitely conducting earth. The method is 
suitable to calculate horizontal fields generated by return strokes at distances as close as 200 m. 
At these close ranges the use of the wavetilt expression can cause large emrs. 
INTRODUCTION 
Recent experimental investigations indicate that the electric field component parallel to the ground 
plane i.e. horizontal field, plays a dominant role in the interaction of lightning generated 
electromagnetic fields with over head power lines [ 1,2,3]. The accuracy of the induced voltage 
calculations depends, therefore, on the accuracy to which the horizontal field generated by 
lightning rem strokes can be calculated. These calculations require the knowledge concerning 
the electromagnetic fields generated by dipoles over finitely conducting earth. The pioneering 
work on the electromagnetic fields generated by dipoles over finitely conducting ground was 
done by Sommerfeld [4]. He presented the solutions to the problem in integral form. The 
horizontal fields generated by lightning return strokes over finitely conducting earth can be 
written in terms of these integrals and the results can be obtained by solving these equations 
numerically. However, this method of calculation is not practical because of the limitations on 
the computational time. To overcome these problems many researchers have used different 
approximations to calculate the horimntal fields generated by lightning retum strokes. 
One of the approximations used frequently in the literature, to calculate the horizontal fields 
generated by lightning, is the method of "Wavetilt". When a plane electromagnetic wave 
propagates over finitely conducting ground the electric field at the surface is tilted towards the 
ground (in the case of perfectly conducting earth the electric field is perpendicular to the earths 
surface). That is, at the surface of the ground the electric field component parallel to the ground 
surface is not zero. The magnitude of the tilt, and hence the amplitude of the horizontal elecmc 
field, depends on the conductivity and dielectric constant of the ground. According to the 
wavetilt expression the ratio between the electric field component perpendicular to the ground, 
Ez, and the electric field component parallel to the ground, Eh, in frequency domain is given by 
where E is the relative dielecmc constant, CJ is the conductivity, is the permittivity of free 
space and w is the angular frequency. In most of the studies mentioned earlier the above 
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relationship was used to calculate the horizontal filed from either the measured or the calculated 
vertical electric field. However, the above relationship is valid un&r two conditions, namely, (a) 
the fields are radiation and (b) the angle of incidence is near grazing. Unfortunately, very close 
to the lightning return stroke channel, both these conditions could be violated and the horizontal 
field calculated from the wavetilt expression could be in error. On the other hand, the horizontal 
field can be related to the horizontal magnetic field, Bh(jw) , through the expression for the 
surface impedance of the earth ( the earth is assumed to be flat and homogeneous) as follows : 
where c is the speed of light in free space. In this paper we will show that this relationship can 
be used to calculate the horizontal fields generated by lightning at close ranges to a higher 
accuracy than is possible from the wavetilt formula. We will also investigate the e m  caused by 
the use of wavetilt expression to calculate horizontal fields when the lightning return strokes are 
within about 2 km from the point of observation. 
FIELDS GENERATED BY A VERTICAL DIPOLE OVER FINITELY 
CONDUCTING EARTH 
As we have mentioned earlier many approximate solutions are available for the fields generated 
by vertical dipoles over finitely conducting ground [5,6,7,8]. In this paper we will consider the 
solutions given by Bannister 181. Recently these solutions were companed with the exact 
integrations of Sommerfeld integrals by Zaddam and Degauque [9]. Their results show that the 
equations given by Bannister [8] can be used to calculate fields to an accuracy higher than 5%. 
Let us consider the geometry shown in figure 1. The dipole is at a height h from ground level 
and the current in the dipole is directed in the direction of z axis. The ground is assumed to be 
flat and homogeneous and is associated with the constants E and a. According to Bannister [8] 
the electromagnetic field components at point P are given by (see figure 1 and the 'glossary of 
symbols' for the definition of parameters used in these equations) 
e-YoRl + (3+3ydil+ pyO2Rl2)siny1cosy1 
R13 
+ 2A [ 1 - (9) F(o)] cosy1 yO2Rl2 - (3) 
According to Bannister [8] these equations iue valid at any point on the earth provided that 
n2 >>1. Now, the dominant angular fquencies in the lighming generated electromagnetic fields 
lie in the range of 104 to 107 rad/s and the conductivity and the dielectric constant of typical soils 
are distributed in the range of 0.01 to 0.001 S/m and 3 to 10 respectively. Calculations show 
that n2 >>1 for the values of frequencies, conductivity and dielectric constants in the above 
ranges. Therefore we conclude that the above equations could be used to calculate the fields 
generated by lightning over fintely conducting ground. 
COMPARISON OF THE HORIZONTAL FIELDS CALCULATED FROM 
WAVETILT AND SURFACE IMPEDANCE WITH THE EXACT EXPRESSION 
Let Ehw(jo) represents the horizontal field at ground level as calculated by using the wavetilt 
expression (i.e. equation l), Ek(jm) represents the horizontal field at ground level as calculated 
by using the surface impedance expression (i.e. equation 2) and Q(jo) represents the exact 
value of the horizontal field at ground level as given by equation (3). We have calculated these 
field components over a large range of frequencies, heights of the dipole and distances. From 
these calculations we have estimated the ratio I Ehw/Eh I and I Eh&, 1. The variation of these 
ratios as a function of distance, conductivity, height of the dipole from ground level and 
fnquency are shown in figures 2 through 4. In each figure the solid line represents the ratio 
I I and the dashed h e  represents the ratio I Ehw/Eh 1. Figure 2 shows how these ratios 
vary as a function of frequency and conductivity when the dipole is at ground level. Figures 3 
and 4 carrespond to dipoles at heights 500 m and lo00 m respectively. 
Let us consider the results in figwe 2. These results show that for distances greater than about 
200 m from the dipole the ratio I Ehs/Eh I is equal to unity. Figures 3 and 4 show that this is also 
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truefor dipolesat heights500m and 1000m from ground level. That is for distances greater than
200 m and for dipoles situated at heights between 0 to 1000m the horizontal field calculated by
using the surface impedance expression is an accurate representation of the horizontal field
component at ground level i.e. Ehs(Jo) ) = Eh(j0) ).
On the other hand the ratio I Ehw/Eh I is far from unity, specially at small distances and low
frequencies. However, with increasing distance and frequency the results obtained from the
wavetilt expression approaches that obtained by using the exact expression. The reason for this
is that with increasing distance the radiation field becomes the dominant component in the electric
field, which enhance the validity of the wavetilt expression. However, as one can see from these
figures, the horizontal fields calculated by using the wavetilt expression would be in error even
at distances as large as 5000 m when the frequencies of interest are in the range of 105 rad/s.
In the calculation of lighming generated induced voltages in power lines it is the first few
microseconds, i.e. up to about 10 Its, of the horizontal field which is mainly of interest. During
this time the length of the return stroke channel is not more than I000 meters. Furthermore, the
frequencies which will contribute to the electric field during this time interval are distributed in
the range of 107 to 105 rad/s. From the results given in figures 2 through 4 we can conclude,
therefore, that the surface impedance expression can be used to calculate the horizontal fields
generated by return strokes to a high accuracy and for distances larger than or equal to 200 m the
results are almost identical to those calculated by more exact formulation. In the next chapter we
will use the surface impedance expression to calculate the horizontal fields generated by lightning
return strokes in time domain and, since these are almost identical to the results given by exact
formulation, it is reasonable to assume that they are a faithful representation of the horizontal
fields generated by lightning.
HORIZONTAL FIELDS GENERATED BY RETURN STROKES
Let Bp(t) and gh(t) are the horizontal magnetic field and the horizontal electric field generated by
a lightning return stroke over finitely conducting earth. Let Bp(jw) and Eh(jw ) are the
corresponding field components in the frequency domain. Then, according to the surface
impedance expression
Eh(jc0)/Bp(jCo)=c/(e+o/jcOeo)0.5 (6)
Performing theinverseLaplace wansformationof theabove equation,the horizontalfieldintime
domain can be writtenas
t
Eh(t) = ¢/Bp(t - x) S(x ) dx
where
(7)
S(t) = (c/e °.5) _ e-_ t [ I_(_t) - Io(_O ] (8)
and _ = eoe/O. Furthermore, I0 (_t) and 11(_t) are the modified Bessel functions of order zero
and one respectively with argument _t. A similar procedure can be used to calculate the
horizontal field from the wavetih expression.
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In orderto calculatethe horizontal field from the above equation it is necessary to know the
magnetic field generated by return strokes at a given distance over finitely conducting ground.
This in turn requires the knowledge concerning the temporal and SpatiAl variation of the return
stroke current along the return stroke channel. Recently, Cooray [10] introduced a new return
stroke model which is capable of generating the temporal and spatial variation of the return
stroke current along the return stroke channel. The model calculations are in good agreement
with the hitherto known properties of the temporal and spatial variation of the return stroke
current, spatial variation of the return stroke velocity and the lightning generated electromagnetic
fields. In the results to be presented below the electric and magnetic fields generated by lightning
return strokes at a given point are calculated by using the model of Cooray [10]. The calculations
are performed for a return stroke with a peak current of 10 kA at ground level.
The first 5 _ts of the vertical electric field and the horizontal magnetic field at different distances,
when the ground is perfectly conducting are shown in figure 5. The resulting field components
when the ground is finitely conducting are shown in figure 6. Let us denote these field
components (i.e. those calculated over finitely conducting ground) as Ez(t)and 8p(t)
respectively. In these calculations the effects of the finitely conducting ground on-the
electromagnetic fields were inco_ted as described in Cooray and Lundquist [11] and Cooray
[12]. Note how the risetime of the field components increases with increasing distance. The
reason for this is the attenuation of the high frequency components in the electromagnetic fields
when they propagate along the finitely conducting earth. The horizontal electric field was then
calculated by inserting Bp(t) in equation (7). The results of the calculations are presented in
figures 7 and 8 (solid line). As we have mentioned earlier, it is reasonable to assume that they
are a faithful representation of the horizontal fields generated by lightning. For comparison
purposes the horizontal field calculated by using the wavetilt expression is also given in each
figure (dashed line).
First, note that the peak value of the horizontal field, for p = 0.001 S/m, falls off much faster
with distance than that of the inverse distance dependence (figure 8). The reason for this is the
attenuation of the high frequency components in the magnetic field due to propagation over
finitely conducting earth. This also shows the importance of including the propagation effects in
the magnetic field which is used to calculate the horizontal field. For example, if we use the
magnetic field calculated over perfectly conducting earth (i.e. figure 5) in (7) to calculate the
horizontal field the resulting peak amplitude of the horizontal field would be significantly larger
than the correct value. For example, in the case ofD = 2000 m and p = 0.001 S/m the difference
will be about 100%. Second, observe the narrow initial peak in the horizontal fields. The higher
the conductivity the narrower the initial peak. For example at 200 m and for 0.01 S/m the half
width of the initial peak of the horizontal field is about 0.3_s (figure 7). As shown by Cooray
and DeLa Rosa [2] these narrow initial peaks are responsible for the narrow initial peaks
measured in induced voltages in power lines. Third, observe that, for a given distance, the peak
amplitude of the horizontal field increases with decreasing conductivity. Now let us compare
these waveforms with the horizontal fields calculated by using the wavetilt expression. Note that
the difference between the two waveforms is larger at small distances than at long distances. For
a given distance and conductivity the the error associated with the horizontal field calculated from
the wavetilt expression increases with increasing time. For example at 200 m and for
conductivity 0.01 the difference is about 200 % at 5 _ts. Note that even at 1000 m from the
lightning return stroke the horizontal field calculated by the wavetilt expression could be in error
by about 50%.
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CONCLUSIONS
Theresults presented in this paper show that the horizontal field generated by return strokes over
finitely conducting earth can be calculated to a high accuracy by using either the measured or the
calculated horizontal magnetic field in the expression for the surface impedance. The method is
suitable to calculate horizontal fields for distances down to about 200 m from the return strokes.
The use of wavetilt expression to calculate the horizontal field can result in large errors specially
when the return stroke is within about a kilometer from the point of observation.
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GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS 
[ D* + (z - h)2 J05 (meters) 
[ D2 + (z + h)2 102 (meters) 
[ D2 + (d + z - h)2 105 (meters) 
2 - h  tan-' (- ) D 
) 
z + h  tan-1 (- D 
d + Z - h  
D tan-] ( 
Height of the point of observation with respect to earth's surface 
Horizontal distance between the dipole and the point of observation 
Height of the dipole With respect to earth's surface 
Conductivity of the earth 
Relative dielectric constant of the earth 
Permittivity of free space 
Permeability of fxee space 
Angular frequency (radiands) 
j W c  
[ joho - 0 2 w 0 ] 0 . 5  
2/71 
Yo / Y 1  
l/A 
S d e l d  attenuation function 
Electric current moment of the dipole 
Velocity of light in free space 
Vertical electric field component in hquency domain 
Horizontal electric field component in frequency domain 
Horizontal magnetic field component in frequency domain 
Horizontal electric field component calculated From the wavetilt 
Horizontal electric field component calculated from the surface impedance 
Horizontal electric field in time domain generated by lightning stroke 
Horizontal magnetic field in time domain generated by lightning stroke 
1 
(- 1 10.5 
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Dipole 
E Point of Observation z axis  
Earth 
Fig. 1 Geometry relevant to the problem un& considmation. 
1.4 1. 1 .8 ,  4.0 2 
Fig.2 The variation of the ratios I Eh&, I (solid lint) and I Eh,,,/Eh I (dashed line) as a 
function of distance for (a) o = 107 rad/s and Q = 0.01 S/m (b) o = 106 Ws and d = 0.01 
S/m (c) o = 105 rads and Q = 0.01 S/m (d) o = 107 rad/s and CJ = 0.001 S/m (e) 0 = 106 
rad/s and Q = 0.001 S/m and (f) o = 105 rad/s and s = 0.001 S/m. The dipole is situated at 
ground level i .t .  h = 0. 
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Fig.3 Same as in figure 2 except that the dipole is at 500 m from ground level. 
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Fig.4 Same as in figure 2 except that the dipole is at lo00 m from ground level. 
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F i g 5  Vertical elecmc field (solid line) and the horizontal magnetic field x c (dashed line) 
generated by a return stroke over perfectly conducting ground, as calculated by using the model 
of Cooray (1989). The peak cumnt in the mum stroke is 10 kA. The distances to the pint of 
observations are the following: (a) 200 m, (b) 500 m, (c) lo00 m and (d) 2OOO m. 
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F i g 6  S a m  as in figure 5 except that the conductivity of the F u n d  (Le. a) is 0.001 S/m. 
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Fig.7 Horizontal field generated by a return stroke at different distancts when the 
conductivity of the p n d  is 0.01 S h n  (solid line). The peak cumnt in the =turn stroke is 10 
kA. The distances to the point of observations are the following: (a) 200 m, (b) 500 m, (c) 
10oO m and (d) 2000 _ _  m. The horizontal fields calculated by using the wavetilt expression are 
drawn by dashed lines. 
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Fig.8 S a m  as in figure 7 except that the conduCtiVity of the ground is 0.001 Urn. 
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